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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON ASBESTOS HEALTH
HAZARDS TO SCHOOLCHILDREN

MONDAY, JANUARY 8, 1979

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:80 a.m. in Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Carl D. Per-
kins (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Vleiss, Kildee, Miller
and Buchanan.

Staff present: Nancy Kober, staff assistant; Ton* Painter, secre-
tary, John Martin, minority legislative associate; and Edith Baum,
minority labor counsel.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
This morning the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and

Vocational Education is conducting a hearing on the possible haz-
ards associatek1 with the presence of asbestos in schools.

Over the past several years, a body of evidence has been uncov-
ered which suggests that asbestos may endanger the health of those
exposed to it and may be linked to a rare form of cancer.

But it is only recently that educators, ccientists and health
specialists have Iwun to examine whether the health of students
who attend schools where asbestos is present is being threatened.

I believe this is a very serious question which warrants the
concern of all parents, students anti educators. In ichools bunt
between 1946 and 1973, the use of asbestos for fireproof-mg, insula-
tion, acoustics and other purposes was not uncoMmon.

In some Parts of the country, school building's have been closed
for periods of time because of potentially dangerous asbestos
situations.

I would like to point out that this problem is not a simple one.
There is no consensus on what level of asbestos exposure could be
considered dangerous and sampling techniques may not reveal the
actual level of infiltration.

In addition, removal or covering over of asbestos can be an
extremely expensive process.

(I)
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On November 18, 1978 I called to the attention of Secretary

Califano a situation existing in my congressional district, in

Prestonsburg, Kentucky.
I told the Secretary that I thought it is very-important that some

remedial action be taken without delay, and I would appreciate

knowing what is contemplated by the Department on this.

In Prestonsburg, Kentucky, they have had numerous town meet-

ings concerning the asbestos situation. In fact, I had heard that
students were out on a strike down there for a _period of time.

The removal problem is still up in the air. ry parents are

fearful about students being exposed to a cancer-causing

substance.
I want to state that Cowessman Miller Of California, may have a

much greater problem m his district than we have in eaitern
Kentuclw. But I have been informed that this situation is very

widespread throughout the country..
Mr. Miller has initiated this hearmg today and is to 6e compli-

mented. In fact, I did not intend to commence hearings until after

the beginning of the New Congress. But after the new Congress

convenes we will hear from the people in Kentucky and other parts

of the country.
Possibly Mr. Miller will want to hold hearings in California, Mr.

Weiss in lgew York City. We will have people from Kentucky up

here at a later date.
This hearing today will, be very constructive, in my judgment

I personally feel that the Federal Government somewhere along

the line will have to be involved because many of the local commu-

nities where we have this situation do not have the money to cope

with the problem.
That is presently the case in Prestonsburg, Kentucky. I want to

find some solution, and the witnesses here today will be able to

assist the committee.
In conclusion, I want to compliment my colleague, George Miller,

for his leadership in getting the witnesses present here today.

I want to hear from Mr. Miller at this time, and then from Mr.

Buchanan.
Go ahead, Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your remarks

and also for the permission to hold this hearing on what I believe to

be a very serious problem confronting the educational community

in this country.
As you know, another subcommittee of our full committee, the

Compensation Health and Safety Subcommittee, has been holding

hearings on asbestos-related problems in the industrial workplace

as it impacts upon workers and their families.

As a result of those !learings, we have come into contact with

people in the community who have been working on the problem of

asbestos for some time and have been informed that it appears that

there is a rather significant problem relating to asbestos within

school sites.
The fact Ls that although OSHA has established a safe workplace

standard for asbestos, it must be emphasized that no recognized

threshold of asbestos diseaseand even brief exposure may be

sufficient to cause cancer many years later.

'13



°The most alarming fact is that that industrial standard which we
have established for workers does not apply to nonindustrial sites,
such as schools.

Yet, we fmd that out of a survey of over 6,000 schools, it was
revealed that asbestos has been used in 1,000 of those schools and
that in some schools the asbestos level was 100 times greater than
the normal ambient air level.

I think it must be told to this committee that this appears to be
particularly serious because children in their growing years may be
especially susceptible to cancer.

Medical experts, including those froin the Johns-Manville Corpo-
ration, have testified tgat the rapid normal multiplication of cells
during childhood, among other factors, may lead to more rapid
development of cancer timn in adults. .

Because they have so long a life expectancy after exposure,
children may have a greater likelihood of dying from as-tm--
related cancer in later life than a worker expwed in middle age.

An additional problem is that about eight million teenage chil-
dren are smoking, making it an even greater risk in contacting
asbestos-related cancers.

The problem of asbestos axpwure is not limited only to children,
however. Teachers and custodial w ers are also exposed. I think
it must be said that, while the pro appears dramatic, both in .terms of numbers of schools in w ch asbestos has been used and
which in cases it may be deteriorating and also the fact that we
must deal with the problems of removal or sealing, as we will hear
witnesses testify today, the cost of doing this in New York City
alone has been suggested to be $48 million.

I think we have a problem that is certainly worthy of consider-
ation by this committee in trying to help those local jurisdictionn
such as the one you mentioned in Kentucky, where the studefitg ....
have become aware of it, their families have become aware of it,
and they are deeply concerned and distressed over the exposure
that their children may be susceptible to.

Again, I wish to thank you for the chance to hold these hearings
and to receive the testimony that we will hold today.

[Mr. Miller's statement forows:1
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Today's hearing marks the fifth day of testimony before a House subcommittee

owthe subject of health hazards associated with exposure to asbestos. Because

it as. Amen two months since the last hearing, and since this is the first

hearing in Washington, I would like to very briefly ummarLee some of the very

impertant information which was provided in the earlier testimony.

The inhalation of asbestos dust vastly increases a person's chances of

contacting fatal illnesses such as lung cancer, mesIgthelioma, and asbestosis.

If the person smokes also, his chances of contracting lung cancer are as much as

ninety times greater than someone in th general popul4tion. Of theme facts,

there is no longer any serious debate in the medical or scientific community.

trier the past several years, government and industry have established strict rules

governing working conditions in which men and women might he exposed to asbestos.

During our hearings in Hawaii, several menders of this Committee observed rip-out

procedures aboard Navy ships at Pearl Harbor. I believe that it is accurate to

say that we were impressed with the thoroughness and the caution with which

these operations are undertaken.

Unfottunately, however, the demirstration we naw Is no representative of

current or pant practiees in American industry. Foi many veers, millions of

American worite. were exposed to high concentrations of asbestos in a multitude

of occupations. About five million workers were exposed to what we now know were

dangerous levels of asbestos dust in the shipyatds during World War II and

thereafter. In many cases these workers, and as many as six Mitten others,

t 0
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VAT* Octt protected from inhcling asbestos and were never warned about the

potentially fatal effects of exposure to asbestos. We heard testimony from

some of them, and from members of their families, to the effect that they had

never been told by their employers,.includinc IU U.I. Navy, thpt they were

risking cancer'or other disabling nd fatal illnesses.

'We also heard disturbing information that some of the asbestos manufacturers

were aware of thg health hazards associated with asbestos'exposure as long ago

as che early 1930s, but did little or nothing to control its use or to knfotis

apd protect their employees until many years later. I have received .opies of

letters from executives of some of these companies, dated 2933 and 1934, which

indicate to me a recognition of the sevese health haiarns associated with

asbestos. Nkreover, the industrial and medical literature abounds with evidence,

as far ,back as the 1920s, which pointed to the suseeptibility of asbestos workers

to a wide variety of pultantary diseases. Some of the asbestos monufacturersi

even paid coMpensation to their workers several decades ago tor workirelitted

illnesses. As further testiment to the link betwven asbestos and disability,

?lofty insurance companies Itave long refused to insure asbestos workers.

One of the reasons that it has taken so long for tho asbestos problem to

achievi: promtn;itce is because of the long latency period associated with asbestos.

It is typical forvuthoskos-cauald cancers to take up to 30 to 40 years to appear

after exposure. This means that we can anticipate large numbers of cases of

&cancer and asbestosis to begin appearingssoon. because we are now within that

time frame since the exposures oecurred In accelerated numbers. While asbestos

is lowly a-past problem in terms of expo4bre. therefore. It is a present and

future ctisis in teris of health effects. Physicians have testified that ur to

half of the sehestos workers whom they have X-rmyed show signs of lung disease.

These r:elearchers have said that in future ...ars neirly one-fifth of all cancers

will be related to asbestos exposure.

Ant the ptoblem of asbestos exposure h.vi not been solved. !lost ot the

regulations and safety i'roccdores :oneounlny ashegtol apply, only to inanntXtill

settings: Largely unrgulated ate .ortmGrcial exposures. sneh a% the xposure of

Yalitha children in school buildings. That is the subiect of today'. heoing.
s

S' Asbestos Materials were heavily n.o.d In ...hoe! ..ststto.-tten between the years

1946 and 1972. when the use et sprayed ,4ento4 for fileptooling and insulation

WaS ptobibjted by ihr Putted Maio* Ialvitonment .1 Protection Areney. In many

eases, the spr.we4 asbe..tos is ftlah.le, mav he 41%6h-treed into the ail if

the lortace is disturbed thron4Amtaintename lhct phy..1.Al activity, inaltsting

IV eet
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vandalism.

Although OSHA has eAtablished a safe workplace standard for asbestos, it Must

be emphasixei that there is au recognited threshhold for asbestos disease. Evert

brief exposures may'be sufficient to cause cancer many years later. The Industrial

standard, however, does not even apply to non-industrial sites such as schools.

One recent survey of 6,000 school revealed that asbestoshad been used la 1,000

of them. and'that the presence Of asbestos la their air, 14 sone case*, was sig.-

nilitantly higher than the permissible industrial standard and the level associated

with an Increased likelihood gferncer. In same schools, the asbestos lovelier*

100 times greaterthan the normal ambient lir level.

The presence of asbetttoo in potentially dangerous quantities in school

buildings is particularly serious because children in their growing years may be

especially susceptible to cancer. Medical experts, including Dr. Paa totin a

the Johns-Manville Corporation, have testitied that the rapid normal multiplication

of cells during childbibd, among other factors, may lead to a riiiwe rapid development

of caneer than in adults. Because they have no long a life expectancy after

exposure, children may have a greater likelihood of dying from asbestos related

cancer in later life than a worker whe is exposed in middle age. An additional

problem is that about eight ailUc,n teenage children are smokers, making them even

greeter risks tor contracting asbestos related cancer.

The problem of asbestos exposure in schools is not limited only to children,

however. Teachers and custodial workers are also exposed. The Americen School

hoard Journal has recently reported the case of a Massachusetts school custodian

who died of mesothelloma after having worked for nine year* with asbestos. If

asbestos materials are.So be removed or seated in school buildings, the workers

who perform these fobs are at risk. an are workers who will be involved in the

demolition of obsolete buildings in the future.

The cost of repair or removal effetts is 4 mai,4 connideration in the dis-

cussi.n ot ashestos in selssils. Total removal eats cost 'ens ot thousands of dollars

per scl ttttt 1; the cost tor making New Yotk City whools .tio ham bern entimated at as

'Welt As :0 million. Currently, the burden for these programs rests with star,

cud local offielais. There is some concrn that the amounts ot the costs may

intimida_e some local sehuol hear& from performisg necessary rests on thell

buildings. Certainly, cost is au important coogid..rdriont bur trilnien in

importance compared to thy health And satety of millions of 30100 children who may

he exposed to Ilfe-thr...teming environments in tlelr ciassrooms.
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There err many complex questions which must be answered before we can arrive

at thoughtful federal polity on thfs issue.

- Is there a problem with asbestos in out schools?

-- Row severe is the problem?

-1- Row should we correct it?

Ruw much will corrective measures ..ost? And, who should pay for them--

local schools boards? The states? The federal government? The companies'

-which sold the asbestos or which Installed the saterials in the first place?

Fortunately. we have a series of witnesseq today who can provide us expert

answers to many of these questions. We will hear from several of the nationally

recognised erpects in the.field ot asbestos control, particularly in relation to

schools. We also have witnesses from federal agencies, and state and local school

bodies who have been working on this problem. Several companies which have been

Involved in the manufacture or installation of asbestos materials will share their

expertise with uo, as will legal experts who have critt,lzeet current regulatory

efforts as intdequate. I 40 grateful to 41A of them tor agreeing to participate

in this hearing.

Before we begin. I want to raise one cautionary uote. because of the wide-

spread public awareness of the aabestos problem, and spevlally hevanse se are

dealing with children In this hearing. I think it is very important that we all

utilise aaution in the course of onr testimony. It thre is a problem, we want

to know about it, and what we can do to help solve it as safely and as quickly

as posstlle. We do not want to manufivture a crisis if one doeq nat exist. and

we di o.t want to cause unnecessary public Withthat vau:ionaty uote. 1 welcome

vou 411 to this hearing, and will proceed with our first witness..

Chairman PERKIN& Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, would like to thank you and commend you, Mr. Chairman,

for holding these hearings this promptly. It was my privilege to
participate with our colleave from California in hearings on the
Compensation Health and Wety Subcommittee on the subject of
the problem of asbestos in the working place.

It became quite apparent to me that there is a substantial
Federal responsibility in this matter, not only because many of the
people who have been exposed to these health dangers and serious
health hazards have actually been employed by theNavy, or by the
Federal Government, but also becautfe the Federal Government has
an obligation to protect the safety and health of America in the
working place, and that responsibility was not fulfilled in the case
of the dangers of asbestos fibers.



It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, you are also correct that the
Federal Government has a responsibility to act if there are dangers
to American children and 3foung peo le in schools from this svzne
substance, and from the health hazards that may be connected with
it.

Your fellow Democrat, Thomas Jefferson, is one of my favorite
American statesmen, Mr. Chairman. He gave as the motto for the
school he founded, the University of Virginia, one that I think is
appropriate for the Congress as well: "For here we are not afraid to
follow the truth wherever it may lead us."

It is my profound hope the truth will_ prove that this is not a
widespread danger in education in the United States, but to the
extent that the truth can be established that there is danger, we
must act immediately.

Chairman Psalms. I think it inay be beneficial for me to read a
paragraph from Secretary Califano's response to the letter that I
wrote to him on November 18, for the information of the various
witnesses today. The Secretary states, in a letter dated January 5,
addressed to me:

"The Department has no general authority to assist local school
districts in repairing or renovating facilities. Moreover, we believe
that the basic responsibility in that area rests appropriately with
State and local authorities.

"The Environmental Protection Agency hes the regulatory re-
sponsibility to deal with toxic substances such as asbestos. I have
sent a copy of your letter to Douglas M. Cottle, Administrator, EPA,
with the request that he advise you of any action EPA is taking
with regard to the removal and treatment of asbestos in schools."

I certainly feel that it may be necessary for this committee, at the
conclusion of these hearings, to write some remedial legislation that
will place direct responaility upon the Federal Government to
help solve this problem.

Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEIss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, want to express my appreciation to you for convenitig these

hearings. I am very gratified at the very Wt comment that you
made.

New York, and my district, in particular, serves as one of the
more unfortunate examples of the asbestos problem.

In New York City we are talking about millions and millions of
dollars. As Mr. Miller indicated, the estimates range close to $50
million.

At a time when city budgets and school budgets across the nation
are at their tightest, local officials cannot be solely responsible for
locating additional funds.

I think that these hearings are timely, extremely critical, and
imErtant for the lives of the children that attend these schools.
ain, my thanks to you for convening the hearings at this time.

rman PERKINS. All right
The first witness this morning is Dr. Robert Sawyer, Yale Univer-

sity, New Haven' Connecticut.
Dr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, my entire presentation is based on

graphics, slides. At the present time there is no facility for present-
ing slides. Apparently there is a technical problem.

4
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Chairman PERKINS. So you want to postpone your testimony?
Dr. SAWYER. If I could, please.
Chairman PERKINS. All right.
At this time we will hear from Dr. William J. Nicholson, Environ-

mental Laboratory Sciences, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New
York. We will hear you at this time.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON, ENVIRONMENTAL
LABORATORY SCIENCES, MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE,
NEW YORK

Dr. NicnoutoN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. I notice the statements are very lengthy

today. It would be appreciated if as many of you as possible could
summarize your statements and put the complete statement in the
record, unless they are so technical it may be necessary to read
them.

Go ahead.
Dr. Nicimizori. I will be brief, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate very much the opportunity to appear here. My name

is William J. Nicholson. I am an Associate Director of the &Aron-
mental Laboratory Sciences, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, which
has long been concerned with various aspects of asbestos health
effects.

As part of that activity, I have been involved in the dinction of
various studies measuring the asbestos concentration in the ambi-
ent air and in various building circumstances. These have included
buildings in which asbertos has been sprayed, as fireproofing mate-
rial, or for acoustic awl sound control.

Included in these studies are about 12 schools, which I would like
to review for you.

In the analysis of samples in the background area in various
metropolitan cities about the United States in a 24-hour sampling
basis, we rarely find air c( icentrations above 10 nanograms per
cubic meter of air. That is tea billionths of a gram per cubic meter
of air.

I want to emphasize that because I will be discussing other
concentrations measured in buildings as a comparison.

It may sound like a very small amount of asbestos, but ii you
fragment the fibers that contribute to a nanogram, you can literally
have a million fibers, or fibrils, present.

During daytime hours, one finds commonly higher concentrations
which can range up to 40 nanograms per Cubic meter of air. These
higher concentrations can come from brick erosion or construction
activities or other sources in the community.

In 1973, we undertook a study of asbestos contaminations of
buildings in which asbestos had been used as fireproofing in areas
that served as return air plenums, or had been applied for acoustic
or sound control as surfaces of walls and ceilings.

In that study, we found evidence that roughly half the samples
that we took showed concentrations above that experienced in the
background, ambient air taken at the same time.
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So, there was clear evidence of asbestos exposure in many build-
im where a loose fibril fluffy type of asbestos had been applied
either for sound or fire control.

In the fall of 1976 flaking asbestos was reported in a ielol in
Howell Township, which lead Comressman Andrew Maguire to
stimulate the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
to undertake a study, first documenting the extent of asbestos usage
in New Jersey schools, the effects of possible contamination from
that usage, and the feasibility of remedial action.

I would like to briefly describe the results of a study that we
undertook as a contract from NIEHS as a result of Congreesman

nere's initiatives.
research showed that ap roximately 265 of 2,400 schools in

New Jersey had asbestos materials on hallways, classrooms, audito-
riums, or other student use areas. Additionally, there would have
been asbestos applied to pipes and boilers.

Many schools aW had asbestos applied to their ceilings and walls
and other areas of boiler rooms where students would have little
access, but from which contamination additionally could occur into
the schools.

I would like to focus simply on thoee areas where it was in
student use areas of the school.

We visited 48 of the 265 schools and analyzed the samples of the
material. Most had asbestos contents between 10 and 50 percent. Of
the 48 schools, 88 had visible evidence of damage, either water
leakage, deterioration of the asbestos, or physical abuse by student&

Some of it was minor, but some of it was veryserious, with entire
hallways having asbestos dislodged from the ceiling by students, or
in some buildings literally clouds of asbestos were coming loose
from the substrate to which it had been applied.

We did air sampling in those schools and found concentrations up
to Z000 nanograms per cubic meter of air. This would be approxi-
mately 100 tunes that which one commonly experiences in the
background ambient air.

In one school actually when we were taking a background sample
we found that the school itself was serving as a source into the
community producing excess levels outside the school as well as
significant levels within the school to which pupils would be

exxosed.dditionally, we took measurements during activities where dam-
age was being done to the ceiling similar to that which was there.
These were in two salmis that removal or sealing operations were
about to begin, and those students were present.

Those air concentrations during the period of damage exceeded
the time weighted average of the current asbestos standards. So
tit at while the period of the damage may be short, the concentra-
tions are excessive, and they would persist for long periods
thereafter.

The conclusions from this analisis work were that if visible
damage or erosion of any asbestos contained spray material is
evident, increased asbestos air concentrations would have existed at
that time and may still persist.
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Such damage is likely to continue and air concentrations extend-
ing to 100 times background might be observed over long periods of
time. Much greater ones would occur over the hort periocl of time
that the damage was taking p:ace.

Where visible damage or erosion was not evident, the air concen-
trations that we measured were no different from background. But
the possibility of later damage in future asbestos fiber release with
concomitant increased air concentrations cannot be excluded.

Extensive documentation exists of serious disease among workers
directly using asbestos or asbestos materials and those working
nearby. Additionally, evidence of disease among household contacts
of asbestos workers or in those that live about factories has been
documented.

Unfortunately, we do not know air concentrations 30 or 40 years
ago to which people with such disease were exposed and thus we
cannot provide information on a dose response relationship for
asbestos disease.

On the other hand, this absence of information also precludes our
knowing the existence of a threshold for asbestos disease. At the
same time, we know of no concentration below which one can state
with certainty that no disease risk exists.

Thus, the prudent person approach would indicate that at the
least where feasible excess asbestos exposures be controlled. At the
moment we do not know how little asbestos 'is needed to increase
the risk of cancer.

The only exposure that one can state is siVIe zero additional
exposure. In schools, such control measures are available.

In this project we identified two feasible methodsseali. g the
asbestos with a surface coating or removing it completely. I. third
procedure, that of enclosing the asbestos with other building prod-
ucts, also has merit and in particular circumstances could be
utilized.

In general, the sealing of a cementitious matrix which is well
adhering to a substrate can be appropriate. If there is little likeli-
hood that it would at a later t me break loose from that substrate,
one can provide a barrier to erosion of asbestos fibers by such
procedures.

On the other hand, if the material is loosely attached, friable,
already breaking loose, or with significant damage it should be
remove,' This has been the case in certain schools and has been
found ti be capable of being done with minimum contamination of
the building and following clean-up no residual asbestos would be
present in the building air. .

The circumstance of use in 8( hools, where you have hallways,
auditoriums, or classrooms with large flat surfaces, lends itself well
to efficient removal techniques.

However, in each particular school one must look at the situation
there to assess what would be the most viable method of control,
whether it be removal, covering, or enclosure by other materials.

Each school, in essence, is unique in its own right.
Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Nicholson, if I have read rightI am a

little ahead of youI think you have very well covered your
prepared statement. But as a specialist in Environmental Labora-

IOW
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tory Sciences, is there any doubt in your mind that this asbestos
must be removed?

Dr. NICHOLSON. I think the requirement is that we prevent and
assure there be no exposures to students. In some circunutances
removal may be very difficult and not necessary.

That is, if you have in essence a rock hard cement like matrix
enclosing the asbestos which is not easily damaged, if one can either
by some barrier or other assure that that cannot be damaged and
later release asbestos, that may be the more feasible route to take.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me.ask you this question, since you state
it is extremely difficult in so far as removal is concerned.

To avoid exposure to the students, should it be done When the
school is not in session, or could it be done while the school is in
session, or should it be done at the earliest possible date?

Dr. NICHOLSON. In virtually most circumstances it should be done
when the students are not in that building. In some of the schools
the condition of the asbestos is sufficiently good that one could do
this work over the summertime, that it is not a situation where you
must undertake control immediately.

In other schools that is the situation. They have been so badly
damaged that the exposures ongoing should not be allowed to
continue. Again, it really would depend upon the schools.

Chairman PERKINS. It would depend on the schools. Is there
variance in the degree of harm that may result from the type of
asbestos that has been used for insulation purposes or for any other
purpose?

Dr. NICHOLSON. I think one should not distinguish between the
types of asbestos. The data on health effects would indicate that all
can readily produce cancer, and that one should consider the risk
there, irrespective of the mineral variety.

Chairman PERKINS. Could you take a sample, for instance, from
Prestonsburg, Kentucky of the asbestos used there for insulation in
the high school and give us your idea, about the degree of harm that
this may bring about and whether it should be removed immedi-
ately or wait until the school term ceases?

Dr. NICHOLSON. Could I do that?
Chairman PERKINS. Y-rs.
Dr. NICHOLSON. I don't believe so. But many schools ht written,

and there. could have been a response iri terms of analysis of
asbestos. But I don't think it would have been a response from
anyone at our laboratory that would state what the control mea-
sures should be for tuat particular school without seeing it.

Chairman PERKINS. I see. Ilow do you suggest that the removal
tarce place?

Dr. NICHOLSON. It should be u.idertaken with complete control so
that asbestos not be disseminated in other parts of the building.
This involves double enclosure with plastic sheeting, in the walls,
floors, decontamination areas for the workers.

Additionally, the workers must be protected so that they do not
undergo excess asbestos exposures. Most important, the material
should be removed thoroughly wetted.

If you can do this in such conditions, and they are described in
the report 1 have submitted for the record, air concentrations below
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even the current two fiber per minister asbestos standard can be
maintained in a room undergoing asbestos removal.

Chairman Prams. Let me *state that we are going to hold
hearings next week. The situation down home has caused so much
contUsion. We have the General Assembly of Kentucky in .session
now. We may ask.the Governor to add it to the agendallown. there.

I want to congratulate you on your testimony this morning.
Mr. Miller?
Mr. Mum. Thank you, Mr. Chnirman.
Dr. Nicholson, in your study and in your testimony you referred

to the prudent person approach which, if I recall law school, is a
suggestion of what you ought to do when you know the facts taken
to safeguard a hazardous situation.

Then you go on to say that, "We do not know how little asbestos
is needell to increase the risk of cancer."

Dr. NICHOLSON. That statement emphasizes the earlier one, that
we have no information of a threshold for asbestos cancer.

Mr. Mniza. We have received testimony in our other subcommit-
tee, howeverand I believe that you referred to it in the prelimi-
aary information in your studythat we have fa.. Al hazards and
pwple contact asbestos-related diseases as a result of living in the
household with asbestos workers, be they in manufacturing or
insulation, because of the relatively small amounts that they bring
home with them on their clothing.

We have seen children and spouses contact these related diseases.
So, are you suggesting that the level that should be acceptable in a
school would be even less than what we have found in some
households?

Dr. NICHOISON. That is clear. The level that is acceptable in
schools is no more than that above background. I mean, we can't
unfortunately do anything with background.

Otherwise, I would say the most acceptable level would be zero.
But that is not feasible, unfortunately. It certainly would have to be
well below those of the past household exposures.

For comparative purposes, I might just mention the data we have
of exposures in households which commonly range in the same
order, the same concentrations we are measuring in schools, from
100 to 6,000 nanograms per cubic meter of air.

These, however, were in households measured recently. Whether
disease will result from such exposures would not be Irnown for
decades.

Mr. MILLICR. Well
Dr. NICHOLSON. I am sorry. Maybe I am not answering the

question you really asked.
Mr. MuLza. I think so. My concern would be if you say that that

level of asbestos which should be tolerated in a school is no greater
than background, and you have done background samples in the
City of New. York, you have done background samples in New
Jersey, too, zs that also correct?

Dr. NICHOMON. That is correct.
Mr. Mru.za. And then in your study you also point out in some

schools you have as much as 162,000 square feet of flaking area. In
other schools you have 133,000excuse mevisible flaking, you
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have 19,000, 23,000, 35,000 square feet nf visibio flaking asbestos
material.

Then if you go further through the study. in your statementI
want to make sure this is understoodyou ted about boiler
rooms. Also you have listed here time and again classrooms, hall-
ways, auditoriums, swimming pools, gymnaciums, places of general
exposure to the school population.

Ur. NICHOLSON. That IS correct.
Mr. Musa. And so it is not a question of closing the boiler room

door.
Dr. NICHOLSON. That is absolutely right.
Mr. Mum. Or the air ducts concealed within walls. We are

talking also about places where children, young adults, generally
populate in the schools. Is that correct?

Dr. NICHOLSON. That is correct. In New Jersey there were three
million square feet of asbestos in areas of student use.

Mr. Mum. Of visible flaking?
Dr. NICHOLSON. No.
Mr. Mum. Or in use?
Dr. Nicaousmi. Of asbestos in use. Some of it was visibly flaking

and deteriorating. Most of it was hot visibly flaking and deteriorat-
ing. In that report, under the column 'Visibly Flaking,' that was the
total area of that school some of the asbestos would have damaged,
but not all.

There is also a table there that kind of gives the degree of damage
in orderzero, one, two, threewith three being the most serious.
That would be a case where it mks widespread, and virtually all the
asbestos in a school or in a classroom with the three category would
be damaged.

Mr. MILLER. So we have a situation where, as I understand it, the
medical community is not prepared to accept a threshold concept in
terms of exposure. The idea that you have to be exposed for ten
years or five years, heavy concentrations, low concentrations, indus-
trial evidence tends to show that is not so.

We see this dramatic increase in asbestos-related diseases, both
cancer and asbestosis. You have a situation where the medical
community also suggests that children may be more susceptible
because of' the multiplication of cells and the growing patterns of
those children.

You combine that with the situation in which clearly in your
measurements, at least in the New Jersey schools, the levels are
much higher than background which you suggest is at least a
minimum.

We are not even concerning ourselves with tne general environ-
mental exposure to asbestos in these hearings. There is not enough
money in the Federal Government to even talk about that problem.

But here we are talking about people who are confined in these
various buildings.

I think, Mr. Chairman, you hit on it when you suggest that the
magnitude of the problem and the risks we am running really cries
out I think for some kind of Federal help, whether it is removal or
technical assistance or actual dollars.
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I think that we are going to have to come to grips with it because
from what we have heard in the industrial side, we have a period of
incubation of roughly 25 to 30 years, and we see again this dramatic
jump all of a sudden in these reported diseases.

We like to believe that we have taken such stepsand I am not
confident that they have really been taken in the ir dustrial side
to mitigate against this exposure -to-workers.

Now we find we may be incubating a whole new pneration or
several generations full of new cases to come upon us in the neat 25
to 30 years. Is that a fair conclusion of the exposure of these
children?

Dr. NICHOLSON. I think that is a fair statement.
Mr. Mum. Well, I always go back to the example, $300 million

for six cases of swine flu. I suggest we may have a much greater
epidemic on our hands here in terms of potential danger to the
American population than those six cases of swine flu that took 20
minutes to appropriate the money for.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Psalms. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEIss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Nicholson, let me express my compliments to you and the

Mount Sinai Environmental Laboratory Sciences.
I was chairman of the New York City Council's Committee on

Environmental Protection when Dr. Selikoff was instrumental in
affecting the ban in 1972 of the sprayed application of asbestos in
the City of New York.

.The EPA adopted the same position the following year, in 1973.
Have you conducted studies of not only the New Jersey or New

York City system, but school systems throughout the country? Are
you able to identify on that basis how widespread the problem may
be?

Dr. Nicuoizort. I have only limited experienx there. In New
York City the problem already has been alluded to. There are
undoubtedly more than 200 schools, I believe, of 1,100 schools in
New York City, with asbestos in student areas.

In Massachusetts it is also widely spread. We have done air
sampling in one building there that shows the same problem to be
in existence. In New York State additionally I am aware that the
same usage of asbestos, the same pattern is present as in New
Jersey.

In California it has similarly been reported to me that it is the
case there. So that at least in many major States, I think New
Jersey is not unique. What we have is somewhere between 10 or 20
percent of schools with this material in place posing a potential risk
to what would be more than a million schoolchildren.

The comments of Congressman Miller about their particular
susceptibility are quite appropriate. Thus, the problem certainly
cries out for urgent action. School districts are waiting, uncertain as
to whets-to do without direction and guidance from appropriate
State and Federal agencies.

Mr. Mass. It is your judgment that this is not the kind of health
hazard that can be allowed to be remedied at our leisure, that it
does in fact require urgent and immediate action?
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Dr. Maio wow In some of the schools there is certainly the need
for urgent actio I think there is need for urgent action on the
generic problem ds well.

Mr. Winos. Thankorou very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Puma. Thank you very much, Dr. Nicholson. You

have-been-vent-helpfuLta..us.......
Mr. Miller?
Mr. Mnaunt. Dr. Nicholson, if I could just ask you one more

question.
It has been suggested in some press accounts that whileand you

referred to the Howell case in New Jerseythat there is a great
deal of overreaction in that case because the student was thou&t to
be ill as related to asbestos, which was later found out to have
mononucleosis or something, and we are really overreacting to a
situation here that cannot be justified, that that case was found not
to be as serious as first thought, and that all the attention that was
brought into New Jersey on that basistherefore, there is not
really a serious problem.

I would appreciate if you would comment on that.
Dr. NICHOLSON. Let me first comment upon the health effects. As

you indicated, the health effects as manifest were incorrectly attrib-
uted to asbestos.

In all of the school situations that I am aware of, I think it would
be very unlikely that there would ever be such manifestations at
this time.

We are not concerned about acuter immediate apparent health
effects to children. We are concerned about what, as you indicated,
will bappen 20, 30, 40 years down the line.

In the Howell Township situation -the reaction was generated by
this misdiagnosis of disease. The situation in that school, though,
was severe. I read reports in the New York Times of children taking
the asbestos and throwing it at one another.

That situation required urgent action. The action I think that was
taken was precipitous in that inadequate controls were provided
during removal, and contamination throughout the building took
place.

This again points to the need for direction and iluidance such as
that when serious situations are identified rapid but proper action
can be taken. The Howell Township should have been controlled
rapidly, but it should have been controlled correctly.

Mr. 111ILLER. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
[The complete statement of Dr. Nicholson follows:]
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Testimony Of William J. Nicholson, Ph. D.

Environmental Sciences Laboratory

Wevnt Sinai School of Medicine

New York, N. Y.

My name is William J. Nicholson. 1 ilAssociate Director of the

Snvironmsntal deleneee Laboratory of Mount SiMei'Scieol

The laboratory, which is directed by Dr. Irving J. Selikoff, has lone beam

active in the field of asbestos health effects. Since 1969 my work has

involved the direction of projects analysing asbestos in air, water, and

tissue samples. Additionally, I have conducted several epidemiological'

studies concerned with the health of individuals exposed to asbestos in

occupational and environmental circumstances. Completed studies cf

asbestos in the ambient air or in public buildings in which asbestos

materials have been used include:

Asbestos Air Pollution in New York City
New York City Contract

(A study of asbestos concentrations in the ambient air of New York
and about buildings in which spray fireproofing materials were being
applied)

Measurement of Asbestos in the Ambient Air of U. S. Cities
National Ait Pollution Control Administration Contrazt CPA 70-92
(A study of quarterly composites of 24 hour samples collected in
49 cities of the National Air Surveillance Network)

Asbestos Contamination of the Air in Public Buildings
Environmental Proteotion Agency Contract 68-02-1346
(A study of att. In buil-gags in which asbestos materials had bean
applied for sound or fire control)

Chrysotile Asbestos in Air SAmples Collected in Puerto Leo
Consumer Products Safety Commission Contract 77128000
(A study of the air of schools and homes in Puerto Rico constructed
of asbestos cement products)

Control of Sprayed Asbestos Surfaces in School. buildinns: A Peseibility
Study

National Institute ot Environmental Health Sciences Ccettract NO1-ES-7-Z113
(A study of the extent of use of asbet,tos in New Jersey schoolr aue
of the feasiblIity oi sealinft or removing asbestos from student areaa)

in tie. courhe of tho :shove resenr:h more than 500 sanplcs of eft .411ected

in over 50 citi..s nod 40 public buildiogs have been au.ilyaol for asbestos.

These in?lude .1!IproAmat..ly 50 snurl?ks collected in 12 schools.
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The results of this research hatishomn that asbestos of the chrysotile

variety can be found as a ubiquitous contaminant of the aribient air oi

all metropolitan areas. Over 24 hour sampling periods, concentrations

up to 90 nanograms/meter3 (ng/m3) (A nanogram is a billionth of a gram)

have been measured in composites of quarterly samples. Of these long

term samples, most (about 95Z) had concentrations less than 10 nem3

.- In the-analysis of slit to eight_houteamptes
collected between 8 AM and

S PM hdpber concentrations are commonly
found, often up to 40 nem .

These increased levels can bit attributed to such sources as erosion of

asbestos from automobile brakes or from construction activitiep.
-vt/m 4vos

During the period of 1969-1971 asbestos concentrations,Were measured

at rooftop levels of buildings located up to 1/2 mile from construction

sites where asbestos-containing materials were being sprayed for fire-

proofing purposes. This evidence of widespread contamination led to the

prohibition of this use of asbestos by sevezal governmental entities La

1972 (e.g. New York City, Boston
Illinois) and nationally by the EPA in

February 1973.

In 1973 we undertook a study of the asbestos contamination of build-

ings in which asbestos materials
had been applied for fireproofing or

acoustical purposes. That study involved th:. collection and analysis

of 119 samples collected in
20 buildings of fivo U. S. cities. The

results showed evidence of air
contamination in buildings in which a

loose, fluffy, fibrous -type of asbestos spray material had been applied.

either for sound control or to structural
steel for fireproofing in spaces

used as retrrn air plenums. The report of that study recomnended:

An effnulve inspection and monitoring proeram should be developed

that would verify the integrity of asbestos spray material used for

acoustic or decorative purposes on the walls and ceilings of bublic

rooms and buildings.

Periodic spot sampling and analynis of the air in buildings using

cementitious fireproofing should be made in ot.der to assure that

future air contamination of the:ie buildin:tt. does not occur

More vxtensive sampling and
analysis for ahbeston should be done in

those buildings wher t fibrous spray fireproiflng ha:. bean used, in

order to define the full xtent of asbestos :lir contamination.

4
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Research must be undertaken to determine an effective and economically
faasible aix cleaniag system that cem be used in buildings with air
supplrplenums sprayed with such fibrous materials

Procedures should be developed for use during.maintsnance activities
that may be required in asbestos-lined plenum spaces in order to
minimise possible building air contamination.

Procedures must be developed and specified for use in those buildings
in which the asbestos is to be removed because of unacceptable con-
tamination. Here, consideration must be given to both occupational'

Ated-feeere. environmental exposures.

In recent years attention has been called to the presence of asbestos

in pupil use areas of schools, and to the associated potential health'
hazards. Damage to asbestos coated surfaces was seen, with friable

materials found flaking and contaminating large areas, in a grade school

in Wyoming, a university dormitory in California and in the Yale School

of Arts and Architecture in New Haven. In both the Wyoming school and

the Yale Library air measurements by optical microscopy for asbestos

showed concentrations that in some circumstances exceeded the then exist-

ing occupational standard of 5 fiber/milliliter (f/m1). In the case of

the Yale Library detailed documentation has been provided,on.asbestos

exposures before, during and after removal of the insulation mater/al by
Dr. Ro'bert SOYer.

In the fall of 1976, loose flaking spraied asbestos was seen in a

school of Howell. Township, New Jersey, leading to its removal and to

further concern about the presence of deteriorating asbestos in other

school buildings in New Jersey. Through the auspices of Congressman

Andrew Maguire of New Jersey the National Institute of Environmental

Health Sciences undertook to determine the extert of the asbestos rvoblem

in New Jersey schools and to demonstrate the feasibility of possible .

control measures. Under a contract from NIEHS the Environmental Sciences

Laboratory of Mount Sinai undercook this study. A copy of the final

report in included for your record.

The research revealed that of approximately 240u nehools in New

Jersey. 16S In 147 districts had neatly three million square fuet of

ashestou matertal in vt.v.1w0m.I. halluavs and uther rooms
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accessible to pupils. Forty-eight of these schools were visited and

material samples taken of what was thoughX to be asbestos-containing ."

surface coatings. The analysit. of these samples revealed that most

contained between 10% and 502 asbestos. Of the 48 schools, 33 had

evidence of damage to the asbestos surfaces, ranging from minor, localised

damage, to severe, widespread abuse and deterioration. Extensive

physical damage was seen .in some schools and in some circvstances loose

ShieUdi Of asbeitel'bierEhanging from the
sextet... or -had alIett to.the.

floors. Aix sampling in several scheols revealed concentrations up

to 2000 ng/m3, higher even than those we had earlier measdred about

sites of spray fireproofing. Of n concentrations iw excess of 100 ng/m
3

were found; these were always in a sociation with visible evidence of

damage or deterioration. Air samp es were taken in two schools during

Activities which produced dam c similar to that already pinsent. (This

was dond tn two schools in which the asbestos material was about to be

removed or sealed.) Air concentrations exceeding 2 Usti welt% found, I. e.

Above the currnt time weighted average
asbestos standard for workplaces.

'The conclusions that cnn be drawn from this work include;

If visible damage to or crouton of any asbeutos containing sprayed

tmtterlal is evident, increased asbestos air coneentrationa would

have existed at the time of damage anima!? still persist

Such damage is likely to reoccur or to coatinue. In such circumstances

air concentrations 10 to 100 Ihnon normal backgrouna may be expected.

Unwre vinible damage or erosion fa not evident, asbestos air con-

centrations are likely to be little different from background, hnt,

the possfbilit) of later damage and future asbc%tos fiber release

with von..nnitInr tecteased air
concentrations cannot he excluded.

Fictetv.ive doeumentat ion exists ot serious disease among workers

noing asbestos or asbestos materials and the.... workfng nearby.

Additionally, asheetes cancers have beeu identitiicd in imvple who simply

live in the bon of an asbestos eoaer r
ta..tery.

linjottneaoly. we do nut have ae.erite
knowled.. ot the coneenititions

of a:1.e.41.. tehl..1. I,v1tvIdu.iI wre vxToraii 1.1 *.0 vo.w. k...)

I r, it iii e TI11::, / ef t et 3 1., Ira...Tilt...Vol

t. -! .11r Ons*I 1. a i..;1. III. :. SI 10:.-110')

:.w14 1,1 Ow hy,ov school. all in othet 1.01.itogq weith
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similar conditions. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a clear associ-

ation of suCh levels and the p6sence or absence of asbestos disease

will be made in the foreseeable future. However, this absence of dose-

disease data at lower exposures leVels (non-occupational) also precludes

C
having knowledge of a threshold for aabestos-cancer (as for carcinogens.._

in generan.' Thu*, "the prudent person'aiiptoadh would indicite that,

at the least, where feasible, excess asbestos exposures be controlled.

At the moment, we do not know how little asbestos is needed to increase

e risk of cancer.
.

In schools control methods are available. In this project two possible

.methods were investigated; the complete removalof asbestos-containing

matt:Hags, and the "sealing" of such material by an appropriate covering

agent. A third procedure,.that of enclosing the asbeitos with other

building productr: also may be appropriate in particular, limited, cir-
e

cumstanees.

,t1 general, sealing of firm, Intact, cementitious asbestos materials
-

procetiec. smoothly with no measureable dissemination of asbestos fibers
4.<

into adjacent school areasN4An attempt to sell loosely-bonded fibrous

asbestos matcriil wan not sucesgful. In many circumstatres, the use of

(sealants over well adhering ementitious type asbestos mixes may be war-

4 rantea. They are relativelf easy to apply, compared to removal in these

circumstances and can preveitt or minimize surface erosion of fibers. When

loosening of the asbstos from the substrate is no problem, this may be

the control wusurc of choice. This procedure, however, allows the asbes-

tos to remain In place. It may sub.aequentlybe dislodged during mainte-

nanee and renovation activities, and during demolition of the building,

full removal containment procedures would be required. Furthermore, one

may not have complete assurance that the asbestos matrix will remain

lorked to the substrate. Water da-tage and physical abuse ....tad produce

dislo4gomvnt in the future.

In many typical eircumstanoos found In %ew Jersey schools in wItich

100,-1. e0:1;,t,t04. !m1t!,le in,.... .. rettainfoll witeriale 4:0 applied to

flat. open arcu; a; htliwarq, el.o..u.ons and anditoriuma, the remeval

ifished efficiently and eftecti-ely.a) t .l'ih,ot ti oat el- 1 a l .. t- to N ae..orl,
c np I et V wet t I ,t.% . t he .1.4.4::.1 tt ., .areiel en le3ure meth4. and thoroulth

t lolaup ent ItentalllinAtf..11 11.011 itrovat operatieu.,. Once rmod,

4.
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any concern for future asbestos related problems is eliminated. For

many school situations with loosely bondedoasbestos which is flaking

from its substrate, it may be the control procedure of choice. Nowever, each

school situation is unique. It must be.carefully assessed and control

procedures selected for the particular circumstance in an individual

- -

The use of asbestos in schools of Vew Jersey is not unique. New

York City has determined that asbestos materials are present in student

use areas of over 200 of 1100 schools. In Massachusetts exteasive use.

of asbestos in schools has been reported. It is a nationwide problem.

School districts have limited resources. They are hesitant to undertake

requisite control procedures in the absence of appropriate guidance and

assistance. With.a potential asbestos exposure to more than a million

children urgent action is required by appropriate federal and state agencies.

/ ?J
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1. INTMODUCTION

In Um fall of 1976, attention was drawn to loose, flaking asbestos

material in a Kw Jersey School and to concern regarding asbestos mate-

rials in other schools in the state. Further, such materials had been

identified in schools in New York, Massachusetts, California and other

states, where they had been *applied on walls, ceilings sod other sur-

faces forinsulation or decorative purposes; this pointed to a possible

general problem nationwide. Various control measures were proposed or

utilized in different circumstances, iucluding complete removal of the

asbestoz.; materials, covering them with a sealant, or enclosing them with

other building materials.

This project was undertaken to assess the extent of use and current

condition of asbestos surface materials in New Jersey schools, to eval-

uate the potential for asbestos exposures to pupils and to evaluate the

feasibility of removing the asbestos materials or sealing them with

appropriate coatings.

2. USE OF SPRAYED ASBESTOS MATERIAL

Sprayed fiber insulation material containing asbestos was first

introduced in 1932 in Great Britain, where it was used for condensation

control and noise abatement.
1

Because of the excellent heat resistant

properties of the material, it was also quickly adapted for thermal

insulation purposes. The first uso of sprayed asbestos In the United

States was tn 1935, when the material was found suitable for acoustic

purposes and for decorative finishes in pub!ic spaces in nightclubs,

restaurants, hotels and other buildings.
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The use of sprayed-asbestos materiels in the United States expended

rapidly after World War II, with an important additional use being the

fireproofing of structural steel and other compenents.of high rise

offiee buildings in major cities. This began in 19501 and continued

through the 1960's. At the same time; continued use was made.of sprayed

asbestos materials for thermal insulation and decorative or acoustical

purposes. Noiie control was a major reason for sprayed asbestos mate-

rials being applied in auditoriums, libraries, hailways, classrooms, and

other areas of school buildingi. Akthese uses of asbestos expanded, so

did the variety of spray materials. Subsequent to World War II asbestos

was contained in loosely-bonded, fibrous mixes, cementitious formula-

tions, plaster materials and textured paints.

During the latter part of the 1960's concern arose over the wide-

spread dissemination of asbestos about construction sites. This led to

attempts to control spraying of asbestos through procedural regulations

in New York City
2

and elsewhere. As these were found ineffective, the

spraying of asbestos materials was prohibited by several cities and

states in 1970 and 1971 (Boston. New York, Philadelphia, Illinois,

e.g.)
3

and nationwide by the United States Environmental Protection

Agency in 1972.
4

3. HEALTH EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH ASBESTOS EXPOSURE

Asbestos, including its major commercial varieties, chrysotile,

amosite, and crocidolite, has been found to produce significant disease

among workers occupationally *xposed in its mining and manufacturing,

and in the use of materials containing the fiber. The predominant route

ot exposure has been inhalation, although some asbestos may be swallowed

directly or atter being brought up from the respiratcry tract. Diseases

assoulated uith asbestos exposure include asbestosis, a non-malignant



scarring of the lungs; bronchogenic carcinoma (lung cancer); mesotbeli-

oma, a tumor of the lining of the dies and lungs or of the abdomen; and

cancer of the gastrointestinal tract (esophagus, stomach, colon, rectum).

Not only have such diseases been found among individuals exposed to

asbestos ("asbestos workers") directly as a result of excessive work

exposures, but asbestos-associated cancer has also been identified,

lbtit less frequently, among those with inhalation.eXPOs4rAts 0.41sser.

intensity, including those who had worked near the application o; removal

of asbestos material, those with history of residing in the vicinity of

asbestos plants, or in those who had lived in the household of an asbes-

tos worker.

a. Occupational Exposure Effects

The full spectrum of disease from asbestos exposure is perhaps

best demonstrated by the data of Selikoff, Hammond and Seidman concern-

ing the mortality *experience of 17,800 asbestos insulation workmen

observed by them.
5 Table 1 shows the expected and observed deaths among

this group of workers from January 1, 1967 through December 31, 1976.

Among the 2,270 individuals who died, 44 percent died of cancer, with

one in five deaths due to lung cancer, one in tea from gastrointestinal

cancer, and more than 7% from mesochelioma (a tumor otherwise so infre-

quently found in the general population that it guy account for only one

in tea thousand deaths in the absence of exposure to asbestos). Addi-

tionally, seven percent died of asbestosis: Comparing the frequencies

of deaths from cancer and asbestosis in these workers with those amoog

tne general population, nearly 40% of the deaths in this group of work

ems can be attributed to their occupational exposure to asbestos.
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Asbestos related disease has also resulted from exposures in asbes-

tos factories. A study of production employees of the largest asbestos

products manufacturing facility in the United States again demonstrated

the presence of significant excess disease. 6 In this study, the mortal-

ity experience of all 689 individuals who were working on J4nuary 1,

1959, end who were first employed prior to 1939, was analyzed. From

1959 to 1976, it was expected that 188 deaths would have occurred in

this group. Instead, 274 died, 46% more than anticipated. About 40

cancers were expected; 99 were observed. As shown in Table 2, the

anticipated asbestos-related tumors were found in excess -- bronchogenic

carcinoma, mesothelioma, and gastrointestinal cancer.

b. Lapsed Period with Asbestos Disease

One of the more important aspects of asbestos related disease

is the occurrence of a long lapsed period from onset of exposure to the

appearance of clinical illness. Data from the previously described

group of insulation workers illustrates this fact clearly. A signi-

ficant rise in the number of cases o lung cancer occurred only after 25

years from first exposure. In the tase ot mesothelioma the majority of

cases are found after 30 years (Figute 1). It is useful to note that

current disease is largely the result of exposures decades ago. At that

time, few or no dust measurements were made and we know little about the

intensities of the exposures in the 1930's, 1940s and 1950s, which

have led to the iasease we are now seeing.. In the same vein inadequate

tontrol of exposures now may lead to disease 20, 30 or 40 years hence.

Vnhappily, it it does oicur, it generally is fats: since current thera-

7
pies tor these illnesses are inette,tive Thus. prudence would suggest

7
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that human health risks in the future be uanimixed through the tlimina-

tion of any avoidable asbestos exposure at the present time.

c. Synergistic Effects with Occupational Asbestos Exposures

A second important concern is increasing evidence that many

cancers may have a multiple factor etiology. For example, lung cancer

in asbestos workers ts strongly associated with cigarette smoking. In

the large cohort of 17,800 insulators observed by Selikoff and Hammond,

the smoking habits were obtained on the majority of workers in 1967.
8

Table 3 illustrates the effect of cigarette smoking on lung cancer

mortality of these workers. Among 2,066 non-cigarette smokers, only

eight lung cancers were seen in a ten year period,-where 1.82 were

expected, based on American Cancer Society data on the risk of lung

cancer death in non-smokers. Inhalation of asbestos by insulators

appears to multiply the risk by four or five times. Considering the

data for men with a history of smoking, among 9,591, 325 deaths were

obstrved versus 66.78 expected, also a fivefold increase. However,

since cigarette smokers already have a tea to twenty times greater risk

of lung cancer death than non-smokers, (depending on cigarette consump-

tton), the multiplicative effect of the asbestos exposure increases the

lung cancer risk up to 100 times for smoking asbestos workers compared

to non-smokers unexposed to asbestos. This was also shown by the experi

ences of a. cohort of New York and New Jersey insulators.
9

Neve, It was

estimated that the risk of dying of lung cancer for cigarette-smoking

asbestos workers was more than 90 times that of individuals who neither

smoked nor worked with asbestos.

fse
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4. Indf...ect Occupational Asbestos sure

In 1968 it was pointed out Dy Marries that shipyard werkers

other than insulators were at risk from asbestos disease.
IO

Among

Devonport Dockyard employees, five cases of mesothelioma were foak

among men who had not been "asbestos workerb" but had followed other

trades in the yard. These men presumably had been inadmertently exposed.'

to asbestos merely by working in the same shipyard areas where asbestos

had been used. Continuing to follow this group, Harries later docu-

mented SS cases of mesodiAlioma in this shipyard alone, only two of

which occurred in asbestos workers 3, one, a man who had previously

sprayed asbestos. A study of the distrihution of all verified cases of

mesotheliona found in Scotland between the years of 1950 and 1967 is

also revealing.
12

Of 89 cases available fpr study, SS were in shipyard

employees, dockers or naval personnel. Of the 55, again only one was an

asbestos insulation worker.

A third important study of workers in British shipyards is

that of John Edge, who reviewed x-rays of.former shipyard laorkers

Barrow.
13

A prospective study was conducted of 235 men whose x-rays,

4.4

taken between 1955 and 1969, showed abnormalities characteristic'of
:

asbestos exposure tpleural plaques, scarring of the covering of the lung

or lining of thelchest), but no parenchymal fibrosis (scarring of the

lunR tissue). titt of these x-rays,were of indtviduals (riggetp, weld-

ers. carpenters,ielectricians, machinists. steamfrtters, etc.) who had

not worked direc ly with asbestos, but who could have sometimes been
it

nearby when asbeiltos was used. In tracing the individuals who had such

if)
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x-ray champs, it was foumd that 70 had died from 1970 to. 1973. dt

these 70 deaths, 13 were of luhg caster, two amd ome-half times the

ammber expected, and 17 were of mesothelioma (nose', of course,'were

anticipated).

e. Environmental Asbestos Disease

. In .1960 Wagner reviewed 47 casts of -mesothelioma found in the

.1 4. 14 r
Northwest Cape Province, South Africa in the previous five years.. Of

Os

* this number, roughly half were in people0who-had worked with Mandist**.

Virtually all of the rest, however, were in individuals whophad, decades

before, simply lived or worked_in au area of asbestos mining (one lived

along a roadway in which asbestos fibers were skipped). This germinal

4 observation demonstrated that asbestos exposure of limited intensity,

often intermi.tent, could cause mesothelioma. The bastard was further

pointed by the findings of NewhouselS, who ihowed that mesotheliomm

could occur among people whose potential asbestos exposure consisted of

their having resided near an asbestos faCtoryor in the households of

asbestos workers. Twenty of 76 cases from the files of the London

Naeatal were the result of such exposure, 31 were occupational in

*origin and asbestos exposure was not identified for 25.

A recent extensive study of the effects of household exposure has

been conducted by Dr. Henry Anderson and his colleagues of the Mount

Sinai School of Medicine.
16 la a clinical survey of 489 family contacts

of former, factory workers, it was found that the x-Fays of 36.2E of

these indtViduals showed abnormalities characteristic of asbestos expo-

sure. It did not matter greatly what the relationship to tbe worker

vas; the asbestos dust in the household could affect any resident --

wife, sons, daughters, parents. While almost all were currently asympto-
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erotic, and while most would perhaps suffer no impairment from their past

expOsurs, others may' be .str ken with an asbestos-related cancer as k

result of past household stos exposure. During the initial phase of

the survey four dealths of mesothelioma had been identified in this

group of family contacts.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL ASBESTOS AIR CONCENTRATIONS

In occupational environments asbestos air concentrations are deter-

mined by counting all fiberi longer than five microns collected on a

portion of a filtsr.17 As phase contrast light microscopy is%tilised*

no identification can be aade of the fiber types nor even whether they

are mineral or organic. A further limitation of the technique is that

shorter fibers are siot enumerated, although they may constitute more

than 99% of the total aerosol by number.IS To overcome these technical

disadvantages, electron microscOpic tecnniques are utilised for the

determination of asbestos in the ambient air. These allow observation

of fibers of all sixes and can determine theOsbestos mineral species on

the basil of morphology (chrysotile) or of electron diffraction tech-

niques and electron microprobe analysis (amosite, crocidolite, anthophyl-.

lite and tremolite). In practice chrysotile is usually the only variety

quantst.tted as it is the dominant asbestos mineral used in the United

States Ot constitutes 95% of U.S. asbestos use 19
) and its identifi-

cation, because of its characteristic appearance, is much less time

consuming. Further, as other asbestos minerals are usually used in

conjunctton with chry-otile, the latter can serve as a monitor of con-

tamination for many asbestos containing products and asbestos uses.
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During analysis of ambient air samples for asbestos, the presence

of other organic and inorganic material presents significantainalytical

problem*. Typical urban air may contain 100 micrograms/cubic Meter

(mg/m
3
) of "suspended particulates".

20
Such material Is generally of

respirable size (less than 10 microns in diameter) and may include

25-50% inorganic matter. In contrast, typical urban chFysotile asbestos

concentrations range from about 0.1 nanograms/cubic meter (ng/m
3
) to

perhaps 100 ng/m3.21 Analysis of a limited number of samples of urban

air from Chicago, New York and St. Paul for other asbestos varieties has

shown them to be present at concentrations lower than those of chryso-

tile.
22

Thus, asbestos may constitute only 0.0001 to 0.1% of the par-

ticulate matter present in a given air sample. Moreover, the asbestos

fibers found in the aebient air tend to be very small; while some are

microns in length, many more are individual fibrils with diameters of

only 20 to 50 nanometers and lengths as short as 100 nanometers. In

many instances, too, these fibers and fibrils may be agglomerated with a

variety of other matetials present in the air sample. .

These considerations preclude the possibility of ccAapIcte quantita-

tive analysis of such ambient air samples by light microscopy. Further,

bulk spectroscopic or x-ray diffraction techniques have not been effec-

tive in determining chryaotile concentrations at the levels of concern

in the ambient air because of the presen,:e of the much greatec quantity

of otb.r inorganic material. Thus, electron microscopic techniqus are

the analytical procedure of choice. Various procedures have been de-

veloped by different laboratories.
23,24,25

Those used for the deter-

mination of chrysotile air concentrations in this study are described in

detail in Appendix I.
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a. Outdoor Chrysotile Asbestos Concentrations

Asbestos of the chrysotile variety has been fouled te he a

ubiquitous contaminant of ambient air. A study of 167 quarterly cos-

posit* samples collected in AS United States cities duriae 1969 to 1970

showed chrysotile asbestos to be present in virtually all metropolitan

areas21. Table 4 lists the distribution of values obtained in that

study. Bach value represents an average of from five to seven 24-hour

samples and thus averages over possible peak concentrations which could

occur periodically or randomly. A second set of anbient air analyses is

also shown for comparison.
26

These studies utilised different analy-

tical techniques but the results agree well. Of the three samples

greater than 20 nem3 analysed by Mount Sinai, one vas in a city having

a major shipyard and another in a city that had four brake manufacturing

facilities. Thus, these samples may include a contribution from a

specific source in additiou to that of the general ambient air. It

should also be noted that three other quarterly samples in these three

cities were considerably lower (< 20 ng/m3) and similar to values

measured in other cities. What is important, though, is that the ma-

jority of U.S. cities have measurable asbestos concentrations usiag the

analytical techniques of these studies. Concentrations below 0.3 ng/m

were found for some samples in this .48 city study and might have

occurred from background contamination during sample processing. There-

fore. one cannot state unequivocally that all U.S. cities always have

some chrysotile fibers, however few, in the ambient air. Such may

likely be the case, though, if sufficiently sensitive quantitative

analytical techniques are utilized. The origin of chrysottle in our air

could arise from man's activities, or from natural sources, such as
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erosion into the environment of serpentine rock for..altions containing

,the mineral.

Similar data have recently been forthcoming from France,

providing evidence of the presence of chrysotile in the ambient air of

Paris.27 Tbese data are listed in Table 8.

In a study of the aibient air of New York City, in which

samples were taken only %ring daytime working hours, higher values thin

those mentioned above were obtained.
28 These were six-to-eight hour

samples collected between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M., and reflect what

could be intermittently higher concentrations during those hours com-

pared to night time periods, .for example. Table 5 records the chryso-

tile content of 22 samples collected in the five boroughs of New York.

It should be noted that the dapples analyzed in all of the studies

discussed above were taken during a period when fireproofing highrise

buildings uy spraying asbestos-containing materials was permitted. Tbe

practice was especially common in New York City. While no sampling

station was known to be located adjacent to an active construction site,

unusually high levels could nevertheless have resulted from the proced-

ure.

To determine if construction activities could indeed be a

significant source of chrysotile fiber in the ambient air, slx-to*eight

hour daytime sampling was conducted in lower Manhattan in 1969 about

sites where extensive spraying of asbestos-containing fireproofing

material was taking place.
28 Table 6 shows the results of this sampling

and demonstrates that spray fireproofing can contribute significantly to

asbestos asr pollution. In some inst..nces, chrysotile asbestos levels
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approximately 100 times tb i. concentrations typically found in the am-

bient air were observed.

b. Indoor Cbrysotile Asbestos Concentrations

Of particular relevance to the current study are the analyses

for chrysotile of 116 samples of indoor and outdoor air collected in or

near 19 buildings in five United States 'cities.
29

The buildings sampled

included those in which various asbestos minerals had been applied as

fireproofing material to the steelwork or for acoustic or decorative

purposes. As virtually all rprayed-asbestos formulations contain chryso-

tile, it served as a marker for contamination from such products. Table

7 lists the average chrysotile concentrations of indoor and outdoor air

in different buildings grouped by type and use of insulation material.

Considerable variability existed in the air concentrations measured in

the various buildings. Average values for the air inside buildings

ranged from 2.5 ngim3 to 200 ng/m , with individual measurements ranging

from 0 to 800 ng/m
3

. For the outside air, the variation for the average

concentration at a given site extended from 0 to 48 ng/m
3

.

While no evidence of generalized contamination was found in

buildings having sprayed asbestos materials applied for decorative or

acoustic purposes, three rooms of buildings with acoustic spray had

fiber concentrations exceeding 100 ng/m
3

, suggesting localized air

contamination. Additi. idcidents of contamination of buildings

with such 3estos use have been reported elsewhere with even higher

levels of air contamination.
27

In those circumstances where contamina-

tion was observed in the 19 building study, visible damage to spray

materials wan also evident.

On the other hand, more widespread contamination was evident

in buildings in which asbestos fireprooting material w'ppLe4 to the
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structural steel surfaces in return air plenums. This is shown graphi-

cally in Figure 2 in which the percentage of 'samples within several

concentration ranges is depicted. Here it can be seen that the air of

those buildings in which the fibrous spray fireproofing had been used

had considerably more samples in excess of 20 ng/m
3 than either the

buildings in which cementitious spray had been used or in control

samples (samples in buildings without asbestos or of outside air).

Sampling has also been done in homes of asbestos insulation

workers and asbestos mill employees in order to determine the ashestss

air coacentrations in such homes. The sampling and analysis procedures

were identical to those used in the previous study. Results indicated

that air levels in tlie homes of asbestos workers can range from 100

ng/m
3
of air to as high as 5,000 ng/m

3
of air.

30

Table 9 summarizes the ranges ot chrysotile concentrations ia

the variety of environmental and occupational circumstances discussed

above. The concentration ranges are only approximate and, in most

cases; are limited because of the limited number of samples taken in

given circumstances. Extension to higher and lower concentrations would

be expected with the availability of more data. However, the results

presented in Table 9 reflect the data referenced previously in this

report as well as unpublished data of the Environmental Sciences Labora-

tory. While disease has been associated with some of the circumstances

listed in Table 9 (home exposures), these data, obtatned between 1969

and 1977, may not necessarily represent concentrations about factories

or in the homes of workmen decades ago. In the absence of measurements

decades ago, we can only conjecture what concentrations of asbestos
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might have been. Without such data, we must be guided by those current

measurements we have.

5. ASBESTOS IN NEW JERSEY SCHOOLS

The widespread use of asbestos materials for fireproofing high rise

office buildings or for decorative and acoustical purposes in other

public buildings has been mentioned. Several years ago, attention was

attracted to its presence% in schools, and to the associated potential

health hazards. Damage to asbestos coated surfaces was seen, with

friable materials foued flaking and contaminating large areas, in a

gr.Ide school in Wyoming
31

, a university dormitory in California32 and ia

the Yale School of Arts and Architecture in New Raven. 33 Is both the

Wyoming achool and the Yale Library air measurements by optical micros-

copy for asbestos showed concentratiOns that in some circumstances

exceeded the then existing occupational standard of 5 f/ml: In the case

of the Yale Library detailed documentation has been provided on asbestos

exposures before, during and after removal of the insulation material.

In the fall of 1976, loose flaking sprayed asbestos was seen in a

school of Rowell Township, New Jersey, leading to its removal and to

further concern about the presence of deteriorating asbestos in other

school buildings in New Jersey. As a consequence, the New Jersey De-

partment of Education requested that school districts report the pres-

nce *and condition of asbestos surfaces in all school buildings within

the state. Responses, ltsted in Table 10, revealed that 265 schools in

142 districts had nearly three million square feet of what they con-

sidered to be asbestos material in classrooms, auditoriums, hallways and

other rooms accessible to pupils.

To verify the accuracy of these reports and to investigate the

condition of asbestos surfaces in the schools, selection was made of 21

7



school districts in which schools .with sprayed-on asbestos material

would be visited. The selection was accomplished using random &umbers,

but also employed a weighting factor to include more of those school

districts which had reported greater use of asbestos.

Forty-tight schools were visited and samples were taken of the

material thought to be asbestos. These were analysed for their-asbestos

content and for the presence of other mineral materials. Areas such as

classrooms, hallways, auditoriums, .caftterias, and locker rooms were

priority locations for sampling, since they are used by large numbers of

students as well as by faculty. In general the suspect material was on

ceilings, although they might also have been applied to walls. Of 64

samples collected, 50 were in such areas, the remainder being from

custodial or boiler rooms.

. %nalysis of the samples was accomplished using standard x-ray

diffraction and optical microscopic techniques described in Appendix 2.

The results are shown in Table II. In only two of the 64 collected

samples was the presence of asbestos not confirmed. Chrysotile was the

most common asbestos mineral found, being present in 58 samples. In 72%

of tbe samples in which chrysotile was found, it was present in concen-

trations greater than 5%. About one-third of the samples had more than

one asbestos mineral present, with tremolite and anthophyllite being

common constituents. They were always found with talc. This is a

consequence of the.typical co-singling of these three minerals in vari-

ous'ore bodies.

Many samples consisted of a mixture of rock wool and asbestos

fibers, with rock wool being the major constituent. In others, non-

fibrous binder materials were present, including plaster (either as

plaster of parts or gypsum, hydrated'forms of calcium sulpilate), ver-

4

1.
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miculite (an exfolieted, low density mineral similar to mica), perlitt

(a low density expanded volcanic glass), and clay. Cellulose asnacer.

ated paper or wood pulp was also found ist sone samples.

During visual inspection of these schools end the analysis of

collected samples, three general types of asbestos comtainine mat al

were found. One was a friable, loosely-bonded, fibrous mat approxidate

ly one-half inch thick. The mat had been applied by blowing a mixture

of asbestos, adaeral (rock) wool, clay binders (as, bentonite), adhe..

sives, synthetic resins and other proprietary agents through a two-four

inch diameter hose. Upon leaving the hose, the waterial passed through

a water spray which activated the adhesives and birders. The applied

material would then have been tamped amd often sprayed with emulsion

type sealers -- latex or acrylic paints. Host material of this type

observed in this survey was readily damageable aad could also break

loose from the underlying surface because of the inadequacy of the

binders. In the schools visited, the meat troublesome problems were

those seen with this type of material and its application. Fipres 3

and 4 illustrate extreme examples of damaged and deteriorating sprayed-

on asbestos ceilings. Approximately one-thtkd of the student areas

visited had this type of material applied. Its use in boiler rooms and

custodial areas was considerably greater, -however.

A second type of application involved the mixing of asbestos in a

slurry, often with other products such as vetsaculite. This would be

applied in the wet state to walls and ceilings, compacted and forged

into a relatively smooth matrix. This material would also usually be

over-painted, either shortly followtng application or subsequently. In

the schools we vtsited spontaneous disintegration of such materials was

42.97$ 4) 79 4

: f)
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not seen. lIcwever, in areas accessible to students,, rious degrees of
1.

abuse were observed. Instances of damage are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The third type of application involved the mixing of asbestos into

a cementitious or plaster-like matrix. This is applied as a slurry to

walls and ceilings, forming a textured surface of considerable hardness

which would usually be over-painted. Such plasters or textured paints

have considerable stability and are unlikely to allow the release of

asbestos fibers through erosion. Although damage to these surftwes can

occur from physical abuse or abrasion, this was infrequently seen.

In each school visited the asbestos material was categorized as

above and an estimate made of damage. Results ari outlined in Table 12

with the school and district numbers corresponding to those of Tables 10

and 11. As can be seen, the severest problems of damage and release of

asbestos fibers occurred in those areas in which loose, friable fibrous

spray material had been applied. Nevertheless, damage to other asbestos

materials occurred and was evident in many schools that had aot catego-

rised their material as "flaking asbestos."

This survey and x-ray analysis of materials, by and large, con-

firmed the presence of asbestos in these schools that had reported its

use. In 97% of the schools that believed their sprayed-on material

contained asbestos, such was the 'case. In only two schools was the

reported presence of asbestos not confirmed by x-ray diffraction analysis

of the sampled material. On the other hand, this survey did not proride

information on the number of sthools which may have been mistaken in

their belief that they had no asbestos in surfacing material. dna, 4s 4

result, dld not report its presence. That this possibility exists is

exemplified by one instance in which A school ottscw1 stated that his
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administration had been told by its architect that the sprayed-on plaster

matterial-fn-their-seirel-wts-esbeistee-feee..-Am analywie el the.matexia4,---,..---

however revealed that it contained about 2% chrysotile.

The request of school superintendents by the New Jersey Department

of Education for information on asbestos use focused on potential pupil

exposures from sprayed-on asbestos. The possibility also exists that

pupil exposures from degraded asbestos-containing thermal insulation

might also occur. This was,found.to be the case in one school visited

for other purposes by Environmental Sciences Laboratory personnel. No

report indicated that this particular school district bad asbestos

present in 1;ny school area accessible to pupils. However, deterioration

had occurred to some asbestos containing pipe-covering of a degree

requiring corrective action (set Figure 7).

As systematic sampling of the more than 2000 schools in New Jersey

which did not report the presence of asbestos was beyond the scope of

this project, it con only be emphasized that some under-reporting of the

presence of asbestos can have occurred and the amount of asbestos in New

Jersey schools as reflected in Table 10 may well be an underestimate.

The finding that more than 10% ot schools in the State had asbestos

gresent and that, of those visit'd. many bad visible damage. indicates

the potential scope of the environmental asbestos problem in New Jersey

:4) schools.

6. ANALYSIS OF AIR SAMPLES COLLECED IN SCHOOLS FOR CHRYSOTILE

a. Air concentrations during normal conditions

Air samples were collected in three New Jersey schools while they

were in session to determine the asbestos concentrations present. The

schools selected had visibly damaged asbestos-containing materials on
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hallway or classroom ceilings. This condition made them candidates for

rmédtt action which might.be Undettakan as-part Of-a feasibility study

of sealant application or asbestos removal. The'results of tglis sam-

piing and analysis are shown in Table.13 and provide an example of the

levels of asbestos exposure that might be experienced from the more

serious deterioration of asbestos containing sprayed-on material. These

chrysotile asbestos concentrations compare to those found in the other

circumstances of environmental contamination discussed previously (see

Table 9). It is to be expected, as with other buildings, that schools

with 'very little damage would have lower asbestos ai- concentrations and

those with undisturbed, intact sprayed-on material would have concentra-

tions little different from those of the ambient air.

In the first school sampled (District 9, School 1), a small

amount nf asbestds had fallen to the floor in one of the beltways.

After two groups of students had passed, this was carefully swept up by

a janitor. A sample taken over a one hour period while this occurred

showed a ebrysotile concentration of 320 ng/m
3 of air. In the second

school (District 20, School 1), while the applied asbestos was damaged.

no debris was seen on any floor in the building. Nevertheless, asbestos

concentrations were significantly different from background ambient air

(Table 4). In the third school, with a small amount of water damage to

the sprayed ceiling, ten minute samples taken during general sweeping of

,/ the hallways revealed the presence of considerable asbestos in the asi

even though none WAS seen on the floors prior to the custodial artIvIty.

While this Alt sampling program WAs ot limited extent. it 4t4 reveal

that in those eitcumstames where thero WAS ....faience of damage, doncen-
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strations of asbestos significantly above background can be present in

the air.

. .. . . - -.- --
The above findings are substantiated by data obtained ia other

schools in other circumstances. During 1974, sampling at the Yale Art

and Architecture Building revealed high asbestos concentrations to be

present due to dislodgement of the fiber from ceiling'surfaces coated

with an asbestoe-mineral wool mixture. 33 Table 14 lists concentratiops

determined in this building using optical microscopy. The finding of

significant asbestos air concentrations stim.lated remedial actioq to

remove ali sprayed-on asbestos containing material.

Unpublished data obtiined by the Environmental Sciences Labora-

tory as the result of sampling and analysis for chrysotile asbestos in

one school in Massachusetts and three in New York City also revealed

significant asbestos air concentrations to be present. 35 Table IS lists

the values obtained in these studies under different conditions of

sampling. Following the finding of asbestos contamination in the Mas-

sachusetts school, sprayed-on asbestos material accessible to students

was enclosed by covering it with wallboard. Later measurements demon-

strated the effectiveness of this procedure.

Data obtained by Sebastien et al in sampling studies, in

Paris, have also revealed chrysotile asbestos air concentrations in

schools much above those of typical ambient air. 27 Table 16 lists the

data obtained in that study.

b. Air Concentrations During Simulated Conditions of Abuse

During the summer of 1977, in two schools tn which extensive

damage was visible and for which remedial action was scheduled, attiv-

ities were undertaken to simulate the abuse that might have given rise
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to the evident damage present. These activities are described in Table
5

---------.17.tegether with the coaosatratioas-of-asbestos-found. The asbestrwaix....._____---

concentrations, during short periods of time, were comparable to those

found in occupational settings. Following any such disruption of asbes-

tos during school sessipns, normal pupil movement through the hallways

could continue ; disperse asbestos into the air and it would be ex-

pected that the air concentrations in such circumstances would exceed

those listed in Table 13. where little or no asbestos was visible during

the situations sampled.

c. Conclusions from Air Sampliag Data

The Aajority of the data described above were obtained in

circumstances in which damage had occurred to friable, non-cementitious

asbestos-mineral wool sprayed material with consequent dislodgement of

asbestos fthers. In general, when significant levels were found, physi-

cal deterioration of the'surface of the material was evident. While

fewer data exist regarding air concentrations associated with damage to

cementitious asbestos-containing sprayed material, the finding here of

higher chrysotile concentrations in one school with such material and

the measurement of significant oncentratrons under simulated abuse

conditions raises the same questron here as well. Thus, the conclusions

that can he drawn trom these data include:

1) st visible ii:sma'ge tq dr erosion ot any aahostos iontain-

tug spraFed material Is evident, increased asbe.itos air

Ccint..ntratlons Would have existed at the time ot damage

jud mAy.still persua.

2) As suth 44m4ge ts rf..tEllf or to continue,

4shestus a a r ,micentrations in exce,:s ot backgroUnd

molt he expected in the tutu:v.
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3) Where visible damage or erosion is not evident, asbestos

air concentrations are likely to be little different from

background, but the possibility of later damage and

future asbestos fiber release with concomitant increased

air concentrations cannot be excluded.

7. ASBESTOS CONTROL TECHNIQUES

As noted in Section II, health effects cannot be unequivocally

ascribed to asbestos air concentrations in the ranee of 100-1000 nem3 ,

as found in the New Jersey schools sampled and in other buildings with

similar conditions. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a clear associ-

ation of such levels and the presence or absence of asbestos disease

will be made in the foreseeable future. This is the result of the lack

of measurements of air concentrations in the:pyre-and the need to follow

J4.,....,
very large populations exposed at lower levels for appropriately 1 g

periods of time to evaluate such quantitative exposure-diseas -. associ-
.

scions. However, this absence of dose-response data at lower uxposure

levels (non-occupational) also precludes our having knowledge of a

threshold for asbestos-cancer (as for carcinogens in general). Thus,

"the prudent person" approach .would indicate that, at the least, where

feasible, excess asbestos exposures be controlled. At the moment, we do

not kn,w how little asbestos is needed to increase the risk of cancer.

As a guide for the development of 'public health measures needed to

prevea' such disease, it will be necessary to keep air concentrations %

below those which were obtained in househo!ds of asbestos workers in the

p4st

The feasibility of two methods ot control of asbestos exposures in

sotwols Was investigated; the complete removal of asbestos containing
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materials, and the "seeling" of such material by an appropriate covering

*sent. A third procedure, that of enclosing the asbestos witk,gehr

building p.r.clirltAsvalso may be appropriate in particular, limited, cir-

cumstances. The focus in this feasibility project was on materials and

procedures for sealing asbestos-containing materiels with an appropriate

coating4 and on procedures for completely removing the asbestos mater-

ial. In each case, e'fectiveness was measured by reduction of asbestos

air concentrations.

a. Sealing Asbestos Coataining Materials

While asbestos stripping or removal procedures provide a

solution, they also cause significant interruption of normal activity.

Moreover, they usually require the replacement of the asbestos contain-

ing material with other building products designed for the original.

purpose, Usually sound control or fireproofing. Sealants, on the other

hand, have the advantage of reduciag the disruption of routine activ- .

ities, and their use may obviate the aeed for replacement of theltprayed

asbestos material. However, the use of a sealant also means retention

ia the school of the original asbestos material. This may present a

problem later if the sealant undergoes erosion with time, and only

postpones removal ot :die asbestos until the time of major building

renovation or demolition. The use of sealants is sometimes further

iriestricted by the ondition of the sprayed asbestos m4tersal and the

structur41 substrate onto which it had been applied. As the integrity

ot a sealant system depnds ultim..tely upon the adherence of the

spravcl-on asbestos material to the underlying supporttng structures, a

tailing sprayed asbestos coating, with poor adhesion to the uncle:lying
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st
surface, ay Indere* subsequent &lamination even after the application

of a sealant. finally, 4mosible subsequent damage to the mamas used

on asbestos surfaces under conditions of building use must be considered

in fully evaluating their usefulaess.

i. Characteristics desired

Sealants used for the coating of asbestos material should:

1. form an effective seal against fiber di --inetion by

adhering to the fibrous substrate.

2. Adequately penetrate into the asbestos material to pre-

vent shearing and separation of the sealant from the

asbestos material. Ideally, penetration should be suf-

ficient to provide additional bonding to the underlying

structural materials.

3. Aniist external impact to protect the underlying sprayed

asbestos material.

4. Possess high flame retardant characteristics and low

toxic fume and smolt emission ratings. This, of course,

is essential if the original purpose of the sprayed

asbestos material included firs retardation and protec-

tion oestructural material.

5. Possess enough flexibility to accommodate atmospheric and

structural changes and deformation.

6. Utilize application techniques in which workers can be

easily trained.

7. Se neither noxious or toxic to application workers or

users of the structure thereafter. Since spraying may

tO
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cause fiber dissemination, containment by barrier systems

.is desirable during application. Homever, this exacer-

bates any problem if the sealant or its solvent releases

toxic vapors.

S. Be impervious to water and resistant to common cleaning

agents.

9. Have resistance to weathering and aging.

10. Be acceptable by architectural and esthetic standards.

How these characteristics are ordered in importance depends

upon the specific application. Sealant selection and application should

be made with consideration of the configuration, dimensions, use and

characteristics of the building structure involved.

The. problem of physical damage to the sealant material should

not be underestimated. Nearly any sealant will reduce fall-out from

surface erosion but a truly effective coating must al0 minimize the

possibility of subsequent contamination due to dispersal of fihers by

damage. Even with sealants resistant to damage, periodic reexamination

should be conducted to monitor possible physical damage, with repair of

any found.

ii. Selection of sealants

During the course of this feasibility project, twelve sealants

were reviewed before a final choice was m.ide. These fell into five

classes of materials: 1) latex paints, 2) vinyl or butyl polymers, 3)

silicactous plaster emulsions, 4) *poxy-materials and 5) Inorganic

silicates mixtures. . Samples of the various material and technical

information was soltened from manufacturers. Available data on weather-

ing, aging, flame spread and combustion, water vapor transmission char-
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acteristics, tensile strength and resistance to puncture were reviewed.

However, for many materials, the requisite information was unobtainable.

In addition, existing applications oi sealants already used were in-

spected in schools, libraries, office buildings and other structures in

New York, Connecticut and Kew Jersey. In selecting sealants for use in

this feasibillity project, greatest emphasis was placed on those having

high surface impact -vesistance and high penetrability into the asbestos

matrix during application.

Our review of the specifications and properties of sealants

was limited to those readily available ia the mid-Atlantic region at the

time of this project. Moreover, it cannot be considered to have been

complete with respect to all twelve of those reviewed. Much information

desired was simply unavailable from the manufacturers of many of the

agents. Of those reviewed, however, several had properties suitable for

use in this project, and two were selected for application in two Kew

Jersey schools. One was a water-based vinyl polymer which was applied

over primer material by an airless gun. The second was an fitOrganic

silicate material applied by a low pressure airless gun directly to the

asbestos surface. Following drying, a final coating of silicone was

applied.

Application zrocedures

Application of a -ealant by spraying may latilie dissemination

of small-fibers at the point of impact of the vehicle stream onto the

asbestos surface. The primary coat of a sealant system should be ap-

plied with caution and at as low a pressure as feasible:- Furthermore,

prior to the application of a sealant coat, damaged asbestos material
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should be patcaed by the appfication of spackle, plaster, or other

appropriate material. During these activities significant concentra-

tions of asbestos fibers may be teleased, giving rise to worker expo-

sures possibly above the OSHA standard. This would then require pro-

tection of workers by aPpropriate respirators and complete enclosure of

the work are*. Further, clothes changing and shower facilities are

necessary for decontamination of workers following the spray appli-

cation.

iv. Experiences with sealing

The first school (District 20, School 1) selected for the

investigation of the feasibility of sealing asbestostid approximately

5,100 square feet of ceiling sprayed with a cementitioas type asbestos-

vermiculite mix. The area to be covered included hallways. a gym en-

tranceway and offices, locker rooms and a storeroom. The asbestos

material was adhering well to the substrate. However, there had been

both extensive inadvertent and deliberate damage by students while the

building served as a high school. Oni source of damage had been the Use

of a hallway by a band color guard unit to practice its maneuvers,

during which flagpoles would often strike the ceiling. The school now

serves as a middle school, and the major source of damage to the hallway

ceiling is no longer present. Ftgures 5 and b show some of the damage.

This school was telt to well represent the use ot cementitsous

type .isbestos mixes. Applications of such material in buildings usually

a4here well tn the underlying substrate, and are relatively impervious

to amage. Hele, however, as sometimes happens, extensive damage h4d

An extteme case was ,.olected, since the demonstr4tton t
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usefulness of sealants in such circumstances would indicate its applic-

ability to a wide range of other buildings with lesser damage.

As each of the areas with asbestos materials directly con-

nected to locker rooms, shower facilities were at hand for decontam-

ination of workers. The areas to be sprayed were enclosed with plastic

(Figure 8) to contain any release of asbestos libers and to control the

overspray of sealant material. After enclosure, all damaged areas of

the ceiling were patched by spackle, providing a relatively smooth

surface for the later application of a coatina (Figure 9): Following

preparation, a primer and two coats of a vinyl polymer sealant were

applied using standard airless spray equipment (Figures 10 and 11). All

overspray by the prime or final coating was contained by the plastic

enclosure. At the conclusion of the work the workers removed their

disposable clothing and showered prior to entry into the rest of the

building. All waste materiel was bagged in plastic containers and

disposed of as appropriate for asbestos. A listing of approved sites

for the disposal of asbestos waste is maintained by the New Jersey

Department of Environmental Protection. The final appearance was that

of a smooth plastic surface impervious to physical impact.

During and following this work air samples were taken and

analyzed to determine if dissemination ot asbestos from the work areas

had occurred and if environmental contamination remained after the

sealing and clean-up operations. Atr samples collected outside the work

area during spraying and analyzed by optical microscopy showed fiber

conventrations to be less than 0.1 tiber/m1 (see Table 18).
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This school was visited one month later in order to assess the

integrity of the material and to take air samples during normal student

use. Some very minor damage had occurred to the coating material,

caused by students who had struck the nqw coating surface with their

fists. This produced several slight indentations into the compactable,

coated asbestos matrix. The coating, however, remained intact, suf-

fering only tiny cracks at one of the points of impact. Two air samples

taken at that time in the school revealed air concentrations of 80 and

340 ng/m3. As the slight damage observed could not account for these

-Ievated readings, the possibility of sample contamination by an

extraneous source cannot be ruled out. A second visit to the school was

made to repeat the air sampling and asbestos concentrations were found

at that time were typical of ambient air (< 50 ng/m3) (see Table 10.

The second school (School 3, District 72) selected for testing

the feasibility of sealing asbestos was an elementary school which had

approximately one-half inch thick loosely compacted fibrous spray applied

to thr ceiling of a large multipurpose room. The area could be divided

into three sections, one of which was used as a music room and the

others as gym areas. In this latter use, balls thrown by pupils would

occasionally hit the ceiling and dislodge some of the asbestos, which

had been applied to wallboard. Where there had been no external damage,

the adhesion of the asbestos to the wallboard Was relatively good,

although some flaking could be observed. The sealant select.ed tor use

here had in previous applications shown a high degree of penetrability

into the .p.bestos matrix and had given a surface with significant impait

re...lst4HVP



The application at this second school proceeded by enclosing

the two areas to be sprayed ia plastic tarpaulins, constructing a double

barrierbetween the spray area and a decontamination area and, in turn,

separating this latter area from the rest of the school. Figure 12

illustrates the enclosure system schematically. In order to minimise

worker discomfort in the sealed aea from the lack of ventilation during

the summer time, in exhaust system was constructed to remove air from

the work area through a filter and electrostatic precipitator. This

provided a slight negative pressure and further helped to prevent the

spread of any dislodged asbestos fibers. Figure 13 shows the general

enclosure of the area and Figure 14 illustrates the double barrier

doorway between the enclosed area and shower area. All work clothes

were removed in this doorway area by a worker before he proceeded to the

shower area for decontamination and change to street clothes. As with

the first spray installation, workers wore disposable overalls and

half-face mask respirators (Figure 15). The filters were replaced daily

or more frequently if necessary and disposed of as asbestos contaminated

waste at the end of the project.

Following the enclosure of the room and the fixtures within

it, all damaged areas of the asbestos ceiling were patched prior to

application of the coating material (Figure 16). The application was a

two step process; the first involved the spraying of an inorganic sili-

cate material and the second an overspray of a silicone coating (Figure

17). Special emphasis was placed on applying sufficient sealing material

to provide penetratton through the asbestos and additional bonding to

the wallboard substrate. Following comp?etion of the work a very tigid

surface was obtained, felt to be suffient to withstand the impact of

4



balls thrown by children during gym Activities. Measurements of asbes-

tos Concentrations during the enclosure of fixtures, the spraying of

ceiling material and in the school during work activities are shown in

Table 18. As can be seen, there was miniisl dissemination of asbestos

fibers either into the work area or into the sebool. Table 20 lists the

data obtained after completion of work. Chrysotilp air conceqtrations

similar to those of ambient air were observed in all measurements.

'TWo months after the completion of work in this school surface

coating of the sealant materiel cracked for undetermined reasons.

Movvment of the asbestos in some areas followring this cracking resulted

in delamination of several areas fram the underlying substrate. This

occurred over approximately 10-20% of the sprayed area, where inadequate

penetration of the sealant had failed to provide adequate bonding to the

wallboard. Over the remaining 80% of the ceiling surface this bonding

was achieved.mnd 'the material adhered well, although surface cracking

was present. The area was closed and the contractor removed the asbes-

tos after sealing the rooms with plastic tarpaulins. During removal, in

which extensive wetting with amended water (see Section 7) was under-

taken, room air concentrations row' to as high as 15 fiberh/m1 in con-

trast to concentrations of about 2 fibers/ml maintained during removal

of loose asbestos. This was the result of extreme difficulty in remov

ing much ot the material from the wallboard, and by the barrier provided

by the sealant to the water used tor wetting. Over much of the area,

the asbestos could only be removed with the aid of a hammer and chisel

Followmg the removal of the asbestos from the multipurpose rooms, 411

areas were thoroughly washed and acoustical ceiling tiles were glued to

the ceiling area. Chrysotile asbestos air tontentrations measured in

the are4s following complettou of the work averaged 45 ngiol Crable 20)
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v. Summary of Sealing Procedures

In general, staling of firm, intact, cementitious asbestos

materials proceeded smoothly with no measureable dissemination of ashes

tos fibers into adjacent school areas. A thick, relatively impermeable

coating was applied to asbestos material that adhered well to the sub-

strate. The new coating was apparently tested for effectiveness by

students who struck it with their fists and produced indentations and

tiny cracks of a minor degree. Whether this damage contributed to

higher asbestos concentrations measured in one of two sampling studies

is uncertain. However, such a possibility exists and future damage by

more vigorous abuse, producing transient episodes of contamination,

cannot be excluded.

An attempt to seal loosely-bonded, fibrous asbestos materials

was not successful although a hard, 'impervious surface was obtained,

spontaneous cracking led to separation of the coated asbestos,material

from the underlying substrate. While this project failed to demonstrate

the feasibility of 'sealing loosely-bonded asbestos material that is

subject to external abuse, it cannot be ruled out that sealants (either

existing or developed in the future) other than that used in this study

may be more effective. At the present time, however, to the extent that

our experiences apply, one should approach the sealing of such material

with caution.

In many circumstances however, the use of sealants over well

adhering cementitious type asbestos mixes may be warranted. They are .

telatively easy to apply, compared to removal in these circumstances,

and (an prevent or minimize sutfate erosion tibers. When loosening

ot the asbestos t-om the substrate is no problem, this may be the con-

trol measure ot thotte.
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b. Removal of Asbestos

One school in New Jersey with seriously failing fibrous asbes-

tos spray material was seleeted for the evaluation of the feasibility of

removal techniques. As this school was actively negotiating to have

asbestos removed from all areas, removal work in selected school rooms

as part of this project was compatible with the District's overall

objective. Two contractors, each with previous experience in removal of

asbestos, were selected to remove the sprayed asbestos from approxi-

mately 1,000 square feet in each of two classroom areas and to install a

replacement hung ceiling of acoustic panels.

c. Containment Techniques

The work of the contractors was closely supervised and each

followed similar general guidelines. It was clear that during the

removal of asbestos, two principles must oe rigorously followed; the

extensive wetting of the asbestos material and the isolation and con-

tainment of the work area. The later was accomplished by extensive use

of plastic tarpaulins to enclose the work area, with a double barrier

between the removal area and a decontamination area, which in turn was

sealed from the rest of the building. Here, workers took showers before

passing into other parts of the school.

Because air concentrations within the removal area were expec-

ted to be under 10 fiber/ml, half-face mask respirators approved by the

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health for use with

asbestos were utilized. (Approved, half-face mask respintors are

suitable tot use at concentrations below 20 Una and dispoiable,

single-use respirators below 10 t/ml. Above 20 fmml, supplied-air



respirators must be utilised.) These provided considerable freedom for

the workers and facilitated their work and may, in fact, have aided in

maintaining the relatively low asbestos concentrations observed during

removal activities. While in the work area, workers wore clothes which

were later disposed of as asbestos contaminated materiel. One contractor

supplied workers with nylon suits for use during the entire week of

removal operations. These were left within the barrier area at the end

of each day and disposed of as contaminated waste at the end of the

project. The second contractor supplied workers with disposable paper

clothing similar to that of Figure 15, which was disposed of daily or as

required.

Prior to removal, the asbestos spray material was extensively

wetted with a water mixture .containing a solution of 50% polyoxyethylene

ester and 50% polyoxyhthylene ether (obtainable as a commercial nuraery

product, Aquagro) which served as a surfactant. The concentration of

wetting agent was approximately one ounce per five gallons of water.

This was applied as a spray to the ceiling; an electrical pump unit

proving to be satisfactory for this purpose. Once the entire ceiling

was sprayed with the water amended by surfactant, additional water

without surfactant was applied to thoroughly soak the asbestos material.

When so wetted the asbestos was readily removed by hand scrapers and

allowed to tall to the floor (Figure 18). In one ot the removal opera-

nuns the asbestos mat was totally soaked and occasionally dry spota

would be f.und during removal. These were wetted as found. The in-

complete wetting of the asbestos slowed the rzmoval operations but did

not Intrease the measured air comen'trations. line classroom had the

asbestos sprayea onto a plaster (riling 4nd its removal W.IS relatively
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simple. In the other classroom a portion of the asbestos material was

sprayed on wire lathe. Following,removal of most of the,material from

the wire surfaces, the lathing was cut down and bagged as contaminated

waste. (Figures 19 and 20 show the bagging and disposal of material

folkowing its removal from the ceiling.) A 6 mil plastic bag is suit-

able for this purpose, although two 3 mil plastic bags were utilised in

one case. These were sealed, carried from the building, and placed in a

lumpster for transport to an approved disposal site. After the asbestos

had been bagged, the tarpaulins were removed, disposed of as contamina-

ted waste, the room washed, and a bung ceiling installed (Figure 21).

Table 21 lists the fiber concentrations measured during the

various aspects of removal. In in all cases air concentrations were

less than 2 fibers/ml. These lower levels were achieved only becausq of

the extensive use of amended water and the continued vigilance on the

part of workers to assure that all asbestos was wet during removal.

Table 22 lists electron microscopic analysis data showing that no re-

sidual a bestos contamination was present in the rooms after completion

of the ork.

It was evident during this project that previous experience in

removal activities was of benefit. One contractor's toreman had con-

siderable experience, came to the lob with all requisite equipment, and

quickly instructed the workers in its use. Removal work went etti-

ciently with 1000 square tpet ot asbestos being removed in less than 90

minutes by two workmen tollowing room entlostire. on thi other hand,

anothet toteman, appareut4y inexperiemed in asbestos removal. Was

emph,ve.i by the other cont rot tor . Heti., the mit tal work went slowly

and moch iustruetion had to be ottered by Mouta Sinai pvtsolthel 4ntern-



tag requisite control measures and removal procedures. Once understood,

however, the workers soon became proficient and the work proceeded

smoothly. This points to the desirability and possible effectiveness of

training courses in asbestos removal tef ,iques.

d. Summary of removal operations

Inajjan typical circumstances found in New Jeisey schools in

which loosely compacted. friable Asbestos-containing material are ap-

plied to flat, open areas as hallways, classrooms and auditoriums, the

removal of asbestos materials can be accomplished efficiently and effec-

tively. Complete wetting of the asbestos, careful enclosure methods and

thorough cleanup can minimize contamination from removal operations.

Once removed, any concern for future asbestos related problems is elim-

inated. For many school situations with loosely-bonded asbestos which

IS flaking Ulm its substrate, it may be the control procedure of choice.

e. Relative Merits of Sealing and Removal

In this project, the removal of loose friable asbestos meter-

tal succeeded, while the sealing of such material was not completely

effective using the sealant chosen in this study. On the other hand,

the sealing ot cementitious sprayed asbestos %tent well, while removal of

hardened, partially sealed asbestos WAS difficult. Thus, school admin-

1:.traturs might wish to consider removal if the asbestos is loose,

ompacted, and readily accessahle to students, and to look to

sellitur 1% nwre suitable for the compayted material, having good adhe-

; n t a substrate.

E,ottomikally, there is relatively littie difference in the

t t t 111..V I lig the Iuse tibriots ashestns Ind sealing it. Equally

ItUs ntt"1 motsuies Ire requared as mashing and patching aCtIV.

r

, 9
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ities and high velocity liquid streams may dislodge asbestos material.

The basic economic advantage of seal:nt Iies in the absence of a need to

replace the removed asbestos, either with a hung ceiling or other acous-

tic material. Cost considerations, however, tend to favor sealing for

cementitious materials. As the asbestos is often well encapsulated and

the asbestos matrix has good adherence to the underlying substrate

simpler containment procedures may be acceptable, reducing the cost of

sealing. Furthermore, the good adherence to the substrate is a disad-

vantage for removal and increases the cost Jind difficulty of that pro-

cedure. Nevertheless, in spite of economic advantage, one should still

consider the consequences of allowing the asbestos to remain in place.

It may subsequently be dislodged during maintenance and renovation

activities, and during ultimate demolition of the building, containment

could be required. Furthermore, one may not have complete assurance

that the asbestos matrix will remain locked to the substrate. Water

damage and physical abuse could produce dislodgement in the future.

f. Further recommendations

It is clear that the choice of control measures to be applied

in a particiear school situation is highly judgmental. Each school is

unique and the appropriate course of action of an administrator depends

on both internal (i.e. local to the school and school district) and

external (availability of technology, materials, and procedures, etc.)

factors. Furthermore these factors, particularly the external, are

changing rapidly with time. This report has attempted to point to

various criteria that could be applied by a school district adminis-

trator AS he or stu ionsideth control procedures for asbestos. Never-

theless, judgments must be made within 3 l.imited context including



skills and experience of available contractors and the likelihood of

adequate containment and cleanup. To assist school administrators in

these matters, engineering consultant services might be sought.

There is evidence of clear need for workmen and supervisory

personnel to be trained in techniques of sealing and removing asbestos

(understanding of health factors, enclosure methods, respiratory protec-

tion, work equipment, decontamination procedures,

courses are developed, this might well be done

unions and contra.ltors. The effectiveness of such

seen in the relative ease with which asbestos was

perienced personnel.

8. SUMHARY

a. Sprayed agbestos materials

proportion of New Jersey public

etc.). If training

in cooperation with

training was clearly

removed by more ex-

have been utilized in a significant

schools.

b. The condition of the sprayed surfaces varies widely; in some

instances they are intact and present no current hazard of asbestos

contamination. In other cases, the surfaces are damaged or friable,

with considerable risk (.4 asbestos contamination ot school areas.

c. Asbestos air concentrations vary and correlate well with

evidence of physical damage to the asbestos surfaces. In some

instances, air concentrations were found at levels which might lead

to incrased risk of asbestos disrAse, particularly cancer, in

years to come.

4. In general, cementitious asbestos materials weir more likely

to he intact and to present less risk (A asbestos contamination

than 1.0sely (ompa.ted tihrons materials.

A.
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e. The findings suggest that corrective measures are desirable in

some New Jersey schools to minimize possible health hazards from

asbestos exposure that might exist.

f. The feasibility of two principal approaches to control was

studied. An apparently simple method is the covering and sealing

of asbestos surfaces by appropriate sprayed sealants. Some qual-

ities of such materials are discussed, and the circumstances in

which this technique might suffice are outlined. In other situa-

tions, this approach may not he fully satisfactory and in still

others it seems dubious of even initial or partial success. There

is also the inherent, continuing drawback that the asbestos remains

in place with later risk of asbestos exposure during the mainten-

ance, repair, renovation or demolition of the structure.

g. The second procedure was the removal of asbestos surface

materials and their replacement with alternate (non-asbestos)

materials that would serve the same purposes of acoustic and fire

insulation or decorative finish. This approach, however, includes

consideration of added initial expense im,zome instances, and/or

added inconvenience in others.

h. For each approach, experiences indicate that care is essential

if widespread asbestos contamination of the building and excessive

exposure of workmen are to be avoided. Precautions should include

proper isolation of the work areas with tarpaulins, protective

clothing a.:d respirators, proper bagging and disposal of asbestos

wa%tes and clothes change and showering taczltties When removal

ot loose, triable material is Involved thorough wetttng ot the

surtaces ts essenttal. Too, tratned workmen and supervIsory per-

sonnel are ot considerable advantage.

64
4:4
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i. The successful control of -sprayed asbestos in schools will

prevent future exposure of pupils, teachers and administrators,

clerical staff, maintenance workmen and custodial personnel.

j . It will be of importance to ascertain whether observations

made in .this investigation are applicable to problems associated

with the presence of sprayed asbestos surface materials in other

public buildings, as auditoriums, social halls, YM/WCA's 'and

YM/WHA's, department stores, health care facilities, restaurants

and other facilities, as well as in public schools in other states

and other countries.
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Appendix 1

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF AIR SAMPLES FOR CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS

Samples for electron microscopic analysis were collected on mem-

brane filters having a nominal pore size of 0.8 mm. While the effective

pore size of these filters is larger than the diameter of many of the

asbestos fibers of interest, it has been shown that the surface charge

properties of the filter and of the asbestos fibers, as well as the

circuitous path through the filter, allow virtually complete collection

of all asbestos mAterial.

To prepare a sample for analysis in the electron microscope, a

portion of the sample, mounted on a microscope' slide, was ashed in a

low-temperature activated oxygen &Esher for one to four hours. This

served to remove the membrane filter material, all organic material in

the collected sample, soot and other carbonaceous material. The resi-

due, consisting mostly of fly ash and mineral matter, was dispersed on

the microscope slide by grinding the sample with a watch glass in a

solution of 1% nitrocellulose in amyl acetate tor 5 to 10 minutes. The

sample was dispersed uniformly over two microscope slides by placing

another glass microscope slide over the grsund sample, and drawing the

mitroscope slides apart. Upon evaporation ot the amyl acetate, the

dispersal was scanned for uniformity visually or by light microscopy.

The two films were tloated onto water and tive electron microscope gridi

plated on each in the toll.wing pattern:
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Grids 1, 3 and 5 would.be selected from each film and one square from

i
each scanned at 20,000 times magnification. Ail chrysotile asbestos

fibers, identi ed on the basis of their unique tubular morphology, were

sized, and their mass determined. Using the known air volumes and

dilution factors appropriate to the above technique, the mass concen-

trations were calculated. A correction for an average loss of 40%

during processing was applied. This value has been obtained from the

results of previous measurements which indicate losses range from 33% to

occasionally more than 50%.

Data from replicate analysis of samples indicate that a given value

is accurate within a factor of two for concentrations greater than

10 ng/m
3

and sampling times of three or more hours with high volume

samplers. Greater variability exists for shopAr sampling times or

lower asbestos concentrations due to 1.he greater relative importance of

background contamination of the fibers and that occurring during sample

processing.
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Appendix 2

ANALYSIS OF INSULATION MATERIALS OBTAINED FROM NEW JERSEY SCHOOLS

A. Optical Microscopic Analysis:

A Leitz Ortholux microscope equipped with bright field illumination

and polarized light optics was used to analyze the samples. Optical

properties such as refractive indices, extinction angles of fibers,

relief and bi-refringence were measured. These optical constants, in

combination with general morphology, were used for identification of the

mineral phases present. With few exceptions, all particles were within

the working resolution capabilites of the microscope and could be iden-

tified.

Lstimates oi the quantities ot 4sbestos minerals present in the

insulation samples were made by comparison with binary dilution stan-

dards of five asbestos minerals in rock woo! matrices, mounted on micro-

scopic slides.

B. X-ray Diffraction Analysis.

For identification and quantification the asbestos content of

insulation samples, 4 Phillips x-ray difttactometer equipped with high-

intensity copper x-ray tube, a surved crystal focusing mo hrometer, a

pulse-height analyzer, stintillation counter detector and wide range

goulauetes wore uued.

In ordel to study the preseuie of all irvstsline 4omponents. the

-- atter being pulverl.!ed to obtain an ettettive vrestallite

dimens1.41 on the order of 5 mm less .... w,re s.anned from 5% to "Mk 2

theta at a scanning late t the., pel minute. This technique

proved satisfactory tor the identiti4ati.n maim

ing all asbestos minerals present in amounts greater thai.

weight .

Inelud-

,nut by
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Table 1

Deaths among 17.810 asbestos insulation workers
in the Umtted States and Canada

January 1: 1967 - December 31, 1976

Number of men
Man-years of observation

Total deaths, *all causes

Expected

17,800
166,855

Observed Ratio

1,660.96 2,270 1.37

Total cancer, all sites 319.90 994 3.11

Lung cancer 105.97 485 4.58

Pleural mesothelioma ** 66 --
Peritoneal mesothelioma ** 109 --

Cancer of esophagus 7.01 18 2.57

Cancer of stomach 14.23 '22 , 1.55

Cancer of colon-rectum 37.86 59 1.56

All other cancer 154:83 235 1.52

Asbestosis ** 162

AllOther causes 1,351.06 1,114 0.82

* Expected deaths am based upon white male age /pecific mor-
tality data of tht U.S. National Center for Health Statistics
for 1967-1975 and extrapolation to 1976.

** These are rare causes of death in the general population.

From: Selikoff, I.J., Hammond. E.C. on4 Seidman, H. Mortality
oxperience of insulation workers in the United States and Canada,

1943-1977. To be published, Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci.
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Table 2

Expected and observed deaths among 689 factory
workers, employed before January 1, 1039, during
the seventeen years from January 1, 1959 through

December 31, 1975.

Obs.
1959 - 1975
Exp. Obs./Exp.

All causes 274 188.19 1.46

Cancer, all sites 99 39.92 2.47

Lung cancer 35 12.53 3.91a
Pleural mesothelioma 14 n.a. --
Peritoneal mesotheliomat. 12 n.a.
Cancer of esophagus
stomach, colon and rectum

15 7.99 1.88

Carzer all other sites 23 19.40 1.19

All respiratory disease 42 12.16 3.45

Asbestosis 35 n.a. 011,

Other respiratory 7 (b) *I=

All other causes 133 136.11 OAS

Person-years of observation 9,646

a) Pleural mesothelioma included'with cancer of bronchus in
calculating ratio since expected rates are based upon
"canctr of lung, Pleura, bronchus, trachea."

b) This rate is virtumilly identical with that of "all res-
piratory disease."

n.a. not available.

Frtm: Nichollon, W.I. Cast Study 1: Ashel1,14--the !Tv Approach.
Ann NY Acad. Sci.271: 152-1,0, 1146.
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Table 3

Deaths of lung cancer among
asbestos insulation workers in the

United States and Canada, 1967-1976;
influence of cigarette smoking

I. History of

Obrerved
deaths

Expected deaths*

U.S.** Smoking specific**

<

Cigarette smoking 325 60.07 66.78

Current smokers 228 31.87 39.69

Ex smokers 97 21.29 13.34

2. No history of eigarette
smoking 8 14.11 1.82 4

Never smoked 5 8.49 0.98
Pipe/Cigar 3 5.63 0.84

3. Unknown history ot
cigarette smoking 152 31.80 11.93

Total 485 105,97 66.78

* Age, year and Hex specific.
** Based upon age apeeific data of the U.S. National Center for

Health Statistics. cigarette vawl,king not considered.
*** Based upon American Cancer Society's Caneer Prevention Study,

1967-1972.

From: Hammond, E.C., $elikoff. 1.J. and $ eidman, H. Cigarette

smoking and tmi$rtality among U.S. asbestos insulation workers.
To he published in Ann. NY Acad. Sei.
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Table 4

Dlstributie .4 24 hour chrysottle asbestos
concntrations tn the ambient air of U.S. cities

Electron Microscopic Analysis

Mount Sinai Battelle
School of Medicine Memorial Institute

Cott. ent rift ion Number

__-
Peicentage Number Percentage

ing/m3/ 01 of of of
Los., Than Sample.s S.usjjes SPIPles Samples

1.0

'...9

1111

119

32.6

63.6

24 .21.3

47.2

'Al 164 87.7 164 80.1

lo.6 176 94.2 124 97.6

,,) 184 98.5 125 98.5

.1.1) 185 99.0 127 100.0

1lu.o 187 100.0 127 10.0

1 hoar s imp lett , whivb bs the: tr length averages
td a priods during the day 98.57, had

. 'a a tI. ts1 st coo. ent r t ions less t han ng/m3.

tom: W.J. Metsntement of Asbegtos in ambient air,
c,nttact cPA 70-92, Nattennt Atr Pollution Control

A!Tint..ilat I. ti f14:11. And: ()Mee ot technical Analysis, H.S.
lavtosiolt: report on ashcgtos in the Duluth, Minnesota,

14'4, ti.

1
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Table 5

Chrysotile content of ambient sit In
New York City by borough

(6 - 8 hour daytime samples)

Sampling
locations.---------

Number of
alppIes

Asbestos air level in

0-2-01/1/1113)

!WV Average

Manhattan 7 8-65 30

Brooklyn 3 6-39 19

Bronx 4 2-25 12

Queens 4 3-18 9

Staten island 4 5-14 8

Nicholson, W.3., Rohl, A.N. nd Ferrets], E.F. Asbestos

air pollntion in New York City. In, Proceedings of Clean

Alr Congress, (eds.) England, N.M. and Barry, W.T.,

Academic Press, New York (1971) 136-139.

Table 6

chrysotile air levels near spray fireproofing sites
(6 - 8 hour daytime samples). .

Asbestos air level

JO AL/3 ing/M3).

Sampling Number of

locations .APPPlel. IIAPM. PergAY

1/8 - 114 mile 11 9 - 325 6Q

1/4 - 112 mile 6 $ - 54 2S

IP - I mile 5 1.5- 3( 18

(Tb above e entratIons reflect both downwind
and npwInd sampling locations.)

From: Nleholnon, W.J., Rohl, A.M. and Feudist!, F..
A..bostou all pollution in New Mr:: City. In,

Proceedings of Clean Alr ceingresu. (eds.) Fitgla9d.
R.N. and Harry, W.T., Academie Press, New Yor1 (19/11,
lib. I P.
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Table 7

Chrysotile concentrations in the sir of
buildings according to type of asbestos spray

(6 - 8 hour daytime samples)

Chrysotile concentrations (ng/m3) in:

Building

Building air

Bane

Spray

Outside air

Range

No of.
tsamples

Mean
concentration

No of.
!maples

Mean
concentration

Cementitioua

A 3 68 11-180 1 46 46
B 3 12 2.6-17 1 18 18
1' 3 7.0 2.13-11 1 5.0 5.0
D 4 4.9 1.2-10 2 5.0 0.3-9.8
E 2 9.4 0.9-18 1 24 24
F 2 12 1.4-23 2 9.2 3.4-15

Fibrous STra-.

A 3 8.8 0-25 1 3.9 3.9
B 1

2.6 0-55 3 9.0 u-11
C h 29 0.6-513 2 9.1 3.3-15
n 4 39 6.6-97 2 12 9.3-14
i h 200 12-830 --
V ', 11 6.4-14 2 14 10-19

Aco.ustie:11.iind..Dreora t I yy 821.1r

A 2.1 0-3.7 1 4. i 4.5
It .4 8.1 0.7-17 2 18
C h 41 3.1-1 ht) 2 48 9.9-87
9 17
E 4, 28 0.4-110

N.., A..-.he.._:0 13h:.1,110.6

A i
'... 2.3-12 1 o 0

0- 42 . 2.0 1.4-2.7

- . 1.1.' I. . . trtimit f::. !II .! I T .rt-1 1! -..! i
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Table 8

Distribution of chrysotile asbestos concentrations
in the ambient air of Paris, France

Asbestos
Concentrations Number Percentage

(mg/m3) of of

Less Than Samples Samples

1.0 16 68.4

2.0 3 84.2

5.0 0 84.2

10.0 3 100.0

From: Sebastien, P., Gaudichet, A., Dufour, G., Bonnaud, G.,
Bignon, J. and Goni, J. Enquete metroligique sur la pollution
atmospherique interieure des batiments isoles par projection
d'amiante (1977).



Table 9

Environmental air concentrations of chrysotile asbestos

Chrysotile Air Concentration
(ng/m3)

-1
10

1
Sampling Circumstance lc 10

0
10

2
10

3
10

4
10

5

1 t 1 I 1

24 hour urban ambient air

6 - 8 hour daytime urban
ambient air

AM OW 011. 'Oa

00
Vitinity of spraying of
asbestos material prior
to 1972

Air of buildings with
asbestos sprayed plenums

Homes of asbestos workers

Vicinity of asbestos mill

occupational

ONO 11111 4111011.16.11111.1. MO MO

.111. 01. 0 4111 010 a O.

I.. Oa OM O.* OD OW

. a Oa 00 5555

410 OWED ea. 10

From published and unpublished Environmental Sciences Laboratory data (see text).
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Table 10

Sprayed asbestos in New Jersey schools

Square feet Square feet

Visible No Visible

No. of flaking flaking No. of flaking flaking

District schools reported reported District schools reported reported,

1 1 18,188 51 1 2,354

2 1 15.155 52 1 5.235

3 1 2,500 53 1. 2.750

4 3 8,878 16,804 54 1 42,000

5 1 1.988 55 1 7480
6 1 14,088 56 1 51.085

7 1 630 57 2 9.241

8 1 2,342 58 1 1.200

9 1 3,577 54.585 59 1 1.296

10 3 38.770 60 1 SOO

II 1 2,400 61 1 45.279

12 3 30,085 62 3 50.000

13 1 1.500 63 1 49,695

14 1 3,428 64 2 1.360

15 4 21.200 65 1 11.008

16 1 7,200 66 2 50 700

17 1 2,606 67 1 46.000

18 2 4.44. 68 1 30.000-

19 2
0

10.100 69 4 26,100

20 1 It 5.131 70 1 5.875

21 1 11.000 71 14.082

22 1 40.000 72 :.. 35.000 22.500

23 3 134.000 73 1 4.000

24 1 9.900 74 1 2,000

25 1 33.330 75 1 7.180

26 1 10,000 76 4 13.747

27 4 51.065 77 1 1.701 13.681

28 I 3.100 78 4 8.470 3.955

29 1 4.800 79 1 1,574

10 1 4.250 .40 6 17.550

31 3 145.400 81 8 162.471

32 3 2.100 82 1 6.000

33 1 8.000 85 ,
- 1.000

14 1 2.728 84 5 4.077

35 1 61.337 85 1 ion 16.500

36 2 22.500 86 3 5.370

37 1
9.000 87 1 18,380

38 '.. 405.460 88 1 440

19 1 8.570 89 1
5.000

40 2 1,451 Q.726 WI 2 1.972

:1 2,486 91 1 1.120

:2

t.

11.295 42 I

:1 402 41 2 1,170

4 I 1. I.4 Q I 4i.Q00

., It..:.") 4-. , 1.410 14,290

..f,

..

1 :.),10 0

1.q92

...

q'
1.4;2 1.,hil

21.7s1

:i 1
:.140 '0 1,17S

:4 1 1, 0) i :20

50 11: ;0 10,000

..111. 11111.
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Table 11 (continued)

Square, feet

District
No. of

echools

Visible
flaking
reported

No
flaking
reported

101 1 4,500
102 1 5,-362
103 1 1,090
104 1 1,640
105 3 16,100
106 1 48,320
107 1 7,913
108 1 . 12,537
109 1 7,811
110 1 41,336
111 , 2,04
112 1 I 000
113 2 2,000 19, 5 a 2
114 2 7,700 1,200
115 4 19,251 20,045
116 1 1,800-
117 1 1,070
118 8 8,800
119 4 112 43,727
120 1 1,600
121 1 10,399
122 2 1,333 133,700
123 2 28,709
124 3 20,700
125 2 27,488
126 : 5,739
127 1 1,966 30,000
128 1 1,386
1/9 1 583
130 3 9,189
131 1 100
132 1 1,385
133 1 23,237
134 1 450
135 1 6,C00 2,000
136 1 1,500
137 3 17,704
138 1 1,000
139 1 150
140 I 5,639 780

141 1 ' 4,320
142 1 15,380

9

o
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TabLe 12

Conettion oi Ssesstos'Utsrisl to Dew Jersey Schools

lype ot Minato, 0.10t4lOisit !WWII

MOdtirsttlw donso

District School.

Loose. friable
fibrous asbestos
sots,' asterisk

asbestos tors,' Istorisl
often ta 4.86Ciatioe with

cortiteulits ar perlit

Plaster or :secured
Nast wttetial Vito
asbestos btansc

Otscrtnt 15. School 1
1

1

2

District 20 School 1
1

DtscrIcc 57 SChool 1 1

1

1

0

1 1
2 1

District 44. School 1
Distrtct 115, School 1 3

2 2
District 114. School 1 1

District el. School 1 0
District S. School 1 3

District 115. School 1 0
District 70, School 1 2

1

0
1

District 13. School 1 0
District 49. school 1 2

2 1

1 1

D cc 31. School 1
1 1

2

2 1
3 1
1

District 23, School. 1 1

2 0
1 1

3
7.4.11tei4t 27. school 1 3

1

Mstrict ichool 1
1

%11t4ict 4. School 1

tossol :11
District r. School 1 7

Distrtct 110. School %
Distri:t SI,

1

1:?!.!

lochivid .w ';

. 4 'W.: !I

I .t-4r. I. .1 ,11: . 4 ! .

4
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Table 13

Chrysotile iabestos air concentrations in New Jersey schools

electron microscopic analysis

School &
District

Sample
Location

COndition Sampling
of Asbestos Time
Material

Aabestos
Concentration

labia.(min)

District 9, Hailway Damaged '2 69 320

School 1

(loose,
fibrous
spray)

Girls Locker
Room

Cafeteria

Flaking

Intact

103

176

80

53

District 20,
School 1

Girls Locker
Room

Slightly
damaged

263 43

(cementi- Hallway Damaged 173 280

tious) Outside 110 3

Parking Area

Physical Rd. Intact 180 26
Office

District 115,
School 2

Sweeping of
Hallway

Slightly
water damaged

10 1,950

(fibrotis Dry mopping Slightly 10 230

spray) of hallway water damaged

With the exception of the first sample, no asbestos was
visible on floors during sampling procedures.

,.$41
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Table 14

Airborne asbestos fiber concentrations
Yale Art and Architecture building,,1974

optical microscopic analysis

Sampling Conditions
or Situation

Counts
Mean

(Fibers/cc)
N SD

City Background

0.00 '10 0.00New Haven

Building Background Fallout

Quiet conditions 0.02 13 0.02

Impact

Cleaning, moving books in
stack area

13.54 3 6.74

Relamping light fixtures 1.38 2 01.13

Dispersal

General activity:
random areas 0.19 10 0.26
students 0.02 15 0.03
administration 0.04 11 0.04
food service 0.09 4 0.06*
libehry staff 0.32 6 0.33

Custodial.service:
sweeping, dry 1.63 5 0.73
dusting, dry 4.02 6 1.28
proximal to cleaning 0.26 6 0.2b

Simulated Work A:tivities

Electricians: installing
single section of track

7.70 b 2.89

Electricians: replacement
of single light unit.

1.10 5 0.97

Carpenters: installing
single 4 ft. partition

1.14 4 1.19

Mcchanies: removal of 17.01 3 8.16
1 x 2 ft. ceiling section

From: 5.1wver. R.N. Ashestos exposure in 4 Yale building:
analvsi: mid resolution. Environ. Rel. 13: 1. 1.1.-luA (1q771.
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Table 15

Chrysotile abbestos air concentrations in
Hew York and Massachusetts schools

Sampling Location

Samplit Asbestos
Time Concentration

mthn (na/e)

Massachusetts school

Corridor with sprayed-on, 360 q17
painted asbestos high and
unreachable.

Library with sprayed-on 376 38

painted asbestos high and
unreachable.

Store room--recent duct work 362
installed in asbestos sprayed
area.

240 .

Corridor with hung ceiling 390 170 .

above which is sprayed -on le
asbestos; panels are occasion -

all,y disturbed.

Stage with asbestos sprayed-on 334

steel beams; recent constrgc-
tion activicy.

New York schools

Hallway sprayed with friable 190 54, 108, 135

asbestos containing plaster. (3 samples)

Swimming pool sprayed Wth 180 9

fibrous asbestos.

Music room sprayed with 180 80

fibrous asbestos--visible
damage.

From: Envyonmental Sciences Laboratory data.
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0114 16

Distribution of asbestos* concentrations in abr..
ambient airof school building rooms in Paris; France

Asbestos
Concentrations

(ng/m3)
Less Than

Number
of

Samples

Percentage
of

Samples

1 5

1.

10.4 44,

2
tr)

7
.

25.0

5 13 52.1

10 6 64.6

20 4 73.0

gas 50 6 85.4

f00 85.4

200 91.7

)
500 3 93.7

1000 3 100.0
').

* Eight samples had measureable amqunts of amphibole
asbestos artahe values listed include both chrvsotile
and altpliT55re concentration. Of the seven values
above 100 nem% only one has an amphibole contribution.

From: Sebastien, P., Gaudichet, A., Dufour, G., Bonnaud, C.
...,Bignon. J. and4oni. J. Enquete metroligique sur la pollution
Alatmospherique interieure des batiments isoles par projection
d'amiante (19771.

.3
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Table 17

Fiber concentrations %hose" of asbestos
material in sc 1 hallways

ActivitY

Sampling Samplini Fiber

time rate concentration

,(min),(14hain), (f/ml)

District 9L School 1

1 Brushing of friable asbestos 15

material on ceiling with
band to singlet* damage
displayed in Fig. 3. (Area
sample 3 feet above floor,
ten feet from activity.)

2 Same as above (ten feet 15

from activity, 20 feet
from Sample 1)

3 Personal sample during
"abuse" activity

5

District 20, School 1

4 Brushing of cementitious 10

material on ceiling with
hand to simulate damage
displayed in Pig. 3.
(Area sample 3 feet above
floor, ten feet from
activity.)

5 Same as above (ten feet
from activity, 20 feet
from Sample 4)

'4 PeLbonal sa.vie
"abuse" activity

; ti

10

2

10 3.8

10 2.9

2 0.34

10 0.2

10 0.0

o.n



Table 18

Fibor concentrat4.ons during swains of
asbestos materials in schools

Sampling
Sample time
&mbar Activity: (mir!)

Distriat 72. School 3

1 Enclosure of light fixture 30
with plastic (personal
sampler)

2 Hanging of plastic tarpaul- 30
ins (Personal sampler)

4 In work aro. 'nring spray- 30
ing of sealant nt ceiling;
sampler on scai.olding

4 Spraying sealant an ceiling 10
(personal sampler)

5 Hal-lway outside work area 30
during spraying

6 Hallwa, outside work area 30

imMediately after completion
of spraying

District 20, School 1

7 Masking of fixtures in 20
locker room

8 Outside work areas during 30

spraying of sealant

Sampling
rats

(1/min)

Fiber
concentration

(f/m1)

2 0.0 '

2 0.8

10 , 0.1

2 0.5

10 .0.05

10 0.04

2 0.0

10 0.0

No sample could be taken in spray area because of clogging of
filters hy sealants.

42.475 c

7
7

T':
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Table 19

Chrysotils &Amato* coAcentrations aftsr
sealing of asbeitbs material

Electrun microscopic analysis

Sampling
Cirqumstance

Sampling Asbestos

Time Concentrations
(as/m3)

Sampling one month after completion of work

Bless:ct 20. School 1

On stairwell to 180 340

locker room

Middle of hallway 180 80

Sampling four months after completion of work

District 20, School I.

On stairwell to
locker room

Locker room

90 0

90 SO
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Tablo 20

Chtysotile asbostos concentrations after sealing
or removal of asbestos material

Bloc:mos oiernscopic analysis

Sampling
Circumstance

Sampling Asbestos

Time Concantrations

(min) (ushr)

t D
istrict 72. School 3

Somalia& days after completioa of work

Multipurpose room A 35 65

air after sealing of
damaged friable
asbestos material

Multipurpose room 8 34 0 *t
r

air after sealing of
damaged friable
asbestos material

Sampling one month after completion of work

Multipurpose room A 165 11

Multipnrpose room B 165 8

Sampling one month after removal of ssbestos

Multipurpose room A 90 0

after removal of
previously sealed
asbostos material

Multipurpose room B 90 90

after removal of
previously sealed
asbestos material

S9
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Table 21

4/
Asbestos fiber concentrations during removal'

of asbestos spray materials

Activity

Sampling Sampling Fiber

time rate concentrat4on

041412. (1/mia) (f/m1)

Contractor A

Railway outside work area 41

(barrier in place) during

0 application of amended material.

2-A Worker applyimg amended water
to dry ceiling material 10

3-A Stationary samplwin work area 28

during wetting of ceiling
matertal vita amended water

4-A Hallway outside work area 56

(barrier in place) during re-
moval of ceiling material.

5-A .Workers removing ceiling eater- 20

ial after wetting,

6-A S.:ationary sample in work area 40

during ceiling material removal.

7-A Hallway outside of work area 63

(barrier in place) during .emoval
of ceiling material.

8-A Ftationary sample in work 4,ea 45

during removal cr: ceiling .

material.

9-A Worker removing ceilin4 Aaterial. 22

10-A Stati,mary sample outside of hall- 81

way barrier during gross clean-up

in work area.

11-A Stationary'sample in work area 13

during cleaning of ceiling and
removal of wire mesh.

12-A Personal sample in work aree 14

shoveling bulk material into bags.

13-A Stationary sample in work area 13

during shoveling of bulk material
into plastic bags.

0

4 10 0.03

2 0.05

2 0.02

2 0.02

2 0.05

10 0.37

2 0.01

10 1.05

2 0.23

2 0.01

10 1.23

2 0.15

10 1.78

(continued)
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Table 21 (continued)

Sampling
Sample time
number Activity

14-A StationarV sample - middle area -
during second baggins of bulk
material.

13-A Stationary sample in school
hall on exit routs (work area
to dumpster) during transfer of
bags of dumpstef.-

. .

16-A Personal sample on worker as he
curried bags of material to
dumpster.

, Contractor B

1-8 Stationary sample in work area
during wetting of dry'ceiling
material with amended water.

2-B .n middle area (barriers in place)
during application of amended
water.

3-B In middle area during removal of
wet ceiling material in t?ork area.

4-B In work area on worker-body moni-
tor during removal of ceiling
material.

5-B Stationary sample in work area
during removal of "wet" material.

Sampling Fiber
rate concentration
(1/min) (f/m1)

24 2 0.02

29 10 0.02

16 2 0.11

27 10 0.39

37 2 0.008

48 2 0.03

15 .) 0.03

21 10 0.55

4.?



Table 22

Cbrysotile asbestos concentrations after
' removal of asbastos material

Sampling
Circumstance

Blectron microscopic analysis

Sampling Asbestos

Time ConcentraSions

(min) )

Sampling two days after completion of work

District 9, School 1

Classroom A after 37 3

removal of fibrous
asbestos material

Classroom B after 36 14

removal of fibrous
asbestos material

I csi
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Damage to asbestos materials sprfayed on a hallway ceiling.

-

This was easily reached by students and extensive damage

was present throughout the length of the hallway.

Figure 3

t .

A
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Disintegration of fibrous spray material in a building storage aim. The

conditions seen occurredlipOintansodiy,with4o gvidence ofcexternal.sbuse.

Figure 4

.0
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bsesse to cementitious asbestos spray in.a school hallway. Bode of the

indentations occurred free flaspoles inadvertently striklag the ceiling

duties coli4 suard practices.

Figure 5

%en
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Further damage to cementitious ceiling material. Here evidence
i°

exists that some fitudonts wished to be remembered beyond their

stay at the school.

Figure 6

I.
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C.

Exposed asbestos thermal insulation material around a pipe in a school

classroom. Such material can also.present an exposure risk to students.

Figure 7

C.
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Complete enclosure.of locker area prior to sprmying a sealant over

cementitious asbestos material on ceiling.

Figure 8
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.

All damaged ceiling metwriallme rAtched with spackle prior to application

of a sealant in order to obtain a smoott. final surfac.

Figure 9

,
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4

Spray application of a primer coat of sealing material. The

enclosed space required the use of non-toxic solvents (e.g.

water) or respiratory protection for those with toxic or ir-

vitating effects. The use of a low pressure spray pump aids

in reducing the release of asbestos fibers from the surface

Figure 10
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Appli,;ation of the final spray coat of a sealing material.

Figure 11

4975 0 79
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BARRIER
DOUBLE

HALLWAY L

PLASTIC
LINER

m

MULTIPURPOSE
a ROOM

IMI11110111.

vIlio
41=111

SHOWER
AREA

..0 e ...Y.

EXHAUST nut
SYSTEM

Schematic diagram of enclosure procedures for a room prior to the sealing

of loosely-bonded asbestos material. A three-sone system was utilised

wlth a work area, a decontamination area where contaminated clothes and

materials were left, and a clean area with shower facilities, each sepa-

ratei from the others.

Figure 12

. ""
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Complete enclosure of the spray area in plastic tarpaulins.

.Figure 13

4

. .)
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Double barrier door between the work area and the shower

1
area for workmen to remove and leave coOtamia4ted clothes.

Figure 14

1t-
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Disposable overalls and half-face mask respirator utilized

during sPray operations.

Figure 15

4
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Pueblos sad-complete sealing of fixtures as required prior to tbe

spraying of sealant material.

Figure 16

\\,

4
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The application of dealant material with a low pressure pump.

Figure 17
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Remo..al of asbestos from a room ceiling with a hand scraper. With

complete wettiag'of the asbestos mixture air concentrations in the

room can remain below 5 fibers/ml. The light fixtures and the room

were well sealed in plastic prior to any removal work.

Figure 18
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The bagging of wet asbestos-scraped from the ceilalg. Sim mil plastic bags

are suitable for this purpose. In this operiaon, nylon suits and half-face

mask respirators were used. The suits were left at the entrance to Oe wtrk

area and could ge utilised for several days.

Figure 19

S.



Tbs transport of sealed asbestos in labeled bugs to an enclosed dewier

for transport to an approved dispatal sits.

Figure 20
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1

After the removal of asbestos from this room the tarpau-

line were taken down, disposed of.a0 contaminated waste,

the room washed, and a hung cei'ing installed.

Figure 21
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Chairman Num Conie around, Dr. Rail, Director, National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, accomied by _Mr. William Blakty, D_ep-
uty Assistant Secretary for Ltion. We will also hear from Mr.
John DeKany, Deputy Assistant Administrator for Chemical Con-
trol, EPA.

We will hear from. Dr. Rall ffist.

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID RALL, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTI-
TUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM BLAKEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEG-
ISLATION (EDUCATIM

Dr. RALL Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me introduce Mr. William Blakey on my left, Deputy Assist-

ant Secretary of HEW.
I am the Director of the National Institute of Environmental

Health 'Sciences, and an, officer in the Public Health Service.
Let me first, if I may, read a letter Secretary Califano has just

delivered to you.
"Dear Carl, I want to thank you for the important step you are

taking today toward increasing public awareness about osbestos
exposure in our nation's schools. You are providing a valuable
national forum for bringing together people from public and private
life to discuss this problem.

"For a number of years, as you know, the Depattment of HEW
has supported research on the health hazards associated with
as6estos exposure. Our best estimates of the increased health risks
associated with asbestos exposure are based on HEW supported
studies of workers heavily exposed to asbestos before the govern-
ment began in the late 1960s and early 1970s to regulate asbestos in
the workplace.

"Early last year I learned that more recent' studies indicated that
many more workers were exposed to asbestos, particularly in the
World War II shipyards, than had previously been thought.

"It was clear that the resulting public health problem, cancer and
other diseases appearing 20 to 30 years after exposure, was substan-
tial. That is why I announced Wt April a nuuor effort by the
Department to get the word to exposed workers and the general
public about the serious health risks of asbestos -exposure.

"We contacted all of the nation's 400,000 physicians, notifying
them of the nature of the health risks posfd by asbestos. We
launched a public information campaign urging people who had
been expwed to asbestos to seek medical screening and advice, and
to reduce their risk of lung cancer by .pot .smoking.

"This campaign has succeeded in our judgment in raising public
awareness of the health hazards posed by asbestos.

"But thp was not the extent of our efforts. Because we were
concerned about the risk to schoolchildren from asbestos

building materials, our National Institute of Environmen-
ealth Sciences undertook a s ial project to assess the content

of asbestos in New Jersey school uildings and the potential risk to
young children.

especiall
in sc
tal
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"The extent of this health risk to children is not now known. We
do not have the long-term studies of school-age populations as we do
for asbestoe and shipyard workers.

"We did learn as a result of the New Jersey study that particu-
larly where there was deterioration or damage to school buildings
containing asbestos, children risk exposure to asbestos. As a
of the findings in the New Jersey school study, I promptly notified
the nation's Governors of the possibility of aslestos exposure in
their schools.

"In my letter tO the Governors last August, which I enclose, I
encouraged them to survey the situation in their States. We have
offered technical assistance and informational help from HEW to
State and local educational agencies as they work to deal with this
problem.

"Becauie *it 'ittliEW iriab edWithibi8i15ttei we
are greatly encouraged by the commitment you are makim today to
increase public awareness of the potential hazards of asbestos in
schools. Your hearings will add greatly to our combined knowledtge
and understanding of the special challenge we face in protecting the
health and safety of our nation's schoolchildren.

"Sincerely, Joseph A. Califano."
_ [The letter to the Governors follows:1
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TUC 1111C,ATACY or MIALTN,SOUCATIAN,AND WXLVAes
wAssoitudiTOPOOP.0.110001

AUG 111978

DOA: GOVIMUOr:

As you know, scientific studies have demonstrated that
asbestos creates a high .risk of serioustlung disease for

have been heavily exposed Ms? this toxic sub-
stance. As a result -or thUbirtudtes-,--concern -hes-begun-
to be expressed about exposure to lower concentrations of
asbestos.

At the present, however, little certainty exists about the
hasarda of low concentrations of asbestos. The studies
involving workers emposed.to high levels of asbestos do show
that even short exposures, one month or less, have been
followed by lung cancer. One study has reported that family
members of asbestos workers -- and even people ltving in
the neighborhood of asbestos plants -- have developed cancer.
Many scientists are.convinced that no level of exposure is

completely safe, although lower levels may carry lower risks.

As a result of this concern, we have supported studies of
environments involving lower levels of asbestos exposure.
I enclose the results of one such study which I believe
your State health and education officials should examine
carefully. .

Conducted by the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York,
the study examined the extent to which asbestos materials
were present in New Jersey schools, sampled air concentrations
in the vicinity of asbestos materials in these schools,
and studied the effectiveness of various techniques to con-
trol the release of asbestos into the air.

The Mount Sinai study in general confirmed the presence of

asbestos materials in many of these schools and found asbestos

air levels that were above backgrcund in schools in which the

asbestos ceilings or other building materials ware damaged .
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or deteriorated. In throe schools, the investigators'found
elevated'air concentrations that approached occupational
limits. But these levels wore found only in areas of high
deterioration and.where the investigators simulated normal
school activity that might be expected to stir asbestos dust.
In general, the study found the potential for the release
of asbestos into the air appeared to be directly related to
the extent thamaterial had been damaged or had deteriorated.

.At this time, las simply do not- know the-extent-oil-risk-from

.the low leysIs otasbestos concentrations found in the
New Jersey schools. There have been no studies of populations
intermittently exposed to asbestos of the kind and in the
amount found in these New Jersey schools. Any exposures in
New Jersey schools or elaewhere as a result of asbestos build-
ing materials are likely to have been more-episodic and at
much lower levels than the early exposures of workers in
whom significant asbestos disease has been found..

The Public Health Service has advised me, however, that
any.iiiiiiiiiitWably'arriwsome-riak-bitii-sease.,-although. -

it is not possible to estimate at the present time the risk
from the levels of exposure observed in the New Jersey schools.

I urge that you, your PUblic Health officials, and your
school officials review the enclosed report with care. From
,a publicAtealth point of View, you and your State Public Health
officials will want to consider whether it is prudent to
eliminate from schools and other public buildings potential
sources of exposure to asbestos. The Mbunt Sinai report
suggests that there are no technological barriers either to
sealing the asbestos materials in place or to removing them.

Both the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW)
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are continuing
to review this question to determine whether further Federal
action should be taken. Both HEW and EPA are ready to provide
whatever technical assistance and further information you
desire. Please feel free to contact either Dr. David Rall,
Director, National Institute of Environmental HealtirSciences
(919/541-3201) or Mr. John Delany at EPA ( -9000).

Sincerely

Enclosure

1

Joseph A.,Califano, Jr.

44%4
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Dr. RAU. As you know, I hay.* a long statement. I would prefer, if
I may, to summarize that briefly.

Chairman PERKDIEI Go ahead. Summarize your statement. Thank
you.

Dr. RALL. In terms of background, it might be usefill to know that
asbestos use in the world began in any sort of large scale in about
1880. The next 50 years saw a gradual but steady increase.

Until about World War II, the use was around 50,000 to 100,000
short-term tons annually. This increase in World War II went to
about 300,000 short-term tons annually and recently has been about
800,000 short tons per year. .

800,000 short tons is rather a meaningless figure. But let me say
that each year for the last number of years there has been con-
sumption of seven pounds per person per year in the United States.

Now. as Secretary Califano's letter mentioned, the studies which
best define the health effects of asbestos are related to heavily
exposed -workerrs in.-the ftfties-and sixties, before there- was any
rwulation.

The results of these studies suggest that the asbestos risk is very
real indeed. For lung cancer, about 20 to 25 percent of workers
exposed heavily tO asbestos are likely to die of this disease. Smoking
increases the risk very significantly of lung cancer.

Asbestosis, which is a chronic scarring disease of the lung, about 7
percent of heavily exposed workers die of asbestosis.

Mesothelioma is a very unusual and previously rare tumor of the
lining of the chest and abdominal cavity. About 7 percent of
workers heavily exposed die of mesothelioma. More recently it has
been discovered that 8 to 9 percent of workers exposed to asbestos
die of gastrointestinal tract cancer.

To put this in perhaps simpler terms, about 16 percent of the
general American public dies of cancer today. That segment that
has been heavily exposed to asbestos, perhaps as much as 35
percent, or 30 to 35 percent, will die of cancer.

HEW and the Public Health Service has been concerned about
asbestos not only in the workplace but in the environment for a
number of years. After the 1976 incident in New Jersey, where
attention was clearly focused to the potential hazards in schools.
the Center for Disease Control, National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health, in May 1977 sent a letter to State health
officials, warning them of this problem and offering advice and
technical assistance.

You have heard of the Nicholson study in 1977. Let me address
the particular difficult issue now of the risk of asbestos exposure for
the schoolchildren, the teachers and the maintenance workers.

We cannot and probably in the near future will not be able to
give you precise numbers with respect to the risk of the schoolchil-
dren. We know that at high exposures over long periods of time
there is a very high risk indeed. We know that at normal ambient
levels of asbestos there is essentially no risk of such problems as
mesothelioma.

Somewhere in between lie the risks attributable to asbestos
exposure for schoolchildren. I think it is real, I cannot and I do not
think anybody can give you a number in the near future. The school
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exposures are more episodic and much lower levels than the heavily
exposed workers. On the other hand, there is a very long latency
period between exposure and the development of the cancers and
the earlier one is exposed in his lifetime the longer time there is to
develop in later years asbestos-induced cancer.

Secondly, for many carcinogens children seem to be more suscept-
ible than adults. It is known that workers exposed, and the families
of workers who have been exposed to asbestos seem to have more
mesothelioma and evidence of pulmonary signs of asbestos exposure
than does the general population, and there are a number of studies
on the incidence of mesothelioma in areas around asbestos factories
and mills. Almost all of these studies show there is an increased
risk of mesothelioma simply in the vicinity of asbestos factories.

iIt should be pointed out asbestos exposure n this situation is not
limited to schools. EPA banned the use of this material in 1973 but
there are many public buildinp and commercial buildings which
presumably have such sprayed asbestos.

Let =just _add _parenthetically, Mr. Chairman, that a Mt. Sinai
group a couple of years ago, because of my Concern, siirveyed-the
offices of the House of Representatives and the Senators and found
that these buildings are very well ronstructed and there is no
asbestos exposure in these buildings and I think that at least might
be reassuring to some of you.

Let me, in closing, repeat the recommendations in Secretary
Califano's letter to the governors in 1978:

The top priority should be for removal of badly deteriorated,
damaged and flaking material. This is clear and I think it is
obvious.

The second priority should be to deal with surfaces which can be
sealed. Sealing is simpler and less expensive and less disruptive.

The last priority should be in tack surfaces which contain asbes-
tos but which are not in danger of flaking or deteriorating. These
may well in the future need attention but for the moment should be
at the last priority.

With teenage smoking we would urge those potentially exposed to
either stop or never start smoking. Although DHEW has no general
authority to assist school districts with repair or renovation, there
is some possibility of demonstration funds either available through
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act or through the Divi-
sion of Cancer Control of the National Cancer Institute. NCI is
developing plans for at least one demonstration project to provide
education to students. school personnel and contractors doing the
removal and sealing, to develop better quality control; of tests for
asbestos fibers.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Rall, I think that for all intents and
purposes that does conclude your statement. But since you have
suggested there that tho Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare has no general authority to assist those school districts
with repair or renovation of school buildings which have become
health hazards, there is the possibility of research and demonstra-
tion funds under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
although funding under this authority is limited.
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I personally feel that we have a Federal responsibility here and
in view of the controversy existing and the conditions existing
throughout the nation, I feel that we should-matte an early decision
as to whether we are going to accept responsibility. If we are not,
we should throw the ball back to the States at an early date.

But assuming that we may accept responsibil4-could you offer a
suggestion, after chatting with the Secretary of IMW to the Appro-
priations Committee to go along with the maximum fiinding of the
research sections of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
so that we could assist in removing the dangerous conditions
throughout the nation?

Do you think you may do that within the next week?
Dr. RAIL. I will cam the message back very vigorously.
Chairman PERKINS. ntat is all we can ask of you.
Go ahead, Mr. Miller.
Mr. Mazza. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Rail, I wonder if you would comment on the statement by Dr.

Nicholson that the level which should be tolerated in the schools is
no greater than the general background level in terms of asbestos
ambient air levels?

Dr. RALL. Although that is a very broad 'and sweeping statement,
think it is correct. I do not think we should have schoolchildren,

teachers and maintenance workers in an environment that provides
an added risk, even though certainly at levels that are just barely
above the ambient, the normal this risk must be very low indftd.
But I think as a principle, as a goal, that is what we ought to have
in mind.

Mr. MILLER. Well, I am glad to hear you say that because, while I
tend to agree that we must look at the range of those levels in the
Achools, and it is easy to talk about the schools where you have 100
times the normal background, nevertheless, I think it can be shown
through the testimony already received by the other subcommittee
that we have a significant number of recorded cases of people who
were eiposed for what appears to be very low levels; they were
office workers in shipyards, they were inspectors, again there were
families of workers, they lived in the general vicinity as you pointed
out in your testimony, and we have seen these cases come to pass.

I think that we certainly have to show a concern for these
children who have that exposure. Now you have outlined a program
which HEW has undertaken to notify the governors to ask for a
survey of their State schools for asbestos contamination. Cati you
tell me what the results of that have been to date?

Dr. RALL. We have received communications from perhaps 15 or
20 States but about that time the Environmental Protection Agency
initiated a telephone survey and this appeared to divert the re-
sponses to the Environmental Protection Agency. So we think our
responses were incomplete. When the Environmental Protection
Agency called each office to see what they were planning to do or
what had been done, this opened the channel between EPA and the
State offices.

Mr. Mniat. Has any effort been made to coordinate whether or
not we now have answers from 50 States?

0
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Dr. RALL. Yes, we are working closely with EPA in training our
regional officers and developing ,quality assurance programs for
apbestos analysis

Mr. Mum. Do we know anything about how those surveys werik
conducted? Did people simply look to see whether there was ashes-
tos in the:facility, whether it was deteriorating, whether students
were exposed to it?

Dr. RAIL. We know the quality of the surveys was quite variable
but I think perhaps you will get better information from Mr.
DeKany from EPA, whose people actually talked to the governors'
offices,

Mr. MILLER. Well then, is HEW going to continue with trying to
find out the results of this survey?

Dr. RALL. Yes, indeed.
Mr. MILLER. It does not sound like a very valuable tool to me.
Dr. RALL. What do you mean?
Mr. Musa. It means we have a survey that is incomplete and a

survey of which apparently the controls over how it was done were,
how would you say, widely variable. I do not understand. That does
not sound like something I want to hang my hat on.

Dr. RALL. We are I think talking at cross purposes. EPA has the
regulatory responsibility in this area. And we deferred to them
when they began surveying the States to determine what action was
being taken, what surveys were going on; That is why I have not
kept up to date on that and suggest that you refer that question to
EPA.

Mr. Musa. All right. We shall do that.
You say in your testimony on page 4 that school exposures are

likely to have Wen more episodic and at much lower levels than the
exposures of workers in whom asbestos-related disease has been
found and which provide the basis for the numbers that you
described earlier. But we are still talking. are we not, about young
children who will spend five hours a day. what is it, in that facility
or around that facility?

Dr. RAU.. Oh, yes.
Mr. MILLER. For nine months of the year?
Dr. RALL. What I was saying was that really the horrendous

figures I quoted for mortality are heavy regular exposure. Do not
equate those with the exposure in the schools. Again I do not know
where, from ambient level, very low exposure, essentially no effect,
to the very high exposure in the pre-1970 occupational situation,
where the schoolchildren *will fall on that curve.

Mr. MILLER. None of us will know for about 20 years?
Dr. RAU.. Or 30 years.
Schoolchildren in an epidemiological sense are very hard to

follow; they move, about half of them change their name. We are
considering working on the possibility of setting up some
epidentiokigical studies but frankly. our epidemiologists think it will
be very difficult to get good solid information on that. But if you go
back to what Dr. Nicholson reported, the family contacts and the
people who live in the vicinity of asbestos plants, factories, there is
an increased risk.

Mr. MILLER. SO while we may not know where to exactly place
these children in terms of on the risk chart, it would be fait to say
that HEW thinks we ought to be concerned about that risk?
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Dr. RALL. Definitely.
Mr. Mime& And I was a little concerned when I heard your

testimony read the first time that there was a tendency to minimize
the impact of that potential risk because we do not know yet where
to place it, but I would prefer that we not wait until we see what
hes happened now in terms of the older populations to determine
what that risk is with these children. If we are not going to have
evidence, maybe the children will have it in ten years. 'That may be
good for the studies of the risk but not very .1 far the. children.

Dr. RALL. As a Public Health Service , I am convinced
there is a risk. I am convinced, as are most of my scientific
colleagues, that there is no threshold for this sort of carcinogenic
effect. So that any exposure above background creates an added
risk. If there is just a little exposure above background, it will be a
very light added risk but as that as an exposure above background
gets larpr and larger, you will have a larger and larger risk.

Mr. Mni.v. Well, I appreciate those remarks because I think
-that is going to be very helpful if that is a correct statement of the
Department's view. I think we are going to work very well in trying
to deal with this problem.

I am concerned that we properly assess the magnitude of the
problem befoie we run in to unload our solution on the problem.

As you may know, I do not know if you know, but late last night
there was a discussion on the news that the six schools in Montgom-
ery County, when originally surveyed, said they have no hazard.
They have been resurveyed using better scientific methods, and
people are suggesting there is a hazard. That is why I am worried
about a simple survey by a governor's office as to whether in fact
there is asbestcs contamination.

I would suspect those surveys, other than idettifying schools
where asbestos is in fact in place, do very little to tell us about the
contamination about the air levels in those facilities.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Rall follows:]
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STATEMENT Of

DR.. DAVID P. NALL

DIRECTOR, NATimitt. INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES

Nr. Chairman and Members of the Committee s

I am pleased to be here to discuss what is known, and what remains

to be learned about possible health.effects of asbestos in soma of our

nation's schools.

Introduction

Since this Imlay first opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee,

I would like to describe briefly the role and mission of the National

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. MIENS is one of the eleven

National Institules of Healththe major research agency of the Public

Health Service. While most of the other,Institutes are concerned with

classes of diseases, specific organ systems, or developmental procemoes,

NIEHS is concerned with any disease or health problem stemming from am-

posure to toxic environmental agents. Specifically we are charged with

Ming understanding of the MechAnisms df all human diseases and .

d dere with environmental origins. In carrying out our mission, we

wor cloimslywith the other Will Institutes and HEW agencies, with the

rem atory agencies who must apply scientific knowledge to standard

setting, and with the scientific community at large.

General SacUround on Asbestos

As background to our discussion of asbestos erposure in our nation's

schools, / would like.to summarise the state of our knowledge about

asbestos and the possible health hazards associated with its use.

Asbestos is the common name for a group of minerals that occur as

masses of compact fibers. The substance has been used in small amounts



f3r thousands of years. Modern industrial use la the Gaited States

began la about 1080, with thesialue of Canadian chrysotile asbestos

deposits. Gradual Increases le production and use occurred during the

next $0 years. Prior to World. GUr II usage averaged around 300,000

abort tome per year. Slap* then, until 19714- the userhasveried bereedia

600,000 and 000,000 short tons: During the five years'ending ie 1975

the amouat of asbestos fiber utilised la this country averased some

000,000 short toss &nasally (according to the U.S. Bureau of Mises).

this represeats about .7 pounds a year for every American, adult and

child.

The best :estimates of the increased risks associated with asbestos

exposure are based on RIMS supported studies of workers regularly

and heavily exposed to asbestos before the government boson to regulate

asbestos la the workplace la the late 1960's and early 1970's.

The risks for past vomiters regularly exposed to asbestos are estimated

to be as follows:

Luna Cancer. A non-smoker who has been exposed to asbestos is

three to four times more likely to develop lung cancer than a non-smoker

who has not beea exposed. However, swam who bas been exposed to

asbestos is up to 90 times sore likely to incur lung cancer than a non-

smoker who has not been exposed, and up to 30 times as likely to incur .

lung cancer as a non-smoker-who bas been exgotled.

At present, it is estimated that 20-25 percent of workers (both

smokers and non-smokers) exposed to asbestos before the era of govern-

ment regulation are expected to die of lung cancer. The risk decreases

for those who stop smokiag.
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Asbestosis. Only individuals exposed to atbestos contract asbestosis

which afflicts approximately 7 percent of the number of mothers heavily

exposed in the past. Asbestosis is an irreversible and progressively

disabling lung disease that impairs breathing. Individuals with the

disease ars much more likely to die of respiratory silnents, like pneumonia,

than individuals who do not have asbestosis.

Masotbeliona. This is a cancer of the lining of the chest or

abdominal cavity and is almost always associated with priOr asbestos

exposure. Approximately 7-10 percent of those heavily exposed to asbestos

in the past die oUthis cancer.

Gastro-intestinal cancer. Individuals exposed to asbestos ifi the

past are esutnated to be about twice as likely to die of sastro-

intestinal cancers -- including cancers of the esophagus,ttomach and

colon -- as non-asbistos exposed individuals. Approximately 8-9 percent

of asbestos-exposed individuals die of these types of cancer.

Asbestos Exposure in Schools

The asbestos hazard would be serious enough if workerh were the

only group at risk, but there is One evideniCe to indicate that much

lower levels of exposure to asbestos than that found in the work place

are capable of producinglasbestos-related dipease. As a result of

concern over asbestos e sure in.the Hew Jersey schools the Public

Health Service (CDC, AMU) in Hay 1977 notified all state health

departments throush H1Ijf Regional Office* of the potential hazard of

asbestos in schools an4 other buildings. In that same year NIERS supported

a study of asfiestos ex,osure in New Jersey schools coaducted by Dr.

Viiholson of Ht. Sine . This study confirmed the presence of asbestos

6
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materials in about 112 of the states schpole. .In addition, asbestos

air levels were fogad that were above sorest in school's in which the

asbestos ceilinse were damaged or deteriorated. The potential for the

release of asbestos into the air appeared.to be directly related to the

extent the material had been damaged or had deteriorated.

The extent of risk from the low levels of asbestos concentrations

found in the Mew Jerseyiehools and elsewhere is pot now known. There

have been no studies of populations intermittently exposed to asbestos

of the kind and in the amount found in schools. What is known is that

asbestosrauses specific diseases, asbestoiis and mesothelioms, and that

occupailinal exposures to hish levels of asbestos decodes ago have led

to excess gastrointestinal and lung cancers in these workers: Research

involving workers eiposed in the past to high levels of asbestos has

shown that even short exposures, one month or less, have been followed

by cancer.. Studies of past exposure for family members of asbestos

workers and even people living in the neighborhood of asbestos plants

show the development of cancer. Salami studies--of animals exposed for

as little as one day to high concentrations of asbestos dustsupport

what has been seen la humans.
t.

Many scientists are convinced that no level of exposure is completely

safe--although lower levels certainly carry lower risks. The conclusion

is that exposure means risk, but it is not possible today to relate

exposure to risk in.& quantitative sense. The school exposures are

likely to have been more episodic sad at much lower levels than the

exposures of workers in whom asbestos-related disease has been found and .

4
which provide the basis for the numbers I have described.

- )
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aasessimg the relative risk for children there ars two points to

los noted: With the long latency period of asbestosassociated disease,

(and the length of the latency period appears related to the intensity

of exposure) children exposed to asbestos at an early ege-ciad show -----
symptoms of exposure much earlier in theielifetime than those exposed

in adulthood. There i$ also concern based on the fact that children

have shown an enhanced susceptibility to certain other environmental

hazards because of their rapid rate of growth and development.

Other sources of exposure

, The type exposure detected by Dr. Nicholspnis not limited to the

,schools. Since 1935, until this use wis banned in 1973 by EPA, sprayed

asbestos wee used for acoustical, fireproofing and decorative purposes

in building construt.tba across the United Suttee. It bas been used in

*many of the mulAi-storied buildinss in the country. It was in 1975 that

scientists at Mt. Sinai reported evidenala this materiel eroding with
.

age anal releasing asbestos fibers into the indoor air of New York

buildings.

- DREW Recommendations

D6p1y concerned about the situation in the-schools, Secretary

Califano sent a letter on August 18thaof last yeast t^ the Governors

alefting them to possible health hazards from asbestos-containing materials

in school bui.iings. He encouraged them to survey their states' schools

for asbestos contamination. In his letter the Secretary offered the

technical assistance and informational resources of the Department of

Healt11, Education, 6 Welfare.

The Department is recommending that the issue be addressed on a'

case-by-case basls. Wben the asbestos-containing material Is in such

411.
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bad shape that possible asbestos ieloase can be promoted only by removal,

this should be top priority. . Secondly; emphaXis should be placed on

surfaces which ore la badly damaged or deteriorated condition and which

ere emefeble.to sealing techniques. _Lose; priorities can be given to

lesser degrees of damage or deterioration. Lowest priority should be

given to intact surfaces; although in time, these too, will probably

seed to be corrected..

It is recommended that Individuals etteedy exposed to above normal

asbestos in the sir stop smoking or never start. Cessation of smoking

reduces the increased risk of 1 cancer for smokers exposed to asbestos.

While the Department of Wealth, Education, and Welfare has no

general authority to assist loàil school districts with the repair or

renovat'm of school buiLAZ: qhtcb have become health hazards, there

6

is the possibility of researc1 a demonstration fanOs uader the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act, although funding undei this authority is

. -

limited.

In addition a demonstration project whi.Zh deals directly with

asbestos la schools is planned for funding by the National Cancer Institute

this fiscaLlyear. The demonstration will focus p;imarily on three

)
aspects of the problems 1) the h th education ot students and school

personnel, sod the education of tont actors anioconstruction workers

involved in the removal or sealing of asbestos materials; 2) the dexelop-
N.......

'`.:-"Witt of.a management approach for organizing the removal or sealing of

the asbestos material wh1ch can be applied to all school systems which

are affected by the problem; 3) the development of quality control of

tests to measure asbestos ibers.

4
0

11.
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SaMbLkets

ThelApAtment is actively continuing to address this problirm. We

0# are working closely with the Environmental Protection Agency in developmest

iN a program of technical assistanceto state and local officials la the
_ .

and abatement of asbestos hazards in schools. The Regional

offices of both MEW and Irk will serve as focal points for this effort..

Staff will participate la joint training sessions to enable them to

provide technical assistance to concerned school districts. We hope

that through the concerted efforts of all levels of sovernmeat, the

scientific community, the students, their families, and educational

staffs, we can develop viable approaches to this troubling issue. II

would be happy to answer any questions yoSing,Ave.

Chairman Pinims. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. Wiuss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr Rall, has the Del:tart-,

ment undertaken any consideration of additional *regulations or
legislation to control the use of materials containing asbestos?

Dr. RALL HEW has no regulatory responsibility in this area.
Insofar as we had it, some years ago it was transferred in 1971 to
the Environmental Protection Agency. But let me spend a moment
and say _what the Department is considering.

Mr. Wangs. Pse.
Dr. RALL. When Secretary Califano announced the asbestos

awareness program last spring he set up an asbestos task force with
Dr. Arthur Upton the Director of the National Cancer Institute,
and myself as codutirmen. Among the issues that we are actively
studying are the problems of surveillance of.heavily exposed work-

, ers. This is a major problem and there are no easy answers. We are
considerhig research problems such as the possibility of an epidemi-
ological study of schoolchildren, the problems of technical
competence in measuring asbestosI person4ly.am concerned that
there are not enough technically competent, reliable laboratories in
the country to handle the load of testing ceilings and do forth for
asbestosand third, our,...task force is looking at possible legisla-
tive proposals in this Whole irea. We are m the midst of this
discussion in planning and we will get back to you as soon as we
come forth with any recommendations.

Mr. Wziss. The Subcommittee would appreciate your recommen-
dations. But you are not suggesting that the Secretary has no
authority to express the Department's concern about hazardous
conditions or situations even though the power of regulation may
reside in some other department or agency, are you?

Dr. RALL. I think in the spring when Secretary Califano an-
nounced the asbestos awareness program he was doing just that.

Mr. Weiss. Therefore even though the responsibility for regula-
tion may now lie with EPA it would not in your judgment, or in the

/ 3
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*a

Secretary's judgment, be inappropriate for the Secretary to con-
clude, for example, that asbestos containing material which is used
for insulation, acoustical purposes or whatever, shopld not be used
in school settings where children are likely to be exposed to the
substance.

Dr. Um.. I think that would be a %perfectly reasonable thing for
him to announce.

Mr7Wittst-And-is-that-kind-of-surverpart of the responsibility-of
the task force 'that you have spoken of?

Dr. R 4.u.. Yes, it is included.
Mr. Wine. Thank you very much.
Thank ymi, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Plums. One thrther question, Dr. Rail. You made

mention about the inadequacy of the laboratories of the country to
test for the presence of various types of asbestos in the school
systems of the country.

Considering the knowledge that you already have at hand, is
there any doubt in your mind that the asbestos, wherever it may be,
regardless of the type, should not be removed as soon as poWble?

Dr. RAu.. I agree with the thrust of what ,you said but not the
details. Let me go back to the priorities for removal that we
discussed a few moments ago. Let me start at the bottom, the lowest
priority. Some asbestos I. highly and tightly bound in what is really
cement. Now I think in the long term we should be concerned about
it, but that to me, althoufh it is an asbestos-containing material,
would have the lowest pnority for removal or encapsulation.

On the other hand when you have an asbestos surface that is
%friable, flaking, damaged, yes, I think that should be either encapsu-
Wed if feasible or removed.

Chairman PmaNs. Without -waiting for any further studies?
Dr. RAIL. If you can showmy personal belief is that if you cein

show the material is friable and has a high asbestos content, I think
it should be removed in a timely manner. Now if it ia holding
together well and not showing evidence of flaking, timely manner
does not mean tomorrow. It can wait for summer vacation, or if it is
staying in shape, for the neFt summer's vacation. The place where I
would look to be the rumor problem was the damaged, flaking
ceilings that you can literally see material falling down from. That I
think ought to be the first priority with sealing or removal being
done as soon as it is feasible.

Chairman PIBRICINS. Any further questions? Thank you.
Dr. RAIL. Thank you.
Chairman PERKIN& Does the gentleman accompanying you, Dr.

Rall, wish to say anything?
Mr. BLAM. I did not have anithing to say, Mr. Chairman, in

particular. There is as you know under the public law in some of
our own schools which OE runs, itself, about 139 of them which we
are looking at very closely, have already done a preliminary exami-
nation of, and we think a small number of those 139 schools do have
asbeitos problems, but they are being looked at right now.

Chairman PERKINS. .Thank you very much. All right, we will go
back to Dr. Sawyer, Yale University. I understand that he now has

ihis slides and he s ready to move. exene around, Dr. Sawyer.
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STATEMENT OF ROBS= SAWYER, YALE UNIVERSITY

Dr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I have attempted to make a sufficient
presentation

it
and thought es would help out. I apologise.for all

the trouble has caused.
Chairman Psalms. Go right ahead.
Dr. ELtwvu. We cannot have lights on during my presentation.
Chairman_enoliNjLua joaesWho t: regulate the ts, the

llhta ou e cann see
-Dr. SAWYER. This is totally show and tell:
Chairman PERKIN& We will get somebody out there to turn the

lights out. Let me ask you, are those television lights going to
interfere, will the lelevision light interfere?

Dr. SAWYER. It looks like it will.
Chairman Pawn. All right.
Dr. SA.wm. I would like you to be able to see .the slides,

whatever that takes.
Chairman PERIM. AU right. Get somebody to find those switches

around there and turn these lights out.
Dr. SAWYER. Is that giood enough for youA sir?
Chairman Pmws. Can you see now?
Dr. SAWYER. It is up to you.

I
Chairman Plams. No we cannot.
Dr. SAWYER. All right. have seen these so many times I just do

not have to look at them anymore.
Chairman Psalms. All right. Now we can see it. Go ahead.
[The information followsl

4 ;2.
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Cbmaiomnation of the physical characteristics of asbestos fi-

bers, and the widespread and varied sources of asbestos containing

materials have produced oonoern cVer exposure potential within build,.

ings, structures, or ships that contain such materials. The hazard

potential from sodh exposure has been difficuat to estimate. Cbrif

expanzre levels have.rot beetvwell-documented,. and ...

both measurement technology and epidendcaogywere considered faulty.

However, appropriatecontamination data have been accumulating, and

the potentially associated hazard may be at least approximated using

the current and proposed exposure standards developed for.occupational

populations.

Relevant characteristics of asbestos fibers: Fibers of the asbesti-

form minerals bave durability and aerodynrmic capability, and both

charecteristics enhance their hazard potential. The fibers resist

degradation undermost conditions with persistence of their biologic

effects and hazard potential. The fibers exhibit low settling veloc-

ities. As calculated from settling curves generated for asbestos

fibers, a 1.0 micrometer fiber with 5:1 aspect ratio falling from

3 meters with variable axis attitude wdll exhibit a settling velocity

of 10-3 cm/second, and remain airtorne for 80 hcur5.1 FUrther, settled

fibers have aerodynalnic capability and may enter reentrainment cycles

if disturbed and again enter the environment. Such fibers, relatively

contained within a structure, can repeatedly present an exposure zit-

uati,:n and an'oppertunity for inhalaticn cr inges-icn.

Astes-.s materia:: in struct,ares: The asbestif:rm minerals are incom-

bustible and possess relatively high tensile v7rength, insulating



properties and chemical resistance. These cherecterisitce have

made asbestce the material Of choice or an essential ccanonent

in a wide spectrum of awlications. Asbestos is present in New

forms in nuestrous struCtures, and indeed most asbestos produced

enters the construction iniustry.2 Asbestos containing material

may be present in etisting aceponente of structures and alas in

material introduqed during the life cf the structure. Existing

component arterial may imlude friable sprayed material on wells

and ceilings, pipoklagging, panels, tiles, and miscellaneous

oseentitious materials. Introduced material containing asbestos

fibers may include renovation material ouch as panels, tilea, ce-

ments, paints, matting, and spackling. Clothing contaminated with

asbestos, cammumityair or toter, anclaimellaneous materials such

as fireplaae ash can also pollute.iima indoor environment.

The potential far fibers entering the environments's:ill depend

upon both material and structure form and use. Fiber dissemination

is also a function of the frequency and amount of energy delivered

to the asbestos containing material.

Although minor in proportion of overall asbestos material appli-
.

cations, sprayed friable asbestos onntainirm; material is an effective

fiber dissemination system and represents a major fiber source.

Sprayed material has been used extensively for insulation and fire-

proofing, and because of widespread use and ease of fiber dissemina-

tion can be considered the most sigpificant source of asbestos fibers

in the indoor environment.1

Mbdes of fiber release frmn indoor materials: The methods of release

ofasbestoa fibers_beve been considered to be fallout, contact, and
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3
reentraissoent.

Filloui of fibers is considered a result of aging and dears-

*dation of the toviing arterial in an asbestos containing material.

It is usually low level, continuous, and may inareasewith thi.s age

of the structure. It represents a source of fallen fibers which may

accumulate over a period of time. ,

Contact with asbestos containing material may be accidental,

capricious, or intentionally demtructive.Specific actions include .

striking, cutting, machining, or penetration of thi material. Such

contact disturbs the integrity of the matrix and results in fiber

dissemination. The more friable farms of asbestos containing ma-

terial are readily susceptible to damage orAisturbance. EVen spray-

ing friable surfaces with paints or sealants will cause fiber re-

lease.1'4 Solid or bohded asbestos materLals will also release

fibers if Subjected to sufficient force.4
'5,11

BeeniTairmult of fallen debris and dist containing asbestos by

activities suCh as dusting or sweeping will resuspend accumulated fi-

bers in the atmosphere. Generally, the reentrainment effect is pro-

porticnal to the level of activity within the structure space.3'6

Contamination studies: The indoor enAronment has been investigated.

Sampling for asbestos fibers has been performed in numerous structures

under variable conditions of activity, usually in non-occupational

settings in apartment buildings, offices, schools, and private homes.

Methedology: The data presented were obtained by optical microsoopy

and the standa d phase contrast counting technique.' Although the

4207S 0 .70 10
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technique enumerates all particles with aspect ratios of at least

3:1, is non-specific for asbestos, and excludes fibrous particles'

shorter than 5 microns, it does have the features of standardization

and fair to good reproducibility.

Oontamination data obtained by electron microscopy (EM), both

scanning and transmission has also been accumulating. Mere is

presently no workable accepted standard methodology for electron mi-

croscopy, and EM techniques have been disappointing in the level of

Agreement anong examining facilities. Each study nust be individ-,

ually considered and interpreted. /he accumulated EM data are nct

presented here but are available elsewhere?

Contamination data: Table 1 includes both surveillance and reenact-

nmnt studies. Fiber sources were considered as either friable or

bonded naterials, and the data is categorized in ten general activity

classifications, along with the mode of contamination that best de-

cribes the moans of fiber dissemination.

* TABU 1 FXRE *

A five cycle semi-log plot is used to display the wide spectrum

of contamination data listed in Table 1. The ranges of fiber concen-

trations for the 10 listed activity classifications are exh.thited in

Figure.l.

* FIGURE 1 hTRE *

Hazard estimation: TO estimate potential hazard associated with the

environmental contamination levels of :able 1, approximations are nec-
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misery since no standards apply to the general indoor environment.

The only standards whatsoever are the existing and proposed.regula-

tions of the Occupational Safety and Health Administrrion (OSHA),

and the revised recommended standard of the National institute for

Occupational Safety and Hialth CH/OSH )13-16 All apply to exposure

of cccuPaticeal PoP4ations. The subject_population-4iffers4a-saas.

significant aspects. It is inclusive in age distribution, and quite

variable in behavior and activity. .General population exposures are

extremely variable, difficult to evaluate, and in same cases are con-

tinuous over long periods of time.

The applicability of the occupational regulations in this situa-

tion has merit in that the standard optical microscopy method is util-

ized and the regulations, both existing and proposed, represent a

distillate or summary of both exposure and epidosmiologic information.

This is especially true if it is assumed that the recently proposed

regulation changes reflect not only additional relevant epidemiologic

evidence, but also an increasing concern for the protection of the tars-

get population. The use of the occupational exposure limits is thus

considered an acceptat4e system for at least approximating the extent

of hazard from asbestos contamination in the indoor environment.

Table 2 outlines the occupational exposure limits from 197: to the

present, and lists the OSHA original, present, and proposed, and the

NTOSH amended proposed regulations.

* TABLE 2 IMRE *
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figure 2 illistrates the intersection of the present OSHA reg-

4atio11t with the diagrammed ranges of fiber counts under the vow,-

ious activity condi'tions.

* FIGURE 2 HERE *

Tigure4-4amongtrates-that-somr-rvatine-activitiert-suah as =amp

tenance and custodial activities, can exceed present OSHA limits

Occasional.events such as removal, renovation, vandalism

(contact mode cetegeries) exceed the ceiling limit of 10 f/cm3 .

The present 2.0 f/cm3 (t.w.a.) and 10.0 f/cm3 (ceiling) limits

were set by,the 1972 regulaticos to became effective in 1976.13 The

more recent limits listed in Thble 2, the 1975 proposed and the 1977

revised recommended, reflected the increasing awareness in asbestos

disease epidemiology and are more stringent.
15,16

Figure 3 and Fig-

ure 4 illustrate the intersection of these 1975 and 1977 limits re-

spectively with the diagrammed ranges of fiber counts under various

activity conditions.

* F/GLTE 3 HERE .*

* mar 4 HERE *

With each successive display, the range of activities which could

be considered hazardous becomes more inclusive. ne activities remain-

ing outside the limits in figure 4 are ally in the categories of quiet

and some nonspecific routine.
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Discussion: Indoor asbeetOs pollution has been Considered, owl a

set of hazard criteria tias selected and applied with an Under-

standing of the significant assamptions and approxinations involved.

The optical microsoopy data indicate that in some circumstances con-

tamination can exoesd levels considered hazardOus. Exposures are

---.-occurinrwithinaxiitirig-titructijkis; iind-tlitePaii)Uhraixt-invoived is

large and varied in age, occupation, and behavior.

Stranar: Asbestos contamination of relatively contained environments

' within structures can occur under a number of conditions and in asso-

ciation with various activities. Such contamination persists and can

potentially expose all structure users. The more significant contam-

ination levels are associated witiOlistarbance of friable asbestos

containing materials, although bonded material is also capable of fi-

ber dissemination under special conditions.

Application of occupational government standards for limitation

of exposure, both presently in force and proposed or reccamended, in-

dicates that levels found in some instances exceed those considered

potentially carcinogenic.
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labile 1: Airborne Ambestos in Suildinms

Aa Friable asbestos rater!

cla=leacion
Mein mode at
contnfrtiC8%

Activity
41162Pitit5 an

Mean count
fibers/car n

Range
or sod.

Rshmence
numbers

Wit

=:"
%'.....A.

fallout

reentrainment

me
dormitory
university,schcols
offices

0.0

0.1
0.1

0.2

32

P.
47

14

0.0

0.0-0.8
0.1
0.1-04

1,4.11

9
8,1,11
1,11

Maintenance oxntect rSt*43minli 1.4 2 0.1 8
;listing 1.2 6 0.1-2.4 4,11
cable scvement. 0.9 4 0.24.2 11

Custodial mixed: contact
reentrairrent

claming 15.5 3 6.7 8

ref:Mainnt dry weeping 1.6 5 0.7 8

dry &sting 4.0 6 1.3 8

bystander 0.3 3 0.3 8

heavy dusting 2.8 9 1.6 1

Renovation mixtd: cont1ct ceiling repair 17.7 3 8.2 1
reenqainment track light 7.7 6 2.9 8

$
hanging light 1.1 5 0.8 8

partition 3.1 4 1.1 8-

pipe lagging 4.1 8 1.8-5.8 1

Laundry
.

reentrainment contamdnated
clothing

3.4 12 0.3-1.: 8

Vandalism contact ceiling damagp 12.3 5 8.2 4,11

Rogyvai, try contact stripping 82.: 11 ::-...,,.. a

Rescv41, wet
amended

..:cct3ct stripping

.. .,

Machining.
abrading

r..3ntact 3.» 1

B: Bcnded at.t...1-r!: pe-,rEa:

3erc-:2'.. we!

n

-!..4..ta:*. striKing
ti!.1cus)

Machin4r.4. :,x:tact aandirx 0'1:4,1
sanding

.. : :.:-:.!

L.:al Lag (concret.) t.: .» :.: 11

grindir.g (c:ncrete: 2.:
.

saluting (taping) 5.1 :: 1...1.:. ..
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TAME 2: ASBESTOS EXPO= LDWIS (OSHA,NIOSH)

Mug tor cubic centimeter

Ceiling
avere::Itta.) limit

OSA Criiinal 197213 5.0 10.0

mat Present 197613,14
2.0 v 10.0

CSHA Prcpcmed 197516 0.5 5.0

NIOSR Revised 197716 0.1 0.5

A.
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Dr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Robert Sawyer. I am the
head of the preventive and occupational .medicine section at the
Yale Health Service at Yale University. I am board certified in
preventive medicine and a fellow of the American Academy of
/°reventive Medicine. What I would like to discuss today, this is a
brief outline of the first part of the presentation, tdgive you some
idea of what asbestos looks like; talk about fiber characteristics that
are relevant to this question here today; discuss fiber sources,
asbestos fiber sources within structures; then present tb you con-
tamination data that we have accuniulated over a period of some
yearsthe contamination data represents what we have seen with
one of the techniques of measurement of asbestos withLi structures
and within schoolsand then attempt to compare what we have
seen within structures to our knowledge as far as epidemiolosz goes,
in other words, what levels of contamination may possibly be
considered to be hazardous.

This is a photomicrograph, 50 magnifications, of a
large bundle of chrysotile asbestos. This ust briefly outlines the
asbestos. It is not a totally adequate word. t is like the word "gem"
in referring to precious stones. The asbestiform minerals are really
types or certain expressions of various types of rocks that have
formed and fibers formed .'nder. various conditions apprcpriate to
the formation.

It is important for anyone dealing with this problem to have some
understanding of why the asbestos fiber is a problem besides the
fact that it is indeed a carcinogen, able to cause cancer, and also a
co-carcinogen, able to act with other agents in causing cancer.

No. 1, the fibers are durable, they resist environmental and
degradation within the body. This is important because if you put
asbestos fibers into a building they are going to stay there and not
degrade. If the building lasts 100 years the asbestos fiber will be
there 100 years and still be an asbestos fiber. It also resists degrada-
tion in the body. The body has a difficult time in clearing and
getting rid of the asbestos fiber, and as we know from a lot of
epidemiologic information in handling the asbestos fiber diseases
occur, either asbestosis or various forms of malignancies. There is
something inadequate in our cells in handling asbestos fibers.
Indeed, I will stress this later, the human being does not act as a
passage mechanism for fibers but should be viewed as a sequester-
ing device. If a human faces continuous, even low-level exposures to
asbestos fibers the human will tend to sequester the fibers and the
effect will be dose-cumulative rather than instantaneous.

The fibers have aerodynamic capabilities. They exhibit a very low
settling velocity, they can float in the fluid of air. They can also
participate in reentrainment cycles. Because of their aerodynamic
capability, a fallen fiber can be kicked back up into tiw air,
attaining the height of the respiratory mechanism and we can

. breathe it again. Just having the fallout of a ceiling or a wall does
not mean you are rid of the problem. It has inertia, it enjoys
relative containment within the structure. If you knock fibers loose,
they do not go ofT into the atmosphere immediately. It takes energy
to push them around.
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This is a rough curve showing you the fact that asbestos fibers
can hang up in the air when you knock them loose. This is from a
friable ceiling. If you notice, the time is in hours in thc.bottom
paragraph there. From such information we can develop a family of
curves and this diagramI will not bore yeti with the details of It
the dimensions on it are fiber length and fiber diameter and also
settling time.

What this boils down to is the fact that if we have fibers that are
5 microns long and one micron in width, these are extremely
common in any of the materials we are discussing,t4t will take about
4 hours for fiber that size to settle to the ground if it is dislodged
from a 8-meter high ceiling, with a 9-foot ceiling. If you knock fiber
loose it will take 4 hours in quiet kir. The smaller the fiber gets,
especially the smaller the diameter or width of it, you can see the
bottom, one micron, takes 80 hours to settle from a ceiling.

Where do we find asbestos materials in structures?
Here I wish to state that we are not talking about just scajoe:

materials; we are talking about a lot of different types of as
containing materials. It is widespread, it is in large amounts, and
this, has been covered by other sars.

The fiber released from materiab into the used environment of a
school building will depend upon what material is encasing the
fibers. Even very hard materWs such as asbestos cOncrete will
release fibers at a very high rate if you pin enough energy into the

ro. If you take a circular saw and cut through any material
t contains asbestos you are going to dump a lot of it into the

atmosphere. The friable form, which means you can break it with
pressure of a hand, which usually means it was spray-applied, is the
most effective, by far the most effective way to get fibers into the
atmosphere, although we should not just restrict our thinking to
this.

This comes into the situations where one might have renovation
or repairs in a school building, even with fire-containing materials.
But the friable one is the form we should address ourselves to. This
diagram schematically represents the various sources of asbestos
materials within a building or school structure.

You can get it from friable ceiling material, spackling and main-
tenance; it can be contaminated from the community. If someone is
tearing down a building next to a school, the school can be contami-
nated with the asbestos. Sanding or cutting; reentrainment of
fibers, there is a number of ways to get asbwtos fibers into a
structure. These are some slides of common usage.

Structural steel deforms at very low temperatures in a fire,
around 8 or 901) degrees it starts to deform. In the case of a
skyscraper or large building, this can seriously compromise the
integrity of the structure. This is why fire-retardant material is put
on structural steel. It was a great engineering and economic ad-
vance in the 1950s when Underwriter Laboratory approval was
given for using sprayed asbestos versus concrete vo encase struc-
tural steel, with obvious great effect on the building structures. This
is 20 percent chrysotile sprayed on structural members in a school
building.

.`
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This is a happy collwe scene at Yale University of the architec-
ture students busy at their work. The entire overhead surface of
that room is very friable, 20 percent chrysotile asbestos. We had an
Olympic Israeli basketball player with an Afro haired who would
leave a trail of fibers when he walked down the room there.

Chairman PERKINS. 'Let me make an announcement.
When the committee adjouins today, we are going to recess to-

meet next Tuesday at 9 am., for the continuation of the hearings.
Go ahead.
Dr. SAWYER. Okay. This is a good example of a ceiling that is

failing because of installation, or adhesion failing. It is 'about 15
years old.

This is a ceiling that was installed in a school with a pretty good
installation job. It has suffered extensive contact damage from
students.

This is a hung ceiling system, you can notice the debris on the top
of the panel from fallout from the material behind the huge ceiling
system.

These books are from a university library with a sprayed 15
percent chrysotile asbestos ceiling that, because of degradation of
the adhesives, the material has disintegrated and fallen on top of
the books. When opened or taken from the shelves, of course you
can see later we have documented aerosolization and fiber dissemi-
nation from these sources. Luckily these were at Yale University
and were not opened that often.

Besides doing surveilance work of actual asbestos exposure in
various situations, we have performed experiments reenacting var-
ious scenarious to try to get some idea of the potential asbestos
exposure with the instructors. This was in a building with sprayed
asbestos ceilings. You can see the air tanks, hose-sprayed respira-
tors. That is an experimental space.

We did removal experiments involving very heavy contamination,
and there I think that is myself and I am wearing a respirator. The
small white device hanging over my left shoulder is a filter holder
that is sampling the air near my respirator. It is breathing what I
would be breathing. These are union carpenters installing a parti-
tion to get some idea of exposure levels. The sampling devices we
used can be seen on the lower left hip.

We also did laundry experiments, things of this sort.
From this work a concept has evolved; from such asbestos sur-

faces, fibers can enter the fiber of a structure in three general
modes. Number I is fallout, number 2 is contact, number 3 is
reentrainment, or secondary dispersal. Entry of fibers into the
environment by fallout is at very low level. In the case of friable
materials, this can amount to a significant release of fibers over a
period of time. It is very low level but it is persistent. It can worsen
with time. Low harmonics in the building, building vibration, seis-
mic effects, anything like this can increase such dispersal.

Impact is a very significant one. As will be shown, you can get
very high level of exposure, indeed exceeding even industrial stand-
ards. if you engage in impact release of fibers within school
buildings. Secondary dispersal or reentrainment of falling fibers is
also a significant source.
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This slide is simply to give you some idea of our approach to the
documentation of what we are looking at. In this regard, and I will
get to this, we have used not sublight . microscopy or
electromicroscopy, but we have used the electrical microscope tech-
nique of OSHA and NIOSH; we have used the industrial standard-
ized measurement technique in spite of its drawbacks and restric-
tions to do this work, because we want to compare it to some
existing standards. I will get into that.

If you notice on the left all the different activities, quiet, routine,
maintenance work, custodial, renovations, vandalism by students,
removal dry, removal wet and so forth, and all different specific
activities that we have accumulated data on. For your convenience,
what I have done is present this data on a semi-logarithmic plot to
give you some idea of the variation and also the scope and intensity
of fiber release that we have documented within structure and
within school buildings.

Running from left to right, these are ranges of fiber counts
obtained by the optical microscope method. The various lines repre-
sent simply different things that people are doing at the time that
the fibers were released. As expected, far off to the right, near 100
fibers per cc, which is 50 times the present industrial standard, we
find dry removal of asbestos in large quantities, persons entiring a
room and simply scraping the material from the ceiling.

Far on the left we see just simple quiet activity. Here again I am
taking some freedom with our experimental techniques. We feel
that this technique does not really function below 0.1 fiber's per cc.

The method of measurement is inadequate to really do good
research work looking for asbestos fibers, the optical microscopy
technique, number one, does not count asbestos, it simply counts
particles with a certain aspect ratio and size.

Number two, becausowf the technicalities involved in the mecha-
nisms, the filters, the ilitthematics, the filtering system really stops
functioning around 0.5 cc. It is like using the automobile speedom-

.-eter to measure the speed of a turtle; you get down off the scale, you
cannot get a very good reading. On the other hand, it falls down
when you get above 100 fibers per cc because of high concentrations
on the filter.

What I would like to do now, and here again one of my purposes
is to approach the very significant problem of: Is what we are
finding within structures, within school buildings, is there a prob-
lem, is there a hazard in what we are seeing here? It is a very
difficult question to approach with honesty.

We have a number of techniques for measuring asbestos concen-
trations. The only standardized technique is called optical micro-
scope microscopy using a light microscope with its limitations of
resolution, using a system that is nonspecific for asbestos, that is
really inadequate for nwa.suring low levels of concentration.

On the other hand, we have sublight microscopy, electron
microscopy, both scanning and transmission, where transmission
electron microscopy is indeed., as practiced at such institutions as
Mt. Sinai in New York or Bethel or other places, is a definitive way
of measuring asbestos burden within the atmosphere. But there is
no standardization in these systems. Each laboratory uses a differ-
ent technique of sample preparation and also of analysis, and
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indeed, one is hard put to understand the results from various
laboratories.

In the study by the EPA of 10 such laboratories, there was
absolately no agreement .between laboratories in examining the
same filters. It is a truly experimental technique. For this reason I
have restricted myself, regrettably, to the optical technique with all
its drawbacks.

Also, in discussing schools, what I am going to do to just get an
idea of are we in trouble, I am going to use the William Stelger act
production of OSHA, the Occupational Safety and Health
tration, and the National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health and look at, their opinions, understanthng fially that these
are indeed conservative because they are based in great part on the
economic considerations of the cost of asbestos control. Neverthe
less, let us look and compare these two thino/s, understanding that
these are very conservative estimates and hazards.

The original 1972 exposure limit, time-weigthed average was 5
fibers per cc, with a 10-fiber per cc ceiling limit. This means you can
average out at 5 but at no time are you to exceed 10 fibers.

In the 1972 legislation was placed the limit to become effective in
1976. It said we are going to go with 5 but 4 years from now we are
going to drop you to 2, to give industry a chance to bring about the
engineering changes necessary for this cc ntrol.

iIn the meantime, n the 1960s, 1970s, epidemiologic information
from body-counting, from deaths, and illness, were accumulating so
rapidly that in the Federal Regist.er there is OSHA-prop, a
proposed change to 1920.1001, saying that the 5 and 2 are inad-
equate for protection, that 0.5 and 5 should be the new standards.

In addition to this, NIOSH has recommended on the basis of
further epidemiologic inrormation, here I will not bore you with the
details, but that this was a good distillate of epidemologic knowl-
edge, that indeed the .5 is inadequate and 0.1 and .5 should be the
limits of exposure in industry.

If you remember, I mentioned that those of us who deal with the
system of optical miscroscopy feel that 0.1 is the bottom limit The
system runs out of steam there. It stops being useful. What they are
really saying is that we want exposure of employees limited to the
limits of our ability to measure such exposure.

If we take our data that we put on semi-log plots and begin to
apply these criteria, this is the first one, the 1972. Again we have
ranges of fiber exposure and superimposed upon this in vertical
lines is the sup : limits to insure safety of employees in indus-
trial situations, on economic considerations. These are conser-
vative estimates.

Indeed, we see that some of the things filet people can engage in
in buildings, within structures; within schbols, indeed can exceed
these limits.

This is 1976, became effective in July 1976, and Was on the books
in 1972. It begins to encroach even further. This is the '1975
proposed OSHA legislation, already within the Federal Register. We
begin to see that there is a lot of activities that you can do within a
building that begin to get in this ballpark.

This is the NIOSH, 0.1 to 0.5 limitation which intersects with
nonspecific routine activity, maintenance, everything except being
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quiet in the building. We have yet in the hundreds of schools that I
have been in, have yet to see quiet activity as an *average activity
level.

So going back, I do not-wish to make this a specific statement of
roality here because the data up there is based on a lot of assump-
tions, on a lot of inadequate technology. But it does represent

rhaps an approximation, an approximate answer to the question:
Is there a hazard in school bui ings? I nk there is.

I think Buell a conclusion is unavoidabl ht of this informa-
tion. Again, not being specific about it, b ink that there is a
hazard, under certain condition% a potentia hazard to people within
the used environment and structures.

I would like to briefly run through what can be done about this.
Usually there is recognition of a problem, proper sequence should
be the friable of material, as we explained, the only really effective
way to get fibers to people, probably, in the architectural expres-
sions that we have viewed is with the friable spray-applied mate-
rial. It does not have to be spray-applied as long as it is friable.

If you can break a part and it contains asbestos, you are in
trouble. Material analysis, I totally agree with Dr. Rall that this is a
very weak point, finding out in this hodge-podge, this tremendous
heterogeneous mix that we find in sprayed Material, are there
asbestos fibers in it? Hazard estimation. Obviously, well-applied
cementitious, asbestos-containing material behind a tack hung ceil-
ing System is probably of no specific hazard whatsoever. However,
visible accessible exposed damaged material should be viewed with
some great concern. You can either leave it there, you can keep it
under various conditions, or you can remove the material.

What does all this mean? Retention, no action, do not do anything
about it, put up barrier systems to effectively remove' the asbestos
material from the used environment of the structure.

Now the ceiling systems, new walls, things like this, shutting
down areas of the building, encapsulation, using chemical agents to
coat, to adequately coat and seal off and encapsulate the material,
to protect it not only &pm fallout but from impact contact. Re-
movol, dry, wet and amended wet. The regulations, by the way,
since we are now talking about contracting work, the various
regulations. of OSHA and EPA, 29 CFR 1001.1004 apply in all this
renovation. These are just outlines of the EPA regulations, what
they cover; the OSHA requirements, the present OSHA require-
ments for such work. This is applying the water to a sprayed
asbestos ceiling.

We have developed some techniques using amended water. This
contains a surfactant or wetting agent, and you can see the tremen-
dous increase in effectiveness in droppingif you look under the'
mean there it goes from 80 to 23 to 8, as you go from dry to
untreated water to amended water.

This is an effective application of amended water with sprayed
material. You can see the small droplets of water leaving it, yet
there is no excess runoff or great slop to this whole system. It is
extremely effective.

As Dr. Nicholson pointed out, we have achieved, during removal,
fiber levels lower than the present industrial standards requiring
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no protection, removal of this material, with using these techniques
properly. r

mis is simply how to get rid otthis stuff. This is an application of IP'
-an encaPsulatmg agent, a bridging, butyl pol3mier, that coats the
asbestos material, just to give you some idea of wh;tt this involves.
Again the respirator the worker i0 wearing is not the protective
material that he is putting on but also, since this does represent
contact, you are puttmg energy into the fiber system, you will
knock some fibers loose. We have documented that also.

This is a slide showing the effect of changes in techniques of
custodial work. If you notice, on the left, four fibers per cc were
achieved with dry dusting -in a building. That 'is twice the present
industrial standard: four fibers per cc by the optomicroscopy
techniques.

Using chemical claws and wet methods we were able to knock
this (limn to 0.2. It is not perfect, but it its something to really
answer perhaps the question of how rapidly we have to do things.

. Here you can do something to reduce exposures while you are
waiting for a definitive solution.

So what have I been talking about here? We are talking about
carcinogen and a 13otent co-careinogen, especially with cigarette
smoking, and perhaps with other agents. It has aerodynamic capa-
bilities and its effects are persistent.

The disease progression exhibits a long latency period. In all, the
great ignorance I am exhibiting here as a physician is due probably
to the latency period involved in this disease. We are now engaged
in nothing short of body counting, looking at the effects of asbestos
exposure.

t I think we should be addressing ourselves to is to decrease
our ability in the future to count bodies f'rom this exposure by using
the technology and information that we now possess and try to
prevent the bodies from occurrinf; from this disease.

It is a progressive system. The human sNuesters the fibers. The
disease process is progressive. In other woMs you can remove the
person from the exposure and the disease wiliprogress nonetheless

cause of the durability and persistence and biologic activity that
will continue within the body. It does not take constant exposure to
get either asbestosis or the malignancies involved with the asbestos
exposure.

Chairman PERKINS. How much exposure if it doesn't take
constant?

Dr. SAWYER. Unfortunately, we are ignorant in...that area. I donot
believeand I think there is enough epidmiologt s information
available to state with emphasis that thefe has been noafe level of
asbestos exposure yet demonstrated by the techniques àqailable to
us at the present twee: N.. _ --

We can telt -you- what is dangerous, but we are ignkint, we
cannot see what is a safe level. Through my thinking of this d my
concern of this, I am left with the opinion that all unn
exposure to asbestos should be eliminated and all essential
necessary or unavoidable exposure should be minimized. That is not
too exact, but there is where my mind is right now.

One, I do not believe in a threshold concept.
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Two, asbestos is now a ubiquitous, essential material in any
industrial society. World production in 1900 of all time probably
was 100 tons accumulated through all time. Now it irs approaching 5
million tons a year on a world scale. It is a highly effective
material. I am very pro-asbestos.

I think engineering-wise, economically, cyclically, it is good for
society. However, I believe that there are many persons afflicted
with asbestos-related illnesses because of our lack of understanding
and wisdom and knowledge of the other side of the coin and its use
should be restricted, controlled and understood more than anything

Chairman Parucnis. You are telling us that any exposure should
be eliminated ea soon as possible?

Dr. SAWYER. That is a very loaded question. I feel that any
exposure should be eliminated, or if it is unavoidable, then mini-
mized. And,"yes, I guess I would have to say as soon as feasible. All
things are possible, within reason.

One of the things that I am extremely concerned over is the
panic, the overreaction to the situation, that I don't think is
reasonable _with what we know at the present time, and I am not
speaking of the Howell tovinshiti elpemorice -which is ludicrous,
comical, almost.

The physician in golved attributed an acute illness to the exposure
to asbestosapparently he had not done his homework. The com-
munity reaction to this, the lack of guidance supplied to the
community, I thought, was inadequate.

I am not talking about those situations. I am talking about the
hard-nosed decisions of saying that we have a buibring with a
known exposure that indeed is somewhat higher than the commu-
ray levels, what does it all mean? How rapidly should we act?

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Mr. Kimirx. If you had a child in a classroom who had some

asbestos release into the air, would you want to keep your child in
tnat classroom?

Dr. SAWYER. That is what I am talking about. What is some? How
are you measuring it? I am going to get to go on this point on a
slide.

Mr. KILDEE. The question is rather important to us.
Dr. SAWYER. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. We are not scientists here. We are lirYmakers. There

is much we don't know.
Yolt say you tannot say with certitude that a certain amount is

safe. Now I would like to take this down to the people we are
serving. What would you, as a parent, think if you had a child in a
classroom where there was some release of asbestos into the ambi-
ent air?

Dr. SAWYER. Myself or a parent?
Mr. KILDEIC. If you are not a parent, just put ycurself in the

position of one.
Dr. SAWYER. No, I am. In trying to think of myself, how I would

react, I hope I would react the same way as I have in many cases. I
will not say that because there is some release that I -would remove
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my child from that room, from what I know, speaking as this
person.

Mr. Maxim That is a rather fundamental quelstion, though, isn't
it?

Dr. SAWYER. It is extremely fundamental and I am trying to
answer it in as much honesty and give you as much data as I can.
You are also emotionally loading the question.

Mr. Kumiii. We cannot separate the feelings of people, or their
visceral and their cerebral reaction. It is pretty hard to dichotomize
man. We have people out there with children in classrooms and
they realize there is some release into the ambient air and no
scientist can say that there is a safe level. You won't say that
yourself.

Dr. SAWYER. At least I have tried to write of it and raise the
question with the inadequacies involved. I am also trying to come
up with a reasonable answer to the best of my ability. I am also
trying to tell you what we arq ignorant about.

Mr. KILDEE. 'We don't use thiPword emotional in a denigrative
sense. I became emotional about the Vietnam War and at the same
time I was rational about the Vietnam War.

I get emotional when people's health is concerned.
Dr. SAWYER. I have empathy for your feelings.
Chairman PERKINS. We want to get the lights on as soon as

possible.
Dr. SAWYER. All right.
The host mechanism, we should remember, does sequester fibers.

You don't breathe them in and get rid of them right away. The
pattern of exposure in schools we have found is extremely variable
and intermittent, but in some cases, especially in the cases of
vandalism or ethletic activity or just capricious activity, can be
significant.

Analysis: This is what I was discussing previously. There are two
general areaq of analysis. One is the identification of asbestos in a
school in a bulk sample. You can go up and take a handful out of
the ceiling to find out what is in it. This is a very important thing to
understand. This is achieved by petrographic microscopy which is a
technique of optical vystallography. It is a specialized geologic
technique that requires a lot of ability.

Backing this up is X-ray defraction of the material and analyzing
the patterns from this. On a very rare occasion electron microscopy
has a part. The quantitation of the asbestos released into the
environment is done by air sampling with optical microscopy and
electron microscopy. These are Just techniques used in this.

In my last three slides what I would like to do is to just run
through some things that we have seen in schools specifically.

One of the things that we have seen is what we call the OSHA 2-
step. As I mentioned, the industrial limit for fiber exposure is 2.0
fibers per cc. This has been used repeatedly in school situations as a
criterion for safety within school buildings. Air sampling will be
performed bv the OSHA method. Counts close to zero will be
obtainz.d. That is safe to say under normal climate conditions.

The zero counts will then be compared or very low counts will be
compared to the 2.5 fiber cc industrial standards and the school will
be declared safe and no action taken.

. 9
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It is noted that the recommended standard of 0.1, if a school child
under normal activity is allowed to breathe this, in an 8-hour period
will accumulate hi the range of 10 to the bth fibers, will respire, will
breathe air containing 10 to the bth asbestoe-fibers.

We feel, and in the work that we havelone, that air -sampling
has a negligible effect on in schools and should not
be encouraged or used for th 'various reasons I have discussed.

In schools we have discusSed he fallout. Constant re-entrainment
is how fibers get into the atmosphere. We have seen both active and
passive surveys of school systems. The passive surveys, we feel, have
failed to describe the conditions within the schools. We have dis-
cussed air sampling.

As Dr. Rall has pointed out, in analysis areas, areas in analysis of
asbestos within school buildinp, we have seen, even with State
laboratories, in some schools asbestos has been stated to be present
When it was not and the school spent some $20,000 in removing
ceilings that contained cellulose instead of chrysotile asbestos.

On the other hand, we have seen nume;ous examples of analysis
done on ceiling material that has failed to show asbestos. One State
laboratory produced information that less than 1 percent or a trace
of asbestos was present in a ceiling sample when in reality the
ceiling contained 80 percent chrysotile asWstos.

So there is a lack of depth in the United States of competent
analysis for this. By the way, the American Industrial Hygiene
Association qualification of laboratories -for asbestos analysis does
not mean they know how to tio bulk analysis. That is for air
counting only.

Health department function we have found varies greatly. In
some instances the health department has reacted responsibly and
with a great deal of effectiveness. However, other health depart-
ments have not functioned in such ways and they should not be
relied upon.

In a northeastern State the American Cancer Society gave an
award, an annual award, to a newspaper that attacked the health
department for its behavior in handling problems with asbestos.

So in this case the American Cancer Societ,y did not give an
award to the State health department but to the newspaper that
vilified it.

In school boards we have seen all sort of actions, mainly they
need information and education in this matter.

As far as employee protection and remedial operations, we have
witnessed some laxity on the part of many contractors in using the
EPA and OSHA regulations. These are all various items cited in the
paper that I have brought as my testimony.

We have seen a number of asbestos hustles, the most flagrant of
which was again in a northeastern State involving the State Board
of Education which is presently under investigation by the Attorney
General in the State for its behavior in this matter.

The State Board of Education recommended an engineer who
recommended a consultant to a high school with a tremendous
asbestos problem, probably involving half a million dollars. The
consultant then recommended a contractor.
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The whole thing was broken apart by an investigative reporter
who found that the outoof-state consultant was a registered p ,*calthentpist and was the son-in-law of the contractor and knew ostnothing about asbestos-related diseases or measurement techniques,
but yet had tremendous lists of recommendations from both the
engineer and the contractor. -There is big money in this. There is a lot of opportunity for
profiteering, and there should be a lot of attention; I feel, given to
this aspect of the problem, also.

What to do? I think the failures that we have sew) in dealing with
this problem in schools involve failure to disseminate a proper
amount of information. I would certainly recommend an increasing
of awareness nationally with education availability, of consultation.
analysis.

I have pointed out that we are very weak nationally on the ability
to do competent bulk analysis. As far as air sampling goes, I think
me are dealing with a technology that is inadequate in a number ofdifferent ways. As far as contractor performance, we need some
tightening up to prevent worker exposure whenever remedial action
is embarked upon.

Now the lights can be turned on.
--Mr. Mu= lpresktingt- Mr. Sawyer, thank you for that presenta-:

tion. I would like to follow up.
Well, first of all, I would like to ask you a question. Are we able

or do we measure, from the air samplings th.at I have read about,are we able to measure fibers les6 than 5 microns or do we make anattempt to do that?
You tttlked about concentrations. What about the measurement

of individual fibers, especially what you said about the ability to
stay airborne for 80 hours?

Dr. SAWYER. Yes. There are two answers to that.
One is the technical power of the standard optical system. Your

limits of resolution are, ball park, 1 micron. So you start running
out of ability to look at fibers optically at about 1 micron.

Five microns, by the way, a human red cell is about 7 microns,
just to give you some frame of reference in this.

With the phase contrast microscopethis is a light microscope
light comes through it and you have optics. It is looked upon as
bomted light microscopy because of the phase characteristics of it.
You can see particles better fooling around with the phase use of
the microscope.

Legally the system is truncated at 5 microns. That is how you do
it.

Mr. MILIXR. Are we really measuring total exposure when we
measure at 5 microns?

Dr. SAWYER. No, you are not. Rall at Mt.. Sinai puts the ratio at
perhaps 100 to 1. That is, if you measure for every fiber counted by
the optical microscopy system, he has stated there are 100 particles
less than 5 microns in length of potential pathologic sipificance
that are not counted. You are opening a big answer here. 'That is 1.

Other studies using scanning electron microscopesRall uses a
transmission electron microscopehave found 5 to 50 versus those

4.
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not counted. This should raise in your mind a question concerning
pathologic sigpificance.

What fiber is dangerous? Once more, we are ignorant. We cannot
answer that presently.

Mr. MILLER. But just as a lay person, would it be fair to suggest
that the cumulative effect of the exchange of air with asbestos
fibers contained within is greater than the measurement of a fiber
of 5 microns? Is there an accumulative effect of the smaller fibers
that go with the respiratory exchange of that air?

Dr. SAWYER. Yes, true.
Mr. Mum. If we are dealing with a substance which you don't

recognize a threshold one, that is what I am trying to get at, the
pathological effect of that.

Dr. SAWYER. Yes. Not only that, but if the final common expres-
sion here is a malignancy, is either a bronchogenic carcinoema or a
mesothelioma, I thhik this reaches a point of being an amdemic
question, to dwell on what fiber length is most dangerous.

So, yes, I think the system is inadequate. We are measuring
something with the optical microscopy system with its limitation of
5 micron size. We perhaps are not seeing where the action is.

Mr. MILLER. To come back to your veu blunt statement about all
that we are doing now is counting bodies

llr. SAWYER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. If I am correct in my interpretation of your answer,

it would be fair to say that under the Current assessment practices,
they will not lead us to full identification of how we stop that body
count from taking place in the future because the measurements
may be wrong.

Dr. SAW'YER. Yes. I would agree.
As I mentioned previously, I feel that the technology in this

science to answer and approach the questions involved with this
significant problem of asbestos-related diseases, that we are dealing
with a partially inadequate technology in just measuring the stuff.

If indeed we are to prevent the disease, then I feel that we should
not be looking at the diagnostics involved in its end expression, but
we should be looking to the environment and trying to measure this
carcinogen presently that we are facing.

Mr. MILLER. It is my understanding that you participated in the
measurement of these concentrations in a number of different
schools?

. Dr. SAWYER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. And you have also suggested and recommended that

certain removal take place in some of those schools.
Mr. Kildee asked you what you would do if some levels were

available. Let me follow up on that and ask: Have you measured.
schools which would have led you to the conclusion that your child
should not have continued enrollment at that school?

Dr. SAWYER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Are those schools in which you have recommended

carrying out the material?
Dr. SAWYER. I did not make that decision in most of these schools

on the basis of air sampling in those schools. I do not base a great
deal of weight upon air sampling.

Mr. Mu.LE:a. You go more to the condition--
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Dr. SAWYER. I go ihore toward common sense and what is in the
ceiling.

Mr. Mum Combining the two, though, you have dealt with
schools where you would prefer that your child not participate in
daily activities?

Dr. SAWYER. Absolutely. Taking into account that I have spent
much time doing optical microscopy of air levels, looking at eleon
microscopy results in trying to gain scene into the technol-
ogy available, which does give us a lot of Wermation, I am not
talking it downI am trying to be accurate in our assessment of its
utilityI do not think that air sampling yields much to the
decisionmaking process in a given school because of the nature of
the fiber, because of the nature of the contamination, because it is
aerodynamic and durable, and because we do not have a good
method of measurement, and if we do, what in the world does it
mean?

If we really could say that there was a certain number of
nanograms in the atmosphere or fibers per cc or tons per cubic
mile, we still could not -tell you if it is dangerous or not specifically
and make a number or a line.

Does thatI am trying to
Mr. MILLER. You answered the question, but you raised a whole

host of other questions. I want to give the members or the commit-
tee time, but I think the-questions theft you raise go directly to our
ability to effectively assess the magnitude of the problem and what
our response should be.

Earlier we heard testimony that a letter was sent to the gover-
nors telling them to do a survey and you are suggesting that even
with the best of intentions they may not come up with the right
answer in terms of whether or not a situation is healthy or
unhealthy for those young children.

But I would like to pursue that with you later, if I might.
Dr. SAwna. Mr. Miller, you have phrased it quite nicely.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Weiss?
Dr. SAWYER. It is not an easy question, even, to ask, and the

answer is even more difficult to perceive from what we know
presently. Any of us who have looked at this problem have a sincere
and very deep concern about asbestos exposure of children which, I
might say, I don't totally medically agree with you on a child being
more susceptible because he is growing faster.

I think our concern, and here, again, I have written about
children and school exposures in this disease myself because of this
concern, because the child, (1) faces a multiplicity of latency
periods.

If you are talking about exposing a 50-year old, I am concerned,
but if you are talking about exposing a 5-year old in a disease that
exhibits a 30-year latency period, then I am really concerned.

Also, this is a co-carcinogen, not only a primary carcinogen. And
how many of those children are going to become cigarette smokers?

Also, if you look at schools, you end up with the conclusion that
nowhere in the country are more persons and citizens concentrated
in one building at any time 'diving an 8-hour period of any day.
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Mr. MILLER. As the child grows up and smokes, drinks, drinks
diet cola and takes the pill, they are in deep trouble, aren't they?

Dr. SAWYER. Yes. And the concentration of exposure in schools is

FretV
high. If there is an exposure, it will be widespread I think,

or these reasons, the latency period, the concentration, our igno-
rance about co-carcinogen effect, I think the school child deserves
attention and indeed our concern.

Mr. %los. Dr. Sawyer, Dr. Rall suggested earlier that it was very
difficult, if not impossible, to undertake any meaningful studies
because it is so difficult to follow schoolchildren.

Is it in fact possible to isolate situations which have existed over a
period of time in certain localities wherP you know that the asbes-
tos has been in place for "X" number of years and study the
children who attended that school "X" number of years ago? Since
such a large number of children have been exposed to sprayed
asbestos, it seems that it would be easier to locate large numbers of
people and start drawing some control and test models.

Dr. SAWYER. I think that the concept of a prospective epidemiolo-
gic study following a cohort of children, following a group of
.thildren exposed to low levels of asbestos, I think would be a highly
efficient way to gain any information with some exceptiors.

I believe there have been some school exposures which have
indeed been extremely significant with not only respiration but
ingestion ot asbestos, where the material was actually taken from
the school in lunch pails by removin* it from the wall, et cetera.

In these cases a prospective study might perhaps be indicated, but
I think from the other study that we know of, that we know enough
about low level exposure where we don't have to specifically look at
a population of school children.

I think in any ball game you go with what you have and hopefully
it is enough. I think we know enough epidemiologically about
asbestos-related diseases. If we must put our resources somewhere,
a prospective study of schoolchildren is not where to put it. That is
my feeling.

Mr. WENS. Have you had occasion in the course of your studies to
investigate schools which are not in the public school system but
the non-public school system, parochial or private schools?

Dr. SAWYER. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Have you been able to draw any conclusions as to

whether the problem is as broad in those areas?
Dr. SAWYER. None whatsoever. The school building usually is a

simple architectural expression. Their form follows function. In
keeping with this, the original statementh that anything put up up
until about 1973 and perhaps thereafter was put on under the guise
of decoration can contain friable asbestos containing material,
whether it is private, public, urban, rural or anything like that, I
don't think it makes any difference.

I think the steps should be: One, is there any friable material in
the school, and No. 2, does it ccitain aebestos, and then from there
on, common sense.

Mr. In listening to your presentation I have the vague
concern one could walk away from these hearings with almost
any conclusion.
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One could conclude that we have the most critical, most urgent
problem that this country and schoolchildren face, or one could
conclude that it is a problem which is so vague that there is really
very little known about it and very little that can even intelligently
be clone at this point .0n the basis of this presentation, I must
confess to you, I am left with that question unresolved.

Could you in two brief paragraphs tell us whether in fact you*
think it is a very critical, urgent problem?

Dr. SAWYER. Okay, I will try.
I think that the absolute elimination of any unnecessary exposure

is a reasonable stance to take in t.his problem. The urgency of the
situation is the real question and the most difficult one to answer.

It is difficult because to answer it totally ot honestly or with any
integrity, you have to consider one's life threats and that is what we
are mally talking about, what toll will this asbestos exposure take,
what does it mean to the individual, and what does it mean to the
population?

It is a carcinogen. It causes cancer. It is a co-carcinogen. It has a
tremendous synergistic effect with other cancer-producmg agents
such as cigarette smoking. I do no' think it is reasonable that a
young citizen of this country be exposed to such an agent, period.
The urgency of the resolution, I think, should demand some atten-
tion to reason, to economic factors, and to the rest of the person's
life.

I do not think that panic, and I do not think that sensationalism,
in this case, is called for because of the ignorance that we have.

But if the end point is cancer, then I don't think the first part of
the question nft,& any defense. I think something should be done to
eliminate exposure. The rapidity with which this is undertaken,
tfiat part is a difficult one.

My major concern, when you talk about that part of it, is no
longer school children. It becomes the workers engaged in fixing the
situation. It also becomes the school child that has to go back in the
school.

A case in point, again a ludicrous situation in Howell Township, I
feel the workers' exposure, the hazard to the workers engaged in
that remedial operation in that tremendously publicized program,
the profiteering involved and the worker exposure should have been
a much greater concern than the exposure of the schoolchildren for
one more year.

When you start talking about abatement procedures, then your
attention should shift from the school child, assuming the protec-
tion of the building from the cure, and should shift to the exposure
of the workers and perhaps even the community in that one New
Jersey city.

A vacuum apparatus was used to remove friable asbestos mate-
rial in a downtown city. Approximately half a ton of asbestos
material was taken 'out of that building and put through a totally
inadequate diesel, 500 horsepower diesel-driven vacuum system and
blown out into the downtown streets. I don't think that is a
reasonable cure for the asbestos.

Mr. WEISS. No, but you are not suggesting that there are not
appropriate and safe technological ways to do this work, are you?
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Dr. SAWYER. There are, I think that there are. However, their
utilization both through legislation and regulation and through
education and knowlge are not being applied yet.

Mr. Wm& Let me give you the specifics of the problem faced by
the parents and children of New York City. You will hear testi-
mony from the Executive Director of The New Ybrk City Division of
School Building. The Board of Education surveyed some 500 schools,
and hazardous levels of asbestos were found in 374.

Dr. SAWYER. That is incorrect. That statement is. What they
found in that situation was that those schools contained asbestos in
friable material.

Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Dr. SAWYER. I em not criticizing you. I am clarifying. It sounded

like this was from air sampling and it was not.
Mr. WEISS. Yes, friable material.
Two schools were closed down immediately because the situation

was so hazardous.
Dr. SAWYER. Who is they?
Mr. WEISS. The New York City Board of Education. Two schools

were closed down because the judgment was that it was physically
harmful and medically dangerous for the children to\continue to
attend those schools.

Dr. SAWYER. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Now, the question is: Given the balancing factor of the

safety considerations designed for workers foewhom you say there
is a technologically sound method by which to do the work, how
long do the children who attend the other 374 schools where the
level of danger probably decreases, so that in fact school No. 1 may
not have a serious problem but No. 212 may in fact have the kind of
problem that you want to alleviate in three months, what is a
reasonable time for the city, and the government, to undertake a
remedial program so that the children don't have to return to that
same environment the next school year?

Dr. SAWYER. I think it is reasonable 01 in such a situation, to try
to reduce and minimize the exposure as much as possible. I am not
begging the question of how fast do you go. If indeed our premise is
to eliminate or minimize exposure, there are interim techniques
that could be used to reduce the re-entrainment cycle of fibers.

There are other techniques that can be used as temporary mea-
sures, chemical encapsulation, et cetera.

But I come back to the question of what is dangerous or not. You
mentioned that schdols should--

Mr. WEISS. I suppose that at this point you have to tell uagain
that nobody really knows what in fact is dangerous.

Dr. SAWYER. I have to tell you again that nobody really knows.
Those of us who are concerned and looking at this problem feel that
if such material, agair with knowledge that this is not a gasin
other words, looking at the physical characteristics of the 'asbestos
fiber, not trying to think of this but to really attempt to track the
fiber dissemination and find out how it is getting into lungs, how it
is getting into bodiesit is not a gas These are particles. They can
be contained and controlled. They do act following physical loss. If
the material is exposed, accessible, and shows damage, then some-
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one has been exposed. If it .is exposed and accessible, then someone
will be exposed. I don't think that is tolerable.

Mr. Wass. Thank you very much.
Dr. SAwirsa. That is one end of the scale. If it is inaccessible, not

exposed, I think you can hang fire on it. And, again, there is no
black and white solution. In some cases, in many cases, there are a
combination of techniques that can be a very, very appropriate
answer.

Mr. Wiciss. Thank you, Doctor.
Dr. SAWYER. You ask very good questions.
Mr. Wyss. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I don't know anything about medicine, but I once

studied economics. If you were to be put in charge of doing what is
necessary to protect the maximum possible number of people in the
most reasonable as possible way and the earliest possible way in
America's schools, you have already started, but I would appreciate
you telling me what you would do as a matter of the public actions
that could be taken to get at the problem where it is worst and do
the most you could in the most reasonable possible way.

Dr. SAWYER. Yes. We have tried to assist the Environmental
Protection Agencythat doesn't sound right. It is our trying that I
am describing-7in recommending reasonable approaches to the pro-
grams and to the situation, predominantly with, of course, the
medical and technological emph.asis, and also because we are inter-
ested in preventing cancer, because we are interested in the health
of the children,. I am extremely interested in the effectiveness and
economic effectiveness of such programs.

I do not feel that being a physician isolates me from the world
and its realities. If I wish to prevent cancer, I damn well better
understand some economics. I think the problem is one that is
solvable within our level of sophistication at present.

I think we know enough epidemiologically. I think we know
enough technitally, even after telling you what is wrong with our
systems and how ignorant we are. I think our concern is genuine for
the population we are discussing, our children.

I think now it is a political and a social problem of applying the
knowledge that we already possess in the absence of panic and with
understanding of what we are doing in a reasonable way to elimi-
nate and minimize the exposures.

I feel that the number of school situations that I am really
concerned about are not that great. I think if we look for the1
think, if we look for the very small percent that is causing the very
large percent of the exposures, we are going to do a very good job
here.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Do you think that would be achievable?
Dr. SAWYER. YeS. I think we can do this by looking for friable

material, seeing if it contains asbestos, and applying some common
sense in hazard evaluation.

If you notice, I am not mentioning air sampling. I think we can
know more with the human mind and the eyes than we can with a
lot of air sampling.

I think if we look for friable material in schools, see if there is
asbestos in it, and then set priorities for abatement or remedial
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action on the basis of accessibility, evidence of damage, visibility, I
think we are going to come 80 percent of the way. The other 20 we
can haggle over.

Mr., BUCHANAN. So even without developing the testing tech-
niques that would be necessary to get down to--

Th.. SAWYER. Well, the bulk analysis is a problem. Up to about 2
years ago there was no need to look in this mores of contractors'
dreams that they threw up on ceilings and analyze it for asbestos.
Technically, it is a very difficult job to do that. We do not presently
have a national standard method. We do not have the expertise
distributed throughout the country.

If we could clone Drs. Langer and Rohl at Mt. Sinai by 20 people,
we could hack it. Right now we cannot do that. It is very, very
difficult to do that essential step.

I have seen errors both ways, positive and negative, in analyzing
for asbestos. I have seen errors that permit the continued heavy
exposure of students and I have seen other areas that have cost the
citizenry a lot of dollars unnecessarily.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I am putting that side-by-side with your 80
percent. Is this an essential ingredient, a necessary step in achieV-
ing the protection of the 80 percent?

Dr. SAWYER. Yes. It is not air sampling. I am talking about bulk
analysis. Is there asbestos in this friable material?

Please appreciate also that I put the sequence as a search for
friable material. In No. 2, see if there is asbestos in it. That will
save a lot of trouble also, economically.

The other big part of it, as a physician, as a father, as a citizen, I
repeatand we are trying to approach the problem in a reasonable
manner, and I think overreaction and panic will defeat things in
the long run.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Just for the record, my own reference to econom-
ics had to do with not only what is achhwable but how you go about
protecting the maximum number of children at the earliest possible
time within *the realm of what is achievable.

Dr. SAWYER. Yes. I think this is achievable. It is certainly within
our level of technical sophistication, with the exception that we are
going to have to stretch ourselves in the bulk analysis knowledge.
We are trying to work on this now by setting up a round robin
proficiency system to get everyone in the act that is interested, to
make sure their batting average is high enough. That is a fairly
simple social and organizational problem.

I repeat, in spite of our inadequacies, in spite of our ignorance, in
spite of our technical problems, I think we know enough to move on
the problem. And I don't think that the problem is that large to
cause a great deal of over-concern, of panic

I think it can be done in a logical nuulner if it is on ized
properly.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Mr. Mum. Mr. ldee?
Mr. KII.DEE. Tha you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, I will re rase my question somewhat. I know you mini-

mize air sampling n your testimony.
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Dr. SAWYER. I have not minimized discussing it, but I would like
to minimize its use.

Mr. Mims. But you have minimized it. Let me rephrase the
question somewhat and I am asking this in a genuine fashion
because I am a parent also.

Since you cannot say that there is a safe level of asbestos in the
air, if a parent had a child in a classroom with some release of this
asbestos into the ambient air, would that parent be prudent in
demanding that the situation be corrected immediately or that the
child be removed from the classroom?

Dr. SAWYER. No. I do not think the parent would be prudent in
doing so.

Mr. Kimzz. The parent would be imprudent in doing so?
Dr. SAWYER. YeS.
Mr. Yawn. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Mr. Mum Thank you very much, Doctor: for yer testimony

this morning. I think we may have some questions we would like to
pose to you in writingwith regard to that cross between technolmf
and common sense, since it looks like we might foot the bill for
what the result is.

Next, because of a time problem we are going to rearrange the
appearances here. We will hear next from the panel representing
some of the industries here with Dr. James Leineweber, Vice
President and Technical Director of Sciences, Johns-Manville Cor-
poration; Mr. Herbert Le. ine, President, Spray Craft Corporation,
and Mr. Joseph Mohen, b.merican Energy Products Corporation.

STATEMENTS OF DR. JAMES LEINEWEBER, VICE PRESIDENT AND
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR OF SCIENCES, JOHNS-MANVILLE COR-
PORATION; HERBERT LEVINE, PRESIDENT, SPRAY CRAFT COR-
PORATION; JOSEPH MOHEN, AMERICAN ENERGY PRODUCTS
CORPORATION; RICHARD CARTER, MANAGER, GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS (HEALTH. SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT),
AND JOHN S. AUTRY, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES LIENEWEBER, VICE PRESIDENT AND
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR OF SCIENCES, JOHNS-MANVILLE CORP.

Dr. LEINEWEBER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce myself g
as Dr. James Leineweber, Technical Director of Sciences for the
Johns-Manville Corporation which is headquartered in Denver,
Colorado.

With me this morning are Mr. Richard Carter who is Manager for
our Environmental, Health and Safety Department, and also Mr.
John Autry who is Director of Public Affairs in our Washington
office.

Mr. MILLER. Your testimony will be entered in the record in its
entirety. The degree to which you would feel comfortable summariz-
ing we would appreciate because we are getting backed up here
with a lot of people waiting to testify.

Dr. LEINEWERER. I would like to summarize and I would like to
add some things that are not within the testimony.

For much of the past year, Johns-Manville has been working
closely in a cooperative effort with representatives of the Environ-

- I I
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mental Protection Agency and the Environmental Defense Fund bi
explore and 'evaluate concerns which arose relating to the possible
existence of a health hazard from the presence of asbestos-contain-
ing sprayed-on ceiling materials in school buildings.

It is entirely consistent with the common goals we share of
protecting the environment that we voluntarily undertake coopera-
tive endeavors with government agencies and environmental inter-
est groups.

In past years we have repeatedly and voluntarily assisted regula-
tory authorities in their efforts to investigate potential health
hazards. Such cooperative efforts constitute an importain ingredi-
ent in our concept of corporate responsibility with respect to health,
safety, and environmental matters.

When concerns relating to the existence of asbestos-containing
sprayed-on materials in schools first arose, Johns-Manville com-
menced an investigation in order to obtain an understanding of the
exact nature and magnitude of the problem. We commenced this
investigation because of our position in the asbestos industry.

As many of ylu know; Johns-Manville is the largest producer of
asbestos and asbestos-containing products in the free world. How-
eve4 I should int out that Johns-Manville never commercially
marketed an as . tos-containing spray coating: Since many diverse
groups look to us for information add guidance with respect to
appropriate versus inappropriate uses of asbestos, potential health
hazards associated with asbwtos, and means of minimizing these
hazards, we felt it was incumbent upon us to conduct an investiga-
tion to determine the extent to which the existence of these materi-
als posed a potential health hazard.

e health hazard risk assessment portion of our investigation
was undertaken by Dr. Paul Kotin, Senior Vice President, Health,
Safety and Environment for Johns-Manville Corporation. Dr. Kbtin
unfortunately cannot be here today due to a prior commitment
However, he has prepared a written statement for the subcommit-
tee which briefly sumarizes his conclusions. That statement has
been attached to my written testimony.

[The statement submitted by Dr. Leineweber follows:]

at

e
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES P. LEINEWEBER, PH.D.

NOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

commrrrsE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

SUBCOMMITTEE QN ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

JANUARY 8, 1979

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Dr. James P. Leinewebtr. I am Technical Director--

Science in the Health, Safety 4 Environnent Department of

Johns-Manville Corporation, headquartered in Denver, Colorado.

With me this morning are: 'Richard Carter, Manager, Government

Affairs (Health, Safety & Environment Department), and John

S. Autry, Director of Public Affairs.

We are pleased to be invited to participate in this hearing

on the possible hazards associated with the presence of

asbestos in schools.

For much of the past year, Johns-Manville has worked closely

in a cooperative effort with representatives of the Environmental

Protection Agency and the Environmental Defense Fund to

explore and evaluate concerns which arose relating to the

possible existence of a health hazard from the presence of

asbestos-containing sprayed-on ceiling materials in school

buildings.
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It is entirely
consistent with the %moon goals we share of

protecting the environme. that we voluntarily
undertake

cooperative endeavors with government agencies and environmentalinterest groups. In past years, we have repeatedly
and voluntarily assisted

regulatory authorities in their
efforts to investigate potential

health hazards. 'Such
cooperat.ve efforts constitute an important ingredient in
our concept of

corporate responsibility
with respect to'4

health, safety, and environmental matters.

When concerns relatint: to the existence of
asbestos-containing
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The health hasard.risk assessment
portion of our investigation

was undertaken by Dr. Paul Kotin, Senior Vice President,

Health, Safety 6 Environment for Johns-Hanville Corporation.

Dr. Kotin unfortunately cannot be here today due to a prior

commitment.
However, he has prepared a written statement

for the Subcommittee which briefly summarises his conclusions.

That statement has been attached to my.wri tten testimony. v

As you are all probably aware, the Environmental Defense

Pend filed a petition with the Environmental Protection

Agency on December 21, in which EDF requested that EPA

"require the manufacturers and processors of such fiter to

take appropriate
corrective action to eliminate the omission

of asbestos fibers from surfices which have been sprayed

with such materials."

It should be noted that EPA sited Sections 6(a)(3), 6(a)(5),

and 6(a) (7) of the TOXIC Substances Control Act as the

authority for such EPA action.
However, the Act only authorizes

t4o Eli%
Administrator to take such action if he "finds that

there is a reasonable basis to conclude that the...use...of

a chemicAl substance or mixture...presents or will present

an unreasonable
risk of injuri to health or the environment."

(emphasis added)

We believe EPA
cannot and should not take the action reyuested

by EPA as there is no evidence to indicate that the xistence

of the products in question
'presents or will present an

unreasonable 1"11,k of injury tn health or the environment."
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As Dr. Paul Kotin states on pAge 2 of his written statements

°Because of my contlderable knowledge and experience with

regard to health hazardsoassociated with asbestos. I am

convinced that although, based on current knowledge,

asbestos-containing spray *materials in school buildings

represent an inappropriate use of asbestos, no

evidence exists to.indicate that the presence of

these materials poses a health hatard to anyone."

Thereafter, Dr. Kotin elaborates on his reasons for reaching

that conclusion. I urge you to read his statement and I will

be glad to attempt to answer any questions which you may

have regarding his astatement or obtain a detailed answer

from Dr. Kotin.

After previously reaching this conclusion regarding the lack

of any evidence to indicate the existence of a health hazard,

we still decided to voluntarily assist EPA in its investigation

of this matter when it was brought to their attentioe early

last spring by the Environmental Defense Fund.

After consideration of the matter, EPA decided to commence

the preparation of a voluntary action program to provide the

nation's school districts with technical and analytical

assistance in dealing with sprayed asbestos materials in

schools. We initially supported this effort by EPA and still

" mur knowledge, EPA has devoted a
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considerable effort in this regard.

One might ask why we would support and even assist EPA in

such an endeavor when we had already concluded that the

existence'of these mBterials do not pose a health hazard and

Johns-Manville never commercially marketed.such products.

We supported this EPA effort then and support it now for one

very sensible reason. 'By early spring of 1978. when BOP

requested that EPA take action in this matter, the existence

of these asbestos materials in school buildings had already

been well publicized and many school districts had already

commenced ceiling renovation activities. At the same time,

there was meson to believe that school districts were

instituting renovation activities. including the replacement

of ceilings, without the benefit of accurate technical and

analytical information. Furthermore, some of this work was

being performed by contractors who were not sufficiently

knowledgeable as to appropriate renovation action.; or in the

fundamentals of proper controls to avoid the unnecessary

creation of airborne concentrations of asbestos fiber.

It was our considered opinion at the time that regardless of

whether EPA took action or not, a certain number of school

districts wt .:. cc concerned, or were under such pressure,

that renovation action would be undertaken in any event.

a7 Therefore, if repovation action was going to be undertaken
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by school districts regardless of the actual existence of a

health hazard, we felt. then, and still feel now, that t is

wortawhile to provide the nation's i,kclool districts with the

necessary technical and analytical assistance so that they

can make an informed decision. Therefore, we -support EPA's

efforts to institute a voluntary action program and will

continue to assist them in this regard.

The benefits are obvious. For example, those who have

studied the situation all seem to agree that the mere existence

of asbestos-containing ceiling materials in a school building

does not necessarily mean that any form of corrective action

is warranted. As I will discuss in more detail later,.if

the ceiltng materal was applied properly, does not show

signs ot wear or flaking, apd is not subjected to malicious

or accidental damage, then no renovation action deed be

undertaken. We arc concerned that some school districts may

decide to undertake renovation action and spend considerable

sums of money which may not be warranted.

As another example of the reasons for our concern, if a

school dtstriot iecider to replace the ceiling material, it

is importanr.that the school district and the contractor it

retains be fully informed af. to the proper techniques to

perform this work, so as to minimize asbestos contamination

during renovation.

I n t d , w.. .flJ,fl se l'PA' s Idance 1I.cument ent t loci,

N.tt.t....tift
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was published in March, 1918.

In conclusion, we felt that the voluntary action program by SPA

and cooperation by Johns-Manville would provide accurate technical

information and therefore avoid unnecessary actions and

expenditures and further avoid the possible creation of

needless exposures to asbestos which otherwise might

occur.

With this as background, I would now like to provide a

summary of the findings and conclusions of Johns-Manville's

task-force on asbestos-containing sprayed materials, which I

headed.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Asbestos-containing coatings were widely used for fireproofing,

acoustical, and decorative applications from approximately 1950

through the early 1970's. Since the turn of the . .tury, many

building codes have naquired that the steel beams and columns

in high rise buildings be protected with a suitable fire

resistant coating. Because of their very low manA, asbestos-

contatninq spray-On ooatings were used extensively to satisfy

this requirement. These products permitted the construction

of taller buildings with an added margin'of safetf for the

occupants.. Their unique propertteh also led to their extensive

use as acoustical and decorative ceiling (7oattnqs. At the end

ot the 1960's and in the early 1,170's..ihe Federal c.oliwrnment
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as well,as the asbestos industry became aware of the fact

that the use of these asbestos-containing spray-on coatings

represented A possible hazard to the workmen responsible for

their application and a release of aibestos fibers into the

ambient air. This awareness 1k4 to an active search for

substitute materials, and the ultimate banning of their use

(1973) by the EPA.

The main questions which must be addressed at the present time

aret WHAT IS THE RISK PRESENTED BY THESE SPRAY-ON COATINGS

TO THE PRESENT OCCUPANTS OF THE BUILDINGS, AND WHA7 CAN BE

k, DONE TO ALLEVIATE ANY HAZARD, REAL OR PERCEIVEUt

In answer to the first portion of this question, we submit

the appended statement of Paul Kotin, M.D., Senior Vice

President, Health, Safety and Environment for the Johns-

Manville Corporation. His conclusion is that, "...no

evidence exists to indicate that the presence of these materials*

poses a health hazi:rd to anyone."

If, on the other hand, school districts desire to make
P

renovations regardless of the existence of a health hara.d,

it becomes necessary to formulate a pl3n to minimise or

eliminate the potential release of.ashestos during these

renovations. This requires that we determine:

a. Where do these coatings exist?

b. Ib the physical condition of the coating such

th4f rr.l.msed.t

it
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c. Can the material be encapsulated or must it be

removed?

Because of the complexity of the distribution system and the

ms fragmented nature of the construction industry, it would be'

virtually impossible to automatically locate all school buildings

which contain these coatings. The only logical approach will *

be for the school districts to request an analysis, if they

feel that there is cause for concern.

It should also be pointed out that not all school buildings

constructed in the critical time period will hava asbestos-

containing coatings, and furthermore, not all fibrous appearing

coatings contain asbestos fiber, and not all asbestos-containing

coatings are'of the extremely friable type which could result

in tliie release of airborne.concentrations of asbestos.

Asbestos spray-on ceiling materials or coatings can be segregated

into three general classes, based on their friability or durabilitY.

First, and yossibly most durable, will be paints and other

decorative coatings which have a large proportion of binder

to solids. Only sanding or other abrasive action wilt cause

fiber release. Second, and also very durable, will be the

*cementitious coatings" which contain portland cement or gypsum

plaster As the bonding agent. These produets will require ift.4'y

intense me....hanieal a..tion to release liber. Finally, the last

durable type eonsista of sbestos fiber, in many cases combined

with r.:* wool, loosely bonded with a nrill amc.ent of c'Ity.

This latter produrt can release fiber with relatively low nergy
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The final question, namely, should the material be removed or

encapsulated, will be addressed.later in this statement.

As I previously indicated, On December 21, the Environmental

Defense Fund filed a petition with the Environmental Protection

Agency requesting EPA to take certain steps to eliminate the emission

of asbestos fiber from spray-on matehals which have been applied

in pdblic school buildings for insulation, fireproofing.

decorative or other purposes. This document quite adequately

summarizes the position'of those who feel that the presence of

these coatings represents a health hazard to the occupants of

the building. There are, in our opinion, several flaws in the

arguments presented in the petition as well as the omission of

pertinent information which has a bearing on the analysis of

the risk associated with the presence of the spray-on coatings,

as well as an absence of an accurate analysis of the extent

of the problem.

Much of the information in the petition is based upon the

report by Or. William J. Nicholson .aititled, "Control of

Sprayed Asbestos Surfaces in School Buildings: A Feasibility

Study", reported to the National Institute of Environmental

Health Sciences in June'of 1978. This report contains much

data on the alleged presence of airborne concentrations of asbestos

in certain school buildings 26 New Jersey. In addition, this

report contains a great deal of pertinent information which

wau not included in the pctition. However, before commenting
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specifically on the data set forth in that report by Hicholsen .

it is first necessary to ttiscuss some of the problems inherent

in attempting to quantify airborne concentrations of aSbest04.

6UANTIPICATION OP EXPOSURE

One of the most important factors in evaluating the risk associated

with the asbestoe-containing spray-on coatings is the magnitude

and nature of the exposure. The quantification of exposdre

to asbestos fiber in the occupational environment is normally

carried out by the phase contrast microscopic method prescribed

by the NationaA Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

(NIOSH). This method has been widely used since 1965. Although

this is the approved and currently accepted method, it is generally
%-

recognized that the precision decreases significantly as the

concentration of asbestos fibers in the air falls to lower and

lower values. This method was never intended for, nor can it be

considered suitable for, the quantification of fiber cencentrations

in non-industrial and non-occupational qituations.

The Environmental Protection Agency has been quite concerned

with this problem for several years. They nave sponsored J

considerablt amount of research within their own organization

and in other institutions in an attempt to develop appropriate

methods to quantify the amount of asbestos fibee in both air

and water. At the present. time, there is no method available

which can be considered reliable and accurate at low concentrations.

The basic. problem relates to the precision and accuracy of the

available techniques. Most competent workers agree ttat the
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presently used methods leave much to be desired. 4:
a

The fibers normally found in the ambient sii and in non-occupational

environments are generally extremely small; so small that they

cannot be detected or measured using the finest optical microscope.

It is, therefore, necessary to turn to the much more expensive

and sophisticated electron microscope in order to detect and

measure the fibers which might be present. This requires the

introduction of many more sample processing steps which in turn

cause a greatly increased probability of errof in the analysis.

In most atmospheric samples, tite asbestos fiber may represent

only a small fraction of one percent of the total suspended

matter in the air. Because tit., concentrations of asbestos fiber,.

are so extremely small, one must also be extremely cautious to

prevent contamination of the samples by minute amounts of asbestos

fiber which may be present in the laboratory.

The analytical method used by the Mt. Sinai laboratory (by

whom Dr. Nicholson is employed) has been generally referred to

as the "rubout method". In this method, the sample is prepared

for examination using very intense mechanical action or grinding.

This grinding breaks down all the particlee.present in the system;

asbestos as well as other atmospheric particulates. Advocates

ot this method feel that the grinding "opens up" the sample sb

that minute abestos fibers will not be obscured behind larger

nonfibrous,particulates.
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One of the major problems with this; method is that no information

is available on the original sise distribution of the fibers

as they existed in the air. It is ly possible to report the

total mass of fiber present. Most me ical auth 'ities agree

that the fiber sire distribution is essential to Aitermine if

a health risk exists. The reporting of the total mass of asbestos

fiber present in terms of the units of nanograms per cubic meter

bears little or no relationshipto any known quantification

of human exposure in the occupational setting. It also bears

no relationship to the exposure roceived by animals in the

biological experiments which have been carried out with asbestos

fiber. In other words, such units cannot be related to any

available data on the health effects of occupational and

para-occupational exposures to asbestos. Many sci..atsts

actively involved in this difficult analyticAl -.oblem agree

that an electron microscope gethod which allo " characterisation

of the fibers as they existed in the air would be infit sy

more muaningful.

It ts possible to go through a mathematical exercise u., attempt

to relate asbestos fiber measurements in terls of fibers per cc

by the optical method to nanograms per ciibic meter by the

4

electron microscopic me Mtg. e assume that the smallest

fiber that would be co7ed by the optical method is five
mii:rometers long and 1.67 micrometers in diameter, we can

calculate that.the concentration of 2 fibers per cc would be
..imb X

' equivalent to a masb.of 58,00G-nano4Lams p.... uabic mvter.

This figure must be considered to be a minimal correlation,
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since the sample#would obviously include Meru smaller than -

s..
,

those counted in aditron.tx, a respectable percentage which would

b,ksignificantly larger than this minimal laze. leis very

possible, therefore, that an optical count of 2 fibers per cc

would be equivalent to 1001.00 nanograms or more per cubic meter.

On the same basis, ifNwe refer to the discussion of the animal

experiments by Wagner et al on page 18 of the EDF petition, it

is very important to realize that he 4xposures in this edse

of 12 milligrams per cubic meter are equal to 12.000.000 naniograms

per cubic meter, a figure which is incomprehensively higher

than any measured concentrations in the real world - including

occupational exposures.

While keeping in mind this boscussion of the problems khjrent

in attempting to quantity airborne concentrations of as estos.

I would now like to comment on some of the data set fort i

the Nicholson report and not in the EDF petition, with res ct

to repurted asbestos fiber concentrations in certain New Jer y

school buildings.

;)
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MAGNITUDE OF TUE PROBLEM

Tables 13, IS and 16 of the Nicholson report Ottached hereto

as Appendix I) give the results of asbestos fiber =teen-

trations in certain school buildings under a variety of

conditions. All of those results are expressed in nanograms
u

per cubic meter as measured by the electron microsLope

rubout method. These data repiesent a total of 60 samples

taken within the schools under a variety of conditions.

In only 12 of the samples was the concentration of asbestos

fiber in excess of 200 nanograms per cubic meter. In only

one instance (Table 13 of the Nicholson report) was a con-

centration of 1,950 nanograms per cubic meter reported.

This is an extreme sample which was measured while sweeping

in a relatively confined hallway. It should be pointed

out at this point that work practices recommended by OSHA

suggest that asbestos fiber should be cle.ned by wet

mopping or by vacutm cleaning to prevent the reentrainment

of an excessive amount of fiber-containing dust.

The Nicholson report also includes several tables showing

fiber concentrations in terms of fibers per milliliter as

measured by the NI0SN optical technique. It is very

interesting to note that only under conditions of extreme

high levels of physical activity do the asbestos fiber

counts exceed the cuirent OSHA standard of 2 fibers per cc.

Again, the concentration of 17.05 fibers per cc as reported
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in the petition, is an exceptional value under unusual

conditions.

It is essential to note that all of the data reported on

fiber levels in school buildings are based on very short

time samples, and therefore only can be considered as

repreimmting peak exposures, rather than S-hour time-

weighted aVerages, the basis upon which the OSHA 2 fiber

standard is measured.

A most interesting aspect of the Nicholson report is that it

does.not include any statement regarding the risk, if any,

to the occupants of ti.e school building from exposure to

the fiber concentrations present. Again, I rofer your

attention to the npended statement by Paul Notin, N.O.,

which addresses itself to the crucial issue of the assess-

ment of risk.

The Nicholson report also includes some data with respect

to the number.of schools with asbestos-containing ceilings

which may be releasing asbestos fiber. Table 10 of the

Nicholson report (attached hereto as Appendix 2), indicates

that in the State of New Jersey, 142 school districts were

surveyed which had a total of 261 school buildinls. Of

these, only 25 districts reported "visible flaking" of

ceiling coatings in their buildings. In many cases, only a

small percentage of the total ceiling area in the buildings

in the school district was foune to be in poor condition. A

calculation from the numbers available in this table reveals

42.075 0-71-13
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that only $ percent of the asbestos-containing ceilings in the

State of sew Jersey ere in a state of poor repair. Unfortunately.

no data exist to determine whether the situation in New Jersey

is representative of conditions throughout tho country.

'CURRIINT ACTIVITIES

Before providing you with our reoommendations, it is worthwhile

to briefly review some of the activities of SPA which will likely

impact on decisions which will be made by school districts-with

respect to what renovative action may be considered and how it

should be undertaken.

The Environmental Protection Agency has had an active program

for at least the past year. This-program includes three major

aspects: (1) A contract with the WA Corporation to develop

a series of detailed work practices which can be used to safely

remove damaged asbestos coatings. This document was completed

and published La IWO 1978 and is available tb the general

putiic as well as contractors interested in engaging in this

type of activity. (2) A coptract with Battelle-Columbus

(Columbus, Ohio) to determine the effectimeness of various

commercially available materials for sealing and encapsulating

existing asbestos coatings. This work is nearing completion

and will include a list of available products which can be

used for the stated purpose as well as recommended methods

of application. The final product will include A motion

picture demonstrating how best to apply the coatings.

Robert Sawyer, M.D. of Yale University, has been an active

consultant on both of the above projects. (3) In addition

f

. 1,5111f

0
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to the above cottracts, the SPA awarded &wither contract to OCA

Corporation to prepare a guidance document for distribution to

school districts which will provide technical and analytical

assistance in dealing with sprayed asbestos materials in schools.

School districts will ne able to use this document to determine

whether or not they have asbestos coatings in their buildings

and how to determine what renovation action,,if any, should

be considered.

When this entire package is completed, presumably within the

next few months, the SPA will be in a position to advise the

school districts on a recommended course of action depending

.upon the condittons which may exist in oach individual case.

The above activities can .1 no way be oonstrued as a lack of

action as implied in the EDP petition. What it does show is

an ordered and responsible action to a prOblamv In addition,

a sincere attempt is being m4e by EPA to be in a positioft

to provide technical and anatical guidance prior to nationwide

publicity concerning the situation. We support SPA in its

efforts to formulate a voluntary action program and urge the

Sabcommittee to also lend its support in this worthwhile e ueavor.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is our recommendation that the EPA be encouraged to

continue on its present course of action. Any disruption at

the present tine could lead to a situation where decisions

are made without proper and accurate information and large
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amounts of money expended needlessly by school districts.

Within the next few months the EPA should be in (4nsition

to guide a school district tlwarugh the following sequence on

a logical basis:

.

1. A school building can be examined, fllowinq

publashed guidelines, for the presendb of sprape

on asbestos-containingcoatings.

2. If suspect costingi'are found, they should be

analysed by a comPetent laboratory for the presence

of asbeatos. It will be necessary.for the guidelines

to indicate aceeptable sampling methods.

.3. If a coating does contain a signifWant amount of

asbestps fiber, the next step will be an accurate

evaluation of its physical condition (friability

ant state of repair) as well as its accessibility

tf accidental or malicious Uamage. .The subsequent

action, if .14, will be dictated by the results of

the foregoing evaluations.

a. .If the coating is of the cementitious type, and

not friable, no .enovation action is necessary.

b. If the coating is friable, but in good repair

and not reasily accessible, encapsulation with

an appropriate coating material can be considered.

c. If the coating is friable, in poor repair
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and/or readily al ssible to damage, removal can be

considered. ii

In a dition to the above, re are several other factors

which must be taken into consideration. For example, if the

coating has been applied as * thermal insulation, or as a

fire-resistant barrier, it will be necessary to replace it

after removal. This could lead to extremely high expenditures

and consideration should therefore be given to adequate

encapsulation. Also, fire-resistant barriers on steel structural

members or corrugated metal can be extremely.difficult and

expensive to remove. Generally such applicat.ions are "hidden"

above false ceilings and are not readily accessible to damage.

Therefore, these materials ehould not be considered for

anovation action of any kind.

The abOve considerations should, if exercised in a reasonable

and logical manner, alleviate any concern which miaht develop

as a result of the presence of asbestos-containing spray-on

coating in school buildings.

7
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APPENDIX 1

Tablew 13, IS and 16.from Nicholson

Report Showing Fiber Concentratiogi

Measured in.Schools in the U.S. and

Also in Paris,. France.

A

1.
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Table 13
*

. ,

asbestos,nir concentrations in Now Jersay schools
electron microscopic analysii

"

School 4
District

Sample of
Location

Condition Sampltng
Asbestos Time

Material (min)

Asbestos
Comentiation

(nt/m3),

District 9, Hallway Damaged 69 320
Ncljool I

(loose,
Girls Locker
Room

Flaking 103 80

flbrous
spray) Cafeteria Intac t 176 53

District 20,
School I

Girls Locker
Room

Slightly
damaged

243 :3

(rementi- Hallway Damaged 173 260
tious) nutsiio 113

Parking Atea

rhysical Ed.
office

Intact 160 th

Piutrirt Sweoping of ,Slightly 19 1.910
Sehool 2 Hallway water damaged

(fV.rnfin Dry nropins 14 219
spray) of hallway water damaged

t:ith of the first nnmpin, nn an),entnn vts
.111 durin2 sariplins provelnrec.
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Table i)

-Chrysottle asbestos air,concentrations in
. New York and

Massaehust.tebilchoolS

SamplineLocation

Sampling As stos
Time Concentrition

hasa
Massachusetts chool,

Corridor with sprayed-on, 360 47
ss-painted asbestos high and

unreachable.

Library with sprayed-on 376 31
painte.i asbestos high and
unreachable.

..Stere room--recent duct work 362 240
installed in asbestos sprayed
area.

Corridor with hunc ceiling
. 390 110

bove uhich ts sprayed-qui

anbestes; panAls are occasion-
lv disturbed.

v Star.0 vith asbcstos spiayed-on. 314
s.teAl bv.usst 'croft construe..
tion activity

d/ Nqw York schools

spra.;e4 with friable 190
asbestos containing plaster.

140

Y.. 10S, Ili
samples)

swirnim2 Aprayed with 110 9
fibrous asbestos.

:httir rovm spral:o4 qich 180 v Jt1
fibr.sus aShetno--visable
&mate.

fro.sronnont41 Scienees'L.001.1tory dots.

4,6

44

Ito
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k.

(f.
as.

1 4 Disttit.ntion of asbestos* eoncsattatibns in 00
ambient sit.of schaol building tuoss.in Pacts. Eta, e

134)

!-.4\ Asbestos.'

Concentrations %sobs, PercenZags
fot/01 of of

Less Thaa Sanpteii
!S4mIllts,

7

13

4

6

140

213 1

)10 3

1099 .3

Of

10.4

23.4

52.1

64.6

71.q .

A1.4

or

U.

11..ht h44 frettnreable ametvIt; pf
v".v4t..c the values liste4.inr1440 ,,eth
and .enplaiole eonc.mtration. Of tqo coven 7-110...
atxtee 100 nem), only.one has an amphibole contributt.m.

tt.pn: r., Gandiehet, A., Onfnur,
.

P.1441.41. 1. nul 411. 1. Enemeto mvtr,Iiet.00 II 1...114tIon
At 0%Otott.plo lAterieure do.; Itatinenti prei..ctio0
WAttnIP 10:71.

#

I.
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APPRAIX 2
O .

Table 10 from Report,

ShoWing Condition of s -Containing
. .00t

Spray.Coating in New Jersey Schools

a.

N

t O
V.0

Jong

1

.1/4

11
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1.200
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MI statement (ilk: lcolAn follows]

WRITTEN STATEMENT Of PAUL KOMI.

4

NUMB OF SEPRESENTATIVES

CCONITTIE OK EDWATION AND LASOR

imocosamis a ELSMEHTARV, SECONDART, AND VOCAIICOAL EDUCATION
. .

JANA= 8, 1979

My name is Paul

RBI IGHT MARINO ON THE POSSUM HAZARDS

IATED WITH THE PRESENCE OF ASSISTOS

IN SCHOOLS

Main, N.D. I am Senior Vicelitesident. Ile-alth. Safety amd

Environment. of Johns-Manville Corporation. headquartered in Deliver, COlorado.

I regret not being able to appear in person at this important hearing. .....

However, previous c tments prevent me from blip in Washington on January 9.

Cmany concerns have n expressed regarding the necensity of remedial actions

touliminate the possible ONIssi00 of asbestos fibers from asliestoipeontaining

spray materials thattige been used in school buildings. Therefore, I believe

it is essential for the Subcommittee, as well as other interested parties, to

carefully cOnsider the relevant medical/scientific literature that permits an

evaluation of the extent to which the existence of these asbestos-containing

materials may pose a risk of injury to health or the environment. Obviously,

a prover ducluion on tbe need tor and the extent and nature of possible

corrective actioh cannot be made without tirst carefully 'evaluating the extent

to which a health hazard does/in fact, exist.

livcause of my considerably knowbdge and experience with regard to health

hsz.sidu lisC at ed wit h sbent os din t 'OW/ nwed t hat a l t hough based on current

knowledge. Asbestos-containing spray materials in school buildings represent an

C.

°!..t.

t.1

.
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inappropriate use of asbestos, no evidence exists to indicate that the pomace

Xi ihese materials poees a health hasard to anyone.

Under oi:dinary circumstances, the presence of asbestos in ceiling materials I.

situat no different from that which exists by virtue of asbestos comprising

significant part of the earth's crust. Scientific literature establishes that

backgrOXnd concentrations of asbestos; are unrelated to any increase in diseess.

The application of energy can release fiber toms asbestos ceilings; however,

this I. sporadic in time and place and evidence id an excess of asbestos-related

disease is exclusively limited to exposures occurring under occupotional and

pareoccepational circumstances.

The occurrence of asbestoe-related disease resulting from excessive emcees* in

occupational and paracompational environments is well documented. Squally, the

crucial role of cigarette smoking in the pathogenesis of 'mg cancer in workers

exposed to asbestos is similarly univeisaly recognised. Ste issue at hand is

whether exposure to asbestos as it occurs in public buildings, schools, and

other structures carries with it an increased risk of asbestos-releted health

problems.

Integral to addressing this issue, it is imperative to recognise that asbestos

fibers in common with all environmental chemical agents interact with the human

body in conformity with certain recognised principles of toxicology, biochemistry,

physiology, and pathology. These princiPles includes

1. The existence of a dose-response which is the dominant governing factor in

assessing any hasardous agent's potential effect.

2. For all agents, including chemical and physical carcinogens, n no-effect

level has been demonstrated. Under controlled laboratory conditions, the
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reality of "suboarcinogenice or ononcarcinogenice doses of chemical

carcinogens are consistently recognised and routinely used in both

fundamental aad applied stidies on the bidlogy of eseeer.

3. la common with all agents whose carcinogenic potency is primarily

related to phyiicel properties, there exist critical disseadose of

fibers that determine in fact whether a carcinogenic effect can be

pito:laced. 'hie is not a unique property of asbestos fiber. In the

absence of reliable fiber else and sine distribution studies in school

environments, one can only tall back on the generic indictment of asbestos

as observed in thejlbecupational situation, but one cannot specify

any hazard in the school situation being investigated.

4. Latency (interval between onset of exposure and manifestation of cancer)

is a characteristic of cancers induced by all carcinogens. Understandably

much has been made of the special risk intrinsic to the exposure of

children, with particular analogy being drawn betammt the school situation

under study and the exposure of children under paraoccupational situations.

The data availeble clearly support the fact that the Latent period in

children exposed paraoccupationally falls within the same tin, intervals

as that observed for adults us.ler the occupational situations therefore

special biological susceptibility has not been demonstrated. Attempts

to equate exposure of children in schools with the paraoccupeaonal

exposure ate unsupportable inasmuch as eeposure levels and dose response

considerations are the determinants of any potential effect.

. .
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or familial exposures were low-doee exposures. !here are Iodate to

support this, and this may be good time to address the issue Of los dose.

Mee by definition is the product of multiplying the comentratidn of the

agent by the time of exposure. Zither component alone incompletely defines

dose. In fact, a brief period of time in the preseace of high concentrations

can yield a product no different than a long interval of exposit. to

lesser ooacentration, keeping conlitantly in mind the existence of a no-

effect level tor carcinogens. The school exposure situation does not

replicate the situation seen in the studies on oaroaccupatioaal and familial

asbestos diseases.

6. The single most important observation in relation to exposure to low 1101s

of asbestos relates to studies made on general populations residing in areas

where asbestos is a large component a the earth4s crust. These populations

include the newborn to the senescent, with exposure to asbestos in the air

due to continuing soil erosion and in water as part of the normal geologic

effects. Studies of these populations carried out worldwide. but most

particularly by the National Cancer Institute, consistently fail to show

any impact on morbidity or mortality due bo this life-long exposure to

measurable concentrations of asbestos in these two compartments (air/water).

Consistent with this documentation of a no-effect level are the results

of a study of a roofing worker population and ak study of residents in

Paterson, New Jersey. conducted by scientiets from the Mt. Sinai School

of Medicine. In both of these studies there was no evidence of an excess

of asbestos-related disease in spite of the fact that these populations

were ;xposed to asbestos fiber concentritions that can be presumed to be

higher than normal ambient levels.

6%
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Careful analysis and application of those prior:1,4es to the evaluation.

of risk to those esposed to asbestos ceilings in schools forces one to

conclude that indeed such 4 risk has net beesdemonstrated. Asbestos

and many other potentially hazardous agents share a mutual presence is

the environment with no demonstrated risk, and such is the case in this

Inatome. 4

Dr. LUNIVillalla. _As you are all probably aware, the Environmen-
tal Defense Fund ftbd a petition with the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency on December 21 in which EDF. requested that EPA
"require the manufacturers and processors of such fiber to take .

corrective action to eliminate the emission of asbestos
C:Pfrrioamtesurfates which have been sprayed with such materials."

It should be noted that EPA cited !Sections 6(aX8), 6(06), and
6(aX7) of the Toxic Substances Control Act as the author=
EPA action. However, the Act ° ° authorizes the EPA
tor to take such action if he " that there is a reasonable basis
to conclude that the...use...of a chemical substance or
mixture...presents or will present an unreasonable risk of injury to
health or the environment."

We believe EPA cannot and should not take the action requested
by EPA as there is no evidence to indicate that the existence of the
products in question "presents or will present an unreasonable risk
of injury to Iftlth or the environment."

As Dr. Kotin aptly states on page 2 of his written statev .at,
"because of my considerable knowledge and experience with regard
to health hazards associated with asbestos, I am convinced that
although based on current knowledge asbestos-containing spray
materials in school buildings represents an inappropriate use of

no evidence exists to indicate that the presence of these
materials poses a health hazard to anyone.

Thereafter, Dr. Kotin elaborates on his reasons for reaching this
conclusion. I urge you to read this statement, and I will be glad to
attempt to answer any questions which you may have in regard to
-Dr. Kotin's statement.

After consideration of the matter at hand, it is very interesting
that the EPA commenced the preparation of a voluntarx action
program to provide the nation s school districts with technical and
analytical assistance in dealing with sprayed asbestos materials in
schools.

We initially supported this effort by EPA and still support it. To
.the best of our knowledge, EPA has devoted a considerable effort in
this regard.

It was our considered opinion at the time that regardless of
whether WA took action or not, a certain number of school
districts were so concerned, or were under such pressure, that
renovation action would be undertaken in any event.

Therefore, if renovation action was going to be undertaken by
school districts regardless of the actual existence of a health hazard,

444;97$ 0 79 14 .
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we felt then, and still feel now, that it is worthwhile to provide the
nation's school districts with the uecctsary technical and analytical
assistance so that they can make an informed decision.

Therefore, we support EPA's efforts to institute a voluntary
action program and will continue to assist them in this regard.

As another example of the reasons for our concern, if a school
to replace the ceiling material, it is important that

the sch 1 district and. the contractor it retains be fully inforined as
to the p per techniques to perform this work, so as to minimise
asbestos contamination during renovation.

In conclusion, we felt that the voluntary action program by EPA
and cooperation with Johns-Manville would provide accurate tech-
nical information and therefore avoid unnecessary actions and
expenditures and further avoid the possible creation of needless
exposures to asbestos which otherwise might occur.

At this point I would like to go into some of the background
information, some of which has already been covered, so I will skim
over that.

Asbestosscontaining coatings were widely used for fireproofim,
acoustical and decorative applications from approximately 1950
through the early 1970s.

Since the turn of the century, Many building codes have required
that the steel beams and columns in lugh,rise buildings be protected
with a suitable fire resistant coating.

Because of their very low mass, asbestos-containing spray.on
coatings were used extensively to satisfy this requirement. These
.products permitted the construCtion of taller buildings with an
added margin of safety for the occupants.

Their unique properties also led to their extensive use as acousti-
cal and decorative ceiling coatings.

.

At the end of the 1960s and in the early 1970s the Federal
Government, as well as the asbestos industry, became aware of the
fact that the Ilse of these asbestos-containing spray-on coatings
represented a possible hazard to the workmen responsible for their
application and a release of asbestos fibers into the ambient air.

This awareness led to an active search for substitute materials,
and the ultimate banning of their use by the EPA in .q73.

I feel that the main questions which must be addresse%; at the
present time are what is the risk presented by these spray-on
cc. atings to the present occupants of the buildings and what can be
done to alleviate any hazard, real or perceived?

In answer to the first portion of this question, we submit the
appended statement of Paul Kotin, M.D., Senior Vice President,
Health, Safety and Enviro ment for the Johns-Manville
Owporation.

His conclusion is that, "...no evidence exists to indicate that the
presence of these materials poses a health hazard to anyone."

At this point I would like to digress a little bit to a few points that
are not in my written testimony and addressing the question of risk
in terms of is there a dose response.

This is something that has been discussed quite a bit in detail this
morning. I think there is an increasing body of evidence which
indicates that there is a dose respoase.
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First of olt WI may, go again to Dr. Kotin's itatement. Number 4,
on page 8 of his statt., latency, the interval between onset of
ietposure and manifestation of cancer is a characteristic of cancers
hJuced by all

Understandablyearcatiali, siis been made of *especial risk intrinsic
to the exposure of children, particularly _the analogy being drawn
between the school situation under Wy. and the exposure of
children under pare-occupational situations.

The data clearly support the fact that the latent period in
children exposed para-occupationally' falls within the same time
intervals as those observed for adults under occupational situations.

Therefore, a special biologic susceptibility has not been demon-
strated. Attempts to equate exposure of childx= in scksols with the
para-occupatlonal exposure are unsupportable inasmuch as expo-

and dose response considerations are determinants of
potential effect.

he is saying there does not appar to be 'any special
susceptibility in young children. I believe Dt. Sawyer addressed
himself t0 that point, too.

Now, the other evidence that seems to be building up in terms of
the lack of the presence of a dose response, even Dr. Rall earlier
mentioned someplace in between, where we now have in the envi-
ronment and what we have in the high level occupational exposures
lies' the level at which disease will manifest itself;

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to determine where that level
exists.

A second point to be made is this past summer at the meeting of
the asbestos workshop in New York City, the New York Academy of
Sciences, Dr. Hammond and others in aesociation with the Mount
Sinai group, presented a paper in which they studied the health and
disease among the people who lived in the neighborhood of the
Paterson, New Jersey asbestos plant.

This, incidentally, is the plant where Dr. Selikoff's first cohort
was found with the "'high incidence of asbestos-related diseases.

In this group, there was no difference in the health exwrience of
the people living in the vicinity of the plant but not working in the
plant as opposed to a group some distance from the plant.

I think one of the interesting points in this is the early attempts
to clean up this extremely dirty factory were accomplished -by
opening the windows, turning on fans, and blowing all the dust out
into the' neighborhood.

So, these people were not subject to normal ambient environmen-
tal concentration of asbestos fiber, but something that was over and
above what we might even find in the school situation.

Another recent paper in relation to the guestion of dose response
is a paper by Dr. 1Thitwell and others in England, in which he
measured the burden of asbestos fibers in the lungs of a large group
of people. This is an autopsy.

Fle found very del. aitely that the existing fibers found in the lung
tissue at the time of death regardless of the cause of death was
somewhat of an indicator of the occurrence of asbestos-related
diseases.
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Only in those patients which had a relatively high burden' of
asbestos fiber was there any real incidence of disease. Again, some
sound evidence for dose response.

One question that has been raised quite frequently is the family
or conjugal exposure of the asbestos worker from the days when the
conditions were extremely dirty.

Estimates have been madein fact, measurements were made, I
believe, by the Mount Sinai groupin a household several years
after the family had left and the factoz y had been closed down that
the concentration in this house after that period of time was as high
as 5,000 nanograms per cubiô meter.

That is an extremely high figure. So, at the time the family was
living there, that must have been extremely high, apin indicating
that the t.o-called familial exposures were extremly high and maybe
approaching those of the occupatlopal situation.

'There is another point which has dqt been addressed, or only in a
minor way, which is the concept of whtch sizes of fibers, et cetera,
are responsible for the &Sean.

There is a great body of evidence articularly from animal
experiments which very strongly indicate t not all size fibers are
biologically active.

It is those fibers which we call long and thin. I believe the most
definitive work *on this score is that by Mr. Merrill Stanton of the
National Cancer Institute, who had very elegantly described the size
effect in his animals in that fibers which are longer than eight to
ten micrometers in length and less than 1-1/2 micrometers in*
diameter are those which are most biologically active.

So, this means that all the-fibers that are in the air are not going
to be responsible for disease.

Now, we have no way of relating this to the human experience
because unfortunately we don't have controlled experiments with
human beings.

One other point I would like to address, the subject has been
brought up that the human lung is a sequestering agent for asbestos
fiber. The human lung does retain asbestos fiber. It retains a
portion of everything that is inhaled.

I think we know that there is so much dust in our environment,
so much dirt, if the human lung did not have the capability of
somehow cleansing itself, we would probably now have what would
resemble concrete lungs, particularly among those of us who have
been smokers.

So, the human lung can clear at least some of the debris that it
has been challenged with. The mechanisms are peetty well known
among the medical peoplethe so-called mucociliar escalator and
the macrophages which clean out the areas that are not available to
the mucociliar escalator.

So, everything that the patient has breathed does not stay. I
think that is a misconception.

Now, in my testimony I mentioned that much of.the information
in the Environmental Defense Fund's petition is bated on the work
done by Dr. Nicholson in his report on the situation in the New
Jersey schools.

This information leaves something to be desired in that if one
goes back and looks at the data as it exists, there are several tables

e.
abq
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in which .the results of the asiestos fiber concentrations in certain
school buildings was measured under a variety of conditions.

All of these results are expreseed in nanograms per cubic meter
as measured by the electron microscope. Dr, Sawyer addrmad.... the
problems of measurement, said I wholehedrtedly agree that it is
extremely difficult to measure low levels of asbestou fiber in the
environment.

In fact, the EPA is very much awaiiVothis and gni has ongoing
to develop reasonable methods which can be used to
what concentrations do exist in the envhonment.

So, any method we have now is strictly makeshift in a sense. We
are just doing something to get a number. What this number means
is open to a lot of question.

In fact, nanograms per cubic meter, what does that mean, how
does that relateif we take some of the other theories of asbestos-.
related diseases, particularly the eke concept, if we just give a mass,
we know nothing about the size, so therOore that number is very
meaningless in trying to ascertain what the risk is.

Now, if we go back to the Nicholson data in thit New Jersey
schools, they took a total of 60 samples under a variety of condi-
tions. These-data do not only cover the New Jersey schools, there
are some in Massachusetts, there are some in Europe, and some
from Connecticut, I believe.

Out of 60 samples, only 12 of these samples were at a concentra-
tion of asbestos fther in excess of 200 nanograms per cubic meter.
The figure of 1950 nanograms was only one extreme case which was
taken under unusual conditions that would not normally exist in a
norm& occupation situation in the school.

In fact, thzt was done by doing a dry sweeping test. Many years
ago OSHA recommended that asbestos not be cleaned up by dry
sweeping. It should be cleaned up either by wet mopping or using a
vacuum cleaner with an extremely efficient filter so you don't
redisperse the fiber into the system.

Now, there are several other tables whiCh include fiber concen-
trations in fibers per milliliter as measured by the NIOSH tech-.
nique. As Dr. Sawyer pointed out, this I. extremely unreliable when
we get down to low levels. Very, very few of these numbers even
came close to the current level of two fibers per cc, which is the
current OSHA limit.

The newer OSHA limits that have been proposed of one-tenth of a
fiber per cc, and the peak of .5, are really based on the fact that this
is the lowest concentration you could possibly meakure.

It is not based on any molical evidence or anything elsewhat
can we possibly measure as a lower limit. So, that is the only logic
that has gone into that particular number.

I would like to point out that the Nicholson report did not include
any assessment of the risk. All they did was include data about the
occupational situation, data about the neighborhood and the famil-
ial and conjugar exposure, but no conclusions as to what this meant.

Now, ty Dr. Nicholson did give us some conclusions based on
that.
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Now, in a sun It of the New Jersey schools, Nicholson reported
out of 142 sch districts sur+eyed -there were a total of 261
buildings. Sagically, only 25 of these school districts reported visible
flaking of the ceilings in their buildinp. In many cases only a small
percentage of the area of the 'ceilings were found to be in poor
condition.

Going through the numbers that were presented, the numbers
indicated that only 5 percent of the asbestos containing ceilings that
were found in the State of New Jersey were in a bad state of repair.

There is oneunfortunate fact. We don't know at thie time how to
extrapolate from the data in New Jersey to what is happening in
schools around the rest of the country.

Now; I have mentioned that the. EPA has had several activities
going on to do something about this problem.

Their programs include what I say are three major aspects. One
is the contract they have with the OCA Corporation to develop a
series of detailed work practices which can be safely used to reniove
damaged asbestos cOatings.
"This document was completed and published in March of 1978
and is available for the general public as well as contractors
interested in engaging in this kind of activity.

The second is a contract which is now underway at Battelle-
Columbus, ih Columbus, Ohio to determine the effectiveness of
various commercially available materials for sealing and encapsu-
latitig existing asbestos coatings.

This work is nearing completion and will include a list of avail-
able products which can be used for the stated purpose, as well as

. recommended methods for application.
The final product will also include a motion picture demonstrat-

ing how best to apply these coatings. It is interesttng that Dr.
Sawyer, who has just finished testifying, has been an active consul-
tant on both of these projects.

The third, the EPA has awarded anotherbtract to GCA to
prepare a guidance document for distribution to the school districts
which will provide technical and analytical assistance in dealing
with the asWstos materials in schools.

The school:districts should be able witb the availability of these
documents to determine whether or mot* they have as coatings in
their buildings and to determine whether or not renovation action
is necessary.

Our contention is that the above activities in no way can be
construed as a lack of action as implied in the Environmental
Defense Fund petition. What it does show is an order and responsi-
ble action to a problem.

In addition, a smeere attempt is being made by the EPA to be in a
position to provide technical and analytical guidance prior to a
nationwide alert concerning this situation.

We whokheartedly support the EPA in these efforts to formulate
a voluntary action program and urge that the subcommittee also
lend its support to this worthwhile endeavor.

Our recommendations are that the EPA be encoliraged to con-
tinue its present course of action. Any disruption of this at the
present time could lead to a situation as was discussed earlier
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where school boards and school districts without any proper and
accurate information wilP be expending large amounts of
money tO correct situations may not require correction.

The fbllowing sequence of events is what should take plaoe. A
school can be eamminedofollowing_whatever the
turn out to be, to detemine if the school f.contain

I wholeheartedly concurowitmtrt. Sawyer in that this is not a
asbestos containing spray

simple analytical problem. It takes a good deal of wftded tech-
nique in order for a . bl 1) 1 to identify wh~ or not a
material actually is asbestos

It cannot be done by the type of person who is doing the
occupational counting, and cannot be done with the type of equip-
ment that they use.

The second stage would be if a suspect coating is found, it should
be analyzed by a competent laboratory. If the coating does contain a
significant amount of asbestos fiber, the next step will be an
accurate evaluation of its physical condition, friability, and state of
repair, as well as its accessibility to accidental and malicious
damap.

The subsequent action, if any, will be dictated by the results of

If a coating is of the cementitious type, which is ggenerally .
the foregoing evaluations.

and can almost be considered encapsulated as it stands, most likely
no fUrther action is necessary. If tlle coating is friable but in.goled,
repair, and not readily accessible, then encapsulation with- an%
appropriate material can be considered.
-If the coating is friable, in poor repair, and/or readily accessible

to damage removal can be considered.
In addition to the above, there are several factors which must

elso be taken into consideration. For example, in many cases the
coating has been applied as a thermal insulation or a fire resistant
barrier.

If this is removed for the continued safety of the occupant of the
building in case of fire, it is ggoing to be necessary to replace the
fireproofing coatings with a substitute material, which would lead to
extremely high expenditures.

In the case of thermal insulation it would be a necessity to
replace also because there are certain sitv.ations where school
buildings are built out of quonset huts, and if the insulation were
removed, these would turn into ovens, and the children could not
survive in that environment.

Generally, many of the fire resistant type compounds are hidden
behind false ceilings and not very accessible. Therefore, these mate-
rials probably can be considered not necessary for renovation action
of any kind.

The above considerations should, if exercised in a reasonable and
logical manner, alleviate any concern which might develop as a
result of tlr presence of asbestos containing spray coatings in

Thank you.
schools.

Mr. Musa. Mr. Levine?
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4;TATEMENT OF HERBERT LEVINE, PRESIDENT, SPRAYCRAFT
CORP.

Mr. LEVINE. MX name is Herbert T. Levine. I am with Spray-
craft Corporation in New York.

I want to thank you for the opportunity of making some input
into this problem whi,ch exists and hopefully we will be of some
benefit to the entire situation.

Asbestos has been used for many years because of its ideal
properties and the strength which it lent to the materials which
incorporated it.

It was used in sprayable materials, despite the fact that it was
probably by far the most costly ingredient in the formulation, but it
was used& b m-use of the properties of teisile strength, knitting of
the long fibers, ability to absorb and shed water innumerable times
without the installation, and the fact that it attributed to
the light we' t of the material, which was a combination of
asbestos fibe mineral wool and mineral binders.

Therefore, the use of the material becameyvell, the first uses,
after World War II, occurred in the early 1950s. The major purpose
for wfiich the material was used in buildings aid in schools was for
thermal insulation or acoustical control.

At that time the investigation of the-fire retardant properties had
not progressed very far. So that the use is sporadic, spasmodic, and
not of great volume.

It was in the middle or the latter fifties when the construction
industry determined that steel frame buildings permitted structures
to be erecteti much faster and cheaper than installing reinforced
concrete buildings, that the proliferation of testing with Underwrit-
ers Laboratories took place, and materials developed for use as a
fireproofing medium, and a larger volume developed.

During all this period there have been -no indications of any
hazard present in the use of asbestos, although, economics dictated
that a product such as we are speaking about cduld not afford to
have much more than 20 percent by weight of the asbestos
materials.

Most of the instances in which these school installations were
made wt re exposed areas and were all sealed with a liquid sealer,
which prevented the possible dusting of the material.

I have seen some now that must be 20 years old and where they
have not been vandalized by anybody. They are as intact as they
were in the original installation. I doubt very much that anyone
could rind a contribution of asbestos fibers in the air if any samplings
were done in those asbestos areas.

When the occupation hazard of the use of asbestos began to be
publicized, we, as a small industry, determined to form an associ-
ation of our own to investigate the potential hazards, the methods
that might be used to enable tut to conform with the regulations at
the time in force, and we found that this was fairly successful.

We did run tests of various sorts in accordance with the state of
the art at that time to determine whether our products in spraying

7
afforded a greater contribution of fiber into the air than was
permitted by law.

-
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We succeeded in various ways in bringing down the coUnts of
fibers the spraying mgthod by imprivement in the aPplioa-
tion improvement in the equipment which was used to
install it, improvement in the manuficturing pr c, which
meant that each of us separately and Independntly came upon a
method of treatment of the fibers during uficture to render it
less daty in applicatice.

When ft standards wire cluMged five million particles of
.air per cubic foot to five fibers per cc, which was a drastic
dimunition of the permissible amount of fiber, we were able to have
our products comply with those requiremenia,"and ran
tests to prove that with proper application methods in the fl.l, all
of this could be accomplished.

When Dr. Selikoff first came to the fore with the possible hazards
of asbestos, we were all involved in consultation. We joined in the
activities of his committees. I personally was put on the first
committee that was formed at the New York Acaclemy ofIciences
for the investigation of asbestos and what to do about it.

The presence 9f asbestos in schools to the extent that it is
accessib to view and susceptible- to damage his been, I think,
substantially exaggerated. The high volume of usage of the materi-
als with asbestos occurred when they were used for fireproofing

because of the steel columns and so on that have to be
, .

areas in which it was used for decorative effect or for
thermal insulation were limited in scope to music rooms, where
they had to cut down on the reverberation of sound in the room, so
that the courses could be adequately conducted; in boiler rooms,
where they wanted to prevent the migration of heat from the
heating system into the principal's offlce might happen to be
over the boiler room and keep the asplmlt tile from melting.

These installations were all made with these surface sealers
, which did not affect either the acoustical properties of the material
fr or the thermal insulation values.

The concerti with the fireproofing materials and the possibility of
dustirOnd flaking arose with the O' eneral Services AinW.ration
here in Washington, D.C.

The members of our associatiOn, with people from the GSA,
devised formulations for testing the circumstances and the test
procedure to indicate whether our material complies with the GSA
regulations for dust erosion are still in effect, and they were devised
by efforts both of GSA and of ,our manufacturers.

It resulted in an article being published in the American Heating
and Ventilating Magazine expounding the reason for running the
tests in the fashion in which they were run.

The coatings which might be used and the fact that at 800 feet
per minute of air velocity going parallel to the face of the material
.there was no erosion of thet material since it was used in return air
plenum where the air was then reintroduced and recirculated for
air conditioning. What I am trying to say is that as hazards or
possibility of existence of hazer* arose we did not turn our backs
on it and say we will let it go away. We did everything we possibly
could to assist.
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As a matter of fact when Dr. Selikoff started his first gyoup at
Mount Sinai, Johns-Manville along with the asbestos workers were
the largest contributor to this effort, this function. In our modest
way even our small association contributed to it so we could learn ,
wh,at has to be done to bring our material to the position where
under the state of the art it would be readily acceptable.

Dr. Sawyer has mentioned the fact that air sampling is probably
not a viable way of measuring what is going orb But up until this
point those are the only circumstances which we tadoto indicate
whether we are in violation of any regulation or not. I still think
that air sampling is a viable method of determining whether there
is any hazard in the area in question.

The materials which were installed betiind hung ceilings, et
" cetera; might be brought into excellent condition, if ulny damage

exists, merely by using a liquid overspray or sealant Those areas
exposed to view and which have been WIY vand.'mav require
being taken down.*But each instance would have to be reviewed by
itself and the proper course of action to remedy that situittion be
determined.

I believe that mention was made _previously about the involve-
ment of the Board of Education of the City of New York and the
circumstances which exist there. I just wanted to read a quotation
which appeared in the New York Times on November 211,.1978 to
the extent that an official of the New York City Board of Education,
Mr. Anthony Smith, said, and I quote, "Scientists, engineers and
architects who have surveyed the school buildings had recom-
mended structural containment." That is the end of the quote.

Removing the asbestos could cause problems by allowing its
release into the air, he said. I am sure that all of our eigteemed
medical men who are involved here would indicate that haphazard
removal might lead to a greater hazard than exists now because of
the migration of the fibers into the air existing that was beim.
rectified. I do think that the situation requires very careful consid-
eration, very minute examination and a viable and economical way
of bringing the circumstances arodnd to where they become
nonhazardous.

The circumstances might call for removal, they might call for
repair and resurfacing with a sealer, or they might call for encapsu-
lation structurally behind the hung ceilings which currently have
been used in schtibl corridors, et cetera, where the material, asbesip
tos-contai material was used as a fire-retardant medium and
not ex to view.

It is the tention of those of us still in the spray fiber industry to
.assist in every way possible in bringing about these circumstances.
We have succeeded in aome areas in writing specifications for
sealing asbestos-containing surfaces and two such specifications now
exist, one with the General Services Administration of the State of
New York and one with the county of Los Angeles, where remedial
work has been done in accordance with that specifigation. I do
believe with all of the heads getting together which can make input
into this situation, we can come up with a much simpler way of
attacking the problem than running scared, and ripping out all of
the material.
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- Thank you.
[The complete statement of Mr. Lavine follows]

. .

. . .

TESTIMONY SY WENDT L. LEVINE, PRESIBENT OF SPROCRAFT CORPORATION

There are many properties to the mineral asbestos which have made it trn:Iluable over the

years 44 an essential ingredient in firs protective coatings, safeti clothing, theatre ,

curtoins,brake linings, admixes with other materials to add appropriate extreme tensile

strength and toughness: i.e: asbestos cement pipes, sheets,.shingles, etc. end ultimately

as a basic Ingredient for fire protective coatings for structural steel frame buitdings.

Asbestos is unique fn the fact that its very fine single strands of fibre have extreme

Strength and can be used to reinforce other products, which occOunts for its presence

In cement pipe, flooring of various types, roofing of various types, and many other

products in use every day in which the asbestos is locked into the final product and..

prevented from possible emission into the air.

Ihe first use as a sprayable material with asbestos°octurred in profusion during World Mar II,

when it was widely used for insulation of ships, submarines, etc. After World War

axbestos was in very short supply with great quantities being used for corrugated asbestos-

ceeent sheets for reconstruction in Far-East, otc. To continue the use of the Spraying

techniques for,thermal insulation and acoustical treatment, the uee' of a mixture of mineral

fibres with asbestos end mineral binders for Spraying purposeS waS introduced. These

products,which were made by many manufacturers, contained approximately-20 to 30 Percent ".

asbestosomstly of the chrysotile type such as comes from Canada, and some with amosite,

wnich comps from South Africa, end affords longer fibre for the same MMOunt of money,

although slightly lesser tensile strength. The earliest use of tht.St blended fibres occurred

in early I950Ps with most installations being made for acoustical correction and detorative

inish and a goodly portion for building insulation, such as to the underside of ieilings

above boiler rooms and mechanical room, tO prevent the 10Ss Of heat into the oc(upied tress

above.

fur these twe p.rpuses, we ind earlier school installations with al of the ratetiat ewised

ati generally sealed with a Poilet applied in the liquid state which did nnt

r.f.; el?sp, .se 4.. e.ti..1 heieal prupv,tie, ot 'EP haterlal. Widesprea.1 104' $1$

t o
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made orthis type of material to ceilings of indbor swiredng pools for noise control and

to prevent moisture ccedensetion. These sealed areas also prevented aRy dusting or flaking

of material and where not mechanically oriorcibly damaged, these last indefiniteiy without

shedding any fibres. It has even been scientifically proven that installing additional

coats of liquid.sealer to refurbish or refresh tit? appearance of the installation does not

reduce tither the 4coustica1 or thermal insulation 'properties of the installed fibrous

materials.

In thilate 1960's and 1960's, the use of these types of mettrials became very widespread

as a fireproofing medium to lightweight, steel frame buildings, with metal decks supporting

'Mona, floors. This method was much quicker and, therefore, cheaper than reinforced

concrete construction, and resulted in widespread use of these fibre type products with

asbestos and cementitious types which also contained a moderate percentage of asbestos.

Many tests Wert run at Underwriters' laboratories for the various products to obtain UL

approval for use with the varying types of cellular steel floors which were developing.

It has found to be rather advantageous to use the plenum above the architectural ceiling

line to gather return air in the 4/r-conditioning system. The federal General Services

Administration was concerned about the ability of the material to resist erosion, under the

mild velocity of air flow generated in this system, and in ccesultation with fireproofing

material producers, developed a specification for testing to a strict standard to make

c4rtain that no erosion occurred. These criteria still prevail in the General Services

Administration specs, V.A. specs, and are rather widely used as an industry standard also.

Most school buildings, however, were four or five story concrete structures, with the use

of fibre restricted to the areas previously mentioned, naaely.music rooms, lunch names.

libraries and, in a few instances, in indoor swimming pools where they existed.

In the late 1960's suspicion began to develop that inhalation of asbestos could be harmful.

Therefore, the manufacturers of sprayed mineral fibre materials founded the Sprayed Mineral

4,1
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Fibre Hanufacturers Association in 1966, to test its products in accordance with the then

existing state-of-the-art, to act in concert to mkt certain that our products complied with

the particle requirements set down by the authorities. Accordingly. the Association

commenced a serious testing program to determine that we compliedd with the regulations

existing at that time. Between December 1966 and August 1969. the A4SOCiatiOn conducted

some six series of tests.and the individUal companies each continued their on testing pro-

gram. Our owm company has run some five tests through February 1972, even testing the non-

asbestos materials for complionce with the Threihold Limit Value (referred to as TLV) of

;
dust particles as specified by the American Conference of 6overmeental Industrial Hygienists.

The mirky tests were run to indicate fibre counts under various conditions of water supply

from the gun-heads which wet the materials and binders as sprayed, to various blends of

ingredients and dust arresting additives. This latter development in the manufacturing

processes were the turning point in cutting down the generation of dust in the spraying

application.

1 referred previously to testing in accordance with the °state-of-the-art", since the criteria

for acceptability changed dramitically through the years. In our first tests in December

1966, the acceptable standards wore 5 mdllion particles as a TLV, for asbestos dust per cibic

foot of air. ln April 1967, again the standards were the sant and the testing agency states

that *the TLV for asbestos fibre Oust is 5 million particles per cubic foot of air. It is

considered that exposure°to asbestos dust in concentrations of less than 5 million figUre

will not lead to the formation of Asbestosis. Asbestosis is more likely to occur after long

continued inhalation of asbestos dusts in high concentration such as may exist in a mining,

mdlling or cutting operation of asbestos". Working with the results of the tests. 1n June

of 1967,by refined installation techniques, use of proper equipment and modification of

manufacturing methods, the test results indicated that the results were all below the S

million particles per cubic foot of sir, which is the Threshold Limit Value for the type of

dust involved.

o's
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In July 1969, tests were conducted in several buildings where asbistos containing material

hed previously been installed, several years before. The summerY states that:" It has

been determined by air sampling and microscopic evaluation that there is no exposure to

asbestos fibres of respirable size in the lark environment in the new Federal Wilding in

Newart,Nme Jersey, on the mein rotunda of the Trans World Airlines Terminal building at

J.F. Kennedy Airport, New York City. There is no exposure of dust in gsneral that would

lead to lung involvement on the part of imployees or the geeeral public in the three build-

ings. Greatest exposure to dust of any naturd occurs outdoors, in the aria occupied frequent.

ty by the general public and not within the buildings studied."

As the state-of-the-art progressed, our testing programs were conducted to the existing

standards. In 1972, for instance, the criterion Moms "not more than 5 fibres 5 microns

or greeter in length per mililiter of air", and our material tested well within these

parameters. As a matter of fact, at that time me anticipated the aneounced change to 2

fibres per adlilittr and still were within that acceptable range.

To comprehend the magnitude of this change from Particles per cubic foot to fibres per

mililiter,the value of $ fibres per mililiter of air would convert to 141,581 fibres per

cubic fOot per air or a reduction by 97$ in allowable fibres. Relating that to 2 fibres

per mililiter of air allows a total of 56,632 per cubic foot or a reduction of 98.815.

When the asbestos hazard possibility was receiving publicity in the media, we all attempted

to cooperate. We served on the pioneering investigative committees established by Or.

Selikoff in the New fork Academy of Sciences in New 'fork end worked closely with his group

at Mount Sinai in New fork. Members of our industry attempted to comply mith all restrict-

ions.caveats, etc., and when required, all had statements on the bags in which materials

were shipped, calling attention to the asbestos content and its possible hazards. Through-

out this period of tire, we all tried to develop viable non-asbestos containing products
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and with ultimate couplet, success and full UL aPproval. Ne also forostigotod MOO&
of preventing fals-out from previously installed asbestos ccetainiorgmettrials sod have

me up with feasible liquid seelaets which work extremely well, are comparatively in.

expensto and provide the bonding characteristics required. Such specifications have boom

written hy the General Services Administration of the State of New York, the City of les

Angelestand also have been used on accession 0 the if.A. Nowital group.

No do appreciate the possible danger of exposure, especially uhen malicious mischief damages

'the surfaces sed praits the possible migration of asbestos into the kir.

A cold realistic approach should be iaken to these circumstances and scare reactions must

be tempered to remove the hazards and restore the integrity of the treatments as reasonably

as possible. Fortunatety, air sampling and particle counting can now be done quickly and

it is most important that each location be tested to see what the quantity of asbestos rel-

eased into the air is. Once this has been established, then the treetment tan be recommend.

and carried out.

In extreme instances, where the damage is great, it ley be necessary b) remove the material

completely, an expensive and possibly hazardous procedure, because of the PosoibilitY of

same material being dislodged further into the air.

Where suspended acoustical tilt or gypsum board ceilings exist below the asbestos treated

surfaces,then the surfaces should be sealed and theiiing ceiling restored to make that area

tight and not permit any possible seeping of the material into the air. Where areas are digh

enough so they cannot be damaged maliciously Mom the floor then the loose material should

be reeoved carefully min the exposed asbestos containing materials, *gain, be sealed with

the appropriate liquid sealant.
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Me can set a date in early 1973 when asbeitos spraying wes banned by the Federal Mend

be &shored that all installatioes frem tblt time on contained no asbestos.

We mist also steer away from a scare reaction such as developed in South New Jersey in

Januery of 1977, when a local physician there discovered a new disease to which he referred.

completely ignoranNes *Asbestos Disease'. Very little publicity wam afforded 0 short

time later when it me admitted the the swollen glands which the student developed resulted

from libmonuclessis end not froh asbestos exposure.

I went to revert beck to some of the ways in which the Sprayed Mineral Menufactureftessoc-

lotion cooperated in.attempting to minimise any possible Ward, hi accordance with the

state.of-the-art at that particular time. Me funded a study, in accordence with therstand-

ards arrived at by the General Services Administration, in cooperation with the Association,

and this resused in an article being published In the December 1968 publication Air-

Conditioning, Heating and Ventilating. This analyzed the velocities 'thick might exist at

any partieular point in the return air plenum system and Justified the requirements of the

GSA for such areas. I point this out, byway of indiceting the extreme pains to which this

gnw went and thesues of money they had expended to come up with the approPriate answers

for the hazards as they appeared to develop. Any hearings or meetings held in arty pert of

the country and Coned& were attended hy or monitored in behalf of the Association members so

that we could make input where it was helpful and be kept abreast of developments in the

field of asbestos exposure.

A good deal of vw time was made available to Or. Selikoff in many conferences to discuss,

mutuelly,the aspect of asbestos fobre and to take advantage of my experience in the field

of asbestos and sprayable material. 1 am sure that a good deal of the information trans-

mitted to Or. elikoff on asbestos came from these many hours spent together for this purpose.

Representativei from our industry made themselves available frequently to assist in invest-

. .,2
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igeting the asbestos sitvatiOn and to try and minimiie the exposure of workers and the

general public to asbestos.

Oen it became obvious that a ban on spraying materials with asbestos inuld ultimately be

the law of the land, we turned to developing non.asbestos preducts, albeit that there are

no products Or ingredients, natural or synthesized, stick can begin to to substitute all of

the properties mgich are inherent in asbestos fibres. Me have turned out good products

without asbestos, that is completely without asbestos, and other ingredients that eMght be

considered harmful, such as free since. SInce this Nes been achieved, it is rether puzzling

that the Federal EPA regulation still permits the use of products containing not more than .

1% asbestos. There is, unfortunately, no medical evidence that sprayable materials with I%

or less of asbestos are not harmful. Therefore, the law should ban products ccetaining any

asbestos, since only in this wey cony* be certain that currently no asbestos is being sprayed

Now to return to the areas in schools which had been installed previously and hoe to trait

them. I reiterate the previously mentioned siatements thet we should not stemmed, into a

single method of treatment or ripping.out material, but rather consult with knowledgeable

people as to the best rem. forte.* situation. Rave air sempling taken, determine if any

asbestos is present in the ambient air, and use the mose economical wey of resolving the

situation. As an official of the New York City Poard of Education, Mr. Anthony Smith said

on November 28, 1978, as reported in the New York Times on November 29, 1978, *scientists,

engineers and architects who have surveyed the school buildings had recommended structural

conteinment." Removing the asbestos could cause problems by allowing its release into the

air,he said. Dr. SeliRoff at Nount Sinai and Or. Robert Sawyer at Vale University. I am

sure, concur with the methods I hero suggested. It does not have to cost fifty million

dollars,a number recently quoted,to yoke safe the schools in New York City. Using various

methods.as the individual circumstances dictate, this task can be achieved at a cost much

less tiiin that quoted. the Job has to be done, but it has to be done Judiciously, to achieve

V
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the desired results for the least possible cpst. Again, the effectiveness of the results

is most important. I could ge on and on and cite many instences.whert the wrong Wroth

has been used or is contemplated to be used, Oat that is not necessary, since feasible

methods exist to rowdy the sitoetions, provided thetthe proper diagnosis is mede first

and the appropriate treatment is then followed.

Mr. Wass. Thank you. Mr. Joseph Mohen.
[The prepared stat _ement of Mr. Molten

PUPAS= STATMMemr OF JOSEPH MORIN, PSIS
AMERICAN BMW 11KMOCTS

Aibestos is a word used to describe an extremely coarse

fibrous mineral. The word asbestos is from the Greek and means

not extioguished,* recognizing the most prominent phYsical

characteristic of the fibre, it's virtually absolute resistance

to degredation from fire.

These long coarse fibers could tot not only combined with other

minerals to result in fire resistant compounds but also spun into

fabrics creating flame proof drapes, and other types of protective

materials.

The coarse *spider-legged* look of the fiber provided the

capability to combine well and thoroughly. As our technology

improved asbestos was introduced into a variety of new'products.

Automobile brake shoes are today kept cool under extended use

because of their asbestos content. Floor and roof tiles used

asbestos as not only a fire resistant additive but also as a binding

agent. Asbestos was combined in gypsum wall board and other basic

building materials to enhance their strength and durability. Sy

the late 1960's there was almost no aspect of industry that did

not utilize the benefits of asbestos in some way.

As the Sixties progressed, Dr. Irving Selikoff; currently with

the Environmental Science Laboraeory of Mount Sinai School of

Medicine in New York City, was prominent in demonstrating the

physical effects to industrial workers who ingested raw asbestos

fibers. Those same coarse "spider-legged" fibers which formed an

4
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excellent bond when combined wtth other materials, Mild Immanently

bond to the lining of a workers lungs resulting in a

carcinogenic environment.

.Tht National Cancer Institute claims the 67,000.people die

annually from asbestOs related canters and the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare estimates that between $ milli(); and II '..

million people have been exposed to asbestos in the Upited States

since World War II.

CURRENT SITUATION

The demands of unions, and individuals like Or. Stlikoff

were enough to cause a reaction by governing code agencies for

industrial workers who art now protected 'by Federal, state, and

local regulations. .

Current standards of protection proVidt that industrial workers

cannot be exposed to asbestos, mica or free silica without elaborate

safeguards

The minini industry however is sLe.ject to different standards.

The acceptable degree of expos.re 'fivolved for miners is different

than that permitted for industrial workers. '.

The fireproofing industry, aware of the physical properties

of asbestos, agressively utilized it with other materials.

As the market for direct-to-steel spray applied fireproofing

expended, greater quantities of asbestos were utilized with other

materials until in some caies asbestos represented as much as 30%

of the formulae blended. At one point almost all spray-applied

materials including acoustical and thermal insulations as well
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as fireproofing contained aSbeStOS.

After recognizing the dangers iivolved, the spray-applied

materials industry rapidly phased-out the use of asbestos. My.1.1171

it had been totally eliminated as an additive, although it may st4ll

be present in the raw mineral ore of some matriais which is

permissible according to eurreht Federal government regulation.

Today most commercial industrial and institutional buildings

are 'treated thermally and acoustically. All are made fire-resistant

according to the local code authority. The materials used to achieve

the standards involved are certified by each manufacturer . regarding

the use of asbestos and in oit cases, this certification has been

verified independently.

There are also millions of square feet of building area which

'were insulator-either for thermal, acOUStical or fire resistant

reasons, prior to the elimination of asbestos as an additive.
.4

AACH SITUATION UNIQUE

Although the danger of exposure to raw asbestos fibre has been

recently described, there has not as yetsbeen any unified approach

to the treatment required, if any, fol those buildings in wbich

asbestos containing materials had been utilized. Many school and

hospital administrators, moreover, upon learning that buildings

under their Jurisdiction had utilized asbestos-containing materials,

react as if they were in charge of factories which were processing

raw asbestos fibres and insist upon its removal. This reaction is

understandable, expensive, and, probably, unnecessary.
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A:%estos, as stated.previously, makes an excellent bond.and

once combined seldom tends to release. The materials installed by

a good craftsman should offer no danger particularly if enclosed

and sealed as would be the case in nest instances of thermal and

fireproofing installations.

Acoustical work is.generally exposed to view. Anything so

'exposed might be subject to damage, particularly in iihools.

Each instance, each installation must be Considered separately.

Acoustical ceilings over ten feet high are probably safe from damage

whereas mechanical-room-ceilings although restricted in use are

generally lower and therefore accidental damage might occur.

Asbestos-containing materials which are enclosed and not subject

to mechanical damage offer 1.1-ttle; 1# aey,-dingei:-

TEST REQUIRED

If a school or hospital administrator were in doubt as to

asbestos exposure, tesling laboratories are available to take air

samples and test these for asbestos content. The facilities of the

Environmental.Science Laboratory of Mount Sinai School of Medicine

can offer very specific advice and assistance in this area.

If the results of the air sampling test is positive, immediate,

changes are necessary. If the results are negative, little is

required except, perhaps.to better protect the asbestos containing

Moteridis fr0macc1dental damage. Certainly, dismantling and tearing

down is not required until all other alternates are considered,

particularly it no danger or hazards are involved.

J.
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If asbestos antaining materials are exposed to view and the

institutional administrator is concerned, the entire surface can

hi oversprayed with a sealer which has been certified as a fixative

for particulate including sbestos. This overspray should be

tinted to insumr visual inspection of the sealed area.

The overspray/sealer should also be certified as as:to provide'

a capability to withstand Erosion aciofding to the requirements of

the general Servicei Administration OSSA-02200 (10/74).

The overspray/sealer can be applied with paint spraying equip-

ment and would be sufficient Ito seal exposed to view, asbestos

containing materials in high Ceiling areas such as auditoriums.

This treatment which can be done quickly,. i.e., when schools are

ot in session, would probably cost under 20t per foot installed

including material and labor.

When enclosed areas)pre being renovated, wall partitions

being moved or expanded, they should be treated as if exposed to

view and oversprayed.

Sometimes more elaborate protection is required. Schools in ,

southern'New Jersey had instances of acoustical ceilings being

deliberately torn down by students as part of the temper of the

time. In these instances a technique, known in the trade as an

"overcoat" ought be employed.

A thermoplastic which will carbonise intact under hest when

sprayed over the entire area will totally encapsulate or "overcoat"

the substratum without appreciably reducing any product benefits,

i.e., thermal insulation or fire rating, except for some acoustical
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properties. This technilue which can also be applied quickly, when

.
school is not in session, may cost between $3 to $S dollars per

square foot installed includini material azd labor. It not only

seals the asbestos containing materials but also-provides almost
*

absolute-protection against accidental damage.

This methodology is now biing employed to seal-off and protect

the comPuter facilities Of a major manufacturer against not only

asbestos fibres but even nuisance dust.

RECOMMENDATIONS

d recommendta uniform standard for exposure to fi'ee

silica, mi a or asbestos which would be applicable to all suitations.

If this sta rd existed, not only would factory nd industrial

workers be protected but miners and all others woad have meaningful

criteria to use. In addition, institutional administrators would

also have a standard to use and thereby eliminate much of the

confusion which now exists.

Joint tape compounds and certain other materials still used

in the building industry contain free ilica. Ile have a federal

regulation regarding th, specific language used on cigarette packs.

I'd Suggest a clear, pronounced, similar warning of uniform size

and color for any bag cir package of building material, particularly

those used in schools nd hospitals, if they contain free-silica,

mica. or are reduced from asbestos containing raw ore.

Finally. I'd silo est that :here is no cause for panic if an

administrator dis.ove s that the institutions under his responsibility

4
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utilized asbestos-containing materials. Enclosed areas shouldn't

represent any hazard at all. Properly installed areas are equally

safe. Questions as to level of exposure can be resolved by consulting

competent testing laboratory and the Environmental Science

laboratory of Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York City is

an example.

pen greater prOtection or abrasion resistance is desired

overspray/sealer which fix asbestos particulate and reduce erosion

within the level of General Services Administration standard

PBS 4-09200 (10/74), can be employed at reasonable cost.

Each situation ought be considered individually. The problems

created by ovr.teChnology-can be sof;i4

for those to come if we work together.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH MOHEN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ENERGY
PRODUCTS

Mr. MottEN. Thank you. My name is Joseph Mo him. I am the
president of American Energy Products. We manufacture sprayed
mineral fiber materials that are wed for fireproofing, thermal
insulation and acoustical trol, all without asbestos, I might add..

There are many mate in the buil . industry, even today,
that include asbestos. I say that .ly in your own house
the roof tile contains asbestos and perhaps an your own kitchen
vinyl floor tile is made with asbestos.

Gypsum wallboard no longer includes asbestos but the joint tape
coin und used to seal it and to add liartiSions to old school
buil. 11 does contain free silica within the OSHA regulations and
limits ons. So there are many materials still being used in institu-
tions such as schools and hospitals in the United States that do
contain these matefialssilica, mica, and possibly materials re-
duced from asbestos-containing ore.

In our business we get many calls from institutions and
administrators, people in hospitals and schools, asking for assistance
and advice on what to do when they discover a building that is
perhaps 10 years old or older was built with asbestos-containing
materials, particularly spray-applied and exposed to view. We rec-
ommend, if it is not exposed to view, totally enclosed, and repre-
sents no hazard, that it not be disturbed. We have no way of
measuring hazard.

We refereuce anybody to the Mount Sinai school merely because
we have found in our travels that there are perhaps only three
laboratories in tho United States that can adequately measure or at
least render an opillion on a degree of hazard involved. So we
simply tell people 0 consult Mount Sinai if they are concerned
about an asbestos problem.

e
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Secondly, if it is completely closed we recommend it not be
disturbed. If it is exposed to viewfor 'example, an acoustical
ceilingwe suggest the materials be seal with a particular fix-
ative, something that would hold in place asbestos or free silica
or mica. That I. to say, if it is not subject mechanical-diunage.

If it is subject to mechanical damage we suggeit it be oversprayed
and encapsulated to the degree that it can be kept from being
disturbed or accidentally removed. If it is exposed and subject to
possible removal, then we suggest that it be removed.

Now Mr. Levine referred to specifications that now exist in the
County of Los Angeles for the removal of asbestos. That includes
tophauling, protection of the wOrkers, environmental conditions, so
forth. These specifications are available. We have distributed them
to agencies in the Government, to' the Veterans' Administration for
their use, but we suggest first off that there be several steps taken if
an administrator of any institutionand I personally would like to
recgmmend that you gentlemen and ladies go beyond m9Oly look-
ing at schools, because after all an institution include( people in
hospitals, it includes industrial workers, in the type of institution.
you describe.

There are separate standards for eyerybody now. The Govern-
ment ought to just look at one standard: A%at is dangerous for
people? If it is danprous for industrial workers, is it dangerous 'also
for miners? Is it 6ligerous for children in school? Is it dangerous
for people who travel in motels where acoustical ceilings were
.4pplied with asbestos? There should be a standard that would
ptevent a lot of the confusion and panic. I realize from the testi-
mony earlier this morning that that might be difficult to achieve,
but there should be a standard that could be universal. After all, if
it is dangerous, it is dangerous.

I address my testimony to the costs involved, what we see. Again,
if it is material that is exposed to view, it has been our experience
that it can be sealed with a sealant, tinted or clear, a fixative that
will hold iobestos particulate in, place for 20 cents or less a foot.
That could be used as a standard. I do not suggest using that if the
exposed material is subject to mechanical damage. If it is subject to
accidental mechanical damage, it can be encapsulated for anywhere
from $3 to $5 a foot. I have no real ready remedy for vandalism or
youthful explosion in the school that would reach up and tear
things down. In that cabe I suggest a substitution be made. As a
father of 10 children I would like to protect them, too. I really.have
no alternate technology to offer there. I do not think anybody does.

I had, as I may, a suggestion that we have a standard for exposure,
a uniform standard for exposure to free silica, mica and asba,
and if materials come from free silica or reduced from asbestos:
containing as certain cements, calcinated plasters and so forth, they
ought to be so identified.

Lastly, I simply say when an institutional administrator discovers
that a building under his jurisdiction contains asbestos that there is
really no cause for panic. There are people who have some exper-
ience in this area and it is not necessary to rip the building down or
just tear the whole thing out. If it is not a source of danger, if
competent laboratories like Dr. Sawyer's at Yale, like Mount Sinai,
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can confirm that no hazard eidsts, then I suggest we stop at that
point, at least in the current state of the art.

If there I. _perhaps a cause- for some remedial action, imal the
if tUt is sufficient so that the material would not be ,

_ or vandalized somehovi, and perhaps that is the place we
to stop considering the economics involved. I think after
to Dr. Eall at Mount Sinai the thing to add is that each

situa .11 does have to be considered . vidually. It I. a serious
problem but really not a cause for panic, but a cause for analysis
and judgment.

Thank you.
Mr. Mama. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. Wsms. Dr. Leineweber, in listening to your testhnony I am

not sure that I understand the thrust of your comment. A,re
saying that there is no evidence that ingestion of asbestos .1.
causes any health hazard?

Dr. LIIINEWICBER. No, I did not say that. What I meaht to or
meant to be understood was that the levels at which the :11 r;

are exposed to under the situation in the school buildings does not
presen* any evidence of any risk of any health hazard. Going hack
in time to the high level occupational exposures that we
fenced 20, years ago, yes, there is a . em, a serious pi

Mr. Wins. Let me refer you to page d your testimoky, and at
the bottom of the ipage you say that you be.. that EPA cannot
and should not take the action requested as there is no evidence to
indicate that the existence of the Eavducts in question presents or
will present an unreasonable risk, of injury to health or to the
environment..Now is that limftçd specifically to school buildings, is
that what you are saying?

Dr. LEINZWEBIR. It is limited t my mind, and in our mind that
this I. limited to the exposure ghe might experience in a building
that contains these product., yes.

Mr. %um. In a building?
Dr. LEINEVAIIBER. In a building, in a public building, private

buildim, whatever it may be.
Mr. Wane. So that you are saying, "gain correct me if I am

wrong, tv,at there is no evidence at all to indicate that the law:bon
of any of these friable materials, would cause any kind of health
hazard.

Dr. LEDIEWEBICR. Thete is no body of evidence that exists that
clearly indicates that, right.

Mr. Wines. You are now using the word "clearly" to modify it.
Are you saying that you believe that it may cause cancer, for
example, but that it has not been demonstrated beyond a reason-
able doubt or beyond proof certain or proof positive or what?

Dr. LEINEWkBER. The way I perso lly feel, and I believe our
position is that underwith the evidence that exists today there is
no problem with this level of exposure,.

Mr. Muss. Let me take it back ft step. You do agree that as far as
the workers in industrial plants where asbestos-containing materi-
als were produced or manufactured, that these people because of
the conditions and circumstances under which they worked, that in
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fact, the materials
us their heal

that they ingested were cancer-causing, and were
hazardo to th?

Dr. Unamsna. I agree to that with the qualification that
particularly 20 or 30 years ago when the situation wm under less
control than it is today, yee the Inhalation of asbestos fiber did load
to lung cancers and

correct me if I am wrongis as to how much is ib that
Mr. Vistas. So that the area of disagreement, if I again

ritht?
Dr. Unarms**. Yee. It is a matter of the dose response. It has

been discussed at great length this morning, how much I. necessary
to elicit a response.

Mr. Woiss. Okay, so that when you take one tion 38 the
spokesperson in this instance for Johns-Manville, an Dr. Sawyer.or
Dr. Nicholson take a different position represen their respectave
institutions, that there is in fact a clear-cut difference in the
conclusions that afe drawn; is that right?

Dr. Unalwirssa. Yes, there is.
Mr. Wows. Thank_you very much.
Dr. Lowswossa. 'rhis really boils down to an interpretation of

the data which are available.
Mr. Worse. I have no further questions.
Mr. Mi..1,111R. Thank you. Mr. ICildee.
Mr. Kum& Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Leineweber, everything else being equal, if y.ou had a choice

of sending your child to a school with asbestos sprayed ceiling and
one which is not, which school would you choose?

Dr. LEINEWEBER. Everything else being equal, if I knew the
condition that the school containing the asbestos coating was not in
a state of disreputable repair such as some of the slides 1Dr. Sawyer
showed, I think I would have no compunction of having a child of
mine attend that school.

Mr. Mum& If the ceiling appeared to be stable?
Dr. LEINEWZMUL If it appeared stable, I have no compunctions

whatsoever.
Mr. Mums. None at all?
Dr. LEINEWEREIL None at all.
Mr. Knots. I would.
Mr. MILLER. In your testimony you state thatand I think you

recite a statement by Dr. Kotin in which he found that there was no
health hazard to anybody present in a building that had spray
materials containing asbestos. And yet he found that it was an
inappropriate use of asbestos. I do not understand how those two
statements can be in one paragraph.

Dr. LEINEV/E8ER. I understand what you are saying but in essence
the industry has decided in the past 8 to 10 years that we will
eliminate the use of all applications of asbestos fiber where the
products are friable and with a minimum amount of mechanical
'enera, applied will release fibers to the air. We have basically said
that this is now an inappropriate way to use asbestos fiber, primar-
ily because of the occupational hazards associated with them and
the inability to control them in the occupational scene.

Mr. MILLER. So that was the reason for the decision why Johns-
Manville decided not to manufacture spray asbestos materials?

I
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Dr. LICINWRIBER. We never manufactured them and it was prob-
ably a conscious economic decision that it was not an appropriate
busineie for us to be in, to manufacture these particular products.

Mr. MILLER. YOu did not see an economic incentive for you to get
into that market which had that kind of rapid growth in terms of
volume for your company?

Dr. LEINEWEBER. Not having been actually present and responsi-
ble at that particular time I would assume that that may have been
the conscious decision.

Mr. Mama. Well then, moving forward a little bit, when the
decision was made that this was an inappropriate use for asbestos,
however not apparently a dangerous use for asbestos in terms of
health, how was this conveyed to your purchasers of your material?
I. it conceivable one of your_purchasers may incorporate asbestos
into their product to spray it? Would you purchase, if I might ask

Mr. Lxviza. Yes, we purchased our asbestos in the open market
from prime producers. We were merely compounders of material to
bring an end result about.

Mr. Mum. Then how are you informed of this decision within
industry that it should not be put into friable materials?

Mr. LEvDE. I do notfrom my way of thinking, the reason that
Johns-Manville did not Net into this Is that there was.not enough of
a market for a corporabon of the size of Johns-Manville to become
involved in. They still had an interest in it because a lot of the
asbestos incorporated therein came from producers like Johns-
Manville. So why get involved in something which is minuscule
against the entire corporate structure when you could get a good
piece of the selling a product which you already had?

Mr. Musa. Did they inform you that they Ud arrived at a
conclusion that this material could be hazardous to insulators?

Mr. LEVINE. No. The reason they did not get into it is not because
of the hazard at all.

Mr. Musa. I understand that. I do not want to put words in your
mouth here, but it is my understanding that the corporation made a
decision in which as it is inappropriate accordiN to Dr. Kotin, it is
inappropriate use of asbestos to include it in a spray material
because of health hazards they felt were posed to the occupational
working of that material. Was that ever conveyed to you as a
person who employs--

Mr. LEVINE. No. The only circumstance which arose was the
necessity for including on the bags in which we shipped our mate-
rial a caveat as to the fact that it contained asbestos, asbestos might
be hazardous, therefore proper precaution should be taken.

Mr. MILLER. When did you first start doing that?
Mr. Licvms. I cannot recall. I tried to reconstruct it. I do not

know. We still have some old bags which we used when we shipped
asbestos-containing materials. The statement is on there large and
bold, whenever it was required. I do not know whether it was
actually a legal requirement or a moral requirement but when-
everat the time it arose we all complied.

Mr. MILLER. Etut semi ding to your testimony, Mr. Levine, on page
2, it was somewhere in the last '60s that this general suspicion of
the harmful effects within your industry.
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Mr. Levi NE. Yes. Until that time we went on our merry way
producing the best product we a ly could with the economics
which existed unaware of a a. ala le hazard. The moment that the

le hazard wiskraised we all participated in finding out what
to be done to comply with the law of the land or the moral

requirements. We worked very closely with Dr. Selikoff and his
entire group from its inception. I can walk into the laboratory there
and refer to all of the eminent doctors by first names Ifillat our
involvement has been so close with them. I have had, Dr. Langer
analyze things for me on his electron microscope to find out if there
was any asbestos, what the scope and content of the asbestos was,
and so firth.

So we have been in this thing up to our ears from the word_go
until today. We started to look for nonasbestos material before BIPA
abandoned it completely because we could see the handwriting on
the wall. I am not sure tlie nonasbestos-contalning are good as the
asbestos-containing materials because we have not had enough time
elapse. But we do comply and use products which contain no
asbestos, no free silica, and all OSHA requirements are met in the
plant. Anything that has to be done has been done and has been
properly documented so that We know within the scope of what we
have to do. We also know there are %grays of remedying the situation
which exists today without going wild about it and ripping every-
thing down.

I want to relate one incident that I do not know whether we could
enforce it today, because the discipline in schools has dissipated to
where it does not exist. Some years ago I was in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, a school building entirely coated with asbestos-containing
material. I think it had been up for 5 years. There was not one
speck of damage in any of the ceilings in the school. It was rather
unusual because vandalism exists when kids find out they can shoot
paper clips up with a rubber band and have it impinge into the
material. I got to the superintendent of the building, asked him how
come? He said, "It is very simple. We have a convocation of the
entire school body when the semester commences and the principal
inform! them anybody round vandalizing the ceiling will be ex-
pelled.' And it worked. We do not have that much control over the
Idds any mow I am afraid.

Mr. Mims. Dr. Leineweber, when this decision was made, did
you convey this to the purchasers of your bulk or raw asbestos
product?

Dr. LEINEWEEISR. Yes, we did. In fact I would like to trace a little
bit the history of the awareness of the health problem associated
with asbestos. ff we go back in time in the late '50s and early '60s,
the first indications of severe asbestosis and other problems may
have been in the asbestos textile industry, one application where
the fibers are essentially unbonded, very loosely bound in the fluffy
textile materials. The second a nd major indication was the studies
by Dr. Selikoff and his group Mount Sinai which indicated among
the insulation workers there Was a high incidence of disease which
really was the most definitive work.in the field and which brought
the situation to the place it is now.
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Under these circtimstances all of the products that
used by the workmen in these situations were
friable, dusty products. So in light of that background
we made a conscious decision, actually in cooperation ivith the
group at Mount Sinai, we worked together to find new ways of
accomplishing the same ends without asbestos fiber, to remove the
dusty, friable products from the market. We ourselves made hup
investment on pipe insulation to make an asbesteeiree% product that
would satisfY ta of the angry In

Mr. MILLER. What to the demand for that product after
you notified.. them of t problem?

Dr. Imuswisint.' The continued for the asbestos-frea.
material. The market for asbestos-free insulation has pbIy
grown, the Asbestos-insulation pi market has probably grown
witheut any discontinuities in even with the change from
asbestakontaining to asbestos-free. Ths other comment is that in
1964 before__

Mr. Mum. The demand I was referring to was the=riaofb tl,e
bulk or raw asbestos to be incorporated in the spray

Dr. Lsugswssan. Much of the marng of abates fiber that we
participated in" has been done through d,oftitore and in many
caserrn do not have any control, as the original supplier, what

When It geth through a distributor.
Mum. Did you conthiue te sell the same volume of raw

material that had thatr. When the decision was consciously made I
would msume by that tithe the volume that went into that applica-
tion was starting to go down. I have no data to substantiate that.

t I conunent?
Mr. Mum. Yes.
Mr. Lamm. We are talking in the spray fiber industry about a

very small segment of industry. The amount of asbestos which that
industry consumed was about. 1 percent of the entire consum$ion
of asbestos in the United States. So that if three or four different
producers suddenly had no market for their asbestos it would
barely show in their sales statistics. It was lost inunediately; it did
not affect anybody.

Mr. Mnataa. That is very helpful, thank you.
Dr. Lamm:sm. Also at the present time within the past year we

have made the conscious decision that we will not sell asbestos fiber
through distributors where we no longer have any control over the
ultimate application. So we sell directly

I.
the end users so we

know what is being done with it, how it is being used and is it of
any concern.

also in response to Congressman Weiss' question, you that
Mr. Mum In response toi and I believe in yiiur but

it is your position that there Is no evidence to show t the low
level of exposures ofyoung people in schools I. in any way a health
hazard; is that a fair statement of what you said?

Dr. Lumswassit. Yes, it is.
Mr. Mum. What would be the evidence?
Dr. Lzugswraza. The scientific literature.

.^*
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Mr. Wuxi What would be the evidence that would show you
that that is a health hazard?

Dr. Lemmas& I believe there is enough, as I tried to mention
in some of deviations from my written testimony, there is an

of evidence which indicates that there is a very
definite &se response with asbestos-related diseases, Indicating dose
response. So there is an pparent nO-response level which is above

. the level that exists in the schools. If we take the numbers that'
have been published at 200, 800 nanograms per cubic meter, these
vary definitely to be below the 14113011119

Mr. Mama. e I hope you are right, but I am a little =-
corned, because as read the literature al a lay _person and as I
listen to witnesses they are talking about this material as a carcino-
genic which does not have a threshold. Elo to talk about low-level

ex
is to beg the issue a little bit, as I understand.

Curew :ppreciate certainly being corrected if I am wrmg anf4 also
certainly to be afforded the citations on which you rely bemuse I
want to make sure that we are both discussing the same problem.
You put forth a statement by Dr. Kotin on page 8, I think it was a
statement attadhed to yours, where he talks about latency, and that
latency does not appear to be much different than that of adults, as
well as the evidence is.

Dr. Lowman. That latter question is addressed to the problem
oE Do children have a' higher susceptibility than adults. That
evidence indicates that children have the same .latency period and,
therefore, the conclusion that you can draw is that they have the
same susceptibiity as adults.

Mr. Mama. When he spke before the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, that is not what he said. He said a rapidly developing
cell, a cell which has a shorter turnovet time than another cell is
perhaps more likely to be subject to the action of a carcinogenic.

That is a little different conclusion about children than what you
suggest he is saying here about latency. As I understand latency, we
are talking about that time in which you could discover the evi-
dence in which to make the determination as to whether or not this
is a dangerous material and whether this is a dangerous level.

We found for shipyard workers it came 80 years later. As a result
cf waiting for the evidence, we got a chance to count the bodies.

Now; I still don't understand the evidence that you talk about
that would be necessary to show, to prove the case that these levels
of exposure in fact are not harmful when you have a latency period
and you also have the issue of whether or not a child's body would
assimilate this material faster than an adult.

Dr. LICINZWZBER. It iS unfortunate that Dr. Kotin is not here.
Mr. Mum. It sure is. We have been trying to get hiin here for a

considerable period of time.
Dr. LauNswEssa. The statement he made before the Consumer

Product Safety Commission was sometime ago. As I said before,
there is an increasing body of evidence which indicates the fact that
there is a no response level that apparently is going to be
substantiated.

As I tried to point ont earlier in my testimony, all of the evidence
is really associated with occupational and the so-called para-occupa-
tional, the familial, et cetera.

z-39
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Mr. Mum. I understand that.
Dr. Lettawasza. These are the only bits of evidence.
Mr. Musa. It is also from listening to testimony of_people not in

occupational situations but who were related, some of your former
employees who -happen to be married, people who happen to be
married to your former employees who now have contacted these
diseases or happened to have those employees as fathers and
mothers and now have contacted the diseases.related to asbestos.

So, I am concerned about the threshold or level that is not
harmful. We listened to an individual here earlier who apparently
is very familiar with the information and' the state of the knowledge
and he told us that at best we don't know and maybe we ought to
use some common genie and where materials are deteriorating,
maybe we ought to get them out of schools.

If the evidence has so dramatically changed since Dr. Kotin testi-
fied in 1977 before the Consumer Product Safety Commission, we
ought to have that Made available to us.

Dr. LEINEWEBER. In my testimony I said if there is concern over
the problem let's do something about it, do something in a logical,
stepwise, consistent manner.

Mr. Musa. What are you prepared to do?
Dr. Lamaysasa. I am prepared to support the EPA in their

current activities so that when there is a national alert published
we can tell the school systems how to proceed and give them good,
sound advice on what to do.

Mr. MILLER. In the Washinigton Post there is an articleI think
this is 1147-78where Mr. Richard Carter, an attorney for your
corporation, said that Johns-Manville has offered to help locate
asbestos in schools but the company does not plan to pay for
cleaning up the asbestos.

Are you currently involved in trying to locate asbestos in schools?
Dr. LEINEWEBER. We are currently working with EPA and the

Environmental Defense Fund.
Mr. CARTER. I would like to clarify that remark quoted by Mr.

Richards of the Washington Post. It was not accurate. It was as a
result of an interview over the telephone and some words must
have gotten lost.

I stated that since last spring we have been working very closely
with the EPA and the Environmental Defense Fund. We support
EPA's initial determination to undertake a voluntary action pro-
gram, and we have tried to assist them, for example, in the
preparation of a guidance document that will be at some point in
the future issued to school districts throughout the country in an
effort to tell them how to identify if they do have an asbestos
containing sealing material in their school and how to determine
which form of renovation activity might be appropriate in their
situation or when no renovation activity is arranged at all.

This has been the extent of our involvement and we are continu-
ing to be involved with EPA and the Environmental Defense Fund,
and we will continue our cooperative efforts.

Mr. MILLEk. Thank you for that clarification. I think that is very
important in terms of what portion of this burden, the size of which
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we don't know yet, Johns-Manville is prepared to shoulder or other
manufacturers.

I hate to limit it Jura to Johnolianvilk, but other manufacturers
or who have installed it, in hel$ng us to 'locate it.

the industrY is even removed from you. In terms of
distribution and in terms of insulation), it could be a massive help
because I am not sure every school record will tell us what is the
material that is put into the ceiling or walls.

_Bo, I *mid &ye that in the ated industries le same kind
of cooperation is forthcoming.

Mr. Lama There ie a succinct way of determining. Every school
built has to have a set of plans filed with the local building official.
That would indicate what ingredients were used. The time it was
installed would dictate to us whether it had asbestos in it or not.

Mr. Musk I hate to be cynical, but a lot of times we find out
what the government contracts for and what we get are two
diffOkent things. That is not a bad start, though. I appreciate your
help. Ist me thank you.

I would apiate it really ifI don't want to play with the
scientific evi- on which we are supposed to mak.e determina-
tions of how to handle thisbut I would awredate very much

,citations of the evidence in terms of low lev4 exposure and new
approaches on thresholds because everything this cominittee has
heard so fai both on the occupational sicls and flarther has been to
the contrary.

I would appreciate that being made available to the committee.
Dr. Lznarwinza. I would be happy to send it to the committee.
Mr. Wass. Mr. Leineweber, would you comment on the statement

you made at the bottom of page 7 of your testimony which says:
"At the end of the 1960s and in the early 1970s the Federal

Government as well as the asbestos industry Wm.me aware of the
fact that the use of these asbestos-containing spray-on coatinp
represented a possible hazard to the workmen responsible for their
application and a release of asbestos fibers into the ambient air.
This awareness ledto an active search for substitute materials, and
the ultimate banning of their use (1973) by the EPA."

Does that mean that your company first became aware of the
hazards of asbestos in the 1960s or when did your company first
become aware of it as a health hazard?

Dr. LEINEWZBER. That statement is specifically directed to the use
of the sprayed asbestos-containing coatings as fireproofing materials
in the buildings. This is as a result of Dr. Selikoffs study with the
insulation workers and the things I was discuesing earlier.

At that time we made the conscious decision to remove the
friable, loosely bonded asbestos uses from the market

Mr. %las. When did Johns-Manville first become aware of the
fact that there was a health hazard to the people who worked for
Johns-Manville?

Mr. CARTER. Let me try to answer that question. We are talking
here about our knowledge with regard to the particular product
being the spray-on application of sealing materials.

The medical scientific knowledge that we know today regarding
the health effects of exposure to asbestos is something that has
evolved over many, many decades.

42.479 I) 7s .
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For example, prior to 1964 when Dr. Selikoff did his now famous
Audy of insulan workers, we knew that Certain kinds of *coup&
tional exposures to asbestos could lead to an increased risk of
dismiss.

There *ere studies of miners, millers exposed to asbestos, people
in the textile industries particularly in Great Britain who had
developed a high incidence of asbestos-related diseases.

We saw it in our oivn industrial manufacturing diseases.
Mr. Weiss. When did Johns-Manville as a company first become

aware of this problem for its employees?
Mr. CARTER. For its employees?
Mr: Weiss. Yes.
Mr. CARTS& Many decades ago. As far as insulation workers, we

were not aware of the risk to them until 1964 when Dr. Sefikoff did
his study. Since then, Dr. Selikoff has done many additional studios.

In the early 1970. he did studies on the exposure levels of
workers who were involved in spraying these asbestos-contained
coatinp on steel beams. That I. when we recognized that was an
inappropriate use of asbestos because the fibers were not ade-
quately located into the product.,.We stopped inanufacturing that
type of product.

Mr. Waist When you say many decades ago, wheil do you mean?
Mr. CARTER. It I. difficult to answer NOUN* RS years went OA

more and more was learned about asbestos. During the 1930. we
supported research at Saranak Lake regarding potential hazards
because of exposure to asbestos.

Mr. Weiss. The reason I am asking you is because Dr.
Leineweber's response indicates that you need more precise data at
this point to indicate that schoolchildren may in. fact be exposed to
a hazard.

I am trying to establish when aohns-Manville first became con-
vinced; persuaded that in fact it was a health hazard to its own
employees so that we can engage with some amount of intelligence
how much we can rely upon the estimate of, Johns-Manville.

Mr. CARTER. The answer to that question really I. not relevant to
the question before this subcommittee.

Mr. Weiss. You would allow us to make the judgment as to what
is or is not relevant, would you not? Dr. Leineweber had indicated
that there is insufficient evidence to indicate whether in fact there
is a hazard to schoolchildren. To the best of his knowledge, there is
not.

There may in fact come a time 20 years from now when there
may be sufficient evidence to persuade Dr. Leineweber that the
presence of sprayed asbestos presents a health hazard to
schoolchildren.

What 1 want to know is: Since you now said that Johns-Manville
admits that to its own employees there has been a health hazard,
when did Johns-Manville first come to that conclusion? When was
it persuaded that there was e hazard?

Mr. CARTER. All the evidence that exicts, even today, indicates
that the hazards from exposure to asbestos fibers are limited to
exposures in occupational and para-occupational situations.
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There is no evidence today nor has there ever been any evidence
showing that time is any risk or hazard from'general environmen-
tal exposures.

Mr. Woos. Assume that that is true, what I would like to know is
when did Johns-Mansville come to that conclusion?

Mr. Own. I am sorry, but I don't know the answör to that
, question.

. Mr. Warm Well, you said that there was evidence _going back
4ecades;that there were studies concluded decades ago. I am

u whether in fact Johns-Manville came to the conclusion in 1
1945when did it come to the conclusion that in fact its own

em were working in a hazardous occupation?
ASTER. You have to remember the studies, for example, that

were a le many years ago, back- in the thirties and forties,
relaied very limited occupational settings.

Most earl studies done had to do with people in
the of raw asbestos fiber, of people wor with
asbestos e operation 3. As Dr. Leineweber said, in the
textile product were probably some of the most loosely bOund

roduct where te fibers were free to be reledbed during manufao.
ture and as w \as that, during use.

The studies wer* preliminary in these" areas. There were many
Other product uses Of asbestos fiber not studied until later dates.

Mr. NVEtss. When those studies come out in the early 1930. Johns-
Manville was not in fact persuaded that there was a problem to its
own employees?

Mr. CAwm. We certainly recognized I believe as far back as the
1930. of the risk of development of asbestosis.

Mr. Wins. To some of itik employees?
Mr. CA/MUL Yes. You have to recognize that an association

between exposure to asbestos and varrouw forms of cancer was not
recognized until the late 1960s or early 1970s, as far as its associ-
ation with bronchogenic lung cancer and mesothelionsa. That was
not known in the 1940. and 1950s,

Mr. Muss. I have some indication froni the story Mr. Richards
wrote in the Washington Post that there were studies completed in
1984, 1935, 1986 which in fact Johns-Manville by its own industrial
doctrine was duccessful in having not published.

Mr. CAM'S& I would suggest th.at you please refer for scientific
accuracy to scientific journals and not the Washington Post, with
all due respect to the Washington Post.

Mr. Wyss. As a matter of fact, the story .refers to an industry
journal called 'Asbestos,' which apparently had been asked not to
run some stories by the then attorney for Johns-Manville.

This goes back to 1985 and the attorney was one Vandiver Brown,
who was the Johns-Manville attorney. Is that a sufficiently good
source?

Mr. CARTS& Mr. Weiss, the issue of those documents were well
covered in the company's testimony at congressional hearings in
Honolulu a month or a month and a half ago. I don't believe this is
the appropriate forum to go into that agam.

Mr. Wiuss. I have one final question.
When Johns-Manville became convinced that their employees,

were in fact subject to certain health hazards, were those employees
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notified that in fact they were running a risk of contracting ahy of
these diseases and when they, were given physicals, were theyjn
fact told that they were in the process of developing these asbestas-
related diseases?

Mr. CARTER. Not only did I not work with Johns-Manville in those
days, I Was not even born then. I know from my discussions with
other people in the country that starting back in the early 1980s, as
we learned more about occupational exposures to asbestos, we kept
taking remedial measures to install and improve- engineering con-
trols and to continue to reduce occupational exposure to asbestos.

As new government regulations came out lowering the TLVs, we
took steps to makesure these lower requirements were met in our
manufacturing facilities.

Mr. Wilms. Wouldn't you agree with me that an industry such as
the one that you are part of is the first one to be asked to pass
judgment as to what is or is not health hazard, that you are too
close to the hazard as a company, too involved in that industry.and
cannot _possibly be as objective as the doctors who testify?

Mr. CARTER. I totally disagree with your conclusion.
Mr. Aunty. Absolutely not.
Mr. Cswria. We have clone a great deal to imance a considerable

amount of scientific and health-related research related to asbestos
aneother materials.

Mr. Wziss. I call to Tour attention that you take the iimilar
position as the tobacco industry takes with relation to tobacco.

Mr. CARTER. I take strong exception to that In many papers like
the Washington Post the tobsao industry denies cigarette smoking
is related to lung cancer. We fully recognize that exposure to
excessive amounts of asbestos can lead to the development of
certain diseases and, therefore, precautions have to be taken and
inappropriate uses of the product have to be discontinued, and we
have done this...

Mr. Warms. Thank you.
Mr. Mims& Let me .just say, I don't think all this is as it appears

to be. I think Mr. Weiss has touched upon a vety salient point, and
that is to the credibility of witnesses when they are asking that
their recommendations be followed as a matter of public policy by
this committee.

It goes to the issue that Mr. Weiss and myself have tried to
develop as to.the exposure of these schoolchildren to this substance.
I think it would be fair to say that when we asked what you did in
the occupational area and what you are recommending here, it Mis
some relevance and it is before this committee because there is
substantial evidence that either you were ignorant of or ignored
substantial scientific evidence, not Washington Post articles, but
substantial scientific evidence through the late 1920s, 1930s, 1940s,
1950s. Only then apparently, according to testimony by your com-
pany, when the definitive Selikoff study was done, was something
really determined on how to deal with your workers.

I think with that track recordand I can appreciate your not
wanting to comment on it since it is a matter of litigationbut with
that track record, I question to what extent we should weigh your
recommendat ions.
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I think it is a very important p;nt to put before this
because this committee lias hid testimony from your
that they worked in your plants as late as the late l980s
never told of the hazards, even though it looked like a snowstorm
inside the factories and they could .not see the lights.

I think it goes to the question of recommendations that somehow
*we have a voluntary effort by a whole lot of other people.

Mr. CARTER. At the same, time, I have gotten the impression
listening to all the testimony this 'miming that to.a certain extent
you have almost tried to put words in the mouths of the various
witnesses here today that there is a health hazard presently brthe

I. existence of these asbestos spray-on materials in the schools and
none have testified to that.

Mr. Musa. The question were of exposure, whether the scientific
committee agrees on threshold, the question of whettter or not the
children were different than adultsand the gentlemen from HEW
suggested they wereand the question of those exposure levels and
whether they can 'make definitive levels about those.

We.may differ on what those exposure levels are but the question
of whether you are in an occupational field or whether you are
learning reading, writipg, and arithmetic has some bearing.

The gentleman here is talking about a universal standard. If you
are exposed to it, you are exposed to it. We have seen enough
variables on the times of exposure to be concerned. It is not putting
words in anybody's mouth. It is trying to establish a basis on
whether or not and to what extent this .is a problem.

The people in manufacturing, education and otherwise have to be
given different weight.

Mr. Ituzzz. On that very point, the counsel for Johns-ManSille
indicated in response to Congressman Weiss. that he felt this was
not the appropriate forum for a certain question. Let me suggest
that this committee does have the power to subpoena records and to
administer oaths.

After listening for a while this morning I think we *shotild
consider doing lust that.

Mr. MILLER. Not being the chairman of this committee, I will not
go around issuing subpoenas. That leads to a greater fight than you
have ever seen m your life.

Let me say the more I delve into the issue of asbestos-related
diseases, the more I think witnesses ought to be sworn.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. LEVINE. Mr. Miller, may I say something. I hope we will

refrain frOm lumping one industry with another industry. If you
want to find out the integrity of the straight fiber industry ask Dr.
Irving Selikoff or Dr. Sayer or Dr. Ralph Nicholson about what we
have done to help them.

Mr. MILLER. My comments were directed 4t- the Johns-Manville
Corporation here. Thank you very much. \

The committee will fiear from the gentleman from EPA, and also
from the.Environmental Defense Fund, if we might, because we are
about to lose some membership, I am afraid.

So, if we could include that in a single panel just for the purposes
of receiving the testimony, and then we will ask you questions
individually.

\ .
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STATEMENT OF jOHN MANY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRA-
TOR FOR CHEMICAL CONTROL, ENVIItONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY, ACCOMPANIED BY CYNTHIA C. KELLY.. DIRECTOR,
CONTROL AMON DIVISION

Mr. Mum. Mr. DeKany, your testimony will be put in the
record. If you could summarize bmuse of our time problem, we will
arec1ate it.

. thiltorY. Good afteinoon. My name is John DeKany. I am
the Deputy Assistant Administrator for Chemical Control within.
the Mft of Toxic Substances of the Environmental Protection

Aircy.t; office is responsible for developing the means to contrid
hazardous chemicals under the Toxic S.ubstances Control Act.

One of the chemicals that ye futve under active investigation is
asbestos..I a predate this opportunity to describe EPA's activities
to control asbestos and in particular our program to control asbes-
tos-sprayed materials in schools.

. I will begin my discussion with some background on the problem
caused by asbestos-sprayed materials and on efforts by the Federal
Government to solve those problems.

At this point I would like to provide some background on the
various aspects, and the previous *itnesses have done that very
well.

There are three types of actions schools may take to abate the .

problem.
Schools may temove the asbestos, encapsulate it or enclose it.

Removal is the most effective abatement action, but it generally is
the most expensive and is not practical in all situations.

Encapsulation refers to the spraying of the asbestie with a
sealant or coating which will bind the asbestos fibers. Enclosure
refers to placing Mrriens between the asbestos and the public; the
asbestos fibers. remain behind the barrier.

What abatement action, if any, is needed depends on the particw
lar situation in the building, and the most appropriate abatement
action is not always readily apparent.

In .1973 EPA prohibited the spraying of friable materials contain-
ing more than 1 percent asbestos for use as insulatioe. or
fireproofink materials. In June 1978 this prohibition was expanded
to cover spraying for any purpose.

The EPA regulations were promulgated under the authority of
the Clean Air Act to preirent the unsafe introduction a asbestos
fibers into the outdoor ambient air.

However, concern over existing problems with indoor air contami-
nation has continued within EPA, particularly in the last year with
identification of the school problem. We have held a number of
meetings with asbestos industry representatives and the Environ-
mental Defense Fund in an-attempt to assess the situation.

EPA has retained Dr. Robert Sawyer, one of the nation's few
experts on the specific problem of asbestos in buildings, as a
consultant. .Dr. Sawyer has addressed this subcommittee this
morning.
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Lest October EPA conducted a telephone survey of the States in
order to inform ourselves of the status of State programs andtto
establish contacts with the appropriate public health, education and
environmental departments which have some degree of responsibil-
ity for asbestos control within each State.

In the fa EPA also establish - "tactsandheldmeetIngswlthQ
school board associations, the A .= s. y of Pediatrics, the ..-C10,
and others to take advantage of a wi variety of viewpoints on this
difficult subject
- These contacts have aided EPA in disseminating iniormation 'on

asbestos in schools and have resulted in a number of articles such
ai the one recently published in the 4merican School Board
Journal.

This article "presented many of EPA's viewpoints on the probleth
direitly to school administrators.

EPA has also worked with the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, which has supported continuing research in this area.
In 1977 the Public Health Service issued a bulletin to all local
public health officials apprising them of the potential hazard of
exposure to asbestos in buildings. In August 1978 Secretary Califano
wrote to the Governors about this problem, `identifying sortacts
within HEW and EPA for further information and assistance. The
Secretary's letter placed emphasis on schools and on voluntary
action in those schools where hazards exist

EPA has developed a four-part asbestos co trol program relying
on voluntary efforts by the States and schoo districts as the best
approach for collecting data on the extent of the problem .and
getting a control program going as soon le.

The four parts of the asbestos con area: (1) prepara-
tion and disseminatio of a Guidance ackage; (2) training of-field
personnel; (3) devel a quality urance *nd technical amis.
tarict:eriggram;
p with

eveloping reporting program. EPA is
81111111 eously.

The Guidance Pac will consist of two manuals and a report-
ing form. EPA's telep ne survey revealed a need by State and
local officialapfor reliable information on how to identify asbestos-
spray& matfrials and what to do to control them. These manuals
will satisfy that need.

The first manual will be a handbook written in non-technical
language. It will explain how to look for asbestos in a school, how to
determine what I. the most appropriate abatement action, and how
to make certain that a contractor performs an abatement action
properly. A draft of this manual has been distributed on a limited
basis for comment, and we are getting back good comments which
will help us produce a better manual. The final version should be
completed by the end of February.

The second manual is much more technical in nature. It explains
in detail how to perform a laboratory analysis for asbestos and what
procedures to follow in taking abatement actions. It also explains
what Federal regulations must be met when taking corrective
actions. This manual was published last March by EPA's Office of
Air Quality Planning and Standards and is currently available
upon request. It will be useful to analytical laboratories and to
contractors performing abatement actions.

241
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The Guidance Package will be mailed in March to the Governors,
State asbestos program contacts and every school district in the
nation. In addition, EPA will begin a training program to explain
hoW to use the manuall.

The training program will be given to EPA's regional Toxic
Substance Coordfnatrs, to HEW regional coordinators, and to State
and local officials.

EPA has contracted for the production of a videotape which will
illustrate the material in the non-technical manual. Copies .of this
tape will be made available to State and local officials.

The third part of the asbestos- control program is the quality
assurance and techalcal assistance program- . EPA will prepare a
manual that will specify a procedure for iperforming bulk analyses.
for asbestos. State and local officials will be able to use this manual
to make certain that the samples that they collect are properly
analyled for asbestos.

The final part is the reporting program. A reporting form will be
sent to every school district as part of the Guidance Package. School
districts will be requested to report to EPA, either directly tor by
way of a State agency, .on the results of their insRection, sampling
and what actions, if any, were taken. These data will enable EPA to
determine the full extent of the problem and to evaluate the success
of the asbestos control program.

This asbestos program has a number of major advantagep:
First and most important is that the program can be imple-

mented much faster than a rule can be promulgated. The program
will get under way. in March when EPA mails a Guidance Package
totevery school district. Promulgation of a rule would take at least
ode year because of the need to comply with established regulatory
and tulministrative'propedures including the preparation of detailed
exposure and eeonomic analyses.-A rule could be delayed even
longer if challenged legally.

A second advantage of the asbestos control program is that it
complements rather than conflicts with existing State programs.
Over thirty States have existing programs to control asbestos-
sprayed materials, and this number should increase once the Guid-
ance Package is distributed.

s EPA is confident that State and local governments will cooperate
because they share mutual.concern with EPA about protecting the
public health. EPA values the cooperation of State and local offi-
cials and believes the currently planned program is the best way to
obtain it. .

A third advantage is the ability to maintain flexibility in order to
minimize the cost of taking abatement actions. The problem caused
by asbestos-sprayed materials varies greatly from building to build-
ing. In some buildings asbestos-sprayed materials are intact; in
some they are rapidly deteriorating.

In some buildings asbestos-sprayed material I. readily accessible;
in others it is not.

The costs of different types of abatement actions also vary signifi-
cantly. The asbestos control proilram will allow each school district
to evaluate the hazard in each school building and to decide on the

3
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abatemdbt action based on the particular circum-=ri school. r
A rule probably could not have hthis degree of flexibility and

would most liket, be more complicid*d and expensive than the
Tined propam. The asbestos control =gram wougibatcasis-

neetaedhoawnrwciulwitesutr:irpntlemenregttion °fife gle.ch It will providbel
EPA with much of the information needed to develop a rule. It will
11129 helPINPere those who might be subject to a rule by providing
them with technicid information and practical experience. In fact,
all of the technical support which NPA would give to States in a
rulemaldng will be given in the asbestos control program,

The Environmental Defense Fund has followed EPA's activities
closely and would prefer immediate rulemaldng rather than rell-
ance on voluntary compliance. As a consequence, EDF has peti-
tioned EPA to regulate asbestos-sprayed materials under Section 6
of TSCA. There is no dispute that asbestos-sprayed materials can
present a serious problem. The concern is over the best approach
for solving the problem, and getting ont with the job.

EPA has not ruled out the 11 ility of regulation but has
concluded that maximum public th protection cail be achieved
with an asbestos-control program relying on vohmtary efforts: The
EDF petition is under study and Administrator Costle will respond
in the next several weeks.

EDF's petition asks EPA to require under Section 6(aX7) of TSCA
that the manufacturers and processors of asbestos-sprayed mated-
als pay for all or a major part of the abatement actions taken. It is
clear that use of Section 6(aX7) would be extremely controversial
and would require resolution of difficult issues.

Under the circumstances rulemaking would undoubtedly be
lengthy and, moreover, there is little doubt that such rulemaking
would be followed by litigation. The results could be years of delay.
In the interiin the public health interest may not be served because
abatement actions might be delayed pending fmal resolution of all
issues. School districts would be reluctant to pay for abatement
actions if there was a chance that someone else would pfiy for them.

With regard to funding, EPA has been unable to identify any
sources of P'ederal funds within EPA's budget that could help States
with the costs of abatement action.

Under the planned asbestos control program it k expected that
State ancl local agencies would bear these abatement costs. How
much of an impact this factor will have upon the success of the
asbestos control program is uncertain and will depend to a signifi-
cant extent upon the magnitude of the asbestos problem and local
financial situations.

In sumipary, the Guidance Package should provide State and
local officials with all of the information they need to identify
asbestos-sprayed materials in schools, to evaluate the hazard, and to
take the appropriate abatement action. EPA and HEW personnel
will be available to assist, if necessary.

EPA will use the information obtained throwli its reporting
p to evaluate the asbestos control program. This information

also be used as part of EPA's larger program to investigate all
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uses of abestos which could lead to further action by EPA, includ-
ing regulatory action.

Control of friable asbestos-sprayed materials could be a major
part of such regulation, particularly if the preeent asbestos control
program does not prove to be adequate.

Thank you. That concludes the prepared portion of my testimony. .

[The complete statement of Mr. DaCany follows]
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and structural components of numerous buildings, includin4

many schools, in the United States. The asbestos was used

primarily for insulation and fireproofing, and in some

cases, for decoration. No one knows how many schools

contain asbestos-sprayed materials, but it is our best

jtWlgpent that one to five percent of the schools in this

country may contain asbeilos. Much of the asbestos-sprayed

'material is friable, Which means that it readily crumbles.

, he this friable sprayed material deteriorates it releases

asb.stos fiberw.into the building's air, and occupants of

the building inhale the fibers. Inhalation of asbeatos

fibers-is a well established health hazard because it causes

Lung cancer, mesothelomia, andHother respiratory diseases.

There are three types of actions which schools may take

to abate the problem. Schools may remove the asbestos,

encapsulate it,'or enclose it. Removal is the most

effective abatement action, but it tienerally is the most

expensive and is not practical in all situations.

Encapsulation refers to the spraying of the asbestos with a

sealant or coating which will bini the asbestos fibers.

Unclosure refers to placing barriers between,the asbestos

and the public; the asbestos fil,ers remain behind the

barrier. What abatement action, if any, is needed depends

on the particuIar situation in the buildimI, and Vie motit
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appropriate abatement action is not always readily apparent.

In 1973, EPA:prohibited the spraying of friable

materials containing more than one percent asbestos for use

as insulating or fireproofing naterials. In June, 1978 this

prohibition was expandel to cover spraying for any

purpose. The EPA regulations wexe promulgated under the

authority of the Clean Air Act to prevent the unsafe

introduction of asoestos fihers iato the outioor anbient

air.

However, concern over existing problems with indoor air

contamination has continued within VPA, particularly in the

last year with identificaiion of the school problem. We

have held a number of meetings with asbestos industry

representatives and the Environmental Defense Fund in an

attempt to assess the situation. EPA haaretained Or.

RoOert Sawyer, one'of the nation's few experts on the

.speciIic problem of asbestos in buildings, as,a consultant.

Dr. Sawyer will oe addressing this Subcomnittee later this

0
morning.

Last Octotper !TA coniuctel a telephone Survey of the

Itates in order to inform ourselves of the status of state

rrolrams ana to establish contacts wAth the appropriate

p3lic health, plucation, and environmental denartmente

wt41ch have son.? leqrea of responstoiltty for 2u3oest.ls

control althin aacn Stat.t. In rho fall CP4 also f:stablished

15.444,
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'contacts and held meetings with school board associations,

the Academy of Pediatrics, the AFL-CIO, and.others to take

advantage of a wide variety of viewpoints on this difficult

. subject. These contacts have aided EA-in disseminating'

information on asbestos in schools and have resulted in a

number of articles such as the one recently published in the

American School Roard. Journal. This article presentei many

of EPA's-viewpoint on the problem directly to school .

administrators. A

EPA.has also workeJ with,the Dceartment of.Haelth,

education and Pelfare (DHEw), which has supnortei

'cOntinuing research in this drea. In 1977, the Public

, Health Service issued a bulletin to all local Public health

officials apprising them of the potential hazard of exposure

to asbestos in buildinIs. In August 1978, Secretary

Califano wrote tl the Governors about this problem,

identifying contacts within MEW and EPA for further

information and assistance. The Secretary's letter placed

emphasis on schools and on Voluntary action in those schools

where hazaris exist.

EPA has developed a foor-part asbestos control program

relying on voluntary efforts by the States and school

districts as the uest approach for collecting data
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on the extent pf the problem and getting a control program

going an soon as possible. The four parts of the,asbestos

control program axes (1) preparation and dissemfnation of a

Guidance Package, (2) training of field personnel, (3)

developing a quality assurance and technical assistAnce

program, and (4) developing a reporting prolrah. EPA is

aroceeling with these parts simultanelusly.

The Guidance Package will consist of two manuals

reporting form. EPA's telephone am-Vey revealed a need

state and local Officials for reliable information on how to

identify asbestos-sprayed eateriale and What to do to

control ttiem. These manuals will satisfy that iieed. The

first manual will be a handbook written in nontechnical

language. It will explain how to look tor asbestos in a

school, how to determine what is the most aoprooriate

abatement action, and how to make certain that a contractor

.pecforms an abatement action properly. A draft of this

manual has peen distributed.on a limited basis fOr comment.

.and the final version should be completed by the end of

reuruary.

The seconi nanual is mucb nore technicaiin nature. It

explains in detail how to perform a lahoratory analysis for

asmestoa an1 what orocelures to follow in takinl abatement
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actions. It also explains what federal regulations must be

imat When taking corrective iations. This manual was

published last March by EPA's'Office of Air Quality Planning

and Standards.and is currently available upon request. It

will be useful to analytical laboratories awl to contractors

performing abatement actions.

The Guidance Package will be mailed in March to the

Governors, state asbestos program contacts, and every.school

district in the nation. In addition, 'EPA will begin a

training progranyto explain how to use the manuals: The

training program will be given to CPA's regional Toxic

Substance Coordinators, to MEW regional coordinators, and

to state and local officials. EPA has contracted for the

production of a videotape which will illustrate the material

in the nontechnical manual. Copies of this tane will be

made availaole to state and local ofticials.

The third part of the asbestos control program is the
. .

'quality assurance and technical assistance program.- EPA

'will prepare a monual that will specify a procedure for

performing bulk analyses for asbestos. State and local

officials will be able to use this mahual to make certain

that the samples that they collect are properly analysed for

asbestos.

Gl
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The final part is the reportint program. A reporting

forM will be sent to every school district ai part.of the

Guidance Package. School districts will be requested tO

report to EPA, either directly Or by way of a state agency,

on the resUlts of their inspection, sampling, and what

actions, if any, were taken. These data will enable EPA to

.
determine the full extent of the problem and to evaluate the

success of the agbestos control program.

This asbestos program has a number of major advantages..

First ani most important is that the program can be

implemented much faster than a rule can be promulgated. The

program wfll get underway in March when EPA mails a Guidance

Package to every school district. Promulgation of a rule

would take at least one year because of the need to comply

with established regulatory and administrative procedures
I.

includiel the preparation of exposure and economic analyses.

A rule could he delayed even longer if challenged legally.

A second advantaue of the asbestos control program is

that it complements rdther than conflicts with existinj

state prolrams. Over thirty States hire existing programs

to control asbestos-sprayed materials, and this number

should increase once the Guidance Package is distributed.

t
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£PA is Confident that state.and local governments will

cooperate because they share mutual concern with. EPA about

protecting the public health. pPA values the cooperation of

state and local officials and believes the currently planned

program is the best way to obtain it.

A third advantage is the ability to maintain flexibility

in order to minimise the cost of taking abatement actions.

The problem caused by asbestos-sprayed materials varies

greatly from building to hmAlding. In.some buildings

aabestos-sprayed ceilings are intact; in some they are

rapialy deteriorating. In some buildings asbestos-sprayed

material is readily accessible; in others it is not. The

costs of different'types of abatement actions also vary

significantly. The asbestos control program will allow each

school flistrict to evaluate the hazard in each school

building and to decide on.the appropriate abatement action

nased on the particular circumstances in the school.

A rule probably could not have this degree of

flexibility, and wouldeost likely be more complif!ated and

expensive than the plannei proorart. The asbestos control

program would be consistent with subsequent regulation if

such.requlation is needed ana would ease the implementation

of a rule. It will provide EPA with much of the information

.42.475 4, 7.4 31
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,needed to develop a rule. It will also help prepare those

who.etight be subject to a rule by pro4idinTthem ifith

technical information and practical experience. In fact,

alLof the technical support which EPA would live bp States.

in a rulemaking will be given in the asbestos controi,

program.

The Environmental Defense Funi (EDF) has followed EPA's

actvities closely and would prefer immediate rulemaking

rather than reliance on voluntary compliance. As a

consequence, EDF has petitione3 EPA to regulate. .

asbestos-sprayed naterials under section 6 of THCA. There

is no dispute that asbestos-sprayed materials can present a

serious prOolem; the concern is over the best approach for

solving the Problem. PPA has not rulad out the possibility

of relnlation but has concluded that maximum public hea)th

protection Can be achieved with an asbestos control program

.relying on voluntary efforts. The EDF petition is under

study and Administrat4r Costle will resoond in the next

several weeks.

i.DF's petition asks EPA to re4uir, under section 6(a)(7)

of TSCA that the manufacturers and processors of asbestos-

spravel mat:trials pay for all or a major part of the

apatenent actions taken. It is clear that use of section

ti( 1) (7) woul I `)- rxtreenuly contr.r.fer3ial anti w)ul,I
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require resolution of difficult issues. Under-the

circumstances rulemOing would undoubiedly be lengthy, and

moreover, there is little doubt that such rulemaking would

be foAcwed by litigation. The results could be years of

del.ay. In tRe interim the public health interest may not be

served because ic:atement actions might be delayed Pending

.final resolution of all issuee. SChool districts would be

reluctant to pay fiDe abatement actions if there was a Chance

that someone else would pay for them.

4itb iegard to funding, ER4 has been unable to identify

any sources of federal funds within EPA'slbudget that could

help States with the costs of watement actian.. Under the

planned asbestos control program it is expected that state

and local agencies would bear these abatement costs. How

much of an impact this factor will have upon the success of

the asbestos control program is uncertain and will depend to

a sianificant extent upon the magnitude of the asbestos
, .

problem and local financial situations.

In sumnary, the Guiloresteckage should provide state

local officials with all of t'le information they need to

identify asbestos-sprayed slaterials in schools, to evalu-

ate thhazar1, and to take ihe appropriate abatement

la
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Aptton. and WM pursonnel will be availdble ta 4nsist,

if necessary. Ula will use thelinformatlan obtained through '

its reporting progean to evaluate the asbestos control

program. This information will also be usei is part of

1:1104's larger kojran to:investigate all uses of asbestos

wbiCh could leid to further action by Einto, includttil

relulatocy action. .Control of Iriaple asbastos-sprayed

naterials coula me a malor part of stich regulation,

particularly if the present asbestos control Program does

not prove to be adequdte.

11:dok you. That Noncludes the orervirei p4rtion of

testInorty.

Mr. Mum. Thank you.

STATEMENT SOF LESLIE DACH, SCIENCE ASSOCIATE, ENVIRON-
MENTAL DEFENSE FUND (EDF); ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
RAUCH, STAFF ATTORNEY, EDF, AND JOSEPH HIGHLAND,
CHAIRMAN, EDF'S TOXIC CHEMICALS PROGRAM

Mr. DACH. Good morning. I am Leslie Dach, Science Associate with
the Environmental Defense Fund. With me today ip Robert Rauch,
Staff Attorney, IDDF, and Joseph Highland, Chairman of EDF's
Toxic Chemicals Program.

EDA is a non-profit organization with over 46,000 members dedi-
cated to finding scientificany sound solutions to our nation's envi-
ronmental problems. We have been involved in a number of issues
concerning asbestos and sOecifically in regard to the issue of con-
cern to us today, as has been mentioned by other witnesses, on
December 21, 1978 we petitioned EPA to use its authority under its .

Toxic Substances CAmtrol Act to, regulations estab-
lishing a program designed to identi all public chools in which
sprayed asbestos material was used. t program woUld be funded
both by affected school districts and by the manufacturers and
processors of asbestos sprayed materials.

The petition also asked EPA to require the manufacturers and
processors of asbestos fiber to take appropriate corrective action to
eliminate the emission of asbestos from sprayed material in schools.
A copy of this petition is appended to the members' copies of this
testimony.

We brought this petition for three reasons. One, because we are
certain that the levels of asbestos measured in schools clearly
present a health risk to students and adults in those schools. Two,
because both State; local and Federal action to date has not brought
any alleviation of this problem, nor in the foreseeable future is any
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action likely to occur. And three, becauae the details of our petition
we feel are a reasonable response to this problem that will solve the
problem without unnecessary panic, in clue course, with sufficient
attention paid to. economic and other public policy concerns.

Because it is dealt with in detail in our potitIon, and because of
the persuasive testimony we heard this moriang from Drs. Sawyer
and lqicholson, it I. not necessary for us to review all the extensive
scientific literature that relates the levels of asbestos measured in
schools with cancer. Let me just repeat that the studies have shown
that in schools with visibly flakim asbestos! the levels of asbestos in
indoor air significantly exceed outdoor levels at times by factor of a
hundred.

There seems to have been deliberate confusion here this morning
as to whether the levels measured in schools are similar to the
levels that have been documented to cause disease.

Tbe first chart on the easel which we have prepared is an
ittempt to clarify this confusion.

If one looks at the levels of asbestos in school air samples, which
is on the far-most right-hand portion of this chart, and compares it
with levels of asbestos measured in other situations known to be
related to asbestos-caused cancer, for exanyle the homes of work-
ers, occupational euposures, areas downwind from asbestos spray
sites, or in the vlciniy of asbestos mines and mills, it I. clear that
these levels overlap. e are talking about in schools the same levels
that have been sho irepeatedly n the literture to be associated
with cancer.

So I think the cfaims made by the representatives of Johns-
Manville that only occupational and para-occupational, whatever
that means, exposures have been linked with cancer is simply not
borne out by the scientific literature. One doesn't need a separate
study for each new factory or each new school that we see this
problem in.

We have concepts of environmental carcinogenesis. We have
levels that have been measured, that have been associated with
caacer. We can extrapolate from these levels the levels we have
measured in schools.

Because asbestos has been shown to be a potent human carcino-
gen, and because as has been mentioned this morning there is no
safe level of exposure to asbestos, we are clearly facing a significant
health hazard here.

Johns-Manville repeatedly talked about the notion of a dose
response relationship. No one here is denying there is such a
relationship; that the more asbestos exposure a person receives, the
higher the risk. The real issue here is that even at low expwures
there is a risk. That is what we are facing in the schools, and that is
really the problem that we have to try and abate.

I would like to turn now to a second question which is really what
is the extent of this problem nationw1/41e, how significani: a problem
are we facing.

While complete information on the presence of asbestos material
in schools is not yet available, preliminary data does indicate that
millions of children and adults throughout the United States are
and will be at tisk.
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As was mentioned this morning and Johns-Manville has men-
tioned in previous submissions to iPA, sprayed asbestos insulation
was used m a majority of all public buildings constructed between
1940 and 1973.

The information displayed on the next chart is based on an EPA
phone survey of fifty States and the District of Columbia. Although
as we will describe later very few States have given adequate
information, results obtained in the phone survey are nevertheless
fr*htening in their scope.

There are about 90,000-public schools in America. Of these, about
6,000 have been inspected so far. And almost 1,000 of these, over 16
percent, have been found to contained asbestos materials.

This chart shows a bit more detailed account of this situation, in
that it lists the States for which we have had inspections of at least
20 percent of the schools.

For example, New Jersey has inspected almost all its schools and
about 13 percent contain asbestos. In Indiana, almost half of those
schools, 48 percent, so far inspected contain asbestos. In New York
City we heard this morning that of the schools inspected nearly 75
percent contain asbestos.

While it is difficult to extrapolate from these numbers to a
nationwide estimate of schools containing asbestos, it is illustrative
to make some attempt at quantification. And clearly the 1,000
schools identified so far are only the tip of the iceberg.

If we add up the figures for the six States in which 20 percent or
more have been looked at, about 15 percent of those schools
contained asbestos material. If the actual nationwide percentage is
the same, 15 percent, then about 13,000 public schools with over six
million students contain asbestos.

This 15 /3eroent figure is probably a fairly accurate one, because it
is based here on situations in States where the schools inspected
were not completely targeted beforehand for suspicion that they
contaod asbestos, a fairly wide survey.

But even if the percentage were smaller, let's say it was about a
quarter of that, four percent, just an arbitary slicing of what we
have seen so far, still about 3500 public schools with almost two
million students are exposed or may be exposed to asbestos.

These figures for school children again represent only a part of
the population at risk. They don't represent children already gradu-
ated from schools and they don't represent children who will enter
schools while this problem may continue to recur.

Also the actual population obviously includes various forms of
school personnel, such as teachers, adminiqtrative personnel,
parents, maintenance and custodial staff.

For example, there are over two million teachers currently work-
ing in the public schools. So when we add the number of adults onto
the number of school children we are talking about millions of
people who are currently affected by this situation.

Indeed, representativs of national organizations reprecenting
these other populations, for example the National Education Associ-
ation, the American Federation of Teachers, and the National PTA,
have all supported our petition, our call for Federal regulation of
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asbestos sprayed material. And I am sure that these organizations
are looking on with interest at these hearings.

The next issue that comes up is I think we all clearly agree that
there is a significant hazard here that applies to" a significant
number of people, is what has been done about it.

We have heard various witnesses talking about voluntary pro-
grams, how successful they Will be.

I think if we look at what has been accomplished so far through
these voluntary programs we see that actually very little has been
done. And that is t e real issue.

If we accept there is a hazard here, the question is how do we see
results, how do we get those schools cleaned up, what can the
Federal government cio under existing or new authority to make
sure, where it is necessary, exposure to asbestos material is halted.

I would like to just quiddy go through a description of what the
State and local governments have done so far, because it really isn't
ve*r much, it is not enough for us to hang our hats on. And the
Federal government must take an active role in increasing the
Federal and local efforts to date.

EPA claimed that about thirty States currently have a program
that is aimed at controlling asbmtm hazards. In the States that
made up this thirty figure, we see it is a gross over-estimate of what
is actually being done.

For example, included in that program was the State of Califor-
nia. It is listed as having an active program. When we called the
State of California to see what an active program meant, it meant
that a letter was sent out about two years ago to the various school
officials notifying them of the problem. There was no follow-up to
see what happened to that letter, did someone read it, did it get
thrown away, were there schools that really needed inspections,
were there schools that needed abatement action. There was no
follow-up, no information given.

We heard again this morning about what occurred in Montgom-
ery County, here in Maryland. We heard a a program that theoreti-
cally told us there was nothing to worry about, and upon a later
look showed indeed there was a hazard.

So the thirty programs that are listed in the active category,
existing category, are not very good.

Also thirty is only part of the States. Let's not forget that leaves
twenty states that have no program at all, or a very weak program.

Those States that have no program at all have at least 14 million
school children in them who are now completely unprotected, no
Federal action at all, no State action that is really going to solve the
problem.

The chart now on the easel summarizes what we know about the
situation in the 38 States we could get information on.

As you see, 25 States, half the States, have inspected less than
one percent of their schools. They don't even know if there is a
problem, never mind the more difficult situation of what to do
about it.

Thirty-two States have inspected less than twenty percent of
their schools. And only three States, three out of fifty, have in-
spected more than half their schools.
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Without inspections there can be no remedial action. Without
inspections clearly we don't know who is at risk and the problem is
not on its way to being solved.

It is because of the current situation where really nothing is
being done that we submitted our petition to EPA. And despite
EPA's contentions that a voluntary program, on-going program, is
sufficient to handle this problem, we just have to strenuously
disagree with that.

though it is true that rule-making may take longer than a
voluntary program, only rule-makin# can guarantee results. We
have seen what has occurred ao far with a voluntary programnot
much. Sending brochures out is unlikely to really change the
situation in any meaningful way.

The poverty of the current State efforts also belies EPA's claims
that a voluntary program is good becaue it complements existing
efforts. We don't have very manY existing efforts. There is really
not much there to complement.

Also EPA claims that a voluntary program encourages flexibility
while regulation does not. That simply is not true.

First, the claims about flexibility are completely irrelevant to a
notion of the inspection and inventory program that is called for in
the first Part of our petition. In terms of the abatement action,
regulation still allows for flexibility. Regulations can provide for a
mechanism for a case-by-case determination and for appropriate
regulatory action in cases where perhaps the pre-determmed stipu-
lation of abatement procedurqs were clearly. inappropriate.

Finally, the voluntary approach fails to provide any financial
siipport for State and loml governments.

The rule-making requested by EDF in our petition would, as
mentioned, require the manufacturers of asbestos fibers and asbes-
tos sprayed materials to a lesser extent to pay for some of the costs
of the inventory and abatement programs. This is really what is
needed to get the job going.

We need to force people to act, and we need to begin to give them
some assistance, technical and financial, that will enable them to
act in a speely fashion.

I would like to turn briefly to some of the statements that were
made by the previous witnesses and just mention what I think are
some of the grosser misstatements of facts that we have heard. I
mentioned some of them already. The fact that Johns-Manville can
continue to insist that there is apparently a no-effect level for
exposure to asbestos. This simply is not true. The scientific litera-
ture does not support it.

This is not a new issue. The question of a threshold level for
asbestos has been looked at by other regulatory agencies, by the
courts numerous times. The repeated result, the repeated conclu-
sion in all those forums is that there is no safe level, that even a
small level carries with it a risk that must be abated.

Second, Johns-Manville repeatedly claimed that the association
- between cancer and asbestos only recently came to our knowledge

in the late sixties and the early seventies. There has been extensive
documentation, extensive development of information on this sub-
ject through the numerous court proceedings on worker cases re-
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rezeeting financial settlements from companies for asbestos-related
That record clearly shows that Johns-Manville and other

asbestoS manufacturers knew about this hazard for a long time
before the end of the 1960s.

There are numerous other factual misstatements that were made.
And I think as Mr. Miller correctly concluded in his remarks, that
if one were to look c:osely at what Johns-Manville had said, if one
were to look closely at the scientific information, one would find
there was not support for their claims.

I would like to stop here becaue of the time, and we would be
willing to answer any questions that you may have.

[The written statement of Mr. Mich followsl
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.at the Environmental Defense Fund (EDP): With me today is Idlest Mauch,

Staff Attorney at 'tar, and Joseph Highland, Chairman of SDP's Toxic

Chemicals Program. EDP is a nonprofit organisation with over 46,000

members dedicated to finding scientifically sound solutions to the

nation's environmental problems. The Toxic Chemicals Program attempts,

through litigation, public education and lobbying to eliminate unnecessaxy

human exposure to toxic chemicals. Specifically in regard tO the car-

cinogenic hazards posed by asbestos, SDP through litigation forced the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (10M) to strengthen its regulation

of asbestos under the Clean Air Act,.successfully petitioned the

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to regulate fireplace

logs containing asbestos and successfully worked with the Maryland

Department of Health and U.S. sPA to reduce the use of crushed rook

containing asbestos. On December 21, 1978, EDP petitioned U.S. EPA to

use its authority under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) to

regulate the hazard posed by the subject of these heerings--the use of

asbestos sprayed materials in schools. A copy of this petition is

Attachment A to this testimony. Specifically, the petition requests EPA,

pursuant to 66(a)(3), 66(a)(5) and 56(a) (7) of TScA, (1) to promulgate

regulations estab'ishing a program designed to identify all public
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schools Leigh:Loh sprayedsmbestos material is present to be funded kr

affected school districts end the manufacturers aad processors of

asbestos fibers and sprayed asbestos materiels and (2) to require the

menufacturers and processors of asbestos fiber to take appropriate

corrective sotto% to eliminate the emission oCesbestos fibers from

asbestos sprsiedoe material.

aecause it is dealt with in detail in our petition we will not

et this time review the scientific literature indicating that the

release of asbestos fremasbestos sprayed material into the air of

sdhool buildings poses a severe and grave risk to the health of our

nation's school children and the teachers, custodians, secretaries,

eta. who work in schools.

Let me just repeat that studies have shown Chat in schools with

visibly fleking asbestos material indoor air levels of asbestos signif-.

icantly exceed typiiit outdoor levels, at times by a factor Of 100.

As you oxn see from the first chart on the easel (adapted tome table 3,

p. 27 of our petition) the levels of asbestos measured in the air of

schools are similar to levels measured in other settings--the homes of

aebestos workers, near asbestos adnes and mills, and some occupational

settings --that have been linked with increased cancer death rates.

because asbestos has been shown to be an exceedingly potent human car-

cinogen, causing lung cancer and mesothelLoma in man after only brief

exposures and exposures at low levels, and beciuhe there is no safe

level for human exposure to asbestos, we are facing a potentially very

serious situation.

In our testimony today we will briefly make the following

points:

1. asbestos sprayed materials are present in significant numbers
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of schools throughout ihe country;

2. federal, state and local governments have dons little, it

anything, to solve the problem;

3. Dallas theemthority under ISCA to control the problem; xmd

4. Mew federal legislation can eid in solving,the problem.

While complete information on the presence of asbestos raterial

in schools, nationwide, is not yet available, prelisinary data indicates

that millions of children and adults, in ell areas of the country, are

vor-will be at risk. Asbestos; sprayed material was first used in the U.S.
. . .

around 1939. 'Ube expended rapidly after World War II and ups for firer.

proofing of structural steel began in earnest in 1984. In 1980 more than

half of all multistory buildings constructed in the U.S. used sprayed

asbestos material. Jobas-Kenviiie, the Major U.S. produosr of asbestos,

has indicated to SPA that sprayed asbestos insulationWte used in the

majority of all public buildings constructed between 1940 and 1973.

The best informaticm currently available comes from an SPAphone

survey of the fifty states and the Mistrict of Columbia. In August, 1970,

USW Secretary Calitano wrote to the Governors alertiag them to the potential

hazard posed by schools containing asbestos material. Although, as we

will describe in more detail later, only a very few states have system-

atically surveyed tiihir schools, the tesults obtained in the phone survey

are frightening LA their scope.

There are approximately 90,000 pOblic schools in America. of these

'only about 6,000 have been inspected. Almost 1,000 of these contain

asbestos, over 16%. The situation in individual states also indicates

the scope of the problem.* The chart now on the easel indicates the

situation in states where at least 20% of schools have been inspec.ed.

Sew Jersey has inspected over 2,000 of its 2,400 schools. 265, or over

,
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104 of the schools contain asbestos. In Indiana, 4$$ of those schools

so far inspected contain asbestos. About one quarter,of the statele

sehools have been inspected. Almost all of Mew Tork City's 1,000

schools will be inspectedlby January 31, 11171). Of those inspeated to

deb., about 30% contain asbestos. Messechusetts indicated that 1$

schools axotain asbestos in a form that could present some risk. Of

these 75 more than 20 were classified as being IA need of immediate

action. Massachusetts has inspected 1400 of its 2400 schools. In

Kentucky over 75% of sahoole inspected, 37 out of 40, costaaabestoe.
0

There are 1411 Mchools in Kentucky. Table 4, pp. 3233, La

sccomanying petition summarises the data available for all SO states.

(Table 4 is appended to the press copies of this testimony). It ie

clear that the numbers avallable to date represent only the tip.of the

iceberg.

'While it is difficult to extrapolate from these numbers to a

nationwide estimate of schools containing asbestos, it is illustrative

to maks some attempt at quantification. Adding up the figures for

the six states which have inspected over 20% of their schools, IS% of

the schools inspected in those states contained esbestos spray material.

If the actual nationwide percentage is also 15%, then about 13,000

schools contain asbestos. The 15t estimate is probably a fairly accurate

one because it is based en information from states where the schools

selected for inspebtion were not limited to schools already stspected

to contain asbestos.

Even if the percentage of schools containing asbestos is only

ebout one quarter of the 15t rate, i.e. 4%, then approximately 3S.00

schools, still a shockingly high number, contain asbestos. If one

applies the same percentages to the number of children attending public

8
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schools* one gets a very crude .1IIIt. of the number of children at

ril* I want to strongly *aphasia° crudity of !hie estimate* but

feel nevertheless that it is worthwhile making it in mist to convey

the potential magnitude of the problem.. Using the 1SS figure, about

4 million current school age children are potentially at risk. Using

the 40 figure, about 1.7 million are potentially at risk. 11ad these

figures represent only this generai.ion of school children, not those

already graduated tremor about to enter. asbestos-containing schools.

Moreover, the actual pepulation at risk also includes substantial

numbers of adults, teachers, administrative personnel, parents and

maintenance and custodial staff. For example, there are over 2 million

teachers working in the public schools. Many of these adults actually

spend more years in school buildings than do school children. Indeed,

the National Sducatice Association, American Federation of Teachers

and the National PTA have all called for federal regulation of asbestos

sprayed material. I am sure these orgaeisations are looking on with

interest at these hearings.

have tried so far to outline the content and scope of the problem

posed by the presence of asbestos containing sprayed material in schools.

There should be little disagreement that this issue presents a public

health hazard to millions of Americans. Unfortunately, our government

agencies, local, state and federal, have done little, if anything, to

begin to solve this problem.

U.S. SPA has not exercised its clear legal authority under TSCA

despite the health risk
documented for you today. Under section

6(a) (3), EPA, by regulation, can require school officials to system-

atically survey and identify all public schools containing asbestos

spray material.
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Under St(a)(7)tak EPA can promulgate regulations requiring the manu-

facturers and processors of asbestos fiber and asbestos spray material

tO pay for this survey. Further, under Si(a)(7)(C). EMI can require,

by regulation, that eenufacturers and processors of asbestos fiber and,

asbestos spray material remove or seLl the material. As 2 mentioned,

we have petitioned EPAto me this authority. before filing out petition,

we were involved in negotiations with WAfor oyes half a year. it was

EPA's continued footdragging and inaction that lod ue to formally

petitioa the agency to promulgate the regulations I have just described.

Unfortunately EPAoontinues to insist that its voluntary program

isasufficient answer to the prOblish SPA tlaims that the voluntary

program, haatbe tollOving advantages:

(1) it can begin immediately while rulemakUmlwould take
at least a year

(2) it will not antagonise state officials and, will take
maxim= advantage of ongoing state efforts

0(3) it mallitain4 flexibility in determining the appropriate
abatement actico for a given eittlatiOn

EDP disagrees strongly with all three of these contentions and

maintains that a voluntary programwill not protect the-ptblic from this

hazard. While it is true that rulemaking will take longar than simply

/soiling out manuals to state and local officials, rulemaking will bring

about guaranteed results. If past experience is any guide, the voluntary

programwill yield little results. As I will describe, the current

level of state and local efforts is shockingly low. Brochures alone Are

unlikely to change this situation. The poverty of the current state

effort also belies EPA's claim that 4 voluntary program maximises us* of

.already ongoing efforts. There simply /menet very many ongoing efforts.

oe-
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finally. Wass claims about increased fleXibility are not relevant to the

inspection and inventory program called for in the NM petition. More-,

over, requletions can stilt maintain flexibility in choice of abatement

measures. The regulations can provide a mechanism tor a case by case

determination of oppropriatedabatement action by allowing schools to

apply for audh consideration in oases where the predetermined course of

action is olearly inappropriate. Finally', the voluntary approsoh fails

to provide any financial supRort.for state and local governments. The

onlooking requested by EDf under $4(a)(7) of TM would require the

manufacturemsofaxbestos fiber and asbestos spray material to pay

some.of the costs of the inventory and abatement programs.

As mentioned, stata and local governments have also not acted

adequately to protect the public. few states have embarked on an

inspection program that would identify schools containing asbestos.

And of those states that have such a program only a small percentage

are actually doing anything to correc;t problem schools. Based dm IPA

information and our own phone survey, we haVe begun to ascertain the

extent of the inspection and identification efforts.

At least seventeeh st tee- -Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, Iowa,

Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Npvada, North Carolina, forth Dakota,

Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Wisconsin and Wyomingdo

lot have laic program to reduce the risk from sprayed asbestos material

in schools. There are approximately 14 million public school.students

in these states. The chart now on the easel summarises our information

for 30 states on the extent of state efforts to contiol this problem.

Twenty-five states have inspected Iess that It of their schools. Thirty-

two states have inspected less than 20% of their schools. Only 3 states

1

dir
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have teepee:indoors than half of their schools. Clearly, the majority

of the nation's sObool children remain unprotected.

Illustrative of EPA'mfailure to handle this issue with the concern

it deserves and its seeming willingness to downplay the need for action

.is its characterisation of inadequate etate programs as °active." This

mischaracterisation has falsely given theisquession that the sitnetiOn

VW be adequately resolvedwithout increased federal intesvention. Por

example, EPA has Characterised the California program as a °very active°

one. Vet the only significant action'taken to date was the issuance

of a )etter, two years ago, by the state officials to individual school

districts informing them of the possibility of asbestos related problems

in the public schools. MO follow-up action has occurred to see whether

the schools were ever inspected and if they were to verify that repairs

were made where needed. The only inforsution available is tha in some

$0100 cases asbestos related prOblems were detected and in f repairs

ware performed.

This description of federal and state inaction clearly reveals

that the American public is currently left unprotected from the health
V

hazard posed by asbestos containing spray materials is schools. What

oan be done to rectify this intolerable situation?

As we have already described, EDP has petitioned the EPA to use

its authority under TSCA to protect the public health. The agency has

not yet responded formally to our petition. EDT plans to use whatever

means are at our disposal to persuade EPA to act positively on the

contents of our petition. We hope meMbers of this subcommittee will

join us in this effort. Me will be working with members of Congress

and with the national organizations mentioned earlierAmerican Federation

43.41'i 0 79 18
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of Teachers, National PTA, and National education Association-eto

bring pressure on EPA. NO will seek court relief if EPA denies Our
4

petitlon. We will also be working at the. state and local level.

prOviding technical and political guidance to parents, school adminis-

trators, unions, ete. so that they may work with local government

egenoiss to bring about relief. We are confident that the national

organisations I have mentioneXtwill provide similar assistance to their

members.

Mother aPProach to abating the hazard could take the form Of

legislation requiring an inventory of schools and abatement measures

where necessary. The legislation should establish a fund paid for by

the producers and manufacturers of asbestos fiber and asbestos spray

material to assist in meeting the cost of these efforts. While EDP

feels that ?SCA does provide the federal government with the authority

to accomplish these ob)ectives, there is no assurance that SPA will use

this authority within a reasonable amount of time. In addition, in-
0^

dustryis.surecto challenge the use of TSCA in court thus further

postponing meaningful actions. (Congressional consideration of legis

lath., should not deter EPA from vigorously pursuing its authority

under TSCA. Any SPA research or draft regulations develoced under

TSCA could be used under the new statutory authority.) Passage of

legislation specifically aimed at abating the asbestos spray hazsrd

would ftrce the yovernment to act and would greatly shorten the amount

of time likely to be spent in litigation. However, in considering such

legislation Congress should not create the impression within EPA that

the agency need not routinely use its existing authority to regulate

chemical hazards in a timely fashion. EPA should not conclude that

short of Congreesional intervention the.Agency is freed of its respon-

sibility to act or that Congress will routinely solve problems that

more properly should be solved by EPA.
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A precedent for Congress randating smgulatory action on a %

s 4i146
ific chenicaI hazard exists. in TSCA. Section 6(e) of that Aot

rag s tne Administrator of SPA to promulgate rules prescribing

method.* for the disposal of PCSe, labeling of PCSs, and a ban on
t

Manufacturing, processing, and distribution of PCBs. Congress further
r

required that these regulations be promulgated within strict time

frames.

The law should require the government.to issue regulationc

requiring identification of all schools containing asbestos. The

regulations should be promulgated within 90 days of pa: of the

Act and be effective immediately upon the date of promulg. -ion. The

regulations should require that the inventory be ccmpleted within 90

days. The law should also require the promulgation of regulations

requiring appropriate emedial action t: abate the hasard. The

regulations should specify the criteria for selecticm of the apprOpriate

Abatement actiom a..d supply i mechrAism for a case by case consideration

in exti:aordinary circumstances.

Finally, the leginlation should provide for the manufacturers

and prokmasors of asbestos fiber and sprayed asbestos material to pay

for the majority of the cost of the inventory and necessary remedial

action. if this fund cannot be set.up in time to assist the schools

In seating the costs of the inventory, then provisions should be made

for reimbursement of the schools fr)m the fund pnce it is esteblished.

1101
The total amount of money that industry should vont:limbs to the

fund shoot(' bo dterm4ned on the basis of the estimated total cost of

the ini/Pntoty 4A4 abatement actions. EDF does not have such an estimate

Ai this time- and hupvt. that the Committee will genovite this information.

SW* sumsta that state and local gove.nments be required to pay only a

small elat ,e thfse regts. specifically those c As that can be met
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through the regular and emergency operating and maintenance budgets of

the school systems. The remainder should be paid by the industries who

e anufactured or processed sprayed asbestos material.

Apportionment of 'the total industry share among individual menu,

factures* or processors could be determined by one of a nueber of options.

Our preferred approach would be one based an a determination of the

amount of asbestos fibers sold by specific companies tor use in asbestos

spray material and the number of ceilings in which the material was used.

Ihe contribution ot a company to the fund would be based on their share

of this segment of the fiber market. If it is impossible or exceedingly

difficult to identify the market shares for fibers sold for spray

material, then contributions should be assessed on the basis of overall

shares of the total fiber market held by each company during the period

sprayed asbeston'material was manufactured. Such an approach is based

on the joint liab,Atiy principle of tort law. EDF does not at this

time have any detailed market information. We hop, the Subcommittee

will develop this information.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify and emand ready to &flintier

any questions you might have.

[The information referred to follows:]
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This tion requests the Snvironmental Protection Agency

to promul te regulations pursgent to $6 of the Toxic Sub-

stances Crol Act, 15 U.S.C. $2605, to control asbestos

emissions from spray-on materials containing one percent

or more asbestos which have been applied in public school

buildings for insulation, fireproofing, decorativepor other

'purposes. Specifically, the petition requests the Adminis-

trator, pursuant to 56(4)(3). 16(a) (5). and 16(a)(7) of the

Toxic Substances Control Act, (1) to establish a program

designed to identify all public schools in which these

materials have been used (to be funded by affected school..

districts and tug manufacturers of asbestos fiber which has

been incotporated into these spray-on materials); and

(2) to require the manufacturers and processors of such fiber

to take appropriate corrective action to eliminate the emission

of asbestos fibers from surfaces which have been sprayed

with such materials.

The petition presents evidence which demonstrates that

there is a reasonable basis to conclude that the continued

exposure to asbestos fibers resulting from the use in public

school buildings of such spray-on materials presents or sill

present an unreasonable risk of injury to health. The petition

reviews the extensive evidence which shows that asbestos is s po-

tent human carcilogen and is capable of inducing mesothelioma and

lung cancer in the human population even at relatively low

levels. The petition also cites evidence which suggests that

school children are especially at risk because there is a

'4
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generally longer period for the disease tO develep than in

persons exposed in siddle age or later. Finally, the

petition points out that teachers or children

wbo smoke are particularly at risk

since studies have found that smoking combined with exposure

to asbestos substantially increases the possibility of

devoloping lung cancer. Petitioner argues that all of ttftme

factors demonstrate that asbestos emissions from these materials

present an unreasonable risk to the health of persons using

public school buildings.

Tte petition requests EPA to initiate rulemaking activities

pursuant to 56 of the Toxic Substances Control Act by no

1. later than March 1, 1979. Petitioner has also requested that

the requirements forint investigation of those public schools

which may contain asbestos spray-on materials be made immediately

effective upon publication of the proposed rule. In addition,

petitioner has requested that corrective action be required

immediately in those public schools which have already been

identified pursuant to EPA or other surveys and which con;Ain

asbestos-14den spray materials which have already visibly

deteriorated.

II. JURISDICTION

This petition is filed pursuant to 556, 11, and 21 of the

Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976, 15 U.S.C. 52601 et seg.

Section 21 of the Act, 15 U.S.C. 52620, gives any person

the right to petition the Administtator to initiate a pro-

ceeding for the issuance of a rule under 554, 6, or 8, or an
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order under Sa(e) Of 6(b)(2). Seotiod 21(b)(2) requires

the Administrator to either grant or deny petition within

SO days after it has been filed. If the petition is granted,

the aftinistrator is required too premptly cimmence the

appropriate rulemaking proceeding pursuant to SO, 6, or S.

Section 6 of the Toxic Substances Control Act gives

the adainistrator the authority to require by rule a variety of re-

quirements governing, inter &lie, the use or disposal of a chemIcal

substance or mixture which he has determined presents or

will present "an unreaeonable risk of injury to health or the

environment. . . ." IS U.S.C. $2605(a). H. is authorised by rule

to apply one or more of these requirements to the extent

necessary to protect adequately against such risk using the

least burdensome requirements. The authority to take the action

requested by petitioner is contained in 66(a)(3), S6(a)(5), and

$6ta)(7).

Section 6(8)(3) provides that the Administra:nr may impose

"a requirement that such substance or mixture or a. article

containing such sUbstance or mixture be marked with or

accompanied by clear and adequate warnings and instructions

with respect to its use, distribution in commerce, or disposal

or with respect to any combination of such activities. The

formandcontent of such warnings and instructions shall be

prescribed by the Administrator." 15 U.S.C. $2605(a)(3).

'Section 6(a)(S) gives the Administrator authority VS'

impose "a requirement prohibiting or otherwise regulating

any manner or method of commercial use.of such substance or

mixture." 15 U.S.C. $2605(a)(5).
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Finally, the AdWdsistrator is authorised by $6(a)(7)

to impose

a requirement directing manufacturers or processors
of such substance or mixture (A) to give notice
of such unreasonable risk of injury to distributors
in commerce of such substance or mixture and.
to the extent reasonably ascertainable, to other
persons in possession of surh substance or mixture
or exposed to such substance 8r mixture, (8) to
give public notice of such risk of injury, and
(C) to replace or repurchase such substance or
mixture as elected by the person to which the
requirement is diverted.

IS U.S.0 $2605(a)(7).

Section 11(c) of the Act, IS U.S.C. 82610(c), gives the

Adminintwator the authority 14, subpoena to "re.uire the attendance

and testimony of witnesses and .he production of repor papers.

documents, answers to questions, and other inforrrtion that the

Administrator deems necessary." This section also qivps the

Administrator the authority upon refusal of any person to obey

such a subpoena to initiate an action in the United States District

Court to require compliance with the subpoena.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF TEE PETITIONER

Petitioner, Environmental Defense Pend, Inc. MDT), is a

now.profit. tax-exempt corporation organised under the laws

of the State of Neu YeA, devoted to the preservation and

improvement of the environment. One of the organisation's

primary goals is the protection of the public against carcinogens

and olter toxic substances. Through its Toxic Chemicals Program,

it seeks to eliminate carcinogens from the air, water, food, and

consumer products. The organisation has over 45.000 members

nationwide, including lawyers, scientists, and other persons

committed to the protection of the pUblic health and environment.

A substantial number of EDF's members or their children are

exposed to asbestos emissions from spray-on materials used in

public school buildings. As a result, they face an increased

risk of contracting lung cancer or mesothelioma. As such, they ate

interested persons within the meaning of 521 of the Toxic

Substances Control Act. The organization has offices and is

dOing business at 1525 lOth Street. NW, Washington DC: 475

Park Avenue South, New York NY: 1657 Pennsylvania Street, DenVOT CO;

and 2606 Dwight Way (Johnson Hall). Berkeley CA.

'44
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IV. mann= BASIS FOR MSOULATISIG ASSESTIDS INISSIONS FROM
SPRAY-ON MATERIALS .

A. Asbestos Ras Seen Used Extensively to
Deeorste, Insulate and Fireproof Schools

Asbestos is a generic term for a number of naturally occmr-'

ring hydrated silicates that, when °rushed or processed, separate»

into flexible fibers made up of fibrils. A serpentine mineral,

chrysotilo (White asbestos) and the amphiboles, actinolite, amosite

(brown asbestos), anthophyllit?, crocidolite (blue artbestos), and

'Y

tremolite are currently classified as °asbestos..

In general, the six asbestiformsdnerals are commercially use-

ful because thoy form fibers which are incombustible, and possess

hign tensile strength, good thermal, acoustical, and electrical

insulating properties and moderate to good chemical resistance.

Tnese properties mode asbestos an attractive material for extensive

use in boildings to retard structural collapse during fire, and to

provide condensation control, acoustic and thermal insulation, and

decorative ceiling coverings. For these uses asbestos was Combined

with a variety of other ingredients and then sprayed on to the

appropriate surface, usually ceilings or internal steelwork and

sometimes walla. Spraying offered tbeadvantage of low cost because

it allows rapid coverage of large areas, without the need for ex-

tensive suriace preparation or scaffolding.

A variety of asbestos-containing materials have boon used. A

study of the use of asbestos mdterials in New Jersey Schools re-

vealed three basic types of materials.1/ One was a friable (easily
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crumbled), loosely bonded, mixture of asbestos, mtaeralwool, clay

binders, adhesives, synthetic resins and other proprietary agents.

The material was Applied by blowing it through a hose, whose it

passed terough a water spray which activated the binders. The

material wall applied ba a one-half inch thickness and then usually

covered with a paint sealer. The authors report that material of this

type erodes, is easily damaged, and breaks loose from the underlying

surface because the-binders do not work well. A second type of

material consisted of asbestos mixed with other low density minerals

such as vermiculite. This material was usually ipplied in a wet

slurry, compacted, smoothed and then painted over. The investigators

did not see spontaneous disintegration of this material but in areas

accessible to students, the material was often damaged. The third

type of material consisted-of asbestos mixed with cement or plaster.

This was found to have considerable stability and was judged

unlikely to allow the spontaneous release of asbestos through erosion.

Damage to thin type of material from physical contact was seen. All

throe typos of material are classified as sprayed asbestos materials.

The amount and types of asbestos contained in sprayed asbestos

insulation and decorative material seems to vary. EPA Pas reportd

tsat material used for decorative purposes contains from 29 to 64

percent asbestoe by wtight.11 EPA has indicated that material used

for fireproofing and insulation contaihs from 10 to 80 percent

asbestos,i/ Other studies have rcoorted finding materi41 in buildlngs

containing anywnere from b to 98 percent asbestos.E/

41,

.
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Chtyeatil; asbestos appears to be the Neje: albestiformaineral

Med. Sometimes amphibole materials aretalso red, met Often in

combination with chrysotile.

Tbe Use of sprayed material containing asbestos first began

in 1932 in Grdat Britain. Tbe first U.S. me, in 1935, was for

decorative and acoustical purposes in a vatiety of buildings in-

cluding nightclebs, restaurants and hotels. The use expanded

rapidly after World War II. An important additional use, the

fireproofing of structural steel and other components of high rise ,

buildings, began in 1958. boise control Appears to have been one 1

of tee major reasons for use of asbestos-containing materials in

sabool auditoriums, libraries, hallways and classroom.. Asbestos-

containing materials were extremely widely used in this country.

In 1950 more than ealf of all multistory buildings constructed in

the U.S. used some form of sprayed mineral fireproofing. Forty

thousand tons of sprayed material was used for fireproofing alone

in 1968.1/ Junna-Manville, the major producer of bestos, has

' 1i atedth'at sprdyed asbestcs insulation wap d in the majority
6/

f all public buildings constructed between 1940 and 1973.

'., li;Ilecting on the Widespread use of asbestos-containingl....a oriel Robert Sawyer, one of the firat scientists to study this

issue, concluded, 4 14

*It is indeed pessible, therefore, that sprayed
asbestos material within buildings may become thu
most significant source of enyironmental asbestos
contamination in the future."2/

Tho major USCS of sprayed asbestos material stopped in 1973

when EPA banned spray application of imulating or fireproofing

material, but not decorative material, containing more than 1 per-
-1/

oent asbestos by weight.

On March 2, 1977 EPA proposed to extend the ban to all Uses

-1/
of relrayed material containing more than 1 percent asiestos.

The extension was promulgated on June 19, 1978 (4: 'R 26372).
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S. Levels of Asbestos in t6 Air of Schools Containing Asbestos
Sprayed Material Fa:Exceeds TYpleal Outdoor.Air Asbestos ItvelA

. a

Measurements of air conoentratices of asbestos A buildings

sprayed with asbe toe material for fireproofing, decorative or .

acoustical p cate indoor levels of ash %We far above
. -2/

those typical for ambient urban and .
leir.

The levels fotiid,

in some cases 100 times the typical vel, can be expected

to load to asbestos-related diseases.

In general, the presence of asbestos is greatest when there

is visible damage to the sprayed material. Under these conditions

air levels are the lowest under quiet conditions, when the area

treated with asbestos is not being used, but during which asbestos

may be steadily falling out from the asbestos-containing material.

The nighest levels have been measurelfollowing damage to the asbestos.*

lbontaining material or during activities that dire y stir up

already fallen particles, such as cleaning or r'udent movement.

Table 1 summarizes the results of avails. studies on asbestos

levels in buildings.

for comparison, Table 2 gives the results of two su

measuring chrysotile asbestos levels in the air of ' .S.

during 1969 and 1970. Each value in Table 2 is an average of a

number of 24-hour samples and therefore averager peak concentrations.*

* All the measurements in Table 2 and some in Table I are given in
nanograms of chrysotile asbeatos per cubic meter. A nanogram it
one-billfonth of o gram. Samples are collected by drawing air
through a.filter. The asbestos collects on the 'Alter. The sample
is mechaaiCally disperued and prepared for electron microscope
examination. All chrysotile asbestos fibers are sized and their
mass determined. Using the figures fok the air volume sampled and 11

a dilution factor appropriate to the dispersion and preparation
tecies,que, maw. ett 4.L... meter ..: elr lz

determined.
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Table I.

ALI:bort* Asbestos is buildings

.. ens Or a use an a OS LOV2 ge g ASDO8'011
atibeal Naterial an n t cm' m4

1. Schools. N.J.1/
A. Normal use conditions
. a. fibrous spray

i. intact-
ii. damaged

b. cementious
I. intact

ii. damaged
S. Simulated contact

(brushing with hancU

2. Schools, N.Y. 3/

3. School, Nass.2/

4. School., Paris. France21

6. University dormitory. UCLA.S1 0.1
.41

0-0.8
iimposed friable surfaces,

98% amosite
General student activities

0.0-3.8

6. Art and hrchitocture
mug, lale University.V.
Exposed friable ceilings,
208 chrysotile

Fallout

Quiet conditions

Contact

Cleaning, moving books
in stack area

Relamping light fix-
tures

ISmoving oailing sec-
tion

Installing track light
installing hanging

lights
Installing partition

Reentrainment

Custodians sweeping,
dry

Proximal to cleaning
(bystander exposure)

General Activity

0.02

15.5

1.4

17.7

7.7
1.1

3.1

1.6

'.3
0.3

0.2

63a
80.4,950'

26a
'43-284

9-135

38-260

1-1000

r'
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TAW* 1

Airborne Asbebtos in Buildings (2010t.)

amp ing one or *tura an os gm os
pf Asbestos-Containing Asterisk/ f/cn ng/t0 f/cm ng/M

7. Office buildings, !Astern
Connecticut?"

Exposed friable ceil-
ings, $ to 30% chry -
settle

Custodial activities,
beavy dusting 2.8

8. Office6bui1ding. Connecti-,
cut-1

Exposed sprayed ceil-
ing, 18% chrysotile.

Routine activity 79 40 to 110
Under asbestos ceiling 99
Abmote from asbestos 40

ceiling

9. Urban GrammarAchool.
New Haven.5(

Exposed ceiling, 15%
chrysotile asbestos

Custodial activity; 643 186 to 1100
sweeping, vacumning

10. Apartment Building: N.J. 296
heavy housekeepiri.
Tremolite and chxysotilelf

11. Buildings, 5 U.S. citiesa"
a. cementious spray 0.9-180
b. fibrous spray 0-830
c. acoustical 4 decors- 1 1 0-160

tive spray
d. no asbestos 042

r
a. Only a single sumple was taken.

b. 15% of tne samples were over 50 ng/031 8% were over 200 ag/m3

;
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table 2

Distribution of 24 bons obrysotils asbestos
ofteentrations in tbe ambient air of D.S. cities

Sleatron itterosocoio Analysis

Asbestos

Ceioentgation le
Dig/mi
hatAma

Mount Sinai
School of Medicine

Battelle
Memorial Institute

Dumber
ofwog

Percentage
of

AMA!

Bomber
of

pimples

Percentage
of

Min
1.0 61 32.6 27 21.3

2.0 119 63.6 60 17.2

9.0 164 $7.7 102 $0.1

10.0 176 94.2 124 97.6

20.0 104 90.5 12C 90.5

90.0 105 99.0 127 100.0

100.0 $7 100.0 127 100.0

From: richolson, W.J. Measurement of asbestos in ambient air,
Final Report, contract CPA 70-92, National Air Pollution control
*Ministration (1971). Ands Office of Technical Analysis, U.S. SPA.
A preliminary report on asbestos in the Duluth. Minnesota. area.
January, 1974, 33.

49075 0 79 19

;
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As Table 2 indicates, over 911peroent of the samples indicated

ambient ohrysotile ocatentrations in the 4$ cities to be below

20 ng/n3. -About40 peroent of the samples were below $ WO and

about halt were below 2 ng/m3. Only three out of 147 samples were

above 20 ng/m; and two of these were from cities with a known

asbestbs source, either a shipyard or brake manufacturing facility.

In all three cities, samples taken at other times were below 20 WO.

Talent cases, therefore, the maximum concentration of asbestos in

urian air wee 20 ng/m:.

Table 1 clearly indicates that asbestos levels in buildings

with sprayed asbestos arterials can far exceed typical urban levels.

For example, levels in one New Jersey school reached 1950 ng/r3, or

about 100 times the maximum typical outdoor concentrations.

The asbestos levels reported for New Jersey schools in entry

(1) (A) of Table I wore taken while tho schools wore in session,

under normal conditions of use. These levels, therefore, illustrate

the asbestos levels to which school children and professional per-

sonnel are exposed to daily when asbestos-containing material begins

to emit asbestos into the eir. The schools monitored had visible

damage to the asbestos-containing materials in certain hallway or

classroom ceilings. The comparison between asbestos levels in areas

with intact material and those areas with damaged material demon-
,

strates that the concentration of asbestos increases significantly

when the material is damaged.. In the New Jersey schools readings in

areas with intact material were 26 end 53 ng/m3 while levels in areas

with damaged material ranged from 43 - 1,950 ng/m3.
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The Seur.lassey sohools Wes0 also measured tor asbestos levels

after conditions of siamlatedl abuse of the asbestos material, spe-

cifically brushing of the materiel by heed. habestos fibers were 0.%

measuredAsing the optical adAmosoope aed are expressed as 'fibers

per cubic centimeter.* TUe autors of the stuft toimautOts

The asbestos air concentration*. &aim, abort

triode
of time, were comparable to those found
tioaal settinge Pollowingany such

dis:;:rgn of astastos during school sessions,
normal pupil movement throogh.the hallways
could mistime to disperse asbestos into the
air and it w..41.1 be expected that the air
concentrations would, exceed'those listed in
Mob's 1 entry AI, where little or no asbestos
was visible during the situations sampled.

Table I also reports asbestos cancentrations in schools in

Mew York, Massachus-Ats and Paris, Prance. In all cases asbestos

levels significantly exceeded sibilant outd4mme.levels. The levels

reported constitute a serious health Maud to all those breathing

the contaminated air.

Perhaps the most extensive investigation of asbeistos levels

in a school building was carried out by Dr. Schott Sawyer on the

Art and ArChitacture building at Yale University. Dr. Sawyer also

used the optical method to measure asbestos fiber oonventratices.

The optical muthod is the basis of the Occupational Safety and
Health AdminiaLration UMW standard for pepissible worker exposure
to asbestos. The present standard is 2 Vow averaged over 8 hours
and 10 f/cmj at any one tiles The NSA standard does not adequately
protect worker nerlth and the optical method underestimates the
amount of asbestos in the air.
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Memel messing of books in the Meer/ area of the beildiwd resulted

la a 15.34l/cm3 asbestos level. Semoval of a 1x2Zoot ceiling

section resulted in a 17.7f/cm3 asbestos level. Voth of these levels

emceed the OSMA 10f/cm3 steedard. The workers removing the ceiling

spent only 2$11 of their actual work time in contest with the ability/

material. Therefore, their exposure levels duriii contact with the

ceiling were higher than le averaged figures recorded above. Asbestos

concentrations during oall routine activities often exceeded the 2Atma3.

The following conclusions may be drawn about the magnitude of

asbestos air oonceutrations ikbuildings with asbestos-containing

materials

1. Many asbestoe-containing materials have low impact resistance

end are easily damaged, resultiog in the release of asbestos. Such

contact is likely to be routine and unavoidable in schools. It mey

occur accidently during normal maintenance activities, such as

changing of light fixtures, or typical stulent behavior such as

jostling or play activities. (One repOit indicated extensive danage

in a room used for bend practice in which the flagpolen used were

repeatedly coontecting the ceiling). Deliberate vandalism is also

common.

2. Physical deterioration of the asbestos mater4a1 results in

airimmuse asbestos conceniutions significantly above the ambient

outside level. Level's measured in schools ranged up to 1,950 ng/m3

and 17.7 f/om3.

3. Because damage to asbestos-containing materials is likely

to occur in somas, air conoertrations significantly above ambient

levels can be expected tc occur and reoccur in scnools with &Asbestos-

containing material.

4. IA the absence of physical deterioration, levels canexceed

C.
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the maxims eablistos conoestraties Mod is most lobes air. NereeVan.

the possibility ot future damage to the material and resulting elevated

asbestas levels consmabe excluded.

S. Air levels are generally greatest immediately after contact

witb the asbestesAcontaining material and during certain.routine and

custodial work, suCh as sweeping, that rocirculates already fallen

asbestos. these levels can exceed the existing inadequate OSHA

standard for sodomites exposure and are oceparable to levels found
%-

in the werkplaos.

4. Levels of airborne asbestos oonoentrations age episodic.

Contact with the material, level of general activity in an area, or

specific custodial tasks greatly affect levels of asbestos. Onoll

aabestos fibers have been released into the air from damaged asbestos-

oontarning material, the fibers repeated* cause contamination, as

disturbance cd settled fibers causes resuspension into the atmosphere.

Therefore fiber can participate in repeated cycles of resuspeasioa

and sottling.

7. Fiber fallout from already damaged material is likely to

continue in the sbsence of repeated contact. rallout rates are

affected by structure vibration, humidity, and air turbulence, Ind

the condition of tne adhesive tompound.

S. Significant airborne levels Gan ocour without visible

asbestos on floors.
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C. Asbestos Is a Potent ilmman Careisiogen, Causing Censer
After grief AspOsues end Isowpovel ExposureS

Asbestos is 'potent animal and human oanourvausing agent.

Ulm been shown to osuse cancer in a variety of anima species.

even after only extremely short exposure periods. Fotexample,

Wagner et al.f/ exposed groups of CD Mister rata by inhalation

8hodesian and Canadian chrysotile at a coneentratioa of 12 Wg/n3

respirable dust. Porty-one percent of the animals esposed to the

asbestos had cancer. Both mesothelioma sad lung tumors were ohm..

served. As little as 7 hours of.emposure caused neoplasia. In all,

about 20 other expetiments confirm tbs lisik between chrysotile and

cancer in anitals.1/

The evidence linking asbestos exposure 4to cancer in humans is

equally strong. In 1935, Lynch and Smith first observed that

lung cancer was associated with asbestos exposure. It was the early

1950's when epidemLologiste conclusively demonstrated the associa-

tion between certain cancers and exposure to asbestos. Since that

time the association hes been repeatedly confirmed. For example,

Selikoff. who pioneered in the study Of asbestos-related disease,

observed that approximately 40 percent of the deaths among asbestos

insulation workers in recent years has been duo to cancer, compared

to less than 20 percent in the general population. In one study ot

632 asbestos insulation workers, nearly 4 times as nany deaths

occurred from cancer as expected (7 timas more lung cancer's 3 tines

more stomach and esophageal cancers and 3 times more colon cancer

than expected). In addition, nearly 8 percent of the deaths among
(64'

the workers were from malignant Mesotheliome ol the pleura (lining

of the chest) or peritoneum (lining of the abdomen). Nesothelioma



'is eitexoeedingly rare, elvers fatal omnoervith nearly sere espestar

sign in the general population. Asbestos workers who smoked 0.1.244ft.
r

ttes, had apprortmately 02 times the risk of demg of loaf ooltoor

tan did workers of equal age who neither smoked nor worked with

asbestos. Asbestos workersidwismokellhad $ times the lung cancer

risk of other smokers. Selikoff observed similar relationships among

other insulation workers and among asbestos factorytorkers..(The

synergistic relationship between sacking and asbestos esposure is

particularly relevant to assessing the health hasards of Wastes-

containing sprayed ssterial. Obviously, isny school children and

professimnals smoke or will smoke).

McDonald gaLa. reported an iborsase4 lung cancer rate tor

workers employed in chrysotile asise *and mills. Those workers most

heavily exposed had about a S-fold increased risk of lung cancer

lompaxed to those least exposed. 'Ansa 4.11 al41/ reported that male

workers in asbestos mills over the age af SO had a t-fold increaie

in lung cancer coapared to the general population. women exhibited

a 40-foldiervease. An excess in respiratory cancer was described

14/
by Wagoner et al. for workers in a major manufa*turifts complex

using predcainantly chrysotils asbestos. Similarly, Waterline andPt
anderson found that workers exposed only to obrysotile had a

raapiratwy (antic risk 2.4 times that expected.

Similar increases in cancer risks have been fuund for workers

exposed to other types of asbestos or to ohrysotile in coMbination

with other types of solvates. Selikoff et &IA/found a 7-fold

excess of lungirancer Jih insulation workers exposed to ohrysotile

and *smite asbestos. studies by Wahhouse and ser412/have indi-

catpd an increased mesothelices ) among workers exposed to mixed

a

A 1
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asbestos t4srs. Additienal se/demos Conficeing the association

between ashthelicsa and asbestos exposure comes from data

frostAustralia, Germany, Italy, Africa. Motherlands and tbe United

-2/
milmedom..

in additions to those workers who work directly with asbestos

or astbestos products. Maack and Sanderson htve suggested e link

between increased lung canoer rates and *spoons* to asbestos among

ship and shipyardworkers tincludinb stevedores). clothing ironer.,

plasterers, drywall workers, electribians, and plumbers. In view

of the numerous studies on the association between expocuro to as

bootee and canecr!/it is now widely accepted that inhaled asbestog

is a potent carcinogen.

Indeed, the U.S. Government has estimateel?that between 55,000

and 76.000 cancer deaths a year will be attributable to asbestos.

This is 13-1et of all cancer deaths expected in the U.S. is the

forseeable future. a truly staggering figure.

Spidemiological studios have also shown increased cancer rates

among individuals exposed to low levels of asbestos or exposed to

If/
reheat°, for only brief periods of time. The Woommurandgewhouee

13/
and sorry studies demonstrated increased cancer levels for workers

who had worked with asbestos for less than two years. Studies sum-

marised by the International Association for Research on Cancer have

shown an association between asbestos and mesothelioma after exposure

2/
as Woof as cue day.

a
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in one of the Wet studies which deadmmitw*Mml that Wet

comeatiosal exposure to asbestos could lead to cancer. Newhouse

and Thompson
AA/

investigated $3 cases of mesothelime that had

mourretover a Wrier period, matching these oases with oontrols

that did not have heeOLAeliODS. A clear association with oevepir.

Weal. domestic and seighborbood asbetos exposure wes demonstra-

ted tor the mesothelioma cases, and occupational weepers* for men

were recorded for as little as S weeks of exposure, and for women

for as little as 6 months of exposure.

In a recent study of 933 men wbo worked at an amosite asbestos

factory, Seidman, Lilis, and Selikoff observid thatworkers who

were employed for less than one month.had a slight excess\rate ot

lung.caacer. and for those who worked one month, the ieanoar

rate wee approximetely 2.5 times the expected rate. MOrkers who'

were employed for less than 3 months experienced nearly a 4-fold

increase over that expected for lung cancer after 30.yeare from

onset of work.W In a similar study of 246 cases of mesothelioma.

Greenberg and Lloyd-Davieslil found that 12 percent.of the cases

with occupational exposure had been exposed for under S years, and

in one -Wie for only 3 weeks.

Videmiolegital studies have also demonstrated a correlation

between cancer and asbestos exposure for pecpli living in the

vicinity of facilities handling asbestos and persons living in tne

Sale houses as asbestos workers, people stomere likely exposed to

levels of asbestos much lower than wmmters.

Of $7 cases of mesothelioms identified by wagonerlY by 1959,

the majority of the patients had not actually worked with asbestos..

S

7
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'Indeed, ohiy 12 had Wm/trial *mycosis. The seethed lived ia the

Vicinity of asbostos mines *Mains. somm having lett the asbestos

falde as young children, or in their teens. In some of the cases,

the exposure tamebrief. los example, the youngest oasediagnosed,

ago 11, was apparently only exposed to asbestos for'a very brief

time as an infant when he was +.akee to a *Gobbing* site by his

mother tram the age of 6 weeks uhtil helms weaned. In another

case*** woman was born in a town op the'asbestos filkes, left at

the age of So and was in gumd health until SS, when she developed

pleural mesothelioma.

In the study cited earlier, Newhouse ThoepsonlY observed

that 11 of their 82 mesothelicome oases livedwithinimie-half mile

of an asbestos factory, compared to S individuals in the control

group. Three of the mosothelioma cases, aitfemae, lived within

one-half mile of4 tile factory for only 7 years before'the age of 14.

Of the other 8 cases, one male lived the first 16 years of his life

within one-half mils of the factory while 6 of theremaining 7 were,

females who were between the ages oi 6 and 13 years when the factory

opened and remained in the area for between 3 and 7 year*.

Similarly. Lieben and Pistawka-23/- found that out of 42 cases

of mosothelioma investigated, 8 lived or worked in the vicinity ot

an asbestos plant, while Greenberg and Lloyd-oavieell/ identified

13 cases (St) out of 246 cases studied that were associatedwith

exposure by neighborhood or domestic sources of asbustos.

S.

fqa.ryV

11.1,
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NertischAig Liel.44/ Sous* that SS out of 261 mes with lung cancer

admitted to a thoracic surgical cantor gave a histoily :f expoliums

to asbestos, ocevand with only 29 of the matihed controls, althoogh

none were ostensibly 6asbestos*workers* and nous aad dvidence of
.

aXimistosis.

*subbase and Thompeon-09 also identifksd mesothelioma among

persons who lived in the same honsehold as sabestos workers. Tieelve

iercent of the ii;gothelioms asses (compared wow percont of the

controls). involved relatives who lived in thi samebompehold with
--

.akitsbestos worker. this group, the most usual'history of ex-:

pOeitt4im:that ofa w fo who washed her husband's dungarees or work

clothei. The two men this group, when boys ol or 9 years of

age. had sisters. were working at an asbestos factory.

.8imilarly, of"the 42 Cases of mesotheliamiL studied:by Lisbon

and tistapkeeiLV 3,were family meselkiNsf asbentos workers. rurther

evidence supporting this association was provided by Lilliaston.

gowns, and Differding4V who rep9rtod on 41,case eta hiUmand and

wife whoboth died of mesothelioma in 1971 and 1973, re spictively.

lise husband wodtedwith asbestos from 1941 to 1949, while the wife's
c

only known exposure was from washing her husband's dusty clothing.

In a recent study. Andersen et mi.:Alf examined 326 individuals

with no.comupational exposure to asbestos, but who lived in a family

with a member whoworked at an amosi4e asbestos-products factory tor

r
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Veiling times between 1941 and 1944. These 32$ individuals weme

c1inically examined for prevalehoe of early ashestosnelated

health effects, gut* as the radiographic changes el paisenchyml

fibrasis, pleural fibrosis, and calcification. The length of

employment of the family seMbers in this group wbu worked in the

omits plant maa,from one day to 13 years, with 501 of the group

coming from noussholds in which the workers* length of employment

4and tbus.aotive cuntamination.of the home, was iota Wm iem Yeas.

Of the individuals examined, all of whom considered themselves

to bwhealthy, 35 percent had chest x-ray abnormalities with a

predominance of pleural changes, fibrosis, and/or calcification.

Pour of tne individulj4pa4 already Hevelopeipleural mssotheliomas.

Although it was not possible to predict how many of these indoriduals

wits abnormal chest x-rays would eventually develop mesotheliome,

the recent study ny Sdge32/ suggests thb nuMber may be high. Edge

observed teat of 23c former shipyard workers who had pleural fibrosis

and/or calcification on their chest x-rays in 1970, 241 of the 70

deaths that occurred between 1970 and 1973 were from mesothelioma.

Tbe evidence summarized here clearly demonstrates that asbestos

in general and chrysotile asbestos in particular is a potent human

carcinogen.* Moreover, a *safe* or no-effect level for human ex-

posure to asbestos cannot be determined. This scientific fact must

govern any regulation whose goal is to protect the public health from

cancer related to asbestos exposure. Only no exposure can guarantee

no cancer. The no threshold concept for asbestos and other carcinosens

has been accepted by scientists, government regulatory agencies and

the courts. For example, the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-

* In a September 25 letter to Larry Dorsey, Office of Toxic
Substances, EPA, Richard Carter, Manager of Government Affairs of the

.!
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faetnote continua&

Cesporstion. Atss'a recant study, tea torthe NT Acadisif
Health. Safety. and Haviromment'Seppr of JohnsNanvil1a Salsa

ileismoss. to support JoMsMmvillo s contemtion that the levels tit
asbestos measured in scnools do not pose a health risk. Our enalysis
*of the study. *Mortality Expert*** of Residents In the Neighborhood
et An Asbestos Plant". by A.C. Hammond eta. indicates that the

--results do not support John-Mmavills's oroIt Hammond ot_91. studied
the mortality experience of a group of menvio lived within ons-half

--mils of an amosito asbestos factory in.Niverside. New Jersey. "me
.autbors conclude that no increased mortalikeoccurrodlamowthe
Siverside gromplreen ()compared to a boatrol group of men who -Wed La
letowa. N.J., a few miles from the plant. The relevance of chis
finding to assessing ths risks caused by onvirormantal exposure to
asbestos is marred by several methodological failings of the study.
Indeed, one of the *telly's aucmes. William Nicholson, has indicated
toiler thst the study is not relevant to assessing the risks posed
by asbestos-containing materials in schools.

4
foe study's major failing is that not enough time has passed

between the men's software to the air around the plant and the time
of tho study, to allele for the expiration of the expected latency
period fox devolOpment of mesothelioma. The sarliastdlocumented
teardsnos of a meAss of Riverside study group near the plant was
-1942. The end of the study's follow up period was 1934. 34 Years
later. Toe late:my period for mesotholicma, even after high °coupe-
tional exposures is 39-40 years. for nesothelioma associated with

-
neighborhood qxposuro the latency period is even longer. Newhouse
and Tnoe.i.on.iW reported a latency period of about 49 years for
development of mosothalioma after neighborhood exposure. It is

.
simply impossible to conclude that the study cohort did not suffer
any asbestos related cancer mortality until at least this period of

time has passed since initial exposure. This is especially critical
.is the context of this potitionwhere the population at risk is
children. who. can be expected to live upwards.of SO years after ow-

passim to asbestos in schools.

A second problem in interpreting the Hammond study arises from
insufficient information about ths amount of time a member of the

study group lived near the plant. The documentation ueed in tho stodY
was listing in the Paterson city directory twice in tho period from
1942 to 1944 and once in the period from 194s-1994. Therefore
members of the study group may have been in residence near the plant

tor as little as throe years. furtner. there is no information on
the percentage of those years actually spent at Woe.

In summary. the Hammond st al. study doss not detract in any

way from the overwhelming eviajnce supporting the association between
'asbestos induced cancer and tn. levels of asbestos measured in

schools with asbestos-containing material.
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istratien proposed cancer policy coMoludeSs

Thus, once a qualitative presumption of caraincosnicity
kas been established for a substance, any exposure to-that
substance must be censidered to be attended by rfik
sogsidering any given population. mo exception to :Irk
Sint hasyet been demonetrated Hence, todky it does
not seem feasible to predict-&-*finites safe level for a
carcinogen to an individual airman, let alone for'a popula-
tion, composed as we are of aggregates of genetically
heterogenous Unite/dug).* withwidely varying predispositions
and susceptibilities.ly (Emphasis added)

Specifically concerning asbestos, the National Institute
of Occupational Safety and Realth concludes:

Evaluation of all human data provides no evidence for a
thresnold or for a *sate" level oi asbestos exposure.
Eased on the available data, nu assessment can presently
be made concerning the existence of a level of asbestos
exposure belowtwhich an increased risk of cancer could
not be detected.29/

Only a ban on the use of asbestos can ensure complete
protection against this mineral's carcinogenic effect.=

The IARC monograph on asbestos concludes:

At present it is not possible to assess whether the:e is
a level of exposure in humans bit4ow which an increased
risk of cancer could not occuraf

D. Airborne Asbestos Levels in Schools
Are a Significant Health Hazard

On the basis of the above discussion of the absence of a safe

level of exposure to asbestos and the scientific evidence demonstrating

a clear association between asbestos exposure and various forms of

cancer, EDF maintains that any exposure of school children, teachers,

custodians or others to asbestos from sprayed material may result in

increased cancer rates.

For purposes of illustrating the hazards posed by damaged

Asbestos -containing material, the levels of airborne chrysotile

asbestos concentrations detected ig schools is cowpared in Table 3

to chrysotile concentrations measured in other environments, many

of which have been-associated with increased cancer rates and

asbestosis. Table 3 only includes data from the Environmental

Sciences Laboratory at Mt. Sinai School of Medicine. This was done

h
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become oseparison is most mesningful among measuremants analysed:by

the some technique. Tale 3 clearly indicates that the levels measured

itattar -to-levels-obsarvad_in__thik hews of esbeetee

workers, near asbentos mines and mills, and on the low end ot compel;

tional exposures. All these exposures hove boon linked with iscreased

OIROW death rates.

Interestingly. the concentrations of asbestos in echools exceeds

the levels measured downwind from asbestos spray sites, a

practice recently banned by the EPA. Indeed, in its documentation

supporting the ban on sprayed asbestos material containing more then

IA asbestos Writ has pubtioly admitted the serious health hazards posed
.

by the use of asbestos containing materials in schools. Part of the .

reason for the ban wan CPA's realisation that such materials could pose

a serious health threat from deterioration after prolonged use. The

discussion ammepanying the March. 1977 proposal to ban decorative uses of

sprayed asbestos-contsining material stated this clearly:

The use of such spray-on materials is considered a major
source of asbestos emissions because:
(3) the sprayon materials msy deteriorate with tine
and thereby contaminate the ventilation air when they
fall off points of application. __V

Mile exposure to asbestos poses a serious health hazard for the

general population, the cancer risk faced by children exposed to asbestos

is even greater. This is a function of several independent factors.

Children are more likely than adults to.survive sufficientLy long

for the oaroinovenic effects of asbestos to be manifested. The lagtime

associated with the induction of mesothelioma is typically between 35

and 50 years. The Leptis' for cancer is bedmmut 20 and 30 years.
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lAdeeed seaplanes in sohcolioage childWen emposed to Phenol, from

the doom of ceiling materials coma be exoected to mmaifest itself

when these individuals mooch middle age.

In addition, many school children smoke or will *smoke cigar-

ettes. Nearly eiSht million teenagers smoke cigarettes. Twenty-

seven percent of teenaged girls smdke. Torii, percent of these girls

smoke more than one pack +clay. Thirty percent of teenagedboys smoke.

As noted earlier, Selikoff and co-workers have reportedthat workers

who smoke and who are compationally exposed to asbestos have 92 times

the risk of dying of lung cancer than do workers who .did not smoke

end have not been exposed to asbestos. Asbestos workers who smoked

had times the lung cancer risk of other smokers.

_In addition to these factormchildrombevause Of physiological

characteristics and activity level', are at higher risk than adults to

the bawds of airborne carcinogens such as asbestos. children have

s-bigbas rate of air exchange and metabolism than adults and con-

sequently exchange a relatively greater volume of air.. TIM, per

emit body weigot, chilaien breathe more air than adults. Under com-

parable conditions children have'been reported tciinhale two to three

times as much of a pollutant as older people.

Added to this norms1 differenos in air exchange rates is the

fact that childrot are more active than adults. As the level of

activity rises, so does the rate of air exchange in the lungs-roughly

in an exponeniial manner. Therefore', children in claserocms where

'

41.97$ 0 79 10
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ceiling damage has lead to contamination with asbestos dust. axe

highly likely to inhale significant levels of coataminated air while

Moreover, such physical activity in children is oftam

associated with mouth breathing and consequently with a loss of the

bodes nnrmal nasal filtering capacity. Further, because children

are aborter than adults, they are more likelybo come.in contact with

the asbestos dust that gets stirred uptfrom the floor. Studies on

various pollutants indicate a distribution in pollutant concentra-

tion as a function of distance from the ground. In one study, lead

concentrations were found twice as high 1.5 meters from the floor

as 20 meters.
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11. Soh Mole throughout Merice Contain
Smelted Asbestoe

The health bawd posed by the use of asbestoscontaining

materials in schools affects students Ind other school personnel

throughout the United States. 4

Detaile information indicating Pt, nationwide scope of this

problem, cones from an SPA study in early ;esteems', 10711.11/ WMI1

-Regional Toxic SWilbtance Coordinators contacted all SO states to

determine the extent of the problem and the state's reactions.

Although only a very few states had systematically surveyed their

sdhools to identify those containing asbestos, the results ebtained

are frightening in their scope.

Nearly a thousand of the approximately 6,000 schools inspected

have been identified as containing asbestos. Nearly half the public

schools inspected in Indiana (260 out of 542) contain asbestme and

over 1,700 Ind:lams schools have yet to be inspected. In NOW Jersey,

.over 101 of schools contain asbestos (265 out of 2,444). In

many of those schools the asbestos material is visibly damaged.

Massachusetts reported 75 of its schools as containing asbestos in

-..... a form that could present a risk. Of those 75, more than 20 were so

dangerous as to be classified in need of immediate action. .In

Kentucky, over 75% (37 of 48),of the schtols sampled contained

ssbestos. Table 4 summarizes the data available for all SO states.

It is difficult to generalise from these numbers to a nationwide

.estinete of schools containing asbestos. Schools in different parts

of the county were'built at different times and can be expected to

have differed in tneir use of asbestos material. In addition, the

1.241 study does not indicate the criteria that led to a school being
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.inspected, whether it was a rand= sample or pegged to some suggestion

that asbestos was present.. Mowever, some attempt to quantify the ex..

teat ef the problemis illuminating. .It the ectioalsereentage is the

same as documented in the 4Ph survey, the number of schools containing

'asbestos would be about 13.544. If the pareentage of schools nation-

wide containing asbestos is onequorcer the 14 percent rate revealed

is the NPA study, i.e. 40 then approximately 3,504 of the nation's

$7,404 sehools contain asbestos. acne applies the same percentegteto
4,

the number of children attending public schools, one gets a veworude

approximation of the number of children at risk, if the asbestos U. those

schools is relessing.into the air. Using the 40 figure, about 1.7

million children may ourvintly be at risk. Using the 140 figure, 4.$

million children nay currently be at risk. (These figures repromant only

tais generation of school children, not tnose already graduated taxa

asbestos-contaixing schools. In addition, it the problem continues

unababid, each succeeding generatioX of school children will also be

risk). The actual population at risk also includes teachers and

maintenance and custodial staff. There are approximately 2,178,044
11.4/

teach*** working in tee public schools.

The SPA report also provides information on the maker of states

that nave embarked oX a program to identify And correct problems

caused by asbestos-oontaining material. Figur. 1 gives a pictoral

representation of this information. Nineteen states have no program

at all. These are Alaska, colored°, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Montana,

Miseouri, Nebreskar.Nevada.Des York, North Carolina, North Dakota,

Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Wisconsin and

Wyoming. There are about 1$ million public scbcol students in these

states. Ton states have only a sporadic program, which entails only
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Since the timeof publication of this map, several
states without programs have begun fragmentary efforts.
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mem impactions of schoois tor albolltat. Them axe Alabama, Arkansas,

Manses, Louisiana. Wu:gland, MiMissippi, havaii, Maim. tenswylvestia

mad Mules. There amabout P silliest public school students in these
A

states. Tweaty-ons states have uore active programs. Act even these

program have not notified all local school board wither/Use as to

the potentiai risk and have not inspected a large number of schools

for asbestos.

,10

I I
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7. To Iiiiminate the lewd. the *abeam
Material Can be Sealed or Ihnoved

Mein axe two loegtermapproaches to alleviating the health

basest caused by asbestorcontaining material. The first is

complete VOW*/ a the material. The. seems& is use $f a outlast or

emolosure to prevent release of fibers'into the air.

Seclosure of a sprayedasbestos suntan simply means placing an

impermeable barrier between the surface and the occupied axes. Con-

tact with tee asbestos surface is thus avoidd and any asbestos

falling .sut by erosioncannot ream* the oecupied area! Semis* the

ambestoa-containing material has not been removed, it must still be

dealt with she* the building is renovated or demolished. in addition,

any break in the barrier will release the asbestos fibers that bad

accumulated on its upper surface. The sealing of asbestos surfaces

Avzimes roosting the surface with a material that will form an tenor-

tive seal against fall-out of fibers from grosion, and will not allow

the release of fibers after impact. Again, the problem Of dealing

with the asbestos material during renovation or demolition resides.

The effectiveness of a sealant is also limited by the quality of the

bond between the asbestos material and the underlying structural

element. A sealant cannot prevent emission of.fibers it the asbestos

shears off the underlying structural element. Finally, the sealant

can be expected to erode.with time, at which time asbestos will again

enter the environment. SPA has contracted with Battelle Columbus to

assess a variety of available products for use as a sealant. This

report should be available in the near future.

The choice of control measures is dependent on a number of

factorM including the characteristics of the asbestos material, how
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mill it is bound to the underlying structural slements.eccessibility

ef tbematsrial to inpact, and available' resources. Acoordiag to the

study of nem Jersey schoois.21 the major sost.differemos between

removing and sealing the asbestos material is the cost of replacing

the reemmodsatorial. Labor costs are similar because both sealing
4

amd removal must be dope glider strict work conditioes in order to

protectimorber heath and prevont air contamination that ceduI axis*

from the contact with the material that is a necessary part et any

removal or sealing procedure.

Detailed cost.figures for removing or sealing ashestorcontaining

materials are unavailable. Costs tor indi;idual oorrestive actions

are available but it is difficult Co extrepolate from the pex*Acular

situations to a more general cost estimate. Ork has reported a

13.6etm vost for mil,ài of a ceiling in eat documented case.--1

The Rim Jersey study sssted a $1-2/sg. ft. cost for sealing and

pi-Steg..ft. cost tor removal and review/meat of an asbestos-contain.4

ing *oiling.
OP

fit
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V. LIM OASIS FOR PZIWUNG UNDER 14 OF NOR TOUR summicss
CONTIMMACT

A. The Unreasonable Risk to IMAM Posed by Asbeatos
Omissions from Sway-On Material Cannot Se Prevented
to a Sufficient Extent by Action Taken Under a
Federal ht! Not Administered by the Adittpistratort

in the foregoing section, petiticeer has famonstrated

that asbestos emissions from spray-on coatings JA public ashool

. buildings may present an unreasonable tisk Of injury to the

aealth of persons using such buildings. In this section.

petitioner will demonstrate that $4 of the Toxic Substances

Control Act gives taw JiAkt_nlistrator the authority to tigulate

such emissions and that use of that section rather than some

other federal law is appropriate.

Once the Administrator has concluded that there is a

reasoneble basis for regulating the use of a chemical isubstance

or mixture oh the grounds that it presents an unreasonable risk
'.

of injury to health, he must idiot determine whether the risk

of injury can be prevented or reduced to a sufficient extent

by action under another federal law not administered by the

Agministrator. Sep $9(a), 10 U.S.C. 52604(a). If the Adminis-

trator deteraines that such risk can be prevented or reduced

under another feder a statute not administered by him, he

is.reguired to submi to the agency which administers such other

law a report describing the risk andit.summary of the evidence

supporping his determination of unr4asonabIe risk. '

\alYt

Petitioner has carefully revieweA other federal laws

nistered by agencies other than EPA which might be invoked

to joA asbestos emissions from sprai-on mateYials.

Peal Loner has concluded that other federal

'00

1j C.

1

-J
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1100 sot admisistered by the Administrator esti& aet pseVent or

,40Seee to a 'efficient eetent the risk posedhy these asbestos

moissions.

there ars three other federal statutes which adghthe utilised

te osetrol asbestos'amissions from spray-on materials-4h*

Osompational Safirty.amd SealtbAct, the Federal Suasion'

Substanoes Aet, amd the Consumer Prodoct Safety Act.

the Occupational.Saisti and-SealthActs 2$ U.S.C. S531

gLiggi., is sot applicable for several reasons. First,

it does not apply to °the United States or any state or political

subdivision of the state.°- 25 U.S.C. 5652(3). Since this

petition deals with asbestos emissions-iipubliamchooli,'

the Occupational Safety and Health Aot would not be able to

coach this prOblea. Second, even it it were construed to apply

to public cchools, the Occupational Safity and Sealth Aet would

protect only school teachers and other employees of the school

spites. Sven it a standea were develoged to protect these per-

sonsilt is quite possibae that such a standard would be inadequate

to protect school children who can be expected to live loom thou Omar

teachers and therefore hampagmeater chance of °contracting lung

cancer or mesothelicma even at very low levels of erposure. In

"bort. the Ocoupatiodal Safety and Health Act is apparently not

applicable to public buildings and limits standards to those needed

.roteat itorkers. Its use tberefore is not appropriate here.

Ihe Federal Hazardous Substaness Act, IS U.S.C. $1261 et el.,

ise.tnoher federal law which might be used to control asbestos

...-in'aissions from spray-on material. Section 2(f)(1)(1) of the Federal

p.

..N

4

010.
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VeSardoes Sabstancee Ast does sower substanoes which are found

tO be tonic, &a(inates shish piesumehly tithes la substances

duck as aSbestos. Sewever. assuming 4Prefee, materiels Oon

taining asbestos were classified as a Meadow substance, the

qmestion remains whether asbestos Miiiii00s from these materiels

could be regulated under 121g)(1)(14 Or 3(g)(l)(15) of the Act.

Seotion 200(1)(A) applies to hasardons substances intended

for use by children. Clearly; spray-on materials containing

asbestos do not tall into this category. Section 2(q)(l)(11) et

the Federal Renard*** Substances Act applies to hasardous

substances intended for °household use.' It would be difficult

tongue that asbestos sedisicoai-irriiii'dgirlyRwmaterials used.

in public schools constituted bawd**a substances latended

for 'household use.

Ihe third and final statute whicItmight be usedeto control

asbestos emissions from spray-on materials and which is not

administered by EPA is the Consumer Product Safety Act, IS

U.S.C. $201 et gm. Unlike the Federal Sanardous Substances

Act, the Consumer Product Safety Act is applicable to products

used in a 'household or residence, a school, in recreation, or

otherwilse. . . . 15 U.S.C. $202(0(1). However, unlike the

Moral Hazardous Substances Aat, a °consumer product safety

standard shall be applicable only to consumer products manu-

factured after the effective date (of a rule promulgated pursuant

to $7 or SI.° 15 u.S.c. $205S(d)(1). Clearly, a rule under

$7 or of the Consumer Product Safety Act would fail to reach

the problem presentedt.in this petition--at most such a rule eould

9!
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emly apply to esbestes-oenteining sprogrvinseMerials whisk-wets

Manufacturod after the effective date of sueb rule.1111

from the foregoing, it should be ressemably clew that

the risk preenated by asbestos 'assigns from sprwmaseteriele

ia public schools meld not be prevented to a sufficient extent

by action taken under other federal laws not administered by,

the Administrator of MA. Therefore. !Ma) presents no barrier

to the use of $4.

3. 2t May tot Se in the Public Interest To Attempt To Use
Other Laws Administered by the Administrator To _-ftntrol
Asbestos Meissions from Spray-On Materials in ruMic
;Schools.

Semties S(b) of the Toxic Substances Control Set, IS U.S.C.

$240404, requires the Adainistrator to °coordinate actives

takemunder this Aft with actions taken under other Federal

laws administered in whole or in part by the Administrator."

- In addition it states. °If the Administrator determines that

a,risk to health or the environment associated with a chemical

substance ormisture could be eliminated or reduced to it

sufficient extent by actions taken under the authorities contained

in such other Federal laws. the Administrator shall use,such

authorities to protect against such risk unless tilhAdministrator

determines, in the Administrator's discretion, that it is in

the public interest to protect against such risks'by actions

takenounder this Act.° Section A(e) elaborates further on the

factors to be considered by the Adninistrator in making such

a determinatious

g
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If the Ainistritor determines thnt a risk of injury to
health or the environmeitt omit be eliminated or reduced
to a sufficient extent by actions taken under amother
Federal law (or laws) administered in whole or in pert
by the Administrator. the Administrator may not promulgate

rule ender subsection (a) to protect against such risk
of Wary unless the Administrator finds, in the Adm(nis-
trator's discretion, that it is in.the public interest
to Protest against such risk under this Act. /n making
suck a finding the Administrator shall op:wider (i) all
relevant aspects of the risk. as determined by the Adminis-
trator in the Administrator's discretion, (ii) a complrison
of the estimated costs ot oomplyingwith actions taken
under this Act and under such law (or laws). and (Aii)
the relative efficiency of actions under this Act ane under
such law (or laws) to protect against such risk of injury.

O.S.C. 82608(c)11).

The only other federal law administered by the Administrator which

conceivably could be used to control asbestos emissions.from

spray-on materials is the Clean Air Act. EPA has promulgated

regulations governing the demolition and renovation of buildings.

including public school buildings, which coniain such spray-on

materials. 43 Pod. Reg. 26372 (June 19, 1978). Among other

things, these regulations prohibit the spraying of buildings,

structures, structural members, pipes, and conduits with materials

mmteining more then one percent asbestos on a dry weight basis.

The regulations, however, only cover emissions of asbestos

from spray materials which occur as a result of renovation

or demolition of buildings in which these materials have

been used. Emissions which result from gradual deterioration
39/

of these coatings are not covered by the regulations.

Moreover, although it is never specifically stated, the

preamble to these regulations suggests that the legal justification

for the revilatione is to prevent contamination of either the

outside embieul. air with abnestos fiber or outside ambient
12/

stir which enters a building's venttlation system. This
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041,40Sti that the Agesoy is not oertain.whothes it hes authority

under the Clean Air Act to regulate gavelled °indoor air pollution."

Althoegh Petitioner does not necessarily accept this interpretation

a the law, it is an argument which could he advents' and which

ovoid precludn use of $112 of the Clean Air Act to prevent or

reduce to sufficient extent the risk poesd-by these asbestos

*Missions.

Sven if the Clean Air Act is construed to enable the Adminis-

trator to regulate purely "Indoor air pollution," petitioner
.

subnits.thet it is still in the public interest to regulate

these emissions under $4 of the Toxic Substances Control Act.

The following reasons would support such a finding.

nut, unlike the clean Air Act, the Toxic Substances Control

Act permits the Administrator to mkke new requirements effective

.upon proposal. Under $112 of the Clean Air Act, the Administrator

.has a full year in which to propose and promulgate regulations

once.a pollutant is listed. Moreover. once a regulation is

promulgated it cannot apply to existing sources of the hasardous

air pollutant until 90 days hove passed. As pointed out in the

preceding section. a number of the public school buildines

addressed in this petition contain spray-on materials which are

already badly deteraorated and need immediate attention. Petitioner

admits that it is in the public interest to take corrective

action in those situations as quickly as possible. The Toxic

Substarces Control Act would permit this, the Clean Air Act would not.

The second reason it would be in the public interest to use

$G of the Toxic Substances Control Act and not the Clean Air Act

to address this problem is that 1660(7) of the Toxic Substancet
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Ceatiol Act revolts the dimeaistrator to shift the oosts.of

nemevins the.hasexdoes chemical substaioe or *tutu& to the

menufacturers of such snbetance er sinters, rather then impoliteg

the costs oa the consumer or uses of the *distance es mixture.

Item is ao comparable provision in the Clem kir Act. teased,

under the Clean Air Act SPA would presumably be forged to place .

the entire burden of correotime the problem on the public school

systems themselves. Petitioner, as will be explained belOw,

dOes not bolieve !hat the schcolohystemelhould bear the entire

burden ior correcting the problem. Indeed, we submit that the

menufacturers and processors of the fiber which went.into such

materials should bear the primary financial responsibility for

correctang the health hasards posed by extensive use in.publto
A

school buildings of such spray materials.

Finally,.it can be argued that the Administrator has

considerablymore flexibility under St of the Toxic Substances

Control Act to address tbe problem than he voild have under

$112 of the Clean Air Act. Section 112 generally requires

the Adainistrator to set an emission standard, a standard which

must provide 'an ample margin ok safety" for protection of public

health. Although the Administrator has recently been given the

authority to requite design standards whir* emission standards

are not feasible, it is still questionable whether the Adlinistrator

would have the authority to either require the use of sealants

or to order the removal of the spray-on materiels in cases where

sealants would not be effective. Arguably, the greater flexibility

afforded the Administrator by 556(a)(5) and 6(a) (7) of the Toxic

Substances control Act would reduce these problems and thus serve

the.public interest.

4

.1:
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In short. even it the Adeandetratordletermines that be los

the authority to regulate 'indoor air pollutants' under the Clean

Air Act, it is still in the public interest to utilise 16 of

the genic Substances Control Act for the reasons outlined above.

Therefore, we now tura our attention to $6.

C. Section 6 Gives the Administrator the Authority To
Regulate AshestosandNixtures Containing Asbestos
poem for littrav-On Naterials.

Sootiest 6 of the Toxic Substances Control Act gives the

Administrator of 8PA authority to regulate 'the manufacture,

processing, distribution in commerce, use, er disposal of a

chseical subitance or mixture, or.. . . any combination of such

activities, ithatl presents or will present an unreasonable risk

of injury to health or the environment. . . .6 IS U.S.C. $2605(e).

-Asbestos falls within the definition of "chemical substance"

since it is an *inorganic substance of a particular molecular

identity.' IS U.S.C. 12602(2)(8) . Furthermore, spray-onaaterials

containing asbestos are 'mixtures' within tke meaning of 86 - -that is

'any combination of two or more chemical substances if the combination

does not occur in nature and is not, in whole or in part, the

result of a chemical reaction." 15 U.S.C. 82602(8). According

to the Senate Report, the term "mixture' includes 'articles

containing chemical substances. . . . S. Rep. No. 94-698, 1976,

C.S. Code Cong. m Ad. news 4491, 4505. Therefore, under 16,

asbestos can be regulated either as a chemical substance or as

a component of a mixture if 'there is a reasonable basis to conclude

that the manufacture, processing, distribution in commerce, use

.0c disposal (ofsuch substance or mixture) presents or will present

49.999 79 - 31
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an uareasonable risk et ihjury to.health or the enviramment. .

1504.C. 12606(e). The types et evidpmes sad degree ot mot

required to tind unreasondble risk is discussed in the Souse

'sport. The Souse stated that s finding of unreasonable

risk *may be beset upon items suds as touloologioal. PhYsio-

logical, epidemiological, biochemical or statibtical roomiest)

or studies or extrapolations therefrom. The finding . . . must

include adequate reasons and explanations tor the Administrator's

conclusion. ft does not, however, require the taotual certainty

of a 'finding ot.tect' of the sort associated with adjudication.°

S. Asp. No. 94-1341, 94th Cong., 24 des.. (1176) at 32.

Although the tern *unreasonable risk° is not tetinod in

the Toxic Substances Control Act itself, the oourts bave.inter-

preted this terninother comparable statutes. For examples

la interpreting its use in the Vedexal nasardous Substances

Aet,,the Distriat otColumbia Circuit has defined unreasonable

risk as involving *a balancing test like ';hat tabe made in

Aori laws the regulation may issue if the severity of the injury

thit may result from the product, factored by the likelihood

of the injury, offsets the harm the regulation itself imposea

on manufroturets and consumers.° Forester v. cloSc, $54 1.24 774

(D.C. Cir. 1977). This memo test has also been applied to

regulatory decisions under the Consumer Product Safety Act

involving the same °unreasonable risk° standard. See Mw

Slide 'X' Dive v. CP$C. 569 1.24 $31, $39 (5th Cir. 1974).
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nosily. the District of Columbia Circuit COurt has used:

a very smiler test in Oefinieg unroseenable risk ander

the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Modenticide Act.

In pnvircamental Detenes_ftnG_DIO. V. SPA. Ade P.2d 9911.

1005 (al.c. cis. 137i). the *seri stated, °Po evaluate

whether use of a pesticide papoose 'unreasonable risk

to ass or the environeent,t the Administraior engages

in a cost-benefit analysis that takes 'into account the

economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits

of the use of any such'pesticide.' 7 D.S.C. $136(bb).

Perhaps most important, the court has noted that °Reliance

on general data, consideretion of laboratory experiments on

animals, etc. t been held a safficient basis for an order

cancelling or suspending the registration of a pesticide.

Ones risk is shown the responsibility to demonstrate that

the'benniits outweigh the risks is upon the proponents of

anotinued registration. Conversely, the statute plaaes a

°heavy burden' of explanation on 411 Administrator who decides

to permit the continued use of a chemical known to produce

cancer in experimental animals." XDF v. itPA, supra. See also

Anvironmental Defense Fund. Inc. v. MA, 310 F.2d 1202, 1302

(D.C. Cir. MO).
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Under 11(0)(1) et tke-foxio Oubstaeoes Controllbst, the

Administrator is reguired.to sonsider and publish statement

describing the following fasters la saltine his del:evaluation

eishether a allemiesal-substanoe or mixture presents an unrea

seeable risks (1) the effects a such photo:se °roister,

"on health and the iegnitude of the exibsure of hums* beings

to such substance or mixtures (2) the effects of such =botany*

or mixture on the environment and the magnitude of.the espouse

of the environment to such substance or mixture* (3) the benefits

of suet* substnecis or linters tor various Woes and the availabilitY

of substitutesvfor such uses; and (4) reasonabiy ascertainable

economic oonsequences of the rule, after consideration of the

effect on the national economy, small business, technological

innovation, the environment, and public health.'

As discussed at length in the preoeding section asbestos

can produce both mesothelioms and lung cancer in humans. Moreover,

scientists have yet to establish a threshold for asbestos, that

is a level,below which no adveree health effects exist. Indeed.

the evidence suggests that oven vary low levels of asbestos ci*.

lead to lung cancer if a sufficiently long latency period is

available.

As pointea out in the preceding section, significant
4 r

quantities of asbestos are being releitinki as a result

of the deterioration of ceilings coated with these spray

materials. Indeed, this conclusion is supportd by the

Agency's Phase I report entitled, 'Asbestos. sources/Moats

ftiview.' quoted above. That report states in part:

* S.
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Asbestos was also sprayed Fa me,
commercial buildings, schools, endagertmlowt
houses ecastrasted during this period t1,40

. tO 1970). Mrs the mating was ofteaused
for Mun&deadesing or Meerett s
*eh ceilings am now fogad to be dstsrior
1171oUrlAceilrftigibM2Arf

6
in another portion of the zegort, asbestos emissions '

from soft minors were deMribelly# 'amajor

source of exposure to'asbestos.6 Indeed, of the major

remaining sources of exposure to asbestos evaluated in

the report, ceilings coated with asbestos in echools and

public buildings were Iistedas the number one priority
.4.t/

for further investigatioa.

The second factor which aggravates the risks posed

by these emissions is the fact that their release into an

' enclosed iVe4 such as a school building virtually guarantees

their continued resuspension in the air. This has also

been recognised by the agency in its preliminary report on

asbestos.

Turbulence tends W3 prolong settling and may
resuspend particulates already settled. . . .

The durability of asbestos fibirs end their
characteristic slow settling in the air is
seen most dramatically in homes, schools,
and buildings where the fibers may berme trapped
end allow buildup of fiber concentrations that
cause ever increasing exposures. 11/

Third, as pointed out in the preceding section, Ithe fact

that primarily chillOren am exposed to asbestos emissions

from spray-on materials in public schools substantially increases

the hazards associated with such emissions since children have a

sufficiently long life expectancy to make even low exposures
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hazardous. Moreover. it should be ;Dieted out that asbestes

can accumulate in the lungs and that these spray materials axe

not the oily source of asbestos to whieh each children can be

(molested to be expoesd. eberetore, to ihe extent that exposure

to multiple sources increases the risk of lung cancer, it can be

said thai this saurus of exposure aggravatss the existing risk tram

other lgovraes-
rivally, a very large number of school children

may be exposed on a dentinal* basis to asbestos emissions from .

spray-onswiterials. .Preliminary indications are that several

thousand public schools captain asbestos spray materials. Assuming

that these school buildings are expected to coat/nue in use tor

20 to 30 years, this means that several million children, in

addition to thousands of teachers and school employees.. are

exposed and therefore at risk.

The tbird factor which the AdministratOr must consider in

making his determination is the °benefits of such s4Astanse

for various uses asid the.availability of substitutes for such

uses.. !test, much of the spray material which has been used

in public schools in the last 20 years has been used for

deiorative purposes only. Petitioner suggests that there are

many substitutes available for these decorative uses. . moreover,

where the spray mategials have been used for other purposes, such

as soundproofing or fireproofing, petitioner submits that

substitutes are also available for these uses. In short, there

should be no difficulty finding substitute substances to serve

any of the foregoing purposes046/7-

4
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Tile final factor which must be coaildered by the Adminiso.

trate, in making a judgmeet regardiag unresoenable risk is

°the reasonably ascertainable economic conseluences of the rule.

after consideration of the affect on the national economy, small

busieess, technological innovation, the envircomenp, and public

health.° As discussed in the preceding section, it is difficult

for petitioner at this stage to IMMO* the full economic cOn-

sequences of the proposed rule. it is clear that where spray

materials must be removed in order to eliminate the public health

hasard because chemical **Slants or other solutions will not
A

be effective, the cost mav be very high. Nevertheless, it is

not clear at this time how much material will actually have

to be rem-oved from scbool buildings because of advanced deter-

ioration or other factors. it is quite possible that a emmplete

survey will demonstrate that much of the potential problem can

be solved through the application of chemical sealants, sealant

which can be applied at a cost of one to two dollars per square foot.

In short, petitioner submits that asbestos emissions

from these spray-on materials do present unreasonable risk

of injury under the standards presented in $6(c) of the

Toxic Substances Control Act and are therefore subject

to regulation under glitaV of the act. The fact that such

regulations may have an Overse economic impact on asbestos

manufacturers, and to stmie extent' public school systems,

does not overcome the n4ed for immediate action. Indeed,

a recent D.C. Circuit c4inion has explicitly addressed the

problem of regulating cjarciuogens, such.es asbestos, where
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the malie consequences it regulatiei gam be large. She

(Iodates la linvironsmatal Defeo* had. Ins. 4: irk no.
774409l, slip op. (D.C. Cir. Sow. 3. MS) provides eme

ot the best.lega/ analyses of standards to be used la reef-

toting earsisogeas by adniaistrative agencies. lathoegh

the ease -Live/Cis the regulation PCPs

llater-Ooliettest Cietrol Sabwhish-does-aet- oftwilest-

balancing ef oasts and benefits, the court did the

oosts of the regulatioes la making its decision.

The *sort's analysis began bi pointing out that

. . court's have traditiemally recognised a
special judicial interest la protecting the public
health, particularly wherethemetteralvolved
as sensitive and fright-Wiese* cancer." Where
the hems envisaged is cancer, cedrts have recog-
nised the need fer action based upon lower standards
ot proof thee otherwise apPlIcable.

nor v. WIN4 gme. at 297-0$ (footnotig emitted) (quoting

Apr V. sPA (m), etS P.24 52$, 53S (D.C. Cir. 11172)).

The court vent on to cite a number of cases where

it has upheld regulations based on evidence of carcinogenic

effects. Referring to these eases, the nowt stated:

These cases demonstrate the inevitable tension
attending regulation of carcinogens. Pregnantly,
such regulations have severe economic impact. ,

Indeed, sometimes, as alleged by induetry petitioners
in this case, such regulations may jeopardise plants
or whole industries, and the jobs depending on them.
In such circumstances, the temptation to demand that
the Agency furnish conclusive proof of corcinogenicity
se support for the regulations is great. Sommer.
the decision to delegate authority to an agency to
control suspected carcinogens is a legislative

:
t :513ctft

Ae.'''.

4
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judgment,that is sot Open to is this Court.
COngressw direction to Mt. loom

ocepletely 41/411=ried
cot it me mere to adopt proof reseiresenth
advcoatsd by indmetry timers.

last scientists know about She causes of canoes .
is bow limited is their knowledge. Ihe record im
this case demonstrates that it may !the *wades

=man espouse to oarcinogens to result in
t in the soantimet the case ter inferring

Gower danger with reepect to an inoomplotoly
umderstood substanos iewiporously diss=
it regulation mere withhold until the
was demOnstrated conclusively. untold in,ury to

=Chealth Oould result. Aocordingly. we find
ongress has allowed SPA to.stoport a prObibition

on the basis of Itronly cast:sated and merely suggestive
proof. Ve vonclude that the evidenoe inthis case
is at least *w_ir* of
supports

carcinogenicity and dome
SPhss decision.,

.4*1 P. Mk, gull, at 66-66 .(tootnotes omitted).
0

4 ln Short, the fact that the regulations requested by
-

\ petitioner nay impose significoint cost does not eliminate
\.

\s, ISPh's responsibility to protect the public againstAbe.risk

posed by these emissions. furthermore, ihe fact that disease,.

associated with these asbestos emissions may not appear for

decades does not preclude the simulation of Wales emissioms

since °J.Cregulation were,withheld until the danger were

demonstrated conclusively, untold injury to public health

could result.* Id. For alt these reasons, petitioner suggests

that the courts would uphold regulaCon of emissions

resulting from the use of those sprky-on materials as an

unreasonable risk under $6 of the Tonic Substances COntr91 act.

O. EPA Ban the Authority Under f6(a)(3), $6(a)(5), and
$6(a)(7) To Control the lbsission of Asbestos from
spray materials in Public School Buildings.

The first stepqn controlling emissions frce spray materials

. 9
* ,*

; 171-t.:
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foretelling asbestos found is public schist benign. is Ile

identify all those buildins which in ten costal' such .

materiels. Petitioner believes last responsibility for

ideatifying such building; should, be shared between the

processors amd sienufeetnets of the asbestos fiber which went

into the spray matnials sad *hi school districts themselves.

Petitioner believes that the school districts should be

required ties *lead and perform the menitery sempting and

analysis subject to reladamnomegt for allot a portion of

the oasts by the manufacturers anda=gts of the fiber

apftbiangt into the materials. The moot digitalis approach

would be to establish a joint cooperative ffogt at the

outsets however, petitioner ses the this say not be

possible sad urges SPA to re the school districts to

move ahead on their ova if a joint progt6 cannot be worked .

out relatively quickly.

Authority to require school districts to undertake such

sampling and mark the ceilings ot other structural component&

containing asbestos is contained in ft(a)(3) of theiromic

Substances Control Act. That section provides that the

Administrator may impose 'a requirement that such substance

cor mixture or any article,containing such substance or mixture

be markea with or accompanied by clear and adequate warnings

and instructions with respect to iis use, distribution in

roe, or disposal or with respect to any combination of

suo activities. 'The formandoontent of such warnings and

tions shall be prescribed by the Administrator.'

15 U.S.C. $2605(a)(3). All of these ceilings and structural

compbnents containing the asbestos ppm materials will

330
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ultimately have to be dimmed of and's:king of such materials

prior tedisposal.is essential to eliminate therenressonable risk

47. el asbestos emissions which stay result from such disposal aetivities.

lisreever, es pointed Gettig the previeeosection.4gre is evidembe

that normal setivity associated with the use of areansprayed with

*soh sategials can produce relatively high emissions of asbestos.

VOW example, the isstallatioa Of track lighting systems la the

Tale ArChitectural "gilding peedueed retatively high Concentrations

et asbestos. *The first step La preventing pooh exposure is.to make

(mortals that all such miterials aye marked la order then adequate

precautions can be taken. 'his is particularly tree lithe interim

pitied prier to such time as the ceiling is removed altogether or

permanently sealed with a chemical sealant.

Legal precedent fos ihe appliestion of the requirements con-

tained in $4(s)(3) to public schools which are in po

toxic substanoes is cam the Ageacy's regulations

like, e PQM.

sergeant

and quipment containing

e)(1). cf tonic S tames Control Act requiring

marking

Although thee* regulat mere issued pursuant to S4(e)(1)

of the Toxic Substances Control Act, they rely on language

which is exactly the same 44 that contained in somq(s).

Section $Cm)(1) of the Act r ires 'Within six months after

the effective date of this Act the Administrator shall pros-

ulqate rules to--04 prescribe methods tor the disposal of .

polychlorinated biphenyls. and (11) require polychlorinated

331
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biphenyl. to bemorkedwitholear sad adequate wermings, imd

isstrootions with tamale to their prisessing, distribution

001118000114 us., OX OIL

atlas of snob activities.* 15

aria respect, ts OWI oembin.:

te)41i. Needless to

say this language precisely tracks that oontaimed in 06(4(3).

Significantly. the PC2 weskits, regulation 'applies to

all persons who manufacture, process, distribute in oasseroe,

er dispose of PCBs including local, state. eel Mead

11/governments. Section 761.20 of oil rigulations requires any-

one possessing certain types of equ11ipment containing Pas to

label such items by July 1, 1976.
,

Petitioner submits that

this Fequirement is very similar to the one propooed herein--

that is, the user of a product or entity suspected to contain

toxic chemical was required to first determine whether

the chemical was present and then lable the product or

entity if the finding was positive.

Authority to require the manufaaturers and processors of
%

asbestos used in these spray materials to participate in the

investigation phase is contained in 66(a)(7).' That section.

provides that the Administrator miy impose *a requirement

directing manufacturers or processors oi such substance or

mixture (a) to give notice of such unreasonable risk of injury

to distributor. in comer** of such substance or mixture and,

to the extent reasonably ascertainable, to other persons in

possession of such substance or mixture or exposed to such

substance or mixture. . . . 16 0.6.C. $2605(a)(7). Mead together.
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these two provisions clearly give BPA the authority to require

sehoo/ districts in possession of such spray naterials 'and

ammufacturers and processors of the asbestee which went into

then to participate in a program designed to determine which

school buildings contain asbestos spray materials. Such a

program would involve taking samples from materials which,

axe suspected of containing asbestos and then analysing

those samples tor asbestos in an escredited'laboratory.

To the extent that such survey work has already been

performed under previous programs, ths Administrator would

.be *spawned to exempt *octets statutes portions of states

*from this segnirement if he is satisfied that such date was

adequate to determine the extent of the Ward.

Once the school buildings containing ;hue materials have

been identified and marked, the next step is to either per-

manently seal or remove altogether the spray mIterial.

Authority to require manufacturers and processors of the

asbestos which went into these spray materials to remove

them or chemically *seal them is contained in 116(a)(7)(0.

That section gives the Administrator the authority to impose

"a requireaent directing manufacturers or prooessors of

such substance or mixture . . . (C) to replace or repurchase

such substance or mixture as elected bp the person to which

the tequirement is directed." IS v.S.c. $2605(a)(7)(C).

Pursuant to this section, petitioner requests the Adminigitrator

to require manwacturers or processors of such fiber to replave

or -epurchase, but in any event to tood4e, such spray coatings

33,3
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fees these buildings which contain spray materials which

have deteriorated *woad the point where chemical sealants

mold be expected to be effective: Where sealants would

be effective, the manufactures:0 and processors would be

required under $4(41)(5) and WO(7) to apply the sealanti

under the provisioa that requires the Administrator to impose

the least burdensome requirements to correct the problem
1.9./

yhenever possible. The determination of whether

phisical removal pursuant to either repurchase or

replacement would be required would bit left up to the.

Administrator or his designee.

needless to say, tracing particular shipments of asbestos

fibers to ultimate use in spray materials-in individual buildings

will be an extremely difficult if not impossible task. Petitioner

submits that Congress never intended that sPA be required to do

, the im opssible to carry out the intent of the statute. Indeed,

petitioner submits that joint liability principles from tort

law can be applied here to resolve the problem of apportioning

the cost of removal among various manufacturers of fiber.

Specifically, petitioner suggests that each manufacturer of asbestos

fiber be required to smy a percentage of the total removal cost
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based on the approximate share of the abscissae! vitiate such

ocepany held during the period of 1950 to INS. Petitioner

submits that this approach iX justified ay tort caseaosuch

as NaL22-222B1, 243 P. durp..353 (1.01.347. 1972), where the

courkstated that "many diverse cases impose joint liability

on groups whoseactionscreate unreasonable kasardsOf risk of

harm, even though only ourmember of the group may have been

the 'direct' or physioal cause of the injury.* at 372.

The court held in that case that joint liability could lieqp

"plaintiffs can submit evidence thit'defendant. acting independently,

adhered to an inftstry-wide standard or cletonte4th regardlto

the product at issue, !a tiestlnstance blasting avid.° Id. at 374.

To the extent that every asbestos manufacturer sold raw fiber,

some of which ended Op in the spray materials, petitioner suggests

that the courtiwould be willing to apOortion liability based

on a marketshare evaluation, absent other evidence which would

defeat the presumption that relative marketshare is a good

indicator of relative liability.

Pinally, petitioner lubtaiimo.that whether a manufacturer

elected replacement or repurchase under $6(a)(7), it would

still be required to physically remove the product in a safe

manner from affected school buildings. Repurchase, unless

specifically limited to a mere refund, clearly contemplates

the physical return ofthe goods. In this case, obviously

the possessor of the good, that is the school system, is in no

position to return the qood itself. Removal of spray materials

containing asbestos is 4 hasardous operation ana can only
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he sndertakenmaftly by professionals.' Turthermore. return

of the goods is essential to eliminate the Assam& Under

SS(*) kb* AdministrAter has broad authority end Oft apply one

moue of the listed regoiremsnts °to the extent neceisary

to protect ,dequately against such risk." 2a this ease, merely

permitting manufacturers to refund the price of the spray

materials or the asbestos fiber in them would clearly not Si

adequate to protect against the'risk imposed by such materials.

2a this case, removaLoreirmaterial and its physical.return

and ultimate disposal is essential to protect the posseXsor of

the malarial.

In short, petitioner submits that the Mministrator does .

have the authority leder 16(a)(7) at** Toxic Substances Control

Act to-require the removal of spraymateiials which have alreiviy-

begun to deteriorate and cannot be effectively sealed.

X. Sectioa 6(4)(2) of the Toxic Substances Control Act
Gives the Administrator the Authority to Mak Rules
Effective upon Publication.

Under 16(d)(2)(A) the AdnanistratormWdeciare a proposed

rule under subsection (a) to be effective upon its publication

in the Federal Register and until the effective date of finil

action taken, in accordance with subparagraph (S), respecting

sudh rule if (i) the Administrator determines that--(2) the

manufacturer, processing, distribution in commerce, use, or

disposel of the chemical substance or mixture subjoct to such

.proposed rule or combination of such aArtivities is likely to result

in the &reasonable risk of serious or widespread injury to health

or the enkironment before suah effective date: and (II) making

330
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sachlmoposed rulesoleffeotive ie..= necessary to probot

the pubLic interest. . . .° 11 $240140(3)(A).

Petitioner submits that asbestos emissions from seriously

deteriorated spray materials could very well result in an

=reasonable risk of Wary to health during the period ,

needed to promulgate =pastime. Several studies suggest,

that even brief periods of exposure may have been responsible

for the development of mesothellana or lung cancer affected

individuals many years latex.21/ Sadly deteriorated

awnings present the possibility of episodic exposures tio

very high levels of asbestos. petitioner submits that the -

possibility of such episodic exposure to very Aigh leVels

during the period between publication and promulgation of

rules is sufficient reason to require that the proposed

rules, atleast as.they apply to buildings with visible

deterioration, be effective upon publication la the Federal

. At a minima, school districts either alone or

conjunction with manufacturers and processors should be

required to'begin the requested nationwide survey of school

buildings immediately upon publication of the proposed rules.
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Asbestos amiss/ son from°silings aad other structural

°envenom!s of echool buildings which have been coated with

sgrasenaterials annelids./ this mineral pose an unreasonable

risk of injury to school children and other persons using

such buildings. Immediete action to identify the sources

of such missions end to.eliminate then either through use

.ot chemical sealants or physiiil removal of the sprayanterial

is essential Section 4 of the Toxic Substances'Control Act

provides SPA with the necessary legal authority to do so.

Although the Ad:La/strata.- hes a maximum of 90 days

in which to make a decision on this petition, petitioner

requests that a decision be made by no later than March 1.

1979 due to the serious nature of the problem. Petitioner

also requests that the Administrator and the Assistant

Aministrator for Toxic Substances meet with representatives

of petitioner as soon as possible to discuss this petition.

Respectfully submitted,

\--\%
Joseph H. Hitodana
Chairman, Toxic Chemicals Program

tUrVatit 44)
,Les e Dach
Science Associate
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Mr. Mrusa..Mr. Kildee .

Mr, Mum...Just one question at this point. On your charts there.
Mr Dach, and your percentages of schools with asbestos, is that all
use of estos or just the sprayed asbestos?

Mr. MOIL As far as we know, that is the spraytd asbestos. But it
would inchule both the friable and oementitious forms of asbestos.
And it may in some situations include asbestos that is around pipes
or covered by ceilings.
' Part of the em here, as was mentioned bY earlier witnesses,

is that in the ventories arid studies done to date, we simply have

avoheiWty
control. We really don't know where the asbestos is,

this is.an accurate determination, even for the numbers we
have.

Mr. DaliAra. I would like to address that cquestion as well. I
would like to qualify the survey, because it has been quoted quite

*often today.
First of all, there was no voluntary program at the time we took

our survey this fall. The only document the States hird available to
them was Secretary Califano's letter. And basically this was a quick
and dirty survey conducted by my staff, calling various States at
relatively low levels.' of management to determine primarily how
many States have revonded to Secretary Califano's letter a month
earlier; how much interest was there in a voluntary
whereby EPA would provide technical help; and what, ifa=
States were doing about it.

I ain particularly encouraged by the number of States that
indicated interest in our helping them in terms of minimal tech-
nical guidance and consulting.

A. far as the actual percentageeof schools containing. asbestos, I'
think our best analysis would indicate that the sample US probably
biased, because most of the States irad not conducted complete
surveys. Undoubtedly they went to those schools which they sus-

might have contained asbestos. So it may be biased on the
h side.

best Allgment in talking this issue over with Dr. Sawyer is
that perhaps around one to five percent of the nation:s echools may
contain asbmtm._

I might also add were we to put other States on that chartfor
example, in Viginia 31 schools were surveyed and no asbestos was
found-. In one other State, and I have it here in front of me, a
hundred percent of the schools had asbestos. For example, in
Connecticut, they surveyed 45 buildinp and found asbestos in all 45
buildings. I think it would not be wise to assume eyery school in
Connecticut had asbestos.

My point is not to argue with EDF. The main point I am trying to
make is that we should not attach at this point tco much cribility
to that survey, either in terms of the scope of the problem or the
cooperation of the States. And I think we in EPA agree with EDF
that there are certainly hazardous conditions in many schools, and
Our current point of view is that we need to get on with the job
right now with a voluntary program. We have not said that we have

, dismissed regulations. In fact, our next chore in my office will be to
very carefully analyze the EDF petition.
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Mr. Musa In your survey, did you distinguish, in
between the type of libestos, or asbestos in generastr.=

ji.re learANyd, were they replying' for sheet rock type asbestos.
. We tried to ask the question in a way to make sure

they *understood we were looking for friable asbestos. However, we-
cannot be sure that the .people we were talking to tho
understood the problem. Because, as I said, it was a quick and
telephone survey. In fact, I cannot say me reached the most know -

e
persons in all of these States.

ctea.bittux 1. That is all at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mum. Mr. Buchiman.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Do we have, Mr. Chairman, the article published

in the Americt.n School Boaid Journal which is mentioned or. page
four of your wetten testimony? Could we obtain that if we don't
hav9 it?

Mr. DzKiant. I would be delighted to furnish you a cow of that
School Board Journal article, if that kr the question.

[The article referred to awears at the end of today's hearing.]
Mr. BUCHANAN. Also, the Califano letter that went out,Imless we

already have it.
idr. DeParv. Yes, we would be delighted to furnish that also.
Mr. Budimmti. Now, when you acted, as your testimony. indi-

cated, in 1978 and 1978, what was the legislative authority for your
action? This is not a hostile question. I am just trying to fmd out if
you have what you need in terms of legislative authority.

Mr. DEKAza. In 1978, the basis of our rule-making?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Yes. And 1978.
Mr. DEKA,m. In 1978, the basis for our rule-making was the

Clean Air Act as amended at that thne, which I assume was the
1970 amendments.d am not representing the Clean Air programs,
but rather the Toxic Substances program. But it is my uwierstand-
ing that the Clean Air Act effective at that time gave EPA res nsi-
bility for protecting 'ambient outdoor air against the asbestos
hazard.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Outdoor air.
Mr. DEKANY. Outdoor.. air, that is right, sir.
So the regulations at that time protected or prohibited further

installation of asbestos-spisyed materials. At the same time there
was a com_panion regulation that took care of the demolition of
buildings. That is one thing th at has not been brought up. There is
a hazard in a building when it is demolished too from the stand-
point of outdoor air.

Another point is, these schools eventually have to be handled in a
mender we are talking about. In other words, you just do not take a
wrecking ball to a building and tear it down. In the long term, some
action such as we are proposing will have to be taken in every
building that contains asbestos. In other words, there will be added
cost. The problem is there. Added cost will have to be factored into
demolition plans in the future. So if you defer the payment now you
pay for it later.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Your present authority would extend to indoor as
well as outdoor. Is there any gap here legislatively in terms of your
having clear foundation from which to move?

09.1



sir, I am
that our_ legal _staff.

with a &t.d wri
Mr. BUCHANAN. As I

tiongo ahead. .

Mr. RAWL I just wanted to add, that we have
reviewed the various materials which WA staff has

and, unfortunately, there is some question on this. We
are not going to tell you that in our judgment the Clean

Air Act could not be used, but we felt under the
because_ef some of the legal uncertainties, it was wise to
under the Toxic Substances CAmtrol Act.

What is most pertinent here probably IS a judgment whether KM
feels it has the authority under TSCA to handle this problem. They
have not addressed that yet. .

Mr. BUCHANAN. Could you 84 in your judgm' ent, if you have
looked atit, do they have authority under TSCA?

Mr. RAUCH. We believe they do.
Our principal concern at this point is that they themselves

apparently are not convinced to the point where we are and have
been somewhat reluctant to move forward. This is one of the
reasons we ultimately filed a petition because this would lave us the

_ right to proceed agamenhem in court' in 90 days if they have failed
to reply.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DirKma. We have not said to anyone that we do not have the

authority. We are currently evaluating the petition.
Mr. Musa. Let me ask you something.
In the manuals that you are proposing, that EPA is preparing for

the voluntary programs, do they also suggest that schobls may want
to take a look at their sampling procedures, that after they d^ the
bulk analysis they may also want to look, as Dr. Sawyer pointed
out, in the co =on sense in terms of the state of disrepair that is
acceptabl they do not have to wait for other prodding? .

Mr. DEKANY. That is correct, sir, if I understand your question.
. Dr. Sawyer is our consultant on that manual. We have a ,xontract
for it. Basically we are advocatinj the general approach Dr. Sawyer
spoke' of. We also agree with Dr. Sawyer that the air sampling
approach is far too tedious, far too expensive, and may be
misleading.

So we are depending upon a program or recommending a p
of visual examination of the ceiling, then taking a samTlraatt
confirm that it is asbestos; so it would be the condition of the ceiling
that would be largely the basis upon which you decide to take some
action.

I might point out that would likely be the approach in a regula-
tion because it would be very difficult for us to come up with a
numerical standard. You can appreciate that, having heard the
testimony here. We would probably, given the regulatory option, go
on to establish a regulation that would be keyed to the condition of
the ceiling and the presence of asbestos.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Counsel just informed me we already have a copy
of the article which I asked be inserted in the record. We also have
a copy of the letter as well. So you do not have to send it.

889

tegIneer so I would like to deter
would be happy to provide the
reponse in that Area.
your response, Jour clarifies-11_/ I I
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Mr. DICKANY. Thank you.
Mr. Musa. In your testimony you have raised it as a matter of

contention between yourself and 1CDP. I have some concern with
the voluntary program in terms of what is going to get us the best
results. In your testimony you claim you could get us the fastwt.
results.

My concern to some .extent, and I assume yours is, the best
results. My concern is this: that in Dr. Sawyer's studies ou best

iabatement n the schools, when he talks about motivation, fear is
listed twice as to why school boards might take some action. One is
the reduction, that they could not use the facility; the second is
legal involvement.

I think you ought to keep that in mind, although he does list first
the "sincere appropriate concern for the sehool users." Let's hope
that is the motivating force. But I am concerned that there is a lot
of foot-dragging and possibly maybe our own statements here will
cause some of that to be brought about because some people are
going to wait to see who is going to pay for this process, be it tlur
States, the Federal Government, or others.

So I would hope that your voluntary program gets them moving
id that direction because at least some of the information we have
shows some substantial disrepair in a number of those facilities in
various States. 4

Before you comment, I have a question: I would like to know the
theory on which you are going to attempt to hold or you are
suggesting EPA should hold.olistributors, manufacturers, financially
liable for the process of repairing these schools where neceeaary ?

Mr. MK/my. EDF is going to hold them. EPA is not presently
suggesting this.

Mr. RAUCH. The authority is contained in section 6(a) of the Toxic
Substance Control Act, which gives EPA . the authority to require
the manufacturers and processors of a hazardous substance to
either have that substance re-purchased or replaced.

Now, we believe that that can take in both the actual removal of
the material that is called for, or the ceiling of those materials as a
less restrictive requirement which would be incorporated within the
more restrictive requirement of the statute.

We also believe there is sufficient authority in the general princi-
ples of tort law to require the manufacturers and processors of fiber
to share in this clean-up based essentially on their share of the
market during the period in question. It is undoubtedly going to be
extremely difficult to trace back each and every sprayW ceiling to a
particular sprayer and then to a particular source of that asbestos.

Under those circumstances, again drawing from the principles of
tort law, we believe the courts and therefore the agency does have
the authority to divide that iwponsibility in some equitable manner
based on a rough approximation of mark.et share and responsibility.

Let me also add that there is no question that there is going to be
a major legal battle over who is going to pay for this. But the point
is a very simple one. If we wait and attempt a voluntary program
for another year or another two years, which will produce very
limited results, it is only going to delay that ultimate reckoning.
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1.

Our viewconcer*n
the- sooner that recognition is had, the better for all

. ed.
c.. We believe the manufacturers and_prooessors must share a sub-

stantial of that responsibility. We expect them to challenge
don but we also believe that the . law gives EPA the

:rho ty to
g

do this and that they will prevail. Our problem now is
gettin to try.

Mr. libums. Further questions?
Mr. Kamm No.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Just _Tirsuing that point one moment, some

sentiment was expressed Mrs in the committee for the assumption
of some Federal responsibiliV for cost in this connection. Now I do
not know how great the wet would be, it depends in_part on how
widespread tht problem is. But it seems to me that Federal assis-
tance would eliminate all the delays and complications involved in
litigation and provide an in'nedIate answer, at least for the worst
.oases.

I wonder if you have any response to that.
Mr. RAUCH. Vie have discussed this issue many, many hours

within our own organization. In fact,lhis petition was delayed in its
submittal to VA for several weeks because of debate over that very
lssue

We have concluded that Federal assistance certainly would be
very helpful if it can be obtained. However, we are reluctant to
endora a principle where the Federal Government will come in and
pay for health thrftts which have been created by pri /ate parties,
parties who we believe have the knowledge and ultimately the
responsibility to protect the users of this material from the hazards
of

We do not by any means wish to rule out Federal assistance.
However, we are quite concerned that if other legal steps designed
to get the manufacturers and processors to pa for a portion of this
are delayed while we wait for the Federal Government, that the
ultimate solution may 3 delayed.

What we would recommend is that the agency proceed under the
existing law. If later it turns out the Federal assistance is possible,
we would certainly encourage that. e feel, however, most of that
assistance .should probably go to the school districts who are going
to be the most financially strapped. In other words, ultimately sow
division of responsibility is probably going to be needed, but any
Federal assistance should go to those school districts and should not
absoleve the manufacturers and processors from their share of the
responsibility.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Do you have any comment on that point?
Mr. DICKANY. Yes. I would like to add that I am not against

regulation, being a regulator. I think a regulation pursuant to the
requirements of TSCA and the Administrative Proures Act.,
would require, for exaniple, a substantially better survey, for exam-
ple, than the crude telephone survey that we conducted. I am sure
our friends in EDF would not challenge our statements there, but I
am sure many of the affected parties might be tempted to.

The only point I want to make is that many of thethings that we
are asking the States to provide us voluntarily, even if they just
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survey their schoolst would be a valuable input should we later seek
to develop a regulation. Even if we could get a modest improvement
in the quality of the survey, that would be far better from the
standpoint of a regulator in terms of identifying how many schools,
or which company, for example, participated in provithng that
asbestos and so on.

Again, the point I am trying to summarize is, I do not think they
are one or the other, I do not think you should look at this thing as
either a voluntary or a regulatory program. We in EPA have not
made a regulatory decision yet. I am only trying to point out that I
think the two-go hand-in-hand. In other words, many of the things I
am asking my friends in the State and local governments-to provide
me are things I will have to do in preparing a regulatory package.

Mr. RAUCH. If I may just comment briefly, we have had many
discussions on just this point.

Mr. DEKANY. He and I are very good friends.
Mr. RAUCH. The difficulty is, there is nothing in EPA's current

plans, and I would love to be corrected, which would result in a
survey of all the schools affected; is that not true?

Mr. DEKA/NY. At the present time we are relying on voluntary
com_pliance. However, yoR suggested we

Mr. RAUCH. I am saying absent our petition, there is nothing in
your program now that is going to identify these schools, is that
rwht?

e Mr.. DzKANY. That is correct; we are not ourselves, EPA,
physicially poing out to inspect schools. We do not have the re-
sources. But in view el the response we got, I am convinced that at
least in 30 States we will get some substantial survey results back.

'Remember, we have not had an Opportunity. The next etep would
be for Administrator Costle to personally send another letter, the
complete package again, to the governors. In addition, we would
send them to the various State and local school officials, then to
every school district. I am convinced we will get responsible school
districts to act in every State in the Union.

Mr. DACH. If we were to agree that some fair number of responsi-
ble achool districts were going to act, there would still be a substan-
tial number of school districts that would not react. We would like
to see a program, in effect, that would require an across-the-board
survey so that all school districts would be vested, all school
districts would be covered; also the problem Mr. Miller pointed out,
that a regulation would result in more prudent and reasonable
response and that the determinants of priorities would be set after
a recent appraisal of the agency State-toy-State, as opposed to the
individual school districts.

So there are numerous advantages to going the regulatory
ap_proach.

Mr. RAUcH. I just might add, small comfort if you live in one of
those States that is reluctant to fmd out how serious a problem they
have, it does not help you that New York City or somewhere else is
willing to look at it, your child lives in a State tigit refuses to do
anything. We cannot look at percentages here. We are concerned
about all of our children.

318
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As we hive seen, even the States that are acti7e, supposedly, in
reality have done relatively little.

Mr. thomArtn. I was on the phone to a State official in California
in rnse to questions about how extensive the program was. I
was why was looldng under the bed for more ems, why
could I not leave something that was not a problem, why wail
I on, a witch hunt?

I would only suggest to you that for a State which is stipposed to
have an active program or considezed to be cooperative; that theirs
are real problems if we rely on a voluntary effort with many
officials who will not want to realize the extent of the problem, not
want to deal with the remedies which are needed..That is not to say
all officials in all States are like that. There are deal 666

examples of people who have responded appropriately. But t yes
meand I wadd assume the American:publiclittle comfort to
hear that maybe in 80 States there would be a response.t That I.
what we are optimistically expecting now. That leaves 20 States
already in which we may well not have any response at all.

Mr. DzKArtz. That would of course be looking at it from one
vantage point. From my vantage point, if there is only one school in
all of the United States that says EPA, we need your help, we will
provide it.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I just come down to the feeling that Federal
money does provide some incentive sometimes to get action and it
may be a necessary part of whatever else happens. I would hate to
see a big delay, while we fight something out in court, if by the
immediate application of public fiands it could be solved and then
worry about the equities.

Mr. RAUCH. If the Congress could appropriate that money within
the next year, we would be very happy to endorse that.

As I said, I think it is part of the solution. I do not think an
being suggested today is the exclusive solution. It is going to n
help from all sectors.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
The committee will now hear from a panel made up of represen-

tatives of the various States, Boards of Education: Mr. Anthony
Smith from New York City Board of Education, Mr. Dew Humid
from the State of Massachusetts, Dr. Peter Preuss from the S1ate of
New Jersey, and Dr. Richard B. Holzman from New Jersey.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith followsl
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TESTIMONY SY ANTHONY R. SMITH
,EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS,

NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BEFORE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE -
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY-AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

MONDAY, JANUARY 8, 1979. 9:30 a.m.
RAYBURN'HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING - BOOM 2175

WASHINGTON, D.C.

I am Anthony R. Smith. I am the Exec9tive Director of the Division

of School Buildings for the New York City Public Schools.° On behalf of

the Chancellor,-Frank J. Macchiarola, I want to express our Appreciation

to the Chairman, the members of this Subcommittee and other memiers of

this panel for having an opportunity to discuss the problems,of asbestos

hazards in our School System.

The New York City Public Schools made a preliminary attempt

to ascertain the extent of asbestos in our schools in 1976. We now know

that the preliminary survey was inadequate, but it was a first step.

Starting in early November, 1978, under a new Chancellor, Frank J.

Macchiarola, we have been developing an aggressive program for first

surveying and then dealing with asbestos in our schools.

Ai Executive Director of hivision 9f School Buildings, It is my

responsibility-to carry out the surveying, establish the work priorities

and to 1ml:dement them.

I
3 5 0
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The Subcoamittee will have heard fromTlemiltal and icientific

experts considerable details as to what is known and what is not known

about asbestos and its actual and potential hazards. The purpose of

this testimony is to describe the challenges and public policy issues

associated with a major urban educational,system when confronted with

the need to deal with the presence of.asbestos-containing materials in

many of its schools.

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

As of the fourth week in December, a total of 554 schools have been

surveyed by a combination Of New York City Department of Environmental

Protection's Bureau of Air Resource,'60 Department of Health and more

recently, Division of School Buildings personnel. Asbestos-containing

materials are believed to be present in 370 of those schools. Pending

the outcome of the bulk sample analysis, which is being conducted for

each type of material in each school, the final number is not yet available.

Three-hundred and twenty schools have acoustical plaster; 76 schools have

spray-on fire proofing material, which.appears of the type to contain

asbestos; soft acoustical material has been found in 53 schools (this is

the leray-on highly "friable" material); asbestos containing materials

are located in the pupil-teacher area of 351 of the 370 schools.

WORK PLAN

Our work plan, while lengthy and complex tO implement and enormously

expensive in our current estimates, is built upon what are g..nerally

straightforward answers to straightforward questions:
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I. Does the material contain asbestos?

2. Is It friable?

3. is is accessible?

4. Oas the material been damaged or disturbed?

If the answer to each of those questions ts yes, then ihe order of

work becomes a higher magnitude of priority. The highest priority for

asbestos abatement Is set by the extent to which there Is apparent damage

to the friable asbestos-containing materials. The lafest priority for

asbestos-containing material would be, for example, a dense, cementitious,

acoustic plaster either located in an accessible spot (say, for example,

above 10 ft. in an auditorium), or isolated from the normal environment

of the school by some kind of structural material:

Once the level of priority has been set, the next decision is

determining an appropriate.response to the asbestos containing material

at any given-location within any given school. We have learned, In the

past few weeks, that there is no universal solution, since the use and

location and nature of the material varies widely, not only from school

to school but even within a particular school. If the material is highly

friable and is exposed, even if no damage has occurred, and there is no

way to construct a containment barrier, removal may be the only appropriate

course of action. In some cases the spraying-on of an encapsulating agent

may be appropriate, but that will depend or the extent to which thu

material is accessible and to whom it is accessible. We have, for example,

loCations in which there is a friable sprayed-on fire retardant material
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located in custodial areas. Removal is difficult because of the nature

of machinery or other equipment and yet ihe potential hazard appears too

great simply to leave the material, even though It shows little or no

sign of disturbance.

In this case, assuming the fire retardant is firmly bonded to the

steel beam, the use of an encapsulating agent may be the most appropriate

action to use. With an exposed steel beam, however, removal could

conceivably be a more appropriate action if no damage wereavident.
-4

On the other hand, construction of a strong containing beerier might be

an even more acceptable alternative.

.WORK TO OATE

We have removed asbestos-containing material from five schools. We

are in the process of removing from another four. We have used structural .

containment to isolate asbestos containing acoustical piaster in 5 schoSis.

We are in the process of containing acoustical plaster in 6 schools.

WC have taken advantage of what was an unfortunately brief Christmas

recess (Dec. 25 thru Jan. 1) to do work in 1; of the abovelisted schools.

Asbestos removal projects are especially tine consuming in that tl I require

much set-up time for sealing in the working area. At the rewl- :etion of

the removal, the cleanuup phase is extensive and. must be carefully done,

time being permitted for dust to settle. Sone additional work will be *1

done on weekends and short vacations between now and the summer. Our major

effort will occur during the summer vacation of 1979. It is our hope that

we will be able to remove or in other ways isolate or contain all friable,

spray-on asbestos cof.taining material wherever it is either exposed through

42.479 0.79 23
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desion or damage. In addition, we plan structurally to contain and isolate

44014tical plaster, particularly where there is Indication of damage. We

will accdmplish this isolation by attaching 1/2 inch plaster board to the

plaster (with toggle bolts) and bond acoustical tiles to the plaster board.

(Cost is about $8.00 per square foot for all associated work.) .

One of our Mit expensive challenges Is connected with containing

asbestos fire retardantsprayedcm steal beams as part Of the New York

City Fire Code. More than 40 schools, some of them 4,000 and 5,000 pupil

high schools, contain asbestos materials used in this manner. Unfortunate-

ly, in many of those schools, the suspended cetlings which hang below

the steel bealr with the sprayed-on fire retardant, are sufficiently laa

and sufficiently weak, becouse.of the materials used, that they have-been

damaged or.could be damaged in such a way that the asbestos material Is

not only visible but now becomes :cessible. Removal in such cases.Js

virtually impossible because of the magnitude of the job and the length

of time that, particularly a large school, would have to be closed. The

spraying on of an encapsulating agent is not appropriate either, since,

while many of them are quite strong, they are not sufficiently resilient

to insure that no penetration would occur if a deliberate attempt were

made by a student bent on vandalism, or If some sharp or pointed object

were accidentally or deliberately thrown into the material. In this case,

we believe the best solution is the construction of a strong suspended

ceiling as a barrier between the asbestos and the used school environment.

Our intention at this time is to use 1/2 inch plaster board, which will be

bolted to the existing metal frame from which the existing suspended ceiling

was first hung. Bonded to the plaster board will be Ocoustical tile, in

4'
order to retain an acoustical surface in the corridors and, If necessary,

in the classrooms. In most cases we anticipate having to use this approach

3 5
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,onlY in corridors or other highly active areas which are not likely to

be closely supervised. Generally, although the suspended ceilings are

not rdeal, the classrooms are less likely to be vulnerable..

From the over all point of view, the most serious and complex of

problems occur when we have asbestos used as a fire retardant throughout

on the structural steel of a building and that building is sustaining

severe water leak problems. As with many other institutions th?Oughout

the country, the Board of Education began using an insulated "slag" roof

"In the mid OD late sixties and into the 1970's. That roof has caused

many problems and leaks are extensive in Xnay of our buildings constructed

during that period. In addition, water canvenetrate a building if the

windows fall, if.thare has been gless breakage, if accidentally er delib-

erately water overflows in a student laboratory, or 4f the walls have

lost their water proof capabliitles. In all of those cases, if water gets

into the structure of the building it can, and we have seen it happen in

several cases, begin literally to erole the fire retardant material off

the steel.beams, carry a wet mass of retardant into an active area, such

as a classroom, and after drying out, could become airborne, either when

the building is used,by students and/or in the course of a normal dry broom

or dry me, cleaning.

Thus, dealing with asbestos is not simply a problem of removing,

isolating, or containing the asbestos materials themselves. It will

involve, in many of our schools, major structural renovations, repairs,

or other maintenance activities. With over 1,000 buildings in our system,

the coordination of two sets of renovation and maintenance priorities is

complex.
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COST OF THE WORK

We estimate that we have an average of 10,000 square feet of

acoustical plaster'in each of 320 schools.,

We have estimated an overali cost of our asbestos abatement program

at somewhere between $35 million and $48 million. The reason for the

-large spread In the estimate Tes back to the point made earlier, that

different work approaches will be necessary from school to school and

within different sections of any given school. We esiimste the cost of

structurally containing the acoustical plaster with bonded on acoustical

tiles at somewhere in the neighborhood of $25 uillion. We believe

there may be roughly $500,000 worth of removal that will have to occur

in connection with sprayed-on friable, accessible, soit acoustic material

and possibly some nxmoval of spray-on, friable, fire retardant material.

The $10 million to $18 millicm _remainder of our estiemte covers the

cost of containing sprayed-on fire retardant behind solid, barrier suspended

ceilings, and, in some case, encapsulation.

It is not necessary for the representative of any large urban school

system to dwell on the staggering financial implications of the above

estimated expenses. At a time when virtually all older cities are

confronting increasingly austere budgets, at a time when the federal budget

in the area of health, educational and environmental protection appears to

be facing drastic cutbacks, at a time when our own particular jurisdiction,

New York City, is facing several more years of enormous fiscal difficulties,

the sudden appearance of a problem that might cost nearly $50 million to

correct, which had been totally unforeseen until 60 days ago, is to put

it mildly, overwhelming.

4:**
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pUBLIC POLICY ISSUES

To this point this testimony has dealt almost entirely with data,

some hard, some projected but basical .cold numbers and engineering
0+016.

approaches for dealing with a series of large problems. The testimony

is, then, to this point incomplete. As important as forthrightly accepting

the natUre and scope of the engineering challenges, is the responsibility

of public officials to deal forthrightly with a concerned and often

frightened public. Because medical science has not yet established a

safety/danger threshold below or above which a hazardous condition may or

may Not exist, and because air sampling and electron4crospy is not a

standardized procedure, the public must join with the experts in accepting

that we must take prudent courses of action, and at the same time not

over-react.

Or. Irving,Selikoff, Director of the Environemntal Sciences Laboratory

of Mt. Sinai hospital in New York City, e nationally recogniTed expert

on the effect of asbestos in the environment, put it well when he

suggested that appropriate action to isolate, contain, or remove material

Urom the environment of a school must be taken, but that it is not appropriate

to use "both belts and suspenders". In that succinct phrase,Dr. Selikoff

sumarizes that we are attempting.to do in New York City: the right thing

in'all Cases, but not to expend more funds than are appropriate or necessary

to deal witn d given problem, in a given location, in a given school.

In dealing with the public, there is obviously a center position which

. government officials must stake out between appearing to 3e, or

4cithIlly being, complacent about the problem,or fanning the flames
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of fright, which could lead, quite literally, to the emptying of many

schools, or other facilities. So far, we believe we have stayed in that

proper and appropriate middle ground. We have had flashes of great fear

associated with problems in certain individual sohools. We have been candid

in admitting when we did not know the answer to something, and we have been

candid in admitting mistakes, where they have been made. It must be

remembered that all of us in the City school community are still in the

process of learning about asbestos and the method for handling it, which

is why I am here today. It is, I suspect, Inevitable that some mistakes

will be made either in the engineering or in the attempts to convey infor-

mation to the public. Acknowledging this IA advance will make it no easier

to deal with. Net .rtheless, we think that the overall posture and attitude

of the Board of Education and Its administration are, In fact, Increasingly

perceived and understood to be, constructive and responsible.

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

We are looking now to Washington for help. Both the health and the

education components of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

it would seem self-evident, have a stake in providing assistance to

jurisdictions attempting to deal forthrightly with the problem of asbestos

in their school systems. We also believe that the Environmental Protection

Agency has a major role to play both in providing technical assistance of

all types, up to and including construction, engineering or other personnel

under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act, but also in pursuing whatever

recourse there may be through existing federal legislation to either

negotiate or compel assistance from the manufacturers of asbestos materials

to ease both the financial and the public policy burdens with which we are

now confronted.

8
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We must have help from Washington In a number areas:

a) Training and education. There are several approaches to eliminating

the various forms of asbestos found in our schools. We recoemand

that the different approaches to be used In a ndmber of our buildings

become federally funded demonstration projects. Other school systems,

which will be going down this road In ihe near future, will be able

to,gain from our experience.

b) Technical Asestance

1. A great deal of laboratory work is necessary to verify the

presence of asbestos. Present estimates indicate that

approximately 1,000 bulk samples will require analysis. The

costs can be as high as $35 per sample; coupled with the need

to do extensive "blind" testing ai cross chocks, the expense

is significant.

2. What labs can we safely use? We need some type of rating,

grading or evaluating system.

c) Management Controls. .11,14 must construct a series of "fail-safe"

screens,to ensure that future work done in one of our schools is

done with the knowledge of: 1) whether asbestos is present; 2) where it

is and 3) how it has been used. With such a system in place,

future work can be carried out safely.

d) There are rigorous requirements related to the safety of workers

during the performance of contracts related to asbestos. Strict

measuresmust be taken to protect the environment and those In it

.during the construction work. Only with the most stringent supervision

of the contractors during the performance of the work, can we be

assured complete compliance with reguiations. Funding for construction

supervision for a period of 12 to 18 months wouid be needed for
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optimum enforcement.

We believe that.federal assistance should be made available now.

In connection with the specific programmatic needs described above.

I participated in a meeting with two branches of the National institutes

of Health on January 9, 1979:

1, The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (N1EHS).

'represented by its Director, Dr. David Rall and.

2. The National Cancer Institute (NCI) represented by its Director of

Cancer Control, Dr. Diane Fink and NCI's Preventive Medicine

Component, represented by Dr. Richard Koslow.

From this first preliminary meeting, I have received an expression

of great interest on the part of NCI and N1EHS to see whether it may be

possible to develop a pilot program of demonstration projects. A number

of federal agencies could be involved and through the good offices of

Drs. Fink and Rall, 1 hope in the near future to be meeting with some of

those agencies. They would include, in addition to NCI and N1EHS the

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (N1OSH), the

Occupational Safety and Heaith Administration (OSHA), the Environmental

Pmtection Agency (EPA). Other agencies which conceivably might be

involved to provide some sort of technical-personnel assistance through

the Intergovernmental Personnel Act might include:the Army Corps of

Engineers; NASA,and any other federal agency with engineering responsibi-

lities which could assist us in overseeing the rigorous technical

requirements necessary when work :s being done in or around asbestos- '

containing materials.

3 e
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The Asbestos problem will not go away, It cannot be ignored, And

It Is not isolated to a few jurisOctions such as New York, which are

approaching the problems frontally. We will need a massive program b3

educate, to survey, and ultimately to fel.iminate this problem from our

schools and from the learning and developmental environment of our

children.

APPENDIX

,Following are two specifications to be used as guides for our

technical 'personnel. They are intended to be used in the preparation

of contracts to be bid.

The specifications are for use in isolating asbestos-containing

materials as follows:

I. Structural Containment of Sprayed-on Asbestos Materials.

2. New Acoustic Covering over Existing Acoustic Plaster.

Plans shown In the specifications are subject U3 approval of the

N.Y.C. Department of Buildings.

The specifications attached show all required structural work.

Necessary adjustments to electrical fixtures, and ducts (to accomoJate

the new ceiling elevation) nave been included in the Acoustic Covering

specification but have not been shown in the Structural Containment

5pecification. Although this latter installation may require such
changes, each field condition must be treated on an Individual basis.

The estimated cost for doing all the work required (Including

electric and ductwork changes) for either of the specifications is

$8.00 per sq. ft.

In the N.Y.C. Board of Education system the estimated costs to

wrayed on asbestos and acoustic plaster would then be as

1. Structural Containment: 76 schools - $ 11,800,000

2. New Acoustic Covering: 320 schools - 24,600,000

Total $ 36,400,000

Encapsulation of sprayed-on fireproofing with an approved sealant

has not been included in the specifications nor has it been included

in the estimate. Where encapsulation is deemed necessary, the

estimated cost is $2.75 per square foot of sprayed-on fireproofing.

3 6
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41301.56...M25211L

GFAERAi ;ASCRIPTION:

The:a :ections describe a method of structural containment that will
enclose the asbestos materials within a hung ceiling space. The
construction asseMbly is composed of gypsum drywall panels secured
to an existing ceiling suspension eystem. joints are sealed and
acoustical tile is bonded to the gypsum drywall to restore acoustical
values.

In tne attached specification, the existing suspensice system had
been installed to support an acoustical tile ceiling. The auspension
system is re-used with the addition of new runners that will permit
the drywall material to boo screwed la place.

This overall method will not apply to every application. Zech
situation must be judged on several considerations including
Accessibility and susceptibility to damage, control and supervision
of occupied areas. Details of the existing suspension system will
v,ry. The method of fastening the new ceiling must be adapted to the
existing system.
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EFECIFICATIONS

Remove existing acoustical tile, end Z spline furring channel

from ceiling system. Install new furring channels. Existing

hangers and running Channels to mein. Install now gypsum

board ceiling and mew acoustic tile.

SECTION 1

GYPSUM DRYWALL

?ART 1 - Gb24MAL

1,01 MNUFACTURE

A. United States gypsum Co.

B. 'or approved equal.

142 DELIVERY AND S1ORAGE OF NATERIgt

A. All materials shall be delivered in their oribinul unopened

packages and storei in an enclosed shelter providing protection

from damage and exposure to the elemmtsa

B. Damaged ordeteriorated materials shall be removed from the prem-

ise.).

a

403 SiVIRONMINTAI. CONDITIONS

A. In cold weather end during grpaum panel application und joint

finishing, texperature8 withill the building shall be maintained

within the range of 55 to 70-F.
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1.04

Submit samples of tarring chapels for approval.

PUT 2 PRODUCT

241 NATE:RIM

A. gypsum Panel to gypsum pools (single layer, or as otherwise in-
dieeted.

BI Fasteners Selt-tspping steel screws with rust inhibited *oat..

C. .Netal Accessories - trims etc. shall bo galvanised steel.

D. JOint Treatment...as reammended by manufactu'rero

E. Perimeter Caulking-Acoustical as recommendbdi by manufactumw.

F. Control Joints...Zinc,

G. Natal Furring Channels.20 se. galvanibed.

PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 pormaxrIoN

A. Gypsum ceiling panels screw attached to now metal furring channe3.s.

B. Provide control joints where ceiling abutb dissiaLlar wall or ceil-
ing or a structural element.

C. All joints shall be taped with 3 roots of joint finitihed

umouth. New ceilings shall be completely air tidhte

D. Contractor shall out holes for all opooinju for elcg:trical fixtures*
outlet boxes andWAC openings.

FM OF SECTION

361
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PART 1 ...mom

1.01 RELATED WU SISACIMD USURERS

A. Gypsum Board
B. Electric Fixtures, B.I.C.

1.02 SUBMITTALS

A. Shop Drawings

le CompUte layout of installation Showing else and pattern of

tiles, and complete details of suspension eystem for Appro.

val.

2. indicate recessed lighting fixtures and access doors.

H. emples

1. Mlneral Fiber Tile -.Three of each tYpa.

2. Metal Face Tile -Three of each type.

3. Approved pTiOr U3 erectimm.

1403 MINA MOCK

Deliver to Custodian one (1) box of each type containing approximate-

ly sixty (60) square feet properly labeled.

1.04 EMULATOR! AGENCIRS

A. New York City Board of Standards and Appeals (BSA) Approval.

B. New 'fork City Materials Evaluation Approvas (MM) Approval.

C. New York City Building Code

D. Acoustical and Insulsting Materials Association.

405 GUARANTKE

Work ahowing any of the following defects within the one year guar-

antee period specified in the Contract shall be correctol as direc-

ted by the Exocutive Director.
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A. Loose Tile or Tiles improperLy secured.

B. Tiles Showing discoloration or cracking.

PART II PRODUCT

241 B6330.W.

A. Mineral Fibre Tile (tncombustible). Plain Metal Pace Tile

1. Materials shall conform to "Architectural Acoustic Materials"
latest edition.

2. See drawings tot location and extent.

3. tips to be selected by Exeoutive Director.

B. Adhesive

Factory made product recommended by manufacturer of the tiles

used.

PART III EXDOUTION

3.01 JOB CONDITIONS

Acoustical material shall be installed under condilions as outlined
in the corrort bulletin of the Acoustical and Thentlation Materials

Association "JOb Conditions".

loro pumurrom OF WORK

Examine the building before beginning work to determlne that the
structure is in proper condition to receive acoustical materials and

suspension system. Area shall be broom cleaned and uninterrupted for
free movement of rolling scaffold. Do not proceed until satisfactory

conditions prevail.

A. Kitchen

Remove existing metal pan ceiling.

B. In4Lall new hung ceiling, gypsum board and plain metal face tile,
Acoustic Clad, as manufactured by Johns Manville or approved

equal.
.

C. Ceiling sptem to be completely air tight. Caulk around all elec

tric and M.V.A.C. Fixtures.
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D. All work to be done with a minimum disturbance to.existAng mat.

erials.

3.03 MSTALLATION

A. General

1. Metall in patterns indicated, (balanced borders 411 sides)

miametrical or centered 4bout center line of corridors, pools,

fixtures, and owes.

4. 2. cut as required mr installation of electric fixtures, access

doors. (Verify sixes and locations with Electrical, Heating,

.and Ventilating.)

3. COccopletions the acoustic ceilings Mhall present a uniform

plane surface, free from blemishes and imperfections.

B. Cementing_ of Tiles

1. Cement tiles directly to gypsum board eeilingwith 4 spots of

adhesive to oath square foot of tile.

2. Each spot'of adhesive shall produce a surface of not less than,

2 in diameter after tile has been pressed in place.

END OF SECTION

14.;
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SWOON f/

=MOS 21101110101011 101

*AV 40008210 00,11012
2211111,2400022,2 arm

Lump sum up sutt. as 2001122112 POI ALL iii VW fif SPOODIONION

11111 1 OWN& 1201111/0112

.1 SUMO 21200,200300St Ihe Steeiard Spesifisatiess ter Omni Ceestreaties'
Week, teetativellsy 1040,as aeseded by *Sited. 2setative Jetta 20, 1942,

each voider separate agree eefserod te bvei.sfsaru the "Steadied" specify

estate' sod voresseehip reettivemeate fee thioteeateset. Sootiest 1 of the

Standard shall, le its entirety, apply to tidCseetract. Only mach other porticos

of the Stallard as 'specified !start Sof the Models iposifiestioes shell be

applicable to this abstract.

Copies of the Standard Specifiestioes for Osseralreoestruetion Work, Tottstive

Nay 1940, sed eddied. M. 1, Tostettee Joss 30, 1961. andlanin in nite"----

bid ream.

2. IOU MINDS

1 Gypsum panel iestallatios ever eidetic* eceastia

44 CSILIMOit install ese 112" thiek mime pants at the followiaa locatioest

2. VALLS: Installer" 1/2" thic ammo peals at the folk/els& locatioss.

2 6 9

42478 0 ta 24

4



C. See gypsulipinels shall be equal to sheetreek memo panel* as menufactured
by United States gypsum. ilusuidth shall be 41-0" with Taledses. They
shall comply with Wesel Specificities 01$46N3CS SA$111 036.

D. Panels shall be secured as follows: .

1) To acoustic Outage suspended ceiling sysanswith 1/4" togas bolts.
Spacing shell be 24" o.c. perpendicular and 16" co.e. prrallel with
major axis of panel end isomers then 4" teem the edge* et maim panel.

2) To acoustic plaster en metal stud partitionvith It" type 412usle Read
*crews as manufactured by U.S.C. er equal. Spacing shell be 0" oat. with
Demers than 3" from the edOss.

3) fo acoustic plaster on coacrete ceiling *loser coven smeary with
Tamest Eutaw*. SPasiASies specified for toggle bolts.

MOTS: Dee oversisted washer, with toggle bolts aad tamest fastemers.

2. Cut easels as required around electric fixtures, air diffusers, sillies,
access doors and any other builtin ices.

F. Tope aed spackle all joints between panels and all joints at abutting surfaces.
Seal **wed edses with expose, emapoued and install aa approvedmolding.

I. Spray cut.outs with acrylic paint when remains asd re-installing builttia items.

2.2 ACCVSTIC TiLl DISTAILATION CP =Ms
A. listen new acoustic tiles over he Ontire WOCilled MOON passel ceiling 411

specified herein before.

D. *ow acoustic tiles shall be 12":12"x3/4" square edge mineral fiber tiles.
Tiles shall be non-combustible, have a class "A" reties and shall *obtain
PO AMMO 1111212.

C. Tiles shall be installed using splines on all sides.

D. Tiles shall be cemented to ceiling with "Fire Resistant Acoustiotam Latex
Acouetical Tile Adhesive 0237" by V. Henry or approved squill.

H. Tiles shall be centered about center linos of corrid4rs, petals, fixtures,
rooms or spaces in which they are installed.

F. Cut tiles as required around electric fixtures, air diffusers, grilles, &CCM'
doors and any other buirds.J.spas.

O. 01 completion, 'the acoustic tile ceiling shall proms a uniforsii4ane surface.
free of blemishes and imperfections.

H. edges at wells 6611 be notated with 1"xl" angle molding or other sperovsd

13 Acoustic tile installation oa malls (the areas above 101x0" height)

A. Install new acoustic tiles over the installed gypsum panel wells specified

herein before.
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D. Tiles ew..
Acoustical Idle .7 wo. awry ew opprof44 &poi.

A. cut tile* as required areued electrical fixtures, air diffusers, grilles,
accede doors eed any ether built*in items.

F. Naga shall be finishaelultb proper edgina stripe.

2.4 Corkboard installation of walls (the areas below 105-0" heiebt).

A. Install new 114" thick vinyl impregoated corkboard over the
installed gypsum pawls specified herelabetore.

a. Fininh all exposed edges with aluminum "J" trim.

C. Adhesive for installing corkboard and "..1*; strip shall be as
recomwooded br meamtecturer of corkboard

2.S SRALINc or VOLK Met

A. /*for any work is dose, the area must be :waled with a s't (6) mil
.polyetLylene dust barrier. Also ell ducts in %lockage' are to be
sealed with sin (6) oil polyethylene sheets sod duct tape. lamed-
timely inside work WM, all workers shall put-on sod take-off tbeir
disposable coverall. No worker shall be pereitted to leave the work

ere* 60 ble displl06bio coverolls Ise any reason.

a. All doors leading eft wmdtaress shall be closed and locked eseept Ad
require. for dame.

2.6 vote UNIFORMS:

A. tech writer Shill be supplied with disposable coveralls. Coveralls
when removal shall annodietely be deposited in a (6) sin nil

polyethylooe bee. See of used coveralls shell be placed to a

second (6) ste mil polyethytecu bag tled oscurely sad disposed of.

s. In addition to coveralls supplied to workers, the contractor shell
have on hand a the *test of each work day (4) four additional cover-
alls fw use by Board of Aducatiet Personnel surf:act:ea to leApect
the worm site.

2.2 ONSPISAIOA 11ASILS:

A. tech worker shall bs supplied with an approftd type respirator mask
mad shell -haft* the filter in the :ask twice day

C. in addition to respirator teaks for workers, the ccntrartor shall
novo un Mind at the beginning of each day (4) four Mists for ust
by soard of aducatia Personnel.

COOtion SIGNS:

A shell Install stgv. 1- 4.* . v.,' troi o. 'ollows:
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Wig MUM
Asbestos 1" Sleek
Dust Mord 314" Sled:
Avoid besethiug dust 114" Sothis
Nem assissad protective equipment 114" Cathie
So sot roman isarea =less your work
requires it 1/4" Sothis

Dread: las asbestos :Nat say be basertlets
to your beelth 14 point Sethi*

2)

'LAVA itaLta

So food, beverages ex taboo* petnitsed 314" Stock

3)

hind BOUM
All persofts eateries work area shell wevh
choir kende end fee* aseediately after
losving cork ems 3/4" block

4.9 ihe contractor is respoesible to Wo compliance with ill resolute:a soted
on caution. signs la Pams. 2.7.

2.10 CLEAN UP allatIONS:

A. Contractor shall wet sop work area at conpletice of work in sash ave.
All sap heeds used shaIl be plecod is securely tied doubt* (4) six ail
pollothleas bees eat &spooled of.

2,11 DISPOSAL:

A. Ali esterfals used far seen:stares, coveralls, seek filters, dislodged
astaials. eop beads, acoustic tiIe scraps and any other saterials to
be disposed of free ark area *hail be double baggod and tied securely
before disposal.

2.12 ELECTRIC WOPE:

A. Lova all electrical fixtures loostsd In *tisane acoustic piaster tell-
ing and rem:curs in new tas ceiling to finish flush with now ceiling.

S. Disconnect all electrical fixtures and outlets sot ia acoustic plestor
wells and ectend out to new location flush with new malls.

C. All work shall be dons in accordance with New York city Suildiag Cod*
by a lice:mod electrician.
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2.13 MUM MD 11121171013113 COM

A. Cc a/1 toostiese Mem dust week oats at so air tlittoser se MA
grille la ateastie plaster, ream gnUs. or air &Moses NW
ro-tastail grilles aefiler air &Moors tloob with asa aortas*.

3.0 14111121Ati MID 160111111112114

3.1 Coastal oesditions as gar Sleadant Cooties 1811 eaptioa018 00140020114.

3.1 terries Web sad polactsc so flit Staadard !leads& I, preastaphs 1, IAA,
41.9411,21,22,24,2147.21620.

MID Of manainow

Ottrtste SWAM MAIM, Director (04210)
112179 Masa et taltdiag Servises

91,
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.
n Varies

IlitiallALMELUSZAR
Showing Toggle Bolt tatters
Tor kr Siwaotrosk 1 r 4 Toggle Bolts

ogglellolt

:MOOR T41147,11cOr-Ail
/1111011 47

0102157. Mat

INew k' Plaster board Togs ls bolted
To Ceiling 4 Loth

Mantes Wire 4 Lath
Asbestos Hung Ceiling

New 5/8" Acoustical Tile Glued to

Undersideof Plaster Baird.

CALOWATION FOR TOGS'S BOLTS ON IRSTAL_IATH

3.40 Lath (Diamond Pattern)
-----r---

2 X 13 A. 180
13 CA. Vide X 21 GA. Thick

Toni. latcla or (stem

Exist int,:
1" Gypsum.. 4.0 4 /SF ca
Lath (0 3.4 0/217 0.4 fVf

Sub Total 4.4 /Sr
View:
r Gyps.= BD. 2.0 4 /SI

Acous.T. Tile is 1.0 SF

Total 7.4 /V

-...........".....
13 GA. . .090

21 GA. .033

tree of ibear .18 X .033 .00304 in 2 Shear allow I4.5 kul

'el. sac'. Rib V allow * 14.500 X .00594 86.134

. Min. of 2 Ribs in Cootsct P allow per Tonle Bolt lea

Ash Tt4 to Furring Sorsa 6" 0.C. with 18 GA. Wire Dia. ..04/5 A..1854 1.0475 2

A. .001772 in

.sy lb XSI Allow in Tension - ?Allow . 18.000 X .001122 * 31.9

For A 5' X 4" Forting Pattern
linimma, of Ties 3C ae. 36 X 32120 51.0 f SF Allow.

roicAL METHOD OF victoston ASMST0h
CoNTAINInG ACOUSTIC PLASTER FIRX RATED

ti 7
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STATEMENTS OF ANTHONY SMITH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DIVI-
SION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS. NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDU-
CATION; DOUG HUSID, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. SPECIAL LEGIS-
LATIVE COMMISSION ON ASBESTOS, STATE OF
MASSACHUSETTS; DR. PETER PREUSS, DIRECTOR OF TOXIC
SUBSTANCES PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION, STATE OF NEW JERSEY; DR. RICHARD B.
HOLZMAN, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOCLS, CINNAMINSON
TOWNSHIP PUBLIC SCHOOLS, CINNAMINSON. NEW JERSEY,
AND MR. TYLER

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY SMITH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DIVI-
SION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS, NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDU-
CATION

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Anthony R. Smith, Executive Director of the Division of

School Buildings of New York City.
The magnitude of all problems in New York City is probably now

somewhat boring and repetitive to the members of Congress. But I
would like to give you some sense of how large our system is and
therefore the magnitude of the problems that we confront.

We have over 1,000 school buildings in the New York City system.
That is over 100 million square feet, which perhaps for you as for
me is easier to think of in terms of 28 Pentagons or 30 World Trade
Center tours. The problems are indeed enormous.

We have nearly one million students. We have to date surverd
554 schools and have found the probability of asbestos-containing
ma4rials in 370 of those 554 schools.

When I say probability, it is because, as has been noted repeat-
edly this morning, pending the results of samples taken in bulk,
conducted by the less than a handful of laboratories in the country
that are able to do it, we will only then be certain. But we are,
unfortunately, having very few negatives turn up. Generally we are
pretty good in knowing where it is now.

I would like to deal with two issues if I might that I think have
not been touched on in much detail and they are mentioned in my
testimony.

Congressman Kildee repeatedly askad a gnestinn which hes been
put to me over and over again as I have attempted to deal with
concerned parents, teachers, students, custodial personnel and oth-
ers in New York City.

If your child were going to this school, would you let him go into
that classroom or that room? That question summarizes what I
think is at the core of the non-technical aspect of this problem and I
think it is one that must be addressed on the same level with a
percent of chrysotile or the way in which the material was used. It
simply boils down to the two most prevalent emotions that we all
face, and that is love and fear.

Love and fear is what is at the core of the response. For those of
us finally at this table who are in the trenches trying to deal with
this, those are the issues we have to deal with. We have fortunately
the availability of men like Dr. Sawyer who have given unstintingly
of their time, their experience, and their knowledge. But ultimately

e
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it is we public officials who are in those trenches who have to deal
with people who are frightened and they are frightened because
what they love most may be threatened. There are no easy answers
for dealuig with those problems of love and fear, but they cannot be
ignored by any public official confronted with this kind of problem.

The borderhne between being complacent or appearing to be
complacent and being hysterical is very fine, and it requires a close
cooperation and an enormous sense of trust between the public
officials involved,, the parents involved, and ultimately, frankly, the
media and how they report it. I am not talking about managing
news, I am talking about reporting the facts as duty are and not
overstating and not putting out headlines such as "Death Dust
Found in Schools."

The other major area that I would like to deal with in my
statement, which I think has not been touched upon at all this
morning and which I think is ultimately anyang the most critical:
We are in New York City definitively going to leave asbestos-
containing materials in many, many of those 370 schools. There are
a great many reasons for that. They include the radical aPplication
of common sense, as Dr. Sawyer described it. There are some cases
where it is simply not a rational response to a problem to go into
the high risk and high expense opera *ion of removal.

In most of those cases, however, whk we are leaving it behind,
we are going to leave it behind either encapsulated, contained
behind a strong barrier ceiling, or contained behind a drywall
system which is bonded either with toggle bolts or with a bonding
agent, a glue, to a dense cementitious material. I mention this
because I think frankly too much attention has been paid this
morning to sprayed-on asbestos and to what sounds like a relatively
simple question, whether or not it is friable, can be broken with one
hand.

The fact is that asbestos in acoustical plaster while it is harder
than the fluffy stuff can be damaged with the fingernails, the ruler,
the book edge of an interested or uninterested child, and we have to
protect that child from that interest or noninterest. And that means-
constructing a barrier that will isolate the material from the used
environment of the school.

But we are going to leave it behind. And that means we have a
major responsibility, and that is to develop a management system
in place to insure that the institutional memory, long after someone
like me, who remembers the problem, leaves office, there has got to
be a series of screeas through which anyone who is going in to do
work in any given school will have to pass, so tha,t he will know
there is asbestos material in that school, he will know where it is,
he will know where he can get through it because a barrier of
penetration was built in or, most likely, where specific regulations
and guidelines are going to haSe to be imposed because he has to go
through that material with some kind of power equipment and risk
contaminating not just himself but the building.

That is not an easy system. It is one of the areas that has been, if
I may speak candidly, not addressed by anyone who has spoken so
far today. It is one which we have to deal with and it is one to
which franl,'.. we turn to the Federal Government for assistance.
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We have had the opportunity of speaking with representatives of
several Federal amcies last week on this and other subjects. It is
one we will need help. I think we have a large and w41-p4e
laboratory experience in New York to help dev;se these
but they will ilave to be in place. Otherwise, frankly, we are not
meeting our responsibilities to this and future generations in our
school system.

Finally, I would like to leave one thought which is again some-
ing that I think we have focused very heavily on, vandalism,

youthful exuberance, maintenance and repair as one of the prob.
that causes asbestos fibers to become airborne.

There is another area which has really not been looked at. We
feel it particularly painftilly I think in New York aty where we
have had to defer otaintenance now for several years. A leaking
roof fixed today can be fixed quickly, if it is only the second day
of the leak, relatively inexpensively. It goo start deferring mainte-
nance the costs go up exponentially, and water is one of the more
frightening things to deal with when it becomes married to asbestos,
particularly asbestos sprayed onto steel beams as. a fire retardant
which is not necessarily visible. The water literally erodes the fire
retardant off those beams and bringi it down into the used environ-
ment of the school, where after it is dried out, it can become
reentrained, suspended in the atmosphere.

It is a problem primarily because in many of our institutionsI
am sure not just school boardswhat looked like a marvelous new
roof was introduced into the institutional architectural world in the
mid-'60s right at the height of the use of asbestos as a fire retardant
material, and that roof which was inexpensive and easy to install
leaks badly. And many, many of our buildinp have .that problem.

We also hen failing windows, we have laW with sinks that
overflow, and water that can penetrate or enter the building from a
variety of sources. We are not simply talking about the cost then of
abating the asbestos problem, we are talking about really
the entire structure safe so that asbestos can be left behind,
indeed that is the dictated approach.

The problems are enormous and very expensive and we will need
technical assistance from every source that we can get it, and I
most say so far I think that we have been very fortimate to have
Mount Sinai in New York City and helping us. We have been
fortunate indeed to have Yale University make Dr. Robert Sawyer
available to us. We have benefited from counsel of the EPA, from
the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences and Na-
tional Cancer Institute. It is only a beginning but we have started.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Husid.

STATEMENT OF DOUG HUSH% EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. SPECIAL
LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON ASBESTOS, STATE OF
MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. &MID. Thank you very much, Congressman Miller. It is a
pleasure to be here this afternoon.
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The presence of asbestos bodies in the lungs of those occupation-
ally exposed to it has been acknowledged for over 40 years. Its
direct link to fatal diseases including asbestoses, lung cancer and
mesothelioma is now clear and well-documented. While a great deal
of research and attention has been devoted to analyzing and at-
temPting to control asbestos exposure in an occupational setting, it
has only been in recent years that the scientific community and
government have begun to turn their attention to the dangerous
and much more far-reaching implications of public exposure.

Many of the standards and techniques necessary to quantify the
magnitude of the health impact of public ex ..:ure to moderate and
low levels of asbestos are still evolving. This y will no doubt hear
a great deal about those issues in the course of its hearings. What
has become evident in the 'last six years is that the problem is
sufficiently serious and widespread to require a commitment of
governmental resources to attempt to come to grips with it. Massa-
chusetts has, in fact, begun to accept this responsibility.

I have served for the past year and a half as executive director of
the Massachusetts Special Legislative Commission on Asbestos. The
commission, the only one of its kind of which I am aware in the
nation, has as its mandate to "evaluate the public health hazards of
asbestos in schools and public buildings, and the need for its
containment and removal." In the belief that it would prove in-

structive and valuable to the committee and other States who may
consider similar programs, I would like to trace briefly for the
committee the history of the commission's formation and operation.

In September of 1973, the city of Newton, Massachusetts, opened
a new $18 million high school. Within a year of its opening, an
asbestos problem was discovered by one of the school's science
teachers. Aroused faculty and community interest led to an evalua-
tion by experts including Dr. Nicholson df Mount Sinai Hospital,
and the eventual expenditure of almost $300,000 to control the
problem. A State representative from Newton, Representative Lois

G. Pines, whose husband is a phYsician and lung specialist, played a
major role in persuading the local government of the need to
under iake corrective action. Alarmed by the presence of such a
problem in a new school, Representative Pines became increasingly
concerned with the likelihood of similar and possibly more severe
problems in older schools throughout the State.

Culminating an effort begun in 1974, in June 1976, Representa-
tive Pines succeeded in having the Special Legislative Commission

on Asbestos authorized and appointed. The makeup of the commis-
sion as defined by the statute creating it, was designed to provide a
broad base of expertise from the variety of disciplines necessary to

deal comprehensively and effectively with the problems of detec-
tion, analysis and containment. Included are: five members of the
legislature, the Commissioner of Public Health, the Director of the
Division of Occupational Hygiene, physicians specializing in pulmo-

nary diseases and in cancer, an expert in environmental health
sciences, and a chemist, architect and structural engineer. In addi-
tion, al number of advisers have been added including representa-
tives of the asbestos workers union, State Department of Education,

and pubr interest groups.
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The commission was, however, unfunded during its first year of
existence. Guided by the commission's expertise and with the assist-
ance of student interns, Representative Pines, who serves as the
commission's cochairman, continued her efforts, begun in 1974, to
obtain outside funding for a survey of asbestos hazards in public
schools and buildings. Despite an intensive effort, which is
chronicled in the commission's 1976 report to the legislature (Ap-
pendix A) these attempts were unsuccessful. A literature mrch
was conducted and an annotated biblimraphy was prepared for use
in grant applications. Approaches to both private agencies including
the National Science lroundation, Rachel Carson Trust, and the
American Association for Cancer Research, and public agencies
including EPA, OSHA, NIOSH, and NIH prod.uced great encourage-
ment but no money.

Concurrent with its quest to obtain funding, the commission
spent a substantial amount of time developmg guidelines for a
survey of asbestos hazards in public schools. Although these guide-
lines were continually altered and modified once the survey actu-

ate.
this period of discussion and planning proved invalu-ally
of the potential difficulties and roadblocks were flagged

and avoi ed. In addition, a subcommittee was created for the
purpose of developing standards by which to evaluate data to be
collected in the survey. The decision to initially focus on schools
was a function of both an overriding concern for the future and
health and safety of the children of the State, and a recognition of
the limitation on resources the commission was likely to have at its

ppointed but undaunted by her inability to obtain outside
funding, .Representative Pines decided in 1977 to concentrate her
efforts on obtaining a legislative appropriation. Despite greatly'
increased media attention on its effects of asbestos on shipworkers
and their families, the issue was still of minimal concern to many
in government faced with growing demands and dwindling financial
resources. Armed with a 1-year budget proposal of$100,000 (Appen-
dix B) prepared by the commission and the Division of Occupational
Hygien.e (DOH), &presentative Pines, nevertheless, pressed
issue vlgorously both with the legislative and executive branches
Massachusetts State government. She found an invaluable ally
the Speaker of the House, Thomas McGee. With his support and
strong backing in_ the Senate from Senator Robert McCarthy,
cochairman of the commission Representative Pines succeeded in
obtaining a $50,000 appropration for fiscal 1978. A subsequent
$50,000 appropriation was also oblained for fiscal 1979.

It is doubtful that any meaniiigful invot*ation could have been
conducted on such a budget. The accompUunent3 of the commis-
sion to dr.te is a function of, and a tribute to interagency
cooperation and coordination, and the willingness of several State
officials to commit substantial amounts of their own resources to
achieve a purpose for which they were technically not responsible.

In particular, CAmmissioner lklicholes Roussos of the State De-
partment of Labor and Industries and two of his division chiefs,
Harold Barley of DOH, and Andrew Currie of Industrial Safety
(DIS), provided invaluable and irreplaceable expertise, resources,
and personnel to the Canmission.

7 9
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The first task undertaken by staff hired by the Commission was
an attempt to identify all schools in the state at risk. As you are no
doubt aware, asbestos was used for fireproofing, sounciproofing,
accoustical control and even decorative purposes. It was generally
applied as part of a spray-on coating. Based on the known literature
and contacts with architects, asbestos suppliers and construction
companies, it was decided that all e^hools built or significantly
renovated between 1946-1973 would be examined. A limited survey
conducted by Rep. Pines had disclosed that, in many cases, archi-
tects and/or construction companies who had participated in school
buildings were either no longer in business or unable to determine
from their records whether asbestos had in fact been used in a
particular building. It was, therefore, decided that each at risk
school would have to be physically inspected by trained personnel, a
task which was exceeded only by the difficulty of first determining
what schools meet the at risk criteria.

Although several avenues were pursued, including letters to each
school district, the method which proved most accurate was an
examination of records of the School Building Assistance Bureau in
the State Department of Education. As the state funding mecha-
nism for reimbursing towns for the costs of educational construc-
tion, their records were the most complete and accurate. The
difficulty of this task should not be minimized, however.

Massachusetts has just over 2400 public schools, of which 1400
were determined by our sumy to be at risk. Once these scbools
were identified, inspectors from DIS began conducting walk-through
inspections. School superintendents were advised in advance of the
commission work and purpose and were advised that inapectors
would be visiting their schools.

Inspectors were given a four page questionnaire, a copy of which
is attached, (Appendix Ci to fill ut which provided information
which might be needed to evaluat4a potential hazard after further
data had been analyzed.

Where spray-on coatin e discovered, bulk samples were
taken and returned with t e questionnaire to the commission staff.
Among the pieces of information collected were the location, acces-
sibility, condition and friability of any spray-on coatings found, as
well as pertinent structural and mechanical data.

Bulk samples returned by PIS inspectors are then subjected to
analysis by electron microscopy (EM) and either phase contrast
microscop3r or infrared spectrophotomotry. In the event of a positive
asbestos identification, the staffwill conduct air sampling in several
locations within the school. Samples are collected over a four hour,
high activity period of time with Gast vacuum pumps at a rate of 10

liters of air per minute.
Air sampling data in and of itself is an invaluable tool in

quantifying the level of asbestos exposure over an extended period
of time. The significance of any particular level and the measuring
techniques which are most accurate and appropriate are, however,
the subject of much discussion and dispute.

The most commonly recognized standards are as a rule measured
in fibers per cubic centimeter (f/cc). While the current OSHA
standard is presently 2.0 f/cc, the proposed standard is (i.5 f/cc, and
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the level recommended by NIOSH is .1. Action levels which would
trigger employer obligations such as health examination for work-
ers are half the stated figures.

The NIOSH standard which, unlike the OSHA standard, is devel-
oped without regard for political or economic implications, and
would undoubtedly be lower if the analytical techniques available
were to become more uniform, accurate and reliable. It is highly
questionable whether any exposure to a known carcinogen can be
deemed acceptable.

Aware of the limitation of technology, but cognizant of the
increasing medical evidence that exposure to even low levels of
asbestos is potentially dangerous,the commission agreed that levels
of 0.04 f/cc or above would by itself trigger a review by the
standards subcommittee of all the data compiled on an individual
school.

This standard closely approximates and is probably scientifically
indistinguishable from the 0.05 f/cc which would represent the
action level under the recommended NIOSH standard. It also repre-
sents a level twice that detected in schools where no immWiate
asbestos sources existed.

Our analysis of air samples are conducted by_ phase contrast
microscope, using the standArd OSHA method. While several ex-
perts in the asbestos field now employ EM analysis of air samples to
insure that only asbestos fibers are counted, such a method is
simply not yet appropriate for our tasks for three reasons: (1) the
epidemiological data wi.gch exists in the asbestos area are stated in
f/cc and there is not correlation between these figures and the
nanograms per tubic meter measured by the EM, (2) the EM method
is noh-standard and results in gross variations from lab to lab, and
(3) it is as much as twenty times more, expensive as the phase
contrast method.

In short the phase contrast method is an accepted analytical
production method while the EM, although a valuable research tool,
need be further termed before it would prove suitable for a survey
of this magnitude.

Neither air sampling technique, however, reflects high levels of
exposure which often result for a short perioA after asbestos mate-
rial has been disturbed. Simulated experiments have al own that
thew levels often exceed even the present 2.0 OSHA stundard for
some period of time.

In order to detect schools where such high peak exposures might
well be taking place, and to uncover conditions which are unlikely
to quickly deteriorate, a method wab developed to independently
evaluate schools on the basis of the asbestos content of the material,
its condition, friability and accessibility, and the type of air system
employed.

An explanation of this method, which was dubbed the Ferris
Index, is appended (Appendix 1)). Any school which had air sam-
pling levels above .04 f/cc or received a high Ferris index number
were reviewed both by the subcommittee and full commission
before a recommendation was made.

To date, the commission has completed over 1200 walk-through
surveys and had made final recommendations to over 80 perceit of
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the 1400 at-risk schools in the State. 206 schools had spray-on
coatings, and 68 were found to have spray-on coatings containing no
asbestos. 138, or 11.3 percent of those surveyed did in fact contain
asbestos spray-on material. Forty %ale schools were instructed to
resurvey in one year and 25 se..110015 to resurvey in three years.

The commission has recom ime Ided that 27 schools take mmedi-
ate corrective action to eliminate .he asbestos hazard. Each of these
schools received from the commi sion a listing of those areas in
which asbestos was found with a recommendation based on specific
conditions as to whether the material should be removed, enCapsu-
lated or enclosed. Two schools were found to have air sample levels
in the 0.1-0.15 f/cc range. One has been closed at commission
urging, and temporary measures to bring levels under control have
been instituted at the second.

In general, the response of local systems and communiti to
commission efforts and recommendations has been constructive and
positive. The commission work, however, represents only the begin-
ning to a community with a problem school. Many aff.,cted areas
have reacted by engaging environmental health specialists to fur-
ther identify the scope of the hazard, and hiring arecutects and/or
engineers to provide input on pos...ble solutions.

An increasing amount of staff time is now beirg spen# .L.Avising
communities in the process o'. tisponding to an identified asbestos
problem. To meet a particulai 4 serious need, we have prepared a
draft of suggested bid specifications for c-. tractual A'ibestos related
work. (See Appendix D).

The most overriding concern, though, . of course, been that of
cost. What little resistance we hin no swed has been almost
tihe exclusive result of concern ow. the financial commitment
corrective action necessitates. The commission is cognizant of the
fact that many localities may be reluctant or evekunable to raise
the needed funds.

It also recognizes that the problem' is only in a very narrow sense
a local one and that the State and ultimately the Federal Govern-
ment will have to provide assistance if meaningful solutions age to
be implemented on a large scile.

As a first step, it has introduced legislation in the 1979 Massachu-
setts Legislature to fully reimburse communities who, pulgiluant to
commission recommendations, undertake acceptable cgrrective
action.

Unfortunately, all too little is presently known about the costs of
control. There are very few contractors who currently poitsess the
ability to accurately estimate and succe& Ailly execute contits for
asbestos removal or encapsulation. While EPA-commissioned stud-
ies by the Batelle Institute seem to suggest encapsulation -costs of
approximately $2.90/sq. ft., the studies are not yet completed.

And although a removal job at Salem State College in Salem,
Massachusetts was bid at $5 a square foot, tl ? contractor, having
completed the job, is demanding almgst double that figure bee.kuse
of unexpected costs. Current best fidtimates :or removal are $450
and up, exclusive of the cost of feplacement material.

What is clear is that the commission, the State of Massachusetts,
other States and the Federal Government, have just begun to

V
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scratch the surface in identify*, let alone rectifying, the problem
of asbestos exposure.

lDespite the recent rash of publicity, the long latency iiriod of
asbestos-related illnesses will continue to hamper efforts to explore,
explain, and eliminate asbestos exposure and the diseases to which
it gives rise.

The difficulti ill obtaining necepary fdading, partictdarly in the
absence of a genuine Federal commitment to programs shah as ours
in Massachusetts/is likely to become even greater as State and locel A
government retrench and reorder .priorities. In the face of such
pressures, the choice is both a hard and clear one. Either we devote
the resources necessary to adequately addrfies the problem now or
we will be forced to pay the costh of our neglect in increased health
c9sts, human suffer, and deaths in the years ahead. ,*
XThe attachments to Mr. Husid's statement follow:] N:sr

wo

e

areve

15
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HOUSE No. 5344

FOREWORD

(January

The Special Commission on Asbestos held an organizational
meeting in June, 1976. At that meeting, a need was identified to
search for a source of funding for its projects.

To date, the Commission's efforts have been larply unsuccessful.
Most of the government agencies contacted were unable to offer
assistance because our interests lie outside the agencies' purview. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is not concerned with
schools or residential buildings. The Department of Housing -and
Urban Development is concerned only with residential construction,
and more directly, with that insured under the HUD/ FHA mortgage
program. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration's
purview extends to the employment sector of the economy and
therefore not con.:..-rned with the public domain. The National
Institutes of Health ZNIH), however, provide research grants for
some projects but competition is intense. Our progress in writing the
grant proposal will be discussed below.

The Commission also looked into the possibility of getting private
foundation support. Among the organizations.contacted were the
American Association for Cancer Research, the National Research
Council, the John Muir Institute for Environmental Studies, the
Rachel Carson Trust for the Living Environment, and several local
foundations concerned with children's diseases and public health.
Most of them referred us back to the same federal agencies we had
already contacted.

The Advanced Environmental Research and Technology Program
of the National Science Foundation was also mentioned as a
potential source. But like the NIH, a research grant proposal is
necessary. To be considered for such support, it is imperative to
incorporate a technical research component in our study. A simple
survey of schools and public buildings to measure asbestos levels is
not presently fundable from outside sources. Therefore, to identify %.
possible technical research, a literature search was conducted by the
Commission staff. The report is currently under review by prominent
researchers in the field. The final draft of the report follows.

In an effort to make a preliminary examination of asbestos
contamination in Massachusetts, a survey was conducted of over one

42.91$ t) 74 2$
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hundred schools in the Commonwealth. We included mainly schools
with large enrollments. Elementary, as well as high schools, were
surveyed by requesting information from the architects on whether
asbestos had been specified in the construction plans. The results are
presented below. Of the responses received, seventeen of thc schools
were identified to have asbestos specifications of some kind. Thus, if
the sample is representative, approximately 1 out of every 5 school
buildings constructed in the fifties and sixties represents a potential
hazard to the thousands of school children who daily attend them.

Percentage
Number of

Schools Percentage
of Responses

Received

No Asbestos 34 32.4 72.3
Asbestos 8 7.6 17.0
No Answer' 58 55.2
Questionable 2 4.8 10.6

105 100.0 99.9

I. Includes letters returned sith addresses unknown.
2. Some architects used asbestos but covered it with nonlsbestos materials. Others did not know if ashe.tos

had been used.

The cooperation of various branches of state government has been
helpful in our attempt to expand ,he survey beyond schools to all
public buildings constructed in the Commonwealth during the period
of time whcn asbestos was a widoly used construction material. The
search for funding for this and other activities will continue.

In addition, the commission is proceeding in its attempt to
determine: (1) the merits of a zero-base level of asbestos emissions; (2)
the health hazards of low level asbestos pollution; and (3) the
feasibility' of a uniform measurement technique.

Once the commission is successful in isolating those buildings
where the hamrd exists, corrective measures will obviously be
necessary. Thus Op commission is currently addressing itself to
developing recommendations and procedures for eliminating
asbestos contamination.

It must bc emphasized that the harmful and deadly effects of
asbestos may take many years and even decades to present
themselves. Children now inhaling fibers conceivably will not show
symptbms until they are middle-aged adults. As a result, the problems

S
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currently created by asbestos may not seem as pressing as other
health hazards. Without the presence and work of the commission the
warnings of asbestos contamination might well go unheeded. This
makes it all the more imperative that the commission be given the
resources to complete its task now so that we will not be forced to pay
the cost of our neeed in incresued health costs, human suffering, and
death in the years ahead.

The necessary legislation to continue the existence of the
commission has been introduced into the Legislature. It is the
unanimous recommendation of the members that the work of the
commission be carried on.

The commission would like to expreu its gratitude to Doug
Gilbert, a Science Research Network Intern, for the time and effort
he has devoted to the commissior..
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April 27, 1976

The Honorable Lois C Pines
State House Room 236
Boston, Haan. 02131

Dear Reprutsontative Piness

an accordance with your requoat, .1 is.wo itreitared a otu.-year budget
nucennan for a ;survey to determine the extent of hazard resulting from the use
of a:ober:to:: an fireproof ing In nehoolu ttItt1 publio: building:I of the Commonwealth.

year.
Tho amount of money neyded wnuld tun betworn $90,004, 103,000 for the

The detait of the annual bu.iget o an fol town :

1111.1). ;Pa

I. Personnel Servipn

1 ::enior Mutineer - month.. - at .14. 19
1 leirt . Frelinerr 12 runsttur -
3 Ar.et . tIttifttc,,t's - 10 rut: - (4.1,1*. 17
1 14qt1or (*tea Ho (goo 12 trinnt lea Graolo 0

7. ys

e ups, h/1.* no0t 1r: 0 1,t/.. 1:. to:t
3 Engitt....r:: Hoo ut ../r.,:st11/10 no: 'it:. 0 1;10.i1.. 2,r.ors

!"79q

S
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3. Eguipment

a. Personal protective 5 respiraters. 0 $15.00 w.75 .

b. lachrical Equipment
1. Phase Csntrast Microscope with Casera 2600
4 - Personal Sampling Pumps 0 4275.00 1100
8 - Ni-Nolume Sampling pumps 0 150.00 1200
8 - Particulate Samplers 251Amin 0 315.00 2520
1 - Thwuo-enememeter 475.00 475
8 - 25$ Extension Cards 0 6.25 so

4.

a. Ofiice Equipment
$
8.020

$950

Photocopier 0 $125/Month for 12 mouthy 006
2 - Locked 4 drawer vertical steel files

Suppl ies

utilisation) 750
200

a. Office Supplies
5 Engineers 0 100

b. Technical Supplies
SOO

AA Filters for Personal Ssapling Pumps 300
100 Cassettes holders for filters 75
AM Filters for Hi-Volume Sampling Pumps 40
Chemicals 25
Film. slides. etc. 100

$1040

5. Other Costs

Text hooks manuals. etc. 100
Velephono 0 100/oonth 1200
Postage 350
Space requirements 2000

Desks 0 150 750
1 Typewriter 250

$4650

HB:ry

Very truly you

74.48014

TOTAL $88.060

Harold Hawley, P. E.
DIRECTOR

3 9
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March 10, 197i

TO: Commissioner Niebolas Rousso*
Prom Director Darold Seeley
Subject: Requested Change tor 1979 Budget, ter the asbestos °omission Project

At the meeting ot the Legislative Asbestos Oammi baton on March 9: 1978,
the 1abestos °omission reviewed the propmed Dodge! 99020-3005, Mirth was origin-
ally era:fatted prior to begiming the eatual work on the program.

In view of the scepe of the program AIM involves investigation.ot
sprerce inoulation to determine the potential asbestos Asgard in Wheals and peblic ;

buildings, it mos concluded that the proposed Midget me inadeqoate to meet the nestle
of the prampme4

Duking fiscalWL1978, the Depoulsect of Labor and Industries donated
approximately $150,000.1n man hours, supplies and metal, which mos not onticipatrat
Men the proprimmos organised. The original astimite mas that there mere approsimatem
ly 350 schools which would be investigated as to the potential asbestos Simard. The
survey work performed during fiscal 1978, revealed that at least 1400 seboole mould be
involved in the survey.

In order to complete the survey of public *emote only, it mill be necessary
to increase the budget by an additional $57,125. tor ft toaal ot $107,125.

It will be necessary to provide 3 additional technical and 1 additional
clerical position to complete the public echool sunray without requiring farther
extensive demtions by the Department ot Laker and Industries.

TN, increese will be as follows.

pubeidqm mounk

Ui $94,904.00

06 36.00
07 2,200.00

10 4400.00

12 400.00

14 1,360.00

15 2,075.00

lb 1450.00
$107,125.00

The above bueget is conwidered an absolute ninime to accomplish the
program required by tne awbestos Commission.

00
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Date of Survey:
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WISSAMHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE

SPE:IAL ASBESTOS STUDY

Code Ho.

AS1EST1S MPE IN mums
,Fhase II Inspection

I. General Information

A. School name and address:

B. Building name (if more than one):

C. Year of resstruction:

O. Sch, i contact:

E. Post Moo nf bui Wing. ;Amy,* fo 1.'4a...wit Also WU, jwars Me:

r. r&16-If snhe.s14.4 surveys, incluaing dates results. and Winn taken:
(ittich c-phs uf survuy re.o,rt)

II. Current Usu

Crooks taught: Mi.. of students:

Hnurs If ansses: No -f staff:. .

Specitl r,Ans (gym. n--I, kitchen. b.wittinnil witv-1 roans ---):

SpociaI asoa (evenine sche*g, adult ape.. movies. plays)
(L.:IN! for nts..h.:r efp.tentially expaso4 people)

III. Construeticn

A. rtructuril Informtien
1. tia. et flours: Is there I Moment?

2. Materil t!I4'tifl
nntnint rim. Ids I IS: -

anurial 'f Waring fl,or:

Material f lairing roof:

044.140104

3. Is stiucturil st,el used?

4. vincl,w, yen?

torrii insta-.1qn, if nny:

40
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B. Interier

) I. What is the material IP the'e^....14:
Floorss_

Ceilinns: .....
Draperies:

Fire Curtains:

2. Are there suspended calliope

Whore

3. Chat tve. end.where is acoustical. materials

C. Is there a "Spray- 'It elating?

1. "stet

A. ohst is Ow square re..tagel

3. Wu quell is exansod?

4. Now much is entered by suspended ceilings?

S. Is it part etas air moving system (air plenuat

6. that is it sprayed ante (lath, steel ---)t

7. Has it underene any treatment (paintinp, sealing--)t

'4. nhat is it's condition?

9. ** accessable is itt

10. At whtt h2ight is it?

IV. Nechanicals

A. What type cf heat?

mat tyre no oir emeiti-ninet

t. Mot rateripl is ua,d f!y;
I. Inside air cinditieninp ducts?

2. Pliler insuletinnt

3. Pipe lefInl

C. Arc thtre ccncealed spaces ( i.e. ducts for' sound absenting

#
two

)
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V. Balmer.

A. Laud vibratixs, sottlinp
I. VW of fand built n ( filial, l.boeq.-.):

2. Surrnundine area (nanrhy industrial ;tants, nearby sanitary
landfill, lwal traffic :attarns, ..)

R. Is asbestos a nearby industrial raw raterial?

VI. Smarts

A. Physical IrXcatince "f"s;r:1-eit' contim,, wheri it is; enclose a
rh.tnere.h ff rossible:

VII. Sulk Sainlle

lecotificatI,n nur4.1r 'Item it was taken

VIII. Sketch te scale, use hick ,f Aol if nec'ssiry a Onh of the
thv squieL f.otke nne I:cation qf all "32rny-on° coatinIs.

Vow of IPS ect r:

Signature.

4,0

3

:

e4
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COMOMOIALT:t OP Imsmansarrs, man LEGISLATIVE COMISSION *4 ASBESTOS
OSPARDOINT OP LAS* AND INDUSTR/E3, DIVISION OP OCCUPATIONAL IftGIEVE

39 Boylston Street, Boston 02116

A NUNBRICAL RATING PORN '

Check one space only for ouch category.

As regards the "spray-on" coating
A

1. Condition

*
1) ( ) No damace a: All, condition is vory got,eder

2) ( ) ild damage.

3) ( ) Aoderote damage.

4) ( ) Severe &rage - nnny areas Immo fallen or are
hanging loosely or have water daaage, etc.

2. Accessibility

1) ( ) It is totally enclosed (for example by a suspended ceiling.)

2) ( ) Inaccessible - beyond reach of the popula on.
',

3) ( ) Accessible,'but'in low activity areas (a 1 rooms ea.

other than in 4.)

l'

4) ( ) AccOssible high Icilvity areas (gymnasium, cafeteria,
hallways, ani stairwells.)

A-

3. Friability - or ease of crumbling

ty. ( ) Nonfriable or firmly bornd.

2) ( ) Slightly Sreb1e.
.

3) ( ) Nioderneel riable.

4) (f ) Very friable - breaks apart or flakesdoff with little
or no touching.
:

4. Is it part of an air moving system (plenua, inside ducts)?

I) (

(

) No

) yes

a
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APPENDIX D.

MUIR =SC'

POTNIITIAL. HAZARD INDEX PO1 SPRAYRD ASBESION CO/1MM

AsbestOs dant frOrs sprayed asbestoscoatings is a function of several

flotors. These factors axe considered separAtely. rated, and a

combined Index denerated to describe the potential hazard.
R. CondiktonAfter mom* time has elapsed, deterioration,msy

occur in the coating which is visually evaluated. No oonsid

*ration is given as to how the damage occurred.

los No apparent deterioration.

2,,z*.Slight deterioration.

:Ur:Many areas of small change.

4.=Severe damage r.nd

B. Priabilityw-A qualitative determination of the ability of
*be material to crumble and be an airborne duet.

Very hardrequires tools and fore.) to dust.

2.=Hard but will dust under mild fingernail probe,.
3. rt Soft but yummy.

4.=Soft quid c.rush in fingers.

C. Accessibility--.% measure of occupant activity and locatioe

*40

of the coating.

le=Totally enclosed and sealed Off.

2.= Parti.aby enclosed, e.g., suspended ceiling.

3. =0 wen Nt

4.=opengycs, hall:. and stairvarlix, c.eeteriss,
D. Air System

1,..nCoatin9 not a part of HVA- r.ynten.

2.7...Coating in extended pare of air handling system.

N
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R. Asbestos content...A elassification eerier cent of asbestos

Osoless than IS

1404+10X

2=10-23%

34m2SASOS

dosOrenter than SOX
1

Potential Masxrd Index a (Condition + PriabilitY +Aceessibility

Air System) x (AsbestcmiCCatent)

Recommendations for MOmma Occupancy

/ndex++
0+-Mo asbestos --ookasard

1-4-4*, significant hasard

34,--Resiew in 3 years for ecidence of deterioration

10.13+-Roview in 1 year *

16+20++Individna1 reviewto place in another category

21 and Over++Recommend control measures

Exceptions

A. When condition is so bad, or other renovations are

to be made, make appropriate control measures for

the work.

R. Artexistlnel suspended ceaLne does provide adequate

comtvol fox norsva occupancy. Not recommauded au

permanent control.

Guidelines for Control Measures

4, Removal

B. unCsapulation

Co Enclosure
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RECOMMENDED SAFE PRACTICES

. 891

res' SUGGESTED SID SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONTRACTUALARKLATED MORK

Or
REFERENCE: Ninefal Safety Data Sheet ft "Asbestos". e

TittriWaront The pechaser of contradt-liFf01rtrialfairliMibl-fitrcustrutr

to minimize asbestos exposure 0o prevent building contaminetiod and to protect build-

IND Occupants. Onle the contractor leaves the job site there ere currently no

regulations ptotecting the building owners. To ensure properties:rue performsnce

by the contractor, the purchaser of the contract services should proade the contractor

with definitive job specifications.for asbestos related work. Such specifications

'essentially restrict bidding to this% contractors who know 1ijsrk and regulations,

'and are prepared to do a thorough job. The written contract hould detail work

activities which comply with EPA, OSHA and Ness. Division of Labor 4 industrtes regula-

c
'11044 In addition, bonding 1, desirable to Insure appropriate compliance with the

contract and ccapietion within the scheduled time period. Before the asbestos related

work commences. a pic-bid meeting should be ettended by ell Lay preject personnel. The

following are suggested specifications s*ich should be included In the contract for the

proposed asbestos work:

SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS FOR PROPOSED ASBESTOS WORK

Applicable Regulations: The contractor shall' comply with EPA and OSHA regulations for

work practices Involving the handling, renovation and/or removal of asbestos containing

material. The following publications are applicable:

(I) Occupational Safetl and Health Standards (29 CFR 1910) in general, and specifically,

Section 1910.101.

(2) Envire,,ental Protection Agency rogulationg contained In Title 40 (CFR Part 61,

Subpart 8, at a-ended, as applicable bo asbestos).

(3) 144%s. Dept. of tabor. Bulletins 1, 2, 12 end i).

-'0011111111em 7
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Motificatian: The contractor shall notify the Massachusetts Department of

Labor end Industries, Division of Occupational Hygiene, ten (10) days I.

advance of the commencement of the uork project.

The contractor shall notify the Massachusetts Department of Environmental quality

Engineering, Division of Air and Hazardous Materials twenty (20) days in advance

of the commencement of the work.

Permits: It Is the responsibility of the contractor to secure all the necessery

permits for the asbestos related work, Including hauling, removal, and disposal.

The contractor is also responsible for theely notification of such actions, as may

be required by the Federal, State, regional, and local authorities. Hatters of

interpretation of then* standards shall be submitted by the contractor to the res-

pective administrative agency for resolution bcfore starting the work.

Submittals: The purchaser will specify the time table necessary for tits operaticm

to proceed smoothly and be completed in a reasonable period. The contractor will

then submit a detailed construction schedule describing the phasing, sequencrind

interfacing of all the trades involved in the asbestos related work. The construction

' schedule, and compliance with Its dates is mandatory.

Worker Protection:

(1) Equipment: The contractor shell furnish all the equipment, tools and special

clothing necessary to perform the work in a safe and expeditious manner. Power equip-

ment shell conform to OSHA standards.

(2) Clothing: Workers shall wear special whole body clothing, head and foot coverings.

Asbestos contaminated clothing shall be dispoued of as an asbestos west* product, or a

special procedure may be followed to launder thee, (29 CFR 1910.1001). Eye protection

end hard hats shall be provided as approprhate. All disposable clothing must be fire

retardant.
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(3) Respirators: Workers are to be provided with respiratory equipment.

The respirators are Us be sanitised and maintained according to the amnefecturees

speciflcatlons. Appropriate respirator selection Is dependent upon the intensity of

ths sbestos xpqsure. OSHA guidelines for respirator seitction are outlined below:

(a) An air purifying respirator Is to be used when the 8-hour 1WA Is not more

,

------------TKErATITWrs per caTEWITieTilfia"81,7
_

(b) Powered ir purjfying respirators are to be used when the 8-hour TWA Is

greater than 20 fibers, but less than 200 fibers per cubic centimeter of air.

(c) A type ut"cntinuous flow or pressuredemand supplied air respirator Is

'co be used when the 8-hour TWA Is greater than 200 fibers per cubic centimeter of

air.

Note: kespirators may be used for exposures lower than theit rated protection.

Medical: Medical examinations must be performed and medical records kept tn

secordanes with the OSHA regulations and mad available to the Division of

Occupational Hygiene. In addition, the contractor shall furnish proof that em-

ployees have had instruction on the hazards of asbestos exposure, on the respirator

usc, decontamination anti OSHA regulations.

Personal Hygiene: Ali workers without exception:

(1) Will change work clothes at designated areas prior to starting the day's work.

Separate lockers or acceptable substitutes will be provide4by the contractor for

street and work clothes.

(2) All work clothes shall he removed In the work access area prior to the

departure from this area. workers.will then proceed to the showers. Wbrkers will

shower at the end of each work day. Hot water, towels. soap, and hygienic conditions

are the responsibility of the contractor.

9
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(3) No smoking, eating or drinking is tO take place.bevohi the established

clean room at the work site. Frier to smoking, eating, or drinking, workers

will be fully decontaminated. tech worker will then dress in clean °overalls

to eat, drink, or saoke. These new coveralls can then be worn backs:6Mo the

work area.

the

Wask..Faistwatt. st1.11,xamalalaslalaths.wor.k.arsaJaLlk.thh

Security _Program)

(1) The building must be closed to the public. A security system must be

established SO that only authorised personnel can enter the asbestos job site.

(2) Caution signs are to be posted at all work locations. These signs must

conform to OSNA regulations. (29 CFR 1910.1001).

(3) A security guard Is to be stationed at the entrance to the building.

(k) Fmargency exits shall be maintained, or alternote exits provided, during

construction.

Work Procedures and Practices:

(1) The purchaser of the contract services and the contractor should inspect

the present condition of the wells, floors, ceiling, and other fiAtures In the

work area. The contractor is responsible for any damage that occurs as a result

of the asbestos related work project.

(2) isolation of the work area ventilation system is carried out first tO

prevent contamination and fiber dispersal to other areas of the building during

the work phone. A
(3) Ail saveable objects present In the proposed work area eust be transferred

to a new location outside the proposed work area. Anything remaining in the

work ores must then be sealed with polyethylene sheeting.

4
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(4) The asbestos work area must be isolated from toe rest of the building,

and ',coon restricted to the site according to OSRA 'regulation . This is

accomplished by sealing corridors and entry ways with polyethOene plastic

barriers.

(5) Setting up the Enclosures:

A major effort must be undertaken to ensure that the asbestos fibers

are cdefiried ot the work site and the't ell surfaces are free of aibesiOi" j

accumulation when the work is completed. This is accomplished by creating

series of four splially designed chambers;

(1) Work Space: The handling, renovation and/or removal of asbestos

must be confined to this space. Ail surfaces (excluding the asbestos

sprayed-on coating itself) must be protectvl from contamination with

polysthylene-shests of 6 mil. or greater thickness. Ail edges must be

taped securely. All wails, floors, furnishings, diffusers, grilles and
4

air conditioning units must be covered and sealed. All wolkers must re-

move gross contamination from their clothing before leaving title area.

(11) Equipment and Access Area: This area is designated for equipment

storage and access to the work space. Workers must remove all protective

clothing, except for their respirators in this area. Ail surfaces shall

be covered with polyethylene as described for the work space.

(111) Shower Room: Workers will remcve respirators and shover in this

area.

(Iv) Clean Room: This area is to be kept free from asbestos contaminatic,

Alt street clothes must oe kept in the confines of this space. At the

beginning of the work cycle, workers will change into clean protective

clothing in this area. At the end of the work cycle, workers dress In

thls area after showering.

43-975 0 49 ...IN
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(6) If, at any thee, alr monitoring shows that arees outside the smiled piestic

boclubores iscvm 8-11cur TWA's *bow the beckeround level of 0.04 fibers/ce, these

contemlnated isms must be enclosed. They wIll then have to be meintalned end

cleaned In the same manner as the york space.

(7) Removal of ceiling mounted objects such as lights, partlaons, and*other fixtures

must precede the actual asbestos related work. This will usually result in contut

-,4411.4be..04.1.4ap,..e.rast.ing..potentlally hazardous.jubtstos eNROlyttlb...LecillIA14Lw,W.

spraying during fixture removal must be used to reduce fiber dispersal. Protective

clothing and an air purifying respirator must be worn.

(8) Before asbestos material Is handled, it must be sprayed vdth water containing

wobbling...wetting agent to prevent ...xcesslve dispersal of asbestos fibers. The sprayed

on ieterial should be wet repeatedly durlhg the work process to minimise asbestos fiber

.*.dispersion.

(9) In work projects that require great deal of water for wetting the asbestos -

containing matttrIal.levolt safety lighting must be used In Ileu of the buildit.g's own

lightIng system.

(10) All asbestos and asbestos-contaminated waste material shall be sealed In 55 gallon

drums lined ulth polyethylene plastic bags with a thickness of 6 mtl, or greater. The

drums are to be- labelled, transported and disposed of In accordance vile. the applicable

ow*
OSHA and EPA regulations. At the conclusion of the job, all polyelve material, tape,

cleaning material, and clothing will be placed In the plastic lined dr4es, sealed,

correctly labeled, and disposed of as asbestos waste material.

(11) All equipment includini plywood, scaffolding and planks will be cleaned of asbestos

material prior to leaving the work area.

Air Monitoring: Air sampling must be conducted during related asbestos fork and clean-

ing phase to ensure that the contractor is complying with ell codes, regulations and

or4inances. The sampling methods,to be used at the Job site are described In OW 1910 1001
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All air monitoring must be It compliance with the VIOSN approved method to: asbestos

seoPline. Air monitortn0 will be performed to provide the follcoang Samples during

the pmriod of the asbestos related work:

Suggested Sampling:

Area.to be Number of Minimum Sample Volume
Sampled Sampled In Liter

Wnrkers 41240 man hours As appropriate

Outside work atm: barriers 4/240 men hours IWO

These samples will be used to ditermine worker exposure to asbestos for che purpose*

of selecting the appropriate respirator. They will also be used to determine If the

asbestc4 material has been successfully contained in the work area, or If additional

seaLd enclosures need to be constructed to contain the material.

Clean-up:

(1) When the work Is finished. It Is the contractor's responsibility to clean the

area to a safe level.

(2) All debris shall be cleaned up and deposited in the drums designated for asbestos

weste.

(3) All surfaces shall be wet mopped.

(4) The area shall be fogged.

(5) Twenty four hours after fogging, air samples are to be taken In end around the

work enclosure: (41ftimUM of 1200 liters of alr per sample). Sampling must be taken

outside all work *fess that abut a cleal area. A small fan is used during the sampling

to circulate the air and simulate occupant activity.

(6) The fiber /cc count for ell samples must be 0.04 or lower fter the contractor has

cleaned the work areas. If the samples are not 0.04 or lower the coniraceor mast
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repeatedly clean and sample until the levels meet this criterion.

(7) Until tne 0.04 fibers per cc level Is attained, the polyethylwne plastic

enclosures shall remain In place. Occupants shall not be *lifted to enter the

building until the alr sampling levels are deemed ecceptable ;my the purchaser.

(8) The plastic enclosures shall be removed and properly disposed of after the

area Is clean.

Specific Work to S. Performed: The purchavr and the contractor must agree on the

seeti-fie-wee4i-te-be-pemformed-....1.1...tite..splayeces.matet1a-14.10.he..CINOSI4s..10cfp-

suleted, or enclosed, the contract should so state. The plastic enclosed areas .

locker and shower facilities and access areas and hallways should be defined in

the contract. If the job is to be completed In discrete sections, the contract

should st.te the order of completion of the pro' cts. If finish work Is to take

place after the asbestos related work Is completed the contract should include

provisions for the scheduling for this also. The contractor is responsible for
priDtlt.

Staking sure that dll areas have air.seripling levels ef 0.04 fibers/cc before further

non-asbestos related work proceeds in the area.

if, AT ANY TIME, THE PURCHASER'S REPRESENTATIVE DECIDES THAT THE woai PRACTICES

ARE VIOLATIM; PERTINENT REGULATIONS OR ENDANGERING WORKERS, NE Will IMMEDIATELY

MOTIFY IL WRITING THE ON-SITE CONTRACTOR REPRESENTATIVE THAT OPERATIONS SHALL CEASE

UNTIL CORRECTIVE ACTION IS TAKEN.

..

Mr. Maim:. Thank you.
Dr. Preuss?

STATEMENT OF DR. PETER PREUSS, DIRECTOR OF TOXIC SUB-
STANCES PROGRAM. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRO-
TECTION, STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dr. Palms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Members of the subcommittee, ladies and gentlemen, my name is

Peter Preuss. I am a Special Assistant to the C.ommissioner of the
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (DV) and
Director of the Department's Toxic Substances Program.

With me today on my left is George Tyler, Director of the
Department's Division of Environmental Quality. We are here in
response to an invitation from this subcommittee to discuss New
Jersey's experience in coping with the hazards presented by the use
of astm surface coatings in schools and other public buildings.

The dangers presented by asbestos have long bftn recognized.
Numerous occupational studies have demonstrated the increased
risk of cancer-particularly lung cancer and mesothelioma associated
with exposure to asbestos in the workplace. It is only recently,
however, that the release of fibers from asbestos surface coatings
has been identified as a potential public health hazard. Today, an
ever increasing number of people are becoming aware of the dan-
gers associated with the exposure to asbestos fibers in any form.

4 ,j4
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To some deggree, public awareness regarding the problem of mbar
tos coatings has been the result of the events place in New
Jersey during the past two years. During this wriod we have (1)
learned about a large number of problems amted with asbestos
exposure; (2) formed an Asbestos Task Force as an acljunct to the
Governor's Cabinet Committee on Cancer Control: We have sur-
veyed schools and other public buildings in the State. We have
helped initiate a Federal study of sealants, and ivy have twice
petitioned EPA for Federal action. (A copy of Governor Byrne's
most recent petition to Administratoe CW1e concerning this
lern given to yourstatt)

The problem of spray-on asbestos surface coatings was first
brought to our attention tlirough two seArate events occurring in
the late summer and early fall of 1976. The first instance concerned
two` residents of a 1300 unit condominium complex who initiated a
lawsuit when they learned that a paintake ceiling coating which
contained between 25 and 40 percent asbestos by weight jutd been
used in their homes.

DEP retained the services of the Mount Sinai Medical School,
Environmental Sciences Laboratory, for the purpose of conducting
detailed, on-site testing, and to determine if serious health conse-
quences to the residents might be expected.

In this case the buildings were constructed after the Federal EPA
regulation banning spray-on asbestos surface coatings for insulation
or fireproofmg had bmme effective. Here, however, the coatings
were found (by EPA) tO be decorative in nature and, therefore, .
considered exempt from the rule.

In another, more publicized case, a DEP employee with children
at a Howell Township Schod!, took samples from a ceiling Vihich he
suspected of cOntainnig asbestos. The samples were sent to EPA in
September of 1976. By earky November we received the results of
the EPA analysis which confirmed the presence of asbestos in the
ceiling material.

This was followed by a longer series of meetings over the next six
weeks with local and State officials where we attempted to reach a
decision as to what needed to be . done. Our department strongly
urged that the Ceilings be removed.

Shortly after, the school board decided t a remove the damaged
ceilings. ,A letter was sent to all county and local school superinten-
dents urging them to survey all school buildings in their districts
and to remove all sprayed-on asbestois that appeared to be in a
damaged state. Our depa ent prepared a guidance docnment for
use by the schools which 'efly discussed the health effects of
_exposure to asbestos, meth_ of identifying the material, and
proper removal procedures. I have appended that guidance docu-
ment as well to my testimon_y. (Appendix 1).

haNow the events which I ve just outlined culminated in a
cabinet meeting called by Governor Byrne on January 7, 1977.
Several signifibant developments took place as a result of the
riovernor's action.

Specifically, Governor Byrne directed us to initiate a State
rulemaking which would ban the use of all spray-on asbestos
coatings in New Jersey, including those exempt from the EPA rule.

4 ;i5
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Also in January of 1977, Governor Byrne petitioned EPA to
amend their existing regulations to do the same nationwide. By
June of 1977 he State of New Jersey had issued regulations
prohibiting thf 3e of any spray-on materials containing more than
.25 percent asbestos.

One year later, by June of 1978, EPA had amended its existing
regulations to achieve a similar end, that is, an effective national
ban of asbestos-containing spray-on decorative materials.

In addition, the Governor t'ormed an Asbestos Task. Force as an
adjunct to his previously established Cabinet Committee on Cancer

-Control, This...task-force. has. since. .supervised_RAWY...0....P.I0*.C.
buildings in New Jersey and the removal or treatment of asbestm
ceilings in numerous cases. To date, we have discovered that 250
school buildings, or 10 percent of the total number of schools in our
State, have made use of spray-on asbestos coatings in some form.

Of these 250 schools, some 30 have actually removed the asbestos-
containing traterials, and several others have experimented with
various typw of sealants as an alternative to the complex and costly
process. of removal.

Since 1977 the New Jersey Departments of Health and Environ-
mental Protection have provided technical support to building oper-
ators, local government Wicials, apd the public in general in cases
where asbestos ceilings ifatre been discovered.

To date, numerous cases have been dealt with in schools, institu-
tions and other buildings.

In addition, as a result of the asbestos problems found in New
Jersey, the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
sponsored a study of the asbestos problem in New Jersey school
buildings. That study, prompted by a request from New Jersey
Congressman Andrew Maguire, was carried out by .the Mt. Sinai
School of Medicine. Environmental Sciences Laboratory. The school
study, along with the guidance document, have been widely distrib-
uted throughout the State and the nation.

I should say parenthetically that when information became avail-
able that our guidance document was available, I received calls
from throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico. More
recntly, a guidance document prepared by EPA has also become
available.

Now recently all these things I have described culminated in
Governor Byrne's petition of September 18, 1978 to EPA. In that
Petition. the Governor urged the promulgation of a --Federal rule
requiring the removal of asbestos-containing surface coatings al-
ready in place where their deterioration could produce dangerous
levels of asbestos fibers in the environment."

The pwition that we have ken, and the policy that we have
adopted, is simple and straighttorward, any exposure to asbestos
fibers in a classroom as a resilt of fiber release from ceiling
materials is totally unnecessary and should be eliminated.

The need for remedial action is premised on a finding du..
asbestos is present in friable ceiling materials and is available for
ready release due to vandalism or even shliple routine activities.

The guidance document I mentioned earlier states: "If the coating
can readily be or has been appreciably physically d;sturbed, is in a

,r)
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degraded state. (e.g. due to age or activity) and contains asbestos,
then there is a potential for significant exposure to asbestos fibers.
This combination or conditions calls for immediate action to remove
the material."

I emphasize that we are dealing with sprayed-on asbestos materi-
als, not ceiling and floor tiles.

The situation to date, suminarizing Federal activities, is that EPA
has partially responded to New Jersey'ainitial petition, and is now
reviewing our second petition that Iil has completed a study
on asbestos in school ceilings, that EPA has issued a guidance
document for hazard abatement from sprayed-asbestos containing
materials, and that EPA has a study under way to determine
wnetEiriliallifttsmay orrnsy -net-be-aseful-fer-preventing exposure
to asbestos under certain discumtances.

For the most part, these actions on the part of the Federal
Government have been reactions to problems or petitions. Our
efforts in New Jersey have consistently come 6 to 12 months before
analogous efforts by Federal agencies. 'This is due, I am sure, to the
ability of States to mobilize their resources more quickly than the
Federal Government.

However, having once Pentified a problem of such magnitude,
the States should be able to turn to the Federal Government with
its scientific and technical resources and be able to receive the help
and guidance 'what they expect. I strongly suppo:t such efforts.

To some extent, the lengthy Federal process «3 the result of a
sincere effort to thorouglw examine and resolve the many issues
presented by a problem like asbestos fibers in interior air. When-
ever one deals with the concept of environmental carcinogens,
Many technical, legal, political or polity-type questions arise.

For example, the concept of a safe thmhold for asbestos fiber
exposure may never be adequately resolved. Similarly, the
cost/benefit a eliminating spray-on astos surface coatings or, for
that matter, the cost/benefit of' eliminating exposure to an; carcino-
gen may be impossible to conipute accurately.

Nonetheless, Federal agencies routinely engage in attempts to
resolve such complex and often near insoluble issues. This, in itself,
is commendable. But, again, as you have brought out in previous
testimony, inaction pending the outcome of such resolution is not.

In order to abate a hazard such as the presence of' asbestos fiber
in school room air, it is imperative that these complex issues be
reviewed from an extremely practical and straightforward
viewpoint. By adopting a posture that any exposure to asbestos
fibers in a classroom is totally unnecesary, no matter what the fiber
level measured, we have been able to act on a problem prior to
ultimate resolution of all the issues it represents.

We have accomplished this goal by analyzing the problem from a
simple viewpoint. 'That is, while the costs of removing an asbestos-
bearing ceiling are considerable, they are not prohibitive. In addi-
tion, we know that removal can be accomplished without recourse

t.to esoteric technology.
Now it is true it must be very carefully controlled. But it can be

done. When these factors are present in any analysis of an environ-

7
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mental carcinogen, action should precede attempts to anilyze prob-
lems which may well take years to resolve.

Finally, I was asked some questions regarding costs. I would say
we have been able to make a rough estimate about what it would
cost in New Jersey. As. I say, there are about 250 schools that we
have found to contain asbestos coatings. They contain alx.ut 2-1/2
million square feet of asbestos-containing ceilings.

Using an estimated Oost of $5 per square foot for removal and
replacement, the cost td,New Jersey local,school boards would be in
excess of $12.6 million. Consequently, I would recommend, and that
goes in answer to one 10 the questions asked &fore, Congressman,
that Congress move expeditiously to enact legislation which would

__Appropriate such sums as are necesasry to assist the States in
deaWng

Congressman H of New Jersey introduced just such a bill ,
(H.R. 2587) in Jari of 1977. Although this bill did not pass the
95th Conigress, we si rely liope that legislation of this type will be
enacted by the Nth Congress.

I have been advisefl today in fact by Congressman Howard's office
that he will reintroquce his bill this coming Monday, January 15th.

The recent outb aks of Legionnaires Disease in New York City
and other areas, vith the possibility that the disease may be
transmitted through air conditioning systems, is a further illustra-
tion of the need to place new emphasis on the quality of interior air.
It would be helpful if the federal government were to create a task
force to review this issue in order to make sure that the attention
paid to interior air quality may someday be equivalent to that being
paid to the quality of outdoor air.

I would close, Mr. Chairman, with two thoughts:
No. 1, we need guidance from the:Vederal Government.
No. 2, we need help to accomplish what we set out to do..
I think the documents I have appended, particularly the litera-

ture survey from early 1977, point out the fact that the guidance
that we have received has generally been much too late for it to
re'ally help us.

Thank you very much.
'The attachments to the statement of Dr. Pruess followa

< /9
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iiate of Moo 31111,0
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

DIVISION OF IINVINONNICNTAL OUALII4
JOHN PITCH PLASS. P. O. VOX S*07. INENVON. N. J. 001111

y/1977

GUIDANCE *lc' ENT
For Eliminating Health Risks from

Sprayed-on Asbeslos Containing Materials in Buildings
Immo.

This document is intended to serve two purposes:

A. Supply public officials with information regarding the
nature of the problems which may exist as a result of the presence
of asbestos in sprayed-on coatings used in buildings snd struc-
tures under their supervision or control. This document includes
'information about the health effects of asbestos exposure the
proper identification of those cases where forrectivo action is
warranted and guidance as to the necessary actions required.

B. Explain the proper procedure to be followed when cor-
rective action is warranted and warn against actions that should
be avoided. Disregarding these warnings may cause asbestos
exposures which are more serious than those encountered if no
action at all were taken.

-

II. BAUGROOND AND HEALTH EFFECTS OF ASBESTOS EXPOSURES

A potential problem exists with sprayed-on cRatings which
contain asbestos materials. Such coatings haye been used in
public places, particularly on ceilings. This typo of coating,
as it ages, has the rotential to release asbestos fibers into
the air on a continuing basis (fallout). It has been shown that
in addition .o fallout, significant amounts of asbestos fibers
are released when the ceili41" disturbed, either through the
performance of maintenance or dtiC to mischief. Another signifi-
cant source of asbestos fibers results from repeated re-entrain-
ment and disposal from surfaces where the falling asbestos
fibers accumulate (such as floors, desks, shelves, etc.). Expo-
SUre to asbestos can result in serious human health effects,
The use of asbestos coating constitutes an unnecessary exposure
to asbestos fibers for members Of the general population. New
applications of such asbestos containing materials is especially
unnecessary in liggt of the fact that today comparabls non-
asbestos containing materials and alternate construction tech-
niques are readily available.
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Asbestos is a generic tbrm used to Aescribe a numger of
naturally occurring, fibrous, hydrated mineral silicates.
Asbestos is widely recognized as a human carcinogen based on
studies of asbestos workers. Asbestos produces a form of cancer
known as mesothelioma. It also produces a non-malignant scarring
of the lungs known as asbestosis. It has been classified as a
hazardous air'pollutant by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency. Extensive medical studies and research of
occupational exposure have confirmed the hazardous nature and
carcinogenic effect of asbestos on humans. Recent meaical
research in this area indicates that brief, high level exposure,
as well as long-term, low,level exposure, leads to an increased
'risk of lung cancer. This fact, coupled with the variability of
individual response to any carcinogenic agent, makes it impos-
sible to prescribe a safe exposure level for asbestos. Typically
no immediate effects arc qbserved, as aAbestos related diseases
generally have a latency period of from 10 to 20 years.

.Expas.ure....to ashosto4 fihexs Lit tad. ta..t.hoss. who,
come into direct contact with sources. Studies of the families
of asbestos factory workers indicate a higher than normal inci-
dence of lung cancer. This has been linked to fibers brought
into the home on the.clothing of the workers. This has been
acknowledged by the federal government in the occupational
health standard which requires separate work and street clothes
for workers with high exposure to asbestos materials. Once
transported intq the home, asbestos becomes.entrained in the air
and in a sense24-hour exposure occurs. These family studies
suggest that the very young arc the must susceptible to the
induction of cancer. Here, these facts arc especially critical
because in our schools and other public buildings, we are dealing
wicb high numbers of young recipients. Every reasonable effort
mult be made to eliminate such unnecessary human exposure.

III. IDENTIFIeAT1ON

A. Ceiling coatfags made from sprayed-an asbestos con-
taining materials may have mat-like, or cotton-like, fluffy
texture appearance. The thickness of the coating varies typically
from 1/8" to 1". The material may be spongy to the touch, is
friable (i.e., hand pressure is enough to pulverize it) and

.

readily flakes upon disturbance. When not painted, the color of
the material is %light gray or brown, depending on age or cleanness.

Sprayed-qn asbestos containing materials may also
appear to be paint-lUe or have stueco-lile appearance. Surfaces
sprayed with this type of asbestos bearing material also has the
potential to release fibers into the air.

U. ;Many produt!ts used in construction conraiii appreciable
amounts ol& asbestos.. However, these products arc not friable
and the asbestos fibers are locked into the material with a
strong and firm bon4. Therefore, no corrective action is recom-
mended at this time for these.produets. Thi:: category includes
ceiling and floor tides, asbestos pipes, asbestos wrapped pipes
and roof shingles.

4 0
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IV. NECESSARY ACTION

The following recommendations apply to installation which
have been identified in Section III(A),

1. The first step is to determine if asbestos is present
and what is its percentage in the material in question. A.defin-
itive laboratory analysis should be undertaken. A list of some .

companies having the capability to conduct asbestos analysis is
attached in Appendix A. (.14t should be noted that the Staetof

'New JerserDepartment of,Environmental Protection does not-have
the facilities to do asbittos analysis.)

Warning! Except for taking the sample for analysis,
the sprayed-on surtace.material should not be disturbed in any
way. If possible, the affected area thould be closed or activity

' 'in the area reduced until the laboratory results ars obtained
.f and any necessary corrective actions are completed.

2. Should the laboratory analisis of the sprayed-on
surface material prove to be negative, no further action is
recommended. 4.

3.A. Should the laboratory anilysis of the sprayed-on
surface material confirm the presence of asbestos, further
information is needed in order to evaluate the urgency of the

1r situation and to determine what is the best way to solve the
problem;

Percentage of asbestos in sprayed-on surface
imaterial (results of laboratory test).

- Age, area and thickness of sprayed-on material.

- Physical condition (Has the material been damaged?
Is visible flaking of the material evident?).

Functi.on of affected area (e.g., classroom, cafe-
terit, gymnasium, hallway corridors, library, boiler and/er
incinerator rooms) anE accessibility of area to damage (height
of ceiling).

S. If the coating can readily be or hos been appreciably
physic-11y disturbed, is in a degraded state (e.g. due to-age
and/or listurbance), is in an area of considerable physical
activity, and contains asbestos then there is a potential for
significant exposure to asbestos fibers. This Lombination of
conditions calls for immediate action to remove the material. "

C If no physical disturbance is evident and the mate-
rial is in a good *tate, coating the asbestos ceiling with a
sealant as an alternative solution to removal, can be considered.
However, the appliod sealcit must be maintained in good condition.
Also, rephir work which may cause the sealant to break or rupture
must be strictly controlled as specified in (4) below.

4
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Below is a list of criteria that an acceptable
coating sealant has to fulfill:

(1) The sealant must form a layer that is

(a) impermeable tolisbestos fibers
(b) resistant to impact

(2) The sealant must penetrate into the asbestos
and not merely wet the surface.

(3) The sealant must be non-toxic and should not
cause an adverse reaction in people.

(4) The layer formed must age well and riot deteri-
orate quickly (i.e., crack, disintegrtte, etc.).

(3) The layer should be lightweight so that it does
not shear off the asbestos.

(6) The sealant should be easily applied and cost
of application be reasonable.

In addition to t1i6 above six Criteria, the sealant
(and any other replacement work as well) must comply with all
laws regulations and requirements that the original asbestos
coating had to comply with (e.g., fireproofing regulations,*.
thermal and acoustical insulation requirements, etc.).-

No specific sealant, that fulfills all the above
criteria, can presently be recommended. It is suggestel that
contractors be required to demonstrate that their products meet
the specific criteria required for the installation undo:- con-
sideration.

The appropriate corrective action must be determined
for each specific situation taking into account the factors
listed'in 3A above. Not all situations are as clearly defined
as those defined in 38 ind 3C above. In all decisions, consid-
eration must be given to the protection (short-term and long-
term) of all occupants in the building. The enclosed article by
Dr. Robert Sawyer gives further guidance in this matter. It
should be noted that the only way to completely remove the
hazard for all time from a building is to remove the material
(see ApFadIKBj.

4. Until corrective action is taken, the necessary
maintenance, custodial and repair activities should he strictly
controlled to avoid or reduce airborne asbestos contamination:

A. Work should he performed during hours when the
building is unoccupied to eliminate exposure of octupants to
the dust generated by such activities.

Ifoi
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O. Wet cleaning methods should be used rather than dry
dusting and sweeping. Vacuum cleaning methods may be employed
only if special vacuum cleaners (w)ich are specifically designed
to hold the very small asbestot fibers) are available.

C. Maintenance workers should be protected with filter
respirators and protective clothingtas necessary.

D. Once a sealant materialshas been used, repair
activities should be strictly controlled as specified in 4A and
AC above.

6. Where plastic sheets helm been used as an interim
solution, utmost. cart. should he _tam _Ronava I Q.
the sheets should be handled in the-same manner as removing ifie
asbestos containing coating (see section 8 below).

7. Installment of dropcetling below the asbestos-
containing ceiling is not an acceptable solution since it does
not seal effectively the asbestos fibers.

'It should also be emphasized that Latex paint as:a
sealant does not meet most of the eTiteria for a sealant, listed
in 3C above.

8. Where he removal of the asbestos-containing sprayed-
on surface material is warranted, tt is important to note the
following: Removal of asbestos material must be carried out
according to the procedures outlined in the attached bulletin
(Appendix 8). To inrare the safe temoval and disposal of the
asbestos material, this work shoUldtbe dune only by qualified
asbestos workers and contractors. Laemoval of the asbestos
material without following the proper procedures may make the
problem worse!

Ne.

It is suggested that the rembval procedure outlined below
should be included in the specifications ef the removal contract.
Alternatively, the contractor should guarantee in writing that
the regulations regarding asbestos. materials removal and disposal,
as specificed bk OSHA (Federal Rules: 28 CFR 1910.100Y) and EPA
(40 CPR 61.22), will be followed.

1 3
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APPENDIX A

LABORATORY FACILITIES

The following companies have indicated that they are callable
of conducting asbestos analysis. Companies and/or contractors
on these lists should not be construed to be an endorsement by

.sthis Department. Testing firms are included merely on the basis
of an affirmative-response to telephone inquiries which asked
whether or not the companies were.capable of:

1. asbestos determination analysis

--percent- .8-shesters-by. dry -weight -111-..-given--samp1e

. All those listed have requested that the sample be placed .

into a "zip-lock" plastic bag and mailed to their address in a
cardboard tube. (Telephone contact should be mude before send-
ing sumples.sto determine other samplinwrequirements.)

1.) Betz Environmental Engineering, Inc.
1 Plymouth Meetingigall
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania 19462
Attention: Mr. Ronald Neu

Telephone Number: 215-825-3800 Extension 372
Analysis turnaround time - 10 to 20 days

2.) Clayton Environmental Consultants
25711 Southfield Road
Southfield, Michigan 48075
Attention: Mr. Robert Soule

Telephone Number: 313-424-8860
-Analysis turnaround time - 5 to 10 days

3.) Haller Testing Laberatories Inc.
336 Leland Avenue
P.O. Box 4(i
Plainfield, New Jersey 070u1

iclephone timber: 201-750-4637

4.) John M. ranlo. Laboratories Inc.
49 CannoLhalI Mond
Pompton Lakes, New Jersey 07442
iqtent_lon: Nue Miller

Telephone Numhvr: 2t)1-839-3450
Analysis turnatound time - 24 to 48 hours



i.) McCrea* Associates
2820 South Michigan Avenue ,

-Chicago, Illinois 60616

Telephone Number: 312-842-7100
Analysis turnaround time - 10 to 13 days
Recommend sending sample by UPS.ov Air Freight Carrier

6.) Rossnagel and Associates-
1999 Route 70
Cherry Mill, New Jersey 08003
Attention: Salenn Choudhary

Telephone Number: 609-424-4440
Aftelysis--turnatewid---time - te- 6--days- - -

7.) Structure Probe, Inc.
(a) P.O. Box 342

Westchester, Pennsylvania 19380
Attention: Thomas Nightingale
Tiniihai Number: 213-4364400

(b) 230 Forest Street
Metuchen, New Jersey 08840
Telephone Number: 201-S49-9350

Analysis turnaround time - 3 to S days

8.) U. S. Testing Company, Inc.
1415 Park Arenuo
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030
Attention: Mr. D. kansen

Telephone Number: 201-792-2400

9.1 W:111am R..Bradley and Associates
87 Homestead Road
Tenafly, New Jerscy 07670

Telephone Number: 201-567-7929
Analysis turnaround time - 2 weeks

10.) Recon Systems, Inc.
Cherry Valley Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Attention: Mr. R. M. Wolfertz

Telephone Numh4r: 609.921-2112
Analyst,: turnaround time - 14 days

* f p,
9.0
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11.) Princeton Testing Laboratory
. Princeton Service Center
U.S. Acute 1
Princeton, New Jersey .0a540
Attention: Mr. N. PicLup

Telephone Number: 609-452-9050
Analysis turnaround time - 10 to 14 days

12.) Craig Testing Laboratories, Inc.
565 E. Harding Highway
Mays Larlding,.New Jersey 08330
Attention: Mr. F. Craig, Jr.

Telephone Number: 609-625-1725
Analysis turnaround time - 1 to -S aays

4 6
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Ar1'ENDIX.11

REMOVAL PROCEDURE FOR SPRAY-ON ASDESTOSZONTAININU MATERIAL

The following reioval procedure has been formulated after
review of applicable federal regulations (40 CPR 61.20-61.24).
Any person responsible for a renovation operation involving the
remOval of asbestos-bearing material is hereby advised to review
said regulations in order to insure compliance therewith.

1. The removal area should be sealed off in total or in
working sections, closed'doors should be double sealed with
tape and plastic, large areas such as hallways should be sealed
by hanging plastic or Sinyl tarps and sealing with tape.

remova-1,--sprey the.asbeetos
taining material with the following mixture of water and sur-
ficant until saturated.

Isfluid ounce of surficant to S gallons water

Surficant: SOS polyoxyethylene Ester
SOS polyoxyethylene Ether

S. The asbestos containing mdterial and/or substrate
(plaster board) is manually removed and placed in a sealable
type contiiner for transport to a sanitary landfill. Closable
type dumpsters may be used as long as the asbestos containing
material is completely wet.

4. All walls and floors in theremoval area are thvn steam
cleaned'and/or vacuumed tO remove any remaining residue. The
vacuum cleaners must be designed to cope with the very small
asbestos fibers (special filters must be used).

S. All wastes including sealing tape, plastic tarps,
vacuum wastes, and workmens clothing are to be deposited in the
sealable container, sealed, and disposed of along with the
asbestos containing material in sanitary landfill and immedi-
ately covered with (ill dirt.

The Solid Waste Management Administration, Chemical
and Hazardous Materials Section must be notified 009-292-7645)
prior to disposal in a New Jersey landfill. Information on
available landfills can also be obtained from the So11d Waste
Management Administration at thc. same number.

O. Worker? involved ;ft asbestos removal should he equipped
with:

a.. °SU atiptoved ma.1k re.Tirator.

b, pispo,able clotbins, including gloves and foot
covering.

42.47S 0.74 27
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In additon, the workers must remove the disposable
clothing prior to leaving the site and it is strongly recom-
mended that they be advised to shower prior to eating.

7. The removal of sprayed asbestos containing materials
from such structural members as ceiling and/or walls is consid-
ered a renovation by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants Sec-
tion 61.22(d)(2)) and as such a report must he sent in duplicate
for each site location addressed to:

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region II
Director, Enforcement Divi;lon

Attention: Marcus Kantz
Room liii1,-Wderal Office Minding

26 Federal Plaza
Kew

This report must he sent at least 10 days prior to the
commencement of removal, and in accordance with 40 CFR 61.22(d)(2)
must contain the following information:.

a. Name owner or operator.

b. Ankess of owner or operator.

c. Posciiption of the building, stiucture, facility,
or installation to be demolished or renovated, including the
size, age, and prior use of the structule, and the appr(.ximate
amehAt of friable acbestos vaterial uqcd for inquisition and
firvproofing..

Addres.. or location of the hnilainr, Alucture,
facility, or m.tailation.

e. Scheduled starting and comrletion date. of demo-
lition or renovation.

f. Natnre o! planned demolition or renovAtion and
methed(s) to be cmployed.

g . ethin.: o lit 'rip 1 o cii t o a.nt e no r lb c
emis!tiqn alt a..besto containing wa,te hat.-1141.. durine the
disposal operation.

. h. The name and aLl re. o. lo.athIn et the 1..vite ch.;
posal t;ite where the triahle a..k".t.- waste will he dei)o-;ited.

4 t 8
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Executive Summary

Properties and Uses

1. Asbestos is the term used to describe naturally oCcurring
minerals that are fibrous, hydrated metal silicates.

2. TIA: asbestos types most widely used commercially are
chrysotile, or white asbestos, accounting for 90 to 95
percent of asbestos consumption: crocidolitee or blue
asbestos: and amosite, or brown asbestos.

3. Present total apparent consumption (imports less exports)
in the United States is close to 1 aillion tons. About
10 percent is mined domestically in Vermont, California,
Arizona and Morth Carolina.

4. Major uses of asbestos fibers are as a filler substance in
the-produetisen-el-varioun-oement-pmodenta, _floor and ceiling
tiles,'paints, roof-coatings, caulks, plastics, sprayed-on
insulation !Or fireproofing heat and acoustic purposes. As-
bestos in also used in the productinn of asbestos paper,
asbestos textiles and some specialised filter media.

S. Current federal regulations and standards which pertain to
asbestos are: the Swim:mental Protection Agency standard
(40, CFR 61.20-61.25): the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration standard (40, CFR 1910.1001): and the Food
and Drug Administration regulation (40, Federal Register
11865, March 14, 1975). .

4. EPA emission standard (40, CFR 41.22(e)Istates that
sprayed-on material used to insulate or fireproof building
structures, pipes and conduits shall contain less than one
percent on a dry weight basis. In effect, this prohibits
the use of such material for these purposes.

7. Mow York, Illinois and Mtnnesota have banned costing by
.spraying of _nay_ asbestos-containing material. New Jersey
has prcposed a similar regulation.

$ . The only ambient asbestos standard Lathe United States (othei
than those applying to an occapational environment) was
issued by the State otjtew Mexico. An ambient asbestos
standard was proposed in 1973 by the State of Connecticut
but has not yet been promulgated.

ft:

Health Effects, General

.

The evidence summarized demonstrates that:

-1-
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pv4lth t`tects, Gencal (Ccett'd)

I. Asbestos is a human carcinogen.

2. Exposure to all forms of asbestos (blue, white and brown)
has been denonstrated to increase the risk of lung cancer
and mesothelioma in hunans. This tiSk increase has also
been demonstrated in warned studies. The National Academy
of Science.has concluded that the different types of
asbestos cannot be graded as to ielative risk with respect
to either asbestosis or neoplasia.

3. UpOsure to asbestos has been demonstrated teincrease the
risk of lung cancer and masotheli. ma. Other cancers, such
as gastrointestinal cancer and laryngeal cancer, have also
been cosaected trikbostos exposure.

4. There is substantive evidence that the risk Of cancer is
not confined to direct or indirect oocupational exposure.
People living in the neighborhood of asbestos industries.

-----peopla...wor)g&ng..An other industrial settings with low as-
bestos exposure, iiiid-écreirliMines-of-asbertorirorkers-heve----------....
been shown to be at an increased risk.

S. Low levels of asbestos exposure nay also pose a serious
threat to the general public, according to the Chief of the
Epidemiology branch of the National Cancer Institute.

6. The data available indicate that a definite.risk exists at
low levels of exposure to asbestos. This risk is compounded,
by the exposure to other carcinogens or to cofactors such
as cigarette smoke. Persons who smoke cigarettes and are
exposed to asbestos have a risk of lung cancer 92 times
higher.than people who do not smoke and are not 4uposed to

' asbestos.

7. recent studies have indicated that the incidence of mesothe-
lianas among the non-occupationally»exposed population of
Connecticut may have increased by a factor of 10 during the
past 40 years. This rise parallels the rate of increase
of asbestos usage in that state.

Susceptibility to'carcinogens seems to vary from one in-
dividusl.to another. At a given exposure level, some persons
will develop adverse effects quickly, soma after many years,
and some never. In the case of low exposure to asbestos,
it is possible that a reaction might not appear for 20 years
or more.

S.

9. Because of the variabiltty of individual response to car-
cinogens and other factors, the concept of a "no effects
or "threshold level" may have little real significance on
the basis of existing knowledge.

-2-
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Hazards and Risks; Asbestos Ceilin2Coatings

1. Three ways in whichexposure to asbestos can occur in
cases in which an asbestos-containing material has
been sprayed on a ceiling are: persistent low-level
fallout from the ceiling; occasional high-intensity
loss by direst contact; and repeated re-entrainment
and dispersal from floors, desks, etc.

2. The highest exposures and the greatest risks would
occur in situations where all three.of the above types
of exposure were applicable.

3. In the ftwell Township schools, all three forms of
exposure were present, and therefore posed an increased
risk of cancer to both children and employees.,

4. It has been suggested in thescientific literature that
short-Umm: peak exposvres may be as significantjas
lower exposures over the lonyterm.

S. In the IoweL Township schools, the exposure of both
itapiaygta_waik_g_t_koiscration than that

which has boon demonstrated to increase ihe
cancer in other groups.

4. As with other substances, a standard which is applicable
to the weaker and potentially more susceptible people
in society, such as children, should be much lower than
the occupational standard sok for healthy adult.* in the
workplace.

-3-
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chemistry and Physical Eft:cots

Asbestos is the term used to describe naturally occurring
minerals that are fibrous, hydrated metal silicates. The asbestos
types best known and most widely used commercially include the
fibrous form of serpentine known as chrysotile (or white asbestos)
end five minerals of the amphibole group: nrocidolite (or blue
asbestos), anthopftlite, actinolite, tremolite and amosito (or
brown asbestos).

These asbestos types have different physical and chemical proper-
ties* such as chemical composition, crystallite structure* fiber size
nd thermal and acid behavior. The specific properties of a giveit

asbestos sample tre determined by its geographical origin (reflecting
t#s geographical, petrographic, and mineralogical conditions that
prevailed during the formation period of the admiral), and to some
extent, by the way the mineral was processed. (See Ructure41 1.)

Chrysotile (which accounts for 90 to 98 percent of world
asbestos consumption) possesses good heat resistance but is destroyed
by acids. Crocidolite and amosite, the other important forms of
asbestos, are characterised by good resistance to heat &swell as
to 'acids and other chemicals. Anthophylite, actinolite and tremolite

The total apparent coesumption of asbestos in the United States
in 1974 (i.e., total quantities produced locally and imported, lops
Quantities exported) was reported to be 817,100 tons (M, 1975).1
gm average apparent consumption tor the last ten years is 791,100
tons. Although asbestos is mined domestically in tour states
(chrysotile in Vermont, Arizona and California; anthophilite in North
Carolina), approximately 90-percent of tbe asbestos used here is
imported.

Asbestos has bean estimated to have over 3,000 uses (Novas, 1976).
Major use categories (based on the amount of asbestos used) include:

1. asbestoscement products
2. floor tiles
3. asbestos paper i

4. friction material!and gaskets
5. paints, roof coatings, caulks, etc.
6. asbestos textiles'
7. plastics

Significant minor uses i elude:
1. sprayed insuiatiot for fireproofing
2. molded thermal sulation
3. filter media

-4-
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When discussing possible health hazards associated with
exposure to asbestos, a distinction must be made between uses
where the asbestos fibers are firmly bonded into the products
(such as floor tiles and asbestos cement), and uses where the
asbestos-containing material is friable, or in powder fora (such
as eprayed-on insulation). It has been estimated that about IS
percent of the asbestos currently consumed is used in a form where
the fibers are not tightly bonded and are, therefore, able to become
airborne to a certain degree under.certain circumstances (Tabsrshaw,
1966).

Detrimental health effects may result from exposure to asbestos
fibers fodRd ins

1. amissions from industrial processes involving the use
or manufacture of asbestos products especially from
such emission sources which are poorly controlled at
present.

W. Emissions from construction and demolition (conventional
and explosive demolition of buildings containing as
bestos-bearing material).

3. Emissions from vehicle brake linings.

4. Emissions from deteriorating sprayed-on, asbestos- con-
taining materials used for insulation (thermal or &acous-
tical), fireproofing or for decorttive purposes.

Asbestos dust created by the wear of vehicle brake linings %

(which are about SO portent asbestos by weight) and dispersed from the
brakes into the open air might be the cause for elevated asbesbas .

levels observed at toll booth areas. However, more definitive work
is needed to establish the actual quantity released from this source
(Nicholson 4 Pundeaok, 1973).

Aabistos from brake linings is considered by the National In-
stitute of Occupational Safety and Swath (tECOSS) tobe anoccupational
hazard to workers who perform the periodic servicing of vehicle brakes
and clutches (see Relourae 2). This source is not con%ialled at this
stage.

-

Sprayed-on asbestos-containing materials for fireproofing pur-
posesarevery widespread. Cunent Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
regulations limit the use of fireproofing and acoustic materialsto
those that contain less than one percent by weight.of asbestos (see
Resource 3). These regulations have.the effect of prohibiting U88
of asbestos-containing materials for such purposes. -Older buildings
may contain sprayed-on materialein which the asbestos content is
much higher (from five pgrcent up). A recent report (Nicholson. .
RoblandWeisman, 1976) fhdicates that the asbestos levels inside
buildings where sprayed-on, asbestos-containing fireproofing material
.was used are considerably higher than in the ambient outdoor air.
The reason for thee* higher interior levels of asbestos is the cir-
culation by the central supply system of air contaminated by contact
with sprayed material.

low
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rop1th Hazards and Risks

isaboutosin

Asbestosis: or sbestosic pneamoconiosis, was the 'first
clearly demonstrated adverse health effect caused by humap cosiect
with asbestos.

Pulmonary asbestosis is a slowly progressive, nowealignant
disease which may not be detectable by chest X-ray in the earl't
stages,but which is generally characterised by X-ray patterns
showing diffuse interstitial fibrosis Increased fibrous tissue growth)
in the lungs. The main symPtom is dyspnea, or undue shortness of
breath. The disease is progressive beceuse, even in the absence
of'farther exposure, those.inhaled fiberswhich have been trapped
within the lung continue their biological action. In its severe
forms, death results from intbility-of the body to.obtain requisite
oxygen or from the heart's failure to pump blood through the scarred
lungs (Ted. Reg. 1975a, Resource 4; Castelmen, 1973).

Asbestosis usually develops after long exposure to high cow.
centrations of asbestos dust. Mrs, it is largely confined to
.occuPational exposures. The degree of risk varies directly with
the length of exposure and the concentration.

4 ,*.

ail varieties of asbestos can produce asbestosis. It is not
known whether one type of asbestos is more fibrogenic than another .

(Rover, 1976). The first published mention of a case (*Murray, 190).
pertains to a man who had worked for 10 years in the carding room
of,an asbestos factory. Results of an autopsy showed that his lungs
had been severely scarred and contained numerous fibers identified
as asbestos.

cock* reported a second case in 1924 (Cooke, 1924) and in 1927
provided a more detailed description in which the term *asbestosis"
was first used (Cooke, 1927).

In 1930, (Nerewether, 1930) a review of the salient features
of the disease led to the promulgation of regulations for environ-
mental and medical control in the United Xingdcm. These regulations
became effective in 1932 (Asbestos Industry Regulation, 1931).

Cases were first reported in the United States in 1930 (Mills,
1330: toPer. 1930) and guidelines for acceptable dust concentrations
were proposed by Dreesen et al in 1938 (Public Health Bulletin 241;
National Academy of Science, 1971).

cancer

In time, the Scope of medical concern with the diseases resulting
from asbestos exposure expeftpd. In 1935, 50 years after the first
use of asbestos, a relationsh4kwith lung cancer was reported (Lynch,

1935). Despite other isolated reports, an association was not
firmly supported by epidemiologic evidence until 1947, when Mere -
wether. Chief Inspector of Factories in the United Kingdom, reported

-6-
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3,-.-",:'.?:`,1.4:'9.3 :711.1,1414

31 instances of ftwer of the lung in 236 persons known by his
department to heve died with asbestosis between 1924 and 1946
(Warewether, 1947). These numbers for asbestos workers constitu
a cancer incidence of 13.2 percent compared to a cancer incide
of 1.31 percent (91/6994) in persons gertified as having died of
silicosis (a lung disease caused by iPhaling silicon) during the
same period.

Epidemiological evidence causally relating lung cancer to
asbestos exposure came in 1966. Doll, after analysing the cause
of death among 106 men who had worked for at least 20 years in
dusty textile plants using asbestos, concluded that the 11 cases
of lung cammor that occurred indicated a risk'about 10 times that
in the general male population (Doll, 1964 WAS, 1971, Sesource 61
ZASC, 1973, Resource 4). Since that first study, many reports have
donfirmed an association between oocupational exposure to asbestos
and a higher than expected-incidence of lung eancer.

It has been siggested that the type of.as6estos, fiber size,
substances **sorbed onto or into the asbestos fiber, and other co-
factors may play an important role in tbe effects produSed by ex-
posure to asbestos.

Little; exists in the form of epidemiological studies based ou
people who have been exposed to only a single asbestos fiber t.:141.
In 1971, the National Academy of Science concluded that

'Although some in.vitro and laboratory studies
yield different responses to different types
of asbestos, the results do not justify drawing
fime conclusions es to the relative pathogenicity
of the different types. Nor do epidemiclogic
studies conclusively support such. differences.
All epidemiologic studies that appear to indicate
differences in pathogenicity among typos of as-
bestos are flawed by their lack of quantitative
data on cumulative exposures, fiber characteris-
tics and the presence of cofactors. The different
types, therefore, cannot be graded as to relative
risk with respect to either asbestosis or neoplosiae.
DISS, 1971, Resouxce 6.) :

Experiments with test animals have shown that all commercial
types of asbestos (wRite, blue and brown) are carcinogenic, and
can produce both lung tumors and misotheliomas, (Wagner, 1973;
Wagner, 1974; 0r.:as, 1967).

Tiber size and shape are extremely important in determining'
respirability, deposition, retention, and clearance from the pul-
monary tract, and are probably importanz in determining the site
and nature of biologic action. Little is known about the movements
of Moo:* within the human-body. The aerodynamic
properties of fibers depend largely on their diameter; fibers below

-7-
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3.5 micrometers (microns) in diameter are regarded as being in
the respirable range (NAS, 1971), Asbestos fibers found in.
sections of lung tissue are usually less than 3 eicrons in dia-
meter and less than 100 microns in length (UM, 1973. See Resource 6).
Thicker or longer fibers are either not inhaled or are rapidly
cleared from the'respiratory track. On a weight besis, only a very
small proportion of inhaled fibers are retained. (Timbrell, 1972)..

In 1960, 33 cases of pleural mesothelioma (R cancer of the ,

chest lining) were reported in an asbestosSmining area of South
Africa. These tumors occurred among nen Vorking in the Mines and
mill and in the transportation and handling of the fiber, as wel.t.
as in the non-mining population living in the vicinity (Magner,
1960). Numerous reports since then have confirmed the fiadings
that mesothelioma is associated with asbestos exposure. One report
concerning workers in a Britieh asbestos factory demofistrated that
the same type of tumor could be foued commonly in-the-abdomen. -

(peritoneal mesothelioma) as well as in the chest (Enticknap, 1964).

The first definitive epidemiological study of the effect of
asbestos was conducted by I.J. Selikoff and his associates in the
early 1960$. Instead of relying on autopsy reports, as bad been
done in earlier studies, these investigators researched a well-defined
population, in this case, all members of the International Association

. of Moat and Trost Insulators and Asbestos workers in the New York
and New Jersey netropolitan area. Between 1943 and 1971, they
observed in this group an excessively large number of deaths at-
tributed to higher-thaw.usual incidence of lung cancer, xesothelioma,
cancer of the giStro-intestinal tract and asbestosis (Selikoff,
1973; limes, 1971). This study and its extension are discussed
in detail elsewhere in this report.

It has been-suggested that other tumors are also increased in
incidence among asbestos workers, particularly cancers of the larynx
(Still, 1913; Newhouse, 1973), neoplasms of the oropharynx (Selikoff.
1970) and of the esophagus (Selikoff, 1973). Recently, laryngeal
cancer has been associated with asbestos exposure (Morgan, 1976).
Rowever, data concerning these neoplasms are less extensive than
data for lung cancer, nesothelioma and gastrouintestinsl cancer.

The proportion Of groups exposed to asbestos who eventually
die of asbestos-related cancers is still uncertain due to the
wiry long period for the cancer to develop, the difficulty of iden-
_tifying population groups exposed prior to 1940,ahd the compounding
effect of cigarette smoking. It is estimated that as high as 40
to 45 percent of all deaths of workers employed in asbestos factory
work or using asbestos produces may be attributed to some type of
cancer. Nesotheliome as estimated to be involved in five to eleven
percent of all such deaths (Selikoff, 1973; Hammond, 1965; Newhouse,
197S).
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Ietensity of Exposure

, Although it.is-widelf_asausead,._prohablz.goKrectli,. that_
intensity of exposure strongly influences human cancer risk,
there are comparatively few data, apart from cases of cigarette
smoking and radiation expusmres that support this belief or es-
tablish that a linear relationship exists. In large part, this
stems from the absence of exposure data during the period when
thelmplicated agent was not suspected of being cercinogenic. In
the ease of asbestos, the information available shows that there
is a very high rata of cancer at high concentrations of asbestos.
Other studios have shown that brief, high-level exposure as well
as loag-tarat low-level exposure leads to an.increased risk of
gem (2011kotr, 1672).

leaent data indicate thatimmdmrs with short periods of em-
ployment in an asbestos plant (less than one month) have an increased .

risk of lung cancer.

!-1.1
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Deaths of lung cancer among workers employed

in an amosite factory startini-five yearer1rok6Vset of work

1941-1049 to December 31, 1974.

Duration of
Employment No. Expected'

Effect of duration of exposure.

Death of Lung Cancer 1946-1974

Observed Ratio

<1 month 62 1.34 3. , 2.24

1 month 92 1.44 s 3.47.

2 monibs 79 1.30 e 6.15

3-5 months 145 2.24 8 3.57

6-11 nontbs 129 1.63 9 5.52

1 year 105 1.53 12 7.84

2 years 77 1.06 13 12.26

3-4 years $1 0.87 9 10.34

S+ years 69 1.04 16 19.36

Total . 805 12.48 83 6.67

*Expected deaths are based upon white male age-specific death rate data
of the U.S. National Office of Vital Statistics 1949-1972. Rates
were extrapolated for 1946-1948 from rates for 1949-1955 and for
-/973-1974 from rates for 1968-1972.

(Selikoff, data presented at the "Fourth Symposium on Statistics
and the Environment*: N.A.S. March 3, 1976).

-10-
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The Exlstence of a Latent Period

Table I andiashowthe changes in causes of death from
1943 to 1974 among a'single group of 632 asbestos insulation
workers. The distribution of causes of death is very much the
same for" the petroa--1963-44. (Table my- as for period-144144n-
eNdge I 4 but.the percentages within each category and the ratios
between observed and expected deaths are appreciably altered.

Three factors influenced this change. First, as the individuals
aged, the distribution of death by cause would also be expected to
change, even in the absence of an occupational disease influence.
Second, many of the individuals-were still at work in 1963, and
continued theiremployment. This factor might be especially sig-
nificant with individuals having clinical astiistosis, for whomad-
ditionaldust exposure would be partioularly disadvantageous. Third,
more time had passed since the workers were exposed to a cancer- .

causing dose, so that the likelihood of clinical onset and causer .
Aviation of .the malignant disease was increased.

Because the latency.period between onset of exposure and
evidence of dismase varies with the type of tumor which may be caused
by occupational asbestos exposure, it is to be expected that there
would be differences in incidence of these neoplasms (tumors) during
the decade of observation. (See Resource 7.)

t:1
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AIELS It

Ululated and Observed Deaths Among 632

Asbestos Insulation Workers.'

New-Vork-Nem Jersey, 20 or Mare Years After

Onset of Work,
. .

January 1, 1943 to DeCember 31, 1962

Total deaths, all causes

TOtal cancer, all sites

mams.....t

196.16

31.44

9bserved Bel..
.

253

95

. 1.29 .

3.02

i Lung cancer 6.02 42 6.9$

Pleural mosothelioma .1. 3

Peritoneal mesothelioma .1. 1

Cancer of stomacfi, colon,
rectum 9.71 29 2.99.

All other cancers 15.71 20 1.27 :

:

Asbestosis .1. 12

All Other Causes 164.72 146

*Nine men died before reaching 20 years frma first employment.
Expected deaths are based upon white male age-specific death rate data
of tae U.S. National Office of Vital Statistics Tram 1949-1962. Sates
were extrapolated for 1943-1941 from rates for 1949-1955.

-

+pates aro not available, but these diseases are rare causes of
death in the general population.
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Expected and Obierved Deaths Among 370

.New Vork-New Jersey Asbestos Insulation

Workers, January 1, 1943 to December 31, 1974

pspected, Observed Balkt
Total deaths 109.04 198. 1.82 t

total sewer, all sites- 30.51 10S:

Lung cancer 4.11 47 7.41
A.

Pleural. siesokbeliema

Peritoneal meeotheliomM 21

Cancer of stomach 1.17 7 5.98

Ciacer of colon, rectum 2.75 7 2.55

All other cancers 10.41 14 1.53.

. .Asbestosis 26

All other causes 88.44 41

*Expected deaths are based upon age-specific white male death rate
data of the U.S. National Office of Vital Statistics from 1943 to 1973.
Rates mere extrepolateirfor 1973-1974 from rates for 1941-1972. .

+1;48. death rates not available, but these diseases are rare causes
of death in the general population.

-13-
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Thesis two tables demonstrate the general rule that Clifteira
assOciated with exposure to identified environmental %gents do
not become clinically evident for 20 or more mire after first
exposure: often the elapsed period is 30, 40 *rigor* years. In ,

a study of 17.800 asbestos insulation workers in the United States
and Canada, both total cancer'and lung cancer increase were limited

that thts latency period is, in some insta $ at least, a composite
effect and includes both the influence of total accumulate, ex-
posure,and that of the passage of time from first exposure (or,

, perhaps more accurately, from the time sufficient exposuFe has
. occurred to result iniwreesed cancer risk). Total exposure has

cleat influence, as observed with 'uranium mining, aniline bladder
.cancer and asbestos exposure (Wagoner. 19631 Williams, 1938:
Sollhoff, 1913).

Cancer latency_periods vary bedause of ind ividual reactions
to carciaogens and differences in length and intensity of exposure.
For any given exposure dose, some individualts will respond early,
some late and some not at all. For each exopsure level a different
latent period probably exists. Thesis latent periods are probably

-----.443.ated to the intensity of exposure.

Interaction of Asbestos Exposure with Cigarette famiking

Evidence of the carcinogenic potential of asbestos was
developed over the period 1935 -196$. In 1967, it was discovered
that for the most important of these cancers --lung cancer-- the .
risk did not depend on asbestos alone. Rather, in workers who
int irro exposed to ash* . but did not smoke cigarettes, the tumor
was uacommon (8eliko 1938).

A larger study was undertaken to viri2y this first'study. On
*January 1, 1967, ths entire membership of the International Associa-
tion of neat and Frost Insulators and Asbestos workers, AFL-CIO, CLC,
were registered for the study and have been observed ever since.
When the group was enrolled, each man was asked to record his life-
time smoking habits.

Analysis of lung cancer deaths among the study's 17,800 men.
to December 31, 1972, showed that increased risk of lung cancer
was limited to asbestos workers who also had a history of cigarette
'smoking (see Table IV). The report states:
-

.

*These findings again demonstrate that
asbestos workers who do not smoke, or
smoke only pipe and/Or cigars, have a-
bout the same lung cancer risk as men not
occupationally exposed to Asbestos dust.
However, exposure to asbestos dust greatly
increases the lung cancer risk among cigarette
smokers." (Selikoff and Hammond, 1975.)

-14-
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Xxpected and observed deaths of lung cancer

among 17400 U.S. and Canada albeetos instaation

workers. January 1, 1967-Deceober 31, 1972s.

relation to cigarette smoking

Smoking habits not
known

No. of
Deaths from lung cancer

.UMW!: Mania MAL

16.75 94 ' 0.6.6.144

..listory of cigarette 1 4.
smoking 9490 31.60 179 $.7

So history of cigarette
smoking '2.066 7.51 2 0.37

Haver smdked 1,457 4.40. 1 . 0.2

Ristory of pipe
and/Or cigar only 609 3.11 1 0.3

%meted daaths based upon age-specific U.S. mortality rates for
w ta males, disregarding smoking. Lung cancsr estimates based
on U.S. ratio for cancer of lung, pleura, bronchus, and tract's.,
categories 162 and 163 of the International Classification of
Diseases and Causes of Deaths, 7th Revision.

4 11
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in 1976, it.was shown that laryngeal cancer, a dit.easa
previoualy linked to cigarette smoking, was also associated
with asbestos exposure. Thus: it joined lung cancer as a
disease of the asbestos worker who smokes. Incidences of other
cancers associated with asbestos exposure, sudh as mesothelioma
and gastro-intestinal cancer, do not appear to vary with smoking
habits and history (*Organ, 1970.

Indirect Occupatfaiiir Eosure arlUallriloor mad-Emposunr---

In 1972, it was reported that 37 cases of mesothelioma had
occurred in shipyard workers whose only exposure to asbestos was
from proxinity to asbestos workers.- Thus, Indirect occupational
expos e was sufficient to produce mesothelioma years later (Harries,
1972). This original finding has been widely confirmed and a number
of cases of mesothelioma have since been reported in former shipyard
womkers. ray studies of current shipyard workers have shown as-,
best** abnOaalities among workers in trades only indirectly exposed
to asbestos the yards (40 Pod. Reg. 47656 Oct. 9, 1975. See,
Resource 4).

. Another s\tudy showed that gold miners exposed.to a relatively....
lowl.eVel of aSbestos (about onetenth of the current Occupational
Safety and RealthsAssociation gxnuo standard)"had three ttmes the
expected risk of *lignant respiratory disease. PNIrthermoie, in
a study of the mortklity experience of a large United States as-
bestos products manufpcturinq facility, it was found that workers
in low-dust areas, with a minimum risk of death from as-
bestosis, bad the same igh risk of death from cancers as workers
'in dustier areas (ichô3so, 1976. SeeSesonrce 8).

In 1960, cases of meiothelioma were reported in persons not
occupationally exposed to aebestos but living in the vicinity of
asbestos mines. Other cases of mesothelioma resulting from neighbor-
hood exposure to' asbestos were described in epidemiologic reports
from New Jersey and Pennsylvania in 1967. (Wagner, 1960:11orow.
1967; Lieben, 1967.) A report from Germany on 119 cases of pleural
ismmothelioma considered asbestos.emitted into the air from an in-
dustrial facilit, to be a malor ceuse of death in the surrounding
area (Dalquen, 1969).

Exposure ta the Roues of Asbestos ECrkers

In 1965, nine case o mesotheliomas were reported in in-
dividuals who lived wi stos workers and who bad no exposure
to asbestos at the work (Newhouse, 1965). Additional reports
from nine countries bevel bpught the total number of reported cases
of household mesotheli 37. Recently, four additional cases
of mesothelioma in famil rs of former asbestos factory em-
ployees were reported. n addition, 35 percent of the 326 family
members had chest X-ray abnormalities (Anderson, 1976).

The threat of asbestos brought into the home was well described by
Dr. Paul rotin, me4ical,spokesman and vice-president for the Johns-man-
ville Corporation in a recent statements

-16-
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"I uould suggest, however, thxt once
asbestos gets into the home, carried
home by the workmen (which in itself
is atragedyvit shouldn't Wpm) it
is asbestos that is there virtually

f:trrtly. It gets into the rugs,
h: carpets, it gets suspended

**movement, and, actually, you are
getting 24 hour/day exposure,'relatively
speaking, rather than a partial exposure.

evmr-vrnnr-ttaarthat--br--ett--fagrt--thst------
you are exposing the population of the
familywhia includes the very young and
Wirt oXd And.in the induction of cancer,
it.is the very young that are always the
most susceptible. We use the fact that
it is the young that are the most sus-
ceptible In the laboratozysten we want
to testagents for their ability to Induce
camper. (Presentation. before OSSA Ad-
visory Committee on Construction Safety
and NealtN, January 22, 19744

Community.ftiosure

There is a ditferenc of opinion in the literature aboot the
hassr4 and risk involved in exposure of the general population
to leVels of asbestos suchp nay normally be encountered in '

the ambient environment. Ainumber of studies have shown that
asbestos fibers and "bodies° are present in the lungs of most
adults who have lived in urban areas (IARC, 1973).- In no analysis
of causes of death in a large population has there been quantitative
estimation of the lung content of such bodies and bare asbestos
fiberb, to determine whether a detectable gradient of disease can
be correlated with asbestos content.

Ste more recent literature indicates that a risk does in
feat exist, while the literature froe the early years of this
decade concluded the opposite. The National Academy of Sciences
concluded la 1971:

"The series so fix studied have been too
small, and the methods too variable, to
permit any conclusions as to the importance
of small fiber numbers la the lung." (SAS,
1971. See Research 5.).

The International Agency for Research on Cancer concluded
in 1973:

"There is no evidence that this lung burden
is a cause of excess morbidity or mortality
in the general population." (IARC, 1973.
See Research 6.)

-17-
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Furthermore, the report states:

?ht the present time (1972) there is
no evidence that exposure of the general
population to part levels of asbestos dust
in the ambient Air or in beverages, drinking-
water, food or pharmaceutical preparations
increased the risk of cancer." (LUC, 1973.)

This last statement was reproduced in the Draft List of
Selected Carcinogens circulated for comment by thb Lapartment
-011-11nvironsuentei-Preeeetiee-Le-Nom.-19.7.6..--In.responee, D. _Irving
Selikoff 'motes

,

"It is stated that 'at the pretent time,
there is no evidence that exposure of the
general population to past levels of as-
bestos dust in the ambiept air or in
beverages; drinking water, food or pharma-
ceutical preparations increased the risk
of cancer.' There is no evidence, because
the matter has not been Studied. There
are no data one way or the other. The
statement as it stands is misleading Since
it suggests that investigation has pro-
vided 'no evidence that.'" (Personal communi-
cation, X.'Belikoff to O. Paulsen, Nov. 16, 1076,
see Researoh S.)

In more recent review, Dr. J. Praumeni, Chief of the Epide-
miology Branch of the National Cancer Institute,said:

"LOW aibestos exposures may else pose a
serious threat to the general public;
asbestos bodies and calcified pleural
plaques are present in large segments
of the population, and high ferruginous
body (fibers coated with an iron-con-
taining materiel. in the lung) were found
in a recent study of lung cancer patients
without known occupational exposure to
asbestos." (Praumeni, 1975.)

The question of a possible "safe" level has also been addressed
by the U.S. Department of Labor in October, 197Ss (See Resource 4.)

"Cancer development may be influenced by
such factors as the differing susceptibility
.of various body organs. Because of the vari-
ability of individual response to carcinogens
and other factors, the concept of a'no effect'
or 'threshold level* may have little real signi-
ficance on the basis of existing knowledge.

" -18-
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'While some level, below which exposure
to a carcinogen does not cause óancer,
may conceivably exist for any one in-
dividual, other individuals in the pop-
ulation may have cancer induced by doses
so low as to be effectively zero. This
is not to say that researchers will never
find a threshold level for a caroinOgenic
substance, but it does mean that the threshold
concept for carcinogens is, at present, more
&matter of responsible regulatory policy than
a precise, scientific determination.

jr.71!

°These theoretical concepts have a bearing on
the asbestos issue cularly as to the
question of the existence or nonexistence of a
threshold level of carcinogenic effect. A'no
affircelevel theoretically_may exist, but it .

has mottoes demonstrated.* (40, **daft/. 47431,
Oct. 3, 1073).

At the present time, in spite of considerable research on the
affects of carcinogenic substances no data exist that would define
a threshold for any carcinogen (Ni4;fielson, 1970. See Resource 8).

°The task confronting one who would define a
belcorwhich no carcinogenic.risk exists .

for human populations is virtually an impossible
one. Tkis is especially true for asbestos.
Serious human disease can readily be seen in
studies of occupational groups exposed at high

concentrations, although the levels of exposure
be onlyarudely defined. At lower exposures,
however; three unfulfilled requirements confront
the investigator attempting to establish a o
effeetqqapl for asbestos.

1. asufficiently large population for observation:

2:
knowledge oftthe asbestos concentrations in
liMach the population was exposed: and

3. an observation time sufficient for the effects
of wbestos to be manifest.'

. . .

One study, in which some of these issues of population study
size and latency period are looked at, will be pUblished in February,
1977. Based on the Connecticut Tumor Registry, it will be a study .

of mesothelioma incidence in the stateftom 1935 to 1972.. During
that period, 133 cases of mesothelioma were diagnosed; 99 cases
were in men, and 44 in women.

-19 -
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Of particular interest ere the followings

--the inoicience rate of mesotheliama increased
10-fold between 1935 and 1972.

- most of the people had no known direct or
indirect occupational exposure to asbestos.

- the incidence rate closely follows the in-
crease in the state's cummulative asbestos
consumption

The authors of the studY.conclude that a. linearly increasiAg
caumweffect relationship is suggested by their data (Bruckman,
et al, 1977).

.a
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-Howell Township Schools and the.YaleArt-and Architecture.Anildincrs

Recently, the presence of sprayed-oh asbestos material was
found in four school buildings in Sowell Township, NW Jersey
(see Resource 14). In these schools, all of similar architecture.

; the low ceilings of the corridors were treated with asbestos
material sprayed on femacoustical and fireproofing purrocees. The
sprayed-on material had aged and was flaking off the ceiling. In
addition, school childreascrensdf: off the peeling material. Chemical
analysis of the ceiling materiel-revealed that the asbestos content
was 25-65 percent (in al) four schools chrysotils was present in
ono.case, anthophylite, est well.)

An air samplig tent, to discover the amount of asbestos
present in the air of the school buildings, was conducted in one
of the schools (Ramtown School). The test showed that under quiet.
conditions (i.e., no human physical activite the levels of asbestos
fiber counts reached 0.06 fiberwper cubic centimeter, whereas under

..:. disturbed conditions (simulating the various activities of theri:.. . ;

school children) the levels of fiber counts reached 3.5 fibers per
cubic centimeter. ,

In response to the situation encountered in Sowell Township,
the Department of Invironmental Protection took two steps:

- A guidance document was' prepared which
explain; what'action should be taken
at othet schools facing the same
prOblem (seeResource 15).

A regulation to control and prohibit sprayed-on
asbestos surface coatings was proposed (see
Resource IS).

A paper describing in detail the sequence of events at Yale
(Sawyer, 1976) is of interest because of the similarity of the

*description to the situation encountered in the Nowell Township
schools.

The Tale Art and Architecture Building was completed in 1963.
During the final stages of construction,ceiling surgaces in the buildira
had been sprayed with a mixture containing asbestos fibers. The
mixture had been sprsyed to a thickness-of between 0.5 and 1.".0 inch

oi.suspended gypsum board, and in a few areas directly on concrete.
The ceiling material contained chrysotile asbestos, estimated at
approximately 25 percent of the total mass. Soon efter application,
the exposed and friable ceilings began to disintegrate. Air currents,
ventilation leaks, humidity changes, and vibration caused fiber loss

at a low rate. Also, many of the ceiling surfaces, only 80 inches
high in some areas, were easily reached and became easy prey to both
accidental and capricious contact.

-21-
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A thiory was develoAd and tested that fiber cobtamination
oocurred.in three modes. These modes or rates included persistent
lom-level fallout from the coiling (21), occasional high-intensity
loss by direct contact (112),.and repeated reentrainment and dier
passel from surfaces such as floors, desks and shelves (R3).

Sampling and analysis of the asbestos fiber count in the
air was carried out, using the light mIcroscope procedure. Rah.
sults are given as the number of asbestos fibers longer than five-
microns per (labia centimeter of air.

-22-
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TABU V

Airborne Anbestos, Val ASA Building, 1974

Sampling Conditions
or Situation

Counts
NM.

(Fibers/Cc).

N. * gr*

Citi Background
New Raven 0.00 , 10 0.00

Building Background .

Fallout (21) .

Quist conditions 0.02 - 13 0.62
.

Impact (20)
Cloaning, moving
honks in stack area 19.54 3 6.74

Melamping light
fixtures 1.3$ 2 0.13

Dispersal, (RI)
General Activity:

rumbmitaxeas 0.19 . 10 0.26

students V.02 li 0.03

administration 0.04 11 0.04

food service 0.09 4 0.06

library staff 0.32 6 0.33

Custodial service:

sweeping, dry 1.63 9 0.73

dusting, dry 4.02 6 1.2$

proximal to cleaning 0.26 6 0.26

",

* Number of symples.
** Standard deviation

-23-
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It was concluded that:

"exposures of occupants to asbestos from
the ceilings were measured and found within
the range implicated in the development of
malignacies." (Sawyer, 19764

In 1974, the building was vaca%ld and closed for removal
of all Ceiling material containing dabestoe.

These-two instances seem to be very similar. The conditions
in the school system, although.not monitored as extensively,
seem to be of the same order ohgnitus.0 those in the Yale
building. The course of cation fcJa.dd in the two cases - wet
removal of the ceiling - was atm) the same.

Monitoring of the air in the Yale building showed that after
removal of the asbestos-containing material from the ceilings,
and after clean-up, the concentration of asbestos fiber fell to
the sown level iS that of the background fiber count.

-247
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Regulations and Standards

Asbestos Emission Standards

The stAndard adopted by the EPA (40 CFR 61.20 - 61.25.
See Appendix 3) limits the emissions of asbestos from specified
types of sources and operations (asbestos mills, manufacturing
operations, demolition and renovation operations, spraying, fabri-
cation, waste disposal for manufacturing facilities and for as-
bestos mills). rn each.cass the limitation set is either (1) no
visible emission, or (2) use of specified methods to clean emissions
containing particulate asbestos material before such emissions
escape to, or are vented to, the outside air.

According to EPA, these standards sere chosen because at
this time it was impractical to establish allowable numerical con-
centration or mass emiasion limits for asbestos, since satisfactory
means of measuring asbestos emissimesare notyet available (see.
page27).

Tke EPA standard refers specifically to tbe spraying of as-
bestos-containing materials (40 cra 61.223:

°O) Spraying: There shall be no visible
emissions to the outside air from the
spray-on application of materials con-
taining more than 18 asbestos. on a dry
weight basis, used to insulate or fire-
proof eguipm:nt and :machinery except as
provided in a (uiriFiErried cleaning
methods of emissions containing asbestos
of this section). Spray-on material used
to insulate or fireproof.buildings, structures,
pipes and conduits, shall contain less than
le aibestos on a dry weight basis." .

The EPA standard includes all types of asbestos (white, blue
and brown) in its definition of what is to be controlled. The EPA
approach has been adopted as a stater law by a number of states
with little or no change (Colorado: Environmental Reporter 326:0710;
Kentucky: Environmental Reporter 386:0513: Wisconsin: Environmental
Reporter 551:0557).

. Three states have banned the spraying of asbestos-containing
material:

1. New York - prohibition 221.2 (Environmental
Reporter 366:0662): "No person shall engage in or allow surface
coating by spraying of asbestos or asbestos-containing material."

2. Illinois - Rule 631 (Environmental Reporter
366:9701): "The spragETZU-labestos-contaill:14-inerial is pro-
hibited after March 31, 1971.0

3. Minnesota - (Environmental Reporter 416:0801):
(aa) The spraying on any portion or a building or structure of any
accoustical insulating, thermal insulating or fireproofing product
which contains asbestos is prohibited.

.2.5 -
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"(bb) orhe spraying in any urtsd open to the
outdoor atmosphere of accoustical insulating, thermal insulating,
or fireproofing product which contains asbestos is prohibited."

Asbestos Occupational Rasard Standards 0

' The 0.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (0Slut)
has issued an occupational hazard standard which, eftective July,
1976, is: (29, CPR 1910.1001. See Resource 11)

"(2) The eight-hour time-weipted average air-
borne concentrations of asbestos fibers to Which any emplOyee
may be exposed Shall not exceed two fiberselonger than S sdcro
meters per cubic centimeter.of err; as determined by the metlmd
prescribed in. paragraph (e) of this section. -

*0(3) Ceiling_Concentration WO employee shall
be exposed, at any time, to airborne concentrations of asbestos
fibers in excess of ten fibers, longer than 3 micrometers. Per

scUbic centimeter of i317, as determined by the method presaribad
in paragraph (e) of this section."

The OSSA standard also specifies the types of approved respirators
to be used by workers exposed to asbestos, the requirement& for
special-clothing, changing rooms, laundering, caution signs and
labels, cleaning and waste disposal, awS medical recordkeeping,
as well as the method to be used tor the 'Sapling and analysts of
the asbestos fibers in the air.

In October, 1973, a further reduction in this standard was
Iproposal by OSHA, from 2 fibers/11 to 0.13 fibers/ml. At that
time, OSRA's position was that "prudent policy would therefore seem
to indicate that every reasonable measure should be taken to elimin-
ate human exposure to chemical compounds as soon as their carcinogenic
nature is identified." (40, Ped. Reg. 47631, Oct. 9, 1915. See
Resource 4.) Since that time, MOSS has suggested that the standard
be lowered even further to 0.1 fiber/Cc.

Even at the lOwer level suggested by MOSS, there are problems
regarding the standard which result from inadequacies in the tech-
nique used for measuring thi concentration of asbestos fibers in
the air. The OSRA Occupational Hazard Standard is unsitiefactory
because:

1. The standard specifies a measurement tech -
niqme which counts asbestos fibers longer than 5 micrometers only.
As a result, information about the smaller fibers is lost.

.
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2. The measurement teqrnique is based on
fiber dounting.with the aid of optical microscopy. There is
an inherent unknown error in this method of measurement which
is caused by two factors:

a. The ability of the person performing
the count to correctly identify asbestos fibers relative to other
fibers present.

b. The variable distribution of the fibers
over the sampling filter. Since only small portions of the filter
ake analyzed, incorrect selection of those portions may resuit in
erroneous results.

Many scientists studying the exposure of the general public
to asbestos (e.g. Bruckmann, 1975; Nicholson and Pundsack. 1973)
prefer to express ambient levels in units of asbestos 'weight per
unit volume of air (j..e., nanograms of asbestos per cubic meter
of air). This approach is, in principle, simpler and more objective
than fiber Counts, since it involves only mass measurement and air
flow rate. There are, however, several problems involved with
this type of measurement as Well (Nicholson and Pundsack, 1973):

1. NO information is obtained regarding the
site of the asbestos fibers, nor about the else distribution.

2. 'No Utandardised technique to determine the
weight of the asbestos sample exists. The various methods currently
in use ore-summarised in Resource 12.

Finally, no satisfactory method exists for comparing results
obtained by one method ot measurement with those obtained by another..
Methods which have been suggestedscan ?give results that vary by
many orders of magnitude. Therefore, most monitoring results are
evaluated against other samples measured similarly but taken from'
areas considered to represent *background*.

U.S. Food and Druq_Administration

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration regulations limit the
amount of asbestos that food, drug and cosmetic products may contain.
14 seee cases, the standard limits the use of asbestos filters for
preparation of theseproducts (40, Federal Register, 11865, March 14,
197S).

State Ambient Air Standards

New Mexico is the only state which has promulgated an ambient
air quality standard for asbestos (Environmental Reporter 456:0503):
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S4.cti:.n 2(11: "W.,e1 014 40 r.vre of tho following 4114...nto
OLV PIVO-: in tie tutlai us...pfndra purticol.A...t, tie
allowable concentrations,of the elements involved, based on a
30...day average, are as follows:

I. beryllium . 0.01 ug/m2
2. asbestos 0.01 ug/mj
3. heavy metals (total combined) 10 ug/mj

The New Mexico asbestos air quality standard of 0.01 ug/m3 is
equ4valent to 10 ng/m3.

The State of Ognnecticut has proposed an ambient air quality
standard of 30 ng/mJ.

Cases of Asbestos exposureknot Covered by Current Laws

The following cases, which axe not covered by current laws
and regulations rela$ed to the exposure to asbestos-containing
materials, have been reported:

1. Spray-on application of decoraiive materials
*containing asbestos. This prWlem-formed the basis for Governor
Byrne's petition to the SPA Administrator to amend the federal rule
on asbestos spraying.

2. Application of asbestos-containing sealant and
patching substances. The problem has been discussed in detail in
a petition by the National Resources Defense Council Oefore the
United States Consumer Protection Safety Commission, which seeks
to ban certain patching compounds that they consider to constitute
hazardous materials (see Resource 17 ) .

3. Asbestos contamination of building air supply
systems. Measurements carried out in buildings.where the air suppiy
'comes into contact with asbestos-containing insulation and fire-
proofimg, have shown increased levels of asbestim in the air (Nicholson.
*Al and Weisman, 1976).

4. Asbestos dust from the wear of asbestos-containing
brake linings in cars. This dust is dispersed from the brakes (about
50 percent asbestos by weight into the open eir. More Amfinitive
work needs to be done to establish the Actual quantity released from
this source. Micholsob and Pundeck: 1573.)

5. Asbestom -containing mats ial sprayed on for ceiling
iesulation and fireproofing purposes in previous years, and in which
the asbestos containing-material is decdmposing and becoming friable
with age. This prdblem has been summarized in Governor Byrne's
Letter to the BPA administrator, dated January 7, 1977 (see Resource
14 ).
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6. Notor vehicle brake and clutch servicing.- In
this case, the asbestos-containing lining of the automobile
brakes wears down, and accumulates inside the brake drums
in the form of dust. Garage workers who perform the periodic
servicing of vehicle brakes are thus potentially exposed to high
levels of asbestos-containing dust. MOW, considering this to
me an occupational hazard, has recommended that the OSHA standard
be amended to include procedures for asbestos brake and clutch
servicing (see menorandum August 8, 1975 by .7.W..Lloyd, Director,
Office of Occupationalyealth Surveillance and Biometrics).

7. Talc contaminated with aibestos--The U.S. Food and
Jrug Administration has decided not to promulgate any final regu-
lation for the contaminationsof talc by asbestos patticles until
.a standard method of analysis is developed for this subst: ce
(40, Federal **Oster 11866, March 14, 1976 and Langer, 104).

:.
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September 18, 1978

Mr. Douglas M. Cosa*
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, SW
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Administrator Castle:
Me.

Pursuant to the Toxic Substances Control Act and the recently amended
Clean Air Act and the specific authorities granted to Governors under Sections
111 and 112 of that ect, I petition you to develop an enforceable federal
regulation which will control asbestos contamination of buildings and
structures throughout the country.*

I en especially concerned with this situation in light of Secretary
Califano's recent aunouncesent of the findings of his Department's report .

that a substantial number of the nation's cancer deaths over the next quarter
century may well have a relationship to ttebestos contamination.

On January 7, 1977, I submitted a petition te the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) seeking an amendment to the national
omission standards for hazardous air pollutants concerning asbestos (40 CFR
61, Subpart 5). At that time, I expressed my coecern with several situations
discovered In this State where a potential for asbestos contamination existed
as a result of spraying asbestos surface coatings and from the dettrioration
of coatings that have already been applied. The asbestos contamination problem
associated with these applications is one of national proportions.

In response, you amended the federal regulation in June of this year to
close the prior rule's loophole insofar as the use of asbestos for decorative
purposes was concerned. This effectively eliminated the possibility of new
cases arising involving the use of sprayed-on asbestos surface coatings.

As an integral part of that same petition, however, I also sought a
federal rule requiring the removal of asbestos-containing SUrface coatings
already in place where their deterioration could produce dangerous levels
of asbestos fibers in the environmont. EPA's response was the publication

* (See Appendix I)
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of a comprehensive guidance document entitled "Hazard Abatement from Sprayed
Asbestos-Containin; Mnterials in Buildings" (GCA-TR-77 -19-C). This was a J

useful step but does not solve the pPoblem.

As you consider new asbestos regulations pursuant to this petition,
I must point out that dealing with the containeent and removal of asbestos
materials is extremely complex and costly. Hence, I would recommend that

you seek from the Congress new legislation appropriating sufficient funds

to assist the states in dealing with this situation.

The HEW study Mr. Califano discussed dealt primarily with the workplace.
Ve cannAt, es responsible government officials, encourage the correction of
asbestos contamination problems in the workplace and, at the same time, tolerate
the continuance of such problemd in residential settings and in our public

buildin3s. I believe that the time is right for quick and decisive masures
to be implemented to reduce this potential threat to the Public health.

The problem of asbestos contamination also is one4component of the
larger Josue of the quality of interior.air in worVplaces and tesideuces.
The recent outbreaks of Legionnaire's Disease in New York City and other
areas, with the possibility that the disease may be transmitted through
air conditioning systems, in a further illustration of the eeed to place
new emphasis on the quality of interior air. It would be helpful if the
federal government could er.ate a task force to review this issue to
reast.ure the public that sufficient attention is being placed on air
quality in our buildings equivalent to the extensive resources committed
to confronting outdoor air quality problems.

I urge your prompt action on these matters:, and offer the support and
services of New Jersey government to assist you.

Sincerely,

GOVERNOR
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APPENDIX 1

A. Section 111(9)(6) of the Clean Air Act (Act) ;42 U.S.C.
7411(g) (6)) authorises the Administrator after aPplication
by a Governor to propose emission standards for categories :

of sources of pollutants listed under Section 112 of
the Aot (42 U.S.C. 7412) for which standards have not
yet been established.

B. Section 112(e)(1) (42 U.S.C. 7412(e) (1) permits the
Administrator to establish design, equipment, work
practice or operationalstandards where conventional

iemission standards are nfeasible. Such an alternate
standard could be utilised in this case.

C. Section 6(a) (15 U.S.C. 2605(a)) of the Toxic Substance
Control Act Provides that:

If thi Administrator finds that there is a
reasonable basis to conclude that the
manufacture, processing, distribution in
commerce, use, or disposal of a chemical .

substance or mixture, or that any
combination of such retivities, presents.
or will present an unreasonable risk of
injury to health or the environment, the
Administrator shall by rule apply one or
more of the following requirements to such
substance or mixture to the extent necessary

. to protect adequately against such risk
using the least burdensome requirements...
(Emphasis added.)

and Section 6(a)5, further provides the Administrator
with authority to adopt a requirement prohibiting or
otherwise regulating any manner or method of commercial
use of such (toxic) substance or mixture.

D. Section 9(b) (15 U.S.C. 0608(b) of the Toxic Substances
Control Act states that:

*The Administrator shall coordinate actions taken
under this Act with lictitnis taken under Other %I

Federal laws administered in whole or in part by
.4the Administrator..."

Hence, it would be perfectly appropriate for the Adminisirator
to rely on both federal statutes in developing a contro:'
strategy for this carcinogenic air contaminant.

56
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Mr. Musa. Dr. Holzman.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD B. HOLZMAN, SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, CINNAMINSON TOWNSHIP PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
CINNAMINSON, N.J.

Dr. HOLZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cinnaminson Township Board of Education appreciates the

opportunity to address this committee on a matter of serious
concern.

Cinnaminson is a microcosm of a problem that is growing to
national concern. We were one of the first districts in the State, if
not the nation, to begin to take an aggressive posture in attempting
to resolve this difficult and thorny problein. I hope finally after over
two years of investigation and research that we will in short order
be able to get some regulation and some direction from the State
and Federal agencies involved so that we will know precisely what
has to be done, when it has to be done, and so forth.

Our problem ix How can the protection of people best be pro-
vided, given the range of complex factors involved in the asbestos
problem?

One of the serious concerns is that no one has been able to
identify precisely the nature and extent of our asbestos problem.
There appears to be simply no reliable standards for evaluating the
hazards of asbestos fiber concentrations in the air.

Moreover, even if reliable technical standards existed, there ap
pears to be lack of reliable air sam_pling technology. Accordingly,
even the experts in this area find difficulty confirming the identity
and quantity of asbestos fiber content in our schools.

At the request of the New Jersey State Commissioner of Educa-
tion, our school district cooperated with Mount Sinai Medical Cen-
ter of New York City in a study of asbestos fiber contamination
funded by a grant of the Federal Government.

Among other things, the report issued as a result of this study
concluded that it was unable to make specific recommendations as
to sealants, contractors who may apply them, or contractors who
may remove asbestos.

Notwithstanding our efforts to identify the nature and extent of
the problem, the district finds itself in a situation where the
current state of the art regarding the asbestos problem is simply so
inadequate that we really have no sound basis for taking definitive
action at this time. We cannot get any guarantees that sealing or
removal will result in total elimination of the problem.

However, given the uncertainty that exists regarding the severity
of our asbestos problem and the sense of great urgency that has
been created in Cinnaminson, we are met with a third factor which
is that great uncertainty exists regarding the proper action to be
taken to remedy the problem. We are confronted with contradictory
recommendations by various State and Federal agencies.

For example, the Environmental Protection Agency recommends
complete removal of all asbestos material as the only reliable way
to alleviate the problem at this time. However, the district has
learned that asbestos material in some of the tunnels to the U.S.
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Capitol has recently been treated with a sealant at the recommen-
dation of the Architect of the Capitol after thorough research.

A fourth factor, even if we could determine what action should be
taken, is the question of how the cost of remedial action can be
financed. Esthnates received for the cost of asbestos removal range
from $2.5 million to $4 million. At present, there is no existing
source of State or Federal financial aid for this purpose. Accord-
inlay, the cost would have to be borne by the local taxpayers.

There are approximately 4,500 residential taxpayers in the Town-
ship of Cinnaminson so that cost impact of total removal would be
in the range of $500 to $1,000 per residential taxpayer, a truly
heavy additional tax burden. Local financing would require that the
entire cost could be financed only after a successful bond issue
referendum.

With all of the uncertainties that plague the asbestos problem, it
is likely that the voters would reject such a referendum. If the bond
referendum were to fail, then the school district would be effec-
tively precluded from taking further remedial action.

All of the factors mentioned so far reieal that the true nature of
the asbestos problem is not a local problem that could be resolved
by the Township of Cinnaminson or any other single entity. We
have learned that more than an estimated 26 million tons of
asbestos material are currently in place in public buildings through-
out this country. This includes not only school buildings but public
buildings of all types.

Cinnaminson asks for national leadership to resolve this problem
of national scope; that Congress assume the leadership role so that
we can move away from the existing town by town approach to the
asbestos problem.

We have learned that an approximate 26 million tons of asbestos
material are currently in place in schools throughout the country.
Specifically, we would ask Congress to acknowledge a compelling
need for improved communication and cooperation among the var-
ious Federal agencies and between the agencies at the Federal and
State levels, that Congress authorize coordinated and speedy re-
search and the creation of a consolidated data bank to improve the
state of the art regarding the asbestos problem.

Further, the district asks for the development of substantive
standards and technology for the elimination of the asbestos prob-
lem and the development of an efficient and effective method for
remedying the problem.

We also ask that reasonable and workable procedures be estab-
lished to direct Federal and State agencies in their approach to
instances of suspected asbestos contamination so that official cries
of alarm are not issued without concurrent, meaningful technical
assistance.

Finally, we would request that the U.S. Congress act immediately
to begin to consider the appropriation of the substantial funds that
will be necessary to remedy the asbestos problem on a national
level.

Finally, I might add that I agree with so much of what Dr.
Sawyer said this morning. lie is one of the most practical and
reasoned voices I have heard on this very thorny problem.
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I also agree with EDP that regulation is also necessary and if we
leave it to voluntary compliance, I don't think it is going to happen
because it leaves so many unanswered questions.

Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. Wsiss. Thank you. Mr. Smith, would you, for the benefit of

the committee, give us some of the background as to how the
problem came to the fore in New York City. I know that that was a
very controversial situation, that highlights, some of the dangers
and concerns the localities face in dealing with this kind of a
problem.

Mr. Slum. Yes, sir. There are really two chapters here. The first
chapter began in late 1976, in reisponse to the experience that
Howell Township had passed through. And over a period of some
months, in late 1976 ancl early 1977 an attempt was made to survey
the New York City schools to determine the extent to which
asbestos was present.

In retrospect, today we are perhaps a lot wiser. And one of the
points raised this morning was driven home to us with great
precisionyod lahhot telly on specificationsto-tell you-very much-
about what building materials were used.

That survey, for example, indicated that there were 185 schools in
the New York City system that had asbestos used in them. As I
indicated in my earlier statement, we are now coming pretty close
to 400. And we have not stopped yet. We still have half the schools
to survey.

I think the other thing that was learned, and again this is why I
emphasized in my testimony that I think it is an error to be
thinking exclusively in terms of sprayed-on asbestos materials, or
even those which are self-evidently friable. There are materials
which were not exposed initially at the point of construction, such
as sprayed-on fire retardants, which indeed may be friable, but
which are not visible unless yo t. look in the building to find out
whether they are there. They may be behind a suspended ceiling.
That requires someone doing something more than simply walking
through. He may have had part of the job done for him because one
of our students may have removed one or several panels in that
suspended ceiling, giving him immediate access. But he may have to
do a little extra work to get at it. That kind of problem was simply
not dealt with at all in the first survey.

So those documents, while they helped us as we started in
November of this year, were hardly what I would call a data base
from which to work.

On November 1 of this year, which coincidentally was the day I
became Executive Director of the Division of School Building's,
enormous attention was focused on a fire retardant sprayed on the
steel beams of a school in Harlem, because a the diligence and
concern and tenacity of several parents in that school who were
frankly frustrated by the absence of what they thought was an
adequate response to their 4-cluests to have that suspended ceiling
below the steel beams repaired.

The result was they t...ok two steps. One, they removed their
clildre from the school. The Board of Education itself did not close
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that school. The parents made the decision that it was unsafe for
their children and decided their children would not go unt11 the
situation was repaired. Secondly, they alerted the press.

Startiiv from that point, if I can take that as the beginning of
Chapter Two, I think we have done a more dilig'ent job in surveying
the schools than we have done to date.

I think we have restored a sense of genuine urgency, bet not
panic or hysteria, in dealing with the problem.

I don't think there is any question that I atn aware of anywhere
now in New York City that we are complacent about the problem.

I agree with so much of what my colleagues here have said about
our need for assistance. I was struck by EDF's point that they
would not like to see Federal legislation replace what may be the
ultimate responsibility of the private sector for assisting systems
like New. York City's. Perhaps legislation could be written which
also takes into account the voluntary compliance of systems like
New York's which states that if that action had been undertaken
prior to the passage Df lwislation, that upon sqbmission of adequate
bills and vouchers, jurictions which took the step on their own
mighibe relinblitnd ex post facb. I thuk-that -be-a-fairway -----
to Iiandle it.

We are now at a point in New York City where we have, I am
happy to say, not identified any entire school as being contaminated
to the extent that any one of our advisors from the outside, such as
Mount Sinai, or Dr. Sawyer, believe that there is an actual and
imminent health hazard. I think in candor I can certainly say, and I
think many of the parents at the Harlem school that was closed on
November 1 would perhaps agree with me, that had we known then
what we know today, that school would not have had to be closed.
We would not have been as willing to agree it should be closed if we
had known then what we know today.

The damage to the asbestos containing materials in that case was
really very minimal. We did use air sampling. It was very mislead-
ing, partly because there was a demolition project going on immedi-
ately across the street from the school and there were windows
open in the school. And that was not known at the time that the air
sample was taken by Mount Sinai when it analyzed the samples.
And it was skewed.

I think one of the things that we have learned in Chapter Two is
that we are not going to base any operational decisions on air
sampling. We will use common sense. 'We will use our eyeball
judgment to determine where the material is, a lab to determine
what it is, and then continuing on to look at it to see what kind of
access is provided to that material and the extent to which, if I can
use the word, it has been accessed. That is that there was visible
damage to it. And that would set our order of priorities.

Ultimately I think all of us would agree in a perfect world we
would either remove, isolate, or contain all asbestos materials in
every one of our schools. That is our ultimate objective.

But clearly the first target are those exposed materials which are
accessible and which have been damaged, and the extent of damage
will determine that first cut of work.

0
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Mr. Wales. There have been repeated cautions expressed in the
course of the testimony today about not panicking, and not panick-
ing the community. But wouldn't you say that one of the concomi-
tants of that caution is the conviction or confidence on the part of
the community that the respective government apncies are dealing
openly and honestly with them. Part of what happened in New
York, for example, was the demand at one point that not just one or
two schools be closed but a whole slew of schools he closed, there
was the fact that the report of that initial survey hadbeen filed and
forgotten and never disclosed to the public until apparently a
newspaper report of the survey had been leaked?

Mr. SMITH. I spoke in my first statement about the need to have a
mutual trust of all the players involved here. And it is absolutely

,true. There is no doubt that initially there was considerable reluc-
tance to accept the personnel, engineers and architects who worked
for me in the Division of School Buildings as being reliable and
disinterested observers and evaluators of the problem. Precisely for
that reason we sought the assistance of the office of the Mayor and
two mayoral agencies. The Board of Education in New York City is
not directly under the Mayor. And we received enormous assistance
from sanitarians from the Net* York City-Department of Health
and from the Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau of
Air Resources.

Our first surveys over the first six or seven weeks following
November I were conducted by them, and I think that having that
third party involved began to demonstrate to the community or
that portion of the community which was not necessarily willing to
Accept us initially that we were very serious indeed, that we were
not attempting to run away from the problem, that we were going
to deal with it head-on.

I think that goes to your final point. It is the willingness of public
officials, when confronted with the problem, to address it very
directly and forthrightly. I think there is a reluctance in govern-
ment to say, "I don't know" and there is a reluctance in govern-
ment to say "I made a mistake." I have been repeating those two
phrases very, very often, frankly, in zonnection with this problem. I
am not happy when I have to say them. But I would rather say that
than come out with organs, flowers and trumpets that ultimately
mean very little to anybody, except that I am ignoring the problem.

Mr. Wass. In the survey that has been done in the New York
City schools, is there any correlation between the seriousness of the
problem or the apparent seriousness of the problem and the age of
the schools involved?

Mr. SMITH. Yes. And unfortunately it is the wrong correlation.
Generally the newer the schools the more sPrious the problem.
Because the extensive use of asbestos in the N,..w York City school
system, as I think the dates have already been given, our maior
time frame is 1946 to 1971. 1971 was the year New York City
stopped using asbestos materials of any type in its schools, two
years ahead of the Federal guidelines. From 1946 to 1971 it was
used extensively for acoustical purposes, and from about 1964 to
1971 it was also used as a fire retardant on steel beams. And it is. as I
said earlier, that second category that causes us the main problem,
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because that happens to overlap with the period we had some very
defective installations.

But the bulk of our material, the square footage that we are
invohred with, comes in that 1946 to 1971 period.

As you go back in time, you do find asbestos in older buildinp
where there were modernizations and also in some cases where it is
very hard to dig out and locate, wrapped around pipes, and the
pipes often are overlooked. It is remarkably easy to walk by a pipe
and not even notice it. And very often the pipe wrapping may have
asbestos around it. That may be in a classroom where the move-
ment of furniture or a child picking on it may cause fibers to be
airborne.

You also find it in boiler rooms, custodial areas. Sometimes it is
under a layer of concrete. If the concrete has been cracked over the
years, the asbestos material that has been put under it to insulate
will begin to become airborne.

When I say we have surveyed 550 schools, those are the newest
ones we have surveyed. Those are the ones built from 1946 on in
New York.

We are going to survey, needless to say, every one of our schools.
And-I would be, I think., somewhat daring to suggest that .we are
going to hit a hundred percent. We are going to come as close as
we can. But there are a lot of problems we won't find, I suspect, for
a while.

Mr. Weiss. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Musa. I must apologize, as one who is chairing this heaz:ing.

I am going to have to leave. I have to be in California later tonight
I want to thank you. I would ask Mr. Weiss to take the chair for the
remainder of the hearing.

The testimony you have given is going to be very helpful to us,
because you are the ones that ultimately are going to have to deal
with whatever solution we come up with. And I think that your
practical experience, either voluntary or involuntary, however it
may have arisen in the past, is going to be very helpful as we design
a program, whether it is the Howell approach, which I think is a
ninety-percent reimbursement, or whether it is a question of
whether all 250 of those schools need all of that asbestos ripped out
immediately, or over a ftve-year period, or whatever it is.

We are going to need that kind of information as we start down
this process.

I don't know if you were in the room this morning when the
chairman. Mr. Perkins, expressed his intent to get something
rolling in the legislative process to respond to the problem, and to
the economics in dealing with the solution.

So I appreciate this.
The committee will hear additional individuals from States start-

ing again Tuesday at 9:30, to get additional testimony of the
magnitude of the problem in other States than those of you repre-
sented this morning.

Thank you again very much.
Mr. Wings. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to

join the gentleman from California in expressing my appreciation to



the Tembers of the panel. You Wive been most helpful. You may be
hearing fiirther from us as we move along.

Mr. Wsiss. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. Knaxa. I have no fiirther questions.
Mr. Woos. AU right. Thank you very much. I, too, want to

express my appreciation to all of you. 'Your testimony is most
because it is ultimately what we will rely on in drafting

this CAnnmittee's
If anyone has anythintelse to add, we would welcome additional

comments at this point. If not, we appreciate the patience you have
demonstrated in bearing with IA all day. Thank you very much.

We will reconvene a week from tomorrow, on next Tuesday
morning, at 9:00 a.m.

The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 3:45 p.m. the meeting was adjourned to reconvene

at 9:00 a.m., Tuesday, January 16, 1979.]
[Additional material submitted for the record followw]
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I greatly appreciate the opportunity to be able to testily in

trent of the Cdifornia State Departnent or Consumer Affairs hearing

on the impact of buildings on health. I am in full support of the

chellengeepta forth by the peoplo conveniat those procedings. These

being: 1. Designers mast learn to use technology and sound designs to

produce he althy mrvivial onviromtents; 2. Public officials must
I

insure healthy buildings; and 3. Consumers nut4 to lease how te

f.

.

protect themselves from their Salt envinsvseq.

I sefuld like to confine ny roiorks today to the issue of asbestos

in buildings I.e. residencie4, schools and public and private, buildings.

lbwever, at a future time, I scold be most will ing to share my thoughts

to this° committee on- the broader istate of the impact or buildings on

health.
. In recetit years it los been rc.cc nixed that asbestos can present

a hraltli hazard to bosons, especial! to Atrkers in a wide variety of
_ _. . . .___ __ .....

trades sho art. exposed to elgeated lc eels or airborne stsbestos fibers.
40

Their families love been shown to be at its-reuse risk of tmntrecting

specific discose entities, as well. Exposatres, stOt as tliese, cant hating

over many ycnrs, can bead to a fibrous scarring of the lungs (asbestosis)

or to cancer of various organ sites i.e. lung, gastreintestinal tract,

oropharynx and possibly others. Further, a since thought to be rare malignant

tunor, mesotheltoma, has been shout* to be closely associatcsi with loss

intense asbestos expoqore anl is occurring with i tic run frequency.
ore,

0975 0 - II 30
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The spraying of asbestos on ceilings in cowerciil buildings and

residences , mostly for instil.aion aitainst heat los:; and to control

noise, has been common since the early 19SO's and extended into the

1970's. In Manhattan :done it is est bit:aid that at least 100 buildims

were constructed using asbestos including !Liaison Sgimre Gardens,

part of the World Trade Center and the 60 story Chase ,Ianhattan Bank.

Further, it is estimated that as many as a 1000 schools nationwide

with 200 in California alone were built containing asbestos during

this same time span. The State Department of Education is currently surveying

7,S00 schools in California to detgnnine how ilkiny contain ashestas and

what the health hazards, if any, is in each.

Recently in Sonoma, No fathers who work at the Thre Island Naval

Shipyard in Vallejo attended their children's kindergarten open house

and noticed "snmething feathery" hinging Ii the ceiling. A piece of

this rriterial was analyzed and was shewn to be 90 per cent asbestos.

EtiiTh though the a Owlet.; celicenerat len; of asbestos were well within

the accepted standards, the School hoard of Sonotna voted to authorize

S06,300 to replace the asbetos ceilims.

Because of the health hazards previously mentioned, spraying of

asbestos containing materials in the coestruc:t ion or repair of buildings

has been strictly controlled by both rolor.11 and St Ito laws since 1973.

Ceilings sprayed with asbestos %omit ining materials and already

in place may present some hazard it the surftie I; deteriorating or

shedding dust, oi is disturbed by repair worl or by brushing for cleaning

purposes, or if the surfce is strut.), by hills or other objects in the

room. Not all sprayed ceilings contain a:-bestos and insulating mterials

et.
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in the form of tiles ot sheets present little irizard unless they are

broken through for repairs or alterations.

When asbestos chlst is presen., dry sweeping de dusting should be

avoided..."Wet" techniques using damp cloths and mops should be employed.

Ordinary ram= cleaning should be avoided since it does not filter out

the microscopic asbestos fibers but recirculates them into the room air.

If a spraled ceiling Is not deteriPrating or crumbling and Is not

disturbed by repairs or alteration ur by activities in the room there

i$ liitle hazard. A spray coat of lattm paint can help to prevent deterioration

and shedding.

If a sprsyvd ceiling is deteriorating, it is advisable to have the

m*ttrial anal ned to determine the content of asbestos. Deteriorating

cell mg.; with more than tun prcent ash;n, should he removed. Removal

is a hazardote. ptocess and should be undertaken only with ocpert advise

or hi properly t z.inti am! e.juan..,t cut it f,:r.ltepalr or itlterat ions

to spia,ftl 'os I In:ts %1 m1.1 11. enne v undr v ILI:is by workers

riprirtw,,t revs: its.r.., testes, it l.ss I t &It rt3i mid that the

n.kt..ti)! ''''' IP -t ash.. tos.

of .1-11.; 1 rit t t! ::t.stc ol c. i sfsaia mandated that there lie

tin .(nta moil. in vs t i On huil.listi! I.Literials. Weever, other

kslJ '.ster;.0. t ii vont 'nue to he rinufactured

irwalIA s.zth 1.1 ) I 8.:11t ::. yet v..tahl i:Jsed regard:ng max Lim percent

4-ls- I theswh, it appeal-. totore tegnIat ion is I ikely.

I h, .%t t ,1.) not Im% the eitont to :hich vieh of those

mor ; I o; 11... itt a tit iii lt 11 i to t 11114., in.f.leer tent ty

e 11:11, t be: uoi !:et *I rob! it:.

In 'R tl "I tIG, at ion f Swcetary Joseph
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A. Califon° Jr. sent a memo to all stat govtrnors warning that asbestos

had been found in New Jersey schools and that the U.S. Public lkulth

Service had warned that "any exposure probably carries some risk of

disease." Califon° noted that it was still not possible to identify

the risk for school children in buildings with asbestos.

In another study done this year by Dr. Robert N. Sawyer, a Yale

University occupational health expert and asbestos consultant, he warned

that school children have particular pronlems with asbestos because

cancer caused by fibrous minerals usnally take 20 to 30 yisirs to

develop. Children hive a longer per bid i n which it smy develop thin

persons exposed in middle age or later. Ilirthtr,Sawyer st lied that the

concentrations of children in schools aral ,-lassroomA is likely to incrtuse

the exposure to asbestos in containinit,.! buildings.

Dr. SuwYe* in hi s report to the Nt.s. \c.o. moony of riciences asbestos

conference in June, 1973 io.nt on to say that " some investigators feel

that susceptibility is enharced in yooth with growth and high 8.e of

Cell repl kat ion."

In addition, other authorities i..rn that the probl.ri or lshestos

exposure in children can iputly tl:" cancer ukk from smoking

tubas that they ruy pick up Lit.T. The uarning also extends to teachers

idol smoke. The t'alx-Vr i hi, of asbeto..utl cigarettes yambiard bus been

sh..g.n by rsearchrs t, ontweillit the f t hi i isle, of 4. i ther one taken

seNnit ely.
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Throughout the nation investigators have found at.bestos in schools. In Indi-

ana asbestos tots tonal to date in 2oU c.1 the state's 2,2o schools with

gore locations expectW to be ident aninecticut has found the mineral

in 45 of its schools ntul ,lassavliusetts Men! if tea it in neatly 100 schools.

in conclusion, asbestos /).%:b:tent in our residencies, schools, and

buildings poses a health r isk; its total sioi f kanc st i I hot caupletely

litown. The asbestos-related disease- ep ideru Ic t bat has :*;11 ni upon us

this tire mast serve as 1 constant reminder for future generations (.1

what car occur if tux ie. :ash.; t:ulet.; are not appr-yriatety or tes'ta before

they enter into ow:m..1v Lit

0
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STATE BOARD OF HEALTH

AN sQua oproartnerv IIIIPLOYER

January 11, 1979

Hon. Carl D. Perkins
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Perkins:

Adams Rs* Au
ladies Sao good of Health

*330t51s5 Middy* Boast
P. O. On 1964

bidirapoOt. IN 440115

We would like to enter the following statement for the record
regarding the oversight hearing on hazards associated with the presence
of asbestos in schools which was held on January 8, 1979.

The Indiana State Boavsl of Health has been aware of the
potential hazards of asbestos and is currently conducting a statewide
school screening program with the cooperation of Local Health Officers
and local school superintendents.

The first instance of suspected.asbestos in a school was
reported by the Elkhart County Health Department early in 1977.' A joint
investigation conducted by the Elkhart County Health Department and the
Division of Industrial Hygiene and Radiological Health, Indiana State
Board of Health, confirmed the presence of asbestos in acoustical ceilings
in specific areas of the school. Subsequent samples of air indicated
presence of airborne asbestos in concentrations from 0.15 to 0.95 fibers
per cubic centimeter of air. This was sufficiently close to the present
occupational standard of two fibers per cubic centimeter of air to cause
concern for public health.

Another situation where asbestos was present in acoustical
ceiltngs in a school was verified in Marshall County during the early
summer of 1977.

These isolated cases gave impetus for developing a standard
statewide screening program for asbestos in schools. Tht urpose of the
program is to verify the absence or presence of asbestos materials in
the schools and to define the extent of the public health hazard.

The program was formulated through cooperative efforts of the
Division ot Industrial Hygiene and Radiological Health, the Division of

Hel.t*h Services and the Hewing, Sihoek and Hoapital & of

the Division ot Sanitary Engineering, Indiana State Hoard of Health.

The program was announced to County and Loral Health Officers
and achool superintendents by a joint letter from the State Health
Commissioner and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. The
major emphasis of the program has been a iooperative fteld survey-
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analytical services effort between the local health jurisdictions end
the Industrial Hygiene Division, Indiana State Board of Health. Existing
resources within existing program priorities are being used to pursue
the program.

A total of 54 local health jurisdictions participated in the
initial orientationi for field surveys that was conducted in December 1977
and early 1978. Field survey work has been completed by 26 local health
offices with bulk samples being submitted to the Industrial Hygiene
Laboratory, Indiana State Board of Health, for X-ray and microscopic
analysis.

Thus far a total of 706 samples have been analyzed, These
samples were distributed over 26 counties and covered 933 schools.
Asbestos materials were verified by X-ray and microscopic analysis in
3110 simples.

Schools with ssbestos materials amounted to 25.6% or 239
schools out of Lite 933 schools for which surveys and analytical work
were completed. Based on these results we would predict over 1,080
schools in Indiana to contain asbestos materials.

Two counties do not have any asbestos material in the schools.
Five counties have had air samples taken in seven schools containiog
asbestos.

Reports of sampling results and.geners1 recommendations for
remedial measures to minimize airborne asbestos were made. These
recommendstions followed the asbestos advisory of the Center for Disease
Control regarding Public Health Recommendations Regarding Asbestos-Spray
Building Materials.

The screening program is presently continuing until the schools
in the State are surveyed.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM T. 1NTER, M.D., SECRETARY
INDIANA ST TE BOARD OF HEALTH
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NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
1055 Thomas Jefferson Week kW.. fluke ROM Weelington. D.C.930071f2021337-781M1

January 11, 1979

The Vonorable Carl D. Perkins
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Perkins:

Enclosed is a copy of a statement and article which NSBA would like
to enter into the hearing record on asbestos in schools.

School board members across the country are very much concerned
about the threats to health caused by sprayed asbestos, and will follow
closely the Committee's activities in this regard.

Very truly yours,

42411°4" 1111.
Mic'hsel A. Resnick

Assistant Executive Director
for Legislation

MAR/MNW/sbg

.SE SWING AMERICAN E t )(it:A I ION THROUGH SCHOOL BOARD LEADERSHIP
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NATIONAL SCHOOL MAROS ASSOCIATION
1065 Thema Jefferson Serest. N.W.. llisaInstat. Me 30007/ MOM 337-7688

Statement Prepared for
the NearIng Record

by the

National School Boards Association

on

Asbestos in Schools

for the
.Subcomadttee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education

of the
House Committee on Education and Labor

January 8, 1979

...SERVING AMERICAN EDUCATION 1 HROUG114 SCHOOL BOARD LEADERSHIP
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Introduction

The National School Boards Association is pleased to have this

opportunity to submit a statement for the record of the Subcommittee on

Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education on the subject of asbestos

in schools. The National School Boards Association is the only major

education organization representing school board members -- who are in

some areas called school committee members or school trustees. Throughout

the nation, approximately 90,000 of these individuals are Association

members. These people, in turn, are responsible for the education of

more than ninety-five percent of the nation's public school children.

Currtntly mirking its thirty-ninth year of service, NSBA is a

federation of state school boards associations, with direct local school

board affiliates, constituted to strengthen local lay control of education

and to work for the improvement of educ'tion. Most of these school

board members are elected public officials. Accordingly, they are

politically accountable to their constituents for both education policy

and fiscal management. As lay unsalaried individuals, schbol board

members are in a rather unique position of being able to judge legislative

programs purely from the standpoint of public education, without consider-

ation to their personal professional interest.

,
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Asbestos Problem in Schools

Since the health of children and school personnel is a mojor priority

for those responsible for public elementary and secondary education,

recent infonnition concerning the hazards of sprayed asbestos in schools

is of great concern to school board members across the country.

School boards face many problems regarding this matter and scientists

are unsure about the proper response to the situation. For example,

once the extent of the danger from sprayed asbestos in a particular

school is documented, a school board must decide whether to take immediatv

and costly action by closing the school to remove the atbestos, or

merely to seal the contaminated area. Two factors involved in this

decision are the potential cost of removal, and the health hazard to

workers removing. the atbestos. These factors must be balanced against

the risks to children, teachers, and other personnel if the aSbestos is

left intact. Congress, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

and-the Environmental Protection Agency must ine quickly if legis-

lative and regulatory actions are necessary. 0 urther concern to

school boards is the great expense of solving the asbestos problem.

School districts will be looking to the federal government for

technical and financial assistance in dealing with the problem. NSRA

urges the Committee to consider ways to involve federal, corporate,

and local interests in the effort to solve the atbestos problem in

schools.
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NSBA intends to follow the Committee's activities pertaining to the

hazards of asbestos in schools. NSBA's contribution to the record at

this point is the followtng article published im the November 1978 issue

of the American School Board Journal, entitled, *Asbestos in Schools:

Walls and Halls of Trouble.*

Note: The disclaimer at the bottom of page 29 appears in every issue of

the American School Board Journal



The
American
School Boa ;
Journal
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Asbestos in schools:
Walls and halls of trouble

Sy aan .

DTHAT'S RIGHT. The answer
to the multiple-cboice question

on the front ewer of this month's
MIMI. is that asbestos in schools mot
Pun fate. *curable cancer. col be
estressely desisted and expensive to
*move and is a *abbot that not be
solved by astute school boards.

If exposure to asbestos can cause do-
ter and if the wells and ceilings of your
schools are covered with asbestos. dile%
this mean that yew students sad em-
ployes fete a health danger run ham
bong inside your school buildings? That

Da Lauf ts arocate Maw of Om ova&
The Ammon &Wel lewd lausal
landsis boot

question can't be .anstrued witt a
simple Yes ed No:it MOWS *plies con.
seining "maybe" and "possibly** and
"it all depends." Your responsibility in
this matter. however. Is eleer-c *be-
gin &skins some key questions. s your
schools contain asbestos? To w. ex-
tent is that asbotoo a health hm d to
students and employes? How can the
WHIM dada be eliminated? What's it
all going to cost? This ankle Is a sten.
ins point from which you sea collect
answers to the Tangoing gammas. One
more thing to keep in mind. Some of the
latest end best research infonnadon
about asbestos * the schools (that

prompted this ankle aad
be referred to later) may negate ad.
you've had in the pot about add-

Yr.'s.. 111.1

Id in your schools. So now you have to
look at the problem again; steekZooking
here:

In schools built between I oft sad
1973. the 4* of -asbestos. aped*
swayed asbestos, was not ontommen.
Builders considered it dhow foe Ore-
proofing. insulatioo. doustical and
even decorative potposes. because it is
durable. amp& flexible and resistant*
wear, asbestos hes been used foe an esti-
mated 3.000 purposes in commercid,
public sad indusuial appikations. Pat
in 1973. after research condudedethat
saw Alward workers wito

bdhandled asbestos during World Warll
were dying of cancer as a resnit of asks.
ma exposes*. the U.S. Savironmeend
Protest** Agate (a.r.s.) banned its

4

Mr woad asbestos on the atlas of Au wow one * Now kroy whoa asmetnant eposass#kefieoeve SIWN60 Ars. get tesi 00.4s
MY* ettives Ma pan Mr ~a Fontana for Anna a *ow maim old utif b

00 NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT POSITIONS OF THE NATe WAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION

OPINIONS WHIM SY THE JOURNAL OR ANY IF ITS AUTHORS

MA *ems 1971I

4
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One high school spent $275,000 to sealits
tine in Ort Wined applications.

Asbestos workers. Wording to a
study published last March, were dying
of cancer at rates lusher than those in
the genera' population. taw stomach,
esophageal, intestinal and rectal 4. anker)
all occurred more often mons asbestos
workers than normally Would be ex-
piled. these findings stronils mflu.
enced recent National Cancer Institute
estimates that in the next 30 years, 17
percent of all cancers will be asbestos re-
lated. Rut' one task significant finding
of the asbestOs nrkersjOirdy showed
that sea* percent o .4,11.81X %sulkers

studied from mesothe-
lama --ad extranels tare turns of can.
smr us the general population that. until
1976, had not tan been listed in the
cancer registry Mesothehoma affects
the pkuta, a membrane lining in the
chest arms, or the peritoneum. a Nmt .
lar hums in the abdominal yeas"

What does all dm Wart tor student%

in school buildings with walls and halls
of asbestos? No one ts able to answer
that questionnot yet. Virtually all of
the 4.5 niillion World War II shipyard
workers received much higher exposures
to asbestos than do students whose
schools contain asbestos on the ceilings.
for example. But what complicates the
picture that no air semplinp were
taken in World War II shipyards, so we
don't know the contamination level of
the au those workers were breathing.
lurthet cloudinst the issue are reports
thst people with no history of direct ex-
posure to asbestosthose who had
near an asbestosproduang plant or
families with an asbestos winker in the
bousehold--also hare contracted asbes-
tos-associated MOMS. (Predictably,
smokers sun an alsoratantly higher
risk of contracting asbestos-assoaated
lung cancer than do nortsmokers who
base bad the sante ttsPosute lo asbestos:
mewtheborna, however, Is not asso-

101,

How to take asbestos samples:
It's a simple pocedure, but it alums some attention. Do not make the
mistake of ihe Hartford administratot who said he "ptst cut it out" of the ceit-
mg. TImet.P.a. guidance document says, "Use a small sealable glass orplastic.
clipped contaioer. Holding the container as far as possible from the face, ob-
tain a full thiciaess core sample of the sprayed material by penetrating the
surtace with the contamer using a twisting M011011. Any air face coating such as
paint on a cement material must be penetrated. the container is then capped,
wiped, and sealed with tape 1 abeling should inch. le building identification,
address, budding type, sample source location, and date Disturbance ot the
material other than at the sampling point should be kept to a minimum. A
respirator approved for asbestos dust eon insure poleax** whtle performing
thts work. Repeat this procedure at seseral adavent sites."

Edward Swouowski, who hes worked with asbestos expert Robert N
Sawyer, ass samples should be taken with a container me site ot ao awing
bottle Any sprayed material, he sass, should be easy to penetrate A custodian
who is going to take rust one sample horn a budding can probably get away
with holding his breath as he takes the ample, hut someone oho will he taking
several samples will need an osnsappsoved disposable respitator that is *ari-
a* st most safely supply houses (! a filter type lab mask. say knouts*.
ski. "is like Dying to catch sardines with a tun. net " the asbestos fibers ate
simply too small Swostamslo also says tO be sure to WWI your hands and the
bottle atter sampling

slated with cigerette smoking.) Wide
disapeement exists on the matter- of
what constitutes a "safe" level of ex-
posute to asbestos. And a kik of deci-
sive research fIndinns hr. led one promi-
nent scientist to cond.& that linking
low-level, nonocaspettonal exposure to
asbestos (sack as that present in schoOl
building's C011tatnitig itstttstat) tO caner
is "uncertain and difficult."

Rossiya: After aposure to asbes-
tostor as short a period as one month
or twoasbestosieRted cancers can
take from IS to 35 pats to alsPear. Cur-
rent studses of asbestos-relaied cancer
reflect exposures of decades gone by.
Who can say what scientists will find 20
or 50 years fromtiow as a result of re-
search on people exposed even to "low"
levels of asbestos from 1946 until
today?

No wonder there's been so much mis-
understanding about schools and asbes-
tos --misunderstanding such as that in
Howell townshtp, Nen Jersey, where
six elementary schools were closed in the
middle of the 1976-1977 school year to
remote asbestos ceittads. A Parent who
worked as a supersisor in the state De-
partment of Ens oonmental Protection,
and who obsiously knee something
about asbestos, had a sample tested,
then came to a school board meeting
and dectired the stuff was daneerous .

luau* the teat in cancer -conscsous
New Jersey, *tusk Ras the highest can .
set mortality rate in ihe nation, was a
tenon that at lout one Howell town-
ship child had had satiety swollen
glands AMY the start of the 1976 school
year ( t he malads later turned out to be
atononucteous Other parents wee
sornplaming that their kids were after.
mg 11111 a Sanely of respirators ail-
malts, aersone was blaming asbestos
threatened with a boycott of classes,
the board ot edusarion. attet an <ma
rano meeting. ordered the %chassis

* temporally closed In Januar% 1977
he piesident ot the board agreed

sits the alatmed parents and said that
he. too, woutd keep his Mils out of
%shoo1 until the stuff was remosed. He
said the older lods in oat school had
loosened the asbestos material with
sasalsis.ks and weie throwing ot in other
kids' aces Superintendent *mines las
las ased in alse dia si.a

. runlets urging the hoard to wait

int %Mt to4s4 Hi 111 wialtilia lotai
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asbestos ceilingsbut problems may reinain
until the summer to remove the asbes-
tos. But the state Depattment of Educe-
don applkg pressure, accoeding to Zas-
lanky. and the job of removal beian.
In the end, it cost the Howell Township
schools about 8180.000 to remove the
asbestos from the schools; elementary
school students lost four weeks of
classes.

Because some school officials pan.
ieked and because the testini fa and
remove, of the asbestos may have been
sloppy, several observers say the Howell
Towns/up case was anshandle from an
educational as well as from a sctentific
standpoint. But it did spur viton. In
February 19. the Massachusetts Pub-
lic Interest Resear:h Clouts, a Ralph
Nader unwed consumer otiantation,
sutveyed the SO states to find out what
was being done about asbestos in
schools. Although the findings tui* may
he a hit outdated, sesta of the 24 states
that teplied were found to be only mtni.
malty Aware of the poteattal Wards of
asbestos in school buildings. flurteen of
the stares reported talons some action to
determine the ester's of the problem, but
in sous! Lases the "action- was testiug
the att fot asbestos an estraordtnartls
unreliable method for determining den
ter horn Asbestos esPosinc- Pats
tunatets..00 Man> asttilinisttatOts hase
been duped Imo belies mg t hal los read
mg, in au samples let them otf the
hoof.

Atassashusetts. it tuins out. now 4p
pears to he in the sartguatd among the
states that ate anar king thr moblem
I ate its Pri. two >eats attet one cit..
Swaton. spent a whopping s25Anti to
wise the asbestos problem ot a new Is
"%mulcted high %shoot, the state estah
fished a legistaitse commission io dem
mine the estent ot the ptoblem in the
sontrnonwealth !he staie's DistsiOn ot
Ds.uNttonal Hsgtenr. armed with
stint of thtee and tundeJ with
sent letters to the 1.415 hoots in the
oate that were built between Iva tied
19-2 to told oui it the% had une sptased
nuncios!. imv did Hien, bemusing an
.nsurstoi 5 ttinn the bolo, n huiu.
toil None's. ocsupational hsgiene .11
its tot Ilatold flaseh sent these pe..ple
.sit lahe ttom the s, hoofs
lis last August. lats tests wet e witipkted

tamed .4 .N.0...

Nost MINA l9.11

The Messachusetts State Ashestoe
Commission also has Infoemation that
asbestos lit use school may be
cated in the death of one man. WIllsam
Wismore, bead maintenance man at the
Hull schools front 1932 to 1966, died of
inesothelioma on August 8, 1922. Wig.
more had covered pipes with asbestos
msolation and had used asbestos fibers
to clean liquid spills.

So far, no public school in Massed*.
sets has removed asbestos cellinis.
Newton North didn't remove its ashes.
tot admis beaux of the esteem. den.
ger involved, instead, according to the
Newton synem's Director of Nuppoet
Services Roy Coenelies, some seiltttgs
were.coated (the trade term is "enceP-
sulated"). while drop ceihngs were
placed beneath other areas. The school
sun conJutts binitmthly air Santriltng
tests with help from Hanard Unwersus
scientist0"the school's custodtal etess
has been apprised of the situation and
anularly Inspects ailings for damage.

Does encapsulating asbestos or in.
%slime drop sedum% put a school in the
clears Set,gfal meets would say no

PIM of all, the asbestos ts snit in the
%shoot If the school esti has to be te
ou'Adeled or demolished, 0, tt theft is An
accident of sonie sort, auotormes will
hese to deal with the moblem ot Ivan
cal esposure furthermore, the sealant
used to emapsulate the asbestos may he
of questionable %slue. depending on
sesetal tactors Certain kinds ot teal
ants applied to certain kinds of asbestos
can ..tack when snuck and this can
telease tibet s into the an, t ntientl>. no
list ot ettestwe sealants csists Battetle
I alkialrsiters ot I olumbus. Ohio. is
working on an P 4 iontiost to dem
mine the ettectiseness ot '0 sealants and
t he tesulis should he ed khot tls

Sesond. au sampling is an espenstse.
...mph...fed ;nom, that ma% sield Je
,etsing test*, (Me teams,: kst this es
. Lansing sunlit ds upaconal %ate
Is and Health Admtntscation standaids
tor asbestos testis in the air Noe
hanged met the last ft* seats -sate-
testis of asheitos espoutte In I u:: mas.
in 191, he sonspkted**dangetous-
supanottal lesels

I hus. +As., lb Rebell sasssei 01
ale t nisi:tots, Apritisallne thy

osityphiptioo and it
toles Am in %Stool !sodding% siansrt

pethaps the country's Iodine open on
the asbestos problem. He it coauthor,
abaft with Charles M. Spooner of the
DCA Corp. of Bedford. Mass., of an
S.P.A. guidance document, published
just last March. entitled, °Hacked
Abatement from Sprayed Asbestos-
containing Materials in Buildings."
t.P.A.. as *ell as' other scientists, con-
sider tt the definitive work in dye field.
(It ts available foe $4.30 from the No
...mai Technical Information Service,
3285 Poet Royal Rd . Sprinifkid.
22161. Cie document 41PA-430/2-71l.
014.1

You should not be led into ambits
that you're getting a clean bill of health
when au samples of your schools show
low Heels of asbestos fibers in the an
Momtottni au samples to determine
ink of esposure is misleading and unre .
hable fot reasons aside trout the dubs-
ous OSHA standard.

The P.4. sindansv document de .
scribes two an sampling techniques.
phase contast mu.soscops. and electron
microsetspy the Hist is an optical tech .
mum not used necessarily or minutely
tot asbesto%, it costs %SO to $50 to per
form It simply counts the number of
Nan cement slit ad $bdPe. There.
tore, mans hatatdous asbestos Chas
tnas not ven he counted ustng tilts
method because they Mils be tOnsmall.

-ilettton mistoscops." %Ass the
gutdanse document, -is oesenils the
demise method fot cher ...Loins and
esposute estimation - Hut electron
mg. ioseops has its drawbacks. too. Si:.
:onling to Simsin t here is presently
no standatd drown inutoscous tesh-
niqt.e.- the guidame document oh
seesm -A prosssional optimum prom-
dute is undei Jeselopment In I P A. and
is intended to Mfrs'se undotmits and
enflame tntellabotatots averment "

1.st an sampling to Ise truls eitestise,
sawset sal.. A ,ompcteni lah must pet
hoot seSetal tests *int sesetal samples

tn4t ...Nisi! &Mils lakes
pl.ne that is, while the Aid. wall
iluough die halls ot while the ea ,,,,, t
sweeps up

lesiiilt tnistossops ,osts $3411) $5451
thy wonpit.

Sawsci sossww thin AO sampling
.hould fst. as( as a Morn..'e wit sits i.e
hrtiiie. Jut nut Atm ne ostwwliw le

ensatwolation Opetation Hut
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asbestos is dangerous and messy
you have *hems in is fost-flooe ceil-
ing. don't schedule heavy activity in
rooms on the second floor.

Will maintenance crews need to
penetrate or disturb the matenal to in-
stall liaht fixtures, plumbing or swells-
Con shafts or for cleaning purposes?

Sprayed asbestos deteriorates from
high humidity and can be damaled
from leaking water.

finally, when it comes right down to
bastes, many school boards will have to
decide if they should seal or remow an
asbestos cell*. Mel make 1be dees .
don in a vacuum. Seek professional
consultants help. Reading the C.P.A.
geldance dorm sent* will help you ask
conteactots the nabs questions and en-
able you to check on the job they're
doing. This is especially essential durum
a removal operation.

During removal, the work men must
be totally Isolated and there must be 100
percent scanty. Everythat not bolted
down should be _punned from the atea
and anything that must remain should
be sealed with plastic tarpaulin Work
ers should be dressed in disposable
clothing and a decontammanon area
should he set up adjacent to the work
area, sealed off by pasta double dar-
ner. and equipped with a

While the mania is scr
ceding. n nnist be spas
amended water solut
placed in thick plastic
should be stowed in

Noveman 19711

mt.
from tbe

nh an
then be

de Aortas powered. end throArstos Owl& of awning wiekrafressieftems
b* *mown asbestos moors stew whew* t *tag Me room moo ftr stifled *A Mr

S.P.A. has issued nuidelines foe disposal,
which include burial in an s.t.a.-ap-
proved location. Alt somplina should be
conducted before, during and aftee
remove operations.

This is by no means an exhaufve list
A 8U the' Canal measures necessarY
tiring an asbestos removal operation.
II should. however, give you a good idea

,

P.

how sophistkated a removal °Mann
is and should uoderscon the insomniacs
of radius the ..P.A. guidasce docu-
ment and of obsidians competent help
for your schools. ii

Mel Marmas Ni. WSW Ararsi ormii
Minna r NNW **MOO tr l 10 me re ois
mar terser reamme Sims NW Pm lespil 114 .
Srmtrin ifs &MI Mamma ISPAMeJ %ON
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Mr. Chairman, those of us who are airare of the environmental and

health hazards of abstestos fibers have a responsibility to convey that

4coficern to the public in a well-reasoned manner. The possible asbestos

hazard in our nation's schools is an emotionally charged issue. Perhaps we

.will accomplish nothing more significant today than to relievethe anxiety

o
that has grown up concerning asbestos in the schools by dispasslonately

examining the problem and by proposing a future plan to cope with the '

situation on a nationwide scale.

We both conducted hearings late last year, Mr. Chairman, into the

asbestos problem in the wor%place -- you in San Frsncisco and I in.

Honolulu. I am sure you will agree that those hearings served the valuable

purpose of expanding the public's awareness and understanding of the

asbestos hazard.* I am confident that the information brought out in our

hearings will contribute greatly to the formulation of legislation during

the 96th Congress regarding asbestos exposure. Today's hearing should

be equally beneficial in formulating a policy to approach the school asbestos

problem.

I am happy to report that my home state of Hawaii is moving ahead

in that direction. The State Department of Education has scheduled

air quality teots to begin this month to determine whether asbestos ceiling

material is being released into the air. I feel it is important to note

that the reople of Hawaii, vhile expressing their legitimate concern, have

maintained a sense of calm ond peropective and have not allowed themselves

to become frantic over a problem that has yet to be fully defined.

0
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It is to be hbped that their attitude will be reflected elsewhere as

we move closer to a complete understan4leg of the school asbestos problem,

Mt. Chairman, and I am ple;sed to join with you in calling for a systematic

approach to determine through tests and monitoring whether the/health of

our children is being imperiled and whether positive steps;.are therefore

required to rid asbestos from our schools.

I ,)

;'

1,
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01130.
THE PLIPTKOTE COMPANY 366 WEST PASSAIC STREET. ROCHELLE PARK. N. J. 07662 .(2011 368-8700

Otneg 0, nut 'stemma

March 8, 1979

Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman House Education & Labor Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Perkins:

The objective of the "Asbestos School Hazard Detection and Con-
trol Act of 1979". HR 1524 recently introduced in the House or
Representatives and considered in the Makch 7, 1979 mark-up
session of your subcommittee is commendable. However, Section 5(b)
of the proposed Bill, "Payments into the Fund" would cause an in-
equity which would be grossly unfair to companies innocent of any
involvement in the school hazard problem.

The Flintkote Company imports and uses asbestos to manufacture
relatively few products and, according to occupational safety and
health regulation definitions, these products are considered non-
hazardous. The asbestos fibers in these products are in a bound
state and are not released into the atmosphere. To the best of
our knowledge, the only Flintkote asbestos containing product used
in exposed applications in school construction is floor tile *hi&
does not release asbestos fibers.

If HR 1524 is passed in its present form, The Flintkote Company and
a number of other companies with similar product lines would be re-
quired to make payments into the "Asbeatos Hazards Detection Fund"
on the same basis as those companies responsible for the manu-
facture and application of products used in school construction
which do release asbestos fibers into the schoolroom atmosphere.
Such an arrangement would plage an unfair financial burden on
The Flintkot6 Company and other who are equally innocent of con-
tributing to the contamination of schools.



41
We do not believe that industmy should directly finance the coet..
of the sChool detection and control work. However, if industry
funding is to be legiotlated, we urge you to consider the above
etatements and to limit, by definition in Section 5(b) of the
proposed Act, contributions to the Pend to those companies pro-
ducing the types of products contemplated in HA 1524. Such
modification would remove the inequity *lids now exists.

Very truly yours.

TAB FLIMTKOTf COMAkAY

S. Weiss
Assistant Treasurer

SW:10.

Oct members House of Sepresentatives

r.
24

-44-
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April 9,1979

Honorable Carl D. Perkins
U.S. House'of Representatives
2365 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington DC 20515

Dear Chairman Perkins:

...pew

At the Education and Labor Committee hearings several
weeks ago on your proposed legislation to control asbestos
emissions in public schools, we promised to supply you
with detailed information on the chronology of knowledge
on asbestos-related diseases, assuming we could get per-
mission from the attorneys who had prepared such information
to release.it. I am sorry the process has tal.en so long, but
at happy to report to you that we hava obtained much of the
requested information from the Asbestos Litigation Reporter.
The original gro* of attorneys which we approacheirwere
reluctane to release their information, but I believe that
the enclosed will more than satisfy the COmmittee's needs.

As you can see from the document, knowledge about asbestos
disease goes back to the late 1920s. In additkon, even a cursory
reading of the entries will show that the indUEtry tried to pre...
vent the publication of much of the damaging material. We have
discussed this chronology with our own consultents and have
concladed that the industry had persuesive evidence that asbestos
could cause lung cancer and mesothelioma by no later than the
early 1950s and also recognised that asbestos was dangerous
even in very low concentrations et approximately the same time.
If you wish to discuss this conclusion further, we suggest that
you contact Mr. Beery Castleman, our consultant on this subject.
Re can be reached at Box 230-A Valley Road, Enoxville MD 21758
or at 301/834-7707.

We are very anxious to see your legislation move forward
in the House. As you may know, the Environmental Protection Agency
has deni4d EDP's petition to use $6 of the Toxic Substances Control
Act to control the problem. Therefore, the burden for effective
action is falling increasingly to the Congress. We are considering
litigating the EPA denial of our petition, but feel that congressional
action is stIll very important.

Invissomental Wens* Fund, 1525 18th Street NW. Washington. DC 20036 (202)833-1484

anuses NIW MAK AV INATIONAI NIACOUASIONSI VoAlmiNOTON OC UMW, CA. OMER CO

sp.

41, 111. at 1016
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Please let us know if
which would be useful to
legislation. Thanryou ve
testify before you, and we

.1 '' ,`Z

s

V. 4)

item is any'furtper information

much for the opportunity to
la preparing or advancing the

shall look forward to working
with you in the future.

Since ly,

.44404-7-

Ro rt Rauch
Washington Counsel

RJR:jag
Enclosure
cc: Barry Castleman

Steven Jellinek
Honorable George D. Willer

46.
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Asbestos Litigation Reporter
INS sweat, ememst or muse to ASSISTS& 0114551415. NMI"
SISUAtti. 55W 50 amosassumma same, me mourn sterests

PablisheftyPasthremsPutliefteklacadgemeakftessyhmaisMIOSSIMIDSSSASOS.

February g, I97,

To out subscases: .
In the lest few yeses damage suits for personal injury end death Allegedly

cared by exposure to asbettos have become a major field of litigation. This
developemat has followedoedgmee extensive and continuing work in medical

science demonsteatinr and ting the dangerous prepensities of asbestos.
Ibis riseercb CalltinU4s toess. At the same time the Congress, state ;41$111
later:kg, and federal and state aftnistative agencies are investigating and
regulating the asbestos industry. Wumerods proposals have !maimed* for
legislative intervention is asbestos litigation. This publiestion sill publish
summarise of developmetits in these areas.

Despite the mammith.,cope apt, task we intend to cover as many .*
developments as possible. Without question, therefore, oar subscribirrs may
find some of this material familiar. We invite commentary on particular crO4S
which this publication should focus. Out litigation itabruatiou wills fat
example, focus ieitially on the following topics:

1.*4Liability theories (negligence, strict liability, fraud, mierepresen-
tation, nuisance, and ststutery liability);

2. Statute of limitation problems:

3. Product,and defendant identification:

4. Multiple Plaintiff sod class action issues, ands

S. Discovery.

I.

The topic of disiovery will include reports of important developments as wwll
as methods of limiting or broadening discovery.

We will publish a running b bliography of medical data that are svailable
on asbestos, asbestosis, mesothe ioma and related subjects. As a national
journal of asbestos litigation, J,e plan to cover the complex issues in a
responsible add useful manner for our subscribers.

As noted above, we do invite commentary or suggestiors. We will also
publish, trom time to time, articles of common intercst submitted by subscribers.

titTS Attikewa NASA ahem. lat.. All Meth Ilttettatl littptodatItott Ms *kelt us patt *Mat, potthaltitad.
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Asbestos Litigation Reporter
%throaty 7, 1979

A briof history of.tho ashostosissue

Is 1906, IL talhault, an isopeator tor the Department of Labor.isCeem.
Trans, linked 30 deaths tb exposure to.asbestes dusts in a leinlimmmise
sill, while la nearby 'island, the first recorded case of asbestosis was Weed
is a yeas Liter by Montages MUrray. Although soldier of these Undies*
rlicsived much attention outside of the scientific community at the tims, thoy
stlid today an the historic catalysits for subeessant research *Ulm Wined
doltishly useful mimed asbestos as a crippler sod a killer of mitmkial.

WW1, so conelusive is the 'vides* easiest Chelesestion of sabistes
in its various foams that federal cancer resiterchers have predicted as many as

.* 17 per cent *tell cancer cases expected to occur in the United States der*.
**sett 20 yeirs say be asbestos-related. The permasivemess of the disease
hes prompted soma members of the Caseates to tetrads* lOgielatien to exceed
fisancial assistance to those stricken or killed by asbestos-related diseases,
moist the same time, hag triggered thousands of law emits around the country
on behalf of those allegedly injured or killed through exposure. The majority

of the suits claim that industry suppressed data being ftearthed abouethe
dangers of asbestos exposure, or failed to adequatelywars wombs* about thosi

ammigata.

This litigation, involvingba cross...action of industry, mill uadoubfAdly
comprise the areatest ortherpf court cases ever stemmins from one central isms.
Moreover suits are likery ?Scooting* for years, because scientists say that
it takes 20 or 30 years for the/consequences of =poser* to become &merest.
Evidence further points out that drone who worked directly with asbestos in
mines aad factories, or were users of asbestos products, are not the only emes
to be affected. Members of their families have been stricken as well, as are
droce whose environment hes been contaminated with the alpaca.** dust-like fibers.

In this first issue of the Asbestos Litigation Reporter, editors viii
present a chronolosicai history of the asbestos tragedy, aad reproduce doormats
=seeming it. In subsequent issues, selected suits will be published along
with records of Congressional heatless, court proceedings, and scientific data.
The Reporter will seek to become the moat concise, authoritative reference
document on all segment. of the scientific, legal and 'averment occurrences
surrounding asbestos. Moreover, It will outline Ad discuss the various legal

issues involved.

a

TM use of asbestos dates back thousands of years, although widespread
commercial uses of the fire-resistant mineral did not occur until the latter part
of the last century, when the Industrial revolution created a growing need for
insulation. Annual world production, only 50 tons in 1877, would reach 5 *Mips
tons 100 years,Aater. in 1977, with its applicatioa in building and Rituals
usterials, textiles, cemegi, plastics and numerous other products.

The health problems associated with use of the aineral noted by Auribialt
and Murray had by 1913 triggered'anough suspicion for the-state of Iowa to enact

.a Workman's Compensation Law covering the disease of aabastasili a immaaaaat
scarring of the lungs that resembles poowsoconiosis. In 1917, a palwr from

England detailed x-ray changes resembling pneumoconiosis in 15 individuals who
had been exposed by asbestos, and a year later, the federal government in the
United Staten, in a report on respiratolv di . in dusty trades, reported

that it was the practice of the America, 4n4 Canadian insurance companies not
to insure oshestoa wotkrts due to their sumed health risks.

WS Askew, Pebbistiews, kw. AN Rita, Stest Ilepotoiseues Is els* as p.n mord, paloamemt.
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Asbestos Litigation Reporter
Febraarp 7, 1979'

Ia Beglead.aesewhile, lobate the aest actime.eflort was usd:erway to llak
sebesteseith lung diessee, doctors in 1924 reported that ea autopsy of a 33
yearrold women who had worked for 20 years la as **bastes factory revealed
massive deposits of asbestos dust In her Wags. Anothac British reasernbar
described asbestosis and "curious bodies" originating from asbestos fibers that
reach the lumps. By 2930, American scientists reported.tbe first booms ease Of
asbestosis in the United States, and studies lead may reseerchers to conclude
that people exposed to asbestos dustoleveloped asbestosis if the dust noncentration
wee hish or their exposure was loss.

In subsequent years evidence linkins asbestos and respiratory diseases
continued to mount on boih sides of the Atlantic, with the British government in
1931 making.asbestosis a campensable disease ander workmen's comaromeation laws.
In 1932, tbe first known compasatice cLameas paid la the U.S., to settle a
suit by Addle K. Platte. Raybestos-Menhattan Co.. Sanford Accident and
ludemnity Co., and Ihe American Surety Co. The settlement totaled $2,500.

In 1933, Jotes-Benville Corp. settled 11 asbestosis claim* tor $35,000,
and obtained a covenant from the attorney representins the *laments not to brims
further snits.

In 1934, Dr. Roscoe Gray, SurgicarDirector for Aetna Life Insurance Co.,
wrote: "Asbestos particles inhaled into the lung produce an saceedingly severe
and perhaps fatal inflammation. This condition, called asbestosis, is not so
important as many other forms of mineral irritatiue of the lung tissue, because
of its infrequency. However, it will become sore prevalent as Os industry
grows... Since asbestosis is incurable, and usually results in total permanent
disability followudlw death, care and caution should be used:before a claim is
assumed. This is aotery serious disease... Particles onceLingested continue
their slow, insidious tissue destructiok through the years, even though exposure
may long h:ve terminated. Death usually occurs within& year after the patient
can no longer work."

In late 1934, the first in a series of highly-publicized letters between
various members of the asbestos community were written. They ate sure to be a

focal point in contentions that industry suppressed asbestos data.

le

In one from Johns-Renville attorney Vandiver Brown to Raybestos -Manhattan,

an article being prepared by Dr. A.S. Lento, medical director of the Met..spolitan
Life Insurance Co., on the.efferts of asbestos dust on workers was disposed.
Brown wrote, "I was just talking to Dr. Lanza and I am inclined to behave he
will secede to tost of our requests by making appropriate provisions in.the
article." In another letter, Brown wrote.to Lanra: "All we ask Is that all the
favorahle aspects of the survey he Included and none of the unfavorable be
unintentionally pictured in darker tones than the comments justify. I feel

confident we coo depend upon you and Dr. McConnell to give no this.'break'..."

In ctill another letter from brown to Raybestoo-Manhattan, Brown apologized
for tettervinr galley proofs'. of Dr. Lanra's article to the author without
permit mg Raybe.tos-Manlattan to revfew them. He said changes wise suggested

"that will be beneficial from the industry viewpoint. The Interest of your
company in the report is identical to that of Johns-Manville, and out
accomplishments respecting the report will be fog the benefit of both."

Continued
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le 1935, the Persaylvasia Deperteset el feber sod laden* topested that .

eight per cost el the mothers comma teas amass dust emesetrstion et five
sillies portieles per sable Seabed ashastosies 22 per sent emend at the 17 ar

minim }artists level, sod 27 par met espoesi at the 44.si114 es particle level,

bed mbestells. That sem year, Dr. lama revealed hie study shoved 32 pm oast
et these Odiallind bed sips of asbestosis, although be Medea miasmas of
e mbed disability. Leese seeemeaded that gadgetry mapper studies sabres
ammo of asbestosis se volt se the elfeet of mbeseseie es *abeam.

1, biomass letter fres Stem, the Jahms-Memille attamiwymetellsybestes-
Mhshettan etterem Sumer Simples ft.19111, regesdIes ea Asbasteelligesise request
to Poblieb data thoutwebestes."/ quits agree with pot that our SOSSIONS am
best owed by bevies asbestos receive the Maims of publicity," Suva wrote.
I Wakes shweldems the psblishere to use Matisse dsta on the eldest rather
thee inslish," Seitlsb imam* at that thieves smoldered for ems *deemed es
asbestos disesee thee that easiness& is thit U.S.

Deming medical papers seetiussi te be published is miestilfs sisal s. about-

----ambestes.-ent_imagessaiLort est fecund Murray about...where. Is 193i,
Sumer Simms wrote resardit4 a propesalMTP4424 12killSiiitefwa -manor-
survey tbst be dids't vest the results to be gives all the "shyster lawyers *ad

doctors is the meaty" bemuse et a fear they would trigger sults. Sispeoe's

letter mid be thought it would be good to have rims of all employees, snd

that it the Public Seal* Semis* combisted them, "It multi* mews, et settles
tbmwithout aressies moth suspicion os the pare of employees."

fa still motbef letter shim thee-rays, Simms says that !oval permit
the w.rays, Magill prohibit Moir use. Is the latter, to mother attomey

.o
la the company, Simpson admonishes, "you west to stress the feet *atm do sot
...set thee gives to shyster lawns and doctors eo as to be the subject of suits

for, as yes Mee, ve have bed awash adjestments for any me empasy."

Simms wrote Mecember 10, 1936, to the president of another company,
Thermal tubber, regarding a proposal for various experisents, ant cited the need

for dsta to support industry positions. Concern is sepressed by Simpson over

the sequelse of asbestos exposure, especially regardingT.S. "My ems ides is
that it would be a good thing to distribute the leforeaties mons the sedital

frateraity, providing it is of the right type aed would sot injure oar companies."

Moms,.

Johns-Manville's Brown also wrote Saranac Laboratories about experiments
the industry had contracted for. "tt is our further dliderstamding that the
tesults obtained vill be considered the property of thdas who are advancing the
required funds, who will determine to what extent and in what manner they shall
be made public. In the evert it is deemed desirable that the results be made
public the manuscript of your study will be subuitted to us for approval prior
to publication." The following year, Brown wrote Simpson to voice concern over
an early Saranac Laboratory report that one injection of asbestos caused temediate
death of an animal.

In 1919, Asbestos Magasime wrote Simpson regarding Saranac's prellednary
.work: "of course. we understand that all this info on asbestos is to be kept
confidential and that nothing should be published about asbestos in Asbestos
Magarine at present." Simpson wyete Brown of the salwork, "The reports may

be se Isystable Su us that they would cause us no tr le but they might by lust

the opposite which could by vry embarassing."

MO *wino{ Poldostiestre. loc. AA mew "*." Itepeodotilos I. whole or pest fiskdp prohibited.
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Is still soother amehease, =best= Measles mote Simpson: Nieto=
writton you easy times re: publishins ea =bastes, amd always yeshiva =queued
that for mina= oWleue reasons, we publish nothing, mid =rurally, your wishes
h.re bass resposted. Possibly, *discussion of it (asbestosis) ale= the right.
lima would sum to combat some et the rather endesiroble'publieity gives to it
la current assmapers."

Simpsea then wrote to Johns-Nseville's Brown regardIng=bestmalipmmine's
request'ke publish: at think the lees said about asbestos the better off=
are." Be said the =meal= had "been very doesat about sot =printing the
Baal= (British) articles."

/toss about this tins that the industry begaa settling a vowing number 4i
asbestosis compensation claims, sed la a bulletia for the Americas Society for
the Control of Cancer la 1943, an author stated, "Industrial concern are la
general not particularly maims to have the occurrence of.oecupaticasl cancers
smog thmir employees or of environmental caucus amoss the consumers of their
products made auatter of public record. Such publicity mdsht reflect
=favorably upott their business activitise and oblimi them to =darts= extensive

ouhates/-and-amitsey-ehasses-imoildirpoodusties-estheds mid la
the types of products =untutored. Thu* is, wereover, the distinct possibility
of becoming involved in compensation suits with extravagant financial claims
by the injured parties. It is, therefore, not an uncesmon practionthat some
pressure is =sued by the parties flaautially interested in such matters to
leap information on the =cures= of ladustrial easter well =der cover."

Prom the war years an, an avalanche of detains fortheemins !teethe
scientific community about the relationship of asbestos to asbestosis end cancer,
with industry resistance to claims of causation pretty much ending entirely 110
1964, with the report of Or. I.J. Selikoff of his study on 1,500 workers that
show= a large incidence of lung cancer. Johns-Manwille and many other asbestos
companies that same year Ws= issuing asbestos health warnings with their
products.

Among notable epidemioloele studies into respiratory ailments this past
decade that have underscored often-times complicated consequences of asbestos
exposure was that of P.O. Harries in 1968. Us reported that although first
impressions would lead one to believe that only workers continuously exposed to
asbestos are at risk of developing asbestosis, further considerations hove
suggested that pony other workers were also at risk. Examples 1=1ml:workers
in confined spaces where asbestos is used, such as la shipboard trades. In
1971, Raymond G.H. Murphy, Jr. found that asbestosis was 11 times more common
among pipe insulators involved in new ship construction than among a conttol
group, and that asbestosis first appearcd 13 years after exposure; the prevalence
was 38 per cent atter 20 years. Murphy also reported a case of extensive pleural
calcification in a worker whose only known asbestos exposure was during sanding
asphalt and Vinyl tile floors.

Lorimer et al reported in 2976 that a study of brake repair and maintenance
workers exposed to asbestos revealed that 25 per cent had x-ray evidence of
abnormalities consistent with asbestosis, while Memmutet al in 1973 reported
a three-fold risk of dyspnea and a two-fold risk of cough for asbestos workers
as compared with controls after adjusting for smoking. Other scientists
reported decreased lung function in relation to increasing cumulative dust
exposure In a sroup pf atbestos cement m4nufacturing workers.

Continued
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Oaf ia 1976 sold that a Use, of 332 tumor Insulation pleat employees,
positive s-ray fiadiago were found snag lea:oldest, with exposures to asbestos
as short as aos day. Aid Wanes at al, that same year, reported s-tay
consistent with asbestosis la household and tinily umbers having so known
exposure to asbestos other then to have wedded with a Moue asbestos goodies.

In coloperable epidesiologie studios liakiag asbestos with eases, reports
of lta cancer, pleural sad peritoneal mesethellems fres asbestos is its various
forms hue bee: dounosted. involved are stud fiber, arosidolita, obsysotits,
snosite ead anthepayllite.

A seves-fold excess et lung canoes was reported by !UMW is 1971 snug
group of insulatios weekets whose expevures bed bees to ehernotlis and smite

bat not crecidielite. Philip ltatertine and his associates la 1973 tweeted a
4.4 tines increased risk of respiratory cancer mortality snag retired men who
had bees produetion or winsome employees aad were esposed to Used fibers,
while those exposed to crocidolits and shrysotile in the asbestos souse Waste,
sherad_a_sassec-cose-thes-wee-ivi-einurthat-expscest.

Ileitis:I ocientiste have found in reessechlag the of feats of crecidolits
that in slain areas of South Africa moss occurred in the sea-minims
population Wass ia the vielaity of the sines and sills, as well as arms workers.
Altus D. Olabosald reported la 1.973 that his research into absysetile showed
that of 3,270 deaths sang those exposed to theysetile dust, 134 wars from
respiratory cancer, with 129 tuns cause and S seeotheliseas eases. Those son
heavily exposed, he concluded, showed a five-fold cancer risk. Philip taterliam
end his associates that same year reported their studies showed that peoduction
or _Initstne anloyees is the es`ustos industry Us., bnd wombed d3 yeses of
ass, showed a two to four times reapitatory UMW/ risk if they had bees exposed
to clunetile.

Sonorous studies have also concluded that the risk of lung carcinoma is
sharply enhanced &moos cipir.tte smokers, and research by delikoff and his
associates hes led then to *include that excess lens careless& sista anoes
n onsmokers is small.

stAtifitst
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asp. Fewick to re-introdwe eceprehses4 Weft bill

.41p. UUcoat leseick 0411.J.: .411 re-istroduse proposed leaislatioe thiA

Conroe. soaking to provide align's& give benefits to victims et asbestos»

relateddisesees sod their families et survivors.

las so»called *Ashestes Neat& Vassals Cospeaseties *seems isseseusat is

the last Cossress, Datives sot beesabt to s vete. Mee. Niesiet Weeds to
revive **bill is this session of tho P0th esestoss,sed it is /Wray Steam*
Suboomaittse on Compassatios, *smith sed.Sefety will hold berries* en the 1111

if elapses it forward.

b111 she plans to introduce will be similar toll* SOS, introduced the
last session, atdes say. Mat bill callad for primary asbestos companies to pay
quarterly as aeoust equal to 2 per seat of asbestos soles for the conespoodiss
quarter 15 years &so. Some users would pdy 1 per east, while tobacco companies
would pay 0.3 per Mat ea &similar assesvmst foregla4

0/9111401/11erADAelt-mt-the-Sobeemmistomes4lemseteryr.iscoadertgai4--
Vocational &legation, who bas puthed Morisse os asbestos Muria, has alroady
introduced his ows asbestos bill is this Congress. Ihs bill, SR 1$24, *mold

establish feadiss to inspect school, for possible asbstos exposure &wards,
sad provids funding to remove asbestos) shore removal is deemsd necessary.

Mork will centimes ea the agency level to come out with a revised, washer
esposere stasdard under the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
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MOUT° SUISCIUSISs

!he follow:tapas.* (metals a blUiesraphy et
asbestos hiphllilits.

future issues of the
will metals other datatAthatilleirl"gubjeat.
Tents of staidness* meeetanda, lettere eed repotte
will be published aloes with lapel fillaps, ate.

rstrigatitgfailtallati3Sh
as a national

o tweeting service, seascapes
yea to mho elements or sunset additional neterial
mod data that WWI helpful to *aigrettes:dips
is the nation. The Isportt le to be &national
forum of asbestos laai sad medical information
esehempe.
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Jointo-iganvillo Corporation

&ft 114
102$ Conesetent Anuses,N.W.
Washrnitco. 0. 0. NOW
202 70-4040

. ...

esoutive Whop

Mardi 28, 1979

Chairman .Carl Perkins
B346C Rayburn Boum Office Bldg
Slashingtax, DC

Dear Chairman Perldns:

I am happy to enclose with this letter two mpies of an aidandas
tha testi:trey of I. Jamas P. Iminwisbar of Jcims-lernville Ware the

House Subomedttes on Elemactazy, Secondary and ttoational Hduoation
on January 8, 1979.

I wceld greatly appreciate it if you would includs this addenda's
in the official record of these hearings.

'Thank you for your ocoperatice. .

JSA: jac

enclosures: addendtme
exhibits

Sincerely,

4

Tpt0.4
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Addendum to thp Testimony

of

J. P. Leintweber, Ph.D.

Ho use of Representatives
Committee on Education and Labor

Subcommittee on Elementary, SecOndary,
. and Vocational Education

$.;
opting,* oral teStimeney before the House Committee on Labor
011dt:cation, I dev*ated somewhat-from the writtOn testimony
hictc.had been submitted to the Committee. I felt that this
as licessary to clarify certain points which had been made

by t oie who had testified before me. The major points were:

1. Not all asbestos fibers in the environment can be
lonsidered to be biologically active.'

2. Not every fiber which is inhaled will remain forever
entrapped in t1ie lung.

3. Asbestos related disease have been shown to follow
a dose-response. .

4. Concentrations of asbestos fiber as found in the general
environment and inside public buildings are below those
occupational and para-occupational concentrations which
elicit a bidlogical response.

I believe that a consideration of these main points, which.
have been thoroughly documented in the scientrfic literature,
should serve to reduce the understandable inordinate concern
which has been expressed by certain individuals with limited
information. The fcalowing aro more detailed explanations of
these points including the pertinent references to the articles
in the scientific and medical literature.

Not All Fibers Are Biologically Active

A considerable amount of research has been carried out in
recognized laboratories on the toxicological properties of
asbestos and other fibers. By far the most thorough, and
pehaps the most significant, is the work which has been done

. by Dr. Merle S. Stanton of the National Cancer Institute. He
has studied the ability of a variety of fibrous materials to
induce cancer in rats in the laboratory. His experimental

4411135 0 If 34
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technique involves implantation in the pleural cavity which
is not at all representative of natural inhalation. Because
of its artificial nature it can only be used to screen materials
for potential'hiological ativity. -Ile has found that all fibers,
regardless of thekw Chemical composition, can be biologically
active provided they meet two requirements; (a) they are durable in
the biological system and (h) they fall within certain critical
size limits. These size limitations, as defined by Dr. Stanton's
latest work, are defined as fibers less than LS micrometers
in diameter and longer than 8-10 micrometers in length as the
most biologically active.

For your information, I am enclosing copies of two of Dr. Stanton's
publications which describe his work in detail. The first
(Exhibit 1) was a paper on asbestos presented at a meeting
of the international Agency for Research on Cancer in Lyon,
Prance in October of 1972. The second (Exhibit 2) was published
in the March 1977 issue of the Journal of the National Cancer --institute. Although this paper refers strictly to the
carcinogenicity of fibrous glass, it is pertinent in.that it
represents a most recent work refining the influence of fiber
dimensions

Several other studies have been published by other researchers
which essentially confirm this work. These publications include

. those by George W. Wright, M.D., consultant; William E. Smith,
M.D., Director of the Health Research Institute, Fairte#4k- .

DickEnson University, Madison, New Jersey; and J. C. Walffier, M:D.
Pneumoconiosis Unit, Llau Argh Hospital, Pcnarth, Wales.

An additional point in this regard is the fact that airborne
fibers found in the general environment and in the air in
commercial buildings are generally extreMely small, i.e.
significantly less than 10 micrometers in length. Thus, the
vast majority of the small number of fibers which would be
inhaled by the occupants of the building containing asbestos
spray coatings cannot be conrjdered in the biologically active
si-4e range. This is one reason why I have objected strongly
to the reporting of fiber concentrations simply in terms of
nanograms per cubic meter. This type of reporting tells
nothing about the size- range of the fibers encountered and,
therefore, eliminates a critical piece of information that
is necessary to evaluate the risk. Moqt analysts and biological
researchvrs ntiu aree that it il ilvoitant to tepott the

ditribution as well as tbv total macs of fibers.

Not All Fibers Remain Forever in the Lung

Several ot th witnet4ccs at the hearings attempted to leave
the implcc..ion that once an asbetos fiber is inhaled, it remains
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forever lodged in the lung where it can do its damage. This
is patently false. It is true that asbeites fibers are
extremely durable and cannoebe dissolved by the fluids

,

present in the lung. It is also true, however,that the
human.lung has the ability to clear itself of foreign materiel,

\ efact.which is known by everyone,:even remotely associated
with the biological sciences. Even if a foreign particle
'should reach the most distant portions of the lung where the
meco-ciliary mechanism cannot operate, there is a good'
probability that it will be ingested by a mobile cell called
a macrophage. This cell can carry its burden out to the
bronchi where the other clearance mechanisms can operate.
Only those who wish to overdramatize environmental exposure
to asbestos fiber choose to ignore this very important defense
mechani ti of the human body. For a very complete discussion
of this s bject, I call your attention tc. a boolventilled,
"Respirato y Defense Mechanisms, Vol. 2" edited 111), Joseph D.
Brian, et a published by Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York,
New York in 977.

Asbestos RelatedDiseases Have Been Shown to Demonstrate A
Dose Response Refetienship

The petition which as filed by the Environmental Defense
Fund requesting imme iate action from the Environmental
Protection Agency inc udes the following statement, "...
once ellualitative pro umption of carcinogenicity has been
established for a substhpce, any exposure to that substance
can be considered to be attended by risk when considering
any given population. No'exception to this point has yet
been demonstrated...". This statement summarizes succinctly
the feelings of those who wewld eliminate all possible exposure
to asbestos fiber regardless of its intensity.

There is ample evidence at the\present time to demonstrate
that asbestos related diseases do indeed exhibit a well-defined
dose response effect. This effect would be manifested in two
ways. At lower doses, a smaller group of the exposed population
will be affected and the latency period will be longer. The
latency period is defined as the time between the onset of
exposure and appearance of disease.

In support of this dose response hypothesis, have attached
copies of two papers. The first,which is ached as Exhibit 3,
is by J. C. McDonald, et al, who studied large population
of pedalo who have been employed uebec asbestos mining
industry. In this study, an attempt was made to quantify the
exposure for each of the workers and relate it to the incidence
of various diseases. They found that the overall mortality was
not significantly different from the general population for those
exposed to low dust levels, but was significantly higher (20i)
for the group which was exposed to the higher concentrationv
of asbestos fiber.

I.
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The next paper, which is attached as "Bihibit 4,is by
F. Wbitwell, et al, from the Departmaqt of Pathology,
Broadgreen Hospital, Liverpool, England'. In this study.,
the amount of asbestos Ilber found in lung tissue was cdrrelated
.with the incidence of mesothelioma. There is a clear cut
cuaclusion that (a) there is a definite dose relationship
between asbestos exposure and mesothelioma formation, and
(b) levels of asbestos exposure that do not contribute
to the formation of asbestosis'are not implicated Le the *

formation of lung cancer.

The above 'citations are.representative of several which establish
beyond a reasonable doubt thit all diseases normally associated

4 Kith excessive asbestos exposure, 4.0. asbestosis and mesothelioma,
are subject to a dose response relationship. Bronchogenic
cancer, which is very intimately associated with cigarette
smoking, is also subject to a dose response relationship.

Environmental Co,entrations of Asbestos Fiber Are Below
Miiklitairicat a kesponse

In the previous section, evidence was cited to show that
asbestos related aiseases are subject to a dose response
relationship. As the concentration of fiber decreases, the
incidence disease will decrease. There has been considerable
debate'in recent years an to whether or not a level eitists
below which there will be no incidence of disease. There is
an increasing body of evidence that, in a very practical sense,
such a level does exist. In the attached paper by Whitwell,
et al, (Exhibit 4), it is quite clearly indicated that those
persons with low lung burdens of asbestos fiber are not at
risk for development of mesothelioma. '

At the June 1978 meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences,
Dr. Hammond.and Dr. Selikoff presented a paper which reviewed
the mortality experiences of residents in the neighborhood
of an asbostos plant. This paper, which is attached as
Exhibit 5, show quite clearly that the people who lived in
the immediate vicinity of this plant but were not employed
there, were at no greater risk for asbestos related diseases
than a similar group who lived several miles from the plant.
It is most interesting to note that the first attempts to clean
this 1-rticu1ar dirty plant were to blow the asbestos dust around
the neighborhood with no filtration. Samples taken in the attics
of houses in the vicinity of the plant indicate that the dust'
concentrations must have been relatively high, verylikely
Righer than the concentrations experienced in buildings where
asbestos spray coatings are in use.

. f
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I feel that it is extremely imports* that all condernedsshOul
be aware of the information that is discussed in the proceeding
parwgraphs. Unfortunately, all too much of the-discussion
'regarding the situation has iinored the existence of this
hotly of literature. What has been done is to take the information
available from high level occupational exposures and from
relatively high level para-occupetional exposures.and extrapolate,
In an unwarrantedmanner, to 'the conditions which exist in the
environmental situation; The only logic for this is the belief
that the lay public is incapable ofassimilating cientific
ornechnical dati. I, however, believe that the opposite
is truev. If given all Of the information in an objective manner,
the educated tayman is,quite capable of assimilating the facts
and reaching a logical conclusion. I further believe ihat if
all of us.who are concerned with this particular problem
couldrbe given the opportunity to discuss all of the
ramifigations in the proper environment, it would be a simple
matter to reach a logical conclusion regarding the facts and
also to determine a rational course of action.

114111
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Various structuril.tormaret asbestos, fibrous glems, and

aluminum oiide have boon tested toi carcinogenicity on thaplinera

ot rats. Preliminary results indicate that all three materials

when rosposmi predominantly ot durable fibers between 0.5 and

5 mdcroas in diameter'and lengths et less than SO mimeos at* sera

carcinogenic tban fibers smaller or larger than times dimensions or

mon-tibrous materials et similar composition: The carcinogenicity

ot asbestos, glass, and aluminum oxide is primarily related to its

structure rather than to physicochemical properties.

. .
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The exoieneus agents which contribute to the cause of cancer

ally fall into 1 of 3 mejor groups: loaising radiation,

viruses: There is a wealth of speculation as 1.0

''iumwthe,miabers of these groups act to induce caper, but the

mechanisms of their action remain usknown. Asbestos is of particular

interest as a carcinosen because it has Ittributes of two of these

groups. In all its forms, asbestoa oontains chemicals that are

carcinogenic tinier certain conditions. At first hand, the various

metallic ions or the polycyclic hydrocarbons that are either inheres:to

or acquired through processing would seen the best explanation for

asbestos carcisogenicity. On the other hand, asbestos particles that

.**41 a/thin the dimensional range.of viruses are abundant in all

forms and conceivably these aubnicroscopio particles could act in a

fash!on similsF to viruses, whatever that may be.

However, there is reasonably good evidence that neither of thea4

attributes are related to the carcinogenicity of aSbestos. The

evidence for this conclusion can be summarised as follows:

1. There is no indication that any of the asbestoses

are contaminated sufficiently with kaown carcino-
t

genic hydrocarbons to account for their carcino

se:deity/1nd rigorous extraction of those

hydrocarbons present in asbestos does not affect.

its carcinogenicity for the pleura of the rat

(Weaner, J.C. et al. 1970).

2. Variations in inherent metallic content of various

types of asbestos are great, yet these various types

of asbestos show only slight differences in carcino-
,.

genicity (Harrington, J.S., 1965; Ti*brell V% 1970;

Wagner J.C. et al. 19708; Stanton et al.. 1972).

vf.
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3; Tinily particulate metallic Idabel, stainless

steelb'or nem-tityetallias isirUces dioxide applied

to do pleura el the rat ate sot sufficiently

eareisogeni. to amount for the careinogemicity

of asbestos through mill coatamiastion (Stantes

ss, al. 1971).

4. Seduction of fiber visa by partial pulverisation

of asbestos, a process which increases contamiut

nation by metallic particles aad iscreases the

numb& of submicroscopic fibrils in asbestos.,

reduces its carcinogeniiity (Stdaton. f, gi.

1972).

S. land-cobbed crocidolits on, hand milled withOut

;metallic contamination) is equal in carcinogenicity

to machinemilled ciocidolita (Stanton a slam.
6. Sion-esbestifosp fibers such as fibrous slims are

increosingly carcinotenic as thiy approach the else

range of milled asbastos fibers (Stanton ss. Ar1972).

.t

One theraf4st topsider that the structural features of

asbestos may be *the critical factor in its carcinosenicity and it

is toward this hypothasis that vs have dirscted our atteation. If

the strudtural features of asbestos are importanvo thin it follows

that similar"fibdra. if enfficiently durable should also induce tumors

and on thix %widening we have based a large series of amperimests.

These experiments are still in progress; only preliminary results of

part of them are available at thie time. For this roamed tetarprotations

are United.

V.
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Me-interpretations of tumor incidence are reassembly conservative

and nay need to be revised uprede in the final.calculations.. Ibe

analysis of fiber distribution by else is admittedly exude and

subject to considerable error, but again we have trtfol to bo

coaservativeln our interpretation..

Materials and Methods:

Various specimens Of crocidolite, chrysotile, fibrous glass,

and fibrous aluminum oxide were applieeby open thorsectomy to the

left pleural surface of 30, 11- to £4- weekmold, female Osborne-

Wendel rats at a single standard 40 is dose level.by a method

previously described (Stanton/1ml., 1969). The single unique

aspect of these experiments is that all test materials were applied

to small 45 mg fibrous glass pledgets prior to application. The

glass pledgets are composed of large-diametered fibrous glass whidh !

when intact has no apparent carcinogenicity in itself. We use.it

simply as a convenient apd accurate means of unifomely applying tbe

.4.

test material to a wide surface area of the pleura. .The test materials

are listed in tables 1-4. The UICC standard reference saaplitof

crocidolite and chrysotile A have been previously described (Timbrell

V. 1970). These samples were treated by grinding in a stainless-steel

ball mill (Spez model 5000) te produce the three pulverised samples,

and the crude fibers were stripped by hand from hand -cobbed ore

spectmens, with an attempt to retain bundles of fibers as long as

feasible without contamination by extraneous mineral. This processing

was previously described (Stanton et al.1972). The fibrous glasses

were obtained from both the O./ens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation,

Toledo, Ohio, and the Johus-Manville Research and Engineering Center,

Manutlic, New Jersey.

. .
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Vs are particulatly indebted to the latter Institutioa for the sine

separation of fibrous glasses. which were curia oat through a

series of siillings and sedimentation of exceptionally flae-dihmetered

.glass'fibers. Allot the glasses werent the usual borosilicate type

withsdtaral oxide coitests previously recorded (Stant= et A. 1972).

The noo-fibrous aluslimmioside and almahamiemide whiskers este

'commercialproducts obtained frokehe Artmdh Corporation, Pais

(berth, Virginia. These are single crystal fibers that are ware

than 99.31( pure £1203. The method of counting fibers was previously

described (Seaaton et el. 1972). Samples of the materials suspended

in Former were air-dried on glass slides and photographed at 1000

magnifications. From the photographs, 1000 coaaecutively counted

particles were assigned to the 30 ranges of dimension indicated in

text-figure 1. Assuming that the particles in a given range were

normally distributed around the mean else cease range, the total

mess of all particles could be calculated, and the percent of the

total AMOS occupied by particles in a given range or size comps:tempt

are the figures tabulated in tables 1-4. In the tables, the first
the second entry in each row

entry Of ascii rovrtsisesof particles that ore non-fibrous. The

plus figures below the designated specimen indicate the extent of

pleural fibrosis most commonly observed in the rats of each

experiment. The tits are being observed for 2 years following

application. All dead or sick rats aro necropsied and histologic

sections taken from the site of treatment and any other abnormal

lesion. There is a limit to how precisely ono eau interpret results

in terms of tumor response, because rats die at various times and

.from various causes dnring the 2-year period.

.4.
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Neveretalese, from the present tates of mesothelloma development

we can estimate the final incidences of resothellomes la broad

teams of whether the incidence will be high ( i.e.,,302; table I),

moderate to low. ( but>3H), or nagative(table 4).

Results and Conclneionst

The data are arranasd'in 4 tables according to our preliminary

estimates of nesothelloma incidence. In cable I are the 5.

specimens that have yielded a tumor incidence greater than 302.

These ere the UIFC standard reference samples of crocidolite and

chrysotile A, Owo samples of very fine fibrous glass with diameters

of 3p or less, and the aluminum oxide whiskers. All of these

samples are composed almost entirellyi fibers, and further have

in common a predominance Of fibers below Sp in diameter. The

A1203 fibers are of particular interest because they are totally

different from asbestos and glass, both in internal structure and

.chemical composition, yet their sise distribution is remarkably

like that of UICC crocidolite. However, one-third of the fibers

are slightly longer and thicker than the crocidolite fibers ana,

since the density of A1203 is greater than asbestos, approximately

onesixth as many fibrous particles are present. The A1203 fibers

are very durable and do not fragment to submicroscopic fibrils as

crocidolite does. Whether this persistence of optically visible

£1203 fibers relates to incrgased carcinogenicity remains to be seen.

Tables 2 and 3 list the 7 samples of asbestos and glass which

fell in the middle ground of carcinogenicity. These materials may

prove more carcinogenic than we predict at present, but all show

a lesser carcinogenic response than those of table 1. These groups

show no simple outstanding difference in fiber distribution from

those of table 1.



Bothextrases ia the dimensional rouges f fibers are repsesented.

/Or seemple, the.two crocidelite samples show stellar imaidessoes

of mesothellomes, but ome is compo;ed almost entirely of leaking,-

diametered fiber boodles while the other has leis thee Half as sem,

tibia* all of which's** short and small **diameter. Ose.ezplanatios

tor this result is that fraimeotation of fibers Leyte') may play a

role. Ihe distributional array of filers la the glass specimens

would strongly iodinate that caralsogssicity is decreased 4f filches

exceed 2.513 dialleter

finally, table 4 listi 3 samples including asbestos, *lass,

and A1203 which thus far have not yielded mesothellemas. Except

forth* whole-fibered commercial glass, which.is the type used as

avshicle in all experiments, none of these experiments with seam

Sibrous materials have progressed sufficidatly to assure that no

ussothellomai will occur. However, the expected incidence in the

remaining 4 groups id far lower than the materials in tables 2 and

3.

If one analyses the experiments la terms of individual typal

of material, some additional points are evident. Comparisons of

the 4 samples of crocidolite (sections 1 of tables 1-4) indicated

that none Of the 3 extremes in fiber distribution yield as high an

incidence of mesotheliomas as the more evenly distributed UICC

standard reference sample. Either progressive pulverisation to .

mon-fibrous form by optical standards or pxeservation of the test

sample in large bundles of fibers clearly reduces carcinogenicity.

In considering the 3 samples of chrysotile (vectionS 2 of

tables 1, 2, and 4), it is again apparent that the presence of
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particles smaller than 0.5 x 1.5 (i.e., tbe'clumps and masses 4

of submicroscopic fibrils represented in the distribution of fully

pulverised thrysotile) decreases carcinogenicity and that fibers

.with diameters of more than 2.5 and lengths of more than 80 m

reduce carcinogenicity.

In considering the 8 glass samples (sections 3 and 4 of table!

14) conclusions ere not as easy,. It is apparent that samples

composed over 902 by weight of fibers with diameters of 2.5

or less are the most carcinosenic and as this diameter is exceeded

by more and more fibers carcinogenicity is reducedgi.ength does.

not seem critical here since the crude AAA fibrous glass applied

virtually intact yieldimore mesotholiomas than the same glass

reduced to shorter lengths (section 3 of table 1 vs. sections 3 in

'tables 2 and 3). However, reduced carcinogenicity in the glass

samples may have reAulted simply from reduction of the fibers to

a non-fibrous form or to fused masses of glass of greater than 5 1%

in diameter. Final conclusions on this interesting series of sized

glass fibers must await more accurate tumor-incidence figurei.

. Nevertheless, it is certain that in the pleura of the rat, fibrous

glass of small dimseter is a potent cercinggee.

Finally, the contrasting results with the fibrous and non-

fibrous forms of-A1203 reemphasize the importance of structure

to carcinogenicity. These exceptionXIly pure, inert fibers

composed of materials foreign to asbestos and glass seem to

carry the dame carcinogenic hazard for the pleura as asbestos

and glass.
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It lama therefors saga that latclEy la is sane way

related to the pretence et a &cable particle of fibrous

eonfiguration is the dinessional rafts of optical recesaition

but presumably very near the Unit of this range, asd that

eareinogenicity of asbestos% glass, or Al:03 has little

retrial= to the chemical compositiou of these substances a
their potential costaminests.

3
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Table $.41e0Paled Ammo Owe Me par 1019MM ip bed Ode

Oest Wows

90 of mew
9013101130$

(IW 001419)
itiZiass0100ss 3S.S 39.3 32.3 2? 491 614 30.6

rat0401/1

<10 10. 109. 200. SOO- SOO. AS

3406 3.400 1.146 Loos ser in tem
UM 1114 314 23.1 211.9 364 224

111/aSsIzares 1194 60.11 524 1134 94.11 101.3 564
(KO

owe. 1.1 te.a toe 11.7 19.3 41.6 11.6
1(44,171420)
l'esssis 34.7 304 3011 314 33.2 197 31.9

00011019999)
01114/ tams
Unkossisa sasses
AN 4001011

404 ILO .03.0 47.1 311.3 36.9
30.6 21.4 16.6 6.2 7.2 3.4

244.1 200.4 3117.6 240.6 262.9 312

SSA

2034

1,010 46-110100lestaperr. Dee Wee ea IA00 Mee Sae
OCO1404X0 by Owe mem

WV lodes

10101110 <10 10. 100 200- 010. 1100'

0010/400 4 stemma+ 10.2 44 1.1 1.0 11.3 13.7
(M 150491) (32) (13) (2) 10 (6) (S)

Intestine & resturs 2.9 4.9 3.2 3.9 3.9 11.7

(1a) 111494) 09 (*S) (3) (l) . (4) (9)
019st 900sesas1 sales 4.0 3.0 1.7 1 3 LS 1.7

(lCD 116499) (13i (111 (11 111 (a) (t)
19s0eless. Inches & lens 7.6 11.11 11.2 11.9 ILI 24.2
(00 143463) (29) 126/ (101 (6) On (14)
01Astsuokesso1ssepbems 104 144 6.4 114 134

(47) (14) (*1) 90 04 (6)
AS Issaissal n000lssmal 311.6 39.3 31.2 274 41.1 1.11

(190 140409) (1211) (117) (21) (22) 1311 (36)

(ICD 182 and 183). In thk group these was
Who dilemma between rates in the four
lower duet estegmiss, but the fifth and sixth
groups dewed an upward trend. A similar
mod with years ot swim* was found
(11thle 5). but the thmres within the body el
the table euggeet a dear selaticeship with
duet then with yam. at the
three income:11y coded mess and addition of
the nine lung moose mem found at =tom
Weaned slightly the rats muter pence'
with MOW dust and longed mposure, but
did not meterially damp the picture (Ta-
ble 11). Anther analysts * diethigulth bet-
ter the relative *modems ot yeas ot mpo.
am end dm* Wm are dterlbed se follows.

Rates for anew ot the Intestine were
about cat thkd ot those tor angers et the
bombe, bathes. and I. but thawed a
vny *Wm tread. Rake for moor el the
eiormague and Momackan dm other hmd.

As
1.1

4.0
(311)
2.9

1271
9.9

(94)
14.4

(131)
304

(396)

did not appear related to dust in any monis-
m* mesmer. Other abdcminal neoplasms
were We frequent still and also mutated to
eat. This is important since it might be
ezpected that unrecognized peritonea mew
themes would be found within this group.

Most of the moms mortality from re.
window Meuse see ascribed to pneumo-
coniosis (Table 8). There me little evidence
that clust-amodated deaths were included in
other respitatmy categorise. Of the 28
deaths coded under the ponsmccadoess, one
wee described as mill1i mzek. four ea silico-
sis, and the ransining 23 es athestods. The
mutat mem mortality from gemenecon.
lode wm among persons in the highest dust
peep wbo had been emplolud between tea
and 20 yams

In the eiredatory deems pomp, them
me aloe exam modally la the highest two

0001401114 mainly in poems employed
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between ten and 39 years. It was present
coolly in the "arteriosclerotic and &gem-
Mire heart disease" group (ICD 420 *to 422
[which included mom than three quartets of
all theasteey &Adel ) and in ties poup of
"other circulatory diseeses" (ICD 400 *
419 and 423 * NO).

Commie* With Quebec Modality.-
'Ilee number st der'es from all musts which
would have been emoted it Quebec death
rates had implied wes caladated in the fol-
lowing way. Age-epecific death rates for the
province were applied tor as& year, 1960 to
1966. to all the men too* who one alive
in 1960, with an selifistment for those who
started week after 195& The expected nem
ber et dates among men, thus, was 1,824,
whams the observed number in the cohost
was 1,674.

A Smiler calculation was =de for hem
maser deaths The expected number was 91,
'theism 94 male deeths codified as due to
this come were okeerveli. Comedies Ice cod-
** mews and additional autopsy Worms-
tics was not appropriate, dna certificates
tor the general population weee uncenected.

In the eta auntie, of de province which
include the mining rpgion (Arthabaske,
Beams Domooad, Nitlentia, Richmond,
and Wolfe), the lemg most death rote was
about two-third the provincial este and the
expected number of deaths was correspond-
belay lower. However, may ex-employees
woe so lesser living in this arm when lbw
died, and most of those who had moved had
gone to cities where bmg mincer death rates
were hisher. 'The best admits ot expected
deaths mobs* lies between the number
61, derived hon the mining region, and 91,
from the province. 'The emus of observed
over expeeted hog cancer deaths, therefore,
lies somewhere between sem and 30 and is
most peobably between ten and 2&

Faster Reeduaties----Although the num-
bars ot men in each cohoet mem about the
same, their diaribution by mare of employ-
ment and duet index vas uneven. In thme
chnuentereve, equivalent average death
rates could be nadeeding. Benyst recently
reviewed some of the methods used for ana-
lysing the Impotence of factors in multiway
tables and eimeeibed a parametric appro.*
which bee de advantage that the adequacy
of the model may be checked and statistical

Teles demo Deed Ilene pot
WO like be Came et ftkibise, Wastme.

sad Lear
. Oust Index

von <10 16 too- 200- 400- $(16 AN

As esetstIsel
<I 6.4 1.7 27.5 60 11.4

(11) (I) (I) (0) (16)
11.7 63 11.3 0.11 4.6
(9) (15) (4) (I) (30)
0.0 11.4 4.7 6.3 13.1
(0) (7) (3) (3) (25)

12.1 14.7 115 17.2
(3) (2) (4) (II)

411 7.6 64 11.2 66 4.4
(26) (26) (10) (0 (14)

Ilske MI systs4to sMermstsen
<1 67 1.7 0.0 0 0 64

(II) (1) (0) (0) (1$)
1. 12.0 10.1 6.4 11.5 7.4 0.0 10.1

(9) (16) . (3) (2) (1) (0) (31)
16 0.0 11.11 3 6 6.2 19 6 23.6 14.1

on on co (4) (6) on (241
30. ... 124 14.7 13.9 161 363 16.1

a mr (2) (4) (4) 410) (23)
AM 7.6 LI 10.1 10.6 16.6 27.7 10 6

MS UM (9) (10) (I I) (16). 000
Sy Oust IftdSt owl yeas et emisputsat. Cluspwas

sass KM 162 sad 163.

t.

to-

m

0.0
(0)
366
(6)

27.4
(6)

24.2
(14)

significance evahate& From the =ober of
deaths hem any particular come logroups
subdivided by date at birth and year of
deployment or duet index, expected rates
may be calculated assuming no intonation
betuven age end tbe other two factoes. For
this analysis, the complementary log log
trandornestion mu undo This teandorma-
tics is appropeiste when increasing expo-
sure is 'madded with proportional in-
creases in the ageopeellic death rates

The results et this parametric analysis tor
respiratory cams tTakte 7) altbat remark-
ably closely with the equivalent avevage
death rates shown in the lower half of Table
& The rates for the first five duet index
levels do not differ significantly but those
for the first four are signifiwenrly diftdini
from tim highest exposure group. There are,
however, also differences between the rates
by years at employment, thole for the lower
two categories being significantly ism than
that for nun with the longest exposure.

The general fit at the complementary log
leg model is very good. In no cell of the 24
dom the obseived member ot deaths differ
significantly from expectation. Tests for in-
teraction between the 24 cells and the six
cohorts gave the following reed*: likelihood

S
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ses

TeNsit=ireVINAMUZICTrermil="Nr
Ouse Inds'

Yews <10 10- 100-
loseummie SM peamos (330 400.309)

<1 2.4(7) 18.1(4) co
1- 74(1) 3.7(6) LitO

C 4.31(4) 1.9(2)
4.9(1)

4/1 14(12) 44(041 44(4)
Peevamesossa (MO US sad AM

<1 1.4(3) 44(1) 0
1. 1.4(1) 1463) 0

10. - 0 2.3(1) 0
0 0

SOO- 400.

146.'0)
4.4(1)
sa(k 1143)W) 0 (0)
&re SAO)

All 14(4) 2.019)
*her resprosey 4444ass OCO470:110.

<1 44(10) 1.7(1) 0
1. UM 13-103) 29.0191

.10- 0 2.7(1) 1.3(3)
O 0

All 4.11/3) P.4(2b) 19.11(11)
Al losAak.o 41440144K234704391

<1 NAM 0
1- 11.4(11) 311(10)*

SO- 1 Lop) 11.1(4)
30. . 0 4.1(1)

0.2(29) 10.3041 19.9411)

ratio teat. 90.9 and 90.4, each with 95
degrees,e1 beedom; and P > 0.5.

Coassaust

At hoe value, the indhege suggest that
our cohort of workers in the chrysotile

indenty heed a loam mortality then the
pqmiadon 4 Quebec ot the mom ap. This
is morally true ot employed pmte, me-
vided they are not objected to an ocomm
timid bawd WW1* to dint the COD-
SWUM* Oltetive 6193033. et Wet in&
remaining tit ter work. This skink** was
clearly lon by the men in the highest dust-
index ategory whom standardised mortali-
ty wee abet* 20% above that of the rest.
Two think ot the exams motility he this
mop nu probably due to *mons* Oro.
on. shown on the death certiticate as either
0113210318 or in the gune et various rapim-
tory ar cardiovascular bagmen, and the
menaking third to comer, mainly otthe
*monetary nett

The high rate oi hog cancer he MA
heavily awned to abates might be ex-
plained if au* men ales tended to smoke
mote heavily than others. We have no &lett
miaow co this point tor scamployeee.
since inkenestion on smoking was not mu-

4.0(12)
11.111) Ltolo
9.1(3) 13(14)
3-4(1) 3.9(0)
GAM 44440

0
LW 0
14(1 1.9(1) 34.112)
s.ott? 7.10) 1710
1.7(1) 4.9(3) 21403)

112.111$489)
o0 0

9.2(2) 7.9(1) 13.9(1)
7142) 11.0(11) 7.0(3)
O 0 1114(4)

4-3(4) 1.9(4). 12.1(7)

3114.7(1) 10.11(30)
10.0(4) 234(3) 19.3(19)
14.4(0) 154(7) 11.4112) 19.906)
0.minas)

13.3(12) +MOO 13-0(' 2/3
3(3) 7.1(2) 34.7(10) 13.4(11)

Table 7.--.*-Gotroolof IMO ItreSresz.1.010
am tor *mow of Ow sod
Lay by Dost Seim morrolgill4 lboOlflombe

=SAG
Oust Wen

1.9(1)
1.9(4)
0.3(11)
WO)
342230

4.4(13)
12.3(36)
7.300
3.4(4)
tome

4

Yews 0 10. 104 200- SOO SOW AN
< l ZO 0.0 0.0 ... ... SA .

1 1. 9.4 Ail 5.1 9.4 0.0 9.1 s
,'. 0 10.4 9.11 10.3 144 43.4 12.4

1.1 :I It: II: I:::
A comosnontor les 004151 on us-- ale diet

NOM +Ha 30054 ole015

dimly r000rdeti campanke or the
method ot 31 1, *. bt a survey et a
selected . flh. ot over 1.000 cur-
mut.AmPloyeee them wat little or no vela-
tionship, atter allowing -kr ap between
smokhig habits and either that exposure at
duration ot employment.

Our Mans* to ammo wont* the
importance of cumulative duet =poem and
duration ot exposure in relation to lusts
cancer are amble ci more than one inter-
pretation. As damn in Table 5, them is

otold difference betwesn the mortality tor
those with the lowest amount and duration
ot *mom% 0.7, end that tor those with the is
highest. 30.5. Thir k °misused by the para- "
metro analysis (gable 7) which bother a*. e
gene that acomiliated dent exposure and

4i.

- 40'
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TiMle 11.Cemperteee lionagag mast Mao fa Two PreWees
sasese see teir Pawn asap

Sanisett at ars tamshauunt Prmant Mat*
tts. /nen stadosd 6/2 4.1106 9.961
166 et deaths

MI Coon 1110 430 2.413
Was comae 72 42 117

IMmillienal tomato a 20 3

: devotion at employment me about equally
importent in determining the difference. Un-
&eternality, there me pcadble sources of
bias and *nor which may Ives contributed
td both these effects

In Table 3, the rates foe men with leas
than one year of employment seem remark-
ably low 10 deaths wee observed. whereas
29 would hese been expected on the basis of
Quebec rates. It ems in this stoup that
taming ems least satiefactoey (Table 2).
.Pallum I. sedirtain even a small amber 40
lung cancer Veldts would have made an
appreciable dilemma be the rates. Mort-
terns employees who were traced tended to
be those who hod stayed in the neiehbor-
hoods where, in any ease, lung cancer rem
sers much lower them in the urban areas ut
the province and elsewhere, to which those
Imbued may well have gone. Whatever the
explanation, it is difficult to accept, without
reserve, the low rate of hag cancer in this
1110119-

A second source of error is related to the
secertainment ot lung cancer as a cause of
death. It is generally believed that this Mag-
ma, is greatly sided by postmortem exami.
notion. In MIT study. 34% of the cases be-
fore correction and 40% after correction had
had an autopsy, compared with 12% of atl
deaths. This might not matte if autopsies
weft evenly distributed in relation to expo-
sure, but this was not so. The autopsy rates
in ascending order of thmt-index group wee
11%, 11%, 9%, 10%, 16%, and 22%. and
by years of employment. 12%. 9%. 17%.
and 21%. This trend is also likely to have
suggested the difference in lung cancer

;etas in relation to espanne, but * bow
much it is impossible to say.

Taking all these considerations into ac-
count we are inclined to conclude that the
true difference betwem those maximally and
minimally exposed may well be closer to
threefold than tivefold and that this is part-

ly dust-related and pertly time-related. We
peopose in future analyses, when a longer
period at observation will have yielded more
data, to use an espouse index based on the
accept ot amount of dust inhaled and the
time that it remains in the lung. Our
findings so far appear compatible with such
a model.

In the Canadian survey mentioned ear-
lier:* prime*, malignant mentheliel tumocs
were rmely associated with chilountill obi&
los productice in Quebec and the weed
survey bears this out. Three deaths from
this cause weft found among nearly 2.500
deaths from all causes in the cohort. This is
probably more then would be expected in a
comparable number ot deaths in the general
population, but quite out of line with the
findings of Seiko!, et aim in insulation
ivorkers and those of Newhougell it in a Lon-
don asbestos factory. The magnitude of the
difference can be inferred from the figures he
Table 8. Though these figures are not entire-
ly comparable, became of age, methods of
ascertainment, or other factors. the, gnilltent
that the results of Newhousetn are similar
to those of Belikoff et aln for mesothelial
UMW/ and, perhaps. lung cancer. It is clear
that the Quebec chrysotile workers have hod
nothing like tin experiences of the Ameri.a,
insulation workers or the London factory
workers with respect to malignant meeothe-
lima, and it seems unlikely that they are
compatible with respect to lung cancer.
These findings strongly suggest either that
chrysotlie is lees likely to cause malignant
dime of the lung and pleura than other
forms of asbestos, such as crocidolite. or that
workers engaged in insulation and proves.
ins are expoeed to additional factors which
explain the difference.

This welt was undertaken with the orsetstew of
gnat hens the baths* et Occupational and

P/svisossmostat Health ot Ito Quebec Mumps Msa
all AMluctetioll.

M C.slsse. Mn. owslis al &tartar at tho
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Relationship between occupations and asbestos-

fibre content of the lungs in patients with pleural
mesothelioma, lung cancer, and other diseases

l. WHITWFLI.. JEAN SCOTT, AND MYRA ORIMSHAW

ftOM thy Dr hutment of Petho hem ifromfereri flowind. Lirtypeel

Milawe !I, F., Scott, han. and Grimshan. Myra ($977). Morey. 32. 3774116. Relationship
between ocetipadons and asisestes4lbre content ot the Way In patients with pleural
menotheNoistm lung canter, and other Onus. The light-shady asbestos-fibre content of 300
lung specimens has been measured using a potash-digestion and Phuse-confrind microsconY
ieuhnique. and the results have been ciirrelated with the occupations of the patients.

Among DM pleural mesothelioma specimens were 88 where the putients had been exposed to

ibbestos, and in 73 of thew (83%1 the lung tissue contained over 100 000 asbestos flbm per

gram of dried lung. and only one specimen showed less than 20 000 fibres per gram. When
asliestiisis was present, the lungs nearly always showld over 3 million fibres per gram.

In 100 control lungs (those without industrial disoase or lung cancer) there were less than

20 MO fibres per gram of dried lung in of specimens. Lungs from 100 pirients %Rh lung

caner, but no industrial disease contained less than In 000 fibres per gram of dried lung in
NO,, of cases. Patient% with parietal *leural plagues nearly all had over NI OM fibres per gram

in their lungs.
The number of asbestos fibres toun in the lungs was closely related to theoccupation% of the

patients but not to their home environment. Patients who had lived ne...r likely soorces of
atmospheric asbestos pollutrin did not have higher asbestos fibre counts than t:ic rest in the

patients
It is concluded that there is a definite dose relationship between asbestos esposure and

mewthelioma formation hut that' 'soh-asbestosis' hack of asbestos esposure dii not contribute

to the hirmatlin of lung cancer in those net subieeted to industria: asbestos esposure

In 1961) lin', between ple.nal mesoilreineue and
Pres sous ashesum minute was described bs

Wagner et of . the degree of esposure usually has
ma heen insulb.sent iii Vellse .1410gosis. and ae-
quirest more often in ihe home than. in the
!submittal ens inmment Shout) afterwards
I hidnum 4 al i 1963s reported that asbestos
bodies were present in Mimi 30 ol adult lunms
esammed us neerrip4 from patients who had had
no known industrial cynosure

Both these hmlings hese been somomed man>
miles boos %Intermit ountries. with tints shah,
mo.lnuation the asbestos ewtruiry la patients
with astumtimmtdisse.1 mewithelsomas h,,s osoalls
...me [min indissir sal C WISMOIS: ihMlith It it aum,

74 37

luse hvgn remotes' where the suns known asbestos
hatard had been the home environment. con
unlimited 1m neat> !Naurul plants, wildk
doilies or een household articles containing
asbestos (Newhouse and I hompson. 1914. Green-
berg and 1%014.S. 1974) 1 he peNentate of orhot
lungs tontaming asbestos hoshes has Nen found
to be mush higher 111411 iii me ongmal series
esalttMed. wintelimiN over 91$ it:tnhun et .

196141. targets due RI more etitiorate methods of
estracong asbestos bodies from lungs

%nattier possible etled of *suti-asliestoos*
01 asbesism ePiMilit IN an suhanvenieut of im
termnitigetm etlest or stearene smokint in maim
mg lime sense.' vasecucd !kin .41 si

:r1
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t 19731 from Nancys ol large numheis of insidation
workers in the linited Mates I heir view has been
supported In Warnock and t hurg I 1975y. who
found that in a communsty free !rum industrial
&shahs cynosure lung cancer patients had signifi-
cantly more asbestos hodies in their lungs than
wtre found in control patients without lung
cancer from the same community.

The shortcomings of many studies have been
the inadequacy sit occupational Mamie% of
Patients. the etude methods of assessing from the
lungs the degree of previous asbestos esposure.
and often the *Mena of postmortem confirma-
tion of the nature of tumours The early work on

link between asbestos exposure and mew
thelioma naturally relied upon retrospective
studies in which eat4 records contained little in-
formation about occupation and oaten little or
no lung tissue had been preserved A similar
dearth sit histatkvikl estdence confines the Po'
uhle link hetween 'odwasliest.me asbestos
moque and lung cancer.

the present study is an analysis of the asbestos-
fibre content of the lungs from MO pleural mein-
thehoma patients. 100 control patients twho bad
died from conditions other than industrial lune
disease or lung cancen. and WO lung caner
patients who did mit have industrial lung dhease.
In nearly all patients occupatkmal hiuories have
been taken in some detail, and in many eases
resideatial histories have also been obtained. The
work began 4,1 an attempt to find out which
Pleural meauhelkimas were induced by inbestos
ana which were spontaneous turnouts, and was
later extended to study a normal control seties
and patients with lung cativo'.

Media& of the Invest Inadast

1115MAT rsittsu
ifewithpbonur scum
Over half the' patients died in Merseyside hospitals.
mans m Swath:rem Hospital Often those who
died in other Merseyside hosPitas had Previously
been investigated in groadgreen Hospital In
thew eases detailed occupational. residential, and
family histories were taken covering possible
athestos esposure during the whole of the
patients' lives Though these were many easily
obtained. cams occurred where the exaosure had
heen for only a few months over half a century
ago, hkele to he overlooked hY the Poilessis =knit
questioned closely, and often quote unknown to
relatives Corniderahle patience and a knowledge
of the past Mellor ashram were needed in ohtain-

ins some histories. but unless the infornutism is
obtained from the patients it hesomes lost is the
relevant ashcans exposure often happened before
sursiving reladves acre horn.

For other patients in this series similar Mforma-
lion was sought trons patients or their relatives by
the staff of the hospitals where the Path3ta were
treated. ot by the medicol staff et the Manchesber
Pneumoconiosis Medical Panel

Normal ennual series
The usual inadequacies of occupational histories in
hospital case-records made this the most difficult
series to collets, and it proved difficult to arrange
interviews with relatives-after Pot/Ws had died
Although there are over 6110 postmortem examina-
tions per year in the hosffital it took about Sia
months to collect the tirst eases with adequate
occupational histories The problem was solved
with the help of the Me-seyside coroner. who
permitted hit staff to complete a questionnaire
about johs and reskiences for each patient when
interviewing relative% for other WPM< The
second half of thic series therefore consists sit
those brought dead into the hosPilal

Lung tunny series
These patients proskled the fullest histories as
they were all patients in the Cardlotboracic
Surgical Centre at groadereen Hospital being
treated by pneumonectomy or lotactomy for lung
cancer. One week after operation they were inter-
viewed by one of us (MG) when notes were made
of all occupations. residences, hobbies, occupa-
tions of close relatives, and smoking histories. In
order not to alarm the nattents the interviews were
carried mit with all surgical patients. not just those
with lung eammr. The only patients not inter-
viewed after prieulnoneetomy or lobectomy were
those who died early in the postopenttive period.
and a few who were quickly transferred to another
hosPital hetause their lesions proved to be
tuberculous

SsAt1Rtil HI 1111 SIM%
Meunhehoma wrun
The series comprised 100 coisecutise pleural
mesothelioma lung specimens, obtained at
necropsy. which had been submitted to the Man-
chester Pneumoconiosis Medical Panel by comers
in north-west England between I971 and 1976
The specimens had heen fixed In formalin. In most
cases by its injection into the bronchial tree to
inflate she lungs Eighteen patients had died in
nroadgreen Hospital. 17 patients were from other
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Merwride hospitals. and dS patients were from
other Parts uf nonhosesi ' inland.

Normal mountf wort
the normal control Wtttag 4:1105htad of Brotidgreen
Hospital patients in 197$ and 1976 who were
over 10 yeas of age at necropsy, had neither
industrial luttg disease nor lung tAncer. and had
a loner lobe of lung free of pneumonia or in-
farction This lobe was then inflated with formol
udine through the bronchial Me Where an ask-
quote occuptiekmal history had been obtained the
lohe was used for asbestos-like aiswlp. 1- nes
ugust 1976 unls lungs from coroners necropsies
were used. ipart Mum heing wketed ent the
availability of an occupational history. and later
cases hong those referred Morn the ctwoner, the
snecimens fornted a consecutive series until 110
had Iwo esamined 110M that time a sly I *es
from male panenss between :41 years and A) yeas
of age ware used. in order to asoiJ CsiaVast Mt.
Irokime of the wit and age distribution in the
three series t Take it

tone t UDN4I *4'r:et
I hes omotted sit luu hints or lobs, removed
stomas at hrisadereen llospnal in 197$ and
1976 because dies had contamtd lung cancen
J hey twre sonwsuenc wetintews, eseepe for the
omission of some specimens with insufficient
nomad lung mum due to the sue of the tuttlOUt
sir haaatate smi secondars long chows \ko. caves
were unitised when the patient died lichee an
adequate history had been 01 tainted I he sped-
mem were Used tuber n the operating theatre
hi tormalin intettion thruogh the bronchial tree.
or later Attie puthologs department

I %Mills 01 Is KIS 4s1 MAI 51115 ISPOM'Illi
In the mesothelioma and normal tontrol series
the parietal pleura was esantetwd at necropsy for
collagenous plaques 'The ncerops) reports of
pathologists submitting utesotheliuma specimens
so the Pnessmosamious Medical l'ancl often aim-
nsented on the pretente or absence of pleural
plaques In the lung canter ones the surgeons

tataa 1 tr i and aCI dtiffPIPHOms esi 'h. Arm truce

usual!, did not set or comment on pleural plaques.
though thew were often found at necropsy in
patients who Dad died after unerallen.

In all cases the lungs were examined Macro-
scopttally for ashestols and mictoscuPically Tfir
askstosis and othetios bodies. In *skink* (o
routine Racoons. thick unstained sections ware
exeunined in many specimens.

In the mewthehonu writs lung Mice MOMS
WM prepared snag a MINd alnady described
tWhowell and Kawelitfe. 1971). and the numbers
of asbestos bodies on slides were counted. When
unfiwd lung tissue was used in making thew
imparations the results prennled a roughly span-
Mal a assessment of previous asbestos exposure
When the preparations had to he made front tilted
lung tissues far fewer ashestos bodies were seen
an I 4 was not poothle to airrelate the findWIS
with pronto% asbestos esposure.

.nost of the specimens extunined were al.
ready fixed. a more reliable indioitor of asbestos
esposum was waght.

.1sbeossumhir conont on how nnur
Occause of the limitations 01 the precious tech-
nique. it was decided to count the asbestos Wires.
coated and onvoated. which could he extracted
Own fang trout Ideally. one would wish to count
all hews Intludin; those itso Ime to he seen 11
light nue. kopy. hUt thIS was hound OW re-
sources letowstr. it has been stated that the
rano tte behosisehle Wes to total Hum is lasrly
sonstant i I indwell. 1971. \skittle and 11apples-
ton. 1975) so it was thought %Will while to count
tbe hghtoothle Iihres

In 196$ Gold evolved a method of counting
athaSIO* hbres in lung thus* by Inaserating
known weight ot drool lung eissit: in potash, lash.
mg the deeesoon mature three tunes in drained
suttee. and counting the tiers en an aliquot of the
wspenoon in a I uths-Rownehal chandler We
uwd this method m 1972 hut hums, few tiliars, enJ
theAtsults were ditrisuls to reprouute with ton.
%Wesley .-ohtroet and 1 lepplea.ut 09711 improsed
the method. Load) In reducing she washings of
the deposit lo sme, using act lung mule with

.. I
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cakulation or the cook:dem dr espht. and
using phase.contrast microscopy. Thew w.wken
cookl we liner fibres and also more fibres than
wore men by Gold's nwthod. counting Ohm of
about 3 p In length or 0.4 p demister. when*, by
Gold's method it was dilicult to see blues of tem
than about 12 p In length.

Since ete end of 1972. and for the whole of
the present investigations, vie have followed the
method of Ashcroft and Nepplesten, except that
we count only Alves over 6 p in leanth, as smaller
Ahem can be confused with bacteria. Coated and
uncoated Shies are counted together. Mtheugh
the method wends crude, the melts are repro.
disci* with a coefficient of variance of about r
table 21. More variation can arise throueb the

wlection of lung tissue than in the actual count.
edth all slucimeits we have used the haw

of the more notmal lower lobe, itsit above the
diaphragmatk pleural membrane, except with
upper lobe carcinoma specimens where we have
used the lower part ot the upper lobe The fibres
counted are heady always amphibole asbestos, as
it is very difficult to see the finer crwotile fibres.

Before using thii test routinely familiarisation
with the appearances of different asbestos Alves In
digestion 'ulster's in counting chambets was
gained by studying diets, xl normal lung tissues
which had hcen filed *oh formal saline contain.
mg UICC asbestos 'omelet

1$

0

his I
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In me billowing icso. where numbers of Mires
arc mentioned. ON filture refers to fibres per gram
dried lung. usually front the hue of a beret lobe.

Table 2
nature

Jew albegin9Are town On ntar digeswes

Com varesr *ems r, awaftwwswe
In
lea
1St

IN
130
I
14e

Nem 05 1103
so *set
cam ar ammo * N.«

Randle

M3MII SIMI%
The ranee of ashestos fibres psi gram of dried lung
found In the hose . the lower lobe In the speci-
mens ranged from nil to 741 millinn, as shown In
Fie. I. which also indicates the relevant amps.
bon of each patient. except for Ave patients whose
history was unknown When patients had followed
more than one occupation that carried an asbestos
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iSlupyord 4 3
Asbostoi factory 1 li
Insuloton 7
Hessian sock tenor factory b
Asbestos hazards (mac) b
Canmesk foctor y S
Docker 3
Navy 1
Unknown S
No asbestos exposure 7
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exposure risk the more basankna one nos used
in the clamilleatit; fee example. several shipyard
workers had presto.* been 111 the Navy.

Them were SI cases with a Wary of asbestos
esposure and in an but km of 'these the limp
showed over 20000 fibres. fhe erne patient with
probable asbestos expoeure and hour abets was a
man seed 79 years who. between the. ages of 13
and 31 years, had been a plumber in a shipYar&
afterwaink becomine an oaks clerk. No pleund
*qua were fossi4 at neen.psy. Seventy-three
patients is3.) with a history of asbestos exposure
bad over 100000 Ittnet and in 23 of these putknts
(24;...) there was some histoluekat ashostosh. Most
of the lungs showing mehestusis contained over I
million axbestus Mors. and the numbers of
.bbestos fibres present corresponded roughly with
the deeree of asbestosis (Tali* 31 Asbestosis was
present in swer half the patients who had worked
in asbestos factories 0- tuts-musk factories hut in
km than one-fWth of pout. ts who hail worked in
shipyards or sack-repair factories

rank .14eroor Oft eeeesnee en ndive» pw rem
dnod hat an. 21 iat the 100 nwtothelisme.
%hewed tome albr.haus

Novo.*

WAS Wee& wet raw*

I a 2 0
I 4 4 4 ii

I :4
S I 1 It 41t

I SO

0
:a 44

4ttliUNetw ttt% au 1 II
.ste it. 4 8..

patmos who had worked in gas.mask and
sask.reimir ladestws fOrm an intorsong group.
hying among the kw who had worked for only
J brief posed en 4 hasardous ens outman. usnalh
during the tom or second world war, and had

table 4 r

otherwise been histnesises I he resithial asbestos
hbre count found in some of these patients Weft
is given in TaMe 4. *bowies that 50 years after
en indiestos exposure of less than one year's dunr
tkes which bad been insulltdent so mule ashes-
Weis. the lung retained over half a millkm asbestos
Ithres. The gas-mask sloe listed in Mg. 1 whh
between 50 001/ and lU 000 fibres is the only lame
environment ashestarinduced meiothetiuma ia
the series, being the son of a worker front a gas-
mink factory where the workers took crucidolite
home to pack into vanisteri

the seven patiente with no eredible history of
asbestos exposure were three housewives. a
farmer.* fireman, a clerk. and a crankshaft litter.
Pleural plaques were not noted in any of their
necropsy reports. an had under 4011011 asbestos
Ohm. six being less than 20000 Wes, and no
fibm were seen in two cases. these'wses must he
sPontaneous pleund mesotheliumas.

WIRMAL 114114114* %kW%
'I he csimmunest causes of death in this series
were ischarnik hews dhow in 4X .. malignancy
in lir. . and pulmonary embolus in 7 '1 he high
Menem,' or heart disease was due to the irkimaim
of many coroners eles.

No asbestosis or excess asbestos bodies were
found in the routine histological studies

Bilateral pleural plaques were wen in 21 cases.
all mak.

nye athestos-tibte counts of this series ate
shown in Mg 2. ST- hating less than 10 tem
fibres and 71 basing less than 20 uun hives
thirty Abe pet con of male patients, but only
14 of female patients. had MO 20 MO OM.

Nearly all the patients had hsed the greater part
of thew Ines in I iserpool hen it 44.4s not ismable
to assess any influence of home envronnwnt oil
the asilotowatre lock. !Woos:I. the lobs or the
lo patients with the !poem and lowest counts m
the %arks t table 41 suggest that the patients' work
is largch responsible for the amount of asbestos
n the lungs I he to patients with 'he lowest
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smoking habits of patients With tumours of the
commoner celkspes. 'I he overall traamency of
ciearette smoking in the series vim 113V . 67.' of
patients smoking over IS cigarettes per day.

None of the patients had a history of industrial
lung disease and routine histokigkal sections
showed no asbestosis in any WINN only oceisiamd
asbestos bodies WPM present.

The Mhssios4bre content of the series is shown
in Flg. 3. and k is very similar to that of the
control series. FiftrAeven per cent of patients
bad kis than 101100 fibres and 110% had less than
20 000 fibres.

The occupations and banes of the 10 padents
with the lowest asheslosare counts ate shown in

XI Table 7. All the occupations are traditional m*P4
which do not involve the ase of asbestos. Six of

*these Monts had lived theii lives in industrial
cities. although LI° of patients in the Wen cancer

04111,630 SO
A.360001 186i0$ Osi wan o wawa*

Fit- 2 Asthma* Wye enema 01 ~met moo& atm,
tSS thrhest sto shown en Motet

table S Orr 11MIKIM wed haws ot le patents re iammil tenet hash the Iowa end *hew elhertas
01Prtf

b.* tie*.
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Ma* Inn* minim
Statham eft*
SNP 1111~
POONC NASA!, wit 61161tki
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Rant mews
Cava ammo
os.wi. ~don ann
meet letwara et disonal suns

counts had little or no contact with asbestos at
work, whereas the 10 patients with the highest
counts acre in otetillations assudalod with
ashestos mows

Pleural plaques were present in SS !-., of the
patients with over 20 000 fibres per gram. hut in
only SS". . of thme with fewer fibres.

%HMS
The histologkal ceIt.tspes of the tun1011r1 in this
series are shown in I able ft. together with the

14111/4 A cell trpe Protege r wed ~bog hien 4
ant to potteries

hor ropow. *arm, ..thet
1*./ Ids.ko yin pow4sv
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. Asbestos Ore ignorer ni ten, menet. tenet
(9 Itsehrtt not sheneet in Patin

Willi had lived in rural Wales. Cheshire. I anca.
shut Or the Isle of Man.

I he occupations of the 10 patients with the
highest counts are shown in Tattle S. and the Ohs
ate similar to thole of wthieets with hish counts
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Table 7 rh osSiononi and lionmiut the lepettint
with thr lowent Miry, ount of hunt OM yr

dose response hetween asbestos esposurv .snd
mesothelketia. However. Newhouse 11404. than
studies of asbestos lactors workers. found nut

00. up.10M How
the mesothelsouta rate nu:reared with the seseott
and duration of .sshrstos espusure..snd consluded

U.
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IMS1
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Sts44411140
111.1.het
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I owl
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that the formation 01 asteskyrintluted nwsothe.
INIMA is dine related.

the present study suggests a debility dose re .
lationship between the numbers of .nbestos Mires
seen oi Mr patients' lungs .snd the Pf11411i11 of
adwooviniluted mestithelitimas Ninely4ive per
tent or the patients with 4011:11lninduVW MVW
thelionus had over SOME hhres per gram

lahk 114 uposHon 14 rhy Its pattetiti waft thy
lughnt intwiten lthre mem. m Mot satsi ri en*.

ISIVNIOS
of dried lung in the base or a tower lithe. whereas
onh 15 of the control series had as much
theStits Wig 45 It is true that in m.sny eases the
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in the control 1e It. Jnd to those ot p.stients in
the niewithehoma writs who had hod considerable
exposure to JOtglft. WI r them in docks Of

shipsards

Ditattokim

nom. m so sossiur 01%11 401% 1.'411118

1; 01 0;1111 1 1.111
Statements hose often been nue, in news inedu
.snd in the metlic.s1 press suggesting tlut there is
no dose rel.slionslup between asbestos exposure
and mesothelsoma..snd this is prohal!ls mator
tonne of .11.um io the public, who hase been told
that nearly all adult lungs contoin adiestos .Ss
recently as 1974 .s leading .srticle in the Lantet
stated that death !rum memthelionti can follow
quite 4::nual and short-term opovure to erociihs.
lite In .s warth for Mc asbestos sources of :46
omtirmed mesinhelionlas wfut I had been ie.
torded on the British Vesisthelionu Register in
PM? and IWO, Greenberg and thttirs NU: en
%laded 14 cases .vhoth they tatted non-ottunitsonal
asliestin.ind oted niesotheloomas. where Me attual
.ravr.tos esposiire moo in most ases hate bec,o
slight and ,itti is sett Niel W.titnys Nt.M.1
Hut mtsothelionia mat tolloo hriet hut Hot

esposure. and sold thot
Moe mit 0.4 IIV11 I. hi; .111% th. 41

..shestos mown: of mesothelsoma pulkmn had
been of short duration. *meows only dins:
months. but from the amount of asbestos lihres
found in these patients lungs the exposure ntust
hase been quite intense.

I he risk .4 athestavindueed mesothelkinia to
the general public. such rt those on tlw cimtrol
series. i probably confined to the top IP re
furred to above. which mks& ry4f women and
only met. working sn fobs with a Joins* octu.
patmnal hatord from inhaled asbestos .

501.11( Ill vast sort is. sia t into. itM.s
In the control series and in the lung cancer series.
57 of the patients had up to 101310 .sshestos
hbres per gr.sni of dried lung in the hoses of their
lower lobes I his amount id asbestos is probably
harmless and m.ss repiewnt Isickground arbor
tete! treated In the widespread us: of asbestos sn
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the last half century. Higbee levels of allows%
lungs appears to be derived mainly from the
occupations of the patients.

If urban asbestos pollution, severe coolish to
have caused mesothelioma. can he derived from
living in tbe vicinity of asbestos factories, docks,
and sbilnords, as sunnested by Newhouse and
Thompson (196$) and Greenberg and Devils
0974L it avoid be expected that patients living
near such areas would have high ashestosare
counts. Ahhough Merseyside has contained no
asbestos factories. which may he the heaviest
source of atmospheric pollution, it contains many
shipyards and docks and seek-repair factories. In
the hum cancer and control sales there were 73
patientsrwho hod lived the treater port of their
lives in one district of Merseyside. Figure 5 is a
map of the conurbation on which is indiatted by
stippling lbe sites of shlityards. ducks, and sack-
repair factories. The sites of patients' homes are
indicated, those with less than 10 000 fibres per
grant of lung being scored differently from those
with higher counts: where a high count is fully
explained by the patients' lobs this is aim shown.

Petswas wok odor 101:100hbresle
.. over

over .
and otcuporionoi comas exposure

Fig. S Moo of Mersonide showy,' sites ol everted
Antonio, Conreforonoot owl the know, of "Nemo
owls look owl levo osbettoe.lifirt roma.

There is no concenttation of high wheats
count cases In the vicinky of decks and shipyards,
or to Ihe north.cau uf them, allowing for the
prevailing wind. Most high count awes near the
Inspect areas are fully explained by the jobs of
the patients. In fact the4 mail shows that shiPYaril
workers and dockers tend to live near their lobs.
The four high count patients inland of the chit
were dockers who, in later life, had moved to new
housing estates. .

litISW-ENVIROMMIlta MOISNIMS111110Calt
SIIMITHFLIOPMA
Evidence supporting the existence of these
tumours is provided hy Newhouse and Thompson
map and Greenbers and Davies (1974). the for.
mer Wog a retrospective study of cases disposed
in the London Hospital hetween 1917 and 1964.
and the latter being an analysis of mesodtelioma
cases recorded by the hiesuthelioma Panel in 1967
and lege.

kohl* and Hain (1973) have laid down criteria
for acceptance of such tumours, including tumour
hittology, asbestos exposure history, aunt nustaltta.
tho evidence of asbestos exposure from examined
lung tissues. Few published cases meet these cri-
teria. yet &Mlle at d Hain do not emphasise the
importance of obtainins detailed occupational
histories from living patients.

This point Is illustrated by many patients who
were sack-repairers on Meneyside. The first two
such cases were recorded My Owen In 1964. a
further four cases were described by whiten,' and
Ravage in 1971; since her we have seen a fur-ther.sit patients, nearl all women. Mace the
beginnirte of the centurj *mil the practice was
changed quite recently, 1,pshessos was imported
into Liverpool in hessian ticks for further mu*
port m Ituchilstk tbemage4iackv were repaired in
sack-repair factories on Mrseyslde, where there
were a dozen such racturlsq Although this hazard
has been noted ash on ...yside, it is highly
probable that asbestos wis also shipped into
London docks in similar containers for transfer
to asbestos factories, and that damaged sacks were
rep,ored locally in sack-repair factories, which
were numerous in London. The patients, or more
often their relatives, who were questioned bY New*
house and Thompson. were asked about employ-
ment in asbestos rectories, not sack .repalr
factories, so many of the cases described as home-
environment memthelioma may in fact, have
been sack repairers.

Dependence upon relatives to provkle industrial
histories of deceased patienw is often unreliable.
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(Me of us II.* t has several times attended in-
Moots on Cases of mesinhelionta where close rela .
twes knew nothing about the relesant tweupation
of the deceased. who sometimes had lisp! near the
ducks. It the patients had not been intersiewed
about jobs while in hospital usuody tuoittbs before
death. sd that a true oesupational history was
known, the mesothetiontai might have been attri-
buted to home-enstronntent asbestos. eontanitta-
non (rom the duel..

%Ism from the Lormideration of undiselosed
ocomational hazards, the puss:Nits of a nu.
thehoma hong a spontaneous tumuli; must be.
orrodered before u ts acsepied as being due to
'tintie-cnsiromrant asbestos eomanunation, and
this insokes assessment til the asbestos Wye can.
tent in the longs, and the age lit the patient. Man)
spookineous moothehomas osso in )muts
isatients. oen hddren. as seen front a
study of the older literature the WA Age of the
Patient mat often he less than the ushal indnetion
e. mid of an asbestos todused memitheltonta In
Me present sew. oolt 7 oi Mental mew-
owIttotas *ere thought to be ,spintiatleons to.
IikstIfS, bin 'this Is mush !owe; than their true
Ms:dotal: m the taeltinutlits as spontaneous moo-
11,014,11Ln are not airea wooed to lite 1.01' liter
praltahl tint% atieunl ntrotheltontas AFC
sptellaCoUs neoplasms at tlw present time on
%ktutsstile whew there ate mow souri.ra of ite
wrattortal aslieslvs C S IltAnic

min Shoos' von slits I %NMI Itt %SU it 5.0
0.0 III

I "lug ,amer 0,,,natitu #0111 ,IstwstosIs liii licett
us it 0411 et l t tuft and Smith PIUS 1.11t the

fli likto.e tit tins .tniplis.it tan has ukreased
:took. so that nowasioss user rtall tile patients
aim ashestosi the 11.14 litre ..anter

litiliout is Oman% taunt! in palls al the
1.: most seta kis Avoca hs asbestosis. and it is

4r %lit t !kr the %ars mom., ts a te.ss hi
.isti4stes al wit" sir is, tli, Ill'1011% .141'.0.11 b% it

it is ecuel.dIs NW that osis.stt.s etpositte leads
.. tome, %tun sonsulerahle .tebesiosts
is l't

ii...stLi 0..1... al Ntettso late. ttttt heit
- Wit I %CI% WIMILIT1.5.1 16% .1%111"111

11.P1% tnii I lairotonI nut Setitaill Pin, slit.
Ii, it 'h.- so ...1.1i0.0. 0.1 I.,iic te

1*..1 . ..t t iut tat, Ist

of regukir cigarette smoking have eight tittle, the
risk of lung eancet compared with smokers not
esposed to asbestos In the sarious series studied
there haw usually Nen about three times the
number of deaths ascribed to lung eattoXt cuni
paled with asbestosis In spite of tlw large numbers
of patients in these ...tries there have heen verY
few neeropss Lonhrmatiorts of the diagnosis.
%%lush has been made targets from radiographs
and death certilisaies I he only study of the
pathotogs of these case% is that of Kannentgin
and t Imrg i19721 based upon i nevropsy and II
surgical specimens. many showing liberals and
asbestos bodies as well as lung ...mom. hut the
&okras no sorrelaison between the numbers
of asbestos bodies and lung tihroms in the areas
e sainineti

If 'sttloashIsttros' ashestOs espOstire MAI) in.
..reaws the incidense Ut stgaretie induced lung
canser. as has been suggested, the lung tissues of
an urlian sems or lung sanser patients tmght be
e xpo kJ to show higher sorkentrations oe asbestos
Mures iIt.ttt are present to .1 ...swot seitee of lungs
front a Population 11^11114F Age and um &anent.
non It was to answer dm question thar the
proent series ot lungs from lung sarker patients
was enanttned I he result% show A %CFI %mutat'
asbestos blue tn the limits or lung 'cancer
patients and or ...ingots Ir. both Wries 57 . of
patients had les% than Moo hbres and there kere
fewer p Hefts tit the earwer series than at the
aontrol tuts with high "lints

!Ira ii mg Is the opposite of that reached by
Warnock tid ( Imre 197:;), who compared the

bets f 4414..4 rt hisellIN in hl soncer longs and
lit) ontrid hetet. !loth *tette% front an area al lir*
asbestos polititton. atisl Iound stentmantle mote
ashestra bodies tti the lung ...Amer woes 'INS
sailift.led that esen Vint:nu:Is his track of ashes.
h is j.spostire Inas bast: a sarseth.genta ONO !low-
csF their 1%01 Notes wi itt holtinse.i, 77' 01

the %miser sows Ind onls 4i* ..t. the introl
sate, bone iiien I he moil!u ant diderenes diet.
repotted Are I nth e %planted In tie known higher
tr.itkise and lesets ot asbestos bodies In n1.1le

ilunutitsa ow. stw.ition Imo ash. stes lesels in the
limes at lime "must patient in the vivito l popit
Litton pt... sd so.ite 4 Ott oh< that itthoti ost'e dos
: othatt
it t.hi5s t-i

ma itai h. Oh; pit st tit hili
it Itit ss. st I ft.%

. It 010 :1 ..t. I0 IL 1**110..0

01 .1 . 0.0 ii., r asis-st-t . ..at ti.
.,1.t 'M. . 4.1 I 0.0 ., .5111.001t iii st
.,1.1I0. 0. \ 0.. !I . A.1 ..1. I 1.1,ti
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4:71.1:-.=1":emtlits.:""'tetant
by

S. Sayler Memeed, Si.16
Intuit 3. Selibott, MA. Lemmas CartimItal,

mid William J. ilishelsen, th. S.

Ceeditlems during l34S4liS4 Loos mesite asbestos betel," hoseted tit

Paterson, Sew jersey mid the subsequent mortality expectance of thO workers

were described la a paper presentedlyesterday. Ibis paper la mosemed with

the mortality experience *teen who lived ta the vicinity et that factory.

Ties
-.._ stody moslirdertalten for the following mum",

During the years in which the factory web in operations/say of the

workers were seen as private patient. by me el us (t.J.S.) uho bad a

special interest in tuberculosis end ether lugs diseases. Since their lune

complaints mimd to be assoiciated with *heir employment, be obtained On.

termation OA their working environment. While ao dust mums were mode st

that use, it was apparent iy simple inspection that the lam were heavily

exposed to asbestos dust. Several attempti was mods te relieve the situation

by means et exhoust uquipment. lbw effective this was !Lem the plant is

open te question; but the exheusts put dust 141p4he outside air. Uot only

tint, butlin hot weather the windows Ver. lOft opel4and asbestos dust blew

around the neighborhood. So tar Si WIGAN. AO dust cOUAts VOCO Odds at that

time. Therefore, we have no quantitative date on the deuree.tO which the air

in the neighborhood was actually contaminated. many years later we collected

essples of settled dust films the attics of houses in the neighborhood.

Samples collected from houses nvar"the factory Still contained appreciable

aeabars of smosite asbestos fibers; those collected from houses located

at a greater distance contained fcirer tabors.
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From this sketchy information, it is sato te assume that people living

ie the neighborhood were exposed to asbestos dust obviouslyAa:sittremely

light exposure as compared Vith the exposure of men working in the plants.

Ve become comerned about this at amuck tater date softer the mortality

experience of the factory workers beeame loom. Questioat does very 1 gkt

notoecempational exposure teammate asbestos dust prodree oemsivo ellooti

ite 4 smonerabledegroia (Miestremely small effect woulti eot be eassureble

by wooing; at hand. if there were absOlutely sere effect, this tact toad

nut be established).

Hotbed And Material

The factory was legated is a district
known asliverside which tate

largely residential during t.he period titan the factory was km operation.
'

The prevaiamtwinds were gemerally suel. as to blares's from the factory
Pros

in the direction of most of the dwellings,
a mop et the eity as it was in

1942 1943 we ascertained the address of every Riverside dwelling located

within ono halts oils of the factory.
Rereefter, we will refer to the area

as the *target" area or siaply as Riverside..

Fos COWittis00, WO OfOlOgted OnOther 14O0OWOU
ftigObOrb004 known as

Totems which is located several miles from Riverside. Iluthe 1940's aod

19SO's the two districts were
very similar in.pispect to the socio-economic

status. race /*tonal origin of the
inhabitants as welt as typos et

&mattress.

Portunately, an n44,114314 aby directory of Paterson ves publishid

annually. It listed by name all *felts (ago 18 er older) living at each

addt ss and stated the occupation ot the hoed of the household. Sex wes

AOC stated.

.5

..
1.13

S.

off



fier geeers1 plan was to trace ewer II you period or longer

residents of *these tee esighberhoods. Us thought that this amid be

*me tot miles hut plobehly mead est be dens ter females became of
.

sheave of name by warriege se diverse. Theeefetes to mistimed oto .

stall to males.

'City direoteries were available ter each et the years 19411104

the memos of years derinitvhIsh Cholla* les is operation. A seedless

made for each apporestly male resident for Riverside ("target steam)

end ?stows wits was listnd teat least sat, dilfteunies years Mt. 1943.

1444 sad also listed in a los mg of the directories for 'oars

194,4194. In ease of doubt as te see, the person was tentatively

intluded as a subject. tater, in treeing the whitest*, some were found

to be female. These were then eliminated from .trther cessidevatiem.

we also elimiinated from the goody eay redidents in etcher area who

worhol is the asbestos pleat.

Treeing et the subjects woe started in 19611: and those initially

traced were re -traced periodically thereafter. As a first step, we

searched for sash subject in the then meet restos issues et the Paterson

tity directory. It feendothen no made geotast with the subject (ore earber

006 tautly) by telephone, mailer home visit; verified sex date of birth

and determined whether the subject was still living. It the subject had died

a copy of the death certificate Ida obtained. This yielded initial data On

considerable proportion of the subjects. We will call these "easy eases";

tha remainder "difficult eases".
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A list glissade of the "difficult sages and, thaeks.to the New Jersey

Deo.rameit of Meath, every nom of this list use chocked asainst the list

of ell deaths occurring in gm Jersey during the iedieued interval ot

tine. At the eod el this pewees there stittusisieed many subjects wheee

status vas unbstsia.

Hottww.il these traced? Credit is due to out remarkable Minot field

workers. It woad tabs eany pages to &earths ell the methods they used.

After completion ef their leftist treeing, the subjects Sere retraced

periodically. this is a contMedus process. the last trace* wits ecopleted

in 1977. Ter analysis of the data, it is necessary to select a cutoff date

through thigh time a very /arse properties of the subjests Sere suscessfully

traced. the eut.off date fief this report is December 31, 1976.

Table 1 shows the results of trete* through that Jete. the original

list contained 1,653 neatest 2,447 residents of Itiversido (target area) aed

3,206 residents of Totowa. ly cheekiest* found that Igo( theme hod worked

in the *melte asbestos faster/ (WARCO); se these were excluded. *tether 100

gees <included ter the followieg reasons: female instead *fade; accidental

duplication of names; eembership in insulation werher's unientece. To thts

day we have never been able to trete VS subjests (41 frog Riverside and 68

from, Totowa) se these nest be est:boded. After those exelusionsible nor total

tee 7,428 subjects.

Awes coployees of the asbestos plant, there was veii little evoker*

et teems** *Duality until about 20 years after onset of exposure. this

being so, we decided to tontine the present study to the period *snit* on

JammarY 1. 1962 (roughly 20 years after the opening et ch. factory).
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04 the 7,4118.sebjeets vostieeed above 1,242 bed died beton% 204. 1, ITU

sed 5,685 vete alive es et.tbei dete. Ot thud, liS vete eselvded tree

seelysis tot the following reasons: 11 livita bet ase epitome: SS reported

to have died, bet death etttitieste set obtained: aed 89 lost to lellearve.

Tbe seslysis vbieh to/lovs is based epee tits lima est totals$,SSO awe

olive es of ammo 1, 1868 et then 8,515 vete debased 3,1855 vete alive es

et Doespbet Sl, 076..

ILIUM!

Table 2 shave tile dates elided' *ad age of 'he 5,350 subjects se of

Januar/ 1, 1)62. The distributions are not identical tot uvula. and Totem,

but Aey are very close indeed. This tact greatly simplitied the preilemtatioe

et.tiodings.

Ordinarily, in smearing the mortality experience of two groups et

subjects it is necessary to take account ot differences Mmageky sees pro-

cedure such aa ago standardisation. lie carried out the procedure and found

that age-standardisation had virtually matfett upon the findings; this

being due to the closeness et the age distributions of the Riverside end

Totowa subjects. for this reason, we mill present the finding in tirii.of-

the actual number et deaths end the percent et deaths stew alive at start.

et period tor Gosh et the tweeted!.

flortalitv

Altogether, 780 (43.81) et the Riverside subjects and 1,73$ (46.01)

'ot the Tereus subjects 'died during.the IS year period January 1, 1162

December 31, 1976; burins tn.. paled cancer (all sites) accounted tor the

d.ath.Efot 163 (9.21) Ot Riverside subjects and 333 (9.42) of Totowa subjects;

t
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lung meet 41 (2.3Z) of Riverside and 94 (2.41) ef Totowa subjests. Thus

se impost to mat deaths, deaths free ewer (all sites sombined) and lees

cance, . mortality experience was.. trifle worse in Totowa then in Riverside.

Table 3 ihews the emsespondins figures ter sods of three Sovser time periods'!"

Tit all three periods, total mortality ins slightly hither in totes* then in

liverside. Im the first period cancer mortality (all sites) and lune ealleet

weal %fetes? ingiversids than ietetesslie the seceed sad third period. the

reverse econsered.

Table 4 shows mortality overtone tor the optics IS years. Roth lone

sensor and solonrectlEXtality vete little worse imitates& then te Meet.

eide.'llte amber of omot4s fools canemof sash *fearless ether sites was se

sll Mot the ditferesees Immortality (Riverside vs Teton) are of no interest

woes. of statistical instability. P. deaths from petiteneelmesethelitme aed

_est ens death from pleura/ essethelieme occurred doting the 13 year period.

:his ems death use that of a Riverside sebjectonelestrieiae, she died of

?laurel mesethelione in ON.

This is the only finding shich gives even a hint that the slight asbestos

4nposure of Riverside subjects night petheps have molted in a fatality.

emit detracts from such a conclusion is the fast that the ons aestheticism

-----------theacceLlm_goans.et.the three S-yeer.tios periods rather than is the

:ast of the three time periods. heeed upon evidence -Iiiii'iteeteref

ontupetionel exposure to asbestos dust. we would have expected that the

a.eethelteme death would have occurred in the lin rather then the first

!yen time period but this Ls "only speculation.
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Paterson Neighborhood Study

WOALS 1. Tracing of Subjects

)ta1 - OriaLnal List of banes

1221L
7.653

16
100

Unmade,.
2.447

4
27

1st Mut

5.206

il
.4441:ifg::r::!::rhers

(6) females. Duplicates. std.

lver Traced 109 41 68

4g# befoinJanuarv 1. 1962-04:thec'd 1.723 $37 1.186

ported Dead beimulaw 20 10
,

ll, 106, Alive January 1. 1962 5,685 1.828 3.857

:wed AliVe December 11. 1976 1,046 2.043

.assTraced Alive-No Date of Birth 11

,44003

4 7

NIT 'graced Alive 3,035 999 2,036

-
aced Dead January 1962 - December 1976 2,550 $01 1,749 '

Issavaced Dead-Oo D.C. 35 21 14

NET Traced :read 241$ 760 1,733

Tracek 69 24 6$

TOTAL INCLUDED IO ROALVeit 5.550 1,779 3,771

e3m9110.11 -3$

51)4
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Paterson Neighborhood Study

TAM 2. Ag Distribution of Subjects
included in Analysis'. Age 35*
on San. 1. 1962, excluding those
not traced, bootee worts's, *to.

garak- ERA"

.71e

. : .

TOT=
'r

9221926 35..39 201 3.6 76 4.3 125 -3.3

9171421 40.44 589 .10.6 104 10.3 'OS 10.7

91219164;e4S49 803 14.4, 279 15.7 024 13.9

907.4411. 411480*64 617 14.7 264 14.8 553 14.7

9021906 5!kS9 704 14 1 231 13.0 353 14.7

8971901 6064 674 12.1 211 11.8 463 12.3

8921896 6569 654 11.8 2011 11.7 446 11.8

.1871891 7074 489 ce 169 9.5 320 ga

18821886 7579 294 5.3 90 5.1 204 $.4

87741 8084 159 2.9 44 11.5 115 3.1

872-1876 83.49 69 1.3 19 1.1 SO 1.3

411171 90+ JUL 13 0.3.

TOTAL S.SSO

-241

100.0 1.779 100.0 3,771 100.0

Mean Aqe 58.0 58.S

4.

:



MONSON NO10124400d 800

fable 3

Number Of baths Amd,2 Reed Ot subjects

AS sem ANALTatmst____

Cause of

AMA
iii 1ml...us*

1962-196§ 19624971 - 1972-1976
Teta/

1962-11,76

pavorolde Totowa,

61t
16.2

119
3.2

28
0.7

plverstde MOM

409
19.3

134

4.2

44
1.4

ligualft

242
19.5

49
3.9

12
1.0

Wm Moult' Ism

,
515 780 1735

20.2 43.8 46.0

$

100 163 353
3.9 9.2 9.4

26 41 98
1.0 2.3 2.6

279
15.7

62
3.5

16

0.9

259
17.3

52
3.5

13

0.9

No.
2 1

441-10SIE
No.
2

No.
2

No. of Subjects
At Start Of
Period 1779 3771 . 1300 3160 1241 2531 1119 3771



Petersen Neighborhood Study 6

Table 4

Member and Percent bead's Per

CORM Sites, AlrelisIde And Totowa

Leas

Celon-Nestun

!testate
$ '

Leukendf

Atoned'

Pancreas

Kidney

Bladder

Lynphoma

Esophagus

Other Specified

Unspecified

My rstde

1

Ism .

ligs.

41

24

17

11

9

9

5

5

5

4

23

'10

2.31

1.35

0.96

0.62

0.31

0.31

0.211

0.28

0.26

0.22

1.29

0.36

ft. .1
96 .2.39

74 1.96

37 0.9$
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OVERSIGHT HEALANGS ON ASBESTOS HEALTH
HAZARDS TO SCHOOLCHILDREN.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 16, 1979

Hoven OP REPRESENTATIVES,
&Ammon= ozi Etomasermnr, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COSIMMTBE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington,
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Carl D. Per-
kins (chainnan of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members _present: Representatives Perkins, Weiss, Corrada,
Miller, and Buchanan.

Staff present: Edith Baum, minority labor counsel; Toni Painter,
secretary; and Nancy Kober, staff assistant.

Chairman Pzaxim. The Subconnlittee on. Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education is continuing hearings today on the
possible hazards associated with the presence of asbestos in schools.

To my mind, this is a very serious issue which should concern
everyone who, has children in school or works in a school.

In several studies asbestos has been linked with an increased
tancer death rate. While complete information on the presence of
aebestns in schools natipnwide is not available, testimony.from our
heoring last week indicated that as many as one out of six sChools
may contain asbestos.

This means that millions of our nation's schoolchildren could be
exposed to a substance which, when released into the air, can pose a
serious health threat.

The issue is complicated by uncertainty over whether any level of
asbertos is safe for human eixposure. In addition, removal or cover-
ing over of asbestos can be an expensive and even dangerous process
if not carried out properly.

Along with several other committee members, I am considering
introducing legislation to help districts deal with this problem. I
hopelhat this hearing will shed some light on whether there is a
need for Federal assistance and, if so, what form that assistance
ought to take.

Our first witness this morning is the Honorable Andrew Maguire,
Member of Congress, Seventh District, State of New Jersey.

593 I
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Mr. Maguire, it iCegreat pleasure for me to welcome you before
the committee. We Opreciate the good work that you have always
done and the results that you have obtained on many pieces of
legislation concerning human welfare.

I, am delighted to welcome you here. You go ahead, Mr. Maguire.

STATEMENT OF HON. ANDREW MAGUIRE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. MAGUIRE. I wish to start, Mr. Chairman, by thanking you for
those very kind remarks and for affording, me the opportunity to
testify this morning before the subcommittee.

From my involvement in the cancer issue as both a member of
both the FW1th and Environment and the Oversight and Investiga-
tions Subcommittees, I am convinced that deteriorating asbestos
ceilings in thousands of our nation's schools pose a senous, long-
term threat of creating additional incidence of cancer among our
vast, expwW student population.

The Environmental Protection Agency has not so far chosen to.
deal with this problem in tl.e forthright manner which the evidence
suggests is necessary. Because of that failure, I believe new legisla-
tion is necessary to reduce the danger that thousands of ty's
pupils 20 or 30 years from now will face. Some, of course, will face
that danger Much sooner.

I represent New Jersey, a State with the nation's highest cancer
rate. I have become deeply involved in the cancer issue both within
and outside of my committees.

I have worked on problems such as eliminating Tris from chil--
.dren's sleepwaret trying to clean up the mess in Michigan caused by
the inadvertent introduction of PBBs into the food chain, eliminat-
ing dangerous pesticides from the market, and retaining the protec-
tion of the Delaney clause, which prohibits the introduction of food
of substances which cause cancer in animals.

I am convinced that the only way to lower our nation's cancer
rate, which will take the lives of one in six Americans alive today,
ie ic aliminate unnecessary exposures to cancer-causing substances.

One such substance is asbestos, a ubiquitous material in our
industrial society. It has been widely used until recently as an
insulation and fireproofing material in public and private buildings.

As we know from recent news stories, it was widely used in Navy
shipyards during World War II, and those who worked there are
subject to an unusually high probability of developing cancer.

It has also been used in spackling compounds, trake linings, and
as road paving material. As a result, the background level in many
areas is alarmingly high.

We know a great deal about high level asbestos exposures from
the pioneering work of Dr. Irving Selikoff of Mount Sinai Hospital
in New York City. We know considerably less about the effects of
low level asbestos expmures such as are experienced by children in
these schools with deteriorating ceilings.

We do know, however, that the mejority of scientists believe that
there is no known safe threshold for exposure to any carcinogen,
that all unnecessary exposures to cancer-causing substances ought
to be eliminated.



Two years ago, after intensive ibllcIty about deteriorating cc&
lugs in the schools of Howell 1wn.hlp, New Jersoi I became
involved in trying to find a solution to this " ,11 4rking with
Dr. Selikoff and Dr. David Rall, a witness this committee last
week, I arranged for a small grant to determine whether there are
effective methods of abating these hazards.

We have seen far too many examples of well-meaning Nut careless
of asbestos where attempts to remove these oeilinp have

rmul in more, not less, asbestos beincreleased into the air.
The study by the Mount Sinai team, which was headed by Dr. Bill

Nicholsonand also a witness here. last weekwas to Mont*
removal and sealing methods that iould prevent asbestos from
escaping into the outside air during the process and to insure the
safety of the workers in real world situations.

The study relied upon visits to 48 of the 265 New Jersey schools
where asbestos was found and tested sealing methods two schools
and removal procedures in a thirct

It was found that safe and effective methods are now Iyallable for
abating these hazards 'at reasonable cost, and I emphasize that
point because initially people t it was ping to cost enormous
amounts of money to treat an vidual school or classroom.

We have found that that is not in fact the case. The study
concluded that a 'prudent person approach' would indicate that, at
least where feasible, excess asbestos exposures should be controlled.

The results of the Mount Sinai study were made available * the
Department cf Health, Education, and Welfare. But this clearly is
not enough.

A recent National Cancer Inatitute survey estimated that at least
18 percent of future cancer cases will be due to exposures to
asbestos. I do not believe that children in school seven hours a day,
five days a week, should become part of this grim statistic. Clearly
something must be done.

Unfortunately, I clo not believe that individual localities or States
will move aggressively to solve the problem. The removal and
sealing procedures are affordable but without money in hand, and
faced with what seem to be more immediate financW needs, most
communities will likelypui their *money elsewhere unless there is a
Federal assistance avaiUble to encourage abatement efforts.

For whatever reasons, EPA has not moved decisively and instead
has adopted a voluntary approach of providing information but no
money. But even if money were suddenly provided, that would not
be enough.

There are too few laboratories equipped to do the electron
microsco_py to correctly identify the presence of asbestos in a given
school. There are not enough trained contractors to seal or remove
the asbestos without creating a greater risk by venting the deadly
fiber into the atmosphere.

Clearly any reasonable and sufficient Federal progtam must
include training and supervision components.

Increasingly, the Federal Government has initiated measures to
control exposures to carcinogens and toxic substances.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has initiated
an ambitious program to alert the 8 to 11 million workers exposed
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to asbestos since World War II and to notify the nation's doctorIrdt
the increased risk these workers face due to these eagosures, some
of which were .as brief as a month. .

EPA has begun cataloging the production of the nation's chemi-
cals and requiring premarket testing of new chemicals under the
new Toxic Substances Control Act to assure that newly marketed
chemicals are safe.

I believe a school asbestos abatement program aimed at decreas-
ing the risk of cancer faced by the nation's schoolchildren is
properly a Federal4s=sibility. Such a procram is the job of the
IVA., which has ju n over such acts as Toxic Substances and
Clean Air.

The schOol .population is particularly vulnerable to exposures to
cancer-causing agentt =Rh as asbestos. The cancer that may be
caused by elposures early in life will appear at a much younger age
than the eFpwures of our shipyard workers and thus cause much
higher socal and economic costa, even more than thole that we
already have yid; shipyard workers.

An effort targeted at reducing the cancer risk from exposures in
the nation's schools would be a sound investment in preventive
medicine, one which would in the long run reducerinflationary
health costs to the nation.

I intend to offer legislation t6 provide the uisite training,
supervision arid funding for such a preventIVe prbgram. We owe
these children the opportunity for rich and full lives.

Thank you very much for the oppprtunity to appear here.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment you, Mr. Maguire, en

your statement today.
To what axtent has asbestos been removed in your congressional

district, or al the State of New Jersey, if you know, from the schools
where chiliren are exposed?

Mr. MAGUIRIL Mr. CMrman, we had a number of schools in ray
county where asbestos was present. Action--has been taken in
several of those schools, but not all of theih. The pattern is similar
throughout the State of New Jersey.

-u Action was taken in those instances where the situation was most
obviously an immediate problem, and in particular in those situa-
tions which were the result of some special emphasis in the public
media, which then resulted in parents becoming concerned and
school boards feeling that they had a responsibility to respond to
those concerns.

But in all too many instancesand certainly in cases where the
asbestos material may not be obviously visible to tbefeyeflaking
off and dropping from the ceilings-4n those instancb by and large
action remains to be taken.

Now, of course there is, as I. know you know from the 'thstimony
that has been given already, a continuum of types of hazard and
degrees of hazard, depending on the type of material that was used,
the type of backing in the wall or the ceiling to which the material
has been attanhed.

There are various methods, some of which involve sealing the
asbestos behind a hard surface, and others which involve removing
the asbestos altogether.
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bit I would my that in most cases in New Jersey and across the
country that action has not yet bton taken because, first of all,
people lack the information; second of all, even if know, there

_

erally is a problem, they haven't had sin o to test
r own school buildings with reliable instruments; thirdly,

they have not had the wherewithal in the there are
tight budgets in every locality, as ycbu know, Mr. Chairmanto '
proceed.

Chairman Psalms. Well, let me ask you about that statemont,
the third reason you have given.

Is it because of a shortage of funds at the local school district
level or at the State level that more of the asbestos has not been
removed, inasmuch as it takes special technicians ta,do this jobis
that what you are telling us?

MAGUIRIL Yes, Mr. Chairman.
'Chairman PERM& The inadequacy of funds at the local level?
Mr. MAGUIRE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I think particularly where a

major job needs to be undertaken, the funding can become a
problem for the locality.

Chairman Fiume. We have got several witnesms, and we have
got a caucus at 10:00. But, I would like to ask you one question.

Do you feel that the asbestos producing inciustry should be
required to pay for at least part of the cost of removing asbestos
from the schools where children are exposed?

Mr. MAGUIRE. Yes, ido, Mr. Chairman. I think it is a classic
example which we have seen in all too many instances where a
substance or a product or a process was instituted without recogni-
tion of the consequences to individuals and to the society, and cost
to the society, and that We will all share a responsibility for that,
and must share in the solution of it

----/Chairman Psalms. Mr. Miller?
Mr. Mum Thanloyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Maguire, I want to thank you for your remarks. I can't think

of anybody in the CAmgress who has imobably done more to 'draw
attention to these concerns, I think, of millions of Americans/ around environmental cancer and possible causes fnd relationships
between various substances in our society.

I am delighted that you are working on legislation because I am
also attempting to do so. I would hope tharat some point we could
get together because the chairman of this committee, Mr. Perkins,

ims many times expressed his concern that this committee meet its
mandates, certainly in relationship to the schools and the schildren.

I think that we have the chance to move legislation from this
committee fairly quickly. So, I would hope that we would be able to
benefit from your expertise and your long involvement in this
problem.

Let me ask you a question in terms of how you feel about this as
Part of the solution.

We heard considerable testimony last week on two points: One,
that there pre not enough test facilities, as you have mentioned in
wour testimony, to really conduct a rapid nationwide program. We
simply don't have the expertise or the facilities available.
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But, we also heard. considerable testimony that a significant
percentage of the problem, and especially of the especially hazard-
ous problem in terms of really asbestos in very bad condition, could
be taken care of simply through a common sense approach.

Once ymu have made some determination that asbestos has been
used, where it is falling down, where it has been vandalised, rlpg
apart, it has come out of its encased material, we should go
and start with the replacement or the sealing off of that material
Without waiting to do a series of tests or waiting for facilities to
become available.

Do you have any thoughts on that in terms of the scientific
community you have talked to?

Mr. MAGUIRE. Two .comments. One, I would agree entirely that a
common sense approach, the most scientific approach in this in-
stance, would be to target those specific places where the problem is
most severe.

It doesn't take an awful lot to figure that out, once people have a
minimum amount, of information at their disposal. Certainly in
New Jersey we identified the schools which had the most serious
problems, and in most instances those have been taken care of.

There are many others with sort of intermediate level problems
that have not yet been taken care of partly because they Were not
as urgent and partly because we need, I think, a more thoroughgo-

, ing approach than we have had to date.
I3ut clearly you are right that we can go after the ones which pose

the most serious hazaMs.
Secondly, I think we should look very carefully at this question of

just exactly. what is required to get the kind of testing that we need.
I think, if my understanding is correct, that once you decide that

you want to test a given school, that you can send an individual
sample of material to a laboratory at some great distance, and have
it tested, and get the answer.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt one point to say if the
reporters are too crowded down there, you can use these chairs up
here because all the members will not be here. You are perfectly
welcome to use some of those seats over here on either side, if you
prefer.

Go ahead.
Mr. MAGUIRE. It is probably also true that the few laboratories

that are able to do this would be swamped if they had materials
coming in all at once from literally thousands and thousands of
schools across the country.

So, there ought to be some strategy developed, as you have
*suggested.

Mr. MILLER. One other pointsince New Jersey has been actively
engaged. The Chairman, I knowand I think we are going to hear
from witnesses in Kentuckysome schools have already made an
attempt to remedy the situation, and I think one of the things we .

would have to consider is whether or not schools, in terms of
eligibility, this money could be made available to them
retroactively.

I assume* you have the same situation in New Jersey, where some
schools are already undertaking, either because of the HEW alert
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1/8/4or because of their own citizens, and they would also want tV*in expensing out those costs.
Mr. bloom Sure.
Mr. Maim. You have no problem with that?
Mr. MAGUIRS. Not only do I have no problem with it, it seems to

me that it I. important that people not be diacriminated against, if
you will, fot having vigorously taken early action.

I think everyone ought to be able to share in whatever program is
developed, whether they have already or plan in the fliture to take
action action.

Chairman Name. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ielIkca:i in congratulating our colleegue from New Jersey for his
p. I anfeorry I did not hear -all of your remarkx, but I shall

read the record.
Mr. MIMI= I thank the gentleman.
Mr. /kowtow. I get the feeling that .a rather haphazard and

indiscriminate use of asbestos and an unawareness of the potential
dangers may still be a part of the problem. I get the feeling that
there is not ya throughcat the country an awareness, a sensitivity,
to the poWble dangers.

Would )fou say that is a correct evaluation? I know you use the
words "thousands of students might be affected."

Mr. MAGUIR1L Many thousands. I think you are right. In most
parts of the country, where there has not been a celebrated Nee
where parents become concerned IDA, newspaper reporters and
television cameras focus on the deteriorating ceilings and talk about
clusters of cancer cases, I think people say, well, we are not using
asbestos anymore, and yes, it is already in some of the buildings,
but what can you do about it?

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you. I will look forward to the legislation
you plan to introduce.

Chairman Poems. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. Wangs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, want to express my appreciation to our distinguished

coUftgue from New Jersey. I think this is an instance where your
leadership role will save a great many lives.

Thai* you.*
Chairman PERRINO. Mr. Corrada?
Mr. CORRADA. I would just like to commend the gentleman from

New Jersey for his interest in an area of great concern in the
natio n .

Mr. MAGTIRE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, may I just say how appreciative I am that you and

the committee and the subcommittee have undertaken this series of
hearings and that you are going to take leadership on reporting
legislation to the full Congress, so that we can get on with the job of
protecting our children.

I am deeply grateful to you, as I know all Americans are.
Chairman Pums. Let me compliment you, Mr. Maguire, for

your leadership in this 'area. You have made a great contribution.
We appreciate it. Thank you very much.

Our next witnesses are a panel from Kentucky.
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Dr. Graham, the Superintendent of Public Education; Mr. Barber,
Deputy Superintendent of Public Instruction; Mr. Ray Brackett,
Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Floyd County; and Mr. E. D.
Gitgsby, Jr., Floyd County Schools, Superintendent.

First we will hear from Dr. Graham, and then we will sld_p order
a little and hear from Superintendent Grigsby, who has rftlly got a
problem in Floyd County, Kentucky.

We will hear from you first Dr. Graham. Then we will hear from
you all. We have a caucus at 10:00 this morning, which it is
necessary for all of us to attend. Regardless of how long the caucus
takes, we will hear you.

Go ahead, Dr. Graham.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES B. GRAHAM, SUPERINTENDENT OF
'PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY; E. D. GRIGSBY, JR., SUPERINTENDENT,
FLOYD COUNTY SCHOOLS, PRESTONSBURG, KENTUCKY; RAY
BRACKETT, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, FLOYD
COUNTY, PRESTONSBURG, KENTUCKY; RAYMOND IL BARBER,
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, COM.
MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES B. GRAHAM: SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCIION. COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

Dr. Gnmia.m. Mr. Chairman, I have prepared a statement, of
which I will just in cursory form perhaps summarize, so that wecan

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead. Without objection, all the prepared
statements will be inserted iri*the record.

Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
James B. Graham, Superintendent of Public Instruction for the
State of Kentucky.

I would like to take this opportunity to (=mend you, Mr.
Chairman, and )rour committee for being so responsive to the
problems created by the use of asbestos in school buildings in
Kentucky.

You, along with school officials, are indeed interested in the
health of the school children in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

Your willtngness to meet with us and to hear our concerns and
problems is certainly indicative of your responsiveness to the needs
of not only citizens in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, but through-
out the nation.

With your permission and indulgence, I will make the following
statement.

For the past two years much attention has been given to the
problem of asbestos in school buildings in Kentucky. The Office of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction was alerted in early 1977
to the hazards associated with the use of.--akbestos in school
facilities.

In the months that followed, commulications were received from
the State of New Jersey and the United States Environmental
Protection Agency concerning the seriousness of breathing air that
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has been exposed to asbestos fibers by school children and adults
hound in certain buildings.

In March of 1977 the Kentucky Department of Education made a
survey of local school districts to determine construction-materials
that were suspect of containing asbestos.

As ofdtatt 1977, replies have been received from 124 of the 1,81
school of those *olio school districts indicated
the possibility ofahilsg:itbestos materials in their school buildings

sabestot materials. Forty-four vocational schools reported SV /43 gi Cttvig
Sixty-eight nonpublic schools reported and six of those

suspected of having asbeetos materials.
As a result of the above mentioned survey, staff in the Kentucky

bepartment of Edicatlon learned that vie were confronted with a
very technical prthlem.

We learned as a result of this experience and *orking coopera-
tively with the Kentucky Department of Labor medical consultant,
that the determination of the level of asbestos materials used in a
given building required a skilled technical staff with an
electron microscope at their "

You are aware of the research has bean done which indicates
the serious medical problems that can develop as a result of
minimal and short-term exposure in breathing asbestos materials.
Further, you are aware that asbestos materials have been identified
in schools in other States.

Because we recogjiize the seriousness of the problem, in the
summer of 1977 the Kentucky. Department of Education in
cooperation with the Kentucky Department of Labor collected a
number of samples of material thought to have asbestos from public
schools throughout the State.

The following counties had samples that were suspected to con-
tain asbestos: Barren, Butler, Christian, Devices, Fayette, Floyd,

La
, Marshall, McCracken, Muhlenberg, and Union.

fta:hould be pointed out that not all counties participated in the
survey, inclug some with the largest population, such as
Jefferson.

In addition to the school buildings in Kentucky, asbestos has been
identified in other public buildings. This I. not only a school
problem. It is a problem in the hospitals an.I other public buildings
in our State.

In October of 1978 a committee composed of members from
various State agencies was formed to study the problem and make
recommendation to the Governor and to the legislature regarding
sthe extent of tile problem and possible solutions.

Those agencibs vepresented were Department of Housing, Build-
ing and Construction (Plans and Structure Changes); Dertment of
Human Resources (Public Health); Fire Marshal's Office (Fire);
Department of Education (Student Health); and Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection (Asbestos
Exposure).

All the agencies involved agreed to cooperate and have cooper-
ated in the effort to resolve the asbestos problem. This committee
has met with parent groups from Floyd County discussing the
problems relating to asbestos in the Floyd County School System.
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Nr. Grigsby, the Superintendent, is here this morning. He has a
veiy serious problem.

One of the =dor prbblems facing Floyd County and any other
school district in the State that might have asbeitos used in their
buildings is ihe lack of funds to use in replacing asbestos. A
contracting firm from New Jersey has indicated a Willingness to
instruct local contractors in the method for safe removal of the
asbestos.

As a result of this committee's work, it was'Ostabliqhed that the
first priority would be given to dealing with elementary and secon-
dary schools in the State.

An attempt was made to identify the schOol buildings where
asbestos would most likely be present. Attached to this report is a
copy of the data received relative to the Kentucky school districts
with a cost estimate for removal and replacement.

This is only progress report to this point. We have not gone into,
it in detail. So, we only have a progress report.

Please keep in mind that the eso__mated cost and square footage is
an estimate bemuse the local school district personnel as well as
the state staff do not have sufficient technical analysis of the
suspected areas to fully validate the estimated data.

University of Kentucky laboratory has been contacted about
helping us analyze asbestos material. They have had no previous
experience in this area and, therefore, would have to have training
provided for their technicians .in order to assist us in this area.

In December of 1978 Governor Julian M. Carroll appointed a
Task Force on Asbestos in the Public Schools. The purposes of the
task force are to evaluate the extent of the use of asbestos and the
degree of health hazard posed by asbestos in public schools and
evaluate the cost of remedying any identified asbestos problem in
local school districts.

This task force is now at work, gathering_ data and material to
present to the Governor. Mr.. Butler, our Secretary of Arts and
Education, is a member of that task force,-representing educadon.

We have estimated in the problems identified approximately $12
per square foot to remove and replace. This is a broad estimate. It is
not finalized. But, to take it down, you involve a lot of other things,
such as lighting, et cetera.

May I express to you, Mr. Perkins, my appreciation for your
interest and any relief that this group can give to us in the removal
of asbestos and to .enhance the health and welfare of our children'
would be seriously appreciated.

[The attachment to Dr. Graham's statement follows:1
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.ENTA RELATIVE TO THE KENTUCKY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

fOUNTY-DISIRiCIS SOUARE

Barron 40,069
Bourbon 68,692
tracken 20,000
Breathitt 15,370
Bullitt 8,739
Butler 16,924
Calloway 29,992
Carlisle 26,072
Carroll 14,656
Casey .40,000
Christian 82,300
Fayette 246,184
Fleming 48,757
Fldyd 63,057
Franklin 4,000
Hancock 86,195
Henderson 22,272
Hopkins 44,800
Jackson 100
Laurel 9,400
Letcher 38,527 .

Lincoln Unknown

Marion 9,275

1kCrtary 20,000

Oldham 38,776

Peudletort ' 11,264

Pike 111,240

Robertson 10,000

Rockcastle 21,600

Rowan .300

Russell 42,027

Todd 3,220

Trigg 107,814

Union 79,280

Vashingtea 608

Woodford 8,595

JIMTEIgHT.P.ISTRicTA

Ashltnd 2,214

Augusta 5,000

Bardstown 10,000

Caverna
Covington

44,4:411tiasgow

Greenville
dlow

2,000
120.661

576
14,000
7,200

I ,..-
A

Middlesboro 25,100

Murray 16.662

Poducah 14,703

Paris -30,146

; 8

42.975 C ) 79 39

Pt
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KOMIN411.11_1ItTRC. (Continued)

eo

inilikUO SKIM

laceland 15,303
Russell 38,740
West Point Unknown
Milton-Verona 01,000 -

Villiamstown Mtn
-

Total Square feet 1,622,405 . Sfi.00 pft square foot
for removal sad replacement

Estimated Cost to Remove and Replace B 19,468,870 .

DISTRICTS ROf REPORTING AS OF JANUARY 12,-1979

Allen Leslie Owen
Ballard Lewis Owsley
BOYle Lyon Powell
Clark Marshall Scott
Clinton Martin Simpson
Daviess McCracken Spencer
Ldmonson Mclean Trimble
Elliott Metcalfe Warren
Estill Monroe Wayne
Fulton Montwery Webster
Gallatin Nuhlenbero Whitley
Harlan Nelson

Nenry Ohio

Chairman Num. Thank you very much, Dr. Graham
Without objection, we will postpone the questioning, because of

the caucus, until all the witnesses have testified.
We will now hear from the Superintendent of Floyd County,

whete there is located the Consolidated High Eichool in
Prestonsburg,. Kentucky that has caused concern.

We would like for you, Mr. Grigsby, to tell us about ymir problem.
Tell us why the asbestos has not been removed. Tell us about the
discussion that has taken place down there, and wherc you .stand
today.

Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF E. D. GRIGSBY, JR., SUPERINTENDENT, FLOYD
COUNTY SCHOOLS, PRESTONSBURG, KENTUCKY

Mr. GRIGSBY. Thank you, Congressman Perkins.
I, too, am very grateful for this opportunity to appear before you

and your subcommittee, to testify about our particuW situation in
Floyd County.

rman Puma. Talk just a little louder.
Mr. GRIGSBY. Can you hear me now?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. GRIGSBY. All right.
I wasn't close enough to the mike.
I want to thank you for this opportunity of appearing befot e your

subcommittee, Congressman Perbns, to express to you our situa-
tion in Floyd County, particularly pertaining to one of our high
schools.
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Could I take just a minute and give you a little

'47:1"

of our
school district. It is a large eastern ICantucky
Congressman Perkins' district. It is a rurat area in the coal fleld of
eastern Kentucky. e

We are a pproxlinatejy the sixth largest school district in the
State out of the 181. We have tely 9,500 students, five
high schools, 14 consolidated grade schools, K through 12, one four-
room school, four two-room schools and, believe it or not, one one.
room school, still.

I inherited a situation two and a half years ago in Floyd County,
of which I am a native, and prepared myself for this position. 0

It wasn't until recently, until late this summer and.early this fall,
that it was brought to my attention that we had an asbestos
problem in one of our high schools in Prestonsburg. The ceilings in .

the hallways and the bathrooms, and underneatn the stairwells,
contained a sprayed-on substance, which to my knowledge at that

time I knew nothing of asbestos being in that building, since it was
built in 1956.

A concerned citirens'iroup brought this to our attention. We ran
the appropriate tests. We had to send the material to Kettering
Laboratain, in Cincinnati, to get the final results.

Let me say this. In the past two end a harpers since I have
been Superintendent, we have been through two severe wintorsithe
most severe in the history of this nation, not only eastern Ken.
tucky also, a severe flood in 1977, which practicilly wiped out one-

of our school district.
We had one high school, four elementary schools, one high school

gymnasium, parts of two elementary schools, affecting 2,500 to 3,000
students. We had a problem of approximately $2 to $3 million
damages to these structures.

Dr. Graham came up and inspected our school district. We were
concerned with beginning achool back in session for 1977-78, at very
expensive costa to our school district. Because of that ftictor and
inflation, and several other factors, we have been a deficit school
district.

Now, Dr. Graham is the first to know what that means in our
State. That means that we not only have a problem of asbestos in
one of our school buildings, but we do not have the money to
remove it.

Therefore, I have petitioned the Governor, Cmgressman Perkin
and our Senators, and others, if they could come up with some kind
of money to help us remove the material. Also, I 'petitioned our
local units of government.

Now, we cannot get permission to spend money we do not have,
sir.

Another major problemin our section of the county we have a
lack of information and expertise. I could have well performed on
that task force, after being through what we have been through.

I have learned more about the material and substances and
manufacturers and contractors in New Jersey, and the situation in
New Jersey, than I ever dreamed I would learn about as being
county Superintendent of the eastern Kentucky school district.

There are contractors, we were told. I contacted EPA in Atlanta,
Washington, the State of Kentucky, Frankfort, gathering informa-
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tion. That has been wiry slow coming in. That isNemething that is
very pertinent to a lot of us in these areas in the United States
how to deal with it, having the knowledge, the expertise, contrac-
tors to do the job.

You have to do it according to specifications, I have learned, and
so forth.

We were told by certain groups of people that there are only
about 22 contracting firms in the whole United States that could
perform this work. Sot I have spent much of my time the past four
or five months on this one particular problem.

In our atea of the country, Congressman Perkinsand I am sure
you know it 'better than anyone else, the hick of money, the
expertise, the knowledge, contracting firms that do the job accord-
ing to government standards, all of these we lack.

Chairman PRIMO. Well, tell us some specifics. How mtich it is
going to cost, what money you have available, the amount you don't
have available, and the reason that you cannot get the removal job
done down thøre.

Mr. Gomm We feel like we are working towards getting the job
done, Congressinan. We recently have contacted two firms in_New
Jerseythe Do-All Maintenance Company, and the Guardian h :or-
porated Company in New Jersey. They have sent representatives
clown there, just before Christmas, to look at the problem that we
have.

We have a statute in the State of Kentucky that before we let
things out on bid, we should have at least two bids. So, getting these
people, the expertise into our area, has not been easy.

They estimate anywhere from $75,000 for either removal and
replacement. The time is an unknown factor. Most of them tell you
anywhere from 10 to 20 days, or so forth.

So; you see, it has been a problem to us all the time, in identifying
the substance, gathering the information, having the knowledge.

By the way, thankfully, just before Christmas, the State did send
out a survey for us to sutvey all our 'buildings, and we did, and
thank God that is the only one we have in our school diatrict that
has asbestos in it.

Mr. MILLER. Excuse me. Have you raised some money for this
project already? I was informed about $70,000 or something has
been raised through the Governor's office, and through the court,
but you are going to lose that money because it is on the basis of an
emergency and now the problem has dragged out so long.

Mr. GRIGSBY. No, sir, we gyt a commitment before Chrigtmas
from Governor Carroll of $35,000. The Fiscal Court co-Amitted
$35,000 on the condition that we might do the job immediately.

What they meant by immediately was their interpretation. Like I
said, we are in the process now of offering the contractor a bid. We
cannot do anything other than follow State statutes in our State.

We have two bids now on the job. We can move only as fast as we
are. capable of moving as a body of government.

Mr. MILLER. So, with that money from the county, will that
remain available to you as far as you understand?

Mr. GRIGSBY. As far as I understand, it is unsure whether they
are going to give us the money or not.

-.) .a
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There was a little emotionalism that got involved in the situation.
Some e fried to make a decision for the school board.
school still bad the authority to make the final
to do all the work it had to do.

I think some people got too involved in our b
Chairmah Pawn. How Ms the community to the asbes-

tos and -the removal of it? Have some of the parents held the
children out of-school, or anything of that nature?

the faculty and the student body of
Mr. GRIGSBY. Not that I know oE Not to knowledreiln fact,

ool has
petitioned our school board to do the job, but not tote away their
educational opportunities--go ahead and do it at the end of the
term.

As you know, we missed much school there, particularly in tlie
past two years. They felt like they should have the educational
opportunity to finish this present term. .

des, we have not completed all the work that is necessary to
I say, we lack the expertise, the knowledp

and the money, and weiOikiflgi
o workln& as fast as we are capable of.

chairman PiamuNs. When I was down there a few weeks ago, as I
recall, someone mentioned to nte that you perhaps could acquife all
the fimds with the exception of approximately $38,000.

I was over there. We were brftkin gtround for a hlusing project.
I may be mistaken as to who approached me. But it u) correct that
you lack $38,000?

Mr.Gatosay. We still just have $85,000. We are trying to get Vie
remainder of the money.

Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. GRIGSBY. I understand the Governor is going ahead with his

commitment of $35,000. But like I said, we are told_ by people who
should know it is going to cost us $75,000 to $80,000 for the job.

Chairman Psalms. And you do not have that kind of money
because ef the other disasters that have struck?

Mr. GRIGSBY. No, sir, we do not have that kind of money at this
time. We hope to in the future, but that is not helping our
immediate problems.

Like. I saH, there may be other school districts In our area. Most
of them I know, Congressman, in our district back home run a
pretty tight budget. A,n emergency of this magnitude could cause
them to slip into the red vety easily.

It is not anything that we don't want to correct, sir. We want to
-correct it.

Chairman 'Nam& Is some of this asbestos sagging from the
walls, broken loose?

Mr. GRIGSBY. Well, some of it might be under the stairwell. After
attention was called to the situation, we feel like, the school people
feel like some of the kids took it lightly and might have reached up
and grabbed a handful or two of it.

We posted signs telling them not to grab it. But if you recall your
teenage days, sir, you might have grabbed some of it yourself, and I
might have, too.

.
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Chairms.m PERRIN& Approximately how many square feet do you
have in this particular school, and how many children go to this
particular 'school?

Mr. GRNsIBY. Approximately 10,500 square feet, and about 800 te
850 students.

Chairman Puma 800 to 850 high school students?
Mr. GRIGSBY. Yee, iir.
Chairman PERRIN& How many square feet?
Mr. GRIGSBY. 10,500, a
Chairthan Paw*. MM1ller7
Mr. Mama. I just wanted to say againyou are making every

attempt to undertake to remedy the situation now. Would that be
easier if legislation was moving through the Congress which would
allow for retroactive payment?

Would the county feel more comfortable making emergenctikinds
available, if they saw Abe Congress was prepared to come back and
reimburse those bodies with help?'

Mr. Gnaw. Yes, sir. Any form of funding, emergency fUn
and expertise and guidance In this area would certaizily be app
ated by us, from a State level or from the Federal level.

Fran*, we didn't get a whole lot. of help out of Frankfort from
the other people. They didn't know a great deal to tell us or help us
with. When we would ask them a lot of questions, they would refer
us to another agency.

Also, in the money problem, we get referred to this group or that
group, or this State agency, or this Federal agency. It has been
something that we have not taken lightly. We have worked very

ntly end hard on this problem.
PERRIN& Mr. Buchanan? -

Mr. Bucammat. Thank 3rou, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Graham, you indicated that not all counties have participated

in the survey, including Jefferson County, the Louisville area. Is
that underway at this point?.

Dr. Gsmuat. It is. We are having a systelnatic survey. This began
only about two weeks ago. All of the district, were not in. That is
why I alluded to it as a progress report.

Jefferson would contain approximately roughly 20 percent of the
school building area. Now, I don't know whether this would in-
volvehow much asbestos there would be. But, they have roughly
about 18 to 20 percent of the children.

So, I am assuming that they would haye the square footage of
buildings likewise. AN

Mr. BUCHANAN. You gave an estimate of $19.5 Million. Would
that include a projection for Jefferson?

Dr. GamutzL Igo. That just includes the counties listed here, and
Jefferson is not included in that figure. Some others are not. We
have 181 districts, and only about 124 have responded.

Of the remainder, Jefferson is included in that remainder, which
would pm a serious money problem for all of us.

I rmUy think that this problem is going to get more serious, more
expensive in certain areas. -

Mr. Grigsby has a seriousproblem. I don't want to minimize cv-it..
But, I don t want to minimize the State and the national problem

t 3
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likewise. I think that we needof course t we have needed
money for buildinp and constructlon which we :lever felt as
thougn ma wp could afford it or

I think woidd like to put in a plug for construction funds, at
least to take care of this problem, rftlly. It is a serious problem.
Health has been one of our first cardinal principles, I guess, since
1918, along with the basics.

I am plftding for help at the national level to do something about
this prthlem. There is a mood in Kentucky now. We have a special
session. There is a taz cutting mood.

I don't know what they will cut, but this is a serious mattei and
will become more so when publicity and people become involved
and concerned about their darlings.. I cannot emphasize that too
much.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
. Chairaan PURIM Mr. Weiss?

Mr. Wass. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think this has been very important testimony. Together with

the earlier testimony we heard last week, it dramatically under-
. scores the severity of the problem and how widespread it is,that it

is not limited to any particular section of the country, that all of the
school districts apparently have the same severe problem of identi-
fying the material and finding the money to deal with the problem.

I think it underscores, as I have stated, Mr. Chairman, the fact
that the restoonsibility'.of dealing with the problem lies in the
Co

you.
Mr. Musa.. Mr. Chairmaa?
Chairman PRRICINS. Mr. Miller?
Mr. Mum. If I might just pose a somewhat hypothetical ques-

tion. When I look at the figures that you are talking about in terms
of reilacement costs, in your cese we look at the anticipated
of New York City, some other large citiesI think I can quickly get
up close to have a billion dollars, with very little trouble.

That is just the replacement. Forget the technical assistance, the
research and so forth.

What would be your response to a long-term loan from the
Federal Government in terms of no interest or low interest, but
probably no interest loan, in this situation?

Given the tightness, certainly what we anticipated to be the
tightness of the President's budget, to talk in with what could
clearly escalate into a billion dollar program with very little effort,
and if the health hazard is as we believe it is, and as I assume some
of your constituents believe it is, what would be the response in
terms of a long-term loan?

Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Miller, that is an approach, certainly. I don't
want to say anything that would minimize the approach, and
certainly not look a gift horse in the mouth, as the old saying goes.

But, I think the loan would be one approach to it. Whether in the
long purview of the gituation it is the complete answer, I don't
know. But, it is a beginning. It is an approach: For that reason, I
think it is certainly worth discussion.
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Mr. Mims& Oksi.. I donii edally want to put you on the
record pro or con, because I thkvre are 'going to have to exhaust -
some with local echool such as yourself.and with ,

the chairman and with the ,

But, I can see down tin) road can become a very real problem
in teems of just the sheer numbers of this problem.

Thank you.
Dr. Gamest. I concur completely with the tude of the

problem Inets have expressed it. I would certainly " that your
committee gives this a quick solutiOn become it I. gda
to become one of the heated of schools and education, as I
see it, in thex.next year or

I know Congressman Perkins, whom we have great confidence in
in KenUr.4, and the &embers of this committee, have always been

raT;logrepersonally. I know you will do what is " to
to our school needs. For that I want to him,

I understand the fiscal constraints. But, if you Kentucky,
Pete has just scratched the surface. We have floods. We have had
weather which they are having, as you know, in Chicago,V/a_hava_______
had a series of debacles that have been horrendous when you look
at them.

I am sure Kentucky is not an This problem is Neva-
lent in the United States. We are to have to resolve it. We
simply don't have the money in "tacky.

I don't believe you can depend on the gen brosity and good will of
people when they are paying a tax for their rr..hools to maybe go the
second mile. Some of the* will, but this is not the answer.

Chairman Psartne. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You are certahdy to be commended, Poctor, in trying to ig a

handle on the whole prob ss through your survey activities. It
seems to me we must do 1 t nationwid*

I do want to ask you if have considered any alternatives to
removal and replacement * all cases. Obviously the most complete
protection is removal andi replacement.

Dr. Gaexem. Right. I
you leave any chance
not going to satisfY the
going to be suspicion
done the job.

Let me again re-emp
figures. Please accept th
somewhere between $10
complete removal, now,

Ms is doing the

when ion deal with this problem, if
in what we are doing here, you are still
t element of the public because then: is

a little reluctance to say that Aria have

what I have skid. These are tentative
m as that because we got an estimate of

and $12 and $9 and $13 a square foot for
and replacement.

a complete and adequate fashion. his
survey is tentative. It is ;complete. It is accurate, as far as we went.
Bet, we do not have all ithe &Arleta. Jefferson, being the largest; is
not included.

would guess of $25 on to $30 million for the State. This is a
We are talking inntiii%vards of somewhere in the neighborhood I

pretty good chunk of money.
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Chairman Pa =nail Eet me make an observation. I am reading a

letter I just received from the Office or tin Secretary, 118W, in
responie to a letter that I sent down on January 10, .1979.

I detect it is going to be really difficult to get the Administration
to go along with us on this program. In fact, they say they do not
have the authority and so forth and so on.

- We can give them the authority without difficulty, but getting the
kmoney Out of this Administration at the present time is a horse of a
"different color, even for the4 most beneficial welfare programs. It is

going th be very difficult.
We doubt we would have the votes Wines crier a veto, but we are

going tido our datndest to get some Federal assistance. We
successfUl and we may not. I would like to ask you one
question, because I think the various school systems of the country
are going to have to set some priorities within their school systems.

Have you attempted to rank the schools that have been found to
contain asbestos according to how serious the asbestos exposure is?

Dr. GaAnsm. Congressman, I didn't understand your real ques-
tion. I just don't hear as well as you hear.

Chairman Psalms. Have you ranked' the schools which have
been found to contain asbestos according to how serious the asbestos

ire happens to be?
GRAHAM. Congressman, I would ha,ve to say at ihis point that

I couldn't answer your question with any definiteness.
I think what we lave been told to this point is that the problem

potentially is there. We do not have any Mrd data where we have
come in and analyzed, and we don't have any data that this
material is carcenogemc; and of the districts in Kentucky, I would
have to say Floyd County at the moment has a very serious public
relations support problem because of it.

Chairman Pzwws. Mr. Grigsby, how many public meetinp of
the PTA and other groups have alivady taken place in the City of

I Prestonsburg vncernim the school situation?
Mr. (hathssr. We pbly have had four or five meetings with

the citizen groups at board meetings, I would say, over the past four
or five month&

, -U.-Chairman 'Psalms. And during that period of time some parents
have refused to send their children to school, haven't they?

Mr. Gals:salt. Sir, you brought that up a while ago, and to my
knowledge there has only been one person, and she put it in the
paper, that she was withdrawing her child from the school; and the
principal tells me that is the only one he *knows of. -

In fact, the student body wants to go to school there at
Prestonsburg. Many of them want to get summer jobs, want to go on

to college. Many of them felt like they had been cheated of their
educational opportunity the past two or three winters; and it is just.

a matter of opinion.
Like I say, some got emotionally involved and felt like they

should make decisions for administration of the school board; and
there is only one ptrson I kriow, and that had to do with a different
decision.

Chairman PERRI.48. Several people talked to me about that on the
street.

f)
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Mr. Gamlen. Yes, sir; I imderstand that. We have cooperated andworked with this group very closely. I spent a whole month going toFrankfort and 'tilting-you and dMr people.
Chairman Pitaxna. I think you are a good school superintendent.
hi no way-intended to be criU1;.I was just trying to get the factsas best I could.
Mr. GRIGSBY. Yes, sir; I understand that.
Dr. Gamiast. Congtessman, as a final note in response to your

questionL do think I understand what you were getting at now
we have not presented any serious ranking of districts accor4ing tothe seriousness of the prthlem in the school buildings, Per
We- have not done this yet.

I would say, generally speaking, that we can do this on a fiscal
basis. We could take and rank them, the seriousness of the problem,
budgetwise, of how they could meet it looking at their budget, but
the problem itself, I would say, is universal.

And we built a lot of buildings, as you know, during WPA dais
that had asbestos. Many of our older buildings have asbestos inthem.

Now as to the seriousness of the problem, I think we could get
some ranking per'square footage in the school districts which wouldprobably relate to what you are talking about Maybe this district
would have 10 percent of asbestos fiber ceiling and another might
have 50. Do you see what I am saying?

Chairman PmEws: Yes. .
Dr. Gasmax. We haven't done this, and we.probahly will do thislater.
Chairman Psalms. That, coupled with the asbestos that has

Oroken lpose from the walls and is sagging down further, would
have a tendency to mean more exposure?

Dr. GRAHAM. Right
Chairman PERKINS. We will recess this hearing. I hate to. No

witness will be stood up here toaay. I can't tell you how long this
caucus will last. I don't want anyone to dispossess ma of my
chairmanship this morning. I'd better go off myself.

In addition tn that, we are going to convene at noon, but if the
caucus can break up at 11:30,.I will come back here and hear youuntil noon. But if it does not, as soon as the House adjourns this
afternoon I will take time to hear all the witnesses, even if it is six
o'clock or ten o'clock; it will make no difference: I hate to cause the
witnesses all this inconvenience, but since you are here let's remainhere and you will all be heard.

That's all- I can tell you. Thank you.
Dr. GRAHAM. Thank y
Mr.' Givassy. Thank bu, sir.
[Brief recess.]
Chairman PERKINS. ll right, Mr. Grigsby, you have your assis-tant there?
Mr. GRIGSBY. Yes, I would like for you to address to him somequestions.
Chairman PERKINS. Just go right ahead.

7
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STATEMENT OF RAY ;mown, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, FLOYD COUNTY, PRESTONSBURG, KENTUCKY

Mr. Ra Amin". Mr. Perkins, I have very little to add to the
testimony that has 'been given at this point in time this morning,
other than some of the hard experiences that a school administrator
has to go through in living and dealing with the PR problem of

or known asbestos in a school.
81184Vieltciome figures that I have, I would like to help plead a case
for the State of-Kentucky, and from information I have to point out
the serioutmess of the problem for some of our neighboring States.

I had one figure quoted from the Lexington Herald Leader in
January, 1979, that pointed out that only at this date 6880 schools

iof 90,000 n the nation had been actually InspeCted, and at that time
978 were identified as built with asbestos. Indiana, our close neigh-
bor across the river, was reported to have 260 out of 542 schools
that had been inspected to have a known problem of asbestos.

Chairman Psalms. Let me say at that point that the Secretary of
HEW has called this to the attention of all the governors of the
country, and many of the schools have now been inspected around
the country. I hope we have not been that derelict, but the studies
aren't co vm lete by any means; they are still taking place.

Go ahead. Excuse me.
Mr. &amain. Some school districts may be faced with the

alternate choice of using encapsulation methods whereby a spray-on
type of epoxy paint or some other material might solve the _problem
immediately; but I think we have to deal with that problem and
realize that that is only touching the tip of the iceberg because the
problem is still there.

The fibers of asbestos may not be airborne, but then if that school
district or that public entity makes a decision at a later date to
renovate that buidling, 'to clo extensive plumbing, or wiring, or
demolition of that building, they are right back to the starting
point,' of having to search out this technical expertise to do the
removal ,job.

I think our points have been made. I reiterate those this morning:
The lack of test facilitieswe have already borne that expense; it
has cost us somewhere in the neighborhood of $200 just to get the
analysis doiie at this point in time. The lack of qualified contrac-
torswe have been toldI don't know how accurate the figure is
that there are 22 of these nationally. The time element that has
been involvedI think from a public relations standpoint all par-
ents want the substance removed at a given time, which is conve-
nient to them, and this is at a time when school is not in session, in
the summer months or during the spring break, or during the
Christmas holidays; and if there are only 22 firms throughout the
nationand the one firm that we have clealt with has only seven
employees; that woukl be brought in. They cannot be made avail-
able to all people at all times at their given time.

Of course, the fiscal, financial, restraints or constraints that are
placed on a district, the lack of availability of fundingI think
those would add to the remarks that have been made here this
morning.
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Chairman Psalms. Mr. Grigsby, do you have any further com-
ments or do you have anyone with ,you that wants to make any
further comments about your situation down in Prestonsburg?

Mr. GRIGSBY. Maybe one comment. I would just like to put a plea
in for other school districts, particularly in your area, eastern
Kentucky, Congressman. If these problems, which I am sure some of
them have, like Dr. Graham stated, I would like to see some
agencyon a State level, possiblyestablished so as to help 'them
with their problems, since -Kentucky is so isolated because of many
of these problems, like contracting firms, and expertise and so forth;
and I am positive in my assessmentif I am not right, you correct
meKnott County, Perry County, if they have asbestos in their
school buildings, they will not have a buei: t to come up with
emergency funds ranging from $70,000 to $ -11,000.

I would just like to state that if we had five more buildings in our
district with asbestos in them, I don't know what we would do.
Frankly, I don't. That would be five times $70,000, $350,000,
approximately.

I would just like to put a plea in for other school districts in the
State of Kentucky. They are not that rich. Most of them would be
similar to ours.

Chairman PERKINS. Any questions?
Mr. BUCHANAN. No questions, Mr. Chairman. I hope we can find

a way to be helpful. -

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you for coming here this
morning. You have been very beneficial to the committee. I don't
know what this committee will do. I know what Mr. Buchanan will
do, and several of the Democrats will do, and others; but with the
attitude of the Office of Management and Budget it is going to make
it more difficult for us up here. However, we are going to do the
very best we can until several of us work out a bill in the next few
days. We do not intend to delay by any means; we intend to move '
forward.

Mr. GRIGSBY. Thank you very mueh, CAmgressman and your
committee members. We appreciate the invitation.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next witnesses are a panel from New
Jersey: Mr. Vincent B. Calabrese, Assistant Commissioner for Fi-
nance and Regulatory Services, Department of Education; and Dr.
Irving Peterson, Director of Facility Planning, Department of
Education.

Come around, gentlemen.
We have Michigan, too. Dr. Leonard L. Jensen, Director of Sys-

tematic Studies, Wayne County Intermediate School District, Michi-
gan; and Mr. Lee Jager, Bureau Chief, Bureau of Environmental
and Occupational Health, Michigan Department of Public Health.

Is Mr. Calabrese here? (No response.)
Is Dr. Irving Peterson here? (No response.) Apparently not.
We will take the next panel. Is Dr. Leonard Jensen here? Mr.

Jager? (No response.)
Mr. Steinhilber, I understand you have to leave right away. If you

will come around, we will hear from you right now. We all know
you, but please identify yourself for the record.
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Without ol*clion, your prepared statements will be insertea in
the record. We are MiOted you are here and welcome you.

STATEMENT OF AUGUST W. STEINHILBER, ASSOCIATE EXECU.
TIVE DIRECTOR, FEDERAL RELATIONS; ACCOMPANIED BY MI-
CHAIM. A. RESNICK, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR
LEGISLATION DAN LEVIN; AND MARCIA WEISS, NATIONAL
SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Srattramaxa: Thank yOu very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a
delight . to be before your committee again.

I have brought :with me, particularly for questions and
Michael Resnick, Assistant Executive Director of the Natioqal
SchOol Boards Association; Dan Levin, who wrote the article lathe
American School Board Journal about asbestos that has been
lished around the nation; and Marcia Weacivi,ho will be hen
thio particular issue for our Legislative

Mr. Chairman, I am going to make my statement as brief as I can
for tho sake of time.

I think there are certain aspects of this which Obviously you have
been aware of but which I would like to underscore.

I think the very first aspect that I would like to point out is the
tremendous cost that the removal of this dangerous material is
going to incur at the local school districts. You have already heard
testimqny that in New York City alone it is going to cost roughly $8

miasscivare
foot for removal. We know that in one school district in

chusets it cost $275,000 for one school, and they didn't
remove it What they ende4 up doing 'was putting in, in effectl an
artificial ceiling, and somewhere along the line that too may have
to be removed, so this $275,000 expenditure is going to have to take
place one more time.

We also know that when we are talking nationwide, we are
talkiiig about between one and five percent of the school districts in
the United States which were built between the late forties, all the
way up to 1978we know between one and five percent of those
buildings have asbestosand it wasn't until asbestos was declared a
dangerous substance that they have ceased to use it; and, strangely
.enough, this means some of the buildings which were most recently
built are going to be the ones that are going to be the most problem.

With the declining enrollment, which currently the tendency is, if
you are going to close the buildings, you close the old ones which
were hunt in the 1920s or 1930s; and yet we are going to have to
look at refurbishing the brand new buildings, so to speak, the ones
that were built, many of them, within the last ten years.

I think the other question that I would like to point out is one
that has been called many things. but I think the best way to call it
is "fiscal responsibility at the local level" and that relates to what
has happened in the last election, in the last couple of elections, at
the local level.

For school districts to go out and 'raise bonds at this point in time
is not, I would say, the most enticing thought at the local level.
Bond issues are very difficult to pass and in most places it would be
illegal under State law to try to put it under noncapital oper-
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ationsin other words, under the- regular maintenance and oper,---
ation of the school districtso you can't use it out of operating
funds. You are going to have to go to the bond issue, and once you
do you have to go to the public at large.

At the same time we are going to be going to the public at large
for the question of asbestos, we are caught with all *of the other
problems relating to bond issues, the most costly of which, of course,
is the removal of architectural barriers for handicapped children.

So school districts are (ping to be caught in a very tremendous
fiscal restraint situation. Timing is very important, and that is one
of the reasons we are delighted that this committee is looking at it
and looking for it to help school districts in a very trying time.

The question periodically comes: How should the funds be distrib-
uted? Quite frankly, we are opting for the grants operation, al-
though we think that reimbursement may be possible in smile
areas. For some school districts, grants are the most expedient
method of obtaining funds for hazard abatement. For other dis-
tricts, reimbursement is best..

To put those two in perspective, there are some school districts
that are not going to be able to put up the up-front capital to take
the risk, if you will, for reimbursement. Other school districts will
be able to make that quantum leap. So, therefore,.it is a combina-
tion that we are suggesting. Obviously, we would prefer the grant
proposal, but we are also aware of the fiscal restraints that are
toeing placed upon this Congress and the budget of the Administra-
tion in the ensuing years.

Our testimony goes into a little bit of detail on how to develop
priority needs. I am not going to describe them in any great detail,
only to say that we, do say that there should be some cost account-
ability and that Congress should establish a prevailing fee concept
which would allow reimbursement on the basis of the local market
cost for the job. Therefore, school districts would have something to
judge against, so that if there are exorbitant fees involved, that they
have some incentive, if you will, sir, to look at what kind of
contracts come in, to make sure that this has not been developed in
such a way that would fly in the face of good accountability.

There is always that kind of option availabktif you are just plain
handing the bill over to o second party; so, therefore, we are
suggesting some ideas on accountability.

We have finess 1 the question in our testimony: Should the
industry itself co ribute to the removal? It is a very delightful
idea; however, we just feel that at this moment in time we don't
have the answers to the questions.

We would like to have industry pick up part of the cost, but,
nevertheless, what has happened to industry over the period of
time? Are the same individuals making asbestos now, or have they
gone out of business? Where are the businesses located?

So, while we would look for some assistance along this line, it
probably is not very realistic to look at it in terms of being able to
find somebody really accountable for it.

The questions of who should administer the program is indeed a
perplexing one. We would contend, as it is in our testimony, that
you might look to a specialized task force within the Federal
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Government that can look forthe expertise over several agencies o,
help in the administration.

The age-old questions comes on, How should the money be distrib-
uted? In that realm, we would contend that the money should go
directly toward local school districts, the reason being that in the
United States right now most construction programs are adminis-
tered strictly at the local level, albait I realize if you are talking
about Maryland, it is a State fUnd for construction in Maryland. In
Virginia, for example, the State department does review the archi-
tectural plans. But this is by and buy the minority of States.
Indeed, in most States in the United States thry are currently
trying to put the data together, and we would have it for tMs
committee if you would permit us to submit it later.

We would say in most Stites in the United States 'that figure
probably will exceed 85 States, subject to the review we are doing.
There is no reviewing factor at the State level with respect to school
Construction of any size, shape or form

That, Mr. Chairman, is the substance of our testimony. I realise
the details are before you.

[The complete statement of Mr. Steinhilber followsl
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My name is August W. Steinhilber and I am Associate Executive

Director'for Federal Relations of the National School Boards Association.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify befor. the Subcommittee

on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education on the subject of

asbestos in schools. The National School Boards Association is the only

major education organization ropresenting school board ambers --who

are in some areas called school committst msmbers or scbpol trustees.

Throughout the nation, approximately 90,000 of these individuals are

Asscciation numbers. These people, in turn, are responsible for the

education of more than ninety-five percent of the nation's public school

children.

Currently marking its thirty-ninth year of service, NSBA is a

federation.of state school boards associations, with direct local school

board affiliates, constituted to strengthen local lay control of educa-

tion and to wort for the improvement of education. Most of these school

board members are elected public officials. Accordingly,,,hey are

politically accountable to their constituents for both education policy

and fiscal management. As lay unsalaried individuals, school board

members are in a rather unique position of being able to Judge legislative

programs purely fro' the standpoint of public alucation, without consider-

ation to their personal professional. interesX. My statement today is on

behalf of Margaret S. Buvinger, President, and.Thomas A. Shannon,

Executive Director, of the National School Boards Association.

42.m0 .79.40 4
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ASBESTOS IS SCHOOLS

School board members across the country are becoming aware of the

potential health hazard of sprayed asbestos materials used for insula-

tion and fireproofing.in school buildings. It is clear from the
,

evidence being'gathered, and from facts that have been presented before

this Committee, that school districts may have to spend thousands, and

sometimes millions, of dollars to remove or seal contaminated areas. It

is important that we proceed quickly but rationally.

NSBA'is grateful to be iacluded at the initial stages of considers..

tion of a legislazdve response to this problem. Because the asbestos

hazard in schools hai been pointed out only r featly, and because school

districts are Just becoming aware of the situa ion, we know little about

the scope of the problem. States are only beginning.to survey their

schools and, in many, the sampling is haphazard. Federal assistance is

needed. The purpose of our testimony today is to pose some questions,

and to discuss in a preliminary way, what help the federal government

might offer to local school districts.

I. How Should the Asbestos Hazard Be Approached?

A. Information
l'ha

The EPA has undertaken a program to notify school districts about

the potential haaards.of asbestos. In March, every school district in

,
*1
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the nation should receive a guidance document prepared by the IPA and

its consuIpant, asbestos expert De. lkAmert N. Sawyer. This maneil Will

enable local school personnel to identify the problem where it exists

and to respond responsibly to the prObles.

4",

WIth.the guidance document in hand, the problem for local school

boards no longer is "Do we have asbestos ih our schools?" or "How bad is

thensbestos in our schools?" or even "Agit should we do about the

asbestos la our schools?" It is, (late simply, "lbw dome pay for a

solution to the problem?"

S. Funding

Anthony Smith, Executive Director of the Division of School &tactless

for the Nee York City Public Schools, testified before this Committee

that the cost of containing asbestos is $8 a square foot in New York

City. Newton North High School in Massachusetts spent 8275,000 to

combat its problem and it didn't even remove the asbestos from the

building. The District of Columbia has begun the process of removing,

isolating or sealing 30,000-40,000 square feet of asbestos in six schools.

At $8 a square foot, the cost would be in the range of $300,000. Nation-

.

wide, the costs will result in enormous unexpected expenditures for

school districts which already may be suffering from forced cutbacks in

their budgets and from taxpayer reluctance to increased education

spending.

3
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A large expense like this may have to come out of (a) program

budgets or alreAy -committed funds; (h) be raised through taxes; or

(c) through bond loupes. Bach of these methods may cause political or

legal problems. First, if capital improvements are involved - as in

the case of.encapsulation of an asbestos-laden ceiling, the bond

mechanism probably will have to be used. Aa 'withers of this Committee

know all too well, taxpayers sternly are resisting efforts to borrow

money for construction. But even where the referendum is successful,

the\process of authorizing a ballot, receivillg clearance by bond attorneys,
-

allow* the legally requisiatime for an election and finally re-

ceiving all bids and beginning.construction is tremendously time-

consuming. Apreover, each time a school board'npproaches the community

with a bond plan, it cuts into the board's ability to raide revenue in

the future.

In some states, school districts are legally restricted in the use

of operating funds and the methods of raising revenues Further, even

if school districts could use operating revenue, they would not be

incline(' to do so because large capitalputlays could devastate their

current operating budgets. Also, a sound approach to public finance

dictates that large, long-erm investments sisould not be paid for solely

by taxpayers who happen to reside in the community at the time -- all

in one year.

Timing also is part of the financing problem. While parents who

do not ftilly understand this complex, incendiary problem have pressed

4
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school:districts to remove the asbestos quickly, it should be realised

that summer or extended vacation periods are the Most realistic times to

do the work. Whin school is in session, there are problems sealing off

the work area for a removal operation; major r:novation and construction

projects are difficult to undertake when students and personnel are in

the building. In the context of band referendums, the bidding process,

11,;:r

and passing tax levies, the timing issue becomes especially critical.

II. Vow Can the Federil Goveromest Help?

.

While we may be considering one percent to five percent of schools

in tbe country, as EPA estimates, (there are 100,000 schools in the .

U.S.), there may be several thousand more schools affected than that

figure indicates. There does.not seem to be evidehce that the problem

is concentrated in particular regions of the country, but it is likely

that suburban schools are especially involved, since many'of them were

built from 1946 to 1973. Given the critical situation in many school

districts, the phenouenal expense which may be incurred, and the wide-

spread application of asbestos, NSIIA favors direct assistance to aid

local school districts in asbestos hazard abatement.

EPA has the capability to assist in solving health hazards such as
e

the asbestos problem. Furthermore, it seems important that there.be

nattonal direction to a program of information dissemination and hazard

abatemeMi; EPA has made several important first stepe,such as its plans

for mailing the guidance document to every school district in the nation,

5 .
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and its efforts should be augmented. Further, it is clear that the

expertise and commitment are found only at the federal level. The

states have been slow to move anAtentative in their action in this

area. Their reaction to the problem thus far has been uneven sad, in

some instances, counterproductive.. It simply is not necessary to create

another bureaucratic layer which would divert funds from hazard abate-

ment into a steite administration that likely is ill-prepared to handle

the problem. The local school districts, once they ieview the EPA

materials, will be able to make all the necessary decisions without help

from a state agency.

A. What Agency Should Direcethe Program?

Would a hazard abatement progrant be best done by the EPA? It has

the authority, and it has regional office's already operating through
.

which information and technical assistance can be funneled, and through

which oversight can be done.

Would a separate entity be better? It was suggested in earlier

testimony before this committee that there be set up an "Asbestos

Working Group," or "Task Force" with experts and managers from several

agencies directing the project. It may be useful to establish a working

group under EPA or HEW authority. It could go out of business when the

school protect is done, or it could tackle the problem of asbestos in

other public buildings.



S. How Should the ?tonsil. 142turolt

,

Should federal fundimg of asbestos removal be done through grants

or through reimbursements? For some school districtsp.Srants are the

sest.expedient mo.hod of obtaining funds for bollard abatement; for other

districts, a program of reimbursement is best. It is important to note

that competitive biddine,which many school districts re required to

use in contracting construccion or renovation, elimina s the poisi-

bility.that school districts will not efficiently spend the federal

#

funds. Even where school districts choose dLrect contract negotiations,

inducements to hold down costs can be built into any legislation. W.

,will refer to this point later in the testimony.

A grant program easily can be regulated through establishment of

criteria for acceptance. Second, school districts can know ahead of

,

Moe how much money they will have to work with. On the other hand, one

driwback to a grants4rogram is that the application process may take far

too long to allow some school districts to act quickly to remove the

u

hazardous asbestos. However, a'grant program may be the best approach

for districts that may have unusually high co )centrations of the most

hazardous types of asbestos, and are unable to-generiie their own funds

for removal.

\..7°

Likewise, a system of reimbursement also can be attractive. For

example, school districts with available fuads can get started right

:

away on asbestos removal, isolation and containment, with the antici-

pation of recovering all or part of its investment in the near future.

7
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FUrther,freishomement alsc encourages school districts to keep down

costs of ptojects - particularly if only ayartial reimbursement is

allOwed.

HOreover, reimbursement may give maximum flexibility to local

school districts in determining how to solve their.problems. (However,

total flexibility without some guidance could result in a mizhandling

'of hazard abatement projects.)

From a practical standpoint, reimbursement will benefit districts

that have available operating funds while penalizing districts that may

be unable to dip into their budgets for cash on the barrelhead. Pborer

districts with severe asbestos problems simply will not be able to take

part in a reimbursement program. For this reason,.NSBA supports a pro-

gram that includes both grants and reimbu

tricts.

III.' How Will Reimbursement Work?

ts to local school dip-

'

Inasmuch as a reimbursement program may be a new concept to some

Committe members, we would like to outline some considerations that

need further exploration.

0
A. Priority_ Needs

.1%

In dtveloping a reimbursement program, a major consideration is how

t7
to treat school districts when thete is an insufficient federal appropriation 4'

8
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for 1002 coverage., AA first glance, it may appear attractive either to

assistamce to the most severe situations or to reek school districts

on some criteria of seed. VSSA believes beth.approaches should be

t.rejected.

With respect to making reimbursement on a Imost serious need!'

basis, it should be noted that this discourages a coordinated approach

for asbestos removal in local school districts. POr.example, some

indivadual schools may have asbestos prOblems with varying degrees of

damage and.flaking, and in different land possibly inaccessible places)

which call fur several approaches. In those instances, it may make more

.sense to do mu the vepairs in one school at once,.rather than in phases.

(Of course, in some schools though, a phased plan is more appropriate.).

With respoct co ranking local school districts on tho basis of

financial need, schools will not commit themselves to such a program

because they will not be aware of the priorities beforehand. Therefore,

for these districts, there could be a special grant program, with a

quick application process.

B. Cost Accountability

A. in the Medicare program, Congress could establish a "prevailing

fee" concept which would allow for reimbursement on the basis of local

market costs for doing the job. School districts could apply for reim-

bursement and receive it directly from the federal government.

9
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IV. ,-Should There Be Protections Given to School Districts Which Apply

For Grants or Reimbursement?
. V.

A. A district's application for a grant in itself Would not imply

-that removal, isolation, or sealing...Luse take place.

A. The* should be no involvement of enforcement agencies which

would make removal vuindatory at this stage or threateh a cutoff of other

federal aid.

V. that Should The Grant/Reimbursement Program Consist of Within the

Agency?'

A. There should be a program which would train inspectors and

other personnel to deal with asbestos

B. There should be a program for dissemination of information

through regions.

C. There should be continuing investigation of effects of asbestos,

and extent of cancer and other diseases (EPA; RIR; NIOSH; OSHA?).

D. There should be an on-going program of study of the effects of

asbestos, and continuing investigation of methods of removal, and

alternative ways short of removal, of controlling asbestos.

10
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I. Thera should also be close oversight of the asbestos removal

program by this Committee. The agency should report at six.month inter.

vale on the progreas of the program and any relevant new developments in

research, findings, techniques of removal, changes in costs, or.other

factors.

VI. Should the Asbestos Industry Contribute to the Removal?

USA would prefer not to make any judgment about industry payment for

removal at this time. However, Congress should seriously consider whether

manufacturers have the responsibility to contribute to removal of the

asbestos.

In conclusion, HSU is grateful for the opportunity to contribute

to the Committee's conideration of legislation which will help school

districts meet the cost of asbestos hazard abatement. We look forward

to working with-the Committee to draft legislation which assists school

districts to remove this serious health hasard in our schools.

11
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Chairman Psalms. Let me ssk you one question: In your capacity
of representing the sch oo1 boards throughout the country, what, in
your opinion, would be an uitable formula for participation so far
as State and local governm nts are concerned?

Mr. STICINHILBER. One of the problems that we have is, we are
trying to find where these particular buildings are. We know the
period of time in which they were built. We also found out that in
many school districts they don't know that they have thent If they
do have Aem, they have to go through a very detailed process of
finding alibther asbestos has been used in construction. S'o, there-
fore, the incidence of problems lire going to be scattered throughout
the United States; it /3 not going to be located in one geographical
area; it is not going to be located in one particular State; and it is
hard for us to count tlie number of classrooms or the, number of
buildings involved. It is notlike Title I, where you can count the
number of disadvantaged children and come up with a formula, or
with 94-142, where you are going to count the number of handi-
capped children and multiply it by the formula.

In this instance we don't have that kind of dataI don't think
anyone has that kind of dataso, therefore, we are not looking for
an allocation of formula, that money should be available at the
Federal level on an individual grant-by-grant application. I realize
that it is somewhat different than we have ever testified before, but
we haven't come up with an answer, to come up with a formula.

Chairman PERKINS. You feel that the local school district should
be required to participate financially where a bad condition exists?

Mr. STEINHILBER. They would participate directly with the agency
which has responsibility for it, I would say, kind of direct participa-
tion similar as it is, like, let's say, Public Law 815, where applica-
tions come directly to the Federal Government.

Chairman PERKINS. Any questions, Mr. Buchanan? It is very good
testimony.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In your written statement, in phrasing the EPA action ana

pointing up the need for Federal action, you point up that EPA is
planning to send a guidance document to every school district in the
nation in March. You say in that connection that: "the States have
been slow to move and tentative in this, their action in this area.
Their reaction to the problem thus far has been uneven and, in
some instances, counterproductive."

One of the problems, it would seem to me, is that we don't know
how big the problem is, and I am not sure there is enough concern
and sensitivity throughout the country for enough to have been
lone to get a handle on where the problem is and how great it is. Do
you feel this to be part of the problem at this point?

Mr. STEINHICBER. I think it is, 12ut I am going to ask the two
people who have been basically working on this far greater than I to
lend their advice to that. Mr. Resnick?

Mr. RESNICK. Thank you.
One of the things that needs to be taken into consideration is not

just identifying where the school buildings are, but also the logistics
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of how the problem I. going' to- be solved.. For example, in Mr.
Steinhilber's testimony he pointed to the fact that school systems

have to go through the bond issue route in ordef to remoVe the
em. For most school districts, ti?at would require auth
issue to take place, then having a bond council review

matter, having it put up for an election in a timely manner, and
that, of coruse, costs money mu= and ing to c_ompetitive bid,
which many Statile require of and finally to begin
construction.

So there is a tremendous time factor that *exists along with the
identification of the problem, and when that is taken together with
the fact that this type of hazard should be removed probably during
the summer period, or during other vacation periods, the timing of
bond with the ideal period of time, makes it ex-
tremeliraillthanerd, of course, that can be brpassed through a
Federal grant program.

iEven n States where you can take it out of operating revenue,
even there you still have thetoroblems of competitive b and
meeting a time schedule that can phase into the summer or
into the other vacation periods.

On the question of a formula, if you will, we maize the question
of reimbursement has been discussed, and reimbursement, as Mr.
Steinhilber pointed out, tends to help those school districts that
have the money up front, that have the money within their cash
flow, or in. their operating budgets; whereas, those schbol districts
that don't, that are most in need, won't.

We realize that it may be that the Federal appropriations .may
not be sufficient to take care of all needs. We think it would be a
mistake, however, to require school districts to take care of their
most needy problems first, because then it prohibits them from
taking a comprehensive approach to removing asbestos.

For example, you can look in one school building and find varying;
degrees of the problem. To require just hitting the most, or address-
ing the most hazardous problem first may, in the long run, prove to
be a lot more costly; so that what we would prefer is perhaps to
have within a Federal program a special category for school dis-
tricts that meet some definition of need, to that they can move
comprehensively and quickly to remove the problem in their par-
ticuW area.

Mr. Lzviii. I think, Mr. Buchanan, you hit on a very salient point
before, in regard to the States' handling of the problem. They
simply, really haven't addressed it properly. Some have addressed it
well and others just have created problems for local school districts.
When the EPA fmally does mail out this condensed guidance
document to local school districts, a local school district will be able
to solve the problem on its own.

The guidance document will go a long way in helping them
toward that end. To create another bureaucratic level at the State
level, I think, would not be in the best interest of the program.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Steinhilber, it seems to me that this is an
area where entities you represent may have to provide substantial
leadership if we are going to get the problem solved; and I wonder if
you think they ought to put up some of the money as well?

,6
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Mr. STEINHILBER. The answer is, we already are; and the answer
is, obviously, yes; in reality school districts are going to have to come
up with money to do it, because if one starts taking a look at the
costs involved and starts taking a look at where the current appro-
priations for education are, in reality will the Appropriations Com-
mittee even be willing to takesthat huge amount of funds, perhaps
in the billions and billions of dollari? That is going to be very
difficult.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. You have been very

helpful.
Mr. Su mum& Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. IS Mr. Calabrese here, Assistant CAnnmis-

sioner for Finance and Regulatory'Services, Department of Educa-
tion, State of New Jersey?

Dr. Irving Peterson? (No response.) They are not back yet.
All right, we will go over to another panel. Dr. Leonard L

Jensenis he here?Come on around and take.your seatDirector
Of Systematic Studies, Wayne County Intermediate School District,
Michigan. Is Mr. Lee Jager hereBureau Chief, Bureau of Environ-
mental and Occupational Health, Michigan Department of Public
Health?

Go ahead, Dr. Jensen. Identify yourself for the record and go
ahead with )four statement.

Without objection, your written statements will be inserted in the
record.

STATEMENTS OF DR. LEONARD L. JENSEN, DIRECTOR OF SYSTEM-
ATIC STUDIES. WAYNE COUNTY INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT, MICHIGAN; AND LEE JAGER. BUREAU CHIEF, BUREAU
OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH. MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

STATEMENT 0.1.' DR. LEONARD L. JENSEN. DIRECTOR OF SYSTEM-,
ATI(' STUDIES. WAYNE COUNTY INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIS-
TRICE MICHIGAN

Dr. JENSEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Leonard Jensen, Directer of Systematic Studies for the Wayne
County Intermediate School District, Wayne County, Michigan. I
am a member of the American Industrial Hygiene A.ssociation, the
Michigan Industrial Hygiene Society and a Diplomate of the Ameri-
can Academy of Industrial Hygiene, having been certified in the
Comprehensive Practice of Industrial Hygiene by the American
Board of Industrial Hygiene. I have testified before .e
Occuaptional Safety and Health Administration and the Natio, II

Advisory Committee on Occupational Safety and Health on a num-
ber of occasions.

The extensive scientific literature has established beyond reason-
able doubt that asbestos is a highly toxic material causing asbestosis
lung cancer and mesothelioma in animals and man exposed to
airborne asbestos dust. The lowest concentration of asbestos dust
that will cause these conditions is not known; however, the concen-
tration that has resulted in physiological damage to exposed person-
nel in many cases must have been extremely small.
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The current threshold limit value used by OSHA is a cempromise
based upon the lowest feasible limit possible at this time in Indus-
trial situations. These limits were never intended for use involving
exposure of the general _public. Thus,. exposure to asbestos dusk a
known carcinogen, shouN be avoided where poesible.

It should be kept in mind that a toxic material adequately
controlled does not constitute a hazard. Toxicity is an index of the
inherent ability of a material to cause an adverseteaction; whereas,
hazard is the probability that the material under a condition use
will result in an adverse reaction.

Asbestos, because of its chemical inertness, heat ten-
sile strength and flexibility, has been used as a buil a a material,
especially as an insulator against heat and noise. During the years
of the scItool building boom that followed World War U, asbestos
was widely used for acoustical treatment of ceilinm for heat Junta-
lion and for fire-proofiag. A major architectural fift that designed
nuemrous school buildings in the Midwest estimated that about 70
percent of the school buildings designed by this firm during 1958 to
1968 used sprayed asbestos as the acoustical treatment for the
ceilinp in corridors.

The procedure was stopped about 1968-because the sprayed mate-
rial was subiject to damage when students contacted the surfate
with broom handles and similar devices. Asbestos in some cases was
sprayed on the steel structures for fire control. Other uses include
asbestos ceiling tile, floor tile gnd insulation around steampipes..

Asbestos is also used for brake linings and clutch facings that
may be encountered during maintenance of buses and in,dustrial
arts automotive classes.

Since the extent of the hazard of the exposure to asbestos in
school buildinp is not known, it is recommended that a proper
survey of each building where personnel are present be conducted,
the survey team to include a member of the architectural firm that
designed the building or made changes to the building, a competent
industrial hygienist, members of the school staff familiar with the -
building and any others deemed necessary.

Such a group would be able to determine the eitent of the hazard
posed in each building.

Based upon the results of the survey, the survey group would be
able to mat) recommendations as to the type of action that may be
necessary to control exposure to asbestos dust where that exposure
iEr occurring or may occur in the future.

Chairman PERKINS., Mr. Jager, you go ahead.

STATEMENT OF LEE E. JAGER, BUREAU CHIEF, BUREAU OF ENVI-
RONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, MICHIGAN DEPART-
MENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Mr. JAGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the
committee.

My name is Lee Jager. I am the Chief of the Bureau of Environ-
mental and Occupational Health with the Michigar Department of
Public Health. I welcome the opportunity to appear before your
subcommittee today to discuss studies that have been and are now
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beiniuttnoes in. Micn to determine the public health significaAce
of as materials in public buildinp, especially in schools.

I have presented the committee with two written documents
today. One is the text that I am reading from now; the other is a
preliminary report on the studies that were completed sometime
ago on the asbestos in schools.

Shortly after receiving reports of asbestos in New Jersey schools
in 1976 and '77, the State Pithlic Health Department of Michipn, in
cooperation with several local health departments, conducted a
pilot study of asbestos exposure in Michigan schools. After an initial
screening of many schoolsand we have lost track of the exact
number of these schools, but it is something over 1,000, and more
than 200 schools were actually visited during that studyof the 200
schools visited, '64 were found to contain material suspected to be
asbestos material in 18 schools.

Airborne sampling was conducted in 13 of those 18 schools and
airborne fibers were found in only one. The concentration of fibers
determined in that school was 0.04 fibers per cubic centimeter of
air. There is no established limit to compare this number to, the
generally accepted concept being there should be zero fibers
present. OSHA has set a limit for the workplace which is two fibers
per c.c.time weighted eight-hour average.

Our Health Department agrees totally that that is not an appro-
priate number to use for determining a safe level of asbestos in such
a place as a school.

OSHA has allio set a ceiling limitnever to be exceededof 10
fibers per c.c.

Sufficient potential for exposure was found in our pilot study to
cause us to greatly expand our study efforts which we have tecently
done.

On pages 3 and 4 ot the report I have given you today there is a
copy of a letter signed by the State Health Director and State
Superintendent of Public Instruction which effectively broadened
the study to iriclude all public and parochial schools in Michigan.

Some work has already been done under this expanded study. For
example, public schools for the City of Kalamazooa city with a
population of approximately 85,000have been evaluated. Asbestos
material used as pipe insulation has been found in one of six schools
and instructions have been sent to the County Health Department
on further sampling and protective measures that should be taken.
See the letter to the County Health Department which is attached.
However, it is too early to draw conclusions on the public health
significance of our findings.

Based on our findings to date, we are hopeful that our study will
determine that very few, if any, students have been exposed to
excessive airborne asbestos fibers in their school environment. It is
already obvious, however, that the potential health risk is signifi-
cant and many school buildings should have corrective measures
taken in the near future to remove the potential hazard.

At present we feel that removal of the material should be done
only in extreme situations and only in close coordination with
public health and fire protection officials. We believe there are
reasonable means readily available to stabilize, isolate or otherwise
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secure most situatiOns. In faCt, we have nOt yet encountered in
Miclugan a Asi extreme en ai to reconimend removal of the
asbestos a a a material. If a asbestos is secured so as to
prevent fibers from becoming airborne, we believe the health has-
ard 'will be adequately controlled.

I wish to thank you again for the opportunity to be at this
hearing. I would be pleased to respond to any westions.

[The attachments to Mr. Jager's statement follows]

42.975 0 7!) 41

c.
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STATE OP MICHIGAN

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
SPX II LOOM, PA DOS SIM WONG. tACHMAlle41001

'January 12, 1979
,

Mr. Patrick Krause
Division of Environmental Health
Kalamazoo County Health Department
418 W. Kalamazoo Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007

Akar Mr. Krause:

On January 8, 1979, six material samples were submitted by you to
this laboratory for asbestos analysis. .

Upon examination by X-Ray Diffraction, the following results were
determined:

LocatiOn of Sample Percent Asbestos as Chr/sotile/Amosite

Parchment Northwood Elementary,
ceiling tile near gym (hallway). No asbestos detected.

Parchment North Elementary, Room 115
ceiling tile. No asbestos detected.

Parchment Middle Schools, ceiling
tile, old part of building.

Parchment North Elementary,
wrapping on steam pipes.

Parchment Middle School, ceiling
tile, new part across from Room 103.

No asbestos detected.

33.6%

No asbestos detected.

Parchment High School bathroom. No asbestos detected.

"Equ.0 heohis Oppottuagy # Mr

=I I
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lie recoamend that the Parchment North Elementary steam pipe wrapping
be carefully inspected to see if there are reasons to believe that
this material may be stuffing off or may become airborne and thus
'result in the exposure of building occupants to asbestos fibers.
Actual exposure conditions in the area can be tested for the presence

of asbestos fibers. We are prepared to assist in this testing by
providing trained personnel and sampling equipment to perform the

sampling. We would also Process the samples in this laboratory and

determine if fibers are present.

If you find that there is i significant potential for the materials to
be dislodged and to become airborne, we strongly recommend that the
surface be covered to prevent the material from being damaged or
abraded in such a manner as to produce asbestos fibers in the air.
Consideration must be given to the maintenance of proper fire ratings
to comply with State Fire Marshall codes and regulations. Ile recomnend

that before any surface treatment or oilier msterial is installed thet
the changes'be reviewed and diicussed with the Ciry or State Fire
Marshall to be sure it meets with their approval.

Ai this time we do not necessarily recommend removal of the material
if the msterial can be enclosed or covered up in such a manner 14 to
eliminate the exposure hazard. Any attempt to remove the material will
require omplete isolation of the area and the complete protection of
workers to assure that they are not exposed to asbestos fibers in the
removal and reconstruction process.

Very truly yours.

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AND OCCUPATIONAL.NEALTH

AVX:pp

.

(M,.. N. ,e4Q-

Alvin L. Vander Kolk, Chief
Division of 7,chnical
Supporting Seevices

A .'
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MIMI =AVOW CV PUBLIC 110011
PI= BODY

MEMO 1/1 141CIDMI SCIA:01/3

January 15, 1979

Zn January, 1177, following reports of asbestos exposure in Ms Jersey
olhools, the Bureau of anzitionmental and Ctctgotinnal Beath in
cooperation with several local health dkpartoote initiated at pilot
study of asbestos exposure in ettxxXLs. The stmly was coordinates
through the (them) Engineering Advisory Cassittee, now the Environ.
mental Health klvisozy Camattes, and was conducted in three phases:

1. Environmental health persOnnel in the participating local
health deportments objected schools in their jurisdiction
to three tests to, determine if there was likelihood of
asbestos exposure:

a. The presence of sprayed-on fibrous insulating
material known to contain aebestos or sumpected
to contain atibestos.

b. The insulating material was %en to occupied
rocms or was in the form of panels which were
mcovered or mpainted and were subject to flaking
and/or physical damage; cc,

c. The insulating material was in a ieturn air plevim
or false ceiling space used as a return air path.

Where there was a question of a 801=01 fitting these Ocoditicos
the school was visited to establish its status.

2. Where these conditials Vane known to exist samples of
the fibrous insulation were Obtained by local health
&parlament personnel and analyzed by the Department's
Technical Supporting Services laboratory in laming.

3. Mere asbestos was conf irmed by laboratory analysis
staf f members from the Division of Ommapational Health
evaluated oath school, obtaining air samples as necessary
to evaluate potential exposure to, airborne aebestos fibres.

The pilot study of record covers the period from December 15, 1976,
when the Bureau had f irst begun to receive inquiries, to December 31,
1978. On or about January 1, 1979 school authorities in Michigan
received a joint letter frau Maurice S. Beim, , Director of
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STATE Of MICHIGAN

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIc HEALTH
WO N LOOK PO 005 30031. LAWNS. liONIVAI 461111

December 20, 1978

TO MICHIGAN SCHOOL SUPERINTEMMINTS

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Reeently developed scientific evidence indicates that exposure to minute
, fibers At asbestos significantly increases the incidence of certain types
of pulmmary cancer. More recently, an investigation in a number of echoole
.n New Jersey has established that spray asbestos coatings on ceilings and

Is an4 Insulating pipe coverings can be Semmes releasing such particles
to float in the air,.particuLarly when the integrity of the menet.. surface
is disrupted.

While an initial pilot study of some 200 schools in Michigan in January 1977,-
by the Department Public Health, indicated that this is apparently not a
problem in Michigan, we feel that a proper evaluation of the situation requires
that all school buildings be surveyed for a determination of whether or not
asbestos exposure of the school children is occurring. Therefore, it is
requested that you solicit the assistance of your local health department
in the conduct of an asbestos survey of the school buildings to &term's.:

1. Was material used which was known to contain asbestos or was suspected
of containing asbestos?

2. Is the material in a sprayed form under a roof which was open to occupied
rooms or in the form of panels which are uncovered or unpainted sad are
subject to flaking and physical damage

L Was a returned air plenum or false ceiling area used as a return air
path and the surfaces spray coated with fibrous insulation?

In those instances where such use of material known to contain asbestos or
suspectee of containing asbestos.was used:

I. Suitable specimens, properly identified as to the locations at which they
were obtained. nhould be sent to the Michigan Department of Public Health
Bureau of Environmental and Occupational Health, for mxamimation to
determint whether or not they contain the critical asbestos material,
"Chrynatile-.

"Equal Walt Opporinecei for Air
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2. If analysis confirms the presence of this substance, appropriate air
monitoring will be carried out by the Doreen of Environmental end
Occupational Health to detersdne the fiber content of the circulating
air, if any, and the exposure bastard to the children.

In view of the undisputed risk cf adverse health effects from inhaled asbestos
fibers, even though small in amount and remote in time, we feel that the
proposed survey is entryway important and merits full participation.

Sincerely,

Dr John W. Porter
erintendent of Public Instruction

partmant of Education

4
!

tt'ol-i(4-

HautIce S. Reit . M.D.. Director
HIchigan DeparE.nt of Public Health

CC: Local Health Departments
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MACOMB COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

43145 CLIZARET14 MOUNT CLCM141S. MICMICAN 41043

IttateseaSt 469-5236

TO: Public and Parochial School Administrab)r,

Res Asbestos fibers in occupied school areas

Pam Division of Environmental Health

-DATE: Januar, 18, 1977.

Recent newspaper articles have called attention to the potential health
hazard resulting from exposure to asbestos fiberS. While the hazard
associated with asbestos exposure has been recognized for many years, these
rticles have quggested that a health risk may exist foe school children
in wane unusual situations where construction materials containing asbestos
may release fibers into school buildings.

Over the pist few years the Michigan Department of Public Health,Division
of 0.cupate.nal lialth has conducted a number of investigations tO evaluate
this potential health problem in schools, public buildings and in private homes.
Experience gained from these investigations suggests that there are few circum-
stances where asbestos is used in construction in such a manner as to be later
released to the air in the occupied space of a building.

The use of asbestos in school construction is normally limited to blended materials
used for sprayed on fibrous insulation and ceiling finishes. Since the prbsary
health concern relates to the inhalation of asbestos fibers, the release of the
fibers to the occupied space is necessary Car the Cevelopment of a health risk.
It appears that the following situations in schools warrant evaluation where the
presence of asbestos has been cosSirmed or is suspected:

1. The presence of sprayed fiber insulation under the roof which is open
to occupied rooms or sprayed acoustical coatings which are uncovered or
unpainted and Subject to flaking and damage.

2. Return air plenums and false ceiling areas used as return air plenums
where steel beams or wall surfaces are spra) -coated with fibrous insulation.

Additional investigations are being cooducted to further evaluate the situation
in Macomb County Schools. Samples of construction materials suspected of cont-
aining asbestos as described above will be collected by a staff representative
for x-ray detraction analysis. Where test results indicate the presence of a: poS
sible hazard, onsito studies will be undertaken to measure asbestos -in-air con-
centtations in occupied areas.

Plwo tow.ult with your building and maintenance staff and notify this office of
any schnol(s) which may ccntain sprayed on insulation or acoustical finishes.
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DIRECTOR
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MACOMB COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

43525 ELIZAMETH MOUNT CLEMENS, MICHIGAN 45043

TELEPHONE: 12=21:=7.._,: 469-5236

REMINDER

TO: Macomb County Public and Parochial School Administrators

RE: Anbeutos fibers in occupied school areas

FROM: Division of Environmental Health

DADE: April 13, 1977

In January of this year a communication from this office was sent

to you relative to the
potential health hazard resulting from exposure

to anbestos fibers released by sprayed fiber Insulation or acoustical

coatings.

Kindly review our previous communieation to determine whether

any evaluative ansistance by this department is indicated.

PM/ced

8
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TAHLE I
AINIEVIOS FINDINGS IN mraacau

12/15/76 - 12/31/78

No. BAdmined
Ne. abate asbestos NO. Imre asbestos

suspected found

Schools 200+ 64 20 samples in 17 3 1*
18 schools

Other N.A. 36 10 samples in 6 4 0
7 places

&tools include Eleeentary, Intermediate, Jr., and Sr. High, me
university and one private ballet school.

'Cthers include residences, offices, government buildings and
specific materials.

--171mmr-TT-
ASBESTOS SAMPLES HY IDOPHICN

'.7

MATERIAL SARPLES

12/15/76 - 12/31/78

Schools and Universities Cther TOtal

None Detected 61 33 94
1-10% 7 3 10

>10-206 9 3 12

*20-306 2 2 4
>30% 4 4 9

-01- --4K 120-

AIR ENAPLES

None Detected 33 6 39

O-lfibre/cc 1 0 1*
'Sr ---6 -40--

TABLE III
ASBESTOS SAMPLES BY MATIERIALISSTED

12/15/76 - 12/31/78

Insulation Ceiling Tile Pipe Insulation Other Air

Nene Detected 72 14 2 6 39

1-10* 7 3 0 0 1*

N10-20% 7 1 2 2 0

>20- 30v 2 0 0 2 0
301. 7 0 0 1 0

0C qt. IF- 471-

* 0.04 f ibre/ce
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TABLE IV
ASEESICS SAMPLES IN SOHO=

12/15/76 - 12/32/78

SCB316 INSUL CEILING TILE OMER AIR

1. Midhigan State University,
East Lansing 0.0

Film Prod. Room 10.4%

Mae= 10.4
(pipe insui)

HammiAdmin. Bldg. 0

Chem. Bldg. 0

Library 0 0

2. Cheboygan East Side Sch. Cheboygan 0

3. N. tesikegoi High., Minkegon 4.8%.(ceiliag being removed)

4. Sever() HalletSdhool, Binsioftse 0

S. Nankin Mills Jr. High, Westland 7.61, 0 0,0,0

6. John Glenn High, Westland 0,0

7. Garden Cityliest High, CardenCity 0

8. Carden City East High.-Garden City. 0
9. Hentraaok High, Hamtrarsok 0

10. Tyra* School, Harper Woods 0

11. rundee High, rundee 0,0

12. St. John Schoca, MOnrce 0

13. Mark Wain School, Royal Cek 0,0

14. Anderson Jr. High, Berkeley 0

15. Nomittkille Sdhool, Oak Park 0

15. St. Michael School, MOnroe 32.0% 0,0

17. Bedford Inter., Monroe 11.8%

18. Mulick Park Elm., Grand Rapids 0

19. St. Mary's Parish, Monroe 71.8% 0,0,0

20. Colcny Eleau, St. Clair Shores 0

21. Maxine Middle Schcca, St. Clair
Stores 0

22. Van tyke Stadion 0

23. South Lake High, St. Clair Shores 12.5% 0,0,0

24. St. Thomas Luamrran, H. Detroit 0

25. Fitzgerald Pub. Schools, Warren 0,0

26. Sdhofield Elan., Warren 0,0

27. Cantrick Jr. High, Monroe 0,0

28. Mound Pk. Elem., Warren 0,0

29. Westview Elem., Werren 0

30. Warren Sr. High, Warrem 0

31. Mott Sr. High, Warren 13.0 0,0,0,0

32. Green Acres nom., warren 0

33. Mason Central Elem., Erie 0

34. Whiteford Elem., Ottme Lake 0

35. St. Mary's Sdhool, Bronson 10.01(sdience room) 0,0,0,0

36. Brnamill Jr. High, Grosse Pte. 43.7%(peol area) 0,0

37. Three Rivers High, Three Rivers 0

38. Davison Sr. High, Davison 13.6%(maintenanco shop)
23.7%(auditorium) 3,0
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Page 2.

SCH35L INSUL CEILING TILE =RR AIR

39. Hemlock Elem., Hemlock 3.8% 0,0
40. Manaus Sr. High, Romulus 0
41. Eastern Elem., Grand Rapids

.
0,0

(pipe haul)
42. Beifori Inter. School, iteperance 0,0
43. Coit Elem., Grand Rapids 12%

(pipe insul)
4.4. Clintanda le Mrsa. School, =monde le 0,0

(paper sachet)
45. Coldwater High, Coldwater 0
46. Nam* Inter. Mt. Claws 0
47. Warren Wccds High, Warren 0
48. Statelttldh. Inst. Dental Roan 42.9
_42. Winans Elem., Lansing 9.6
50. LOC, Fin. Aud. Dept., Lsneino 0

(settled dust)
51. Oakdale Dev. Die., Lapeer 0,0
52. Galesburg Van. Schools, Galesburg 28.18 0,0,0,0
53. Roseville High, Roseville 9.7S(gya foyer)
54. Lansing School System, Lansing 0
55. St. Thomas Aquinas, E. tensing 10.1% 0.04 fibreic
56. Pialeer High, Ann Arbor 0,0
57. S.W. Elemmtary School, Flint 0 .

58. Akstn Fairgrove H.S., Fairgrovc 0
59. Williams Elementary School, Jenesville 0
60. Lanse Creuse Mid. Schl., S., Mt. Clemens 0
61 S.A.C.C., MEC, Mavindale 0, 11.8%
62. hUtyne State University, Detroit 7,8%
63. Baldwin Cremunity School, Baldwin 0
64. Alma College, Alm6 0
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TABLE V
ASBESTOS SAMPLES - MISC.

12/15/76 - 12/31/78

P/ACE--ITEM rmstm CEILING TILE OTHER AIR

I.

2.

3.

241 Building, East Lansing 13.5%

Crown' residence, Parchment
Fire blankets, East Lansing

04,0
28.8% 0

21.0%
17.0%
14.0%

4. Kingsford Apts., Kingsford o

5. Wooten Corp., Lanes <46
<4%

6. Carrigan residence, Ann Arbor o

7. NUM - TV, Lansing 0,0

8. Police Firing Range. Dearborn fits. 0

9. MSP Mobile Office, East Lansing o

Emerg. Services, East Lansing
(dUst in air please)

10. Mark Dale, M.D., Warren 0
fP

II. Chicago Pneumatic, Madison Hts. 0

12. Ingham Med. Center, Lansing 0

13. Mich. State Capitol,
App. Bennett, Boom 118 o o 0.0

14. Mich. State Hwy. Dept., Coldwater 0 (carpet Ault)

15. Phillips residence, East Lansing 0 0
(settled dust)

16. Lansing Civic Center, Lansing

17. CLarance Fox, MDL, Lansing 52.8%

18. Detroit Bldg., Maint. Pivn., Detroit 0

19. Bridge 1. Collins Office, Negaunee 0

20. Lunawee CO. H.D., Adrian 0

21. Chtr. for Pub Acctability, Lansing 0

22. First Cong. Church, Romeo
23. Kerrin Hoban residence, Ann Arbor 0

24. City uf Flint
(plaster)

25. Lmwrence D. Newman residence, Dearborn

26. Thomas A. Duke residence,
Farmington Hills

27. Wayne Co. Hlth. Dept., Eloise
Iiinchroom 51.7%

Basement area 53.71

428. City of Dearborn, Transp., De.mburn 0,0

29. Lakin 1. WOrsham, Southfield 0

30. Marchese residence, Mt. Clemens
31. Kenneth Duma residence, Brighton 0

32. John JOhnson residowe, Detroit 53.6*

33. MDL, Lansing
34. Kathleen Thor residence, Columa
35. Mrs. AI Storm residence, E. Cr Hp& 0
36. Mich. Dd. Assn. Office, E. Lansing 8.6%

Vito(' Is

(XItt ts

TABLE VI
ILPPINI'AIrt Tggilnlv; FINDINZI

2/71 - I2/I4i7b

W. y1,3'. I WINit Anlvativ; rMtui

4

0

0
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Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Jensen, do you agree with Mr. Jager that
if the asbestos material is secure and contained, that removal is not
necessary?

Dr. JENsEN. Yes, in general I would agree with that.
Chairman PERKINS. But what about if it IS sagging, broken loose;

and so forth, then you would say it should be removed?
Dr. JENSEN. Again, if it were sealed by some technique which

would prevent it from entering the environment, then I would say
you could use some sort of a sealing methodthat is in
this casewhich, as long as we can prevent the material from
getting into the atmosphere where a person can breathe the dust,
that should be an effective means of control.

Chairman PERKINS. Are you telling us that in some instancis it
will be better to seal it than undertake the removal?

Dr. JENSEN. That probably would be the general case, rather than
t1eeeut ion.

ChairmaiiPE1uuNs. Any further questions, Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. JAGER. Mr. Chairman, if I could add something to my state-

ment, which may not have been too clear on that point, we feel that
in most situations there will be a technique to secure the material.
We do envision there may be circumstances such as you describe
where the material has been damaged, it is falling down, it is in
disrepair, where the sealing technique would not be a satisfactory
solution and there may be instances where removal would be the
more prudent alternative. We haven't found any of those in our
State.

Dr. JENSEN. May I make another statement which I hope is
pertinent?

You have been hearing many people talk about measueing and
evaluating the concenteation of asbestos in the environment. First,
that is an extremely expensive technique and the problem is, I
would challenge anybody to tell me what are you going to do with
the information once you have collected it, because, first, there is no
known concentration which is acceptable; so the expenditure for
sampling now may not be an index of what is going to happen
tomorrow in the schools.

We know the older the building is the higher the probability this
material is probably going to drop from the ceiling and so forth in
the future. So, to me, sampling would be basically a waste of time.
It may be an interesting academic exercise, but since we would not
be able to use the information for practical purposes, I can see no
reason for going out and spending a lot of money to measure and
evaluate the airborne concentrations.

So it would appear that we need to know whether the material is
present, is there a reasonable probability that it is going to get into
the environment, and then make sure it doesn't.

But the immediate, probably most significant exposure in schools,
I would think, is probably in the industrial arts classes, where
students are being taught how to change brake linings of cars,
because of the technique that they use to blow the dust out of the
old brake drum.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I want to thank you both for your very excellent
testimony and also commend you for your leadership in Michigan.
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Do you have any concept of cost, or do you have any comment on
our discussion toward some kind of Federal assistance to schools
and the costs involved in it?

Mr. JAGER. No, sir. I listened with interest to the testimony on
costs this morning. We have absolutely no estimates on the cost of
these repairs.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you, gentlemen. You have been
vezy helpful to the committee. You mad.e good witnesses.

Mairman PERKINS. Our next witnesses, our nextnel, is Dr.
Norbert Pap, Director, Health Review Division, Office of Toxic
Substances, Environmental Protection Agency; and Dr. David Rall,
Director of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sci-
ences, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, accompanied
by Mr. William Blakey.

Come around, gentlemen. We will hear from you rust, Dr. Page.

STATEMENT OF DR. NORBERT PAGE, DIRECTOR, HEALTH RE-
VIEW.DIVISION, OFFICE OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES, ENVIRONMEN-
TAL PROTECTION AGENCY; DR. DAVID RALL, DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMETNAL HEALTH SCIENCES.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; AC-
COMPANIED BY WILLIAM BLAKEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR LEGISLATION (EDUCATION)

STATEMENT OF DR. NORBERT PAGE. DIRECTOR. HEALTH REVIEW
DIVISION. OFFICE OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES. ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

Dr. PAGE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman; or good afternoon, I
guess, just about.

Members of this subcommittee, I am pleased to be able to come
before you this morning. I don't have a presentation to make.

Chairman PERKINS. That is all right. We are glad to hear your
oral presentation.

Dr. PAGE. I understand there are certain technical issues that you
would like to discuss.

I am Director of the Health Review Division of the Office of Toxic
Substances in the Environmental Protection Agency. The Division
is currently undertaking a hazard evaluation of asbestos, so I would
be delighted to answer any of the technical questions you may have
on the health aspects.

Chairman PERKINS. All right; Dr. Rall, you go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID RAM, DIRECTOR. NATIONAL INSTI-
TUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM BLAKEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEG-
ISLATION (EDUCATION)

Dr. RALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You know Mr. Blakey who is accompanying me.
I have little to add to our testimony of Monday.
Chairman PERKINS. Of last week.
Dr. RALL. Perhaps a few points:
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As we know, the authorities thin HEW appear to be limited to
two, one residing within the N onal Cancer Institutes Division of

.1 Cancer Omtrol, and plans f r the demonstration project that I
; discussed last Monda are well underway:

In addition, the Division of Cancer CAntrol is considering a
\competitive program of demonstration projects with the total..

of dollars to be committed of $2 million.
In add1tiønyou are aware of the special projects discretionary

fund availab e Thin the Office of Education.
I really am delfghted to comment that after your hearing last

Monday representatives of HEW and EPA met long after the
hearing and reviewed in igreat detail EPA's propmal to ensure that
our coordination would be as effective as pmble.

And let me just make one further comment: It was their sense
and I agree completelythat the record of Monday's hearings
might be a most valuable document to distribute to the school
boards. It really contains excellent, up-to-date information on the
scope of the problem; the approaches to control, and might be a
very, very useflil way of informing the school boards throughout the
country.

Mr. Blakey, would you care to comment?
Mr. BLAKEY. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Rall, approximately how much money is

now available under Section 403 of the Public Health Service Act
and under the Commissioner's discretionary fund in the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act? The letter from the Department
I received this morning mentions these are the only possible au-
thorities to take care of this prgblem. Do you know how much
money?

Dr. RALL. Let me answer for the National eancer Institute. About
$69 million.

Let me say, however, much of that is committed to such impor-
tant problems as the Tyler, Texas, asbestos episode some years ago,
following workers in vinyl chloride plants.

Chairman PERKINS. Is that authorization large enough that we
could go before Appropriations and secure additional funding if
Appropriations saw fit to grant us more money?

Dr. RAU.. If I may correct the record, it is my impression the
authorization is about $100 million. The authorization is
$90,500,000, of which appropriated was about $69 million.

Chairman PERKINS. All right. Mr. Miller, any questions?
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't quite understand, Dr. Rail, when we are done with the

demonstration program, what are we going to have in hand?
Dr. RAU.. We will have, I hope, three broad categories of things in

hand: First, we will have a series of films and written material to
iaid schools n dealing with different types of asbestos problems, the

sprayed steel beaMs, the sprayed ceilings and so forth. This can be
made rapidly available in terms of trying to help the local boards of
education understand how to approach their probelm and whf t to
do.

Now, secondly, there is an issue that has come up but har. A
been surfaced, and that is, when you seal asbestos in a building . .Iat

1.
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ago=effective
way of protecting the children while that

or while it stands unrenovated; but are we going to
, 15 yftrs from now when somebody comes in and ren-

ovates that building, that that is asbestos sealed up in the ceiling?
We want to develop management techniques for identifying that as
asbestos and being sure that the next generation doesn't i'all into
the same problem we have. Corporate memory, institutional 'mem-
ory, is often not very good.

Thirdly, we want to attack through this demonstration the qual-
ity control problem. If yott send a sample from a ceiling to three
different contractors, do they come out with the same correct
answer,or are some very, very inaccurate?

Mr. Mnizit. Well, what time period are you talking about?
Dr. RALL. On this one we are working very hard. We have the

collaboration of the Occupational SafeV and Health Administra-
tion, because the workers are involve4 the contract workers. It
should start before summer vacation, which is the vital tin" and be
available then next fall.

Mr. Mama. Be available next fall?
Dr. RALL Yes.
Mr. Mmes. So you don't envision any major repairs or removal

place prior to conclusion of the demonstration program?
Dr. Well, I think the Savfyer-Nicholson documents and the

EPA document which, I gather, is about a month away, would be
available for those schools that were able to proceed this spring or
this summer.

Mr. MILLER. Then I am not clear. If that is so, then why would we
spend $2 million on a demonstration program when, in fact, schools
would be capable, apparently, to properly do the job prior to the
completion of the demon tration program?

Dr. Raw. I think the issue is how good a job are they going to do.
Mr. MILLER. Should we allow anybody to proceed prior to the

completion of the demonstration program?
Dr. RAIL. If they follow the Sawyer-Nicholson proposals, they will

do a good job. We hope there are ways of doing it more efficiently,
more rapidly, less expensively, and to make better teachilig and
training material available to those schools that want to do it.

Clearly, there has to be an end to demonstration programs. After
you have demonstrated it so many 'times, that is enough, and I
think the amount of funds that the Cancer Institute is proposing for
demonstrationwhich is its only authcrityis probably about

mr. Mnixot. It appears that one of the problems that local
districts are going to encounter is one of determining the fact that
building materials contain asbestos because apparently it can run
from less than a percent toI think we heard testimony last
week-70, 75 percent asbestos.

You mentioned quality control, to determine how the school
district can make a determination. How do you envision this testing
taking place? Should this be done in private labs or should we set
up regional labs for a period of a year, where lieople can send
samples? Is it conceivable that with four or five labs you could deal
with the samples that school districts send to you as to whether or .

not asbestos is contained in these various building materials?

42975 0 IS 43
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Dr. RAU.. I think the first approach is, there are a moderate
number of commercial laboratories that are performing this service.
We are working very closely with EPA to set up round-robin

Clearly, I think there would be a need for greater testing 4. .4ty
in the near future. I am not prepared at the moment to how
we should get that. Certainly, the free enterprise system ,4 work.
There will be other labs that--

Mr. MILLER. I am sure there will be other labs. My con rn is
they will know what they are doing.

RAU. Yes. That is why the quality control the
demonstration grant and the proficiency program that I " and
EPA are working on is absolutely critical. You must simply know
whether there is asbestos or not, and you must have good sceintific
data to base your decisions on. I think that is the key.

Again, I don't thinkas has been said beforethat the air levels
are that meaningful. Simply, the sample bokhe material is what is
important.

Mr. MILLER. Would it be fair to say that school districts can make
a different determination on the school that had a three to five
percent factor of asbestos in the sprayed-on material, as opposed to
a school that had a 70 percent factor? Would that be a rational
determination for a school district to make?

Dr. RALL. That would set the priorities; butif think
Mr. Mum. It could be one of the factors in setting the priorities,

so that information is available?
Dr. RALL. Which you would attack first.
Mr. MILLER. Okay.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. Wsiss. No questions.
Chairman PERIUNS. Let me thank you, gentlemen. You have been

helpful to the committee.
Our last panel is Mr. Calabrese and Dr. Irving Peterson.
Come around, gentlemen. Are they here yet, Dr. Irving Peterson

and Mr. Vincent B. Calabrese, Department of Education, State of
New Jerseyare those people here yet?

Mr. Miller will take charge of the committee at this time.
Mr. Mu= (presiding). We just finished talking about that, in

setting priorities, one of the pieces ,of information that would be
helpful is the percentage of asbestos present. What other kinds of
informationbecause I fear that while some scientists would sug-
fest that is not what we want to do, just because qf the monetary
implications, we are going to have to set some prionlies, and where
the funds should go first. Whether it is a loan or a grant program,
or what-have-you, whether, if you feel qualified to testify, what
other itemsI mean state of disrepair comes to mindthat you
would want to look to see what is going on; the form that asbestos is
used in, its proximity, I assume, to studentswhat qualitygo
ahead.

Dr. RALL. Let'sttike it the other way. If you have asbestos in a
very firm hard cei.ling structure that, first of all, is not particularly
accessible, or is so firmly bound or cementitious, as they call it, that
it is very solid, I think that would be a very low priority.

le,
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Now, I think eventually that should be assail, but I think that
would be at the bottom of the priority of asbestos-con
material.

Then I think you would go to the frlale material w can
easily be broken apart, but either it is in a lace that is latively
inaccessible or it is high enough, or someilb t is not sing to
happen. The potendar is there. It is friable, but i not yet
started to deteriorate. That would be a middle pri . The highest
poreicoreil, I think, is clearly what you can see, a dete orating ce

le to the students, accessible to the main nance worker.
That, it seems to me, is the first order, and those, I likely will
have -to be removed rather than just sealed.

Mr. MILIZR. Okay. Because I think at some point we are going to
have to give school districts some guidance in terms of where they
can applyno matter what moneys we come up with, it is going to
be rather limited in scope.

I think our other two witnesses are here.

STATEMENT OF VINCENT B. CALABRESE, ASSISTANT COMMIS-
SIONER FOR FINANCE AND REGULATORY SERVICES, DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION, STATE OF NEW JERSEY; AND DR. IRVING
PETERSON, DIRECTOR OF FACILITY PLANNING, DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, STATE OF NEW JERSEY

STATEMENT OAR VINCENT B. CALABRESE: ASSISTANT COMMIS-
SIONER FO1INANCE AND REGULATORY SERVICES. DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION. STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. CALAsitzsz: Before we review some-4)ecific problems in New
Jersey, I would like to set certain historical facts in perspective. For
example, in 1907, the first case of health problems related to
asbestos was discovered. At that time, apparently a connection was
foutid between certain cases of shortness of breath and asbestos.

In 1918, insurance companies stopped insuring asbestos workers
in the industry.

In the 1930s, English medical research linked asbestos and lung
cancer.

In the 1940s, cancer was more positively linked to asbestos
exposure.

. In the 1950s and 1960s, the extensive use of asbestos found its
iway into the construction ndustry, due in largeipart to its low cost,

easy accessibility, its superior fire-retardant qualities and
lightweight construction qualities.

In the late 1960s, Mount Sinairesearch was published, detailing
the health hazard posed by the material.

In 1973,,the Merit! Government banned spray ap_plications con-
taining more than one percent of asbestos by weight.

This data would appear to indicate that the potential hazards of
the material were well known long before the widespread use of it.
Architectural and,engineering firms recommended the use and the
public relied on their advice and built into their buildings a danger-
ous gubstance. Federal environmental agencies did not actively
move to ban the use until after some local agencies acted. I am sure
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the reasons for the inaction were due to inadequate or what was
considered inconclusive evidence as to the potential danger.

We are now in the late 1970s. I am afraid that that particular
situation still exists. We still have what is considered inadeoluate
and sometimes inconclusi. . evidence as to potential danger. We are
no longer buildinii in the hazard and are now working to eliminate
it. However, the body of technical knowledge is too often contradic-
tory or lacks definite focus.

I think if there is anything a committee of this nature can do, is
to just clear up or *attempt to clear up the various differing opin-
ions, different advice, received by the States over the last several
years. For example, in 1974, I -was at a college at that time, and we
were advised that should the asbestos material be removed follow-
ing existing Federal guidelines at that point in time there would
still be microscopic particles in every nook and cranny of the
building. These particles would infiltrate thr atmosphere and
thereby endanger the health of the occupants the life of the
building. More recently, we have been told that removing asbestos
following new Federal guidelines is a suitable and permanent
sol ution.

There are other uncertainties concerning enclosing the materials
structurally or using drop ceilir;.> or the effectiveness of paints or
ot her sealants. It is our understanding that a Federal Environmen-
tal Protection Agency study is being conducted by Battelle Institute
in Columbus, Ohio, They are in the process of screening 74 sealants
at the present time. There is much interest in the use of sealants,
but we have no knowledge as to when the information /ill be
released.

State. and .local government need the assistance from the Federal
Government to identify the safest procedure to follow in schools
where asbestos has been used. We need to know clearly the safe or
unsafe levels of asbestos content in such sprayed-on materials. We
need to know specific corrective measures which can be imple-
Mented immediately so that salools can remain in sessioa for logg
terms, so asbestos will not be a health hazard during the life of the
building. This informatior could be invaluable in those States that
have not yet experienced an asbestos fallout scare. It is too late for
New Jersey We have already decided there is no acceptable level of
memus contamination of schodls in our State. This is based more
on the emotional reaction to the discovery of asbestos and to any
specific scientific or engineering study that we can cite as conclu-
sqvc proof

Asbstos has ben used in New Jersey schools primarily for
thrinal Irsulation atnei acoustical purpose . Sprayed-on surfaces
van from h.ing t71,ck and spongy to installs...41ns which are thin
and hard Where such sorayed-on asbestos materials have been
vandahied or datnaged through accidents or water damage, air
Non p I t.. have verified the release of fibers into the surrounding air.
It has been wlwr the material has been undisturbed, and in
apparent ,sound condition, we have been told that there is still a
gradual reir.v.e ot tit.ers frofin fallout. Sucl. gradual contamination

up in :or siunples
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Since_ sprayed-on material can be easily damaged, intentional or
unavoidable contact during maintenance and repair activities result
in the release of asbestos fibers .which can be measured by air
concentration tests.

We have also been told that asbestos fibers which have fallen
onto interior surfaces can repeatedly cause contamination of the
environment as the disturbance of settled fibers causes
resuspension in the atmosphere resulting in high fiber count in air
samples. But while we are being warned of the release of asbestos
fibers, we are also told that many if not most asbestos fibers are too
small to be measured by air concentration tests and that the air
sample procedured lack standardization and no standards. have been
developed for application to schools. We have alio been told there I.
no percentage level of asbestos as a fraction of the overall spray( I-
on material which has been determind to be a safe level.

At the present time, the only advice we have to offer local school
districts, which is hard advice, that can be documented by the
evidence, is to read all available literature on the subject ,to become
aware of the potential hazard of asbestos, use current clean-up and
repair procedures to reduce the creation and disbursement of dust
intermixed with microscopic asbestos particles, monitor the activi-
ties in all areas containing sprayed-on asbestos materials and Mini-
mize intentional or accidental ftmage, do not apply any covering
until more information is received from the EPA from studies being
conducted by the Battelle Institute, and remove asbestos material
wherever it has been damaged or has deteriorated for any -neon
and I. visibly flaking.

This leaves the responsibility for deciding appropriate action
completely in the hands of local school officials. nus has caused
considerable variation from district to district in the implementa-
tion of gtiidelines. And it has placed local school officials under
tremendous pressure from concerned parents. The best solution
would be for the ,Federal Government to make those specific deter-
minations we have mentioned before. Anything short of a unified
and consistent policy or. this matter at the Federal level will
perpetuate the confusion, uncertainty and variability in action by
each of the separate States.

At the current time, the only funds available in New. Jersey for
this purpose would be local revenues raised by referendum. Our
school districts, along with all other units of government, have been
capped. We out-propositioned Proposition 13 long ago. Surplus funds
are disappearing. The only way large amounts of funds can be
raised is through thesc local referendums m3ntioned. Referendums
are no longer easily passed. The pop" .tion is aging, and senior
citizens are suspicious of any prbposals that cost new tax dollars.
This makes the possibility of defeating future issues real.

We are currently reviewing the feasibility of a State initiative to
help fund the profilem. Unfortunately, the State is also facing the
possibility of a major budget gap and searching for ways to reduce
the budget and find new revenue resources.

Although I am sure you have heard this a thousand times, there
is a critical need for a Federal initiative in this area. This initiative,
if it is to be effective, must conic soon. The issue is emotional as

0 0
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well as technical and varies from hysteria to rage against govern-
ment generally by people who feel that they have been affected by
the problem.

Aki should be retroactive and should not penalize those districts
who have acted promptly to protect the health of their citizens.

As an aside, when we were at the college and had the problem,
we were told at that point that the responsibility begins at discover
ing these cases, that there is no such thing as a statute of limita-
tions. This means the number and amounts of future lawsuits will,

probability, exceed manyfold the cost of removing the hazard.
While we should never act in the national interest only to save

money, we should point out to any tight-money advocates who raise
the spectre of fun&ng they may very well find the delay has end
will be infinitely more costly.

In New Jersey we have 250 known schools with sprayed-on
materials containing asbestos, involving_ approximately 2.5 million
square feet. We suspect that when we finally begin to re-look at the
problem, we may find many more. In these cases where the mate-
rial has been hidden, where it wasn't easily ascertainable, we may
find that, when funds are available and districts begm to take
another harder look, we mai fmd there are more than. 250 schools.
To remove thimisterial and replace it with suitable fire-retardant
.or acousticallWatment would cost the taxpayers of New Jersey
around $15 million as a minimum, and that is at $6 per square
foot. I heard a $12 per square foot figure this morning in Kentucky.
If so, that would be up to $30 million, and if we have as little as 150
more schools with the same problem, it would be somewhere in the
$50 million-$60 million area.

Projected for the entire countrywell, we can all do our mathit
would be a considerable amount of money, approaching possibly $1
billion.

The magnitude of the burden suggests there is an urgent need for
Federal involvement in funding for corrective action in schools,
once suitable procedures and guidelines have been established by
the Federal Government.

Thank you for listening to us. You are to be congratulated for
attempting to define the issue and fiad a solution. I only hope as a
result of your hearings we can start at an early date.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I want to thank you for your testimony. I think
you have identified a problem that is a real one. There are certain
places where the public reaction is so strong that it is too late to do
the things which in many other places might be done. The fact that
yOU in New Jeteey haie let the Nvoi lei know about the problem &tad
your experience, I hope, will contribute to a national attack upon
this problem and finding the means, in an atmosphere of calm and
rationality, to both thoroughly and logically attack the problem in
other places. i know you have been through a hard time with this. I
hope your experience is going to be helpful to others.

Mr. CAIAIUMEIZ. As I mentioned before, if there is anything you
can do to prc this calm atmosphere, it would be to comfort with
clear advice to levels, clear advice as to procedures, for the
Federal Government to take the initiative in setting forth what it
considers safe levels and safe procedures. Currently, the industry
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feels it is too restrictive, that the danger is not as great as people
make It Local people feel the danger is completely real. There may
be something in between. I think it is a Federal job to move into
that gap.

Mr. Wines. Mr. Calabrese, I, too, want to thank you for your
testimony. I think it presents a very good perspective on the
problem.

Suppose the Congresstaking inte account the mood of the Con-
gress, the administration, and the countryfinds itself incapable of
undertaking any kind of fiscal, financial assistance in this area. Do
you believe that the localities will, in fact, deal with the problem, or
will the problem be ignored at the local level?

Mr. CALABRESE. I think once the problem is discovered, that the
public and the system, itself, will force the municipal, local officials
to act. I think inaction, under capped budgets and going into
referendum, in effect we will be moving money from the program
side of the budget to the repair side of the budget and, in effect,
asking our kids to fmance the health hazard by lowered available
funds in the regular programs.

I am saying the local government will act. It will have to act.
There is no way of not acting. It will just put a further strain on
already limited resources at the local levels, and they have the least
capability of raising large amounts of funds over broader numbers ,
of people.

hIr. Vino. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLER. Dr. Peterson, have you anything to add?

STATEMENT OF DR. PETERSON, DIRECTOR OF FACILITY PLAN-
NING, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dr. PETERSON. I have nothing further to add except to repeat
...hat has been said already. We have been walking on eggshells for
two years, and we do need some help in the way of positive
direction.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Calabrese, as I understand xour testimony, you
are not under any specific Federal mandate in this program in
terms of standards. You have had conflicting direction as to what ;.s
safe and what isn't safe, but there is no specific Federal ingndate
level which you must meet; is that correct?

Mr. CALABRESE. That is right. As I say, that is part of the
problem.

Mr. Miuxn. The threat, then, is really one that, at some point
down the road, you could be hit with e lewsuit for not just
exercising due caution in terms ofnow that the risk is known, or
some risk is knownin regard to those students. Isn't that correct?

Mr. CALABRESE. I think I mentioned that was a problem ihat I
encountered at a college where, by the threat of a lawsuit, was
present, and I think we have had at least one in New Jersey that
was finally dropped because of inconclusive evidence.

Mr. MILLER. My concern would be, I am not sure if we wanted to,
and I am not sum that we should, establish a Federal standard that
tells you what parts per million you can have, because nobody

iagrees what parts per million is, n fact, safe or not safe on the

t r)4.
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theory ofthe threshold theory. So I guess, you know, at best,
maybe, what this tommittee is going to be able to do is to help
identify the problem and then let local districts approach that
problem as they will, hopefully with some Federal funding help, but
beyond that, I am not sure that we can certify that this school is
now safe becauseI don't want people to get the impression that
that its what we will undertake to :io, because I am not sure that we
have the expertise, or that anybody does, to give you a clean bill of
heal th.

Mr. CALABRNOL You may have to come to- the same conclusion
that we have, that there is no level that is safe, and it must be
removed. I think that will be the finalprobably will be the fmal
answer to the problem.

Mr. MILLER. Are there further questions?
Thank you very much for your testimony.
The committee will stand adjourned at this point.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee actiourned, to recon-

vene upon the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]

-

s,
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL. PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHING*014. D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF Tilt
ADMINISTRATOR

Honorable Carl Perkins
Chairman, Committee on
Education and Labor

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Because of your demonstrated concern about the problems
of asbestos contamination in schools, I am forwarding a
report which I am sure will be of interest to you.

The Environmental Protection Agency's copsultant in
this area, Dr. Robert Sawyer, recently visited the
Prestonsburg Senior High School in Prestonsburg, Kentucky,
to evaluate the extent of asbestos contamination there.
His report, which has been forwarded to the Kentucky
Department for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection,
is enclosed.

On January 8 and 16, EPA Witnesses appeared .* hearings
chaired by you beforePthe Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary and Vocational Education on the problem of asbestos
contamination in schools. We would also like a copy of
Dr. Sawyer's report on the Prestonsburg High School to be
included in the record of those hearings. I am therefore
forwarding two copies of the report: one for you and one
for the hearing record.

Enclosures

Sincerely,

e.77
/tot()

-4 0A414.0-
Charles S. Warren

Director
Office of Legislation
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Mr. Eugene F. Mooney
Secretary, DeOartment for Natural

Resources and Environmental Protection
Sth Floor Capital Plaza Office Tower
Frankfort, KY 40601

Dear Mr. Mooney:

As you requested on January 5, 1979, Robert Sawyer, M.D.,
conJultant to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has
.visited the Prestonsburg, Kentucky, Senior High School.
Dr. Sawyer, Larry Dorsey of EPA, and Jack Wilson and staff
of the Kentucky State Task Force on Asbestos in Public
Schools inspected the school,on January 16, 1979.

Dr. Sawyer has evaluated the condition of the sprayed
asbestos-containing material in the school and the results
of samples of that material. Dr. Sawyer's report, which
recommends removal of the material at the earliest fetsible
date, is enclosed.

I hope that Dr. Sawyer's report assists you uld members of
the Task Force in your deliberations on thie difficult
problem.

Sincerely,

Jchn P. DeKany
Deputy Assistant Administrator

for Chemical Control

Enclosure

c),
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REPORT BY ROBERT N. SAWYER, M.D., ON
ASBESTOS IN PRESTONSBURG HIGH SCHOOL

Background: In recent years, there has been increasing

awareness of the significance of environmental contamination

and disease causation duct to asbestos. Asbestos materials

are contaminants that affect both occupational and

nonoccupational populations. Diseases associated with

exposure to asbestos are.pulmonary atbestosis and

malignancies of the chest, abdomen, and other sites.

Most of the knowledge of asibestos-related illnesses

comes from high exposure level situations. Because of a

lack of specific data on low-level exposures and a lack of

understanding on the mechanisms of cancer formation, an

absolutely safe level of exposure cannot be established with

certainty at this time. It is prudent that all unnecesuary

exposure to asbestos be eliminated and nonavoidable

exposures be minimized.

Exposure levels considered potentially hazardous have

been docume4ed in buildingsy Consideration of these

findings acong with the special characteristics of school

populations has led to a specific concern over school

buildings containing friaole asbestos material.

ii
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Pindin e S.-cific to the Frestonsburg_Senior High School:

1. Material: The sublect material covers the overhead..

surfaces in the school corridors and a music Doom. The

material is highly friable and is quite easily disintegrated

with minimal force. The material condition is very poor

with areas of failure Quite evident especially on the first

level of the school. Further, significant areas have been

damaged and disrupted. Large segments of the ceiling

material have been intentionally tut for installation of

support members for new heating lines. There are also areas

of dapage and destruction that appear to have resuited from

student activity.. In general, the friable material has been

signiiicantly disrupted.

2. Analysis of the Friable Material:

a. The Division for Laboratory Services,

Department of Human Resources, Commonwealth of Kentucky has

reported that the material contains anthophyllite asbestos

but has not estimated the percentage conMtfhed.

b. Our.analysis shows chrysotile at 30 percent and

amosite zmbestos at 10 percent. I did not personally obtain

this sample and will not attempt to explain our analytical

results and the differencz.s between the analyses at this

time. me suggest that two samples from opposite corridors
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be obtained and submitted for examination. Dr. Arthiir Rohl

at Mt. Sinai has agreed tO do the analysis.

3. Hazard Evaluations The asbestos-containing material

is within areas with heavy studeneactivity and movement.

The population of students is obviously active, as evidenced

by the damage observed. Thrown objects have penetrated the

surface, handprints can be seen outside the gymnasium

entrance, and stairwell surfaces are significantly damaged.

The material is open, accessible, and severely disrupted

over approximately 30 percent of its surface area.

4. Air Samplings Air sampling in school exposure

situations for purposes of hazard evaluation has only

limited value. It is discussed here for two reasons.,

First, some investigators have placed significance on the

results of air sampling. Second, there appears to be

significant misunderstanding of the meaning and

interpretation of the results of air simplex taken at the

school. A letter dated Janu4ry 12, 1979,..from B. F. Brown,

H.D., of the Division of Laboratory Services cites the

results of eight school building air samples and one blank

sample. The results range from 0.08 to 0.77 fibers per

cubic centimeter. The results in turn ha-:e been compared to

the present Occupational Safety and Health Administration
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(OSHA) time weighted average (twa) limit of 2.0 fibers per

cubic centimeter. The inference drawn from the comparison

was that the school asbestos exposure situation was not

significant since the readings obtained were well within the

industrial standard.

A more complete understanding of the factors involved in

the comparison is needed.

a. The OSHA exposure limits have applicability to

industrial situations, have an economic basis, and are'not

specifically addressed to t)Ite prevention of cancer.

b. The present standard of 2.0 fibers per cubic

centimeter was established by regulations effective in 1972.

Knowledge and awareness of asbestos exposure effects in

causing cancer has increased significantly since that time.

It should be noted that in 1975, proposed chinges to the

OSHA regulation on exposure to asbestos included lowering of

the standard from 2.0 to 0.5 fibers per cubtc centimeter.

Then, in consideration of additional medical And

epidemiological information, the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health in 1977 recommended a further

lowering of the standard to 0.1 fibers per cubic centimeter

for industrial exposures.
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OSHA Exposure Limits (twa) Comparison to Prestonsburg Data

1972 2.0

1975 0.5

1977 0.1

Within OSSA limits.

One sample taken in the
first floor corridor near
office exceeds the
industrial slaindard.

Seven of the eight samples
exceed sta iard as
recommende4 by NIOSH.

The use of industrial standards for a population of

school children is quite inappropriate. However, since

emphasis appestat to have been placed on the comparison,

seems appropriste to also consider the proposed and

recommended changes in these limits.

c. Perhaps the more significant question is

comparison of asbestos levels within the schocl with those

affecting the community outside the school. Unfortunately,

such control data has not yet been collect . However, I

.anticipate with confidence that 0.0 readings will tit.

Thus, if it is reasonable that the exposure of schot.

children to a carcinogen should be no more than ....at ot the

entire community in which they live, then a carcinogen

exposure risk exists within this school building.

5. Abatement: There appear to be some misconceptions

over the technique of asbestos -0,atement, I anticipate that

with EPA's proposed guides and specifications, local workers
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could effectively and safely..carry out the asbestos removal

operation.

Summary and Recommendations:

1. Asbestos has been implicated as a,carcinogen and

cocarcinogen with no safe level of exposureestablished with

certainty. The most prudent approach to this situation is

the elimination of all unnecessary exposure and the

minimization of all unavoidable exposure.

2. Characteristics of both the asbestos mineral fibers

and their disease potential in school populations have

combined to create a situation of concern.

3. The disruptiop of the asbestos-containing material

within the Prestonsburg School is severe, and the evidence
A

of the contamination of the school environmenh is

significant. Our studies have led us to over 100 school

buildings in 10 States. The disruption of material in this

building is one of the worst ever seen. .

-

4. It is sincerely recommended that removal of the

asbesios-coutalning material be undertaken at the earliest

feasible date without regard to convenience of either the

school population or the Board of Education.

(
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Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary.

Secondary and Vocational Education
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman;

Mr. Geoffrey Mandly of 100 Price Boulevard, West
Hartford, Connecticut, has contacted me concerning
the health hazard posed by asbestos in the Hartford

public schools.

In this connection, Mr. Mandly4has prepared the
enclosed reports on the asbestos problem at the

Quirk Middle Sclool where he teaches. He has asked
mc to forward this material to you for inclusion
in the hearing record which your Subcommittee has

etublishea concerning this problem.

ihanking you for your cooperation, I am,

,44 4 .4
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TAKE ONE -- READ IT -- PLEASE RETURN IT

ASBESTOS

AT

QUIRK MIDDLE SCHOOL

01 The Staff of Quirk Middle School

?ROMs Geoffrey Mandly - Roo! 308

Rgs Asbestos Problem at Quirk Middle School

o

As you are probably aware, at least eight schools in the
Hartford *School System have been designated by the State Department
of Education (School Building Unit) as schools with hasaAous as-
bestos installations. Quirk Middle School is one of those schools
'so designated by the State Department of Education.

The following was a se:Aes of questions submitted to Mr. Joseph
Tierinni, lf the Buildlngs and Grounds Department of the Hart-
ford Public Sch. As, and. to his assistant, Mr. Makati. The Buildings
and Grounds Dope Iment recommends to the Hartford Board of Education
the course of action to be taken in regard to the asbestos in the
Hartford Public Schools. To many of the responses I have made a
rebuttal 4r supplemented and clarified points based on research and
facts. My responses appear in parentheses within the answer sec-
tions.

Q: Is there any asbestos fireproofing or insulating material at
Quirk Middle School? If so, where is it located?

A: Yes, there is asbestos fireproofing tp-the school. It is locat-
ed above all suspended ceilings on each floor (in the halls and in
the classrooms) throughout-the entire school building.

Q: The Connecticut State Health Department considers an asbestos
content of greater than 1% in these fireproofing and insulating
materials a potential health hazard - does the material at
Quirk Middle School exceed this 1% level?

A: I am not sure of the exact level (at this point I made reference
to a report submitted Uo the Hartford Board of Education on Febru-
ary 8, 1977. The inde#endent report conducted by H. E. Murdock &
Sons, Inc. in conjunction with Dr. Robert Sawyer indicated the type
and level of asbestos in those Hartford schools desienated as schools
with hazardous asbestos installations. This report indicated that
the level of asbestos in the fireproofing at Quirk Middle School
wee 15%, which far e%ceeds the 1% level net by the state. The
accuracy of this 159 figure was questioned but it was conceded that
the level at Quirk probably exceeded the 1% level).

Describe the air-return system at Quirk Middle School focusing
particular attention on:

Q: What is a plenum?

At A plenum for our purpoues is the space between the suspended
ceiling and the next concrete floor or the roof on the third floor
that is filled with air.
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qi Where is the asbestos st Quirk located.in relafton to this

plenum?

A: The asbestos fireproofing is located within the plenum in the

space above the suspended ceiling.

Q: ls there a way for the air that comes in contact with the
asbestos in the plenum to be returned to the classroom through

the air duct system carrying with it airborne asbestos fibers?

A: Yes, the air circulating in a classroom exits the room thiough

an open grating and enters the plenum where the asbestos fire-
proofing is located. Through negative air pressures, this air
which comes in contact with asbestos is pulled (pushed) to the
central air-handling unit where this air (depending on the temp-

erature of the school relative to that of the outside air) enters
through a damper,.is filtered, and is pushed (pulled) back to the
classroom through air ducts. Will the filters remove the airborne

asbestos fibers? No, the filters will not remove the microscopic

asbestos fibers. 4

We cnn nasuwe that the Federal Environmental Protection Agency
in 1973 prchibited further spraying of such asbestos-laden matarial
in buildings because it was deemed a health hazard.

Qs Has asbestos been proven to be a carcinogen to humans?

A: Since I am unsure what the word carcinogen means, I can't 'Answer

the question fully (at this point I Fanned carcinogea as a cancer-

producing agent. I pointed out that there is a-ariect link between

exposure to asbestos nnd the development of mesothelioma - cancer
of the pleura and peritoneum - and lung cancer.)

Q: What level of asbestos exposure has proven to be A health hazard

to humans/

A: I really can't answer that question because I don't know. (Here,

I made reference to a 1976 study coadqcted by the United States De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare - National Institute for
Occupational rafety and Health whirh stated that ". . . Excessive

cancer risks have been demonstated at all fiber concentrations
studied to date. Evaluation of all available humon data provides
no evidence for a threshold or for a "safe" levul of asbestos ex-

posure." Arpin, the reply is that we really don't know.)

Qi What kind of physical disability is associated with asbeston

exposure?

A: A type of ltaw vancer (mesotheliama, a tio%or of the pleura and

14.riter.eam. There is also an ihercased rate of lung cancer in pvv-

sons who inhale asbestos fibers nad smoke civarettes - a 90 times

Lreatec rirk of lung cancer. The effects of asbeston exposure arc

not im:wdiate. The period between the first exposure and ',he

developnent cf cancer appears to be around twenty-five yearn.
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The disease is associated with an extended period of 4llness and
is almoet always fatal.

On February 8, 197?, H. E. Murdock& Sons, Inc. (general con-
tractors)Isent a report to the Hartford Board of Education detail-
ing its findings of the extent of the asbestos problem in the Hart-
ford schools. The report *tailed in reference to the asbestos mat-
eriel found in Quitk Middle School that tbe material was "extremely
friable and fiber dissemination highly probable".

Qs What does the above statement sar about the condition of the
asbestos material at Quirk Middle School?

A: I am unsure of the meaning of the word friabl . (A discussion
ensued over the moaning of the word and its app ication in the
above-mentioned quote. The dictionarr provided a guide - easily
crumbled, brittle, easily pulverised or reduced to a powder. Thus,
it would appear that friab,e4 in the context so used by the H. B.
Murdock& Sons, inc. report, means that almost any vibrations,
air currents in the plenum, or other trauma, would easily cause
fibers from the asbestos material to break off from its present
location and become airborne. This would have particular impact
at Quirk since such asbestos material is located within the.plenum
and if dislodged becomes part of the air that is pushed (pulled)
into the classrooms.) It was Mr: Makati's belief that the use of

robable" was a mistake by H. B. Murdock& Sous, and that
the

pase
"material extremely friable and fiber dissemination

high
they id not intend that the report concerning the asbestos at
Quirk Middle Ochool have that utaning; We really do not know how
the investigation was conducted. (H. B. Murdock & Sons, Inc.,
when contacted, said they only co acted the samples from.the
schools; any analysis of the asbe s was the responsibility of
Dr. Robert 'Sawyer Yale Universit3fMedical Echool, Professor of
Preventative and 6ccupational Med eine. Since Dr. Sawyer is one
of the foremost experts in the country on the dangeis of asbestos
we can assume that the phrase "material extremely friable and
fiber dissemination highly probable" sae used to describe the
actual condition of the asbestos material found at Quirk Middle
School in February or 1977.

Qt If this observavion was made on February 8, 1977, is it possible
that the condition of this asbestos material has deteriorated
further to date?

As We just don't know.

The Connecticut State Health Department - Division of Prevent-
able Di:easea put forth guidelines for the presence of asbestos
materials in the schools. By applying these guidelines - which
ars based on three criterias (1) total asbestos count of the mat-
erial in question, (2) the condition of the material, and (3) lo-
cation of such material - to the situation at Quirk Middle School,
it would appear that the State strongly recommends removal of the
asbestos at Quirk Middle School.

.-t
$
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(A closer
look at the criteria used by the State Health Department

follows:

1. It laboratory analysis of the asbestos-bearing material indicates

the presence of asbestos in a quantity greater than 1%, then fur-

ther examination is required - approximately 19% at Quirk Middle

School.

2. If, upon inspection, the asbestos material is.flaking or is in

'a state of deterioration,
it should be assigned a high priority

for attention,- at Quirk the "material is extremely friable and

fiber dissemination highly probable".

3. High priority should be assigned to any asbestos-bearing material

which by virtue of its
location receives or is in danger of receiv-

ing physical contact.,
intentional' or accidenlal, through the acti...

vities of any people using the building. Location is also of con-

cern if the air containing the materia is subject to vibrations,.

2,r_stran air currents1 is the source of intake air, or is frequented

bY-many peop e (emphasis supplied) - at qufrkiiiiidente can and have

pushed, punched, or broken ceiling tiles in various areas of the

school exposing the asbestos material lecate4 above these tiles.

wet: material is also subject to strong air currents since it is

located in tho air plenum of the air circulating system of the

schoo3.

Djing the atove three criteria, the State Health Department

corsiderr Quirk Middle School a health hazard because of the pre-

sence of asbestos materials throughout the school. The Department

recommends two proeedures to eliminate the health hazard posed by

asbestos: removal or containment with a solid barrier such as a

false ceiling or wall. The only choibe for Quirk Middle School

appears to be removal. The State Health Department states (1) a

solid barrier such as a false ceiling can be constructed oral when

the asbestos whch it covers will not be subject to drafts or trauma

and is not in an area of intake air, and (2) in .so case will a false

ceiliLg or wall be adequate if the area between fhe covering and

asbentes area in uned as an ...:y.plenum and whero asbestos f..:lout

can pot be eliminated the 4-61,enton should be removed.)

Q: Using the above three criteria, the State Health Depnrtment

would mem:lend removal of the asbestos at Quirk Middle School;

why then does the Hartford :Aoard of Elucation adopt a fourth

c-it.eria (Orli% standard) which is allowed to override the

recommendation for removal of asbestos at Quirk Middle School?

A: The Hartiord Board of Education has to use some ntandard to

measure the level of asbestos. The State Health cuidelinen are not

specific and the Hartford iloard or Xducation is rat mandated to use

the State Health fuidelines. The OSHA standard in an neceptei sten-.

da..(1 or levels or asbestos.

Qt Vhat is the OSHA standard?

6
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At The OSHA standard is the permissible level of asbestos exposure
for workers,in the American work forte as set by the Occupational
Health and Safety Administration. The standard is 2 fibers per
cubic centimeter greater than A micrometers over the course of *
work day.

Q: How is the OSSA standard determined?

At Not.answered. (The Occupational Health and Safety Organization
lets the permissible level of asbestos exposure based on research
corducted by the National /nstitute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH). After N108H conducts the research, it recommend*
to OSHA the permissible level of asbestos exposure.

Qt Has there been a revision of the level of asbestos exposure in
the past or has there been a proposed revision of the present
OSHA standard?

A: Not answered. (In 1992, SIM recommended a standard of 2
asbestos fibers per cubic centimeter greater than 5 micrometers in
length. This standard was recommended with the knowledge that it
would prevent asbestosis but akt prevent asbestos-induced tumorous
growths, but technology at that -time could achieve such a standard.
Instead, OSHA adopted a standard of 5 asbestos fibers per cubic
centimeter greater than 5 micrometers. This standard was to be
reduced to 2 asbestos fibers per cubic centimeter greater than
5 micrometers by July, 1976. As a result of a court case in 1995,
OSHA decided to re-examine its standard. Trl December, 1975, OSHA
requested NIOSH to re-evaluate the information available on the
health effects of occupational exposure to asbestos fibers. NIOSH,
as a result of its analysis recommended a standard of .1 ashestos

'fibers pr cub4c centimeter greater thaa, 5 micrometers in length -
a twenty-fold reduction from the present standard used by OSHA and
the Hartford Board of Education. This standard was intended to
(1) protect against the noncarcincelpic effects of asbestosis,
;2) materially reduce the risk of allbeWtos-induced cancer - ma/
a bal can assure protection against carcinogenic effects of akbestoe
- and (3) be measured by techniques thaf are valid, reproducible,
and available to industry and official agencies. Although NIOSH
made its recommendations in 1976, OSHA refused to lower its present
standard of 2 asbestos fibyrs per cubic centimeter greater than 5
micrometers in lengt10

Q: Could a greater cencentrat3on of shorter Abers be more hazard-
ous than the present OSHA standard?

A: Not answered.

Q: What do,you think about the statement by rat Honchar who heads
the Governer's Tank Force on Anbestos that airborne tests like
those conducted at Quirk Middle Sehoo. are "completely irrele-
vant" and "are something we never recommend because they (air-
borne tests) do not apply to a non-occupational population"?
(emphesis supplied).
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At Some standard has to be used to measure the level of asbestos,

The OSHA standard is an accepted f4andard ot the safe level ot

asbestos exposure. (A question was raised whether a less strict

standird than the OSHA standard should be used since the OSHA
ttandard applies VI workers exposed to.asbestos dAring processing,
manufacturing, end use of asbestos and asbestos-containing prod-

ucts. In a conversation with Pat Honchar, she emphasised that the

standard used should be more strict since we are dealing with a

student population. A worker can decide.whether qp not to work at

a perticular establishment; children on the other'lland have little

or no choice especially since the student population at Quirk is

generally economically disadvantaged.)

In the March 1, 1978 issue of the Hartford Advocate, it was'

reported that you Or. Tierinni) had records showing that the

ceiling tiles at Quirk Middle School, among other schools, were

"clipped in" four months ago.

Q: What does "clipped in" mean?

A: That means we put in a clip - it might even be a nail - which

secures the ceiling tiles so that the tiles can not be pushed up.

Q: Have you confirmed your records?

A: I made a mistake when / made that statement. I was in a hurry

and I don't know why I said they were "clipped in" becausethe

ceiling tiles have not been "clipped in" at Quirk Middle Sd.hool.

Q Has your office been assured that precautions had been taken to

protect students from exposyre to asbestos in all areas of

Quirk Middle School?

A: Yes.

The Hartford School System is not alone with4its abbestos prob-.

lem. At the height of public awareness, many'of the school systems

which had schools desioated an health hazards by the State Health

Department acted immediately to remove or curo the danger posed by

asbestos exposure within these schools.

Q: *Did Ulf .0 systems which have removed or cured the abbestos

lhazard use a prolonged airborne tenting process?

A: Not answered. 6

Q: Has Hartford cured its asbestos problem?

A: Mot answered.

Q: Has the Hartford Boated of Education made any effort to assure

confidence in.the workings of the system and its responsiveness

to the public by communicating the health hazard posed by

asbestos or the progress made by the Hartford Board of Educa-

tion ta remedy this health hazard - to (1) parents of students

affected (2) parent-teacher organizations (3) community at

large (4) teachers?

A: Not.answered.
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The foregoing axe the facts as the* relate to the asbestos
problem that exists at Quirk Middle School. From my point of
view, this is one health hazard I am not willing to live with and
I will not feel safe unless the asbestos is removed. So fax my
views are in the minority (as a matter of fact a minority of oriel.
My intention in putting together this information was not so muc
to persuade the staff at Quirk that my position is the correct or
the only position to take but to give to the staff at Quirk the
facts concerning the asbestos problem at Quirk.

ov.

The staff has never been informed of these facts. Had it not
been for the article in the Courant in the latter part of May, 1977,
which designated Quirk as one of the schoOls in Connecticut with an
asbestos hazard, I doubt we would have been aware of the asbestos
in the school. The Hartford Board of Education itself became aware
of the danger February 8,. 1977, yet did not convey this to the
schools affected. In- sponse to this article, a memorandum was
sent by Mr. Paternostro the Chief Officer of the School Building
Unit - State Board of Ec. cation) to Quirk Middle School which stated
that the areas of asbestos exposure were the boiler room and the
receiving area. This information was conveyed to the staff.

This information was incomplete and in my mind createea false
sense of security because at the time of the memorandum Mr. Pater-
nostro's office did not know that the air that came in contact with
the asbestos was pusheC into the classrooms. I became aware of
this fact in repeated cInvereptions with the Buildings and Grounds
Unit of the Hartford Board of Education which I subsequently relayed
to Mr. PaternostrOs offAse. At the time of the memorandum, then,
the Hartford Board of Elucation was aware of the likelihood that
students and teachers were exposed daily to asbestos fallout in
the classrooms, but made no attempt to correct.the false sense of
secaity created by the memorandum. This fact has never been com-
municated to the staff and students at Quirk.

There is asbestos above your classroom, there is asbestos fall-
out in your classroom, and asbestos causes cancer. What you do
with these facts is up to you. But remember that asbestos is not
just another saccharia.scare. Unlike the cancer-producing proper-
ty of the artificial sweetener saccharin, which was discovered by
tests on laboratory animals, the fact that exposure to asbestos
causes cancer is backed by dead bodies. You have probably noticed
the increasing number of commercials on television alerting those
people wito were/are shipbuilders, construction workers, insulation
workers, steamfitters, carpenters, auto mechanics and the like to
seek immediate medical attention if there is any sign of a respir-
atory problem. What these workers had in common was not their
occupation but the fact that they were exposed to asbestos. The
deceptive aspect of asbestos exposure is that its debilitating
effects do not manifest themselves immediately. You may feel fine
today, or tomorrow, or next week, or next month, or a year, five
yearn, VII years, fi*teen years, twenty years from now, but between
twenty-f.ve years and thirty-five years after exposure, tumorous
growths can 1.egin to form in the lining of the chest cavity.
Eesothelioma an notes is almost always fatal.
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Some of you are prObably calculating how old you will be

twenty-five or thirty years from now. I did and the prospect of

spending my hard-earned retirement gasping for breath in a hos

pital bed was disheartening. The burden on the rest of your
family of such a debilitating disease can not be measured. EVen

if you ari fatalistic and think you will die before mesotheliema

can manifest itself, you Should think about your family. No,

mesothelioma is not contagious, but you can unknowingly create

an environment conducive to lung cancer. Workers who are exposed

to asbestos unknowingly carry asbestos fibers home on their clothes.

Family members who come in contact with such clothes can develop

mesothelioma. This fact was vividIy documented recently (July,

19?8) en ABCes News Closeup television documentary - *Asbestos

The Way to a Dusty Death*. A man who was exposed to asbestos at

work died of lung cancer, his wife died of memothelioma, and his

daughter, now a young mother herself, was dyIng of mesothelioma.
This is not a very pleasant scenario, but it has been predicted
that the number of people dying of mesothelioma will soon reach

epidemic proportion because of the heav,use of asbestos between
1945 and 1973 (see article Melt ).

Even.if you are willing to assume this asbestos risk in the 1

workplace, should the etudents in your class have to assume this
same risk? How old, will they be twenty-five or thirty years from

now? When difficult education decisions have to be made as teach-

ers we ask ourselves, what would be the best for the students? If

we are not willing to compromise the quality of their education,

should we be willing then to compromise the quality and safety of

the environment within which they receive their education.

If you do not think that the problem is one that requires imme-

diate attention, then you are not alone. Even though the Buildings

and Grounds Department realizes the onlz.positive solution ia re-

moval of the asbestos, the dtpartment wdiad not remove the asbestos
unless either ordered to do so by a regulatory agency or where
airbovae tests exceeded the OSHA standard. These airborne tests

were to be conducted ennUally. The first test was done in AuGust,

1977; to date no further airborne test has been conducted by the

Hartford School System.

Eate Campbell.of the Hartford Board of Education, does not
think the problem is an urgent one, either. When contacted in
February of 19?8, she showed no intervst in the subject even
thouch her non at the time was attending Quirk Middle School.

Nor is the State Health Department in a hurry to clear up the

prohlem. Det.Tite Pat Bonchar's pronouncements on the danger posed

by the asbes.os to publlic school children, it took office about

')ur months to send i memorandum to the Tiuildings Uni of the State

Roucation Department authorizing the latter office to send out a

letter to the Hartford School System (and other school systems so
designated) asking Hartford what they had done to eliminate their
asbestos problem in their schools. And even thoup this letter
was received by the Hartford School System in April, 1978, (and

.

0
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referred to the Buildings and Grounds Department), Hartford in
seven months has not replied to that letter.

The Hartford School,Syttem knows the health hasard posed by.
the asbestos at Quirk Middle School; the Hartford School System
knows Viet the only solution is rtmoval of the asbestos; why then
does Hartford delay or oppose immediate removal? No one has ever
told me that it was the cost, but then who would dere imply that
money is more important than the lives of (*Id:y:1. Even if it
were conceivable that cost was a factor, ons-half'of the cost of
removal of the asbestos would bepaid for by the state. The
longer the Hartiord Board of Education delays removal, not only
is there a greater danger posed by the asbestos, but inflation
will drdve up the portion of the cost that the Hartford School
System will have to pay.

For any further information, or if you have any question about
this material, please feel free to call me at room 308. my free
period is the third period C10:50-11:50).

Telephone: 247-9211

Extension: 308

(-1

"01
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H. E. muRoock & SONS. INC.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS Inv 1t267

comet fir
Welt seIta. team. uss

P. 0. PO%
Ws sy Havale. CoNwe VI Goss*

.4.
Hartford Board of Education.
249 High Street
Hartford. Connecticut

Attnt Walter Read

Astkiplycnimaszst

goicjiddje-low Arcentaga of Chrysotile fibnrs.
Product may be Mouocoat Zonalito MK3. Percentage%
of aVbentos appears to bo lens than 9%

nyerly.-Chryrotile abegto3 And rock wool
mixture. Percentage of asbe%tos

25.00

24.00

laurnl-Chrynotild arb.mtoe 10% of aml1145 2500

HMS-Chryt,otile aebenton. approx. 10% 25.00

SA-Contains Chryvotile asbestos.
Pereentage approx. 20% of ariple

aains Chrp:otilo a!th. tog.

25.00

P.Jrcntage pprox. 10% 24.00

UonXel;Appears to be ornamntal ground
cementttaus material. Dnilble to find any '

mineral fibers. Muative for asbeutos

%/Wrik-Chrynot.ijo aalentos approx. 19% of
sample. MAtrial extv.moly fri..hla 4nd
fiber dissemination highly probable

25.00

'total ?..c.unt Mtn 'eq.. 3

For further ..tedical nd technical details. piea..e call
Dr. Hotert Sawyr. 4314237

If Ion aro 1ni.6.4c.:ikti in t. 11..1.
this office.

t.

( 4
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HerttnteBoard of Bductaition. Thomas J. Quirk,8choo1

Conditions: Horeeetric MOW 3020 3040
7 29.76 29.67

8/10 29.93 29.88
8/19 30.05 an Vs

AmbAent TalaPeretures 8/16 701?
8/17 74F 78108/18 MP 771, .

8/19 7241 77*?
Flow 0Ontro3. Rates 2.0 Liters per min.

mm Hg
we Hs
an

8eptelker 8, 1371

.

Sample Date of Time of
ABA. Sallastilau Z23.121129

Total Particles
Collection Count - loss

Maa-Liatacaaa

'Total Particle
Coat-. Greater
IlauLlidataaa

1

2

3
4

5
- 6

7
a

9
10

(#4) 8/16/77

e/17/77

8/17/77

8/17/77

8/17/77

8/18/77

8/18/77

8/19/77

8/19/7?

8/19/77

1:20..3:30

8:304130

9:30-11:30

11:45-1:45

1:45-3:15

7:2.5-9125

9:25-11s25.

7:10-9:10

9:10-11:10

11:304430

lstaloor

3rd Flo* "B"

3rd Floor "B".

lot Floor "A"

1st Floor "A"

Oround "B"

Oround "B"

2nd Floor "B"

2nd Floor "B"

1st Floor "B"

2497

918

1958

3784

782

4602

S571

2336

3922

1092

17E4

1094

1200

646

0726

3442

'1174

2072

374

"Notes Permissible expooure 2.0 fibers per cubio centimeter
Oreatertkuux5 mioromoters.

(3 6 3

Creator than 5
odorous per cubic

0.004

0.005

0.003

0.016

0.014

0.000

0.011

0.002

1%0
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7c'e---Ckrt-r" Tell ofcancer danger
G1.111141

Asbestos-cei mg hazard
in schools cited at parley

In New Jer=y, 45 sclieoht
were Nand with Mkft =ba-
les callingL A probe found IV
Massachusetts schOols with
the sprayed= ceilings.

Connecticut has targaS
schools with admit=
and is clearing them of the
danger.

Asbestos also was sprayed
co other buildings as fireproof.
lag, insulating and aCOuStied
material from the 11140s on. It
is in wall peels used in some
home construction, especially
In Puerto Rico.

Sawyer, In a "Hazard
"Abatemear guide pot out for
the EPA, reports asbestos can
be found la materials used for
some roofing, flooring, fi-
reproofing; as milord= me-
terial in certain cements, as
coating material for thermal
and acoustical insulation.

It is no longer used in tap
turizing paint. Out might
find some in model clay
and even baby pow er, at.
cording to Sawyer's technici-
an, Swouowski.

DI PATItilakbleCORMACII
ton Health NSW

NEW YORK(UPO - Sri*
SUM to asbestos dust can gtve
you canter MO or sojearf

at a New YOribliTaddZity74
later, It was

Science conference on and-
momenta! haw&

There =eMion about
that, Dr. Rebut Sawyer, Yale
University Medical Schell
Professor of Preventive a:A
Occupational Medicine, told
the

"Illenititnatking about facts
backed up by dead bodiee," he
said at a workshop on the
problem of safely removing
and destroying asbestos where
it is hasardeui

Sawyer directed rci'moval of
a flaking asbestos ceiling from
the Yale Art and Architecture
Library four years ate. His
teclvildstt. Edward Swostows-
ki, said workmen were cove
ered from head to toe and

' wOre reSpira0111
The noxious material was

removed, sealed in plastic
bags, and buried la a not to

by t he EnvironmentalPaiti
be disturbed- place a

lion Agency.
Ripping off the asbestos,

sawing at R. cartft 61=0
town to the trash bitt juSt
make the asbestos hazard
worse in America, cohterees
were told.

-The most frightening thing
that could happen," Sawyer
mid, -would be it everyone pa-
nics and tries to remove ashes-
los hazards themselves."

To the do.it.yourselfer,
there was this caution: Do not
try to scrape off anything, in-
cluding old texurixed paint
suspected of containing asbes.

It's a job for specialists and
there are only a handful.

One of the immediate prob..
!ems is to train such special-
ists and license or certify
thcm, the hazardhunting sci-
entsst reported.

It was suggested that Con-
tress set up the machinery to

safely solve the nation's ashes.
tos dilemma reaching into
many homes, schools,
isle, MOories.

Asbestos used in schools
built from the 1114Se through.
ISM when the ' banned
it cauM --11 et ' cer two
decades hum ..ow auseepti-
ble children who inhale or
swallow die tiny fibers.

The asbestos duet buoyant
to float in sti Can

01111113t1 seen through an dec.
tron microscope.

Nene* Z. Silver, reported
a nationwide sway on ashes.
toe in schools, centbletsd by
the Massachusetts Public Ac-
tion Research Goi.

"Congressional hearing
should be held ... to kft
asbestos issue in schools to
wider mention.*

Silver mild half the states
didn't respond to the survey
sinned in Februsry of Iffrf
shortly after an asbestos rob-
km in a Howell Township. N.
I., school raised questions
about dangers to teachers, sta.
dents and staff in all scbools.
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ASBESTOS PROBLEM AT QUIRK MIDDLE SCHOOL

TO: TRE HARTFORD BOARD OF EDUCATION
-rmgkaApARAMI

SUBMITTED BY: Geoffrey G. Mandly
100 Price Bled.
West Hartford,Conneeticut
06119

ASBESTOS

When Cutrk Middle School in Hartford was.built in 102 a sprayed

on asbestos fireproofing vas used throughout the school. Because of the

type of asbestos used and the nature.of the air handling system at Cirk,

esbestos fibers are being pushed evvy day through the fresh sir vents

into virtqally all classrooms and halls in the school.

Two years spo the Hartford Board of Fducation received a consultant's

report indicating flithat there was asbestos laden fireproofing st Puirk,

(2)that this asbestos fireproofing was extremely unstable,and(3)that

dissemination of asbestos fibers was highly probable. Yet In the tuo years

since that consultant's report Hartford has done very little to monitor

t)-.e asbastos yroblem in the Partford publie schools,and it has done

absolutely frtting to eliminste the health hazard posed by the asbest,s

at C,Ir;t Scho.a.

If te can ste%me that the infornatt'n cortnin^d in the elnelltant's

rylrt is wilid,then the State gealth Doyartmeut and ti:e school iNildings

nt of tre Itste :4.41rd of Fitestion rocomw.rd fit+.er enraysllation or

se..nwnl ,f the tst'tne at Cuirk. This sec.re..r.iati.n is tn:-ed "n etitcria

uhich the !Ante Cealth .ley.ustncnt dui:cloyed f'r dettrmining the health

trirari 1104 ty astertot in t.te piblic setools. F.ut the Hartford c.%ard of

F-..exti,-:n tea :ojctori this eritcria nnd.irnt.440ass whltvd a less

rtrirt CA o icruiLtional nt3r4nri; 'Inch nn hcalth stwista

tr..; r.nninefol Arillentt n tn a Nt.itiolit 1.11ntinn, toliVe a voever to<

cnn ...eihqr or tv,t. tc %colt tie rlsk aesnetati .ith 1:s

,r,irr. .nelroLnento %-io, is ec^nemieslly 41%stlrtr,

les little or ul ho r 'es t,
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There is no question that Inhaling asbestos fibers can esuse

debilitating and fatal lung diseases In humans. An4 every day the children

end staff at Cuirk Middle Sehool are being subjected to asbestos fallout

in their classro^ms. The danger posed by the asbestos should be removed,

and Hartford's failure to do so evades its responsibility to provide a
o.

este and-healthy environment in its public schools.

My recommendations are as follows:

1. Immediate installation if feasible of shbmicron filters in the air
nandling units to decrease the amount of asbestos fallout.

2. Conduct an extensive test of airborne asbestos fibers at Cuirk Middle
School during the first week after school has let out tor the 1979summer vacation.

3. After compl,tion of the airborne eabestos tests bnt not more than ten
days atter the last school day before the 1979 summer vacation,the
commencement of either encapsulation or removal.of the asbestos by
a contractor with expertise in sch large scale asbestos removal.

4. Conduct a trt nf airborne asbestos fibers at Cuirk Middle School
after removal or encapalation of the asbestns.

5, tubilestion of the results of both airborne asbestos tests.

The above secemendatiqns would serve soperal rurreesi(a)there would
rot.be a disr:ytion of the school year,(b)thrre w-uld be sufficient time
for a tholouch comrletion of either removal or encersilation of the asbrstAsss as a sufficient amount of tins to analyze and compare the post
rrmoval aigrorne terts.with those tests conducted prior to tte asbestos
removal,andtc)there would be sn assirance that the children,parentz,
C^mlunity,and staff at ruirk uould not be xposed to a 'Tester asbestos
risk after the rtmoval of the at.bstos than before removal.

en s:bnittinfr my asbestos retort along with ths toIlouing gtestintst

I. lo you ihteud to r,ad and nave you read my asbestos report? If rot,::Ly not

2. :t.et ttAls till t!o -:lard of r'.ication tuVe to rliminate tho hralth
Imza:41 y-sed by the y1.sene0 of aster.tos at Cuirk /addle School.

3. Shiulj any of my tec,rneudations be adopted? Ir Yesorhich ones or ail?
It ::o,uhich ores do you dirr rre with and the reason for the rejectionuf recommondation(s).
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON ASBESTOS HEALTH
HAZARDS TO SCHOOLCHILDREN

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITFEE ON ELEMRNTAKY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMFIVIIII ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.0
The subcommittee met at 9:40 a.m., in room 2175, Rayburn

House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairmar) presiditig.
Members present: Representatives Perkins, Miller, Kildee, Ko-

govsek, Buch.anan, Erdahl, and Hinson.
Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; William C. Clohan,

minority assistant education counsel; Nancy L. Kober, staff assist-
ant; and Jane Charbonneau, staff intern.

Mr. Kobovszx [presiding]. Good morning. The committee will
come to order.

I would first of, all like to apologize for Chairman Perkins
because of the weather he is tied up; he will be here shortly; he is
delayed at least for half an hour. I would on his behalf like to read
his opening statement, and then we will proceed with the
testimony.

The Subcommittee on Elem,tary, Secondary, and Vocational 1.0C
Education is conducting a hearing today on H.R. 1435 and H.R.
1524. These two bills, the first of which Chairman Perkins intro-
duced and the second of which Qmgressman Miller introduced,
would provide aid to States and local school districts to help them
detect and remove or treat hazardous asbestos materials in their
buildings.

Wilier this year the subcommittee heard testimony regarding
the harmful effects to the health of students, teachers, and school
employees that may occur through exposure to asbestos. I was
particularly disturbed by testimony from medical eiperts that
there is no known safe level of asbatm exposure and that the
substance can lead to a rare, incurable form of cancer. And while
estimates of the number of schools in the country which contain
asbestos run from 5 to 16 percent, theie has been no national
survey or uniform detection program that would enable us to pin-
point the extent of the problem more accurately.

'These fmdings from our hearings led me to conclude that it is
essential for the Federal Government to become involved at this
time. Unfortunately, many school districts that do have an asbestos
problem simply do not have the funds to pay for a removal pro-
gram. In addition, there is a lack of information and of standards

(683)
49.949 0 79 44
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for quality control to help districts to make decisions about how
dangerous the material may be: how it should be treated, and who
should do the removal work.

I would like to commend Congressman Miller for his leadership
in this area. I might add that we expect to mark up higislation very
soon, using Mr. Miller's bill as a basi . I am sure that the com-
ments of the witnesses today on the specific points of these two
bills will be most helpful to us in the process.

[The complete text of H.R. 1435 and H.R. 1524 follow]

9



9"171:288 H. R. 1435
To establish a program for thu inspection of schools for the presence of asbestos

materials, to provide funds for the testinvand evaluation of potential haz-
ards, to create a loan program to assist iithe contoinment or removal of

imminent hazards to health and safety, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JANUMIT 24, 1979

Mr. PuKIN8 introduced f.te following bit which was referred I. the Committee
on Education and Labor

.4 BILL
To establish a program for the inspection of schools for the

presence of asbestos materials, to provide funds for the

testing and evaluation of potential hazards, to create a loan

program to assist in the containment or ,removal of bnmi-

nent hazards to health and s'afety, and for other purposes.

1 B. it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United Stales of America in Congress assembled,

3 MORT TITLE

11,4 SECTION 1. This ,Act may be cited as Ne "Asbestos

111 School Hazard Detection and Control Act of 1979".

-'4

. 0 4

t .:41?.;,
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2

1 FINDINGS AND PURPOSES

2 SEc. 2. (a) The Congress finds that-

3 (1) exposure to asbestos and materials containing

4 asbestos has been identified over a long period of time

5 and by reputable medical and Ecientific evidence as sig-

6 nificantly increasing the incidence of cancer and other

7 severe or fatal diseases, inich as asbestosis;

8 (2) medical evidence has suggested that children

9 ma be ularly susceptible to environmentally in-

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

duced cancers;

(3) medical science has not established any safe

level .of exposure to asbestos as a threshold above

which the likelihood of developing illness occurs;

(4) substantial amounts of asbestos, particularly in

sprayed form, were used in school buildings, especially

during the period 1946-1972;

(5) partial surveys in some States have indicated

that there exists in. a number of schools asbestos mate-

rials which have become damaged or friable, from

whi-h asbestos is being or may be dislodged into the

air;

22 (6) asbestos concentrations far exceeding the

23 normal ambient air levels have been found in schools

24 with dathaged asbestos;

. '1.'"
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1 (7) the Depar.ment of &MIS, Education, and

2 Welfare and the Environmental Protection Agency, as

3 well as. several States, have attempted to publicize the

4 potential hazards to school children and emploYees

5 fiop asbestos, but there does not exist any systematic

6 or mandatory program for identifying huardoui condi.

7 gons in schools, or for remedying them;

8 (8) there exists no health standard regulating the

9 concentration of asbestos in the nonworking environ-

10 ment, such as a school;

11 (9) cuitodial workers, teachers, and other school

12 employees may be exposed to hazardous concentrations

13 of asbestos in school buildings; and

14 (10) without an improved program of information

15 distribution, technical and scientific assistance, and fl-

it) nanciarsupport, many school districts and States will

17 not be able to mitigate the potential asbestos hazards

18 where they occur in their schools.

19 (b) It is the purpose of this Act to-

20 (I) direct the Sect etary of .11ealth, Education, and

21 Welfare, in conjunction with other appropriate officials,

22 to establish a task force to direct Federal efforts to as-.
23 certain the extent of the danger to the health of ichool

24 . children and employees from asbestos materials in the

25 schools;
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4

1 (2) require States to prepare a plan which estab-

2 fishes *a program for the systematic inspection of all

school buildings in order to identify the presence of as-

5 (3) provide scientific and technical assistance to

6 the States and local schocil boards in conducting the

7 survey, related tests and evaluations;

8 (4) provide, loans for the mitigation of serious as-

9 bestos hazards which constitute an imminent danger to

10 the health and safety g'sc,hool children and employees;

11 (5) assure atrit no 'employee of any school distlict,

12 State or local government, or Federal agency, suffers

13 any disciplinary action as a result of calling attention

14 to potential asbestos hazards which may exist in

15 schools.

16 TASK FORCE

17 SEC. 3. (a) Within thirty days after the enactment of

18 this section, the Secretary shall designate the members of an

19 Asbestos Hazards School Safety Task Force (hereinafter re-

20 ferred to is "Task Ferce"). The Task Force shall be com-

21 posed of persons with knowledge of the scientific and medical

22 problems associated with exposure to asbestos, and of per-

23 sons with knowledge of procedures and programs for the con-

24 tainment or removal of asbestos from buildings. Membership

25 on lhe Task Force shall include a representative of the Office
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1 of Education, the National Cancer Institute, the Environ-

2 me; Protection Agency, the National Institute of Environ-

8 mental Health Sciences, the Occupational Safety and ilealth

4 Administration, and representatives of the, public organize,-

5 tions concerned with education and health. In selecting mem-.

6 bership from other Federal agencies or departments, the Sec-

7 retary shall accept the persons nominated by the Secretsxy or

8 Administrator of that Department or Agency: The Secretary

9 shall designate a chairman of the Task Force:

10 (b) Members of the Task Force who are not full-time

11 employees of the Federal Government shau be reimliursed for

12 actual expenses incurred in itonjunction with their service on

18 the Task Force, and shall receive a per diem compersation at

14 a rfte not to exceed the maximum rate prescribed for grade

15 GS-16.

16 (c) The Task Force shall convene, no later than thirty

17 days after the appointment of its members, at the call of the

18 chairman.

19 (d) The duties of the Task Force shall include-

20 (1) the preparation of educational materials for

21 distribution to the States and local school boards in

22 conjunction with the plan required in section 4 of this

28 Act;

24 (2) the compilation and dissemination of medical,

2 5 scientific, technological, and other materials, reports,
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1 instructions, and informatioi to State and local govern-

2 meats and to local school boards explaining the health

8 and safety hazards associated with asbestos materials,

4 . the means of identifying, sampling, and testing =ten-
. .
5 als suspected of containing asbestos;

6 (3) the review and approval of State plans and ap-

7 plieations for reimbursements and lows pursuant to

8 sections 5 and 6 of this Act;

9 (4) the establishment Of 'criteria concetning the

10 levels of hazards posed by asbestos in advanced stages

11 .4,of disrepair which may constitute an imminent danger

12 to the health and safety of school children and employ-

13 ees, for the purpose of determining eligibility, for loans

14 pursuant to section 6 of this Act;

15 (5) making recommendations to the Secretary on

16 the awarding of grants for technical assistance pursu-

17 ant to section 5(c) of this Act.

18 *OATH PLAN

19 Sze. 4. (a) No later than September 1, 1979, each
I20 State which desires to enabk: its schools to participate in

21 programs under this Act shall submit to the Secretary a plan

22 for the notification of administiators of all schools within that

23 State's jurisdiction of the health hazards associated with ex-

24 posure. to asbestos, and recommerided methods for the safe,

25 orderly, and expeditious contabiment or removal, as deemed
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1 necessary by competent scientific or medical individuals, of

2 asbestos materials which pose an imminent hazard to the
e*.N.

3 health and safety of persons utilizing such school buildipgs.

4 Such plan shall include-

5 (1) a timetable for the identification, not later than

6 January 1, 1980, of imminent asbestos health hazards

7 in all schools situated within such State;

8 (2) a description of the procedures which are to be

.9 utilized in locating and identifying such hazards, in ac-

10 cordance with safety rules promulgated by the Sore-

n tary in accordance With section 7 of this Act;

12 (3) a timetable for the expeditious containment or

18 removal of asbestos hazards which have been identiled

14 pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection no later

15 than September 1, 1980, unless an extension has been

16 granted by the Secretary due to extrafordinary

17 circumstances;

18 (4) procedures for maintaining records on the

presence of asbestos materials in schools and future

20 containment or removal activities; and

21 (5) the identification of a State agency or other

22 administrative unit with the responsibility for the Prep-

23 nation of the plan and the administration of the con-

24 trol program which it describes.



1 (b) The Secretary shall approve a plan which meets the

2 requirements of subsection (a) of this section, provided thatat

3 has been reviewed and approved by the Task Force. The

4 Secretary may not approve any plan which has been rejected

5 by the Task Force.

6 ASBESTOS HAZARDS DETECTION

7.' Sze. 5. (a)(1) Units of local government with the re-

8 seonsibility for the administration and safety of schools may

9 apply to the Seqcetary for a reimbursement from funds avail- .

10 able for purposes of this section for up to one-half of the costs

11 of surveying and testing school buildings, in order to deter-

12 mine whether hazardous concentrations of asbestos or ashes-
.

13 tos products exist hi schools of that jurisdiction. Such appli-

14 cation shall contain, in addition to supplemental information

15 which the Secretary may requice:

16 (A) a description of the proposed survey, including

17 testing techniques;

18 (B) an estimate of the total cost of the survey;

19 (C) the identification of any party which may be

20 engaged to conduct the testing, including a description

21 of the party's professional expertise for such testing.

22 Any testing facility selected under clause (C) shall meet com-

23 petency standards established by the Secretary.
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1 (2) The Secretary shall designate, in conjunction with

2 the Task Force, those costs which are reimbursable under

3 paragraph (1) of this subsection. Such costs shall include-

4 (A) administrative costa of preparing and supervis--._
(B) costa of conducting visual inspections of school

7 b.uildings;

8 (C) sampling of building and insulation materials;

9 (D) appropriate tests to determine the level of as-

10 bestos content in suspected materials; and

11 .(E) air sampling and testing, if deemed essential

12 to determining the hielihood of imminent danger.

13 (bX1) The Secretary shall make payments from funds

14 available under this Act for purposes of this section for a

15 period of three years following the date of enactment of this

16 Act.

17 (2) The one-half cost restriction contained in subsection

18 (aX1) may be waived upon a determination by the Secretary

19 tisat the fiscal resources of the locality are limited to the

20 extent that imposition of such restriction would prevent par-

21 ticipation in the program.

22 (c) The Secretary may allocate up to 20 per centum of

23 the funds available for purposes of this section for use in edu-

24 cation and technical assistance programs.

C.
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1 (d) Recipients of grants under this 'dation sun file a

2 report with the Secretari no later than one hundred and

3 twenty days after receipt of the grant describing the teteo--

4 tion ai;d testing activities, which were undertaken, the re-
.

5 vits, and the plan for mitigating any hnminent hazards

6 which had been detected. The report shall include a detailei

7 accounting Of funds ireceived from all sources, and funds

8 expended.

9 ASBESTOS HAZARDS CONTROL LOAN PROGRAM

10 Sao. 6. (a) There is hereby creited an Asbestos Haa-

n ards Control Loan Program in the Department of Health,

12 Education, and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as the ton

13. Program). The Loan Program shall be administered by the

14 SecretarT or his designee.

13 (b) Loans from the Loan Program shall be available only

16 for the mitigation or removal of mbestortir asbestos mated-

17 als which pose an imminent hazard to the health and safety

18 of children or employees and which is situated in school

19 buildings. Loans, shall be limited toprojects covering more

`10 than 2,500 square feet, in which the asbestos material is at a

21 level specified by the Secretary.
r ,

22 (cX1) Loans under this section shall be for a period not

. 23 to exceed twenty years, shall be interest free, shall be died to..
24 provide not more than one-half the cost of the asbestos con-
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1 tainment or removal, and shall be subject W terms and condi-

2 tions established by the Secretary.

.3 (2) The one-half aist restriction:contained in paragraph

4 (1) may be waived upon a determination by the Secretary

5 that the fiscal resources of the locality are limited to the

6 extent that imposition of such restriction would prevent par-

7 ticipation in the program.

8 (d) Applicants for loans from the Loan Program *hall

9 submit an application which descaes-

10 (1) the natuie of the asbestos problem;

11 (2) the results of preliminary testing (conducted in

12 accordance with professional scientific standards estab-

13 fished by the Secretary, in abnsultation with the Task

14 Force) which indicates the asbestos content of the af-

15 fected material;

16 (3) the methods which will be used to contain or

17 remove the asbestos materials, in accordance with sec-

18 tion 7 of this Act.

19 (e) The Secretary shall establish a prevailing rate for

20 containment or removal work performed with loan funds pro-

21 vided under this section, determined on the basis of prevail-

22 ing wage rates in the location of such work.

23 (1) The Secretary is authorized to establish additional

24 requirements or procedures which shall govern the loan

25 application or award process.
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1 (g) The Secretary shall make an annual report to the

2 appropriate committees of the House of Representatives and

3 the Senate whiph shall describe-

4 (1) the numbei of loans and the location of each

1-fra6'. applicant which have been made in the preceding year;

6 (2) the nature of the asbestos problem 'of each

7 applicant;

8 (8) the type of containment or removal program

9 which was undertaken;

10 (4) the estimated cost, and the aetual cost of .miti-

11 gation efforts;

12 (5) the number and description of applications

13 which have been rejected.

14 SAFETY PROCEDURES

15 SRC. 7. (a) Within one hundred and twenty days after

16 enactment of this section, the Secretary shall promulgate and

17 distribute to the States safety standards and procedures for

18 testing the level of asbestos in schools and for determining

19 the likelihood of the leakage of asbestos into the school

20 environment.

21 (b) All sealing, containment, opimoval of asbestos the-

22 terials pursuant to this Act, or future construction, modifies-

23 tion, or demolition of schools which contain asbestos materi-

24 als, shall be conducted in strict accordance with regulations

25 and procedures established by the Occupational Safety and

i
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1 Health Administration or procedures established_by the Task

2 Force. Any employee engaged in such activity must be nod-

8 fied in writing of the hazards of Working with asbestos, and

4 must utilite all safety procedures to minimise risk to hit.; or

5 her health.

6 (c) No child or school employee shall be permitted in the

7 vicinity of any asbestos conWnment or removal activity,

8 unless school authorities certify that there is no risk of expo-

9 sure to the students or personnel.

10 NONDISCRIMINATION

11 Sac. 8. No employer who receives funds under this Act

12 shall discharge or in any other way discriminate against or

IS discipline any worker employed by him or her by reasons of

14 the fact that such worker focuses public attention on the as-

15 bestos problem in his or her school district.

16 EBTAINBD SIGHTS

17. Su). 9. Nothing in this Act shall in any way restrict the

18 rights of any individual or group of individuals, or any public

19 agency or government, to seek any legal redress in connec-

20 tion with the purchase or installation of asbestos materitilsoin

21 schools, or with regard to any claim of disability or death in

22 connection with exposure to asbestos in a school setting. Nor

23 shall this Act affect any litigation or petitions for administra-

24 tive action under any statute existing prior to the enactment

25 of this section. In the event that au action under section 6 of

.#
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1 tie Toxic Substances Control Act 'of 1976 is successful and

2 the obligation for mitigation and safety actions is deemed to

3 be the total responsibility of the manufacturers, thi; Secretari

4 is authorised and directed-to seek to.recover from such mann-

a facturers any Fedend funds, including administrative costs,

expended for programs required by*this Act.

DOINITIONS

8 Sac. 10. As u!;ed in this Act, the term-
9 (1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Ilealth,

10 Education, and Welfare, br his designee;

11 (2) "schools" means any building, structure, or fa-

12 cility which is primarily wied as a school for children,

1$ either public or private;

14 (3) "asbestos or asbestos material" means any

15 building materials, sprayed materials, insulation, or

16 other substance which is composed entirely or in part

17 of chrysotile, amosite, or crocidolite, and when they

18 occur in fibrous habit, tremolite, authophyllite, and

19 actinolite;

20 (4) "imminent hazard to the health and safety"

21 means, in regard to section 6, that the asbestos or at-

22 bestos material is, according to standards established

23 by the Task Force and approved by the Secretary, fri-

24 able or easily damaged, or within easy reach o2 stu-

25 dents or otherwise susceptible to damage which could
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1 result in the dispersal of asbestos fibers into the school

2 environmem (mcluding damage from water or air

3 circulation);

4 (5) "State' means each of the several States, the

5 District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

6 Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, the

7 Commonwealth of the Noithern Marianas, and the

8 Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

9 AUTHORIZATIONS

lv SSC. 11. There are authorized to be appropristed for

11 fiscal year 1980 and for each of the succeeding fiscal years

12 for the purposes and programs established by this Act, such

18 sums as are necessary.

$e 07 i$ ; I.
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C"" H. R.Ess H R 15241ST Sao=

To establish a program for thteinspection of schools far the Presence of hazardous
asbestos materials, to create a fund for the testing snd evaluation of potential
hazards, to create a loan program to assist in the containment tw removal' of
imminent hazards to health and safety, and f* other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 25, IAN

Mr. MiLt.sa of California (for himself, Mr. Watna, Mr. THOMPSON, MT. CON-
RADA, Mr. MMItillin, Mr. PHILIP BUNTON, Mr. SIMON, and Mr. RICH-
MOND) introduced the following bill; whieh was referred to the Committee on
Education and Labor

r;*

A BILL
To establish a program for the inspection of schools (or the

presence of hazardous asbestos materials, to create a fund
for the testing and evaluation of potential hazards, to create
a loan program to assist in the containment or removal of

imminent hazards to health and safety, and for other pur-
poses.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 Sy.rrioN 1. This Act may be cited as the "Asbestos

4 School Ilazard I)eteet ion and Control Act of 1979".
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1 S1C6. 2. (a) F1 NDINGS.,The Congress findi that-

2 (1) exposure to asbistos and materials containing.
3 asibestos has been identified over a longperiod of time

4 and by reputable medical and scientific evidence as sig-

nificantly increaiing the incidence of cancer and other.,

6 severe or fatal diseases, such as asbestosis;

(2) medical ekidenee has suggested that children

may be particularly susceptible to environmentally in-

9 duced cancers;

10 (3) medical science has not established any safe

11 level of exposure to asbestos as a threshold above

which the likelihood of developing illness occurs;

13 (4) substantial amounts of asbestos, particularly in

14 sprayed form, were used in school buildings, especially

15 during the period 1946-1972;

16 (5) partial surveys in some States have indicated

1 7 that there exists in a number of schools asbestos mate.-

1 8 rials which have beeonu. damaged or friable, from

19 which asbestos is being or may be dislodged into the

20 air;

2 1 (6) asbestos concentrations far exceeding the

22 norm( ambient air levels have been found in schools

23 with dmnaged asbestos;

24 (7) the Department of Health. liducation, and

25 Welfare and the Environnwntal Protection Agency. as

l'rik
i
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1 well as seieral States, have attempt;d to publicize the
2 potential hazards to schoolchildren and employees from
3 asbestos, but there does not exist any systematic or
4 mandatory program for identifying hazardous condi-

tions p schools, or for remedying them;

6 (8) there exists no health standard regulating the
7 concentration of asbestos in the nonworking environ-
8 ment, such as a school;

9 (9) custodial workers, teachers, and other school
10 employees may he exposed to hazardous concentrations

11 of asbestos in school buildings;

12 (10) without an improved program of information

13 distribution,:technical and scientific assistance, and fi-
14 nancial support, many school districts and States will
15 not be able to mitigate the potential asbestos hazards
16 where they occur in their schools.

(b) PutwosEs.-7-It is the purpose of this Act to

(1) mandate the Secretary of Health, Education,
19 and Welfare, in conjunction with other appropriate offi-

20 vials, to establish a task force to direct Federal efforts

21 to ascertain the extent of the danger to the health of
22 schoolchildren and employees from asbestos materials

23 in the schools;

24 (2) require States to prepare a phtn which estab-

lislws a program for Ow systematic inspection of all

.r4.Nit
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1 school
1

buildings in order to identify the presence-of as-

2 bestos or asbestos materials in hazardous conditions;

3 (3) provide scientific and technical assistance to

4 the States and local school boards in conducting the

5 survey, related tests, and evaluations;

6 (4) establish an Asbestos Hazards Detection Fund'

7 from contributions provided by manufacturers of ashes-

S. toy, from which will be provided the nonlocal shire of

ft moneys for inspection, sampling, and testing programs;

(5) provide loans for the mitigation of serious as-

1 1 bestos hazards %%Inch constitute an imminent danger to

12 the health and safety of schoolfhildren and employees;

13 (6) assure that no employee of any school district,

14 State or local government, or ?Waal agency, suffers

iS any diseiplitatryactim as a result of calling attention

16 to potential asbestos hazards which may exist in

17 schools. ..

TASK FORCE

SM.. :1. (a) Within thirty days after the enactment of

20 this section. the Secretary shall designate the members of an

21 Asbestos Hazards School Safety Task Force (hereinafter re-

22 ferred to as "Task Force"). The Task Force shall be coin-

23 posed of persons knowledgeable of the scientific and medical

24 problems associated with exposure to asbestos, and of per-

25 sons knowledgeable of promdures and programs for the con-
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1 tainment or removal of asbestos from buildings. Membership

2 on tte Task Force shall be compoied of, but nalimited to, a

3 representative of the United States Office of Education, the

4 National Cancer Institute, Ole Environmental Protection

5 Agency, the National Institute of Environmental Health Sci-

6 ences, the Occupational .Safety and Health Administration,

7 and representatives of the public organizations concerned

it with education and health. In selecting membership from

9 other Federal agencies or departments, the Secretary shall

10 accept the persons nominated by the Secretary or Adminis-

11 trator of that deptriment or agency. The Secretary shall des.

12 ignate a Chairman of the Task Forcet

13 (b) Non-Federal members of the 'Task Force shall he

14 reimbulsed for actual expenses incurred in conjunetton with

iS their service on the Task Force, and shall receive a per diem

16 compensation at a rate,snfirXleetl that of a 08-16.

17 (e) The Task Force shall -convene no later than thirty

18 days after the appointment of its members., at the call of the

19 Chairman.

20 (J) The duties of the Task Force shall include-

21 01 the preparation of educational materials for

distribution to the States and local school boards in

23 conjunction with the plan required in section 4 of this

24 Act:

4,

t':1
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(2) the compilation and dissemination of medical,.

2 scientific, technological, and other materials, reports,

3 instructions, and information to State and local govern-

4 meats and to local school boards explaining the health

5 and safety hazards associated with asbestos materials,

6 the means of identifying, sampling, and testing materi-

7 als suspeceed of containing asbestos;

(3) the review and approval of State plans and ap-

9 plieations for reimbursements and loans pursuant to

10 sections 5 and 6 of this Act;

11 (4) the establishment of criteria concerning the

12, levels of hazards posed by asbestos in advanced stages

13 of disrepair which may constitute an imminent danger

14 to the health ahd safety of schoolehildre% and employ-

15 ees, upon which will be based eligibility for loans pur-

1 0 swim to section 6 of this Act;

I 7 (5) making recomniendations to the Secretary on

the awar(ling of grants for technical assistance pursu-

it) ant to section 5 of this Act.

STATE PLAN

1 Stw. 4. (a) No later than September I 979. each

22 State shall submit to the Secretary a plan for the notification

2.1 Of administrators of all schools within that State's jurisdiction

24 of the lwalth hazards associated with exposure to asbestos.

25 and recommended methods for tlw safe, orderly. and expedi-

4 0
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1 tious containment or removal, as deemed necessary by com-

2 petent scientific or medical individuals, of asbestos materials

3 which pose an imminent hazard to the health and safety of

4 persons utilizing such school buildings. Such plan .shall in-

.5 elude-

6 (1) a timetable for the identification of imminent

asbestos health hazards in all schools situated within

8 such States: Provided, That the procedure for identify-

9 ing such hazards shall be completed no later than Jan-

10 nary 1, 1980;

11 (2) a description of the procedures which shall be

12 utiliged in locating and identifying such hazards, in ac-

13 cordance with safety rules promulgated by the Sme-

ll\ tary in accordance with section 7 of this Act;

15 (3) a timetable for the expeditious containment or

16 removal of asliestos hazards which have been identified

17 pursuant to stibsection (1) of this section and in accord-
/

18 ance with re lations promulgated by the section: Pro-

19 nided, That such removal shall te cmnpieted no later

20 than Septe ber 1, 1980, unless an extension has been

21

22

2:3

24

25 containment or removal activities;

granted by he Secretary due to extraordinary circum-

stances;

(4) ptocedules for maintaining records on the

presence uf asbestos materials in schools and future
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1 (5) the identification of a State agency or other.

2 administrative unit with the responsibility for thl. prep-

3 aration of the plan and the administration of Oe con-

4 trol program which it describes.

5 (b) The .Secretary shall approve, a plan which meets the

6 requirements of subsection (a) of this section: Provided, That

7 jt has been feyiety0 and approved.by the Task Force. The

8 Secretary may not approve any plan which has been rejected

9 by the Task Force.

1 0 ASBESTOS HAZARDS DETECTION FUND

1 1 Sw. 5. (a) There is hereby eretted an Asbestos Has-

arde Deteetion Fund (hereinafter referrid to as the "fund") in

1:1 the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The fund

14 shall be mhninistered by the Avretary, or by his designee.

15 MI moneys accruing to. the fund shall be deposited in the

16 Treasury of the roiled States, together with Ali interest se-

17 cruing tlwreon. Withdrawals from the fund shalt be made

1S only by the Secretary for imrposes authorized under this Act.

19 (1)) M E wrs INTO TI I E N ) Any company

20 which was engaged in the minMg, npuufacture, or importa-

21 tam of asbestos between the years 1946 and 1972 shall make

"2 payments into the fimd. The +owl of contributions to the fund

23 $hall lint exeeed $30,000,4)00. WI mummy's financial (Mi-
.

24 gation to the fund shall be percentage equivalent to its

p 2

Is i.

4
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1. proportion qf asbestos mining, manufacture, or importation'(

2 (luring tittbfpelod 1946.-1072 (adjusted to 1979 value). Each

y shall.pay into the fund no less than one-third of ita

4 total aligatiOn in each of the three yearsnent-*tcrt1W-

5 enactment of this

- (2)' Me manufacturer of asbestos products shall make

1 available to the Secretary an'iud,it with an accurate account-

ing of (1) the amount of asbestos products it produced in the

9 period 1946-1972; (ii).a description of the products and their

10 use; and (iii) other pertin, data u the Secietary may re-. .
14 quire.

, .
12 (3) The Secretary and the Attorney General of` the

13 'United States are authorized'and directed to subpena the req.

44 ords described in subsection (2) of this section, together with
.

15 any and all supplemental data which either may deem nestles-

16 sary to assure than an accurate payment is .made by each

17 company into the fund. All information .received by the Sec-\
1 retary under this Act from an asbestos manufacturer shall

19 remain confidential with the Secretary.

20 (c) PAYMENTS FROM THE FUND.(1) .Units of local

21 govornment with the responsibility for the administration and

22 safety of schools may apply to the Secretary for a reimburse-

23 ment from the fund for up to half of the costs of surveying

24 and testing school buildings in order to determine whether

25 hazardous concentrations of asbestos or asbestos products
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.1 exist in schools of that .jurisdiction. Such application shall

2 contain, in addition to supplemental information which the

3 Secretary may require
,

4 (i) a description of the proposed survey, including

5 testing techniques;

(ii) an estimate of the total cost of the survey;

7 (iii) the identification of any party which may be

8 engaged to conduct the testing, including a description

-9 of Ithe party's professional expertise for such testing:

10 Provided. That any testing facility shall meet compe-

1 1 teney standards established by the Secretary.

12 (2) The Secretary shall designate, in conjunction with

13 the Task Force, those costs which are reimbursable under

14 subsec:ion (1) of this section. Such costa shall include

(i) administrative costs of preparing and supervis-

10 ing the survey;

17 (ii) costs of conducting visual inspections of school

buildings;

19 (iii) sampling of building and insulation materials;

(iv) appropriate tests to determine the level of as-

2 I bestos content in suspected materials; and

.) (v) air sampling and testing, if deemed essential to

23 determining the likelihood of innninent danger.

24 (3) The Secretary shall make reimbursements f:om the

or-0 fund for a period of three years tlw date of enact-

1**/
4: 4

,
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1 meat. Moneys remaining in the fund at ihat time shall be

2 returned, on a proportional basis, to the contributing asbestos

8 manufacturers.

4 (4) Subject to the approval of the Secretary,.a contribu-,

5 tor *may provide asbestos testing and analysis services for

6 hool districts or other entities which require such testing, in

7 eu of a portion of its contribution, not to exceed 50 per

8 centum of such contribution. Rates for such analysis and test-

9 ing shall be established by the Secretary at a rate equal to

10 the prevailing fee for such services.

11 (5) The Secretary may allocate up to 20 per centum of

12 the moneys from the fund for use in the education and techni-

13 cal assistance programs authorised by this Act
14 (6) Recipients ot grants under this section shall file a

15 report with the Secretary no later than one hundred and

16 twenty days after receipt of the grant describing the detec-

17 tion and testing activities which were undertaken, the re-

18 sults, and the plan for mitigating any imminent hazards

19 which hid been detected. The report shall include a_detailed

20 accounting of funds received from all sources, and funds

21 expended.

22 ASBRSTOS HAZARDS CONTROL LOAN PROGRAM

23 Ssc. 6. (a) There is hereby created.an Asbestos Haz-

24 ards Control Loan Program in the Department of Health,

25 Education, and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as the "loan
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1 program"). The loan program shall be administered by the

2 Secretary or his designee.

3 (b) Loans from the loan program shall be available only

4 for the mitigation or removal of asbestos or asbestos materi-

5 als which pose an imminent hazard to the health and *safety

6 of children or employees and which is situated in school

7 buildings. Loans shall be limited to projects covering more

8 than two thousand and five hundred square feet, in which the

9 asbestos material is at least per centum asbestos.

10 (c) Loans under this section shall be for a period not to

11 exceed twenty years, and shall be interest free, under terms

12 and conditions established by the Secretary.

13 (d) Applicants for loans from the loan, program shall

14 submit an application which describes-

15 (1) the nature of the asbestos problem;

(2) the results of preliminary testing which mdi-

1 cates the asbestos content of the affected material:

18 Pnohkd. That such testing shall meet professional sei-

entitle standards established by the Secretary and the

20 Task Force;

21

22

(3) the methods which Will be used to eimtain or

remove the asbestos materials, in accordance with see-

43 tint) 7 of this Aet.

24 tel The Secretary shall establish a prevailing rate for

25 ontainment or removal work performed with loan funds pro-

6

II
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1 vided under this section. The:pecretary shall not award .a

2 loan for an amount in excess of the prevailing wage in.any

3 location.

4 0) The Secretary is authorized to establish additional

45 requirements or proxtdures which shall govern the loan ap;.

6 plication or award process.

7 (g) The Secretary shall make an annual report to the

8 appropriate committees of the House of Representatives and

9 the Senate which shall describe-

10 (1) the number of loans and the hication of each

11 applicant which have been made in the preceding year;

12 (2) the nature of the asbestos problem of each ap-

13 plicant;

14 (3) the tyPe of containment or removal program

15 which was undertaken;

16 (4) the estimated cost, and the actual cost of miti-

17 gation efforts;

18 (5) the number and description of applications

19 which have been rejected.

20 (h)(1) Upon the making of any loan from the loan pro-

21 m under this section, and to the extent such loan remains

22 outstanding, the United States shall be taibrogated to any

23 legal rights to recover swill amount or assert a claim against

24 any person or organization relating to the subject matter of a

25 loan made from the loan program. Any recipient of a loan

.
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1 from the loan program shall execute and deliver instrumerts

2 and papers and take whatever steps are necessary to secure

3 such rights in the United States in order to entitle the United

4 States to the entry of a judgment by a court and payment

5 under this Act. No loan shall be made unless and until such

6 steps have been taken. Except as provided for herein, to the

7 extent that the loan remains due and owing, any purported

8 limitation on the right of the United States to act as assignee

9 or to become subrogated to the rights of the recipient of a

10 loan from the loan program shall be without any effilk.

11 (2) If the United States recovers .from any person or

12 organization any amoot.by the exercise of rights subrogatiql

13 or assigned in subsection (1); the .recipient of the relevant

14 loan shall be entitled to forgivenes of any loan amounts still

15 due and owing, but only to the extent that such recovery

16 exceeds the costs of obtaining recovery plus interest that

17 would have been charged if the relevant loan had been made

18 at prevailing commercial rates.

19 SAFETY PROCEDURES

20 SEC. 7. (a) Within one hundred and twenty days after

21 enactment of this section, the Secretary shall promulgate and

22 distribute to the States safety standards and procedures for

23 testing the level of asbestos in schools and for determining

24 the likelihood of the leakage of asbestos into the school envi-

25 Imminent.

1

'14

A 8

' '

I.
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1 (b) All sealing, containment, or removal of asbestos ma-

2 terials pursuant to this Act, or future construction, modifies-

'3 tion, or demolition of schools which contain asbestos materi-

4 als, shall be cond ted in strict aecordance with regulations

5 and 4procedures esta lished by the Occupational Safety and

6 Health Administration or procedures established by the Task

7 Force. Any employee engaged in such activity mist be noti-.

8 fied in writing of the hazards of working with asbestos, and

9 mist utilize all safety procedures to minimize risk to his or

10 her health.

11 (c) No child or school employee shall be permitted in the

12 vicinity of any asbestos containment or removal activity,

13 except if school authorities certify that there is no risk .of

14 exposure to the students or personnel.

15 NONDISCRIMINATION

16 SRC. 8. No employer shall discharge or in any other

17 way discriminate against or discipline any worker employed.

18 by him or her by reasons of the fact that such worker focuses

19 public attention on the asbestos problem in his or her school

20 district.

21 RETAINND RIGHTS

22 Sze. 9. Nothing in this Act shall in any way restrict the

23 rights of any individual or group of individuals, or any public

24 agency or government, to :,eek legal redress under any State

25 or Federal statute in connection with the purchase or instal-

d 9

4.
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1 lation of asbestos materials in schools, or with regard to any

2. claim of disability or Facia connection wit'h exposure to

3 asbestos in a school setting except as provided in section 6(h)

4 of this Act. Nor shall this legislation affect any litigation or

5 petitions kir administiativé action under any statute existing

.6 prior to the enactment of this section. In the event 'that an

7 action under section 6 of the Toxic Substances Control Act of

8 1976 is successful and the obligation . for mitigation and

9 safety actions is deemed to be the total responsibility of the

10 manufacturers, the Secretary is directed t. seek to recover

11 from such manufacturers any Federal funds, including admin-

12 istrative costs, expended for programs required by this Act.

13 DEFINITIONS

14 SEC. 10. As used in this Act, the term-

15 (a) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the De-

16 partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, or this

17 designee;

18 (b) "schools" means any building, structure, or fa-

19 cility which is primarily used as a school for children,

20 either public or private;

21 (e) "asbestos or asbestos material" means any

'22 building materials, sprayed materials, insulation, or

23 other substance which is composed entirely or in part

24 of chrysotile, amosite, or crocidolite, and when they

4297b 0 79 44
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1 occur in fibrous habit, tremolite, anthophyllite, and

2 actinolite;

3 (d) "imminent hazard to the health and safety"

4 means, in regard to section 6, that the asbestos or as--

5 bestos material is, according to standards established

6 by the Task Force.end approved by the Secretary, fri-

7 able or easily damaged, or within easy reach of stu-
,

8 dents or otherwise susceptible to damage which could

9 result in the dispersal of asbestos fibers into the school

environment (including damage from water or air circti-

11 lation);

12 (e) "State" means each of the several States, the

13 District' of Colembia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, the

Commonwealth of the Northern Marianna& and the

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

AUTHORIZATION/4

18 Mice. 11. There are authorized to be appropriated for

19 the fiscal years 1980, 1981. and 1982, for the purposes and

20 programs established in this Act, such sums as are necessary.
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Mr. Kociovm. At this time I would like to call on Mr. William
E. Blakey from HEW, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for*Legisla
tion and Education.

Mr._ Blakey, it is an honor to have you here. I apologise for thd
--attendanee-morningLantaure wilLpick up_asioujealong.

We are in the process of trying to get eveubod7 here through the
snow and the slushy streets, and so on.'1/41But, if you would begin
with your statement it would be very much appreciated by the
committee.

[The statement of Mr. Blakey followsl

OLPAR I MLN I' OF HEAL EH. EDUCA TION. AND Wk.L.FAtik.

STATEMENT

of

WILLIAM A. BLAXEY
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, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am

pleased to have this opportunity to appear before the

.Subconmittee to present our analysis of 110. 1433 and 11.16

1524, your bill and.Mr. Miller's bill, both 'dealing with .

the isportaet setter of assesaing aud relieving tht.potential

*health risks which may result from the use of asbestos-con-

taining material la school buildings.

Mr. Chairmen, you, Mr. Miller And other distiuguished

Members of the Subcommittee are to be longratidatidior

\ recognising the importance and the immediacy of tbe problme

\involved la identifying and removing the asbestos health

hikard from oug school environments.

lan testimony which has been provided to the Subcomp.

ulttee,4ncluding that given by Dr. David Rall of NRM's

National Institute of Invitonnental,Nealth Sciences on

Jenuary 8, comers was clearly spelled out about the possible

health hazards associaied with low level exposure to asbestos

fibers. As you know, Secretary Callfano has expressed

and desionatiated concern for children who attend schools

which wore constructed with asbestos-coitaining aaterials.

The Department hes:

o Provided financial support for research
into the effedt of lo- levels of asbestos
exposure (including xhe Mount Sinai study)
which examined the extent to which asbestos
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untwists were present in Now Jersey
schools, sampled air concontratioes in
the vicinity of asbestos materials. in
these schools, sad studied the effec
tivesess of various techaiquos to con-
trol the release of asbestos tate ths

air.

'Advised the Common o f all 30 states
of tbo potential health risk of even
low levels of exposure to asbestos la
the eaviromment.

Cooperated witi th- Savironmental Pro-
tootles) agency 0141) in providing tech.;
steal assistasso and information to the
states, and a limited assessmest of dist
problem amd how best to cops with it.

o Planned a demosstrotioa project, by the
Natiosal Cancer Institute, which will
focus on thaws aspdcts of the problems
(1) the health oducatios of students

.and school porsonnel, and tho edecation
of contractors and construction workers
involved in tho removal or sealing of
asbestos materials; (2) the development
of a mansgement approach for organising
the romoval or opaline of the asbestos
matorialjelsich can be appliod to other
school systems; and (3) the development
of quality.control of tests to measure
asbestos fibers. An additionftbe

*Netioual Cancer Isistitute is considering
development of.a competitive program of
demonstration projects focuosd cm the
school asbestos problem. They would
plan to commit approalmatoly $2,000,000
to this program.

4,

While the Department of Health, Iducation, and Welfare

has no general authority to assist local school districts

with the ropair or renovation of school !windlass which have

become health hazards, the:Commissioner of Sducation has discre-

tionory funding authority under Section 303 of tha Special

4.1
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Projects Adt of the-Education Amendments of 197$ (104.

95-561), which could be used to.(l) Carry out a demonstration
*

old evaluation of means of removing or.sealing asbestos

_ owl or aPro of the foforo4Y OoFF0041.4_1100O4O; (f)

modify guidelines and regulations t reflsqfi. potential

hosted associated with use of asbest in schools; (3)

convene a meeting of the building trades:and associated

trade unions to alert them to this problem.and to seek
,.

P)"their help in identifying the t.19104 eat of the problem;

and (4) develop amides and media iaterials for school boards
. `

and school and education related groups desCtibing the pro..

N
blot and spelling out le solutions.

C47111*A a policy mat r, .. believe these activities should

be continued, or begun where no activity has been initiated,

in an effort to enhance the Federal government's ability

to assist state and local government's with their respon-

sibility to identify and ellainate asbestos fibers in

the classrooms and other public buildings across the Notion.

Both H.R. 1435 and H.R. 1524 establish a program within

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to assist

the state4/in identifying those schools which contain asbestos

fibers. Both bills also create a loon program to assist

in the containment and removal of this hazardous material.
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The Department of Rea lth, BducatiOn. sad Welfare "beiders

the health risks associated with asbestos exposure to be a

serious and significant public bea/th comets. The fact

that exposure to the aber has bee* identified in some

schools does not mske it the Federel Government's responsi-

bility to previa" towline fOr detectione.emeapsulation

o removal where necessary.

U. support, sad are working with tbe linvinemental Pro-

tact*" Agency (11PA), in its voluntary comp liance program

widdh offers intonation an4 technical assistance to the

statesund local units of government. However, at this timA,

tbe Adatnistretion has taken the positioe tbit the provision

of additioeal financial avellree beyond the planned

demonstration pronram and other presently authorised activi
r--

ties -"would exceed current budgetary liiitations, and 'mule'

ex** the Federal role in education.

Assuming the Subcommittee proceeds with sone legislation

in this area the following specific comments on H.R. 1435 and

MAO 1524 are offered.for your consideration.

Specific Comments end Analysis

The Department has somm'specific concerns about H.R. 1435

and HA: 1524 as presently drafted. Both bills esteblish

a program which will be extremely largeland complex. "be

implementation and management of this system 'will require a.

()
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tine and additional preparation by the states. There is

as acute sespkower and laboratory shortage to perform bulk

-analysis of dimples inSpected to contain asbestos fibers.

Mere is a hindlar dearth of pirsonnel trained to conduct

containment and removal operations. The technology is

available, but sot os the seale.contesplated by this
4

legislation. There are 16,200 school districts across

thitnation which contain appromimately 100,000 public t.

and 141,000 private schools.

In view of these constraints regarding' manpower and

laboratories, the Department questions the feasibility of

the time frame ism state action as establishedcin the

legislation. With the requirement that state plans be sub-

mitted by September of this year, there are only four.smths

within'which the states are to complete their surveyk and

identification and just another eight months for removal

to be completed. I might note that no deadline is given

for completion of containment operations.

Both bills, as currently drafted, do not define clearly

which entities of state or 2oCalc.government are eligible to

receive funds or loans. Although states must submit plans

for the inspection and removal of hazardous asbestos material,

"units of local government with the responsibility for the

administfition and safety of schools" may receivedayments

; 7
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from the Asbestos Hagar& Detection Fund ulller Section 5(c)

of MA. 1524;and are eligible for reimbursement under

Section 5 (a)(1) of H.R. 1433. Weither bill indicates

what unit of government is eligible to apply for :be Asbestos

Control Loan Program.

Both Hat. 1435 and Lie 1524 require the states to pre

pare a plan establishing a systematic program of inspection

of all icbool buildiags in order to identify the presence of

juisardous asbestos or asbestos material. However, RA. 1435

requires only those states which seek funding under the new -

program to submit the State plan notifying school administra-

tors of the health hazards associated with asbestos and

recommendations for addressing thZ problem. We believe the

requirement la Section 4(a) of HA. 1524, that states submit

a plait irrespective of their intention to appli, for Federal

assistanA, would create an unnecessary paperwork burden.

The loan program in both bills is United to projects

which are over 2,500 square feet. Nhere is no provision

covering schools with problems less than this size.

we have some concerns about the definition of "Imminent

hasord." The way it is defined in the bill is contrary to

4

past Public Health Service usage of the term. "Imminent danger"

is not defined.

A final issue which could prove significant is that of
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waste disposal of asbestorcontaining materials. How and.where

are thx.en'asterialtto,be placed once,they are romped?

In 8.8.. 1433, t Aat is authorised for an indefinite

period of time with an appropriation of such sums as ore

necessary for Fiscil Tear 1980 and for each of the succeed-
.t

ing rs. The authorisatio; in NAL 1324 calls for en

appropriation of such sums es ere secessery but specifies

only the years of 1980, 1981 and 41982 ail the life of the

Act. While no one can be certain of the.extent agui lin-

gering nature of exposure to asbestos, a limited, three
1

yearligggran might encouraae compliance.

Mr. Chairman, this completes our inalysis of the two

bills. I believe they are quite similar with the excep-
.

tion of the relationship established in HA. 1324 regard -

.ing the obligations of the asbestos industry. At this time

the Administration opposes enactment of any new program of

assistance. Ve believe our Present efforts,

aten completely carried forward, fulfill the proper Federal

role in this area. nes activities, when combined with

those of IPA, will achieve the goal of assisting the states

in determining how to go about solving this problem --

without telling them how to do it.and appropriating limited s

tax dollars for that purpose.

I would be happy to respond to any questions you or

members of the subcommittee may have.

*
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or WILLIAM A. BLAKEY, bEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-

FOR LEGISLATION/EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
=ALTA, EDUCATION,. AND WELFARE
Mr. BIAKRY. Good morning, Mr. Kogovsek.
I would first like to ask that my statement be included in the

record in its entirety, and I would like to summarize it briefly,
focusing on the comments that we have on the bill.

Mr. KOGOWUCK. With no objection, that shall be done.
Mr. BIAKEit. I would like to say initially Wit we do appreciate

the opportunity to present the Department's and the Administra-
tion views on the two bills before the subcommittee. We recognize,
as does the chairman and Mr. Miller in particular, and the other
members of the subcommittee that we have before us a very sub-
sten *al problem.

H ever, for reasons which I will outline later, the Administra-
tion oes have some with the potential budgetary impact
of th two proposals ore the subcommittee. Let me indicate also
that the Department, cooperation with the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, has already taken several steps which have previ-
.ously been alluded to before this committee in testimony by Dr.
David Rall, who heads our Snvironmental ,Health Sciences Agency
within HEW.

The specific comments that I would like to make on the bill
should be prefaced by two general points, the first of which is,
while we realize that we have a substantial problem here, the
Department and the administration have some concern regardiw
what role should be played by the Federal Government in terms of
financing the assistance as it is proposed in the two bills before the
subcommittee. .

Second, we are concerned about the potential budgetary impact,
these bills might have.

Let me make some specific comments, however, on those parts of
the bill that we think might be improved, assumn* that the sub-
committee is going to proceed with markup, as you have indicated,
next week.

First, we have a very large and complex system which is contem-
plated in this legislation. From the Department's experience with
this problem, we know that the implementation and management
of this system would require time and additional preparation by
the States. There is an acute manpower and laboratory shortage to
perform the kind of bulk analysis of asbestos samples which may
be suspected of containing asbestos fiber. There is also a lack of
personnel to perform the removal and containment operations con-
templated by the two bills. Given the large number of school dis-
tricts and, in particular, the number of buildings, these constraints
on manpower and laboratories make the time frame contemplated
by the legyilation infeasible, in our view.

The legislation indicates that Statesewould have to submit plans
by September of 1979 and within 4 months they would have to
complete their surveys and identification, and come forth with the
removal plans and in fact carry out the planned removal. Because
of the problem of lack of laboratories and lack of personnel with
the ability to carry out the kind of work contemplated, we think
the time period is a bit to short to accomplish the stated objectives.

...=1111
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There is also a lack of clarity in the two bills in terms of who is
eligible to receive funds. The phrase, "Units of local government
with responsibility for the administration and safety of' schools" is
used in Mr. Miller's bill in terms of who may receive funds from
the Asbestos Hazard Protection Fund; and under Chairman Per-
kins' bill that same phrase is used for purposes of defining who
could be reimbursed for expenditures of detection funds. However,
neither of the bills Specifies who is eligible for an asbestos control
loan, and that might present a problem in terms of ass'
coordination responsibility in terms of whether or not the State
should come in; whether the State educational agency should be
the focal point; or whether public health agencies within the State
government are the appropriate focal point for these loans, to
coordinate them at the State level.

Both, H.R. 1435 and 1524 also require the States to prepare a
plan establishing a systematic program of inspection of all school
buildings. However, H.R. 1435 requires only those States who seek
ftinding under the proposed new program to submit their plan. We
believe the requirement in section 4(a) of H.R. 15g4 that every
State must submit a plan to the Secretary would create some
unnessary paperwork if in fact those States are not planning to
come forwati and ask for a loan under the asbestos control loan
program proposed in both bills.

A couple of other minor Comments that I should make briefl
.There is a limitation in th bills that only schools with 2,
square feet would be cove . Because there is a fairly significant
number of schools smaller t an that which might also have asbes-
tos related problems, we question whether or not the 2,500 square
feet limitation should be applicable. From our own figures we
believe that there are some 1,500 to 2,000 schools that would not be
eligible under the program because of the squarv footage limita-
tion. .

One final issue that we think may be of significance, and that is,
the bill does not indicate what would be done w ith the asbestos
after it were removed. Obviously, of major concern is the escape of
this asbestos containing material into the environment. We think
it would be wise for the legislation to provide for some means of
disposal so that we would be sure we would not be just moving the
problem around, out of the schoolbuilding and into some other area
where it might cause additional public health problems.

Finally, let me say that we believe both bills are quite similar,
with the exception of the provisions in H.R. 1324 regarding the
obligation of the asbestos industry to contribute to a proposed fund.
At this time the administration does oppose enactment of any new
program of financial assistance. We believe that our present efforts
at HEW in coordination and cooperation with the Environmental
Protection Agency will fulfill the proper Federal role here and
because of budgetary considerations we could not support enact-
ment of this program at this time.

If you have any questions .1 am more than happy to try to answer
them.

Mr. KOGovsEK. Thank you. Mr. Blakey. for your testimony. Are
there any questions from committee members at this time? Mr.
Kildee?

4.
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Mr. Murat. Juit one domment to inilicate that as usual, you
have given us some good points to help us to perfect this "biL I
think your suggestions, for the most part, are to help us perfect the
bM.

Mr.. Koaovux. Mr. Hinson, do you have any questions at this
time?

Mr. Hittsom I .have no quesiions.
Mr. KOOMICK. Let me ask, Mr. Blakey, if the tithe situation that

we are looking at under both bills is a reasonable amount of time
to solve the problem.

Mr. BLAKEY. I guess there are two ways to look at it. From oui
perspective, and based on the studiesespecially the Mount Shiai
study which has been supported with funding through HEWtwo
things must be looked 'at: qne of which is the problem of what
kinds of facilities are available to carry out the kind of examina-
tion that would be required. .As I have indicated in my tesamony,
there is a problem there simply because there are not a lot of
people camble of doing the work, one, in terms of the laboratory
4nalysis, or in terms of carrying out either the containment work
or the rethoval work.

Obviously, too, from a time point of view you have to be con-
cerned about when you are going to do this. You cannot do it, .
realistically, except when school is not in session, which theans you
could probably only do it during the summer months. So, the
timinghas to be, I think, related obviously, one, to funding if the
authorization legislation were passed; and, two, making sure that
the States have the ability to carry out what the legislation Would
be requiring and then, when would they carry it out.

Some States have already moved, ahead in this area. Some are,
realistically speaking, probably in no positioneither financially or
staffwiseto move forward without substantial technical assistance
from the Federal level.

I think those three things would have to be. kept in mind in
terms of the time frame.

Mr. KOGOWECK. It is quite evident from some of the questions
that I will ask this morning that I am not as acquainted with the
problem as I should be, but it seems to me that we are in a
situation where even under a removal process, that causes further
complications in other areas. Moving any kinds of asbestos materi-
als around seems to complicate the problem. Once you remove it
from the school, there is the potential of havhig it out on the
streets. I do not know what the answer to that is, and I assume you
do not, either.

Mr. BLAKEY. Well, most of our knowledge in this area is fairly
limited, at least as it affects schools. What we have tried to find
out and what we are finding out, I think, will be helpful; it should
be useful, at least, before we embark on a major effort.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Sure. If you would remain and be available for
further questions, I would appreciate it.

Mr. BLAKEY. I can stay for a while, Mr. Chairman. Karen Hoff-
man is here, she works with Dr. George Rail at our Environmental
Sciences Agency in HEW, and she will be here and have a good
deal of technical knowledge, although she is not as familiar with
some of the policies. I will stay as long as I can.
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Mr. KOCKWBEIL I understand you have a plane to catch.
Mr. BLAK1CY. I have a plane to catch.

d. Mr. Koocovssic. At this time, if we could hear from Mr. Anthony
Smith, who is the executive director, Division of School Buildings,
New York C1t7 Board of Education.

Mr. Smith, it is a pleasure to have you here this morning and we
are looking forward to your testimony.

[The statement of Mr. Smith followsl

TESTIMONY OF ANTHONY R. SMITH
EkECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

Ntw YORK Cm BOARD OF EDUCATION
litiC'RE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES tDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE-
Stati!tmIITEE ON El mENTARY, STCONDARY AND VOCATIONAL IDUCATION,

WIDNiSDAY, 11BRUARY 21, 1979. 9:30 a.m.
RAYBURN HOUSE OTSICE BUILDING - ROOM 2115

WASHINGTON, D.C.

1 dm Anthony R. Smith. I am the Executive Director of the Division

of School. Buildings tor the New York City Public Schools. Once <again, on

behalf ot the Ctlioicettor of St.hools,.Fronk J. Mauchiarola; I want to expPesi

apeteciation to Committee Chairman.Conyressman 'Perkins for inviting me to

testify on these.impottant matters on behalf of our School System.

1 night al%o say to the Committee Chairman. Congressman Petkins and

to Cotutt....man Miller of California, and to all members of the Subcommittee

that all of us involved tn developing. executing and implementing the asbestos

abatement proiliam in New York City Me ptofoundly grateful for the fact that

these heating% have taken place and. mute iMportantly, the speed with which

legislation has been drafted and this hearing it taking place. That speed

and the thoughtfulness which is manifest in the two bills. HR 1105 and

HR 1c24.1eflect recognition of the extent vi which this is a national ptoblem

which knows vo state ot trgional txtondaries. is obviously nut partisan and is

nvitivated by one underlying national. common coniern: to make the ac.id.ixic

enviton,vut for our children and working envitownent for our .hers and

toff WI ate nw.sible and to tender it more safe as guickl. possibl .

th..t ..entient is shown in lettet and stirtt in the bills of t...th

Mt. Prikit.%.and mt miller. we Mt intived gtateful.

de
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.When I testified before thls distinguished
Subcoamilttse on January-8,'

1979, 1 described in my written testimony the magnitude end scope oi the

problem we confront in New York City. Oriefly.to recepitulateyes have

nearly 1,100 school buildings and a total of almost 1,900 facilities,

...including those school buildings plus administrative buildings, field house

and other structures which w either OW or lase. To date we have

inspected 992 of those structures. We have identified materials which do,

might, or which we at first thought did contain asbestos In 408 schools.

1 am pleaseNto report, hr. Chairman, that we are living proof of

the validity of the approach described here Oh Jantra'ry 8, by Or. Robert N.

Sawyer of Yale: we are basing all of our operational and engineering

decisions on the results of birlk samples, tested in a qualified laboratory,

to determine absolutely
whether or not asbestos does exist in the suspect .

materiels. The resuits of the test so far indicate that of 191 schools,

with what appeared to be asbestos-containing
acoustical plaster, 192 (or

70) do.rjacontaip asixstos. 'The acoustical quality in theplaster Is

provided by cellulose. The testing continues and we do have confirmation

of asbestos in 144 schools.* We estimate the cost of abatement project in

those schools to be somewhere between $19 million and $20 million. The

AcousDc FEWeir - 55

Spray-on Retardant- 33
Spray-on Acoustic - 19

Transit* panels..
etc.- 37

-NW
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foregoing results were derived from laboratory analysis of 312 sampleS. We

have an additional 303 samples,Which are at the laboratory for analysis or

are being prepared for submission to laboratories. Additional premises ere

still to be surveyed. The total findings could lead us to another $15 million

which will have to be expended, leading to an overall total of $30 million to

$35 million..

You may also be interested in knowing that to date, we have expended

$240,000* on our survey and testing program which includes education and

training not only for'our own personnel but for, contractors who are intorested

in bidding on future projects.

I would like now to speak briefly about the two bills we are here to

discuss today: there are many similarities between the two bills and I find

that, for the most part, they address problems of the type confronting

administrators such as myself.

1 shall speak to several general problems:

When I testified on January 8, 1979, l'stated that I hoped, and

frankly I assumed, that any legislation proposed would have

retroactive features in It, so that the few school districts,

such as New York City, which had aggressively pursued an asbestos

survey and abatement program, would not be penalized for having

recognized the prwalem and started to deal with it without waiting

t4tvev..

- $11,000

S.1 .1.1 i no - I90.000
Adlhin.. etc. - 31.000

$-240.006
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for those bills to become law. I would respectful* suggest that

the final bill include
retroactilie provisions to apply the cost

sharing formula for the cost of surveying, samplieg,'leboratory

testing, and the development of en asbestos ahatcment program, as

well as the loan program
for the cost of that program itself.

'I would suggest as a starting date; January 1, 1976. I pick that

date because it,was in that year that Nowell To"nwship, New Jerseri

led the way for many of us. It was also'in that year that New York

%Cliy's Board of Education made its
preliminary effort to survey the

extent of the problem in our focilities.

We have been keeping very
careful records of our expenses and

we feel it would really be unfair were we rendered ineligible v3

participate fully In a federal program simply because we met our

responsibilities and started when we did. If I might speak with

some pride, I would also note that
the program that we are

deveoping in New York may
begin serving as a model for other

jurisdictions; also, we are working closely with various federal

agencies tO share with them our experiences and to save others the

pain of the same learning curve that we have been on so intensively

for the past 100 days.

T. Both bills suggest the
creation of a task force at the foderal

level. j think this is an excellent suggestion and I note that

both provide for the inclusion of representatives of public

oroanizations concerned with education and health. I think this

is a wise provision and the federal tasi, force would be well served

to have representatives of state or municipal agencies or school

7.+ . 47
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boards, such as my own, which hew had "hands-on" experience in

developing a complex and extensive survey, testing and abatement

program.

3. The concept of the asbestos hazard fund, funded by payments from

companies which mine, manufactured, ow imported asbestos, seems

appropriate'and seems a particularly appropriate way for the

private sector to help to share some of the cost which It is

vesponsibile for causing so many school districts to have to bear.

While the colocept is good, I would hate to let this, the most

original idea in either bill, ba the cause of delay because of

debate and/or litigation. Perhaps the final bill could permit
.4

MEW to prospect4vety bear these costs,to be reimbursed later when,

as,if and how the hazard fund is created, and contributions duly,

made.

4. Both bills at several points speak in terms of "imminent" hazard

or "imminent" danger to the health and safety of children and school

employees. May I respectfully suggest that "potential" is really

the problem we are talking about. As you heard on January 8, 1979

from various experts, no one can really describe with certainty what

constitutes an iminAent hazard. But we all know what con.titutes a

potential hazard and that is, of course, the existence of asbestos-

containing materials in our schools in such a way that they can

introduce fibers into the environment of the school. It is that

potential which we must deal with.

s`
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S. For that same reason 1 would suggest that the final legislation

not contain any reference to a'specific percent of asbestos in

non-Inert asbestos-containing materials. Since we do not know

what Is a safe level, whether we are dealing with 1* or 85*, it

seems to me that the material should be remived, isolated or

encapsulated, If it is exposed', potentially exposable and damaged

or potentially be damaoed or disturbed.

6. Much attention has been focused on the problems associated

with asbestos that was sprayed-on either for acoustical or

A fire retard/Int purposes. When I testified on January 8, 1 stated

that 1 felt that emphasis could be misleading. No one questions

that those sprayed-co materials may cause the greatest putential

problem in our schools, but as 1 have indicated we, for example,

in New York City have acoustical plaster, which is trowelled on,

not sprayed-on, in Ai of our schools. We have tested that

material in 191 and, fortdhately, in only 59 (30%) of those tested

to date, have we found that the acoustical piaster contains

asbestos. But where it does contain asbestos, the material is

soft and is and has been easily damaged in the school environment

through accident, play, or vandalism. I think it impyratiye that

the legislation which finally emerges not be restrictive OT ignore

the prob'em posed by that use of asbestos. Similarly, the asbestos

material used to wrap pipes which will be found in many of out

.
buildings can be a potential hazard if the pipe is itself acessible

<

011,
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for students or custodial personnel in such 0 way that they can

deliberately or inadvertently damage the asbestos-containing

Insulation. In summary, what we are talking about Is containing,
8

Isolating or removing asbestoe-containing materials, when they

are not inert, such as one finds in floor tiles, for example,

end where that material Is currently or poten tially accessible

to any personnel In their normil'use of% the school.

In concludin4, Kr. Chairman, I would like tb reiterate the,eoint I

made at the oinset and also mid-way through my testiMony: speed is of

the essence. The fact that asbestos has been In many thousands of schools'

aromnd this country for many year's does not mean that we have the luxury

of time to develop a whole series of Intricate and complex federal formulae,

sort out bureaucratic differences at the federal, state or local..level, nor

even spend a great deal of time wondering where the funds will come from

and how we can afford to meet wt Is so clearly an uoavoidable responsibility

to our most precious national 4sourc.e - our children.

The speed with which the Subcommittee has already acted demonstrates

conclusively that those of you who have heard medical, scientific, and
4

engineering experts, as well as a few of us from the "trenches," have

received, understood and acted on this message. We appreciate that

enormously. What must now.happen is that that message must be transmitted

throu9hout. to the MeRters of the House of Representatives and the Senate.

and to the Preshient of the United States. WO must act - that we know.

It will take time for us to fully act - that we know. ft will be

fp
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enormously expensive - that we know.. We need help - technical and financial -

Oat we know. Too often, Congressional committees are importuned by narrow,

special interest groups seeking their own aggradizement and which are

willing to accept it at any price and at the expense of other glotips -

that we know. All of us who have testified before the variclus hearings

of the Subcommittee believe we are speaking for all parents, for all

children, for all teachers and for all administrators in all schools

throughout the country in turning to you to ask every possible assistance

in providing wise counsel, technical assistance, training and educational

programs and materials, and, finally, and most critically, the financial

aid to enable us to meet the responsibilities from which we cannot flinch

you, Mr. Chairman.
I.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY R. SMITH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
DIVISION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS, NEW YORK CITY BOARD
OF EDUCATION
Mr. Smmi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Anthony Smith, I am executive director of the Division of

School Buildings of the Board of Education of New York City.
I have had the honor of testifying before this subcommittee on

January 8, 1979, and I notice there are a number of new faces on
the subconimittee. I might, at the risk of being repetitive for Mr.
Kildee, repeat a couple of points that I made when I spoke before
on behalf of the chancellor, of schools, Frank Macchiarola.

The magnitude of the problem confronting New York City is, as
always with New York City, somewhat overwhelming in terms of
the size and the scope. We have approximately 1,100 school build-
ings in New York City, including those we own, which are almost a
1,000, the remaining, a 100 or so, which we lease. We have a total
of 1,500 facilities that we are accountable forincluding field
houses, annexes, administratiire buildings, and so forth.

The efforts of New York City t determine the extent of the
presence of asbestos-containing m Aerials began in a rather pre-
liminary fashion in 1976-77, following the Howell Township, N.J.,
example. We did notI regretget fully under way untii Novem-
ber 1, 1978, in terms of a comprehensive survey, followed by analy-
ses in a laboratory of bulk samples taken of materials suspected of
containing asbestos. To date we have examined 932 of our struc-
tures.

The initial visual survey led us to suspect asbestos-containing
materials in 408 schools. That is the bad news.

The good news is that in 191 cases bulk samples tested by a
competent laboratory, MacCrone in Chicago, found that in 132
cases the material which appeared to contain asbestos in fact con-
tained cellulose as the acoustical material. That was a 70-percent
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negative response and, needless to say, enormously. gratifying, I
think not just gratifying in terms of the $10 or $15 million that we
had anticipated having to spend in those 182 schools for an abate-
ment program, but gratifying because it Confirms much of the
testimony given the subcommittee on January 8 as to the proce-
dure and the methodology which we followed. We believe it has
Worked almost as an enormous textbook example of what Dr.
Robert N. Sawyé; described as the appropriate way for a school
system to approach .tts problem.

.

We did 'not make operational decisions on4the basis of air sam-
pling and in fact ruled out air sampling as playing a role in
determining what we should do. We did take bulk samples and had
them analyzed according to the one appropriate method which can

;-, absolutely determine whether there is asbestos present, and we
have proceeded frowthere.

The testimony that I have this morning, Mr. Chairman, deals
specifically with comments on the two bills that I was asked to
discuss, H.R. 1435 and H.R. 1524. As has been noted by the previ-
ous witness, tigtey are virtually identical, with one major exception.
So, until I deal with the concept of the fund, the comments that I
am making really apply to both bills.

When I spoke on January 8, I urged the subcommittee to insure
that any suequent bills that were produced and hopefully legisla-. tion enacted, contained sufficient retroactive features to insure
that school districts such as New York City would not inadvertent-
ly be penalized for having recognized, acknowledged, and acted on
responsibilities to proceed without awaiting and hoping that some
kinG of Federal legislation would be forthcoming.

I did not find such retroactive provisions in either of the two
bills, and again respectfully and urgently request that whatever
does emerge contains such a feature. I suggest you might consider
January 1, 1976, as a retroactive starting date. I pick that date not
arbitrarily, but because it was in 1976 that Howell Township, N.J.,and .the rest of the State of New Jersey incurred considerable
expenses and, frankly because that is the year in which we made
our first preliminary survey. There may be arguments for making
it an earlier date than January 1, 1976, but from my perspective it
seems to me that that is an appropriate date.

'I might add that we have been keeping extremely careful records
of all the expenses that we have incurred.to date, as optimists, that
we might have an opportunity to make those records available tosomeone. I hope you will give us that chance.

I think the concept of the Federal level task force which bothbills propose is a useful one, and I think that both essentially
suggest that there be representatives on that task force with juris-
dictions like ours, and perhaps even with individuals like myself
that have had hands-on experience in dealing with the problem. I
can only suggest from the distancegeographic and bureaucratic--between those who administer an enormous Federal program and
those of us who are in the trenches, that we feeland I presume to
speak for many others in positions similar to my ownthat it is
very important that that *mmediacy and that sense of reality bebrought to any effort to °ordinate on the Federal level. It is acomplex problem. there no question, bringing together all the
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Federal executive branch agencies that either are or could be in-
volved in a massive asbestos abatement program.

I think the concept of having representatives from those dealing
with the implementation of the policies and the legislation is an
excellent propwal.

As far as the concept of the fund is concerned, it óertainly is the
most original concept in either of the two bills. You have a better
sense, I am sure, Mr. Chairman, than I can bring of how realistic it
is to anticipate that such a fund could be created. I think both of
us would have to agree that it may be the subject of extensive
debate and eventually litigation. I would hate to see either legisla-
tion or its implementation delayed by being dependent upon the
whole creation of the funding of that fund throught contributions. I
would hope that perhaps the final bill, if it does contain the con-
cept of the fund, would permit HEW to prospectively advance
funds, and then HEW would itself be reimbursed when the funds
were created. That way you will not stay us in* our course which,
despite what was suggested from the previous witness, I happen to
believe is urgent. I think it is critical. I think it is not responsible
of those of us who acknowledge the problem to not move expedi-
tiously.

Having said that it may appear contradictory for me to note that
one of the problems I found in both bills is the repeated reference
to the imminent danger or hazardous situation. There was exten-
sive testimony submitted on January 8, 1979, to the subcommittee,
which deals directly with that point. Medical science has not been
able to establish the appropriate thresholds to speak definitively to
the question of what is imminent in the way of a hazardous condi-
tion or a dangerous presence of asbestos.

I would again suggest that it would be appropriate to change the
word "imminent" to "potential" in every case because it is the
potential harard with which we are forced to deal. We canno
await the 25 or 30 years for medical data to be aggregated and
analyzed to determine what is in fact an imminent hazard.

For the same reason, one of the bills contains a blank in front of
the percent of asbestos which might be permitted without an abate-
ment program, and I believe one of the bills contains a percentage.
Again I would suggest that no percentage be considered safe in the
sense of that potential hazard since we know so little about it. I
think that the real question is, if there is an asbestos content in
any material present in the school, the question as to whether that
material can be left alone or whether it must be removed, or
isolated, or encupsulated, relates to whether that material is ex-
posed or potentially exposable. and whether it is damaged or could
be damaged or disturbed. Those are the key criteria, not the per-
cent of the asbestos. If it is damaged, no matter what the percent
of the asbestos in the material, fibers can become airborne and
enter the used environment of the school.

The question is how it is used, where it is, and what its potential
is for being disturbed.

Another point I might make that I did speak to on January 8,
and I repeat now because I think the legislation goes in that
direction and it concerns me, there has been enormous attention
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paid to the issue of sprayeton asbestos materialswhether it is
used for fire-retardantior acoustical purposes.

We have asbestos ranging, I suppose, anywhere from 5- to at
least 25-percent content which .was put into an acoustical plaster
and troweled on. Now, it is definitely more dense and harder, more
cementitious, as the engineers say, that the sprayed-on material; it
does not have that very flaky quality that we have discussed exten-
sively. It is, however, a great deal softer than regular plaster and,
given the imagination, creativity, strength, whatever qualities you
wish to endow school children with, it can be damaged, and it has
been extensively damaged in many, many of our schools. Damage
means airborne fibers.

I have urged that EPA in the construction of its guidance docu-
ments focus on that, and I hope that the legislation is not written
in such' a way that it is either explicitly or implicitly restrictive of
assisting schools which have used asbestos in this form, to deal
with the problem.

To give you a sense of proportions, we have troweled-on acousti-
cal plaster in at least 361 of our schools. Now, it is that use that I
referred to when I started speaking, where we found 70 percent of
the acoustical plaster has its acoustical qualities through cellulose,
rather than asbestos. But, that leaves a remainder, so far, of 144
schools that do have asbestos in that plaster. That has been con-
firmed by laboratory bulk analysis. Just within that group of
schools we are talking about, probably, $15 million in terms of the
appropriate abatement procedure which is in this case not re-
moved, it is dry-wall containment.

So, I think it is critical that the legislation contain flexibility to
insure that asbestos materials used in any noninured form may be
eligible. The inured use of asbestos would be floor tiles, for exam-
ple. There, short of applying a power tool, there is no danger of a
fiber release and we do not intend to deal, in an abatement pro-
gram, with that use of asbestos.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to express the thanks of all of us
who are involved in this issue for the speed with which the sub-
Committee has acted in drafting this legislation. I am afraid I may
have sounded as though I found many, many problems with it.
Obviously, all of us who are ultimately on the receiving end would
have preferred to see legislation that proposed an outright grant or
a formula. I think one bill proposed a 90-percent Federal, 10-
percent local funds formula. I think I am realistic enough to know
that the two bills we are speaking of today may contain the most
optimistic proposals possible. I welcome that and the speed with
which they have been circulated.

I think the road aheadas far as we have gone, and I say with
some pride that I think we have become for many a model and
have literally thrown open the doors of our schools to any who
wish to come see what we are doing. We have offered to provide
data. God knows, we made some mistakes. It is like going through
a maze and there are an awful lot of false paths down there; onehas to be very, very careful. We would like to assist any of our
fellow school districts around the country from avoiding those false
starts. false paths. They are expensive, and more importantly, they
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are time consuming. When you have to back up and start again it
is a problem.-

It is a problem particularly because, as I said when I spoke
before, we are dealing with love and fear, and I think we have to
address that aspect and not speak just as engineers or scientists.
We so need help, we need it very quickly.

That is fill, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. K000vssx. Thank you, Mr. Smith. Let me ask you one quick

question. Earlier in your testimony you bad indicated that you
would like to see in the bill a January 1, 1976, retroactiveor tbtat
as the date of retroactivity, I assume, for the Federal Government
to come back and in some way finance the work that your board of
education has done in this area since 1976.

Mr. Sum. As I said, Mr. Chairman, I do not want to sound
parochial in picking that date. I picked it because I think the
Howell Township, N.J., incident really focused national attention
on the pioblem in that year. It is the date at which we began our
first survey and testing. We did practically no abatement during
that period-:-.none, really, except on a sample basis.

So, what I am really referrmg to is recouping for any jurisdic-
tions the cost of survey and testing that went on. There may be
some that did go into an abatement program earlier, or as early as
1976. We certainly did not, wp are talking about the surveying and
testing, primarily.

As you can imagine, however, with a system as extensive as ours,
that alone is very expensive. We have expended well over $200,000
so far just oh surveys and tests.

Mr. KOGOvSEK. I might have missed a figure in your testimony.
Do you have a ball park figure that your board of education has
spent in this whole area since 1976?

Mr. Shunt The actual expenditures to date are primarily the
$200,000 or so that have been expended on surveys and sampling.
Another roughly $17,000 was expended to date to pay the bill of
the laboratories to do the analyses. That figure will probably tri le.
Administrative expenses we have estimated a little over $30,
That really reflects primarily what we estimate to be the time of
city employees who have gone out and taken the samples. So, our
total expenditure of $240,000 to date in that area, and probably
another $200,000 or so in terms of time and materials expended by
our own people during the Christmas recess doing work on approxi-
mately 12 schools. Finally, we are in the midst of and will conclude
in about 2 weeks the expenditure of another $125,000 in fully
abating the school which triggered this whole problem, starting in
early November of last year.

So, the sum total to date is probably under $500,000. Our pros-
waive expenditure, however, is now in the neighborhood of about
$33 million for a full abatement program.

Mr. KOGOI/SEK. How much?
Mr. SMITH. $33 million.
Mr. KOGOVIINK. Mr. Miller, do you have any questions at this

time?
Mr. MILLER. I have no questions. Thank you for your testimony

today.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Miller.

I I I
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Mr. KOGOvEsK. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Not that I suggest in this bill we add in that ex-

pense, but will there not be a continuing expense over a period of
years where the method of encapsulation is used, rather than
removal? In other words, you would have to monitor very carefully
those schools where you would contain the asbestos material.
. Every expense is significant, but how significant would that ex-
pense be in the case of New York City of monitoring and tracking
those schools where you used the method of containment, encapsu-
lation?

Mr. SMITH. I do not mean to sound facetious, but I am glad you
asked that question, sir. I think that it is a question that we 'have
focused on intensively, and again is one which, until we begin to
make a lot of noise about it, I think had been essentially ignored
by many points in the-Federal Government that are dealing with
this. It is one which has not been dealt with very extensively.
When asbestos is being left behind in schoolsand we will be
leaving it behind, as I said, in early January, in hundreds of
schools, using this containment or encapsulation technique. Pri-
marily when I am using this term "encapsulation," I am referring
to the spraying on of a substance that will enclose the material.
That will not be used very extensively in our school system simply
because it remains vulnerable to damage, vandalism or play, or
whatever.

Primarily, we will be using a dry-wall containment to put a
strong physical barrier between the wall or the ceiling use of the
acoustical material and the use environmer.t. We are installing
what I would call a series of management screens through which
anyone going into the buildings to do repair work will have to pass.
A list of the schools that contain the asbestos and where the
asbestos is, will be at our contract management unit, will be at our
central shops. will be posted on the wall of our custodians, and.
each school has a custodian in it. There will be a schematic map on
his wall that showsusing color codeswhere the material is.

Each person going in to work on our schools now must sign into
a log book. Those schools which have asbestos, we will quite literal-
ly stamp in bright red at the top of every page of those log books
the word "Asbestos". If they still get through all of that, we have
devised a symbol which I think perhaps EPA may decide to try to
make a national symbol. It does not contain the word "Danger or
"Asbestos," it simply is in the shape of a stop sign and has the
word "Stop" in big, bold print: and the words, "Check with custodi-
an before working in this area." Separately affixed there are
arrows which will point in the direction that the workman is not
supposed to proceed. So, if the material were in the ceiling, this
would be along the top of the wall, pointing up: or in the center of
the ceiling with four arrows pointing out.

It is a very simple, and we hope, effeclive final screen. The point
here is obviously that institutional memory is very short. I suppose
in some ways the subcommittee is an example of that, people
change in government. What one has to do is to insure that the
memory is available, is obvious, and simply cannot be circumvent-
ed, to assure that work done where we have in our opinion respon-

es.
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sibly mide the decision to leave asbestos behind, is not irresponsi-
bly_ overcome through inadvertence or lack of attention.

Tile problem is extensive, it shbuld not be particularly expensive
to maintain in the sense that once the system /8 in place it really
ought to be a fail-safe system. It is simply a matter o those who
have the administrative responsibilityof looking at lists when they

iwrite a contract for work to be done n the school to be sure they
checked it off against the list of known asbestos presence.

It will not be infallible because it is a human system, but it will
be as close as we can make it. I think if there is anything that we
are doing in New York that I hope we can assist others to pick up
one, frankly, it is this management control system.

Mr. Krum. I would think that is an extremely importani matter
if we are going to use the process of containment. Work very often
is done by people in the school or by outside contractors. It is very
important that they would know when they were removing some-
thingwhether or not they are disturbing asbestos. A very careful
log would have to be kept to assure they would not release any into
the ambient air.

Mr. Siam. To the point, Mr. Kildee, we have found in a number
of schools that even the most careful repairman cannot in some
cases even change the fluorescent tube without inadvertently going
up against a very flaky, asbestos-containinig fire retardant. In a
case like that we have to remove the material because there is no
wa_y to prevent that in the future.

But there are other cases where one may not choose to remove,
but on the other hand where it is not vandalism and it is not
carelessness; it is simply the way the building was put together in
the first place. We believe that this will help.

Mr. MILLER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KILDEE. Yes, I will yield.
Mr. MILLER. The fact that H.R. 1524 allows for retroactive quali-

fications, does that meet with your approval? Do you believe that
would allow you to come in and apply for work that you are now
doing?

Mr. SMITH. I am not a lawyer and obviously not a legislator, Mr.
Miller--

Mr. M/LLER. Well, your city is full of them.
Mr. SMITH. I am not sure whether the paragraph you are refer-

ring to, it did not seem to methe way I have been reading it
that it was broad enough to provide the retroactive protection that
we are seeking. It seemed to me that it was dealing more with the
120-day period from the enactment of the legislation. Perhaps I
have misread it.

Mr. MILLER. Our intent is to provide for that retroactivity. So,
you might have somebody in your organization take a look at that
before we mark it up because we will attempt to clarify that, if it is
not clear.

Mr. SMITH. We have, as you perhaps know, a legislative repre-
sentative here in Washington, Fern Lapidus, who is sitting here
behind me. have given her our suggested changes for your mark-
up session which, I think, deal with that, among other things.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
KOGOVSER. Congressman Erdahl?

71 a
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Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry that I came
in late because of another meeting.

Mr. Smith, is the main thrust of your presence here to try to see
that we either allow for the containment, you talked about the
encapsulmentif that is the wordof the material that contains
asbestos and has a potential danger to students, teachers, or em-
ployees; or is your main thrust to see that this committee and the
Congress woulti make it retroactive? I think I saw 1976 for your
city and perhaps other major systems that would be involved in the
cost?

If I could have the indulgence of the other Members, could you
just summarize the main thrust of your appearance here this
morning.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Erdahl, we have made the decision because we
felt we had to, we have the responsibility to deal with the questions
of asbestos in our schools; that is a given. I do not need to bore you
with what a strain an unexpected expenditure in any jurisdiction,
but Particularly in New York City, can be. We are talking in the
area of a $35 Million expense, which we feel simply has to be made.

I am here in part to request the retroactivity features be precise,
and complete. and flexible enough to assure the expenses we have
incurred prior to enactment of whatever legislation does emerge, is
available to us.

That is, however, not my principal concern because we have not,
frankly, even expended a fraction of the $35 million yet. My pri-
mary concern is to ensure that some form of assistance be forth-
coming from the Congress to assist. again not just New York City,
we are big, but we are a fraction of all the school jurisdictions in
the country. Whether it is one school in Prestonsburg, Ky., which
has an extraordinary problem, or whether it is 300 schools in New
York City, obviously, it is not regional; it is not partisan, it is a
national problem.

A national problem. I think, requires action on the national
level. That is really why I am here.

Mr. ERDA1.11.. Mr. Smith, thank you for that synopsis. No further
questions. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. KOGovsEK. I believe Dr. Joseph Highland is here in place of
Mr. Leslie Dach, is that correct, of the Environmental Defense
Fund?

. Mr. RAUCH. Dr. Highland was unabk to come.
ITiv. statement of Dr Highland followsd

7
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PflEPAKO STATE/UT Of M. JOSEPH H. MILANO

Hood morning. I am Dr.:Joseph N. Highland. chairman of the

Envirbneental Defense Fund's (EDP) Toxic Chemicals Program. With

me this morning is Mr. Robert Rauch, Washington Counsel of EDP.

The Environmental Defense Fund is a non-profit public interest

organization whose efforts are directed at minimizing environmental

poalution and thereby protecting poblic health% EDF has over

45,000 members who are lawyers, scientists and private citizens

who are concerned about environmental goality and many of whom will

be directly affected by the legislation under consideration toddy.

For more than 10 years, EDP's Toxic Chemicals Program has attempted

to minimize human exposure to hazardous chemicals, through efforts

aimed at affecting regulatory decisionmaking and Congressional

legislation. We have in the past.been quite active on issues

involving human exposure to asbestos and have developed both

extensive scientific and le;a1 expertise in these matters. Our

latest effort in this area related directly to the matters under

consideration today, and involved the filing of a petition on

December 21, 1978 with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

seeking comprehensive regulatory action to identify 'and eliminate

asbestos hazatds in public schools. We welcome, therefore, the

opportunity to appear before this committee and share with you our

views on the bills currently under consideration by this commdttee.

We would like '10 divide oUr remarks into two sections. The

first wil/ deal with the relationship between the proposed legis-

lative action and current EPA regulatory efforts as well as those
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action's wesaie seeking in the petition filed with EPA. The second

wfil be detailed comments on specific sections of the proposed

legislation.

General Comments

Both bills that have been introduced, H4R. 1435 by Mr. Perkins

and H.R. 1524 by Hz. Hiller, set forth a two-part program aimed at

eliminating asbestos problems in the pUblic schools. The first .

part of the proposed program calls for funding of an inspection

plan aimed at identifying potential asbestos hazards. EDF strongly

believes that any inspection program should be aimed at identifying.

all potential asbestos hazards in the public schools and not *just

the most egregious ones. We recognisc that different responses will

be appropriate depending on the nature of the hazard identified.

However, it would be inappropriate not to seek to identify all

potential problems, even if those identified will be treated

differently in terms of the nature of the repair necessary and/or

the time period allowed to accomplish the necessary work. We

therefore urge the committee to clearly indicate in the language

of the proposed legislation that inspection programs should be

comprehensive in nature and not limited to identifying only the

worst case situations.

The second part of the program is designed to provide funds

for repairs deemed necessary in order to eliminate asbestos hazards.

Such a program parallels closely the regulatory approach that we

have sought to have instituted by the EPA under the Toxic Substances

Control Act (TSCA) as well an the voluntary program purportedly

undert.doul by the EPA.
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ER! therefore supports the cOnceptual approach offered by the

proposed legi4ation and sees it as a meanifigful step in efforts

to eliminate asbestos problems in the public schools. However.

EDF is concerned that the proposed legislation has no mechanism for

enforcement to ensure that necessary repair work, once identified.

will be carried out. While the establishment of state plans to

ensisre proper inspection is comprehensive, the value of such efforts

may be lost unless necessary repair work is performed.

Two options exist for ensuring that necessary repairs are

made. One would be to include in the legislation an enforcement

provision under the authority of the Secretary of HEW. In the

alternative, the members of this Committee and the authors of the

legislation could make it clear that while the funds necessary to

carry out repair work may be provided by this bill, the regulatory

authority of EPA to enforce such repair programs is recognized, '

and no way mitigated by.the enactment of this legislation. Specific

language should be part of this Committee's report instructing EPA

to move forth immediately under their existing regulatory authority

and to in no way construe the enactment of this legislation as

limiting itg responsibilities under TSCA or other statutes. In

this way, thn legislation as proposed would complement and support

the efforts that can be undertaken, and in our belief should be

undertakn, by the EPA.

From the beginning it has been recognized that local.school

boards would need some form of financial assistance to both identify

and repair asbestos problems in the public schools. While the EPA

has ignored thin-need by sponsoring its voluntary program, we have

sought in our petition to have the Agency recover funds from the

e7p
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asbestos manufacturers and sprayers An order to aid school boards

in the job they have'to (10. We befieve that the EPA has the

regulatory authority under TSCA to seek such funds: and fall

strongly that those responsible for creating such public hazards

should likewise be responsible for helping to eliminate them.

Otherwise, an incentive is created to pollute without concern,

koswing that the federal government will be there and come to the

rescue if problems become evident. We already have had too many

exampleo of ca...n in which state and federal funds have had to be

allocated to clean up hazards caused by private industry. Ome need

only recall the tragedies of Hepone in Virginia and PCBs in the

Hudson River in New York or the Love Canal disaster as examples.

There in no question that even as far back as the early

1950's the asbestos industry knew that exposure to asbestos increased

one's risk of getting lung cancer. It was impossible then, and

still is now, to establish that a safe level of exposure to asbestos

exists and consequently it should have been clear to the industry

that the use of sprayed asbestos materials in the public schools

wan improper.

In the bill introduced by Mr. Miller, an asbestos fund is

established in order to provide financial assistance to states for

the inspeotion of their schools. We support such a provision.

While Mr. Perkins' bill also provides tor financial assistance

to aid local schools with an inspection progtam, it relies on

publiemonies to support such a fund. w theiefore would like to

sustqest an alternative approach which combines the elements of
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.10oth MX. Miller's and Mr. Perkins' bills.

Both bills provide for up to SO% reistbursement of expenses

for the costs of an inspection program. Mr. Perkins* bill also

has a provision that with the approval of the Secretary of SEW

additional reimbursement monies calube given. However, since for

most situations schools will receive only SO% of their costs, we

woul3 like to suggest that &fund be created from which schools

say be totally reimbursed, and that half the monies for this fund

Calle from payments by industry and half from public monies. Such

a funding base would draw its support from the sources proposed by

both Mr. Perkins and Mr. Miller and would supply even greater

assistance at the local level. Furthermore, it would allay the

fears that some members of this Committee have expressed that a

fund established solely from the contributions pf the asbestos

industry might not actually be immediatelyivailable to schools

in need if the industry litigated the validity of.the establishmendt.

of such a fund. Even if induitry did successfully challenge or

delay payment of its 1/2 share, the school 4istpicts would still

be assured of receiving 5011 of the needed inspection funds

immediately.

It is essential that no matter what funding proposal is

finally adopted it be made clear in this legislation that expenses

incurred for inspection programs prior to enactment of this law

will be subject to rimbursement under the same ptovision as those

which will occur subsequently. Otherwise, a great disincentive

will be created for immediate action, nd school boards and

responsible authorities will pos%rone the critical task of

42."79 o 73 46
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identifying asbestos hazards flail they aro sure that they will be

able to receive financial assistance.

Both bills call for the establishment of loan programs to aid

schools with reparf work that is deemed necessary. We support such

a pot/gram and urge that consideration be given to expanding it.

We;eel that any program designed to aid In eliminating identified

asbestos hazards should trl the broadest possible applicability.

' In some cases, the problems with asbestos-containing materials may

be so egregious as to require the removal of these materials and

their replacement. In other cdses, however, it may be possible to

'chemieally neal oi encapsulate asbestos-containing materials. We

believe that f inancial asrintance should ixc available to aid isa'

both t heite typw; of necesnary repair work, and suggest that thin

coital t.t.c. ocmniter providing grantu for the removal and replacement

of the miftut !arioun asbestos hazards and long-term no-interest loans

for other types of repair work which are preventive in nature and

designed to avoid pi obit.nei in the future.

Second, we nuallest thit the lodi3lation contain a specific

ditective to EA to use whatevcr authority it may have under the

Toxic Sub3tanros Contiol P.et dnd other ntatuton to recover from the

itsbestes manntaetinels .11.4 proevsnors any grant ot loan monieg

I
.

provided by the trea.oiry. This maild have ::everal advantages.

First, it will pu.vide CPA wtth a vlelr signal to proccod undor

TWA or otho: statutoq and thur iinlite that avtion ig taken If.

shift the ultimato financial w!..."m;i1.ility tr, thew parties whirl:

should riahtlully 43::u1iu it. St..*c.ud, .111d porhalq; moto imp.rtant,

it will to.laco tho chain on tho foJoral tac.c.uiy at a time when tve
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Must watch bvery dollar In order to slow inflation. Finally, it

will insure that school districts get the money quickly in order

that the ptoblem can be solved as soon as possible.

Specific Comments

Turning now to the specific comments we have on the proposed

.levislation, we would lijce to make the following points. H.R. 1435

*and H.R. 2524 have many of the same provisions, but have different

eection number desigAations for these provisions. The reference

to section numbers we will make is with respect to the bill intro-

ducted by Mr. Miller, H.R. 1524. Clearly, however, these communts

are applicable to the appropriate sections of the bill introduced

by Mr. Perkins, H.R. 1435.

Section 2(n)10: EDF suggests that the language here be

changed to re,d dB follows:

"Exposure t asbestos has been identified bi reputable
medical and xeientific evidence...".

It is exposure to the .sbestos in a material such as insulation,

and not exposnre to the material containing asbestos por se that is

associated with increased disease. Therefore the suggested langnaqe

more aecurately states what is known about health hazards posed by

asbestos.

Section 2(a)(1): EPP suggests that an additional sentence be
. __-

added indicating that, because any exposure to asbestos is

potential publie health hazatd, exposure should b eliminated

Whet-ev: possible.

:Ire.tjen.?Jh)(10.: As noted ea.liel, we teel that even

asbent ten-vont d mi nt; mat 4°r i al ft t hat aro. not. now present ly damiged
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should be the subject of concern. These materials in Aest Cases

can be expected to release asbestos sometime in the future. Ttere

fore, we suggest that financial assistance be available to provide
4

Ai:1p for the mit.,ation of ex asbestos hazard which constitutes'

a significant danger te the health and safety of sChool children.

Section 3(d)(4): Financial assistance agaie should not be

limited to only materials in advanced stages of disrepair. Many

materials that are not in an advanced state of disrepair may,

bedause of their location or asbestos content, constitute a real

danger te, health and safety.

. Section 4(4: Although it is mentieeed liter in this section,

this initial paragraph should mention th, the plan will require

inspections of schools for the presence of asbestos.

Section 4(0(1): The timetable should require inspections far

the presence of all a0q.ton in schools, not just imminent asbestos

hal4rds. AS mentioned, presertly undamaged asbestos material

is likely to he eamaged in thc future either in the course of

routine raintelanv or school use. Therefc.re, the plan should force

the idntifc.ition of all asbestos in schools. Also, the language

thaaald tl4tifled so that it indiciten that the inspections them-

nelte!:. L.., th w.oevdeet.. for identification, be complfted nu later

Mei JaN-aliy Alro, the plan shoald include an estimate of

the ra.!-t (4 the itepeetielbS.

itaW): The latter half of this paragraph in unclear

ti ,. it ati1:1.1 spnewat vorVletioo 11' Sptember 1# 19RO but the

Vi ..44.t t 4 >It colt tar nt !mg removal . Remedial

0 0 I rt: ; rpecified date. It. is

I
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also confusing because the loan program runs for 2 years, yet all

hazards it seems must bo abated by September 1, 1980. We support,

however, the September 1, 1980 date.

Section 4(a)(4): The language used here should clearly require

schools to maintain records of all asbestos in their building. Pro-

cedures should also be created for notification of workers who may

have to contact asbestos-containing naterial. Also, there should be

mandated a periodic follow-up inspection so that areas not damaged

at the present time but damaged in the future will be picked up.

Section 4(b): It may be worthwhile to include a spe ified
0

tine for the Secretary's approval of the plan. We do not want delay

at the federal level to block the inspections. This section should

also require that the results of the survey, iLdicating the number

of schools with asbestos and the type and condition of as:best-3s in

that school, be subtitted and changes updated on a regular basis to

HEW.. Such information should also be available to the public. This

reporting system shquld require the states to indicate what remedial

action they have taken.

Sretiot0(a): There should be specified a time by which tne

Asbestos Fund will he cleated and opefating. Wo suggest that, as

an attempt to fix the overall size of the Funa, the figure submitted

in thr state plans for the cost of inspections be used. These

figures can be surmed for ea.-h of the states aw therefore serve as

tho best nut im:te we have of total cost of insp. it ions. In order

to avoid delay in aisseminat tn.; monies while the.plans ate being

establishe,l, an original flo,it fru- th Fund ean entablishea.

The Fund weuld then be established Laiwa on the info:station in the

plans.
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Section 5(14_: To prevent legal prOblems, if it Is at all

possible to identify through subpoenas the amount of usbeetois fiber

sold by a company for use in spray material, this should be the .

basis for determining a comptny's financial obligation. This wouXd

be fairer than a determination based simply on overall fiber pro.-

duction. In addition, perhaps the companies liable should be

limited to those that mined or imported asbestos fiber. It is not

'clear what is meant by "manufacturer of asbestos." It seems unfair

to require a company that manufacturered asbestos fireplace ashes,

for example, to pay for the hazard caused by asbestos in buildings.

Section 5(b)(3): A section should be included granting the

Secretary authoiity to promulgate regulations as needed relating

/Ito the collection of pteriums, setting levels of premiums and the

overall Fund size.

Sgetin r?.(0: As indicated before, we suggest that the Fund

pay for 100 of the cost of surveying and testing, and that the

revenues for the Fund eome from both the asbestos industry and the

federal government. It should also be made clear here that sehool

systems that have already paid fnr inspections can be Reimbursed

from the Fund. Jf this is not done, there win be a disincentive

created for quiek inspeetions.

Section S(e)(2)(V)1 Rased on previous testimony of DeNany,
_

Sawyer, and Nicholson before this Committee, air oampliag is never

nce4 d to dvh.tPint- Ow likelihood of danget. Theit testimony

indieated that 'lir namplinq ia oxpl.nniVe and in mont canon unable

to niv.$ an aeentate pietnto of the halard. Tha protram should not

ene,fulaqv ait
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Section 5(c)(4): Serious consideration should be given to the

thought of eliminating the ability of companies to test in lieu of

a contribution. Sufficient evidence exists of situations where

companies have falsified data to make us wary of such an arrangement.

Section 6(b): We suggest that the percentage of the asbestos

material for which removal or containment funds will be available

should be very low. We recommend lt because even this amount can

cause a health hazard and it is the cutoff used by EPA in its ban

on spraying. There should be an indication of for how many years

this lo.ln program will be available. We recommend it be as long

term as possible, at least 10 years. The problem will continue to

reoccur over this time as more materials are damaged. If the

program in extended for this long, the requirements for periodic

updating of state plans should also be inserted.

Pec!joY 7(1) : gamlAing an we]] as scaling. etc. must be done

in strict aceordanoe with regulations. Because many public school

buildings re not undir oSnA'a jurisdiction, the task force should

be required to entablinh lequlations for nami,ling, sealing, etc.

Also,it in EPA requlations that must be followed on demolition, no

EPA uhould ho it.onti000.l in thin palagraph.

7(o): W. :;tul.p.!4 that no child ot employee Ixe permitted

in tho elejoity ot tITme..al or containment detivity. The allow-

anoe of :101,101 antnotiti,v t,..A.witity no riuk n' exposure <wants

too mu..h dinetetion in a toehnioal area to peri.onnel unable to make

tho lieootro in m.ut e.v.e.: only poition of tho

school will be uni.t utinl actigm, a prehilation aqainnt

school vhildron botnq In tit.. flf that tomodial activity

. 8
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Should not result in severe problems in the form of total school

shutdowns.

Section 10(c) We strongly believe that the term "imminent

hazard* must be broadly'defined and suggest that in addition to

.conside.-ation of how friable or easily damaged asbestos-containing

materials are, the words "subject to deterioration" be added. The

Act would then read:

"imminent hazard to health and safety"...friable, easily
damaged or subject to deterioration, or....

Section 12: There should be a penalty section here to insure

that state plans, inspections and remedial actions are completed on

schedule. Perhaps the capability to cut off other federal funds for

educational purposes should be used.

Felluary ;,!1, 1979

Respectfully submitted,

°''I,Stjk.C4!4\;
11: htghlssrid

Chai:man
Toxic Chemicals Program

ti taiseh
War.h i n- t pfl Counue

Environmental Defentw FILO
1W', 11;th Street. NW

tiV 20016
(20:) It33-1484

STATEMENT OF ROBERT RAUCH ON BEHALF Ole DR. JOSEPH
H. HIGHLAND. CHAIRMAN. ENVIRONMv.NTAL DEFENSE FUND
Mr. RAucti. My name is Robert Rauch, I am a staff attorney

with the Environmental Defense Fund, and this morningI am here
on behalf of Dr. Joseph Highland, who is the chairman of EDF's
toxic chemicals program. Dr. Highland has had some difficulty
getting in from a snowed-in subdivision in Gaithersburg. He may
be joining us lair!.

A.s most of you know, EDF did testify at the hearings that were
held by the subcommittee on January 8. I am not going to try and
repeat the points we made there, but rather confine my remarks to
specific suggestions which we have on the two bills before you.

Also, if there is no objection. I would like to simply submit the',
statement for the record, which we prepared, and summarize my
remarks.

Mr. KoaoysEK. With no objection, that will be fine.
Mr. RAUCH. First, let me state that EDF is very pleased. as Mr.

Smith indicated, that the committee has moved forward promptly.
We feel that you have made a very good start, and we do have a
number of suggestions we hope will be considered in the m.trkup.

. s t
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First of all, we are concerned that the bills as presently drafted
do not adequately cover the identification of all potential asbestos-
problems in schools. As Mr. Smith just indicated, thefe are other
sources of asbestos exposure, other than sprayed-on materials.

Furthermore, we are concerned because the definition of "immi-
nent hazard" which is then used to determine which areas have to
be inspected is a bit restrictive, in our judgment. We feel that the
inspection program should be designed to cover all imminent as
We 11 as potential asbestos hazards within the building. If you are
going to go through it once there is not much point in not fmding
everything that is there that may be of hazard. There is little
sense, it seems to us, of having to go back again at sow.. point in
the future.

So, we suggest that the section which defines what has to be
identified in the inspection program be broadened to cover all of
the potential as well as imminent hazards.

The second specific concern we have is that as presently drafted
neither bill really requires that States either go forward with an
ihspection'program, or that they go forward with the cleanup and
removal of the problem. There is, of course, funding made availa-
ble. There is a requirement that the States identify in a plan what
should be done, but we are concerned about the problem of actually
enforcing it. Merely making available 50 percent of the necessary
moneyswhether they come from the industry of from the Federal
Governmentwe feel may not be a sutficient incentive in certain
cases to make certain that the States do th iob.

What we would suggestand we have nrked up, essentially, a
bill of our own which we will be happy to supply to the sub-
committee for its markupwhat we suggest is that EPA be direct-
ed under its existing authority in the Toxic Substances Control Act
to require that inspection be carried out in all areas. What this
would do, essentially, it would leave the principal regulatory re-
sponsibility, seeing that the job is done, with the Environmental
Protection Agency. That would also make sure that some form of
financial assistance is available to the States if they are trying to
address this problem.

We are also concernedand I will highlight this a bit more
laterthat the legislation is not quite as strong as it could be in
terms of directing EPA to move forward with its present efforts,
particularly these efforts which we requested in our petition to the
Administrator for action under section EL

The bills do, of course, retain the right of the agency to move
forward, but we, would like to see something a bit more specific,
directing them to move forward.

So, in short, we feel that some type of enforcement mechanism,
whether it be in this bill directly, (a. in the form of directing EPA
to use its existing authority, should be incorporated.

Third, I would like to talk about the fund which has been set up
for paying for inspections. Now, we have two proposals before us,
Mr. Miller'swhich we favorwhich would require that the asbes-
tos manufacturers make contributions to a fund which would be
available to pay 50 percent of the costs of inspection.

We also, of course, have Mr. Perkins' bill, which would again
provide for 50-pereent reimbursementin some cases slightly
more. But those funds would come from th Federal Treasury.

. U 0
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Now, this morning you heard the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Legislation from HEW indicate that the Administration does not
support the enactment of this legislation because of budgets*?
contraints. Needless to say, this is of considerable concern to EDF,
and we are very disappointed in this position, particularly in view
of Secretary Califano's repeated statements to the public media
regarding the seriousness of the problem.

What we would like to suggest is a compromise between the two
proposals, that would incorporate what we feel to be in the best
elements of each.

We suggest that a fund be created which would be available to
totally reimburse the schools for their costs of inspection, 50 per-
cent of which would be provided from contributions by the asbestos
manufacturers; and 50 percent of which would come from the
Federal Treasury.

Now, the advantage of this, as we see it, is twofold. First, legisla-
tion which relies solely on moneys to be supplied by the asbestos
industry is undoubtedly going to Ix rtigatedunfortunately. Our
contracts with the industry suggest to us that the industry will
spare little expense in challenging such legislation. That does net
mean that it should not be attempted. We feel very strongly that
the asbestos industry should be responsible for paying at least a
portion of these costs.

However, the proposal which EDF is making would assure that
at least 50 percent of the money which was available would become
available immediately through the Federal Government. If the in-
dustry did successfully challenge or delay payment of its one-half
share, the school districts would still be assured of receiving iso
percent of the needed inspection funds immediately.

On this point I rould like to emphasize again, we agree with Mr.
Smith. that the legislation should verv clearly reflect the intent to
reimburse school districts who have already expended money up to
the time this legislation is enacted. The reason we support that is
not simply to help systems such as New York City's, but to make
certain that if this legislation is delayed, that school districts which
have not done anything yet, or whicfi have done very little, will not
have a disincentive to not move fbrward. So. we think it is very
important that this provision be included so that those systems
hich are :mxious to go forward now and are willing to move

fbrward now. do so with the expectation of later getting reimburse-
11101It .

Now ; would like to address the.bars proNisioas lbr paying for
the cleanup or t he problem. Both hills set uu loan programs to aid
schmIs if repair work is deemed ncessary. However. once again,
the loans are limit(ql for correeting situatiorw which in the judg-
nwnt of the St.cretary pose an imminent haz.ard to human health.

What we would suggest here is a twopart program for control.
First we would suggest that cleaning up the imminent hazards he
funded by grants which would come out of Ow Federal Treasury,
but subject to effbrts to gain reimbursementwhich I will go into
in a monwnt Potential hazardsthose which are not deemed to be
imminent but which may create a problem in the futurewould be
subject to loan naawys.
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So, essentially we would have a grant and loan program com-
bined for control efforts. The grants going towards cleaning up the
most immediate hazards, the loans going toward cleaning up poten-
tial future hazards.

In this regard we also suggest the legislation contain a specific
directive to the Envirdhmental Protection Agency to use whatever
authority it has under section 6 of. the Toxic Substances Control
Act or other legislation, such as the Clean Air Act, to get reim-
bursements from the asbestos manufacturers to pay for any Feder-
al moneys which are expended in terms of grants or loans for
cleanuRefforts.

Mr. Chairman, I am very concerned that the Environmental
Protection Agency is just sitting back, waiting. We have seen this
happen already with the Consumer Product Safety eximmission
when the Congress became interested in the problems that cellu-
.1ose insulation posed a fire hazard. There is a great temptation for
an administrative agency to say, "Well, Congress is handling this
problem, let us just sit back and see what happens."

Now, obviously EDF has somewhat of a parochial interest here
and we are anxious to see the Government move forward on a
petition which we have filed. But we also feel that that petition
represents the key to not only making sure that the job is done,
but also to getting reimbursement from the manufacturers in order
to reduce the drain on the Federal Treasury.

I would suggest to you that getting these reimbursements is
particularly itnportant given what you heard the Deputy Aesistant
&cretary from HEW indicate about the budget, and what we all
know about the current effecte of inflation on the. Federal Govern-
ment.

Let me just stress again that in EDF's judgment the American
taxpayer should not have to pay for the bulk of this problem. The
American taxpayer did not create the probkm. The problem was
created by a group of companies which had the knowleclgeand we
have had some-very detailed information that has been developed
as a result of litigation, which we believe establishes conclusively
that the asbestos manufacturers knew by 1934 at the latest, aad
that is being very charitable, that asbestos could cause lung cancer,
and furthermore, that there is no threshold. This evidence that has
been procured through a series of discovery actions in litigation
strongly suggests to us that the manufacturers should be held
liable for at least that portion of the cost incurred as a result of the
ube of asbestos horn 1954 onwaid.

Again I would stress that a failure to do this will not only reduce
the bill's chances of passage in the Congress. but we feel would also
create a very dangerous precedent to suggest that the Federal
Government will pay whenever a company has filed to avoid haz-
ards. We do not feel that principle should be established. As many
of you know, we went all the way to the President asking him to
veto the tris indemnity legislation on this very principle. We feel
this principle is important. It has a very important preventive
effect, prophylactic effect on future activities, and it also has a very
important effect in terms of the passage of this legislation.

So, again, whatever comes out, we suggest a system be created
where Federal money will come, and come quickly because we

.
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expect the litigation. But, let us make sure that EPA and other
agencies that may have authority are directed specifically to take
whatever action is possible to recover these moneys.

Let me just say parenthetically that recoveq under ToscA in
our judgment is probably the best avenue. We have done some
research into the tort law and I will just say that establishing tort
recovery claims in the courts in common-law actions is going to be
difficult. So, if we are going to have money returned to the Federal
Government the best way we see, presently. is to use the existing
legislative authority in section (itax7) if the Toxic Substances Con-
trol Act.

We also have a number of fairly minor but specific comments on
the two bilK which I will not go into detail unless there is interest
at this time. We will be providing the subcommitt4 with a detailed
marked-up version of Mr. Miller's bill for userm your markup,
which incorporates the suggestions I have made, as well as some
specific comments in our testimony.

At this time I would be happy to answer any questions the
subcommittee may have. Thank you.

Chairman PERKINS lpresidingj. Let me ask you a question. I was
not here to hear all of your testimony, but do you believe that we
should tax t he asbestos industry in order to pay for the legislation?

Mr. RAUCH. We believe. Chairman Perkins, that the Federal
Government should put up money in the short term to pay for this
because we are convinced that relying exclusively on taxes or other

'payments by the asbestos manufacturers, it will get litigated and
delay the program. But we do believe, yes. that the asbestos indus-
trS: should pay for at least a portion of these costs. But, as we said
earlier, we are not at the point where we rely exclusivelyas Mr.
Miller's bill does nowon setting up that fund because I know the
industry well enough that they are goink to litigate. I think they
would have to attack on constitutional grounds, which is difficult
in Federal courts, but they still would have room for attack, and
they might get a stay.

Chairnum PERKINS. Well, could we avoid the delays in court by
providing that the Federal thwernment make funds available first,
then. after the funds have been expended. the Federal Government
will be entitled to reimbursement from the companies. Then, that
will leave that question open and will not hamstring early oper-
ation of the act. if we see lit to pass it here. Am I correct in that?

Mr ItAreit. Well. what you are suggesting is that you would
iegislativeiy provide that the Federai Gmerfunent 'shall be reim-
bursed at some later date?

I think flue is a good suggestien. the only thing I am worried
about is. there have to be some grounds established for the reim-
bursement. What I am suggest;og is that section 1; of TOSCA now
has a detailed provision which explains how the Federal Govern-
ment can recover those money::.

I am just afraid the industry would COMP in and say. -You have
told Us to reimburse by legislative fiat without laying out any case
as to why we should reimburse

Cha i Man PERKINS. Well. we could submit the proof that the
manuhicturvrs kneu Olen. were di:tigers in asbestos. You men .

tioned t hat in your test ittumy.
Mr. 161 VII. Yt'S. you could incorwrate that.

1.11
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Chairman PERKINS. That has been submitted for the record?
Mr. RAUCH. It has not been submitted yet.
Chairman PERKINS. You would submit that for the record?
Mr. RAUCH. We will try to. Let nie put it this way, the lawyers

who are working on this case have furnished us with this informa-
tion. They have not authorized its release yet. We would obviously
work together.

Chairman PERKINS. You will send that in to me in order Wail
may get it in the record.

Mr. RAUCH. Yes, we will.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller?
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I understand your testimony, you are suggesting that fiat.

efforts o recapture the fund from tht. industry would apply both to
the detection section and to the loan fund.

Mr. RAUCH. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. So that in the case of expenditures of public moneys,

whether they eventually are local funds or whether they are Feder-
al flint's, for detection, the Attorney General should proceed.

Mr. RAUCH. Yes, sir.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Are there any further questions?
Mr. MILLER. No. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I will, in a

few moments, seek recognition to submit some testimony.
Chairman 'PERKINS. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I have just one question, sir. It is my understanding from the

gentleMan who preceded you. Mr. Smitli. that for the estimate in
New York City they talked about $35 million. Maybe this question
should be directed at one of the authors of the bill and not at you,
but since you are here, I will ask you.

What would you estimate it would cost, first of all, for the
inspection: and second, for the remedy. or the containment over
this whole country? Would you care to give a guess or an estimate?

Mr. RAucH. We have made some very rough estimates through
our discussions with the asbestos manufacturers, at least as to the
inspection co:Its. Those estimates are in the range of $30 to $40
million, just to do the inspection. Now, the actual cost of repair is
very difficult to estimate until you have the surveys because you do
not know how much has to be removed.

So, I think it is fair to say that it is going to be quite expensive.
This is one of the reasons why we feel so strongly th'at the bill's
passage will be enhanced if there is a very specific directive to seek
reimbursement from Ow industry by whatever means available. In
other words, not just say, "The right is retained,- but to give a
directive that sztys. "Thou shalt go afler this money- because other-
wise I am conc?rned--you heard the testimony of the Assistant
Secretary from fIEW this morning. If that is the administration's
position. I am afraid you are going to have a lot of trouble. I think
this is a serious problem and I would like to see action taken as.
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soon as possible. We would also like to see the moneys reavered
for the Federal Treasury, if possible.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, no further, questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for your elfvearance

here this morning.
Mr. RAUCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. I would like to commend Congressman

Miller for his leadership in this area. I might add that we expect to
mark up legislation very soon, using Mr. Miller's bill as a basis. I
am sure that the comments of the witnesses today on the specific
points of these two bills will be most helpful to us in the progress.

Now I am going to recognize our colleague on this committee,
Congressman Buchanan. You may proceed in any manner you
prefer, Mr. Buchanan.

4TATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BUCHANAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THF4 STATE OF ALABAMA

Mr. BAICHANAN. Thank you, Mi Chairman.
. Yesterday we had three distinguished representatives of my

State Board of Education in Alabama who were scheduled to tes-
*tify. and tif course the weather prohibited the meeting of the com-
mittee ami they were not able to stay. So, I ask, Mr. Chairman,
unanimous consent to include in the record the full statement of
.Dr. James D. Owen, deputy superintendent of education of the
State of Alabama., Chiiirman PERKINS. Without objection.

`..* Mr. BUCHANAN. I wdUld like to underline orally two or three
suggestions they make. Our State superintendent of education, Dr.
Wayne Teague, put together a committee to look into this problem
in the schools in Alabama, to do research and to give leadership
toward solving it. That committee was comprised of Dr. Teague,
the Alairama Department ot Health, the Alabama Building Can-
mission, the Montgomery, Ala., County Board of Education, the
University of Alabama in Birmingham, and Auburn University.

Dr. Owen's testimony is te.4timony for this committee, as well as
for Dr Teague. They .vmmend the Asbestos Hazard Control Act of
1979 and indicate wt do have a problem. They are still surveying
in Alabama to determine the extent of the problem, but they
strongly support this legislation and urge its passage.

Dr. Owen did make three suggestions. First of all, the Alabama
committet urges that we include in this bill a provision for the
removal and replacement of all asbestos nmterials that may be
found in school buildings. They felt that while it might be implied
in the language of the legislation, t''e word "replacement- ought to
be included so that it would be plain whatever moneys were availa-
ble could be used for replacemott as well as removal, where re-
placement was necessary. Where asbestos exists it normally does so
for a purpose, and where renmval is required, replacement in some
way may also be required. So, they wanted that language added in
the act and made that suggestion, that the word "replacement- be
included.

Second they ask that on grounds of all the financial problems of
State and local educational agencies. that we consider sharing the
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cost on a 50-percent grant basis and make, loans available utrqr the
other 50 percent.

Third, they strongly urge that the funds be channeled through
State educatIon agencies, which will have responsibilities in any

gase. That the program be channeled through the State education
agency in each State, the local education agencies reporting their
expenditures directly to the State agency.

This is the essence of the sufggestions in the testimony I have
submitted for the record, together w. 11 the strong support of Dr.
Owen, speaking for Dr. Teague, and fo. the Alabama committee on
this subject.

Chairman <PERKINS. Thank you very much, you have been very
helpful to the tommittee, Mr. 13uchanan.

mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Dr. James E. Owen, deputy superintendent of

education, State of Alabama, follows:]

.;

J
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TESTIMONY TO TEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTART, SECONDARY
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Ite Honorable Carl D. Perkins, Chairman
U. 8. 'buss of Representatives

February 21, 1979

by

James E. Owen
Deputy Superintendent of Education
Alabama Department of Education

Montgomery, Alabama 36130

Mr. Chairman and other members of the Subcommittee, thank you for

the privilege of addressing this distinguished group regarding

major concerns relating to H. R. 1435 and R. R. 1525, "Asbestos

School Hazard Detection and Control Act of 1979." We support those

bills. Our remarks represent the major concerns of the Alebasa

Building Commission, Alabama Deparbsent of Health, Alabama Depart-

ment of Education, Montgomery County Board of Education, University

of Alabama in Birmingham, and Auburn Uhiversity regarding the

asbestos problem in our school buildings. Recognizing the magnitude

of the problem and the public apprehension it has evoked, our State

Superintendent of Educition, Dr. Wayne Teague, has formed a committee

of representatives from the groups I have named and has charged that

committee with responsibility for coordinating the State Department

of Educationte effort to resolve the problem.

Tilt prat= regarZiag asba-tos in s.hoolu Las been teviewe4 by these

groups at various levels, and this doLument expresses the views pre-

valent in Alabama. A survey of the city and county public school

systemr, junior colleges, technical schools, and private schools in

1
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7deeAlabama indicated an initial figure of 143 buildings with s P

acoustical ceilings that may contain asbestos. Our opinion is that

this figure may be considerably short of the actual number of buildings

with sprayed ceilings because of on-site inspections and inquiries have'

uncovered additional, unreported buildings. The identified 143 building*

do not account for the approximately 20% of the systems surveyed that did

not respond.

Usigg the survey as a basis to begin inspection, the Division of

Administrative and Financial Services has, as part of an ongoing investi-

gation, visually exam:m*4 30 buildiris with sprayed acoustical ceilings.

These buildings alone have a flat ceiling area of 575,891 square feet of

friable, sprayed acoustical cei1ings that are suspected of containing

asbestos. This does not include an allowance made for sprayed beams or

other sprayed areas that would increase the amount of affected surface

area.

Our inspectors have taken samples fuon the inspected buildings. Those

samples are labelled and stored, and we are steadily acquiring more.

With funding, we can begin testing immediately. We are presently

unable to judge accurately the extent of the problem until funding

enables us to test our samples. We suspect. however, that because of

the extensive use of sprayed asbestos ceilings betwen 1950 and 1973,

an overwhelming mmoority of rne surveyed ceilings do, in fa:A-, contlin

asbestos.

We need funds to allow us to collect samples, to test the collected

samples, and to replace the ceilings if they are hazardous. We

42.47S 0 4 74 . 44
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have studied W. R. 143$ and R. R. 1334. We mould like to offer

our reummendattoas for streagthenins these bills. 0

114 urge each ember of the Subcommittee to study these roc:maser

dations and give full consideration to each of thaw The incor-

poration of these recoammndations will, in our opinion, help

alleviate many of the problems involved in the implementation of

this legislation.

R. R. 1435 and H. R. 1324

Section 2ta). Purposes and Tinelnns

Paragraph (3)(8)

The latest information received regarding the safe level of aghast.s ia

air tor a six to eisbt hour per day exposure is "that asbestos is a proven

carcinogen and that exposure probably increases the riek of asbestos.

induced veneer, although the degree of risk from low-level exposure has

not been quantitated." W feel any exposure to basardous material should

be completely eliminated.

24Ation 2(b). Purposes

Tbrqughout the bill the solution to the problems related to asbestos has

beim discussed in terms of "mitigation," "containment," and "removal."

We recommend that the purpose of the bill not only include the cantata..

vent and/or removel of the asbestos materiel but also include a refer.

once to the replacement of the ceilings that are removed.

- 9
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R. R. 1433 sod R. R. 1324

140stion3,Tesklme

tile strongly recommend that members of the task force to be appointed by

tbe Secretary include public and non.public eiementary, secoadary, and

postsecondary educators. It is our feeling that these persons could

contribute to ihe work of the task force and help alleviate any adminis-

trative prOblems that slab: otherwise occur. 1114 recommend that the

language of the Law be changed to include members of the educational com-

munity. Many task forces continuo to exist simply because there mos no

time limit established when they were created. Consequently, we urge

that this task force be appointed for a specific period of time, per-

haps for the duration of the bill.

Section 3(d)

Our experience has indicated that there are spayed-on aeoustical ceil-

ings that contain no asbestos components at all and, therefore, should

not cause parents concern. Schools must contend mIth parents that are

crisis-oriented, and educational material that does not give a complete

picture may cause parents to become overly concerned about any sprayed-

. on type acoustical ceilings.

Educational material designt4 to provide technical assistance is desirable

and needed; however, material designed merely to create an awareness con-

cerning the problems of asbestos may not be needed at this time.

7
1 0
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H.R. 1433 and SA. 1524

Section 4 State PIA

We agree with the position of this Subcommittee that time is of

the essence, especially wban we are deeline with thi health of

boys anti girls of thia mation. Ideally, this health bawd should

bot removed during the summer months when schools are apt ordinarily

in sessift.

The date specified for submission of the state plan is established

as September 1, 1979. It should bm noted, however, that the state

plan must contain information which may nut be available by that

time. That is, the task force may not be formed until 30 days after

enactment of tEis Act and may not meet for another 30 days, and then

the task force may not be able to proVide informrtion about,phe

identification and containment or removal of asbestos for another 120

days. All of this amounts to 6 months before the neeessary information

will be available to th. states.

We feel that the state plan should not be required prtor to 60 days

after information from the task 4orce is made available.

Section 4(s), paragraph 3 requires that a time table for the contain-

ment or removal of asbestos hazards be established prior to September

1, 1980; however, authorities on aprayed asbestos have not, aa yet,

' established universally accepted procedures for the containment or

removal of the material. We hope that this Act will contain realistic

cime lines based upon the procedures that may be developed for such
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H.R. 1435 and 11.14 1524

Section 4 - State Plan (continued)

containment or removal. For example, if the methods of containment

or removal are easily carried out, then the September 1, 1980, dead-

-

lime may be appropriate. On the other hand, if these procedures are,

as our information suggests, time-consuming and difficult, then this

deadline may not be realistic.

Section 5 -Asbestos _Maards Detection (Fund)

Section 5(a)(1) of H.R. 1435 and Section 5(c) of R.Rs 1524 provide for

payment to local units of government for up to one-helf of the cost of

surveying and testing school buildings for the inspection of hasardous

asbestos material.

In some states, for example Alabama, the surveying and.tsting of school

buildings could best be handled froa the state level. States could

employ and train inspectors who would go into and inspect 'school

buildings, both public and private,-thus ensuri.4 a uniform measure

statewide Therefore, we recormend that the legislation be modified

to include state government as a possible recipient of funds for

inspection and detection.

Section 5(b) Paragraph 1 of H.R. 1435 and Section 5(c) Paragraph 3

of H.R. 1524 provide for payments over a period of en.* years follow-

ing tie date of the enactment of the acts. We recommend that this

date be changed to provide for payments over period of three years

following the due dotes of state plans.

2
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H.R. 1435 end H.L. 1524

Thaugh the bill allows for up to 20 parvenus of the metes of feeds

to be allocated by the Secretary for educational and teOhnteal assis-

tance iv:ogres, we feel that 20 pareentun is an unnecessarily large

proportion of funds. Our opinion is that no UOTO than $ pereentun

of these monies should be directed to these programs, with the other

1$ percentum going directly to defray the costs of containment or

removal of the hasardous materials.

latton 6 -Asbestos Bseard Controlastaa_tonge

Because of 4Proposition 13° and its effects, as well as the continued

high level of tnflation, schools across the nation are in dire financial

stress. To cite a specific example, we in Alabama education are under

a 6% proraVon mandate by the pvernor because tax funds coming into the

Special Baucation Trust Fund have not increased at the-level expected.

We appeal to you, as members of this Subcommittee, to consider paying

at least 50% of the cost for contsiaing, removing, end replacing this

hazardous asbestos material. Wfthout this financial.support from the

Federal government, school systems which nevi...unfortunate enough to use

asbestos materials are going to find it nacessary tq cut back on instrucr

tional programa. It mould indeed be a bitter irony if me had to penalisi

children educationally in ordfr to ensure their health.

a
We plead vith you ti consider sharing the cost'with the school systems on

a 93:50 basis. With the Federal Goverrwent provtding a grant to cover

SO% of the cost and also providing loan monies to cover the other MA

the states and local units of government would have the riscurces necessary

to alleviate the problem.
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H.R. 1435 and H.R. 1524

Section 7. Safety Prqpedures

While we do not question the wad for 120 days to promu:gate and

distribute safety standards end procedures, wit do feel that until

states receive this information they"bannot be expected to develop

and submit state plans which will specify how they will carry out

their responsibilities. (See commas concerning Section 4.)

State and local governments are going to need guidance from the

Occupationil Safety and Health administration on haw to ensure the

safety of persons involved with the removal and disposal of

asbestos materials. In addition, we will require assistance in

determining what procedures must be followed in disposing of any

asbestos materials that may be removed frog buildings.

SUMMARY

Please accept out,"thank you" for inviting us to share our concerns

with you regarding the hazards of aebestne in schools. In addition,

may we congratulate you on the leadership exhibited by the Subcommittee

')-

\N.
in this matter. We support these 111414

!.
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Wa recommend the following changes to improve H. 1. 1435 and H. R. 1524:

1. ctici:_s_ailt_k_sPorce

The tagk form should include representatives of public and non-

public elementary, secondary, and postsecondary educators. The

task force should 'Ai appointed fora specified period of time.

2. Section 301. Duties of Tasklorce

Our efforts should be more remedy oriented rather than awareness

orie.ted. .

3. fection:4. State Plans

Time lines should be pore flexible and coordinated with one another.

4. Section 5. Payments from the Fund

States as vell as local governments should be allowed to apply for and

receive funds for inspection and detection of asbestos. The period

of time for payments should extend three years from the day of sub-
.

mission of State plans. Only 5 percent of the funds should be used

by the Sectetary for awareness-type activicies.

5. Section 6. Loan Program

The federal goverment ghould provide 50 percent of the cost for the

removal and replacement of asbestos as well as provide fuads for a

loan for the other 50 percent of the cost.

6. Section 7. Safety Procedures

State and 1.0cd1 governments used considerable guidance from the

Environmental Protection kiency and/or the Occupational Safety'

and Health Administraton ju aafety procedures for performinFe

around asbestos.
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AITACHNIK NO. I
.

AlIBURN UNIVERSITY
AOSOIN

Olhar 6. vo1
ler Ilsioseeh

Dr. Wayne Teague
Superintendent of Xducation
StateOffice Building
Montgomery, AL 36130

letle

44

Plibreary 15, 1979 .
%Woo SOWN
Awe ado WS

Dear Wayne:

The problem of asbestos contamination in school buildings is a serious

one, end we are pleased to know of the leaderthip which you are taking in

efforts to resolve the problem throughout the state, tt is encoursgolt to

learn also of the involvement of the Department of Public Health amd Building

%vommission.

Auburn University will be slad to rate in this effort, providing

such information and assistance riot*. Several of our faculty

have expertise in areas of chemical contamin , and we also have excelleat

laboratory facilities for analytical and experimental work.

After learning of your plan for attacking the probl , I talked with

:1E

Dr. Robert Glass, Vice President for.Research of the Val sity of Alabamt

in Birminsham, and he has indicated a willingness to prov e appropriate

assistance also. As you know, our research universities ve developed better

coordination la the laftt few years to address problems with the best resources

avallable,.depeneng on the nature of the problem. It is also possible that

Southern Research Institute soy have one .,-..r more persons who have sclintific

knowledge and experience in this particular area.
&,
As your plan develops, please let me know more specifically how Auburn

UCiversity may participate.

4bcc

cc: Dr. Ira Myers
Mr. Hugh Adams
Dr. Robert Glare

,00

Sincerely,

Chester C. Carro:1
Vice President for Research
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STATE Of ALABAMA
BUILDING COMM1$$ION

as awe assommemew STROUT
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Or. *yM Teepee
State oariatendwit of NdussAisn
State ef elabeme
State Office Sliding
Nentamery, Alabama
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MIMS S. RAWWW
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!AL Seemed Asbestos% SelldingiH#

Seer Ar. Tempos

ln vivo of evidence indicetiog thet the use of *preyed asbestos is a passible
health hoard in Wilding*, this is:to advise that the leohnical Staff ef the State
WNW' Comedssion is conducieg a.survey to determine the 'atone of wso of this -
fteerisi in Stab Universities, Special Schools and certain State Departsenes. This
action hos been take* in ma effort te supplementend breadoa the seep of eh* survey
nem being conducted by the Stets espartos:A of Idusaties with mord to PubliOeheels,
Junior Colleges and Trade %heels.

The results ef the above survey will be made aveilable to affected oesacies to be
considered in cenjunotien.with data 'obtained by your Depertnent.

Ws assure you that the Technical Staff of the State "sliding Commission will be
glad to cooperate with your Department, the State health Depertwant end other involved
alencies in any possible way to identify end help cermet any defined problems related
to the use of sprayed asbestos. fer your informatien, tho use 6f this material is ale
longer approved by this office.

arise

Very truly yours,

STATE SUILINOS SNOW

Mars, Director
teal Staff
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?armory 15, 1979

Dr. Way4 Teague
. State.Superintendent of Education

Deportment of Education
State Office Building
Montgomery, Alabama 36130

Dear Dr. Teague:

On Thursday aoang, February 15, 1979, Mr. George Harris, our Assistant
Superintendent in eiarge of buildingts and grounds, met with a group
called together by Dr. James A. ShepTard to discuss the problenof
sprayed asbestos in school construction. Agencies represented were the
State Department of Education, the State Health Departnent, the building
Commission, Auburn University, and the MOntgomery County Board of Education.

4 The purpose of this meeting was to plan the scope and content of the
testimony to be given before the Rouse Committee on Education and tabor
nett Wednesday, February 21, 1979, by Dr. James E. Oven, Deputy State
Superintendent. At this meeting, Mr. Harris agreed to furnish the results
of our survey of the school building* here in the Mbntgomery County system
in regard to the presence of sprayed acoustical ceilings centaining asbestos.

The Montgomery County Public School system has a purront enrollment of
35,347 students. These students are housed in 51 school craters located
throughout the county.

At your request, we surveyed school centers and found that out of the 51,
there were 19 that Unsprayed on acoustical ceiling materials. Samples

of the ceiling materials were taken and sent to Southern Testing Laboratories,
Inc.. of Birmingham, Alabama. Of the 19 samples tested, 13 did have some
asbestos present. 'The schools where these samples were taken have a combined

enrollment of 11,233. This means that approximately 322 of the total enroll-
ment is exposed to asbestos material in the cents** of the classrooes,
hallways, and libraries.

Your help in bringing the seriousness and extent of this problem before
Mt. Carl perktn's Committee next Wednesday will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely rs,

Gartett, Swerintendent
Wce:/wn FAFININA WY:WII:I TO THINK MR CV PR
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U et &Wu
D000rtmout of Public kulth

State Office UN*
Wpm Sty. Cause son

Dr. Wayne Teague
State Superintendent of'Idecatioa
Alabaaa Depertsmnt of Educatioe
501 Dexter Avenue
Montgomery, Alabama 36130

4.

AlTNIMINT ND. 4

February A, 1979

II

Dear Dr. Teague:

On Thursday, February 15, 1979, Mt. Blake Jeffcoat of wy staff repre-
sented the Alabama Department of Public Health in a meeting with represstatives
of your department, Auburn University, State &adios agmission, and Montsonr
ery County Board of Education. The meeting was held to discuss the asbestos
problen es it relates to school buildips.

Leant to confirm Mr. Jeffcoat's statement that our department is
concerned about this problem and will cooperate fulty with the Department of
Education and will provide assistance within the constraints of our budget
and manpower on the health aspects of this matter. The discussion of asbestos-
related prObleas is on the agenda for the State Board of Health MOW* on
February 21, 1979. I can assure you that the matter will be discussed at
length.

As you know, the State Board of Health has very specific statutory
obligationtand authorities in Lhe field of public health. If.it is determined
that asbestos in school buildings is a serious public health hazard, we have
no alternative but to require that actions be taken to ellainate or correct
the conditions creating the health hazard. The latest information received
regarding the safe level of asbestos in air for a six to eight hour per day
exposure is "that asbestos is a proven carcinogen and that exposure probably
increases the risk of asbestos-induced cancer, although the degree of risk
from low-tlevel exposure has not been quantitated."

1

s-
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pr. vane Teague . Page 2 l'ebruary 19. 19)9

The use of sprayed asbestos material seems to nave been widespread

during the 1950's and 1960's. It is our opinion that the magnitude of the

problem must first be determined. This includes smite visits and bulk *simple

analyses. V. have contacted NV. Tom Joiner, Stat. Geologist, wko advised that

his agency would provide your department with analyses on a eost basis. This

would probOgy be in the range of $25.00 to $50.00 per sample.

If there is a significant risk to public health and if removal techni-

ques are employed, you can expect an estimated expenditure of approximately

2111.00 per square foot. Naturally the actual cost will vary dependent upon

nany factors such as regulatory controls, availability of competent contractors,

and the extent of the contract. Due to the litrinaent removal regulations inm

posed by Eft and OSHA, the actual figures will probably be considerably

higher.

Our department will keep you infdrmed on any information that ve

might receive on this matter.

mmilaw

Yours very truly,

Ira L. Myers. M.D.
Stets Health Officer

11,
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STATE OF ALABAMA AITNIIINOIT UN $

'sr:141

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL BUILDINGS IN THE

STATE OF ALABAMA WHICH HAVE SPRAYED-ON INSULATION

Legend: 8 Buildings

Numbers indicate total student
enrollment in the identified.buildings.
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Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is the National School
Boards Association executive director, Gus Steinhilber.

Mr. Steinhilber?
[The statement of Mr. Steinhilber followc]

mai mum, ant - WARDS ASSWIATION
1065 Thames Jefferson Wrest NW.. 800. Weedngton, D.C. 20007/ (2021337-7886

Testimony on behllf of the

National School Boarda Association

on

Asbestos in Schools

before the'

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education

of the
wouse Committee on Education and Labor

2176 Rayburn Nouse Office Building

Presented by

August W. Steid;Oilber

Associate Executive Direct , Federal Relations

National School Boards Association

February 22, 1979

Mr. Steinhilber is accompanied by:

Michael A. Resnick
Assistant Executive Director

for Legislation
National School Boards Association



My name is August W. Steinhilber and I am Associate Executive "

Director fOr Federal Relations of the National School Boards Association.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee

on Elementary, Secossiary, and Vocational Education on the suOject of

astostos in schools. The National School Boards Association is the only

-raj-or-education organisation representing-school-boarteembere---who-----------

are in some areas called school committee members or school trustees.

Throughout the nation, approximately 90,000 of these individuals are

Association members. These people, in turn, are responsible for the

education of more than ninety-five percent of the nation's public school

children.

Currently marking its thirty-ninth year of service, NSBA is a

federation of state school boards associations, with direct local school

board affiliates, constituted to strengthen local lky control of educa-

tion and to work fIr the onpropment of education. Most of these school

board members are elected public officials. Accordingly, they are

politically accountable to their constituents for both education policy

and fiscal management. As lay Jnsalaried individuals, school board

members are in a rather unique position of being able to judge legislative

programs purely from the standpoint of public education, without consider*

ation to their personal professional interest. My statement today is on

behalf of Margaret S. Buvinger, President, and Thomas A. Shannon,

Executive Director, of the National School Boards Association. With me

today is Michael A. Resnick, Assistant Executive Director for Legislation.
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Introduction

I am pleased that the Subcommittee has asked the National School

Boards Association to testify again on the hazards of asbestos in schools.

NSBA is very much concerned about the possible dangers pOsed by asbestos

4/
to the health of children and employees of our nation's schools. As the

Subcommittee undoubtedly knows, NSBA's publication, the American School

Jr4Jounai, published a breakthrough article which began to alert

'
school board members, educators, and other policy makers to the asbestos

!

problem.

NSBA appreciates the efforts by members of this Subcommittee to

focus Congressional and media attention on this hazard. We view the

bills introduced by Chairman Perkins and Congressman Hiller as important

first steps in eliminating asbestos contamination in the schools.*

However, neither bill, as drafted, presents a program which will effectively

attract or reach the range of school districts which need to be involved

in this federal effort.

In our testimony today, we will discuss our major areas of concern

with the draft legislation. We would also like to present the basic

ingredients of what we believe to be a practical federal role to assist

schoel districts in dealing with the asbestos problem.

*In our comments we will consider the bills together, since they are

so similar.

42.97S

SO.

:11
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II. H.R. 1524 and H.R. 1435: Pkdor Concerti

A. State Plan: Various State ExPertise/Unnectbssary Beauracracv

Under both bills, the program would be adm1td,stered pursuant to a

state plan. Although state plans sky make sense i dealing with state-

wide educational policies, their usefulness in Jenovation program is

far less compelling. As recent testimotty before thiS committee has

--shownr-StateS.-Very-wfdely-Intechnologiceiexpertelo-deel-viiit-esbestos--

removal. Therefore, we question whether 4 state administrative.procedure

is the most efficient and least costly manner of helping local school

districts in all cases. YJreover, we have sean in several states that

there can be some Jurisdictional complications within the state bureaucracy -

whether the program should be administered through a health unit or

through an educational unit. In either case, to be helpful, the state

officer would need to understand the processes of both asbestos removal

and school management. Apart from making the program administration

unnecessarily complicated, NSBA is concerned that the bills make lc 41

school district eligibility contingent upon state level participation.

While RUA is not arguing against state involvement, we do believe that

the program should be sufficiently flexible to permit direct federal

comnunications with, and funding to, local school districts.
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B. Program Nandetes: Federalism/Insufficient Federal Funding/

thworkable Timetable

We are concerned that both bills seem to impose a mandated asbestos

removal program on local school districts. Subsection 4(a)(3), provides

that tate plans must include a timetable which guarantee removal by

September 1, 1980. Unless constitutional rights are involved, se caution

against any federal program which mandates the participation of State

and local units of government. In addition to the Challenge which the

legqi-14;ii.enrWsei" 'nf"feditITISM;-tIttrirtii---does-itet- ---
provide an adequate finandial conmdtment by the federal bovernment to

support a mandated completion date. Further, to our knowledge meaningful

cost surveys have not been done from which the fiscal capacity -- including

taxpayer support . - of individual school districts to meet a September 1,

1980 deadline could be determined. Finally, the Committee should also

realize that as local school districts would be seeking tu meet the

asbestos deadline, they are also faced with a June, 1980 deadline to

remove architectural barriers for handicapped students -- for which

there is no federal assistance.

Furthermore, to the extent that a school district does not have

sufficient funding available from operating revenues to pay for the cost

of asbestos removal, the school board may have to propose a bond issue.

*
In this regard, whereas H.R. 1524 requires the participation of all

states, under H.R. 1435 states have the option of submitting state

plans. In either case, there is no provision for enforcement against

any school district which doesn't meet the mandated timetable contained

in the state plan.
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In this regard, the timetable necessary to adopt a ;oond issue would

require I) approval by the school board, 2) clearance of the prospectus .

by bond counsel, 3) scheduling the bond election in accordance with

state mandated dates, 4) scheduling competitive bidding process, pursuant

to nendated notice periods, and 5) the commencement of work. Cuttira

across the budgetary timetable is the factor that asbestos removal

should be done when school is not in session, which means the summer

period. Our point is, that since states would be implementing identification

procedure tor late 1979, scaool systems requiring bond issues might not

be ab!e to do the job until the summer of 19,1 -- assuming the bond

issue passes .

In sum, while NSBA supports expeditious asbestos removal, in light

of such factors as I) our federal system, 2) the lack of appropriate

cost data, 3) the lack of any federal guarantees for funding, 4) federal

and state mandates in other areas, and 5) the timing of bond elections

with a sumaer construction period, we do not feel that we can responsibly

endorse a September 1, 1980 deadline for removal.

In addition to the removal mandate of the bill, we are also opposed

to a provision within the Statement of Findings that would inject the

*For the most part, school districts will target their board elections

for November, 1980. In this regard, special bond elections, assuming

they can be conducted for this purpose, would involve additional expense.
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federal government into the relationship.of school emoloyees and employers.

Specifically, Clause 6 of the Statement of Purposes provides that the

federal government wil4 assure that no employee of any school.district

will suffer any disciplinary action as a result nf calling atttntion to

potential asbestos hazards which may exist in schools. While NS8A

certainly supports the spirit'of this clause, we do not feel that the

federal government should attempt to determine what employee actions are

exempt from the chain of command or what employee actions are grievabla.

C. Asbestos Hazard Detiiiien Fund:Tod-Little, l'Ou Late

.
A third area of general concern wMchNSBA has relates to the operation

of the Asbestos Hazara Detection Fund. Under H.R. 1426, [Section 604],

the fund is to be financed by contributions made Iy asbestos producers

over a period of three years. In 'this regard, two points need to be

made. First, it would appear that the amount of money which school

districts can receive from the fund will be dependent upon the amount of

contributions made by the private sector . Second, in coupling the

mandatory asbestos removal date of September 1, 1980 together with the

three-year period for financing the asbestoi removal fund, it appears

that school districts will conplete their asbestos detection processes

*It should be noted that H.R. 1435 provides for detectioi grants rather

than an industry reimbursement plan.
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before much of the money is actually paid into the fund. If the federal

government is serious about financing an asbestos hazard detection

program, it should make grants available to local school diktricts

immediately and then seek federal reimbursement from the private sector.

O. Loan
ne ty ot ost c e

Our fourth major area of concern involves the emphasis of the

"asbestos hazard control loan program. Subsection 6(b) provides that

loans will be available only for the mitigation or removal of asbestos

which pose an imminent hazard to health and safety of children or employ-

ees. While NSBA can support the concept of interest-free loans, um are

concerned that many nledy school districts will be ineligible for assistance

because they a) do not have authority from the taxpayer; to enter.4nto

debt or b) are othetwise barred from borrowing money from the federal

government.

Further, by tying loans to immedent hazards, the program appears to

encourage a piecemeal asbestos removal or containment rrogram. School

districts should be encouraged to develop a comprehensive approach for

conducting removal operations in school buildings, rather than just

addressing those portions of buildings which pose a hazard on the date

of the loan application. In addition, by setting project eligibility at

2,500 square feet, we are not sure whether the effect might be to eliminate

small but needY school districts -- or larger districts with several

"small projects".
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E. Safety Procedures: OSHA Jurisdiction and Local Certification

Inappio Plate

NUM has two objections regarding the section relating to safety

procedures. First, Subsection 7(h) provides that the process of sealing,

containing, and removing asbestos shall be conducted in strict accordance

with regulations and procedures established either by the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) or by a special HEW Task Force.

To date, the operation of local school districts and other state and

local units of government have not been placed under the jurisdiction_of

. OSHA. Again, as in the provision concerning employer/employee nelatiiins,

0
we can appreciate the specific objective being sought in the bill, but

on philosophical and constitutional groun4s, we must object to inclusion

of local school districts within the jurisdiction of OSHA.

Second, we are concerned with the provision contained in Sectim 7

which states that school Authorities must certify that there will be no

risk of exposur,- to students or personnel who are placed in the vicinitY

of any asbestos containment or removal activity. ln this regard, local

school authorities do not have the technical expertise to categorical-

ly certify a risk-free situation. Further, such certification might

place local school districts in the position of assuming liability for

the actions of persons who are not under their control, or the unauthorized

actions of personnel or students who are in their control. Especially
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if, under subsection 7(b), the federal government is going to promulgate

regulations and procedures for the process of asbestos removal, it'would

appear that as long as a local school districts, are acting in accordance

with those pr.coedures, perhaps tho certification shot;ld be made by the

federal government or simply eliminated as superfluous.

In summary, our criticism of H.R. 1524 and H.R. 1435 are that they

develop inappropriate mandates, create questionable jurisdiction by

OSHA, and add an unnecessary layer of bureaucracy..

III. NSBA's Prollosal for Asbestos Removal

NSBA feels very strongly that the federal government has a responsi-

bility to aid school districts in containing and removing asbestos

material.

.The approach which NSBA is proposing attempts to make lure that the

plan which Congress approves allows aid to flow to schools quickly, and

be distributed to the most needy districts.

A. Dissemination of Information: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

The most important first Step in controlling asbestos is the publication

and.dissemination of information to school districts abaut the hazard.

Clearly written, straightforward information and detail about the asbestos

problem, and techniques for testing, containment, and removal will allow

school districts to determine proper action.
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The Environmental Protection Agency staff has developed the mcpertise

to be able to provide school personnel with the material they need to

begin the process of self-audit. In its legislation, Congress should

direct that agency to disseminate information.directly to officials in

school districts across the nation.

O. Technical Assistance: Environmental Protection Agencv

As a second step, EPA. should then be directed to be available to

prowide technical assiitanato states and local school districts as

they begin to identify and remove areas of contamination. This assittifiar----

should include vivice on procedures for.determining the extent and

seriousness of the hazard, as well as guidance on methods of testing and .

abatement. This will undoubtedly involve training of EPA personnel to

provide service to states and localities. It mu also include training

of state personnel to be able to augment EPA in this program.

While NSBA believes thatistates should cooperate with the federal

government in dealing with this problem, we thing it is unnecessary to

structure the program through the states. The current information

program which is being directed by'EPA is voluntary.' Secretary Califano's

letter to the governors alerting them to the potential danger from

asbestos asks for cooperation by the states. As a result of those

efforts, the thfrty states which have set up abatement programs will be

able to contribute uiefully. However, for many states, requirements for
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with additional time lags, costs, and inefficiencies. We would hope

that EPA and the states in the various regions can w.ork topetber'pooling

their resources and rising to the most effective level. That is, we

suggest a flexible involvement by states which woul# illow the states to

decide the extent of their role, and enable school districts to choose

the most useful source Of technical assistance - federal or state.

C. Grant Program

NSW_proposes_a_twopart-PrWealk-44-PaYManti----but-botil-P*Ptg-of
our proposal make payments for containment and removal.

te/

FirA s, we would propose a long-term loan prograd, as under H.R. 1435

and H . 1524, with school-districts eligible'to obtain loans for up .to
4

100 percent of the costs of renovation. This program would be avail -

;ble for school districts ;bich have the abilityto borro* money immediate-

ly to alleviate serious, hazardous situations.

As the Conmdttee undoubtedly is aware, most school districts have

the authority to make outlays for equipment and minor renovation from

operating revenues. It is very likely that school districts with the

mosi serious asbestos problem cannot meet the high costs of abatement.

The loan program will encourage school districts to begin removal opera-

tions more quickly than they could if they had to wait for their next

budget cycle.
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However, there. are school-districts, %tick are not able to borrow

money frOm any source, at any pte, unless they have approval ef the

districts' voters. For lOialtties: Le this situation we propose that.

Congress authorize a program Of-grants which would provide immediate

funding. Only districts which fall into this special category would be

allowed to apply for this funding.

4'
In warding these grants, the Secretary should consider certain

.

criteria:. 1) thdte school districts most in need; 2) the concentration

of asbistos; 3) the cost of containment or removal; 4) the ability of

school distiricts to pay for the costs.

111

D. local Publication of Asbestos Conditions

As a requirement for receipt of funds under the grant or loan

programs, Congress should consider imposing the requirement on school

districts that they publish in a local newspaper the extent of the

CO.

asbestos hazard.in their particular schools. This would serve several

Rurposes. It aleAs the public to the problem which the school district

is atteMpting to alleviate. This notice will undoubtedly move members

of the community to action in several spheres. Citizens will hold

school district personnel accountable for abatement of the problem. In

this regard, ttey are likely to te supportive of removal activities if

the school district receives a grant or loan. If they perceive the

seriousness-of the situation, they also may be more willing to approve a

bond issue or a rise in taxes, if such actions are necessary to pay the

costs of renovation.

Si
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IV. Jurisdiytional Problems,

NfollA commends this Committee for its concern about.and attempts to
.

a....

alleviate hazards ca ed.by sprayed asbestos in schools. We under-

.stand t problems ca
lted

by the dual jurisdiction of this Ccemdttee and

the Committee directly responsible.for oversight of EPA programs and the

difficulties and potential delays which might growrout of a joint referraf

,of this legislation.. We are hopeful that the two douse Conedttees can

work together to provide funding to school districts to meet these

substantial costs.

V. Conclusion

Again, I would like to commend the Committee for its commitment to

providing federal fundinffor school districts in removing asbestos from

their schools. NUM expects to continue to work with the Committee in

.developing legislation which can alert school districts to the asbestos

problem, Instruct them in removal, and help finance the associated

costs.

STATEMENT OF AUGUST STEINHILBER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY -MICHAEL A. RESNICK, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR LEGISLATION
Mr. STEINHILBER. Mr. Chairman, it is always a delight to be

before your committee. I would like to request that my full state-
ment be included in the record; I will try to cut it down better than
half in my oral pipsentation.

Chairman PERAINS. Let me say, we a-re always delighted to wel-
scome you before this committee, 114r. Steinhilber, because you have
been most helpful to the school boards across the country. We
ak,ays find your ideas very constructive. We are glad to have you
here again.

Mr. STEINHILBER. Thank you, Mr. Perkins.
As you well know, the National School Boards Association did

, testify on this concept before this very subcommittee several weeks
ago and are very supportive of legislation on this particular issue.

What we would like to do today is spend some particular time
looking at the two bills in question, and the whole question of
asbeltos. We are very much oncerned about the health of children
and employees, but we do have some specific concerns with respect
to the way thvartieutar legislation has been drafted.
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Now, under both bills the program would be administered under
a State plan. Although State plans make a great deal of sense

. when we are talking about educational Policies, their usefulness in
a renovation program is far less compelling. As recent testimony
before this subcommittee has shown, States vary widely in techno-
logical expertise in dealing with asbestos removal. Therefore we
question whether a State administrative procedurp is .the most
effective and least costly manner of helping local school districts.

Apart from making the program administratively complicated,
NSBA is concerned that the bills make local school district eligibil-
ity contingent upon State level participation. Query: What happens
if the State wishes not to participate?

While NSBA .is not arguing against State involvement, we do

believe that the program should te sufficiently flexible to permit
direct Federal. communications with and funding to local school

districts.
Our next concern is one that we call program mandates. We are

concerned that both bills seem to impose mandated asbestos remov-
al programs on local school districts. Unless constitutional rights
are involvedsuch as in desegregation issueswe caution against
any Federal program which mandates the participation of' State
and local units of government. In addition to the challenge which
the legislation poses to the concept of federalism, the bill does not
provide an adequate financial commitment by the Federal Govern-
ment in support of the mandated completion date.

I am going to deviate quite a bit from the testimony in this
particular moment in time to go to the point that the date in the
bill. September 1. 1980, also happens to be very close to the June
1950 date for architectural barriers for handicapped students under
section 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.

We are seeing a constant mandating of requirements on local
school districts without the financial wherewithall to do it. Under
Public Law 94-142 at this moment in time we should be talking
about an appropriation where 30 percent of the excess cost goes to
local school districts. The Administration has asked fbr 12 percent.
Next year it was supposed to be at 40 percent. So. in the final
analysis, what is going to happen at the local property taxpayer
level is once again, the mandate is going to occur at the Federal
level and the local property tax is going to have to be increased to
pick up the costs. We are afraid that we are going down that same
ad again, and we ought to be aware that we are going down that

road.
Mr. MILLER. Would you yield Tor a moment on that point?
Mr. STEINIULHER. Yes. sir.
Mr. MILLER. What is the mandate?
Mr. STEINHILHER. Well, the mandates here are that under your

hill and Mr. Perkins' bill each State in effict has to come through
with a State program of investigationif you wish me to go to the
specific provisions? And that the State in turn must go through a
process of identifying a plan which identifies all asbestos in every
school.

Mr. MILLER. It tells us how they would go about implementing
the program of detection or replacement. If they do not want to do
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it, they do not have to do it. There is no mandate that any local
jurisdiction does anything, under this legislation.

Mr. Sirminuisat. We think we are heading in that particular
direction.

Mr. Mimic& Not with this bill you are not. We do not say you
have to remove the asbestos, you can keep it there, if you want.

Mr. Rama. If I can perhaps inject a point of doncern we have
with respect to the bill.

Mr. Mum. Sure.
Mr. Roma. Section 4 deals with the State plan and in

provides that no later than September 1, 1979, each State stt11
submit State plans to the Secretary.. Then, reading through this
introductive paragraph, "Such plans shall include," and then,
under clause 3:

"Nr-
A timetable for the expeditious containment or removal of asbestos hazards which

have been identified, pursuant to subsection (1 of this section and in accordance
With regiiiationi.proinulgated by the sbcticin, provided that such removal shall be
coinpleted no later than September 1, 1980.

Mr. MII LER. Well, that is on the theory that you believe, as we
do, that in, some cases this problem poses an imminent danger to
young children.

Mr. RESNICK. I don't think the question is, if I may, Mr. Miller, is
one of whether there is a danger to children.

Mr. Musa Well, for a lot of people that will be the question.
They will decide, if they do not see the danger, that they do not
want to get involved in the program. The architectural removal of
barriers is so far afield that I do not understand.

Mr. RESNICK. I think the question that we are trying to raise is
this, it is not so much from our standpoint whether we can make a
safer environment for schoolchildren, but the question that does
arise, how are we able to finance the costs, especially when we
have now a concomitant cost of removing architectural barriers for
handicapped children.

The question that arises is, Can we find the money 'within the
local tax base to do the job? The school districts have to submit
their local budgets to the taxpayer. What if the taxpayer turns it
down for the school district that has to go to the bond referendum,
what happens if the taxpayer 'turns the bond issue down?

Mr. STEINHILBER. To go back to the philosophical base, we are
not at all suggesting, nor have we ever suggested, that this is not a
problem. In fact, our previous testimony outlines that very particu-
lar issue. It is a problem. In fact, we have embarked upon a
program of warning school districts on asbestos removal literally
11/2 years before the testimony before this committee.

Mr. MILLER. Well, for 11/2 years they have been, at least from
your organization, on notice that they have a problem and they
ought to consider doing something about it, so that at the end of
the year they can figure out how to deal with that solution.

Mr. RESNICK. I think there in a twofold question. First we see
EPAand we are glad to see itdeveloping a manual to not just
identify and alert school districts to the question, but to technically
assist in knowing how to approach the problem.

Second, moving to the question of identification, the concern that
Mr. Steinhilber is presenting here in this portion of our testimony
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is one on the financial side, that, if you are dealinf with the
construction issue, especially if you have to go.the bond-issue route,
the question that arises is not whether you can save the money for
the job, but how you can get the taxpayer to nrovide you with the
fund& We are concerned we have a cost here, especially in the
context of all other mandated costs on school districts, that it is
just far beyond our ability to pay.

Mr. MILLER. I do not see the mconsistency with the legislation. I
think these are oral determinations that will have to be made by
parents, and local school districts, and local school boards, and
lckcal administrators. If they want to take advantage of the legisla-
tion, they can do that. If they cannot do that, then they make some
other determination.

Mr. Summaza. Well, as we' go into our testimony we are
making specific suggestions.
_mi....31mm. lunderstand that.

Mr. Sixtritittzsa. We are makiiiiiiiigaitidiff WM-how-to-handle
this particuhir question. I just wanted to bring up an issue that is
going to becOme very, very sensitive around the United States and,
quite frankly, particularly in California. As you well know, the
California Legislature now on all mandated programs to local
school districts Is under similar kinds of concerns.

Mr. MILLER. I know Senate bill 90 very well, but that is why th.at
is not a mandate. That was a sham, see. There they were going to
give you all the money, but they never did.

Mr. SUINHILEER. I would like to point out the process for bonds
because we are talking, in loans: in terms of very precise proce-
dures. Whether a school district is borrowing the money from the
Federal Government, or whether a school district is. borrowing the
money on the outside market, we still have to go for the approval
of the local board. We have to go to the clearatice of a prospectus of
bond council. We have to schedule bond elections according to
State-mandated procedures. There is a schedule of bidding process,
and the work has to be commenced, normally has to be commenced
during the summer period of months.

Now, all I am saying here is, a combination of the time schedule
which is in this particular piece of legislation, 1980, and for those
districts that have to go to. bond issues, or have to get at least
permission to borrow, they may very well not literally have the
time to complete the process before that period of time has expired.

I would like to go into the question that we think the Federal
Government should be financing a great deal of, indeed, entirely
the whole question of the detection program. It shotild make grants
available to local school districts immediately and seek reimburse-
ment from the private sedor, similar to your question, sir, to the
previous witne0s.

Our fourth major concern involves the emphasis on asbestos
hazard control loan programs. Loans could be available only for the
mitigation or removal of asbestos which imposes an immediate
hazardand I underscore the word "immediate." While NSBA can
support the concept of interest-free loans, we are concerned that
many needy school districts will be ineligible for assistance because
they do not have the authority to go into debt. Furthermore, the
question of immediate havtrd says, "Are we going to go on a
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piecemeal kind of approach." School districth should be eiico
to develop a comprehensive program for conducting the
asbestos in all buildings1 not just those particular building. which
are an immediate

.1

SAFETY PROCEDURES

NSBA has two objectives regarding the section relating to safety
procedure& First, under section 7(b) work must be conducted in
strict accordance with regulations established by OSHA or by a
special HEW task force. Local school districts, like other State and
local units of government, are not under the jurisdiction of OSHA.
Again, we can appreciate the specific objectives sought by the bill,
but on philosophical and constitutional grounds, we must object to
the inclusion of local school districts under the jurisdiction of
OSHA.

Second, we are concerned with the provisions contained in sec-
uon7rwIleligales That sada alithonIfeirmu ceriffir t-&-1--there
will be no risk to students or personnel who are near any asbestos-
removal activity. Local school authorities just do not have the
technical expertise to certify a risk-free situation. Further, such
certification might place local school districts in a position of as-
suming legal liability for the actions of persons who are not under
their control, or by unauthorized actions of personnel or students.

In summary, our criticisms of these bills are that they develop
inappropriate mandates, create questionable jurisdiction by OSHA,
and add an unnecessary layer of bureaucracy.

NSBS's approach is to make sure that aid flows to schools quick-
ly and is distributed to the most needy districts.

The first most important step in controlling asbestos is in the
publication and dissemination of information. Clearly written infor-
mation about the asbestos problem and techniques for tesy.ng, con-
tainment, and removal will allow school districts to determine
proper action.

EPA has developed the expertise to be able to provide school
personnel with the material they need to begin the self-audit in
process. Indeed, we have just completed our comments to EPA. We
are asking them to do some certain things, and our comments are
going to be placed with their particular self-evaluation, self-audit.

However, in the legislation Qingress should direct that agency to
disseminate this information directly to officials in school districts
around the United States. It is one thing to have the material here
in Washington; it is another thing to have the material available
throughout the United States.

As a second step, EPA should then be directed to be available to
provide technical assistance to States and LEA's as they begin toiientify and remove areas of contamination. This assistance should
include advice on procedures for determining the extent and seri-
ousness of the hazard, as well as guidance on the methods of
testing and abatement.

While the NSBA believes that States should cooperate with the
Federal Government in dealing with the problem, we think it
unnecessary to structure the program absolutely through theStates. We would hope the EPA and the States and the various
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regions can work'together by pooling their. resources. That is, we
would suggest a flexible involvement of States which would allow
the States to decide the extent of their role and enable school
districts to choose the most useful source of technical assistance
Federal or State.

You recall from previous testimony, right now only 30 States
have anything in their State departments of education on this

cular issue. So; for the rest we dO have the problem that they
do not have the technical expertise.

NSBA proposes a two-part program of paymentsboth pa. rta of
our proposal make payments for containment and removal. I might
add, the comment which came through the minority member who
just spoke a moment ago makes sense because when we talk about
contament and removal, we are also talking about replacement
because school districts are still going to be caught by such things
as fire codes and things of that sort, that they are going to have to

--previde-ins-in_the_place_of.aiginks once the 'asbestos is
removed.

First; we would propose a long-term loan program, as under the
two bills which you have before you, with school districts eligible to
obtain loans up to 100 percent of the cost of renovation. This
program would be available for school districts which have the
ability to borrow money immediately to alleviate serious, hazard-
ous situations.

However, there are school districts which are not able to borrow
money from any source, at any rate, unless they have approval of
the voters. Therefore we propose Congress authorize a program of
grants, which would provide immediate funding. Only districts
which fall into this special category would be allowed for this kind
of funding.

As a requirement for the receipt of funds under the grant or loan
programs, Congress should consider imposing the requirement on
school districts that they publish in a local newspaper the extent of
asbestos hazard in their particular schools. This would serve sever-
al purposes. It alerts the public to the problem which the school
district is attempting to alleviate. This notice will undoubtedly
move members of the *immunity to action in several spheres.
Citizens would hold the school district and its personnel account-
able for the abatement program.

With respect to the jurisdictional problems of the committee,
NSBA comments this committee for its concern about and its at-
tempts to alleviate hazards caused by spraying asbestos in the
schools. We understand the problems caused by the dual jurisdic-
tion of this committee anc: the committee involved with EPA. We
are hopeful that the two ammittees can work together to provide
the funding to school districts.

Once again, Mr. Chairman, I commend the committee for its
commitment to providing Federal funding for school districts. We
will be ready, willing, and able to provide any such technical
expertise to you as you proceed, indeed, we would even be so bold
to put together the specifications of a bill if you would so wish.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you, Mr. Steinhilber, for your
excellent testimony.

42 -WM fl . 7'1 to Si

!.'
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As to the extent of the problem, do you have any btatistics on the
cost of removing the asbestos in the country?

Mr. SMINHILBER. There are certain problems with it, as you well
know. Asbestos became part of building materials in the period
immediately after World War II and proceeded into the 1970's,
until EPA determined it to be a hazardous substance.

There is no direct way that we currently know how many build-
ings have asbestos in them. We do know that the cost of contain-
ment is running between $8 and $12 a square footcontainment
alone. Where we talk about removal of asbestos, we know that the
figures start at $15 a square foot and run thereon. I will ask Mr.
Resnkk if he has any other comments with respect to the cost.

Mr. Rccit. I do not with respect to the cost, but in the pro-
posed draft manual that EPA has, they too are concerned about
developing data as to the extent of the problem. In fact, they are
suggesting a voluntary program for local .school districts to.submit
information as to the extent of the problern that exists across*the
country in the schools. It would appear that they are targeting for
early next year for the reporting of the data that accumtdated.

So, we wiil probably have a much cletirer idea through EPA, at
least, as to what the extent of the problem is, by next year.

Chairman PERKINS. I think that we ought to be as realistic as
possible and come up with the best figure that we possibly can as
to the cost, because that is going to be the big argument against
the legislation on the floor, in my judgment. The sooner we can get
some concrete evidence along this line, the sooner we will be able
to move.

I would like to see us move at an early date and see where we go.
Take it up with the full committee and see what we can accom-
plish it, this area.

no you have any further questions, Mr. kildee"
Mr. KILDEE. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller?
Mr. MILLER. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Steinhilber, for

your appearance here today.
The committee will now recess. subject to the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m.. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.)
(Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:I
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February 20,.1979

Hon. Carl D. Perkins
Chairman, House Committee on Education & Labor
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC

Enclosed for your information is ai letter from
John A. McKinney, Chairman and Chief macutive Officer
of the Johns-Manville Corporation commenting on your
bill (H.R. 1435).

/ am requesting that you include his comments into
the record of your hearings scheduled for February 21, 1979.

JSA:jam

enclosure: letter

Very truly yours,

John S. Autry
Vice President and
Director of Public Affairs

8t/Z
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Joheiriftwille Caparation
KenCand Rench
Dow. Woad* $0217

4. A. IsIthmov
Prosdent 1114
OW Ewan Mar

. w

February 20, 1979
.

Hon. Carl D. Perkins
Chairman, House Committee on Education 6 Labor
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC

Dear Chairman Perkins:

Di recent months there has been extensive and legitimate
concern, cohtroversy and publicity over the presenee of
sprayed lateu-latIe.ft-materi-al-e-eonterining-assbestosin-whoal
buildings. H.R. 1435, which you have intro:uced in the 96th
Congress, is a reasonable attempt to deal with this situation.

This use of asbestos was developed )3y others and Johns-
Manville has never commercially marketed such a product.
Nevertheless, Johns-Manville does possess expertise in this
area which we would like to make available to the Committee.

As you are well aware there is medical and scientific
disagreement on the existence in some schools of a pocsible
health hazard from sprayed insulation materials containing
asbestos. However, it is clear that regardless of the actual
existence of a health hazard actions are being taken by local
school districts and are in many instances without a proper
technical and scientific basis. Johns-Manville continues to
endorse programs which will evaluste asbestos exposures and
provide accurate technical information.

A well conceived program will avoid unnecessary actions
and expenditures and the risk of creating hazardous exposures
where none now exist. Such a program will first ascertain
the presence of sprayed insulation materials containing asbestos
and exposures from such materials prior to considering possible
corrective measures.

It is patent that the existence of asbestos in building
materials does not ordain harmful exposure to respirable
asbestos fiber. Exposure in schools or elsewhere to asbestos
fiber deriving from sprayed insulation materials have not
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approached the levels deemed acceptable by OSHA for occups
tional exposures. The limited exposures in schools are mo
consistent with environmentel expcoures encountered by peop e
residing near asbestos manufacturing plants such as studied
by Or. Selikoff in Patterson, New Jersey, and reportedp at
June 1978 meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences. Tba
study concluded the people who lived in the immediate vicini y
of the plant were at no increased risk to asbestos related
disease. The htudy and its conclusions merit the thoughtful
consideration of your Committee in evaluating the immediacy
and severity of the hazard posited by certain advocates.

As Dr., J. P. Laineweber indicated in his testimony befo
the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education on January 8, 1979, Johns-Manville has cooperated
worked with EPA in exploring the sprayed insulation situatiom
in the nation's schools, and In the EPA's preparation of
voluntary action program to provide school distiacts with .

technical and analytical assistance in dealing-with sprayed
, insulation materials. In large measure we vise H.R. 1435 as

the legislative coOnterpart to these efforts to establish a
scientific, analytical and technically sound bailie for investiga-
tion and action, as recognised in Section 2 (a) of the bill.

aiiriint witn our support Or-EPA-15-activitiee-itt-thke-----
area wp view H.R. 1435 as an appropriate method of supplying
the nation's school districts with scientific and technicel
infofmation and assistance on a voluntary basis.

One cannot and should not attempt to mandate on a subject
where there exists honest and well founded differences as to
the very existence of a possible hazard, and appropriate responses
to the presence of sprayed insulation materials containing
asbestos in school buildings. However, no one can object to
continued scientific inquiry in tais area. Consistent with our
commitment to the truth about asbestos we can support your
efforts to provide for freedom of choice and voluntary action
ai may be deemed adequate and appropriate by local school districts
based upon adequate scientific and technical information.

My stiff has developed detailed comments and suggestions
relative to specific sections of the Sill, and I attach these

for your reference.

I trust our observations and comments will prove helpful in

your consideration of this highly emotional issue.

Sincerely,

cc: see attached
encl.: comments

John A. Kinneye
Chairman of the Board

8 t, 4
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COMMENTS
H.R. 1435

1. Section 2. (a) (1) - The clause "Over a long period of time"
is non-specific, °Defusing, and unnecessary to the intent
of the Hill. In the same section the phrase "incidence of
cancer" is overly broad. Mt would suggest adding the words
"certain types" before the word "cancer".

2. Section 2 (0'(3) - We do not believe this section as phrased .

accurately represents the state of medical and scientific
opinion on the subject of a threshold limit values. In fact-.
there is difference of agreement on the existence ()Ca
treshold, the level at which such a threshold exists, and
the possibility'of different thresholds for different
biological reactions. The Occupational Safety & Health
Administration has, in fact, established a treshold for
occupational exposures to asbestos. This section oould
be deleted without adversely affecting the Bill. At the
very least it should be reworded to more accurately reflect
the state of the medical and scientific art.

3. Section 2 (a)(7) - In as much as H.R. 1435 calls.for 42
voluntary prwriuk.there_is_DO_ReCteektY_SqX the w0P01.__
"mandatory" on line 6.

4. Section 2 (a) (7)(9)(10) - In view of the overall scientific
testimony presented to the Subcommittee on January 9, 1979
and the differences as to the existence of a hazard we submit
that the word "hazardous" as it appears in this and other
sections of the Till be qualified by the word "possibly".

5. Section 2 (b) (1) - The clause "to ascertain the extent
of the danger to the health of school children and employees
of asbestos materials in the schools" appearing on lines 22-25
presumes that a danger does in feet exist, and that the only
unknown elenent is the extent of the danger. In fact, there

. is disagreement as to the existence of any danger, and in any
event, all will concede that there are situations where
sprayed asbestos materials exist in school buildings but
present no conceivable hazard by any standard or criteria.
Accordingly, we suggest that on lines 22 and 23 the language
be changed to read "to ascertain whether there exists a
danger to the health of school children and employees due to
the presence of asbestos containing materials in the schools".

6. Section 2 (b)(2) - Consistent with earlier comments-we
suggest that the word "possibly" be added to line 4 before
the word "hazardous".

;.)
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7. Section 3(a) - The language appearing on li
on page 5 should be broadened so as to permi
by private organisations, cowponies, and co
concerned with education and health and pos
And Scientific knowledge relating to esbestos.

V.

and 5
presentation..
tions

technical*

8. Section 3 (a) (4) - The term "imminent danger.to health
. and safety " i4 inconsistent with definition in tion I0(4)

, where the term is, "imminent hazard to the heal and safety".
Hither terminology is inapproPTIEF and unsupported by the
evidence. Consistent with the evidence which has been presented
to the Subcommittee and to avoid inappropriate.inferences we
would suggest that the term °imminent hazard to the heelth
and safety" be changed to read "possible hazard to the health
and safety". Such terminology would be consistent with the
medical and scientific evidence and would not adversely
affect the import of the Bill. This same comment would
apply to the other sections throughout H.R. 1435 wherein the
term "imminent dangers is used.

9. Section 4 (a) - Consistent with Dr. Leineweber's testimony
of-January .9, .1979.weitOUX.Mage0. that the words "deemed
necessary" as appearing on line 25.and-line.1-od-Oige-71be-
changed.to "recommended or advised".

10. Section 5 (4)(1) - Consistent with previous comments we would
suggest the deletion of the words "whether hazardous" appearing
on line 12. The purpose of the surveying and testing would
be to determine adtual concentrations of asbestos fiber from
which a judgment could then be made as to the advisability
of containment or removal pursuant to Section 4 (a).

11. Section 10(4) - See comments on Section 3 (a) (4).

12. Finally, an issue for consideration. Data to date indicates
that most schools contain no sprayed asbestos containing
materials. Accordingly, testing where none is called for is
to be avoided. will the Mill as presently drafted provide
for a pre-screening process to first determine the presence
of asbestos containing materials in school buildings? An
effective pre-screening program such as conducted by the
State of Michigan will avoid inordinate amount of time and
money being expanded in doing formal air sampling and testing
in schools where asbestos containing materials are not present.

Johns-Manville Corporation
February 1979

6
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Mirth 5, 1979 ,

The Honorable Carl Perkins
Chairman, Elementary, Secondary
& Vocational Education Sub-
committee

8-346 C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Perkins:

-.1!:

.

444 NeaTNCANTOtivesMOUI
ilemmunwto404.64444

011144NNO0111

I am writing to express the interest of the State of New Jersey in the asbestos
tegtztattOnwhtcirthe-Elementaryi-Secondary-and-Voctttonal-Education-Subcom--------
mittee will mark up this Wednesday, March 7. It sho.sld first be said that the
Subcommittee's work on this issue is welcome news, and the leadership by the
SubcOmmittee and its Chairman is much appreciated. State personnel have been
very active on the issue of asbestos in schools since Governor Byrne first
established a State Task Force in February 1977.

-The bills to be considered (H.R. 1435 and H.41524) by you cm Wednesday were
examined by the New Jersey Departments of Education, Health and Environmental
Protection. While the State sUpports the legislation and your efforts, I would
like to relay to you some sugfestions, from the State's viewpoint, for your con-
sideration.

In Section 3, we rec
institute of Occupation
the Task.Force since t
students. In addition
expanded to include t
would, in effect, prov
adopted, or adapted, b
minimum standards for

nd that a representative of the National
1:Safety and Health (NIOSH) be placed on
hazards extend to staff as well as

the function of the Task Force should be
development of a model State plan which

de states with an example which could be
the states, while establishing some

uch plans.

In Section 4, the StaIe Plan, which each state must develop, re-
TiFi-657Frf schools ituated within the State." The phrase
"all schools" poses a problem because state agencies do not have
jurisdiction over pri ate schools, however, private schools
could request the ass stance of the state in dealing with esbestos.
The bill should be *landed to provide for this sitmation.

While the timetable ior development of the State Plan is
generally reasonable{ we do not believe that it is feasible
to expect that removil can be completed by Septmber 1, IOW.

is
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In light of the uncertainties concerning the availability
of funding, there should not be a specific deadline for
removal. Furthermore, the word "removal" is inappropriate

Le/
because it precludes other Pmeedial action.

Finally, the State Plan should also include a timetable for
the identification and quality control of both laboratory
facilities for identification and contractors capable of
performing remedial tort.

In Sections 5 and 6, it may be practical to meld the provisions
of-both H:R. 1435 and H.R. 1524. The latter legislation
establishes an Asbestos Hazards Detection Fund to be funded by
asbestos companies. This is a commendable concept, but an al-
ternative method of funding (by general appropriation as in
H.R. 1435) should be authorized in the event that problems are
encountered in receiving payments from these companies because
they are no longer in business or beceust they contest their
obligation. -

In additioa, we would also prefer to see such a fund used for
remedial action, which is far more costly, than for detection,

. which cost could be absorbed by the local and/or state govern-
ment.

In Section 6, as stated in the above paragraph, grants from the
fund/appropriation, should be used for remedial action. As
commendable as the no-interest loan program is, the burden of
raising the necessary funds still remains with the local and/or
.state government. Remedial action is by far the more costly of
the detection and remedy process. Grants, instead of loans, on
a 75% federa1/25% state or local matching basis would be the
meaningful way to encourage school districts to take remedial
actions.

In Section 10, operative words in the Act are defined. We
believe that the definition of "asbestos materials" should be
limited to sprayed-on surface coatings contfining at lcast 1%
by weight asbestos. To define the term to include any sub-
stance composed entirely or in part of asbestos would include
the use of asbestos in many apparently non-hazardous circum-
stances and would be too broad.

Your consideration of the above comments would be appreciated. Any questions
that you and your staff may have on the suggestions or on this issue will be
promptly answered.

Sincerely,

Paul H. Bea
Assistant to the Governor

4

0
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BARRY I. CASTLEMAN,
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANT,

Knoxvilk Md., March 9 UM
Hon. CARL D: Nam%

Chairman, House Committee on Education and Labor.
Washington, D.C.

, MUM Mi. PaaanosLI have worked on various environmental asbestos problemsand am presently a consultiant to ihe Environiiiiincy. 1 VW---
provide extrt testiny and research to victims of asbestos disease w are suing., . manufactu re foe pd:abilitlye ..

e 't ' The enelosed remarks asbeeto in school buildings, a Matter of wide-
/--spread concern currently before your Compaittee. My commekts on the subjects of ....,

risk and industry responsibility are offered for the record of your hearings, in the
hope the wy may be of use to the Committee. %

Respectfully, . . .
BARRY I. CASTLEMAN.

ASBESTOS HAZARDS IN &HOME .

I. RISK

The hazard cif asbestos ceilings in schools and other buildings has heen recognized
cnd in some cases corrected in this country, Great Britain, and France. The
Super ieur d'Hygiene Publique de France" hasproposed an ambient isbestos' limit ofli .

anograms asbestos per cubic meter of air insidie buildings with asbestos ceilings.
This level of airborne asbestos was also found downwind of buildings in New York
where asbestos spraying took place in 1971, shortly before the use of sprayed,
asbestos was virtually eliminated by the EPA. In England, the Houa of Commons.
has recently undergone renovation for the removal of asbestos in roof space of
the flouse of Commons Chamber and the liningr of ventilation dUCts of the .Housecom x. There have been a dumber of American school buildings where asbestos es
surfact coatings were stripped off and removed, starting at least as farback as 1971
te.g.. an elementary school in Lander, Wyoming; UCLA dormitories; Yale's architec-ture building).

The threat from deterioration in buildings with asbestos suifaces, especiallt sur-
faces that are subject to physical impact, has thus been recognized for some time.
Dr. Robert Sawyer at Yale has written extensively on the nature of the problem and

. how to deal with it. The hazard may manifest itself at first as skin reactions and
respiratory symptoms; however, the main concern is the risk of developing cancer,
many years (20-50) after the onset of exposure ta asbestos.
' No one knows how much risk a child has of getting cancer from spending a year

in a school with, let us say, 50 nanograms per cubic meter of asbestos, in the air. Itis unlikely that we will be able to make reliable estimates of that risk in the nearfuture. What we do know is that asbestos is a human carcinogen, and despite thevoluminous medical literature on it there is no scientific evidence of the existence ofa safe threshold for humlin exposure to-asbestos. Rare asbestos cancer imesotheli-ama of the pleural have been shown to strike a wide range of people with only
-bystander" exposure. to asbestos: neighbors of asbestos plants and shipyards,rela-tivet. in households of asbestos workers, and non-asbestos workers in all the ship-yard and construction trade's. This information was substantially developed in theyears Itif;(1-19Q,.

One of the people I work for. Mrs. Frances Harig of Baltimore, worked in a plantwhere Johns-Manville asbestos panels were sawed upbut she was not running the
saw; slw worked two floors below as a secretary, and now she has mesothelioma.
Another woman with mesothelioma spent 1V2 years on an hour-a-day stint pushing
a coffee cart through an asbestos plant. It isn't possible to go back 30 years andnwasure the exposures that produced mesothelioma. but there is every reason toassume a danger exists for children in schools with deteriorating asbestos surfaces.We can't even say for sure that buildings with no apparent deterioration are safe.

Mesothelioma is not the only cancer caused by asbestos, though its distinctivenessallows for the identification of "bystander" victims. One out of a asbestos insulation
workers dies from lung cancer. most of them smokers. Studies of these workers haveshown that the combined lung cancer Sisk in men who smoke and work with
asbestos is 92 times AS high as in men who do neither. Smokers have only about 10
times the lung cancer risk of non-smokers, by comparison. The "multiplier effect" ofasbestos in smaller doses has not been studiedbut there is reason for concernabout school children and other who are exposed to asbestos and who also smoke torlater become smokereo.
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a
Alibestos also CRUM cancer of the larynx, esonbarsserstolnack bowel. ooron, end

kidneysin asbestos workers. The millions of us with eiposuri to asbestos may
also be afflicted by these demises, some of which are caused and "pcfmded" by
other, added carcinogenic insults in our diet, our work, copsuaier poduots, medic.-
tions, and so on.

Since the mid-1950's, there been a _general consensus of scientifie oldkion to ,
44the effect that any

:`,

n must be presumed .to pato. some cancer4.

. risk. Thatleigazi thresholde of exposure (besides sero) to a
CilitTnbiren. .,-

maligt cell to
pose She threat of a cancerous :4 ' concept of is
one of the most held theories in biological science today.

II. INDUSTRY TRISPONSIDIUTY

' As Congressman Miller has proposed to hive the asbestos industry help pay for
the cost of sampling and analysis of asbestos in schools, kis important to *valuate
the historical conduct of the industry in fairness to both industry and the

The 4m-threshold concept of carcinogenesis was expressed in the wortaksxPearg.
.Wilhelm Heuper, the most eminent environmental cancer scientist this country has
'produced. Heuper implored, industry to substitute carcinogens used in the work.placri

. and ispecifically named asbestos as a carcinogen in 1948. That same year, lung
cancer was formally declared a compensable occupational disease among asbestos
workers in Germany In 1952, an international panel of scientists declared that a
-lung cancer risk had been "demonstrated" in, among other. things, "the handling of

, asbestos.' Around that thne, employees confronted Johns-Manville and Armstrong
Corkwitt. ',corkers' cornpensation claims for lung cancer.

Industry recognized that there wasi an air pollution threat from its operations
=ago. In 1949, a ?dam of a Johns-Manville mill led..to an in request or

for control of air pollution emissions.
In a 1965 Public Heelth Service Monograph, Dr. Hue warned that the general

population was endangered by c air including asbestos. As
usual, Hueper called for development of V i products for industrially used
carcinogens. Dr. Thomas Mancuso was hired V another U.S. asbestos company with
asbestos mines in Canada, Philip Carey Corporation, in 1962. Mancuso urged control
of air pollution, informing officers of the company .that they might face lawsuits
from neighbors of their 'asbestos plants for cancer From descriptions of many
asbestos manufacturing operations of those years, it must have been clear that the
airborne cancer hazard did not end at the factory gates.

Asbestos pollution of ambient air from factory emissions is in many respects a
similar threat to indoor air pollution from deteriorating asbestos ceiliw.

Representatives of asbestos textile firms discussed Hueper's 1955 pthlication with
great concern, acknowledging among themselves that cancer was a major health
problem of the industry. However, they rejected a proposal for a cancer study,
fearing that such research might "stir up a hornet's nest" of bad publicity and
regulation. Several years later in 1960, the Board of Directors of the National
Insulation. Manufacturers Association voted down the creation of a health program,
6-2. Man; of the firms in NIMA either, made sprayed asbestos insulation or sold
asbestos fiber to firms that clid.

The Johns-Manville Corporation dominated the U.S. asbestos industry, accounting
for more than half of the asbestos used here in manufacturing throughout this
century. Documents obtained recently through legal discovery reveal that an on-
going conspiracy existed for many years, between Johns-Manville attorney Van-
diver Brown, Raybestos-Manhattan President Sumner Simpson, and others. Brown
was the architect of the conspiracy to suppress knowledge of the hazards of asbestos,
involving, for example:

(1) editing of ae industry-sponsored medical survey ennducted by Dr. A. J. Lanza.
of Metropolitan Life, published with crucial changes suggested by Brown. in 1935;

(2) supporting animal studies at the Saranac Laboratory for Research on Tubercu-
losis (in New York), whose purpose Sumner Simpson described as follows to four
other industry executives:

"My own idea is that it-iVould be a good thing to distribute the information
among the medical fraternity, providing it is of the right type and would not injure
our companies." (Nov. 10, 1936)

Subeequently, Johns-Manville's Brown vetoed publication of research done at
Saranac which showed the damage asbestos caused in cats.

In 1936. the Public Health Service informed asbestos textile firms in North
Carolina that it planned a medical and engineering survey. The compatsies respond-
ed by firillg 150 out of less than 600 employees in those plants, most of whom were

is
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asbestotioe, prior to the Public Health Service's arrival. This gutted the data base
the government needed, especially regarding the dangers associated with less-in-
tense, lonig-term occupational exposure to asbestos Dust.

In 1947, the memWrs of the Asbestos Textile Institute bad confidential plant
surveys conducted by the Industrial Hygiene Foundation. They were told that-much
more effrrt was needed to determine the effects of lom-term exposure to levels less
than the Public Health Service's tentative threshold limit value of 5 million parti-
cles per cubic foot of air.

-Industry from
The hazards of a lying_wayed asbestos insulation must have been obvious to

of 150 to 1500 fibers per lilitinrthecti"mrof ahrintirice"ndustryi"Ureell="forda,,ww .r.i.of(t4r7
current U.S. standard forbids peak exposures over 10f/m1). Equally high dust levels
arise from sweeping up the debris. Spraying asbestos was so hazardous that in 1945

to 70 thermal
her person should

was done) unless

the Chief Inspector of Factories in Gres Britain sent a n
insulation contractors advising among other thi that "no
work in the same compartment (of a ship winire . , k

also provided with a respirator." .

It is possible that one or two smaller firms failed realize how 'dangerous
asbestos was, and this in turn led them . - . formulations
than employ safe substitutes. Johns-Manville did not even -'4 'to affix eii
tic vaution labels on its sacks of asbestos fiber until late in 1968 or 1969. Otber..
asbestos mining companies -didn't put warning labels on .their product until -the
1970's. By that time, minutes of the Asbestos Textile Institute were NI of talk
about m supporting research at McGill University in order to obtain favorable
publicity (1965); and (2) bringing pressure on Dr. Irving Selikoff at the Mount Sinai
School of Medicine to not make so much noise about the cancer threat of asbestos
(1971). The minutes of the trade association meetings are devoid of anything except
concern for the health of the asbestos business.

The Canadian asbestos mining firms finally supported an epidemiological study
by the Industrial Hygiene Foundation (publithW 1958), that was aptly described by
Wilhelm Hueper as, "statistical acrobatics which tend to obscure incriminating
evidence" about carcinogenicity.

In view of all this, it is not so surprising that sprayed asbestos insulation products
came into widespread use in this country starting only 20 years ago. The long-time
suppression of information on the hazards of asbestos, especially carcinogenici%
and industry's failure to support scientific medical research was an essenti4 step
paving the way for such a product to achieve widpead acceptance in the 1960's.

No less foreseeable than the epidemic of cer initiated among millions of
construction workers was the deterioration of bestos 'ceilings in school buildings.
Vandalism, horsep.lay, and such things as ind r Eall playing all take their toll on
school structures. In addition to the common problems of aging (moistureAtibration,
etc.) over the years. Equally foreseeable to those who were "keeping the lid on
asbestos" was the enormous renovation and demolition hazard we would have to
reckon with as these buildings become old and obsolete at the end of this century.

And though the abuses of the asbestos industry probably did a great deal to
stimulate the public awakening to thIT issue of environmental cancer in the 1970's,
most of this story took place before there was much of an occupational or environ-
mental regulatory authority in the country to oppose the freewheeling marketing
plans of the asbestos in ustry.

(s)m.i.tIstoN
Congressman Miller bill thus has the merit of (1) placing a financial responsibili-

ty on the shoulders of hose who profited by the marketing of these deadly products;
and 1 21 setting some limit on the readiness with which public funds alone will be ,
used to deactivate the cancerous minefield our schoA have become as a result of
criminal business practices.
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HEALTH CBS MUM
LOUISVILLE, 1' 40232

MARMOT OF PNYSIOLODY ANDIROMITMCS

. Marsh 23, 1979

Representative 1 Perkins
402 Canes
Reuse Officio Su ding
Washington, D 20212

Dear Chid Perkins:

problem of asbestos analysis in our environment hes become an
ronmental prOblem of great magnitude due to the high incidence of

malignancy caused by inhalation and/or ingestion of airborne or water

borne fibers.

The asbestos fiber has several forms and as its fiber length decreases
the smaller crystals tend to form highly charged areas at their ends.
7tesir positive charges attract theeto lung or intestinal cell membranes
where they are token up readily. The near* of these very small fibers
with a high charge density induces malignant changei which can then
metastasise to othor organs causing inoperable cancerous focal points
throughout the body.

The size of the most dangerous airborne fibers (chrysotile asbestos)
may be 0.02 to 0.04 um in diameter. The range of dangerous fiber size
found in lung tissue is thinner than 3 um and shorter than 200 um. Electron
microscopy is therefore necessary not only to see these fibers but to
conduct specific analysis on their elemental composition.

The problem of deciding which analytical technique to use in asbestos
analysis varies from optical aetodology to more recent developments in our
technology, such as use of. s ug electron microscope with an attached

x-ray energy dispersive mi -computer system.

Review of systems Analysi .

Scanning Microscope with Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis System (RDXA)

Cost of this system is initially high but large samples can be scanned
and with the use of "bsckscatter" electrons-small fibers con be viewed for
morphology down to 50-70 R resolution.

Zoom magnification can be used to visualize low and high power pictures
simultaneously while a qualitative energy readout can identify the "finger
prints" of the fibers tater structure and its basic elemental composition.
The newer technology allows untreated samples to be looked t and analyzed

8 J 2
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directly. Therefore speeding Up the analytical method. This Is abodt 90%
positive in determining asbestos and its type.

Transmissiqn XlectrIn Microscopy (TEM) + Selected Area X-Ray Diffraction

This method also is expensim to install but givqt the highest resolution
in smeller fiber morphology (1e2 ,10. The small fiberg can also be characterised
by selecting one field and using the microscope's electron beam to produce
it "finger print" pattern of dots on circles which can be compared to referenoe'
patterns for identification. This technique is also Very reliable but error
con result from poor angles on the crystals examised and some overlap from..
non-asbestos materials giving eery similar patterns. The sample preparation
is very time consuming, therefore the method tends to be used more for very
small amounts cf the tiniest fibers in R

2
0 or air and requires 10-25 hours

of specisen preparation. Reliability is also high with this method.

X-Ray Diffraction

This technique can be used with no pictorial image or morphology-and
relatively large samples can be surveyed. Cost is moderate but the 5 types
of asbeston can produce confusing patterns. The expertise required is .

great and the reliability depends on suer training and interpretive ability.
False positives can be produced by this method.

Optical Microscope - Polarized Light

Crystals such as asbestos bend light waves and produce color patterns
under a light microscope equipped with polarized light. A small sample on
a micresoope slide is suspended in a medium or oil which has a refractive .

.index that mgy enhance or extinguish the light coming through the asbestos
tibrs. Small samples can be readily prepared in a series of suspending
liquids and examined for color characteristics of large fibers. Rapid
screening of bulk material is possible but only of the larger fibers. Most
ef iho dangersus fibers are beim the resolution of the optical microscope
and one might miss the presence of many smaller carcinogenic fibers while
assuming there is no asbestos present. Thus, a false negative finding could
be reported. This method in any event would requir a "bach-up" analysis
te spot check the results. Scanning electron microscopy with x-ray energy
dispersive analysis would probably be the most efficient double-check on
this method. The cent of optical analysis is low.

In summary, thin investigator feels that the most promising method for
rapid, accurate and reliable analysis of asbestos in air, H90, or bulk would

eweIs. a coebinatien of scanning electron mictspy with energ, dispersive
x-ray analysis capabilities. Roth graphic and elemental analysis is thus
passihia and the incidence of reliability it high. Large numbrr of samples
4hauld east less than iust a few samples, and if a systematic analytic
ndeavor wer instituted 'he cast per sample should be within the range of
all areas needing such st. veys.

1111$:khh

Sinjro1y yours.

Herten D. Si lver, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

0.
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UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40232

SCIIOOL OF MEDICINE
Dgpa litMENTOFPHYSIOLOOYAND1110PNYSICE

Merch 16, 1979

Bradford J. Block, M.D.
127 Building
lentucky Department of Labor
Frankfort, Kentucky 40801

Dear Dr. Siock:

As indicated in our recent telephone conversation, I wish to inform

you that my electron microscope laboratory at the University of Louisville

School of Medicine is currently engaged in asbestos research and survey

analysis.
A

MO are examining drinking water samples for asbestos tient the National
Perk Service from about 15 sites in the Southwest. This survey involves

detection of very email amounts of sabestos fibers with the electron

microscope and their discrete analysis utilizing x-ray.diffraetion modgs

of our instrumentation. Since different types of asbestos and/or other

fibers have characteristics patterns, we can determine the type of asbestos

or non-asbestos materiel.

Biological work is also under way to further understand the met:i esms

by which the very small fibers induce malignancy (much as lung asset liomas).

Kentucky public buildings may have asbestos fiber counts which are

hazardous to occupants and this possible hazard may also be related to

the species of asbestos present since certain types of fibers (rhrysetile)

are extremely carcinogenic. Those findings are,supported by research done

on asbestos for the past few years.

The ideal way to characterize and survey such pro e situations

would be to employ a newer type of instrumentation, whicb I

available in a few months.

Tlie Analytical Scanning Eloctro
Microscope (STEM) has now reached the

"state ef tho art development" in vie lizing fine structures of biological,

medical, and environmental pollutant and also utilizes it highly sophisticated

mini computer technology which allows quick and precise analysis of

suspected materials by a technique known as "energy dispersive x-ray

analysis". It is my intentiop to provide this area with the services of

such an Instrument with which many departments mid units can interface in

the very near future.
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I would be very interested in offering my serTices to tbe prOblems of
asbestos analyais and detection in particular, and to.the problems of
environmental pollution in general. In April, I have planned to finally
select the best instrument of this type and locate it in the LOuleville
area tor those organisations or individuals who need this type of data
not currently available.

The 'cost et a Scanning Analytical Electron Microscope is very high,
the x-ray-computer detector alone will probably cost over P54000. ,flowever.
I see this as an investment in the health and quality of lit in Kentucky
and im willing to expend my research expertise to continue to improve the
general health care and investigations of health problems in my Kentteky
residence of Wye:we.

It would be of great help in establishing our new laborptory facility
if wo could have 'some "feedbsce on the probability of pursuing those
environmental problems by utilising Our expertise and emverience, which
I would be most happy to provide.
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Sincerely,

ii4e4111 4141-1
Burton O. Silver, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor


